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PREFACE.

SEVEN years have elapsed since this work was first promised to

the public. It was then stated that its object would be at once

to present the English reader with a correct yet free translation,

and to collect and methodise for the student the chief illustra-

tions of the author, which modern learning and research had up

to that time accumulated. The promise thus made might with-

out much difficulty have been redeemed within the space of two

or three years. Parallel however with the progress of the work,

which was commenced at once, a series of fresh discoveries con-

tinued for several years to be made more especially on points

connected with the ethnography of the East, and the history,

geography, and religion of Babylonia and Assyria^-the results of

which it seemed desirable to incorporate, at whatever cost of

time and labour. Great portions of the present volume had

thus, from time to time, to be rewritten. This circumstance,

and the unavoidable absence of Sir Henry Kawlinson from Eng-

land during three years out of the seven, will, it is hoped, be

deemed sufficient apology for the delay that has occurred in the

publication.

Some apology may also seem to be required for the projec

of a new translation. When this work was designed, Herodotus
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already existed in our language in five or six different versions.

Besides literal translations intended merely for the use of stu-

dents, Littlebury in 1737, Beloe in 1791, and Mr. Isaac Taylor

in 1829, had given
" the Father of History

" an English dress

designed to recommend him to the general reader. The de-

fects of the two former of these works defects arising in part

from the low state of Greek scholarship at the time when they

were written, in part from the incompetency of the writers

precluded of necessity their adoption, even as the basis of a new

English Herodotus. The translation of Mr. Isaac Taylor is of a

higher order, and had it been more accurate would have left

little to desiderate. The present translator was not however

aware of its existence until after he had completed his task, or

he would have been inclined, if permitted, to have adopted, with

certain changes, Mr. Taylor's version. It is hoped that the pub-

lic may derive some degree of advantage from this redundancy

of labour in the same field, and may find the present work a

more exact, if not a more spirited, representation of the Greek

author.

There are, however, one or two respects in which the present

translation does not lay claim to strict accuracy. Occasional

passages offensive to modern delicacy have been retrenched, and

others have been modified by the alteration of a few phrases. In

the orthography of names, moreover, and in the rendering of the

appellations of the Greek deities, the Latinised forms, with

which our ear is most familiar, have been adopted in preference

to the closer and more literal representation of the words, which

has recently obtained the sanction of some very eminent writers.

In a work intended for general reading, it was thought that un-

familiar forms were to be eschewed
;
and that accuracy in such

matters, although perhaps more scholar-like, would be dearly

purchased at the expense of harshness and repulsiveness.
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It has not been considered desirable to encumber the text

with a great multitude of foot-notes. The principal lines of in-

quiry opened up by the historian have been followed out in

"
Essays

" which are placed separately at the end of the several

"Books" into which the history is divided. In the running

comment upon the text which the foot-notes furnish, while it is

hoped that no really important illustration of the narrative of

Herodotus from classical writers of authority has been omitted,

the main endeavour has been to confine such comment within

reasonable compass, and to avoid the mistake into which Lar-

cher and Bahr have fallen, of overlaying the text with the com-

mentary. If the principle here indicated is anywhere infringed,

it will be found that the infringement arises from a press of

modem matter not ^previously brought to bear upon the author,

and of a character which seemed to require juxtaposition with

his statements.

The Editor cannot lay this instalment of his work before

the public without at once recording his obligations to the kind-

ness of several friends. His grateful acknowledgments are due

to the Rector and Fellows of Exeter College for the free use of

their valuable library ;
to Dr. Bandinel, librarian of the Bod-

leian, and the Rev. H. 0. Coxe, sub-librarian of the same, for

much attention and courtesy ;
to Professor Lassen of Bonn, for

kind directions as to German sources of illustration
;
to Dr. Scott,

Master of Balliol, for assistance on difficult points of scholarship ;

and to Professor Max Mtiller, of this University, for many useful

hints upon subjects connected with ethnology and comparative

philology. Chiefly, however, he has to thank his two colleagues,

Sir Henry Rawlinson and Sir Gardner Wilkinson, for their in-

valuable assistance. The share which these writers have taken

in the work is very insufficiently represented by the attachment

of their initials to the notes and essays actually contributed by
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them. Sir Henry Kawlinson especially lias exercised a general

supervision over the Oriental portion of the comment
;
and al-

though he is of course not to be regarded as responsible for any
statements but those to which his initials are affixed, he has in

fact lent his aid throughout in all that concerns the geography,

ethnography, and history of the Eastern nations. It was the

promise of this assistance which alone emboldened the Editor

to undertake a work of such pretension as the full illustration

from the best sources, ancient and modern, of so discursive a

writer as Herodotus. It will be, he feels, the advantage derived

from the free bestowal of the assistance which will lend to the

work itself its principal and most permanent interest.

OXFORD, January 1st, 1858.
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ON THE

LIFE AND WRITINGS OF HERODOTUS.

CHAPTER I.

OUTLINE OF THE LIFE OF HERODOTUS.

Impossibility of writing a comphU life of Herodotus His time, as determinedIf:

History. Date of Tiis birth, as fixed by ancient writers, B. c. 484. His bii

-HaliLrnassus. .His parents, Ljr. and$^^^**V.
branch of

. ,

h s family settled in Chios, probably. His education, and acquaintance

with Greek literature. His travels, their extent MM* completeness. Their probable

date and starting-point. Circumstances of his life, according to Suidas and other

writers. Politicatadventures-their tmth questioned Residence t Samos-

doubtful. Removal to Athens. Recitation of his work there. Reward MMgned
him Alleged recitations in other Greek cities. The pretended recitation at OTym-

p Thucydides and Herodotus. Herodotus and Sophocles. Men of note whom

fferodotus would meet at Athens. Reasons for his i caving it Colomsataon of

Thurium. Men of note among the early colonists. The History of Herodotus re-

touched, but not originally composed, at Thurium.. Some large portions may have

been written there; and his History of Assyria. State of Thurium during his res-

idence. Time and place of his death. Herodotus probably unmarried: his heir

Plesirrhous. His great work left unfinished at his decease.

A RECENT writer has truly observed, that to attempt a com-

plete or connected life of Herodotus from the insufficient stock

of materials at our disposal, is merely to indulge the imagina-

tion, and to construct in lieu of history
" a pleasant form of

biographical romance." 1 The data are so few they rest upon

such late and slight authority; they are so improbable or so

contradictory, that to compile them into a biography, is like

building a house of cards, which the first breath of criticism will

blow to the ground. Still certain points may be approximately

fixed
;
and the interest attaching to the person of our author 11

such, that all would feel the present work incomplete, it it

omitted to bring together the few facts which may be gathered,

1 See Colonel Mure's "Critical History of the Language and Literature of

Greece," vol. iv. p. 243. The romance has since been written, in two w*\ w, Dy

Mr. Wheeler.

VOL. I. I-



2 TIME OF HERODOTUS. CHAI-. I.

either from the writings of Herodotus himself or from other

authorities of weight, concerning the individual history of the

man with whose productions we are ahout to he engaged. The

subjoined sketch is therefore given, not as sufficient to satisfy the

curiosity concerning the author which the work of Herodotus

naturally excites, but as preferable to absolute silence upon a

subject of so much interest.

The time at which Herodotus lived and wrote may be de-

termined within certain limits from his histoiy. On the one

hand it appears that he conversed with at least one person who
had been an eye-witness of some of the great events of the Per-

sian war
;

2 on the other, that he outlived the commencement of

the Peloponnesian struggle, and was acquainted with several

circumstances which happened in the earlier portion of it.
3 He

must therefore have flourished in the fifth century, B. c., and
must have written portions of his history at least as late as B. c.

430. 4 His birth would thus fall naturally into the earlier portion
of the century, and he would have belonged to the generation
which came next in succession to that of the conquerors of

Salamis. 5

These conclusions, drawn from the writings of Herodotus him-

self, are in close accordance with those more minute and definite

statements which the earliest and best authorities make with

regard to the exact time at which he was born. Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, who as an antiquarian of great research and a

fellow-countryman of our author, is entitled to be heard with

8 See Book ix. ch. 16.
3 He mentions the Peloponnesian war by name in two places (vii. 137, ix. 73),

and notices distinctly the following events in it :

1. The attack on Platsea by the Thebans, with which it commenced (vii. 233).
2. The betrayal of Nicolaus and Aneristus, the Spartan ambassadors, and of

Aristeus, the Corinthian, into the hands of the Athenians by fcsitalces

(vii. 137).
3. The ravaging of Attica by the Peloponnesians in one of the earlier years of

the war (ix. 73).
He may also coverly allude to the war in the following places : v. 93, and vi. 98.

4 Herodotus mentions one or two events the probable date of which is about
B.C. 425, as the desertion of Zopyrus, son of Megabyzus, to the Athenians (iv. 160) ;

and a cruel deed committed by Amestris in her old age (vii. 114). He also speaks in

one place (vi. 98) of the reign of Artaxerxes, who died B. c. 425, apparently as if it

was over. He may therefore have given touches to his history as late as B. c. 424.
The passages which have been imagined to point to a still later date (i. 130. iii. 16,
and ix. 73) have been misunderstood or misapplied. Their true meaning is con-
sidered in the footnotes upon them.

6
Many incidental notices confirm this. Herodotus conversed in Sparta with a

certain Archias, a grandson of an Archias who fell in Samos about B. c. 525 (iii. 55).
He was also acquainted with a steward of Ariapeithes, the Scythian king, who was a

contemporary of Sitalces, the ally of Athens in the year B. c. 430. He travelled in

Egypt later than B. c. 462 (iii. 12).



CHAP. I. HIS BIRTHPLACE. 3

special attention on such a point, tells us that his birth took

place
" a little before the Persian war.

" 6

Pamphila, the only
ancient writer who ventures to fix the exact year of his nativity,
confirms Dionysius, and makes a statement from which it would

appear that the birth of Herodotus preceded the invasion of

Xerxes by four years.
7 The value of this testimony has teen

called in question, but even those who do not regard it as author-

itative admit, that it may well be adopted as in harmony with

all that is known upon the subject, and
"
at least a near approx-

imation to the truth.
" 8 It may be concluded therefore that

Herodotus was born in or about the year B. c. 484.

Concerning the birthplace of the historian no reasonable

doubt has ever been entertained either in ancient or modern
times. The Pseudo-Plutarch indeed, in the tract wherein he

has raked together every charge that malice and folly combined
could contrive against our author, intimates a suspicion that he
had falsely claimed the honour of having Halicarnassus for his

birthplace.* But Plutarch himself is a witness against the

writer who has filched his name,
1 and his testimony is con-

firmed by Dionysius,
8
by Strabo,

3
by Lucian,

4 and by Suidas. 5

The testimony of Herodotus, which would of itself be conclusive

were it certain, is rendered doubtful by the quotation of Aris-

totle, which substitutes at the commencement of the history the

word " Thurian "
for

"
Halicarnassian."' Apart, however, from

this, the all but universal testimony of ancient writers, the har

mony of their witness with the attention given to Halicarnassus

and its affairs in the history, and the epitaph which appears to

8 Judicium de Thucyd. (c. 6, vol. vi. p. 820). The words used

ufvos o\iycf) irpoTtpov TVV TlepffiKoov.
1

Ap. Aul. Gell. Noct. Attic, xv. 23.
" Hellanicus initio belli Peloponnesiaci

fuisae quinque et eexaginta annos natus videtur ; Herodotus tres et quinquaginta ; i

Thucydidea quadraginta." (See Muller, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 521.)
* See Mure, p. 254. Pamphila seems spoken of somewhat too slightingly when

she is called u an obscure female writer of the Roman period." The frequent quo-
tation of her writings by Aulus Gellius and Diogenes Laertius is a proof that she was
far from obtcure. Photius, too, whose extensive reading adds a value to his criticism,

speaks favourably of her work, and especially as containing "several necessary

points of historical information." (ruv IffropiKwi/ OVK 0X170 avayKciia. Bibl. Cod. 175,

p. 389.) That Pamphila was a careful and laborious student of history seems cer-

tain from her having made an Epitome of Ctesias (see Suidas).
9 De Malign. Herod, vol. ii. p. 868 A. The writers who, like Duris (Fr. 67), and

the Emperor Julian (ap. Suid.), simply call Herodotus " a Thurian," need not mean
to question his Halicarnassian origin.

1 De Eiilio, 11. p. 604 F.
2
Jud. de Thucyd. 1. s. c.

xiv. p. 939. 4 Vol. iv. p. 116.
6

S. v.
'

6 Rhet. iii. 9. See note 1 to Book i. ch. i.



4 PARENTS AND FAMILY. CHAP. I.

have been engraved upon the historian's tomb at Thurium,
7

form a body of proof the weight of which is irresistible.

Of the parents and family of Herodotus but little can be

said to be known. We are here reduced almost entirely to the

authority of Suidas, a learned but not very careful compiler of

the eleventh century, to whose unconfirmed assertions the least

possible weight must be considered to attach. He tells us in

the brief sketch which he has left of our author, that he was
born of

"
illustrious

"
parents

8 in the city of Halicarnassus, his

father's name being Lyxes, and his mother's, Dryo, or Rhceo;
9

that he had a brother Theodore; and that he was cousin or

nephew of Panyasis, the epic poet. To the last of these state-

ments very little credit is due, since Suidas confesses that his

authorities were not agreed through which of the parents of

Herodotus the connexion was to be traced,
l and the temptation

to create such a relationship must have been great to the writers

of fictitious letters and biographies under the empire. But the

name of his father is confirmed by the epitaph preserved in Ste-

phen,
2 and the station of his parents by the indications of wealth

which the high education of our author, and his abundant means
for frequent and distant travel, manifestly furnish. The other

statements of Suidas acquire, by their connexion with these, some

degree of credibility; and the very obscurity and unimportance
of the names may induce us to accept them as real, since no
motive can be assigned for their invention. Herodotus may
therefore be regarded as the son of Lyxes and Rhooo,

3

persons of

7 The epitaph, which is given both by Stephen (ad voc. &ovpios) and by the
Scholiast on Aristophanes (Nub. 331), did not indeed mention Halicarnassus, but

implied it by speaking of the historian as "
sprung from a Dorian land

irdrp^s /JAaoTToW &TTO,
9

'Hp65oTost
Avov Kal Apvovs, 'AAtKappcwrtreuy, r&v tirifyavuv, Kal

eo-Xi/cws etteftipoj/. Suidas ad voc. 'HpdSoros.
8 See Suidas ad voc. TIavva<ns.
1 Some said that the father of Panyasis, whom they called Polyarchus, was

brother to Lyxes, the father of Herodotus
; others that Rhoeo, our author's mother,

was the epic poet's sister. (Suid. 1. s. c.)
2 The epitaph, which Brunck has placed in the third volume of his Analecta

(Epig. 533, p. 263), consists of four lines of elegiac verse, and runs as follows:

lffropif]s irpvraviv

jSAatrroj/T' &TTO, TUV &p' &Tr\T)Tov

MU/J.OV vireKTTpcxpvyiiav Qovpiov fO~Xf ird-Tpi)!/.

8
It seems certain that the double form of the name arises from a corruption of

the text of Suidas. Bahr (Comment, de Vita et Scriptis Herod. 2) proposes to re-

gard the form Dryo as the true one. But since Dryo is an unknown name, whereaa
Rhreo belonged certainly to the mythic history of the neighbourhood (see Apoll.
Rhod. ap. Parthen. Erot. c. 1), the latter has clearly the better claim to be pre
ferred.



CHAP. I. EDUCATION. 5

good means and station in the city of Halicarnassus. That he

had a brother Theodore is also probable.
It has been thought that Herodotus must have had relations

of rank and importance settled in the island of Chios. 4 In speak-

ing of an embassy sent by a portion of the Chians to the Greeks

about the time of the battle of Salamis, he mentions, without

any apparent necessity, and with special emphasis, a single
name that of a certain

"
Herodotus, the son of Basileides.

"5

This man, it is supposed, must have been a relative, whom
family affection or family pride induced the historian to com-

memorate; and if so, it is certain from his position as one of the

chiefs of a conspiracy, and afterwards as ambassador from his

countrymen, that he must have been a personage of distinction

a conclusion which is confirmed by the way in which Herod-

otus introduces his name, as if he were previously not unknown
to his readers. 6

This is a point, however, of minor consequence, since it is not

needed to prove what is really important the wealth and con-

sideration of the family to which our author belonged.
The educationof Herodotus' is to be judged of from his work.

No particulars of it have come down to us. Indeed, the whole

subject of Greek education before the first appearance of the

Sophists is involved in a good deal of obscurity. That the three

standard branches of instruction recognised among the Athe-

nians of the time of Socrates grammar, gymnastic training, and

music were regarded throughout all Greece, and from a very

early date, as the essential elements of a liberal education, is

likely enough;
7 but it can scarcely be said to have been dem-

onstrated. Herodotus, it may, however, be supposed, followed

the course common in later times attended the grammar-school,
where he learnt to read and write, frequented the palaestra where

4 Col. Mure accidentally says
" Samoa" for Chios, and speaks of Herodotus the

son of Basileides as a Samian (vol. iv. p. 253).
5 Herod, viii. 132.
6 Twv Ka\ 'HpJSoro? & Batri\r)i$((a fa. When a new character is introduced, and

Herodotus does not consider him already known, he commonly omits the article.

(See vi. 127, where none of the suitors of Agarista have the article except Megacles,
the son of Alcmaeon.)

1 Some writers have maintained that in Dorian states the first branch (y/ja/u^ora)
was wholly, or almost wholly, omitted (Mailer, Dorians, voL ii. p. 328, E. T.

;
Grotc's

Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. p. 526). But Colonel Mure has shown that this imputation
is unfounded (Remarks on two Appendices to Grote's History, p. 1 et seqq.). The
three branches are recognized by Ephorus as obtaining from an early time in Crete

(Fr. 64, Mailer, roL i. p. 251), and Plato seems to regard them as universally

agr ed upon (Alcib. i. p. 106 E
;
Amat. p. 132

; Theag. p. 122
; Protag. pp. 25 K and

26 A. B.)



6 HOMERIC STUDIES. CHAP. I.

he went through the exercises, and received instruction from the

professional harper or flute-player, who conveyed to him the ru-

diments of music. But these things formed a very slight part
of that education, which was necessary to place a Greek of the

upper ranks on a level, intellectually, with those who in Athens

and elsewhere gave the tone to society, and were regarded as fin-

ished gentlemen. A knowledge of literature, and especially of

poetry above all an intimate acquaintance with the classic writ-

ings of Homer, was the one great requisite;
8 to which might be

added a familiarity with philosophical systems, and a certain

amount of rhetorical dexterity. Herodotus, as his writings show,
was most thoroughly accomplished in the first and most impor-
tant of these three things. He has drunk at the Homeric cis-

tern till his whole being is impregnated with the influence thence

derived. In the scheme and plan of his work, in the arrange-
ment and order of its part, in the tone and character of the

thoughts, in ten thousand little expressions and words, the Ho-
meric student appears ;

9 and it is manifest that the two great

poems of ancient Greece are at least as familiar to him as Shak-

speare to the modern educated Englishman. Nor has this inti-

mate knowledge been gained by the sacrifice of other reading.
There is scarcely a poet of any eminence anterior to his day with
whose works he has not shown himself acquainted. Hesiod,

Olen, Musseus, Archilochus, the authors of the Cypria and the

Epigoni, Alcaeus, Sappho, Solon, ^Esop, Aristeas, Simonides of

Ceos, Phrynichus, jEschylus, Pindar,
1 are quoted, or referred to,

in such a way as to indicate that he possessed a close acquaint-
ance with their writings. Prose composition had but commenced
a very short time before the date of his history.

2 Yet even

8 See Plat. Rep. Books ii. and iii., Protag." ]. s. c.
9 See Jager. Disp. Herod, p. 5

; Bahr, De Vita et Script. Herod. 3
; Mure, vol.

iv. pp. 515-6, and especially the valuable collection of passages in his Appendix, pp.
551-2. Dahlmann has, curiously enough, omitted this point.

1

Hesiod, ii. 53, iv. 32; Olen, iv. 35; Musanis, vii. 6, viii. 96, ix. 43; Archilo-

chus, i. 12; the author of the Cypria, ii. 117 (compare i. 155); of the Epigoni, ir. 32;
Alcseus, v. 95; Sappho, ii. 135

; Solon, v. 113
; ^Esop, ii. 134

; Aristeas, iv. 13 ; Si-

monides, v. 102, vii. 228
; Phrynichus, vi. 21

; ^Eschylus, ii. 156
; Pindar, iii. 38. Note

also the quotations from less well-known poets, as Bacis, viii. 20, 77, 96, ix. 43, and
Lysistratus, viii. 96. With regard to the passages supposed to be plagiarisms from
Sophocles (i. 32, ii. 35, and iii. 119), see notes ad loc. The only poets of eminence
anterior to his time, with whom Herodotus does not show any acquaintance, are
Callinus of Ephesus, Tyrtaaus, Simonides of Amorgus, Stesichorus, Epimenides, and
Epicharmus. He notices Anacreon

(iii. 121) and Lasus of Hermione" (vii. 6), but
without any mention of their writings. Expressions like that at the beginning of
vi. 52 (AaKeScu/uoi/tot 6fj.o\ojfovres ovStvl TTOIIJTT?) indicate the confidence which he
feels in his complete acquaintance at least with all the cyclic and genealogical poets
(Compare ii. 53 and 120.)

a With Pherecydes of Syros (ab. B. c. 550), according to tJie common tradition ;



CHAP. I. EXTENT OF HIS TRAVELS. 7

here we find an acquaintance indicated with a number of writers,
seldom distinctly named, but the contents of whose works are

well known and familiarly dealt with. 3 Hecatseus especially,
who must be considered as his special predecessor in the literary

commonwealth, is quoted openly, or tacitly glanced at in several

passages ;

4 and it may be questioned whether there was a single
work of importance in the whole range of Greek literature ac-

cessible to him, with the contents of which he was not fairly

acquainted.
Such an amount of literary knowledge implies a prolonged

and careful self-education, and is the more remarkable in the

case of one whose active and inquisitive turn of mind seems to

have led him at an early age to engage in travels, the extent of

which, combined with their leisurely character, clearly shows

that a long term of years must have been so occupied. The

quantum of travel has indeed been generally exaggerated,
5 but

after every deduction is made that judicious criticism suggests
as proper, there still remains, in the distance between the

extreme limits reached, and in the fulness of the information

gained, unmistakeable evidence of a vast amount of time spent
in the occupation. Herodotus undoubtedly visited Babylon,

6 Ar-
dericca near Susa,

7 the remoter parts of Egypt,
8

Scythia,
9 Col-

chis,
10

Thrace,
11

Gyrene,
18

Zante,
13

Doddna,
14 and Magna

Graecia
;

15 thus covering with his travels a space of thirty-one

degrees of longitude (above 1700 miles) from east to west, and

but at any rate not earlier than the beginning of the sixth century. (See Mure,
vol. iv. p. 51.)

* See the following passages : ii. 15, 16, 20, 22, and vi. 55.
4
Openly, ii. 143, and vi. 137

; tacitly, ii. 21, 23, and iv. 36.
6

It is no doubt difficult to draw a distinct line between the manner of speaking
which shows Herodotus to have seen what he describes, and that which merely in-

dicates that he had heard what he relates from professed eye-witnesses. Most
writers on the subject have accepted as proof of the presence of Herodotus on the

spot a mention of anything as "
continuing to this time." Hence it has been sup-

posed that he visited Camicus in Sicily (Dahlmann, p. 40, E. T.
; Heyse de Herod.

Vit. et Itin. p. 139; Bahr, vol. iv. p. 397); and by some that he reached Bactria

(Mure, iv. p. 247 ; Jager, Disput. Herod, p. 20). But the expression relied on does
not in itself imply presence, and no writer has ventured to regard it in this light in

every place where it occurs. It has never been supposed, for instance, that Herod-
otus reached the banks of the Oarus, and saw the forts, said to have been erected by
Darius, "whose ruins were still remaining in his day" (iv. 124). Something more then
is required than this expression. I have regarded as" necessary to prove presence either

a distinct assertion to that effect, or the mention of some little point, which only an

eye-witness would have noticed, and which one who received the account from an

eye-witness would, even if told, not be likely to have remembered, as the position
of Ladice's statue in the temple of Venus at Cyrdne" (ii. 181).

9
i. 181-3. '

vi. 119. 8
ii. 29.

9
iv. 81.

10
ii. 104.

11
iv. 90. M

ii. 181. 13
iv. 195.

"
ii. 52.

*
iv. 15, v. 45.



3 TRAVELS IN ASIA MINOR. CHAP. I.

of twenty-four of latitude (1660 miles) from north to south.

Within these limits moreover his knowledge is for the most part
close and accurate. He has not merely paid a hasty visit to

the countries, but has examined them leisurely, and is familiar

with their scenery, their cities small and large, their various

wonders, their temples and other buildings, and with the man-
ners and customs of their inhabitants. The fulness and minute-

ness of his information is even more remarkable than its wide

range, though it has attracted less observation. In Egypt, for

instance, he has not contented himself with a single voyage up
and down the Nile, like the modern tourist, but has evidently

passed months, if not years, in examining the various objects of

interest. He has personally inspected, besides the great capital
cities of Thebes, Memphis, and Heliopolis, where his materials

for the history of Egypt were chiefly collected,
1

the comparative-

ly unimportant towns of Sais,
2

Bubastis,
3

Buto,
4

Papremis,
5

Chemmis,
6

Crocodilopolis,
7 and Elephantin6.

8 He has explored
the lake Mceris,

9 the Labyrinth,
10 the line of the canal leading

into the Arabian gulf from the Nile,
11 the borders of Egypt

towards the Sinaitic desert,
12 and portions of the tract, which

he calls Arabia, between the valley of the Nile and the Arabian
Gulf or Ked Sea. 13 He is completely familiar with the various

branches into which the Nile divides before reaching the sea,
14

and with the course followed by the traveller at different sea-

sons. 15 He knows intimately the entire broad region of the

Delta,
16 as well as the extreme limits of Egypt beyond it, both

eastward 17 and westward. 18

Again, in Asia Minor, his native

country, he knows well, besides Caria,
19 where he was born,

Lydia, with its rich plains
20 and great capital city, Sardis ;

21

Mysia,
22 the Troas,

23 the cities upon the Hellespont,
24 Procon-

nesus,
25

Cyzicus,
26 the mouth of the Thracian Bosphorus,

27 the
north coast

;

28 and again, on the south, Cilicia, with its two

regions, the flat,
29 and the mountainous

;

30
Lycia,

31
Caunus,

3*

1
ii. 3.

2
ii. 28, 130, 169, &c. 8

ii. 137. 4
ii. 75, 155.

6
iii. 12.

6
ii. 91. 7

ii. 148. 8
ii. 29.

9
". 149. 10

ii. 148. "
ii. 158, 159.

12
iii. 5, 12. "

ii. 75 ; comp. 8 and 12.
14

ii. 17.
15

ii. 97.
16

ii. 5, 15, 92-98, &c. "
ii. 6, iii. 5.

18
. 6, 18. I0

i. 171, 172, 174, 175, &c. 20
i. 80.

21
i. 80, 84, 93, &c. w

vii. 42. 23
ii. 10, vii. 43."

i. 57. 26
iv. 14. 26

Ibid. *
iv. 86.

28
Ibid. Comp. i. 76, ii. 104, &c. On his visit to Colchis, Herodotus would

necessarily pass along the whole of this coast. He appears to have gone ashore

occasionally at the mouth of the Parthenius, ii. 104 : at Themiscyra iv 86
29

vi. 95.
80

ii. 34.
81

i. 176. i. 172.
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Ephesus,
33 the mouths of the Maeander, Scamander, and Cays-

trus rivers,
34 and something of the interior, at least along the

line of the royal road from Sardis to Susa,
35 which he most

probably followed in his journey to and from Babylon. In

Greece Proper he has visited, besides the great cities of Athens,
1

Sparta,^ and Thebes,
3 the sanctuaries at Delphi,

4

Dodona,
5 and

Abae in Phocis
;

6 the battle-fields of Thermopylae,
7

Plataaa,
8

and Marathon
;

9

Arcadia,
10

Elis,
11

Argolis,
15 the promontory of

Ttenarum,
13 the isthmus of Corinth,

14 the pass of Tempe,
15

Creston in Chalcidice,
16
Byzantium,

17 Athos 18 and (apparently)
the entire route followed by the army of Xerxes on its march
from Sestos to Athens. 19 In the Levant he has evidently made
himself acquainted with almost all the more important islands.

With Samos he is completely familiar,
20 and he has visited

besides, Rhodes,
21

Cyprus,
22

Delos,
23

Paros,
24

Thasos,
23 Samo-

thnice,
26 and probably Crete,

27
Cythera,

28 and ^Egina.
29 Else-

where his travels have, no doubt, less of this character of

completeness. He knows little more of Scythia than its coast

between the mouths of the Danube and Dnieper ;
he has not

penetrated very far into Thrace
;

his knowledge of Syria and
Phoenicia may have been gained from once or twice coasting

along their shores
;

30 east of the Halys his observations are con-

fined to a single route
;
in Africa, setting aside Egypt, he shows

no personal acquaintance with any place but Cyrne ;
and west

of Greece, he can only be proved to have visited the cities of

Crotona, Thurii and Metapontum.
1

*
i. 92, ii. 10, &c. *

ii. 10.
86 The description of the route (v. 52) appears to me that of an eye-witness. If

Herodotus visited Babylon, which I regard as certain, he would naturally follow it

as far as the cross-road which led from Agbatana to that city, issuing undoubtedly
from Mount Zagros by the pass of Holwan. The Greeks of his time sometimes

reached Babylon by crossing from the Mediterranean to the Euphrates, and then

descending the river in a boat (i. 185), but Herodotus does not appear to have taken

this route.
1

v. 77.
9

iii. 55.
8

i. 52.
4

i. 14, 19, 25, 50, &c. 6
ii. 52.

8
viii. 27.

T
viii. 198-200, 218, 225, &c.

8
ix. 15, 19, 25, 51, &c.

'
vi. 102, 111, 112.

10
i. 66, vi. 74, 127.

"
iv. 30, vii. 170.

*
vi. 77.

"
i. 24.

"
viii. 121.

16
vii. 129.

"
i. 57. "

iv. 87.
1S

vii. 22.
19 This appears from the manner of his descriptions, as well as from their general

fidelity. It has been perceived by almost all the commentators (Biihr, iv. p. 396
;

Dahlmann, p. 43 ; Mure, iv. p. 246, &c.).
20

ii. 182, iii. 47, 54, 60, 142, iv. 88, 152, vi. 14, &c.
21

ii. 182, iii. 47.
*

v. 114.
w

ii. 170, vi. 98. ** vi. 134.
M

ii. 44.
96

ii. .31.
"

iii. 59.
n

i. 105.
29

v. 83, 88.
80

Landing of course from time to time, as at Tyre (ii. 44), at the Nahr el Kelb

(ii. 106), and perhaps at Gaza or Cadytis (iii. 5).
1

Heyse is the writer who has exaggerated most grosslv the extent of our
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It is not possible to determine absolutely the questions,

which have been mooted, concerning the time when, and the

centre, or centres, from which these travels were undertaken.

An opinion, however, has been already expressed that they were

commenced at an early age. The vigour and freshness of youth
is the time when travel is best enjoyed and most easily accom-

plished ;
and the only hints derivable from Herodotus himself

concerning the date of any of his journeys, are in accordance

with the notion, that at least the more distant and important of

them belong to his earlier rather than his later years. If any-

thing is certain with respect to the events of our author's career,

it is that his home during the first half of his life was in Asia

Minor, during the last in Magna GraBcia. Now the slightest

glance at the map will show that the former place, and not the

latter, Halicarnassus (or possibly Samos), and not Thurium, is

the natural centre whence his various lines of travel radiate.

One of the most curious facts patent upon the face of his

history is the absence of any personal acquaintance, or indeed of

any exact knowledge, of upper Italy, Sardinia, Sicily, Carthage
the countries most accessible to a traveller whose starting-

point was Thurium. lif seems as if,
on taking up his residence

at that town in about his fortieth year, the enterprising traveller

had subsided into the quiet student and recluse writer. 2 To
descend to particulars, it is clear that his visit to Egypt,

3 with

which some of his other journeys are necessarily connected,
4

took place after the revolt of Inarus (B. c. 460) ;
for he states,

that he saw the skulls of those who were slain in the great
battle of Papremis by which Inarus established himself

;

5 and

yet it could not have been long after, or he would scarcely have

author's travels. He regards him as having visited not only Agbatana (which is a
common opinion), but Acarnania and JEtolia, the Illyrian Apollonia, the Veneti,
Thera, Siphnus, Eubcea, Sicyon, and most parts of Sicily (see his inaugural dissertation

'De Herodoti Vita et Itineribus,' Berlin, 1827). The grounds which he deems suffi-

cient are often absurdly slight. Bahr adopts Heyse's views, except where they are
most extravagant (vol. iv. pp. 391-7). Dahlmann is somewhat more moderate. Col.

Mure's summary (vol. iv. pp. 246-8) is judicious, though scanty. The only points
in it from which I should dissent, are the statements that Herodotus "

penetrated to

Ecbatana," and "
possibly to parts of Bactria" (p. 247).

3
It is not meant that he did not write before this time, or travel after it, but

that after he came to Thurium he travelled very little, probably only in Magna
Graecia, and once to Athens, occupying himself almost entirely in literature.

3
Col. Mure supposes (vol. iv. p. 247) that he may have visited Egypt repeatedlj,

but of this there is no trace in the History. Rather the perpetual use of the aorist

tense (t\b<av fTpatrowv, ii. 3; iStav, ii. 12; ttwavfrriv e^ei/o^y, ii. 19; f\&ci>v, ii.

29; et passim) gives the contrary impression.
4 Those to Tyre and Thasos, which he undertook in order to investigate the age

of Hercules
(ii. 44).

6
iii. 12.
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been received with so much cordiality and allowed such free

access to the Egytian temples and records. There is every
reason to conclude that his visit fell within the period six years,
from B. c. 400 to B. c. 455, inclusively during which the Athenian
armies were in possession of the country/

1 when gratitude to their

deliverers would have led the Egyptians to receive any Greek
who visited them with open arms, and to treat him with a

friendliness and familiarity very unlike their ordinary jealousy of

foreigners. His Egyptian travels would thus fall between his

twenty-fourth and his twenty-ninth year, occupying perhaps

nearly the whole of that period ;
while his journeys to Tyre and

Thasos would follow shortly after. A single touch in the

Scythian researches indicates a period but little removed from

this, for the visit of our author to Scythia. He speaks of hav-

ing gathered certain facts from the mouth of Timnes,
"
the

steward of Ariapeithes."
7 This expression indicates that Aria-

peithes was then living. But if Ariapeithes immediately suc-

ceeded Idanthyrsus, as is probable,
5 he can scarcely have outlived

B. c. 450, sixty years at least from the accession of his predeces-
sor. Probably therefore Herodotus was in Scythia before that

date.

We may now consider briefly the few facts which have come
down to us, on better or worse authority, with regard to the

vicissitudes of our author's life. Suidas relates,
9 that he was

forced to fly from Halicarnassus to {Sanies l>y the tyranny of

Lygdamis, the grandson of Artemisia, who luid put his uncle

(or cousin) Panyasis to death
;

that in Sainos he adopted the

Ionic dialect, and wrote his history ;
that after a time he return-

ed and took the lead in an insurrection whereby Halicarnassus

obtained her freedom, and Lygdamis was driven out
;
that then,

finding himself disliked by the other citizens, he quitted his

country, and joined in the Athenian colonisation of Thulium,
at which place he died and was buried. Of these statements the

only ones confirmed by other writers are the removal of our
author to Thurium at the time of its first settlement or boon

afterwards, and his death and burial at the same place. The
former is a point on which all are fully agreed j

1 but the latter

is much controverted. 2

With regard to the political episode, which, if true, would
be the most notable adventure in our author's whole career,

6
Thucyd. i. 109: iKparovv TT}? Alyfarov 'Afrnvaiot.

7 iv. 76.
9 See note to Book iv. ch. 80.

9 Sub voc. 'HpASoro
1 See Strab. xiv. p. 939

;
Plut. de Exil. n. p. 604 r.

; Steph. Byz. ad voc.

PUn. H. N. xii. 4
; Schol. Aristoph. Nub. 33] .

8 Vide infra, p. 18.
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the slender authority of Suidas cannot be held to establish it

against the absolute silence on so remarkable a matter of all

former writers. Undoubtedly it may be true, but this is the

utmost that can be said in its favour. Probability leans decid-

edly the other way. If Herodotus had been a tyrannicide, it is

very unlikely that no orator or panegyrist should ever have no-

ticed the fact. If he had lived on terms of such deadly hostility
with the royal family of his native town, it is scarcely to be im-

agined that he would have expressed himself quite so warmly
3

towards the chief glory of that family, Artemisia. The tale

seems blunderingly contrived to account for certain circumstan-

ces connected with our author which were thought to require

explanation, namely, why he wrote in the Ionic dialect
; why he

treated at such disproportionate length of the affairs of Samos
;

4

why he spoke so strongly on the advantages of constitutional

over despotic government ;

5 and why he quitted his native land

and retired to Thurium. The foundation for the tale was found
in the last line of his epitaph, and possibly, in the facts of

Halicarnassian history ;
but the epitaph was misconstrued, and

the history garbled by the intrusion into it without warrant of

our author's name. We may gather from the epitaph, which

may well be received as genuine, that no political motive caused
his retirement from Halicarnassus, but that he fled from ridicule6

ridicule drawn down, it may be conjectured, by the over-cred-

ulous tone of his history, which would little suit the rising

generation of shrewd and practical free-thinkers. The transfer

of residence to Samos is most likely a fiction. It is not required
to account for his adoption of the Ionic dialect, since that was
the form of language already consecrated to prose composition,

7

and if he wrote at all he could not fail to use the character

of speech which the prose writers of his day had one and all pre-
ferred as best adapted to their branch of literature. Neither is

it implied in any thing which he himself says of the island, for

his acquaintance with its buildings and localities is not greater
than might have been acquired by one or two leisurely visits,

and the length at which he treats the history may be accounted
for on moral grounds.

6

3 See especially Book vii. ch. 99, and Book viii. chs. 87 and 101.
4 Book iii. chs. 39-59, 120-128, 139-149. B

v. 66, 78.
6
Mw/ios (which is the word used in the epitaph) is not mere "

ill-will,"
"

dis-

like," or "
envy," but distinctly

"
ridicule." It is a rare word in the early writers,

and would not have been used where /te^is suited the verse equally well, unless in-

tended in its peculiar signification.
7 See Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv. p. 114.
8 Vide infri, page 76.
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Herodotus probably continued to reside at Halicarnassus.

taking long journeys for the piirpose of historical and geograph-
ical inquiry, till towards the year B. c. 447, when, being about

thirty-seven years of age, and having brought his work to a

certain degree of completeness, though one far short of that

which it reached finally, he removed to Greece Proper, and took

up his abode at Athens. Halicarnassus, it would appear, had

shortly before cast off her tyrants and joined the Athenian con-

federacy,
9 so that the young author would be welcomed for his

country's sake no less than for his own. Athens had just begun
to decline from the zenith of her prosperity. After having been

for ten years sole mistress of central Greece from the isthmus

of Corinth to the borders of Thessaly, she had, not without cer-

tain preliminary disasters, received at Corouea a blow, which at

once rcducedEer to her tenner limits, and threatened to have

yet more serious consequences. The year B. c. 446 was one of

gloom and sad expectation. Revolt threatened from various quar-

ters, and in the ensuing spring the five years' truce would expire
and a Peloponnesian invasion might be expected. It was in this

year, if we may believe Eusebius,
1 that a decree passed the

Athenian assembly, whereby a reward was assigned to Herod-
otus on account of his great historical work, which he had read

publicly to the Athenians. 2 The Pseudo-Plutarch,
3

though
himself discrediting the story, adds some further particulars,
which he quotes from Dyillus, an Athenian historian of good

repute towards the end of the fourth century B. c. This writer

declared that the decree on the occasion was moved by Anytus,
and that the sum voted as a gift was ten talents (above 2,400Z.).

According to the common report, it was not at Athens alone

that Herodotus made his work known by recitation. He is rep-
resented by some writers as a sort of prose rhapsodist travelling
from place to place, and offering to each state at a price a niche

in the temple of Fame. The Pseudo-Plutarch brings him to

Thebes,
4 and Dio Chrysostom to Corinth,

5 in this capacity ;
but

the latter tale is apparently unknown to the great collector of

' See Dahlmann's Life of Herodotus, ch. i. 3. We are not obliged to reject

either the fact or the date of Lygdamis's overthrow, because we question the part

assigned to Herodotus in the transaction.
1 Chron. Can. Pars n. p. 339

;
01. 83. 4.

a The reading may have been, as Scaliger (ad Euseb.) suggested, a single sustained

recitation at the great Panathenaic festival, but I should rather suppose a series

of more private exhibitions.
8 De Malign. Herod, n. p. 862 A.

4 De Malign. Herod, n. p. 864 D.
6 Orat. xxxvii. p. 456. Marcellinus (Vit. Thucyd. p. x.) has evidently heard the

same story.
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slanders. It is scarcely necessary to observe that these calum-
nious fictions, invented by those whose self-love was wounded by
our author's candour, deserve no manner of credit. It is cer-

tainly not impossible that Herodotus may have recited his work
at other places besides Athens

;
but there is no evidence that

he did so. His work was not one to gain him reward or good-
will generally, and Thebes, a place fixed upon by the Pseudo-

Plutarch, was one of the last where he could expect to be
received with favour.

In addition to these tales there has come down to us a circum-
stantial account of another, and more important recital, which
Herodotus is supposed to have made before collected Greece at

the great Olympian festival. This story, which has attracted

more attention than it merits, rests upon the two low authori-

ties of Lucian and Suidas. 6 It is full of inconsistencies and

improbabilities,
7 was unknown to the earlier writers,

8 and is even
contradicted by another version of the matter which obtained
sufficient currency to give rise to a proverb. According to an
ancient grammarian, men who failed to accomplish their designs
were likened in ordinary speech to

" Herodotus and his shade;
"

the explanation being that Herodotus had wished to recite his

history at Olympia, but had delayed from day to day in hopes of a

cloudy sky, till the assembly dispersed without his having ef-

fected his purpose.
9 This version of the story has at once more

internal probability and more external support than the other,
for the proverb must certainly have been in common use

;
but

it may well be doubted whether Herodotus can ever have seri-

ously contemplated such an exhibition, for the whole tone of the
work its candour, its calmness, its unsparing exposure of the

weakness, pettiness, and want of patriotism generally prevalent
"
Lucian, who lived six centuries after Herodotus, and is the first writer that

mentions the Olympian recitation, was a freethinking rhetorician and philosopher,
very ignorant of history, and quite above feeling any scruple about perverting or

inventing it. His disregard of truth has been copiously exhibited by Dahlmann
(Life of Herod, ch. n. 4). His piece entitled ' Action or Herodotus' was written
for a Macedonian audience, not likely to be very critical, on whom he might expect
to palm easily a tale so turned as to involve a compliment both to them and to their

city. (See its conclusion, vol. iv. p. 123, ed. Hemsterhuis.)
7 Herodotus is represented as coming straight from Caria to Olympia, with his

Nine Muses all complete, as determining not to recite at Athens or anywhere else
but at the Great Games, as reading his entire history at a stretch to the whole as-

semblage, and as carrying off unanimous applause !

8 As Pliny and the Pseudo-Plutarch, who both make statements incompatible
with Lucian's story : Pliny, that the work was first composed at Thurium

;
the

Pseudo-Plutarch, that its whole object was detraction, and that it was written not
to gain fame, but to gratify a malignant spirit.

9 In Montfaucon's Bibliothec. Coisl. Cod. clxxvii. p. 609, as I learn from a note
of Col. Mure's (vol. iv. p. 261).
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through Greece at the time of the Persian war unfitted it for

recitation before a mixed audience, like that at Olympia, com-

posed of Greeks gathered from all quarters. The reasons which

render improbable a recitation at Thebes or Corinth, tell with

tenfold force against an Olympian reading, which might have

pleased the Athenians, Eginetans, and Platseans present, but

would have infinitely disgusted all the other hearers.

With the pretended recitation at Olympia is usually
l con-

nected another story, which need not, however, be discarded

with it, since it has an independent basis. Olorus, with his young
son Thucydides, is represented as present on the occasion, and
the latter is said to have been moved to tears by the recital.

Herodotus, remarking it, turned to Olorus, who was standing
near his son, and said :

"
Olorus, thy son's soul yearns after

knowledge." These details, it is plain, suit better a private

reading to an audience of friends at Athens than a public reci-

tation to the vast concourse at Olympia, where the emotion of an
individual would scarcely have attracted notice. And it is

remarkable that Marcellinus, who seems to be the original source

from which later writers drew,
2 neither fixes the scene of the

event at Olympia, nor says anything of the age of Thucydides.
The anecdote may, therefore, without violence be transferred

to the time when Herodotus was making his work known at

Athens, and we may accept it, so far at least as to believe that

Thucydides, then about twenty-four years of age,
3 became ac-

quainted with our author through his recitations at that place,
and derived from that circumstance the impulse which led him
to turn his own thoughts to historical composition.

It is probable that Herodotus about the same time made the

acquaintance of the poet Sophocles. Six years later it seems

certain that the great tragedian wrote a poem in his honour,
the opening words of which have been preserved by Plutarch,

4

and three years before he wrote it Herodotus had quitted Athens
for Thurium. The acquaintance is thus almost necessarily deter-

1

By Suidas (sub voc. eouKuS/STjj), Photius (Bibliothec. Cod. Ix. ad fin. p. 69),
and Tzetzes (Chil. i. 19).

a The date of Marcellinus is uncertain, but from his style and from the authors
he quotes, I should incline to regard him as anterior to Photius. Suidas copies

Photius, with improvements ; Photius, I think, drew from Marcellinus.
3
If we accept the statement of Paraphila (Frag. 7).

4 See his treatise,
" An seni gerenda sit republica ?" Op., vol. ii. p. 785, B. The

words quoted are :

As Sophocles was born in the year B. c. 495, the poem must have been written

B. c. 440.
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mined to the space between B. c. 447, when Herodotus seems to

have transferred his abode to Athens, and B. c. 443 when he

removed to Italy. Sophocles was then at the zenith of his rep-

utation. He had gained his first tragic prize twenty-one years

earlier, in B. c. 468, and for ten years, since the death of ^Eschy-

lus, had been almost without a rival. A little later than the

departure of Herodotus for Thurium he exhibited his tragedy

of the Antigone,
5 in which a thought occurs which seems bor-

rowed from our author,
6 and almost immediately afterwards he

held the highest office in the state, being chosen Strategus

together with Pericles in the year of the Samian expedition

(B. c. 440).
If then an intimacy sprang up at this date between the poet

and the historian, we may conclude that the latter was intro-

duced during his stay at Athens to that remarkable galaxy of

intellectual lights which was then assembled in that city. The

stately Pericles, his clever rival Thucydides, the son of Mele-

sias, the fascinating Aspasia, the haughty and eloquent Antipho,
the scientific musician Damon, the divine Phidias, Protagoras
the subtle disputant, Zeno the inventor of logic, the jovial yet
bitter Cratinus, the gay Crates, Euripides, the master of pathos,

Sophocles, the most classic even of the ancients, with a host of

minor worthies, formed a combination 7 which even at Athens
was rarely, if ever, equalled. The rank of Herodotus in his own

country was perhaps enough to give him free access to the high-
est society which Athens could furnish

;
but if not, as the friend

of Sophocles and Olorus,
8 men of the most exalted position, he

would be readily received into the first circles. Here then he

would be brought into contact with the most cultivated minds,
the highest intellects of his age. In Asia Minor he had perhaps
known Panyasis, the epic poet (his relative, according to Sui-

das) ;
Melissus the philosopher, who defended Samos against

Pericles
; Chcerilus,

9 who sang ofthe Persian war
;
and possibly

5
Probably in B. c. 441, as his election to the office of Strategus in the following

year was considered to have been the consequence of the admiration which the play
excited. (Aristoph. Byzant. ad Soph. Ant. praef.)6 See note to Herod, iii. 119.

7
Anaxagoras left Athens in B. c. 450 (Diog. Laert. H. 7), before I suppose the

visit of Herodotus to have commenced. He returned some years afterwards, but it

is uncertain when. Gorgias may have been in Athens during our author's stay, at
least if he really conversed with Pericles. (Philostrat. vit. Sophist, i. ix. 1.) Ion
of Chios, the tragedian Achaeus, Euphorion the son of ^Eschylus, Stesimbrotus the
biographer, the architect Hippodamus, and the artists Alcamenes, Agoracritus, Cal-
limachus, Callicrates, Ictinus, Mnesicles, would be among the lesser luminaries of the
time and scene. Socrates was grown up, but perhaps scarcely known.

The anecdote concerning Thucydides implies that Olorus* was already known to
Herodotus. 8

Suidas ad voc. Xoipl\os.
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Hellanicus, Charon, Xanthus Lydus, and Damastes
;
but these

were none minds of the first order, and they were scattered

among the Asiatic cities from Halicarnassus to Lampsacus. At
Athens he would for the first time find congregated an intellec-

tual world, and see genius of the highest kind in all its shapes
and aspects. The effect would be like that which the young
American author experiences when he comes with good intro-

ductions to London. He would feel that here was the real heart

of the Hellenic body, the true centre, at least, of literary Hel-

las, the world whose taste he must consult, whose approval
was fame, whose censure was condemnation, whose contempt
was oblivion. He would find his spirit roused, and his whole

nature braced, to strain every nerve, in order to maintain his

place in the literary phalanx which had admitted him into its

ranks. He would see imperfections in his work unobserved be-

fore, and would resolve to make it, so far as his powers went,

perfect. He would look at the masterpieces in every kind which
surrounded him and say,

"
My work too shall be in its kind

a masterpiece." To this perhaps we owe the wonderful elabo-

ration, carried on for twenty years after his visit to Athens,
which, as much as anything else, has given to the History of

Herodotus its surpassing and never-failing charm.
It is not difficult to imagine the reasons which may have in-

duced our author, in spite of the fascinations of its society, to

quit Athens, and become a settler in one of her colonial depend-
encies. At Athens he could have no citizenship,

1 and to the

Greek not bent on money-making, or absorbed in philosophy, to

be without political rights, to have no share in what formed the

daily life and occupied the constant thoughts of all around him,
was intolerable.

" Man is not a man unless he is a citizen," said

Aristotle ;* and the feeling thus expressed was common to the

Greek nation. Besides, Athens, like every capital, was an ex-

pensive place to live in, and the wealth which had made a

figure at Halicarnassus would, even if it were not dissipated,
have scarcely given a living there. The acceptance by Herodo-
tus of a sum of money from the Athenian people would seem to

indicate that his means were now low. They may have been ex-

hausted by the cost of his long journeys, or have suffered from
his leaving Halicarnassus. At any rate his circumstances may

1 In later times the citizenship was granted lavishly, not only to foreigners but
to freedmen. (Andoc. de red. c. 22, p. 86, 30

;
Demosth. c. Aristocr. &c.) But the

difficulty of obtaining it was far greater in the time of Pericles. And the trouble
and expense (Demosth. c. Neaer. p. 1349, 20) would deter many.

2
Pol. i. 1.

VOL. I. 2
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well have been sucli as to lead him gladly to embrace the invi-

tation which Athens now offered to adventurers from all parts

of Greece, whereby he would acquire at her hands a parcel of

land (/cXrjpov), which would place him above want, and a new

right of citizenship. Accordingly, in the year B. c. 443, when

he had just passed his fortieth year, Herodotus, according to the

unanimous testimony of ancient writers,
3
joined the colonists

whom Pericles was now sending out to Italy, and became one

of the first settlers at Thurium.

The settlement was made under circumstances which were

somewhat peculiar. Sybaris, one of the Achaean colonies in

Magna Grgecia, after attaining to an unexampled pitch of

prosperity,
4 had been taken and destroyed by the Crotoniats

(B. c. 510). The inhabitants who escaped fled to Latis and Sci-

drus,
5

places previously belonging to them, and made no effort

to recover their former home. But fifty-eight years afterwards

(B. c. 452) their children and grandchildren, having obtained

some foreign assistance, reoccupied the site of the old city, which
soon rose from its ruins. Upon this the jealousy of Crotona was
once more aroused, and again she took arms and expelled the Syba-
rites from their town. They did not however now submit, but
sent ambassadors into Greece to beg for assistance against their

enemies. Pericles received the envoys with warmth, procured a
decree of the people in their favour, and sent out the colony in

which Herodotus participated. It was composed of Greeks from
all quarters, and placed under the direction of a certain Lampon,
who was thought to possess prophetic powers.

6 The new colo-

nists were to unite with the old Sybarites, and a single city was
to be built, in which all were to enjoy equal rights and privileges.
The colony left Athens in the spring of B. c. 443,

7 and established
itself without any opposition from the Crotoniats. A town was
built near, but not on, the site of the ancient Sybaris, and was
called Thurium, from a spring in the neighbourhood ;

it seems

3 See Strab. xiv. p. 939. Plutarch de exil. vol. ii. p. 604, F. Plin. H. N. xii. 4.
Suidas ad voc. 'HptSoTos, &c.

4 Strabo says that four of the Italian nations were subject to Sybaris; that she
ruled over twenty-five cities, and brought into the field against Crotona 300,000men (vi. p. 378). Scymnus Chius gives the number of her full citizens as 100,000
(ver. 344). Diodorus agrees with Strabo (xii. 9).6 See Herod, vi. 21.

6
Schol Aristoph. Av. 521

;
Plut. vit. Pericl. c. 6; Polit. Priced, vol. ii. p. 812,

D.; bind, ad voc. Qovpio^avras. Diodorus (xii. 10) makes Lampon and Xeuocritus
joint leaders.

7
Diodorus places its establishment in the year B. c. 446 (xii. 9). The date com-

monly given is B. c. 444
;
but Clinton has shown satisfactorilv that the colony was

really sent out in the spring of B. c. 443. (F. H. vol. ii. p. 58, 01 84 2 )
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to have been planned by Hippodamus, the architect of the Pi-

rseus, who laid it out in a number of straight streets, with others

crossing them at right angles, a style of building which after-

wards went by his name. 8 It was scarcely finished when dissen-

sions broke out between the new-comers and the ancient

Sybarites, the latter of whom are accused of advancing absurd

claims to a pre-eminence over the foreign colonists. An appeal
was made to arms, with a result most disastrous to those whose

arrogance had provoked it. The Sybarites were worsted, and, if

we may believe Diodorus, well nigh exterminated
;

9 and the

victorious foreigners, having strengthened themselves by receiv-

ing fresh immigrants, proceeded to order their polity on a plan

copied apparently from the arrangements which prevailed at

Athens. They divided themselves into ten tribes, named from

the principal races of which the colony was composed,
1 and

while modelling in all probability their political institutions on

the Athenian type, adopted for the standard of their jurispru-
dence the legal code of Charondas. 2 Under these circumstances

they became rapidly a flourishing people, until in the year B. c.

412, after the failure of the Sicilian expedition, they revolted

from their mother city, and expelled all the Athenian colonists. 3

Among the settlers who accompanied Herodotus from
Athens are some names to which a special interest attaches.

Hippodamus, the philosopher and the architect of the Piraeus,
4

Lysias the orator, then only in his fifteenth year, with his brother

8
Cf. Hesych. Lex. in voc. 'liriroSdnoV vffjLijtris, and Photius, A|. 21/1/07. P- m

For the application of the style to Thurium, see Diod. Sic. xii. 10, ad fin.

Diod. Sic. xii. 11. The brief notice of Aristotle (Pol. v. 2, ^vftaplrai ir\fo-

vtKTtlv amvvTts if o-^eWpay TTJ? \wpa? Igeirftrup) agrees, except that he speaks of

expulsion rather than extermination. Diodorus allows that a certain number

escaped (xii. 22, sub fin.). These are perhaps the Sybarites of whom Herodotus

speaks (v. 44).
1 The tribes were as follows : three Peloponnesian, named Areas, Achais, Elea

;

three from central Greece, Boeotia, Amphictyonis, Doris
;
and four from Athens and

her dependencies, las, AthenaTs, Euboeis, Nesiotis. An organisation of this kind,

proceeding upon ethnic difference, was more common in Dorian than in Ionian

states. (See Herod, iv. 161, and v. 68.")
8 Diodorus

(1. s. c.) imagines that Charondas actually legislated for the Thurians,

being one of the citizens : rbi/ Hpurrov rbv (1. TWV) tv TratSda dav/jLa(6/j.fi/ov

(1- Savna&iJifvuv) -KoKnuv Xu^ui/Sav. So the Scholiast on Plato (p. 193, Ruhnk.),
\nd Valerius Maximus (vi. 5, 4). But he was really a native of Catana, and lived

two centuries earlier. (See Hermann's Pol. Antiq. of Greece, 89). The Thurians

only adopted his code, as did so many of the Italiot and Siceliot towns (Arist.
Pol. ii. 9; Heraclid. Pont, xxv.), and even the remote city ofMazaca in Cappadocia
(Strab. xii. p. 782).

'
Dionys. Hal. Lys. sub init. vol. v. p. 453, ed. Reiske ; Plutarch, vit. X. Orat.

8. (Op. ii. p. 835, D.)
* See Photius and Hesychius, ad vocc. 'ImroSd/jiov vrnviffis, and

'ltnroSa^.f7a

kyopd. For his philosophy, compare Aristotle (Pol. ii. 5) and Stobanis (Florilegium,
vol. Hi. p. 338, T. 103, 26). Photius calls Hippodamus

" a meteorologer."
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Polemarchus,
5 the friend of Socrates/ are the most famous.

The last two were sons of Cephalus, a native of Syracuse, whom
Pericles had persuaded to settle at Athens,

7 the gentle old man
in whose house Plato has laid the scene of his great dialogue,
the Republic. It is not impossible that Protagoras may have

been, if not among the first settlers, yet among the early visit-

ants, for some accounts made the Thurians derive their laws

from him. 8

Empedocles, too, the philosopher of Agrigentum, is

stated by a contemporary writer 9 to have visited Thurium very

shortly after its foundation, and it is not unlikely that he made
it his abode until his death. Thus the new colony had its fair

share of the intellect of Greece, and Herodotus would not be
without some kindred spirits to admire and appreciate him.

At Thurium Herodotus would seem to have devoted himself
almost entirely to the elaboration of his work. It has been as-

serted in ancient 1 and strongly argued in modern2
times, that his

history was there first composed and published. But the asser-

tion, as it stands, is absurd
;

3 and the arguments adduced in

support of it are not such as to command assent. It is proved
that there are portions of the work which seem written in south- .

ern Italy,
4 and that there are others which could not have been

composed till long after the time when Herodotus is said to have
settled at Thurium. 5 But those who urge these places as

"
Plutarch, vit. X. Orat.

(1. s. c.); Phot. Bibl. Cod. 262, p. 1463. Dionysius
(1.

s. c.) makes him accompanied by two of his brothers.
6

Plat. Rep. book i. 1., et seqq.7 So Lysias himself declares (Orat. c. Eratosth. p. 120 26).
Heraclid. Pont. ap. Diog. Laert. ix. 50.

9
Glaucus of Rhegium (Fragm. 6), reported by Apollodorus (Fr. 87). The anon-

ymous hfe of Thucydides, usually prefixed to his work, speaks of that writer as
having been at Thumpwhich is called Sybaria between its foundation and B. c.
422. But this authority is of very little weight. Other celebrities among the earlyThurians are Tisias the Syracusan, the inventor of rhetoric (Phot. Bibl. loc. s. oft.;

Antioch Yr {%}'
)? Cleandridas

>
&e father of Gylippus (Thucyd. vi. 104 i

/IT

*

?'? P:.^' .

xih " Urbis nostne trecentesimo decimo anno . . . auctor ille
(Herodotus) historiam earn condidit Thuriis in Italia

"

See Dahlmann's Life of Herodotus, ch. iii. 2.
Since it makes Herodotus write his whole history in one yearAs iv. 15, and 99, and vi. 127. Dahlmann adds iii. 136-8 and v 44-5 but'

been written in Asia.
'

lUs adrnftted tha
*aVTp

1f

el

!

eilded Italy in the plan of his early travels," so that

Realities, supposing that it appeared (which may be

the Corin
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conclusive omit to remark, that from their parenthetic character

they are exactly such passages as a writer employed for many years
in finishing and retouching his composition might conveniently
have added to the original text. That this is in every case the

appearance they present, a glance at the passages themselves

will show. 6

They can always be omitted not only without det-

riment, but sometimes with manifest advantage to the sense

and connexion ofthe sentences. 7 This fact is a strong indication

that they are no part of the original work, but insertions made

by the author as points bearing upon his history came to his

knowledge. Dahlmann indeed rejects altogether the notion of

two editions of Herodotus, because no ancient writer is found

expressly to mention them
;

8 but it seems to be -the view which
best explains all the phenomena.

9 In the book itself, besides

the indication already mentioned, which is almost tantamount
to a proof, there are various passages which, either singly, or in

connexion with those clearly written in Italy, imply the exist-

ence of two forms of the work, an earlier and a later one, and
from two of these passages we may even gather that the work
was published in its earlier shape. The enumeration of the

Ionian and ^Eolian cities in the first book is such as would be
natural to a man writing at Halicarnassus, but not so to an in-

habitant of Italy.
1 The same may l>e said of the enumeration of

the Satrapies.
2

Again, the description of the road between

Olympia and Athens,
3 as that which led "from Athens to Pisa,"

of'Callias; iii. 15, where Amyrtaeus is spoken of as dead; and i. 130, where there is

a mention of a Median revolt, which he supposes to be that from Darius Nothus.
With regard to the last two passages he is completely mistaken, as will be shown in

the notes ad loc. The others are doubtful. Sitalces, who gradually built up a

great power (Diod. Sic. xii. 50), may have been well known to the Greeks long before
the breaking out of the Peloponnesian war. Corinth had suffered considerably at

the hands of Athens by B. c. 457 (see Thucyd. i. 105-6). In vi. 98, it is not necessa-

rily implied that the reign of Artaxerxes is past. And the embassy of Callias was
not in B. c. 431, but in B. c. 449. (See note ad loc.)

8 In iii. 160, the parenthetic portion is from Zwvvpov 5f rovrov to the end.
In v. 77, from g<rov> 5e *ai rovrwv to the end of the inscription. In vii. 114, from

TlcpffiKbv to KdTopvffaovffav. In vii. 133-7, from '6 TI 5e roiffi 'Afryvaioiffi to tirdvfifju

Se firl rbv irp6rfpov \6yov. In vii. 233, from rou rbv ircuSa to the end. And in ix.

73, from ovru &<rre to ajro<rxVdai.
7 This is most striking in the last-mentioned passage, where the nexus is pecu-

liarly awkward.
8
Life of Herodotus, page 34, E. T.

'
It is allowed to some extent by Col. Mure. (Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. p. 258.)

1 Herodotus not only takes the Ionian cities in regular order from south to north

(i. 142), but proceeds from them to the southern ^Eolians (ch. 149), and from them to the

vEolians of the Troas (ch. 151). Looking at Asia Minor from the west, a Greek,
accustomed to coasting voyages, would have followed the reverse order.

a
Cf. iii. 90. Herodotus begins with the satrapy which contained Ionia and

Caria
;
a European Greek would have commenced with the Hellespont,

ii. 7.
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and not " from Pisa to Athens/' is indicative of one who dwells

east and not west of Greece. Moreover, the declaration in the

fourth book "
additions are what my work always from the very

first affected" 4
is only intelligible on the hypothesis above

adopted. And, finally, we have in two passages a plain proof,
not only of two periods and places of composition, but likewise

of a double publication. In describing the first expedition o*

Mardonius against Greece, Herodotus turns aside from his nar-

rative to remark that at this point he " has a marvel to relate,
which will greatly surprise those Greeks who cannot believe that

Otanes advised the seven conspirators to make Persia a common-
wealth

;

"3

whereby he shows, that on the first publication of his

work, the account given in the third book of a debate among the

conspirators as to the proper form of government to establish in

Persia, had provoked criticism, and that many had rejected it as

incredible. He therefore seeks to remove their scruples by no-

ticing a fact, which in his first edition he had probably omitted,
as not very important, and quite unconnected with his main sub-

ject in the place (which is the warlike expedition of Mardonius)
namely, that Mardonius at this time put down the Greek

despots. He also in the third book, on beginning his narrative
of the debate, makes a reference to the same objectors, which he
does in a few words, inserted probably in lieu of what he had at
first written. 6 Such is the evidence of the book itself, and we
may add to it the fact, that while some writers spoke confidently
of the work as composed in Italy,

7 others as distinctly asserted
that it was written in Asia

;

8

and, further, a fact to be here-
after noticed,

9 that there were from very early times 1 two read-

ings
^

of a most important passage in the book namely, its

opening sentence, which is best explained by supposing that
both proceeded equally from the pen of the author.

It is not unlikely that, besides retouching his narrative from
time to time, and interweaving into it such subsequent events
as seemed in any way to illustrate its course or tenor, Herodo-

4 Ch. 30. npoffbr,Kal has been generally translated "
digressions

"
or "

episodes."But its most proper sense is "additions, supplements." It may even have this mean-

^nrfl- AT T ji' ,?
3

;

,
a Passa e which ha been considered to justify the other

rendering (See Liddell and Scott's Lexicon, ad voc. irpo^w?.)

the wordsran: Kal

v , '
- See ^tarch. de Exil. (p. 604, F.) :

Qovpiov
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tus may have composed at Thurium some considerable portions
of his work

;
for instance, the second and fourth books, or the

greater part of them.* He may likewise have considerably en-

larged the other books, by the addition of those long parentheses
which are for ever occurring, whereby the general line of the

relation is broken in upon, not always in a manner that is quite

agreeable. It is needless to point out passages of this kind which

every reader's memory will without difficulty supply ; they form

in general from one-fourth to one-third of each book, and added

to 'the second and fourth books would amount to not much less

than one-half of the history.
At the same time he no doubt composed that separate work

the existence of which it has been the fashion of late years to

deny
3 his

"
History of Assyria/' The grounds for believing

that this book was written and published will be given in a note

on the text,
4 and need not be anticipated here. That it was a

treatise of some considerable size and pretension is probable
from the very fact that it was detached from his main history,
and published separately.

5 It must, one would think, at least

have exceeded in bulk the account of Egypt, which occupies the

whole of the second book, or it would naturally have formed an

episode to the main narrative, in the place where we instinctive-

ly look for it,
6 and where its omission causes a want of harmony

3 The whole of the second book, with the exception of the first chapter, may
have been composed at this time, the opening of the third book being remodelled
after the second was written. In the fourth book, the account of the expedition
of Darius (chs. 1-4; 83-144) may have been original, and the rest added at Thurium.

* See Dahlmann's Life of Herodotus, pp. 166-8, E. T.
;

Bahr. not. ad Herod,
i. 106; Mure, Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. p. 270.

4 See note to book i. ch. 106.
6

It has been questioned whether the *

Assyrian History
' was ever intended for

a separate work, and suggested that it may have been meant only for one of the

larger episodes in which our author was wont to indulge. (See Dahlmann, p. 168;

Bahr, 1. s. c.
; Mure, p. 271.) But if so, where was it to have come in ? Bahr

(following Jiiger, Disp. Herod, p. 229) suggests for its place the end of the third

book, where the revolt and reduction of Babylon are related. But this is contrary
to the analogy of all the other lengthy episodes, and to the pervading idea of the

work. The right by which such episodes come in at all, is their connexion with the

increasing greatness of the Persian empire ;
and they therefore occur at the point

where the Persian empire first absorbs or attempts to absorb each country. (See
i. 95, 142, 171, 178 ; ii. 2 ; iii. 20 ;

iv. 5
;
v. 3.) In the only two places where the

'

Assyrian History
'

could properly have come into the extant work of Herodotus
the absorption of Assyria by Media, and of Babylonia by Persia the reader is

referred to the *

Assyrian History
'

for information. To me this is conclusive evi-

dence that it was always intended to have been (as indeed I believe that in fact it

was) a separate work.
The natural place, according to the notions of Assyrian history entertained by

our author, would have been book i. ch. 184, where he is forced to speak of certain

persons who doubtless figured in it conspicuously. He did not make any distinction

between Assyrian and Babylonian history.
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in the general plan of the History. And it may have been very

considerably longer than the Egyptian section. With these

literary labours in hand, it is no wonder if Herodotus, having
reached the period of middle life when the fatigues of travel

begin to be more sensibly felt, and being moreover entangled in

somewhat difficult domestic politics, laid aside his wandering
habits, and was contented to remain at Thurium without even

exploring to any great extent the countries to which his new po-
sition gave him free access.

7 There is no trace of his having
journeyed further during these years than the neighbouring towns
of Metapontum and Crotoria, except in a single instance. He
must have paid a visit to Athens at least as late as B. c. 436, and

probably some years later
;

for he saw the magnificent Propylaea,
8

one of the greatest of the constructions of Pericles, which was not
commenced till B. c. 436, nor finished till five years afterwards.'

Perhaps this visit was delayed till after the breaking out of the

Peloponnesian war, and it may have been by its means that
Herodotus became so intimately acquainted with little events

belonging to the first and second years of the war,
1 of which it

is unlikely that more than vague rumours would have reached
him at Thurium.

The state of Thurium, while it was the abode of Herodotus,
appears to have been one of perpetual trouble and disquiet.
The first years after the foundation of the colony were spent, as
has been already shown,'

2 in a bloody feud between the new
comers and the ancient inhabitants the Sybarites. Soon after-
wards a war broke out between the Thurians and the people of

Tarentum, which was carried on both by land and sea, with
varied success, and which probably continued during a space of
several years.

3 A little later, as the Peloponnesian struggle
7

Supra, p. 10. 8
Herod, v. 77.

9
Harpocrat. ad voc. TIpoirfatua ravra. Philoch. Fr. 98.

1

As, 1. the attack upon Thebes (vii. 233), where he knows the number of the
assailants the important part taken by Eurymachus, and his fate (compare Thucyd.
11. 2, and 5 ad

fin.); 2 the betrayal of the Peloponnesian ambassadors to the Athe-

w ,

* S
!f

1Ce
5

(

7"'
137 )'

w iere he has the ^rnes of three, the place where theywere seized, and the fact of their being brought to Athens for punishment: with an
allusion also to the cause of the exasperation of the Athenians against them (6 S JA

PPlpp* T 5 e" T ' pl"*oy; mP' Thucyd - " 67, ad fin.); and, 3. the sparing of De-
celea when the country between Brilessus and Fames was ravaged by Archidamus
gt

73
,
the fact is quite compatible with the statements of Thucydides, ii. 23 thoughnot mentioned by him). I should incline also to assign the flight of Zopyrus

(in. 160, ad
fin.) to the same period (B. c. 431 or 430). No little events are related

of a later date.
'
Page 19.

USf-Sf-.tL*. The description, although placed under one year, seems
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approached, an internal dispute seems to have arisen among the

citizens themselves as to the side which they should espouse in

the approaching contest. 4 The true controversy was thinly veil-

ed under the show of a doubt about the person and state en-

titled to be regarded as the real founders of the city. From the

first the Peloponnesian element in the population had been

considerable, and now this section of the inhabitants put forward

pretensions to the first place in the colony. The horrors of civil

war were for the present avoided by an appeal to the common
oracle of both races, which skilfully eluded the difficulty, and
staved off the threatened crisis, by declaring that Apollo himself,
and none other, was to be accounted the founder. But the

struggle of parties, in however subdued a form, must have con-

tinued, and we find marked traces of it about the period of the

Sicilian expedition, when Thurium first wavers between the two

belligerents,
5 then joins Athens, banishing those who oppose the

measure,
6 and finally, after the Athenian disasters, expells three

hundred of its citizens for the crime of Atticism, and becomes an

ally of the opposite side.
7

It is uncertain whether Herodotus lived to see all these

vicissitudes. The place and time of his death are matters of

controversy. Some writers of great eminence have thought it

plain from his work that he must not only have been alive, but
have been still engaged in its composition, at least as late as his

seventy-seventh year.
8 And one tradition prolongs his life to the

year B. c. 394,
9 when his age would have been ninety. Of the

place of his death three accounts are given ; according to one he

died at Pella in Macedonia ;' according to another, at Athens ;

2

while a third placed his decease at Thurium. 3 When the evi-

dence is so conflicting, it is impossible that the conclusions

drawn from it can be more than conjectural. There seems,

however, to be great reason to doubt whether Herodotus really

enjoyed the length of life which has been commonly assigned to

him. There is no passage in his writings of which we can say

4 Diod. Sic. xii. 35. Thucyd. vi. 104.
6

Ibid. vii. 33.
7
Dionys. Hal. Lys. iv. p. 453.

8 See Dahlmann's Life of Herodotus, ch. iii. 1, ad fin.
;
Mure's Literature of

Greece, vol. iv. App. G.
;
and Dr. Schmitz's article in Smith's Biographical Diction-

ary, vol. ii. p. 432
9 Suidas (ad voc. 'EAAew-iKoj) makes Herodotus visit the court of Amyntas II.,

king of Macedon, who only mounted the throne in B. c. 394. (See Clinton, F. H.

vol. ii. App. ch. 4.)
1 Suidas (ad voc. 'HprfSoros) reports this tradition, but expresses his disbelief of it.

9
Marcellin. in vit. Thncyd. p. ix.

3 This was the view of Suidas, who says : Et'j T& Qovpiov, a.TroiKi6p.fvov vvb

l TT)J ayopas
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that it must certainly have been written later than B. c. 430. 4

There are a few which may have been composed about B. c. 425

or 424,
5 but none which, rightly understood, give the slightest

indication of any later date. 6 The work of Herodotus, therefore,

contains no sign that he outlived his sixtieth year, and perhaps
it may be said that the balance of evidence is in favour of his

having died at Thurium when he was about sixty.
7 His tomb

was shown in the market-place of that city, and there probably
was the epitaph quoted by ancient writers. The story of his

having been buried with Thucydides at Athens is absurd upon
its face. It might suit the romance writers to give the two great
historians a single tomb, but nothing can be more unlikely than
such a happy conjunction. Thucydides, moreover, was buried

in the family burial-place of the Cimonidae, where,
"

it was not

lawful to inter a stranger."
8 How then should Herodotus have

rested within its precincts ? unless it be said that he too was of

the Cimonian family, which no ancient writer asserts. The
legend of his death at Pella belongs to the very improbable tale

of his having enjoyed, in company with Hellanicus and Euripides,
9

the hospitality of Amyntas II. king of Macedon, who ascended
the throne B. c. 394, when Herodotus would have been ninety !

On the whole it seems most probable that the historian died at

it uuuuut uu proven man any event recorded oy Herodotus is more recent
than the betrayal of the Spartan and Corinthian ambassadors into the hands of the
Athenians (Herod, vii. 133-7), which took place in the autumn of B. c. 430. (Thucyd.
ii. 67.)

5 As the cruel deed committed by Amestris in her old age (vii. 114), which,
however, cannot be determined within a space of 10 or 15 years; the desertion of
Zopyrus to the Athenians

(iii. 160, ad fin.), which was towards the close of the reign
of Artaxerxes (Ctes. Exc. 43) ;

and the apparent mention of that reign as past
(vi. 98), which would be decisive, if it distinctly asserted what it is supposed to
imply.

6 The passages alleged by Dahlmann
(i. 130; iii. 15; and ix. 73) are explainedm the notes ad loc.

7 The negative evidence derived from the absence from his great work of touches
clearly marking a later date, is an argument of great importance, when it is observed
how frequent and continuous such touches are up to a particular period. The com-
plete silence with regard to the Sicilian expedition, which, if it had passed before
his eyes, must have appeared to him the most important event of his time, seems
to show that at least he did not outlive B. c. 415. Had he witnessed the struggle, he
would almost certainly have made some allusion to it. Had he seen its close, he
could not have made the assertion in book vii. ch. 170, that a certain slaughter of
larentmes and Rhegmes was the greatest which ever befell the Greeks. Had he
been still living when Thurium joined the Peloponnesian side in B. c. 412, he would^ * LySiaS>^ W Uld th(m Probably never have been

rtio ft

M
f

aT^nU
?
Pro\es.

the family connexion of Thucydides with the Cimonidfc bythe fact of his tomb being among the ^M r Ki^w (Vit. Thucyd. p. ix.)-ej/os yap ouSets, he says, e'/cet ^dTTTerot.
9
Suidas ad voc. 'EAAcU/cos.
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Thurium (shortly after his return from a visit paid to Athens in

about the year B. c. 430 or 429), at an age little, if at all, exceed-

,ing sixty.
1 He would thus have escaped the troubles which

afflicted his adopted country during the later portion of the

Peloponnesian war, and have been spared the pain of seeing the

state of which he was a citizen enrol herself among the enemies

of his loved and admired Athens.

No author tells us anything of the domestic life of Herodotus.

If we may be allowed to form a conjecture from this silence, it

seems fair to suppose that he was unmarried. His estimate of

the female character is not high,
2 and his roving propensities in

his earlier days would have interposed a bar to matrimony at the

time of life when men commonly enter on it. That he died

childless seems to be indicated by the position in which he is

made to stand to a certain Plesirrhoiis, who is said to have in-

herited all his property, and to have brought out his work after

his death. 3 These statements rest, it must be admitted, on

authority of the least trustworthy kind, but it seems rash to

reject them as worthless. They have no internal improbability,
and it is in their favour that they are not such as it would have
been worth any man's while to invent.

The great work of Herodotus, to which he had devoted so

many years, was not perhaps regarded by him as altogether

complete at his decease. He was continually adding touches to it,

as events came to his knowledge which seemed to him in any way
to illustrate or confirm his narrative. In one place, itself perhaps

among the latest additions to the history,
4 he promises to relate

an occurrence, for which we look in vain through the remaining

pages. This may be a mere inadvertence, parallel to that which
has permitted the repetition of a foolish tale about the priestesses
of Pedasa, with a variation in the story which reads like a con-

1
It has been argued that the general tone and character of our author's work

prove him to have composed it in old age (Dahlmann, p. 37, E. T.
; Jager, Disp.

Herod, p. 16; Bahr.de Vit. et Script. Herod. 4); but Col. Mure judiciously
remarks that the peculiarities insisted on may

" with better reason be regarded as

reflecting the mind of the man than the time of life at which he wrote. The
author of a narrative treating at similar length, and in equally popular vein, the

more interesting vicissitudes of a national history, will usually be found," he observes,
" where the notices of his life are scanty or fabulous, taking his place in

the traditions of his country, and in the fancy of his readers, as an aged man."

(Literature of Greece, vol. iv. p. 517.)
a
Compare i. 4 and 8 ; ii. Ill, &c.

8 These particulars are reported by Hephaestion (ap. Phot. Bibliothec. Cod. 190,

p. 478), a late writer of small authority, who moreover throws discredit on his own
anecdotes by allowing them to contradict one another. The same Plesirrhoiis, who
in two of his tales is made to be our author's heir, in another is said to have com-
mitted suicide while Herodotus was still engaged upon his work. (Ibid. p. 483.)

4 Book vii. ch. 213.
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tradiction.
5 But it has generally been regarded as a trace of

incompleteness, which is not unlikely to be the true account,
the author having designed to introduce the sequel of the narra-

tive at a later point in his history, but having died before proceed-

ing so far. If his decease occurred when he was about sixty,

this would be far more probable than if we were bound to accept
the common notion of his longevity. Dahlmann's supposition

6

that Herodotus, writing at the age of seventy-seven, was still

contemplating not only small improvements, but a lengthy di-

gression on a most important subject, if not an entirely new

work, is as unlikely as any thing that can well be imagined on
such a subject. If the History of Herodotus strikes us as want-

ing finish, both in some points of detail and in the awkwardness
and abruptness of its close, we may fairly ascribe the defect to

the untimely death of the writer, who was probably not older

than sixty, and perhaps not more than fifty-five at his decease.
Had his life been lengthened to the term ordinarily allotted to

man, the little blemishes which modern criticism discerns might
have been removed, and the work have shown throughout the
finished grace which the master's hand is wont to impart when
it consciously gives the last touches.

6 See i. 175, and viii. 104. The miracle, which in the first passage is said to
have occurred three times, in the last is mentioned as having only been witnessed
twice.

8
Life of Herodotus, ch. ix. 2. Col. Mure adopts the same view. (Lit. of

Greece, vol.iv. p. 270-1.)
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CHAPTER II.

OX THE SOURCES FROM WHICH HERODOTUS COMPILED HIS HISTORY.

Importance of the question. Historical materials already existing in Greece. Works
of three kinds: 1. Mythological ;

2. Geographical ;
3. Strictly

Historical. How far

used as materials by Herodotus. Xanthus. Charon. Dionysius. The geographers :

Hecataeus, Scylax, Aristeas. The poets. Chief source of the History of Herodotus,
personal observation and inquiry. How far authenticated by monumental records :

1. In Greece; 2. In foreign countries Egypt, Babylon, Persia. General result.

IN order to estimate aright, either the historical value of the

great work of our author, or the credit that is due to him for its

composition, it is necessary to make some inquiry as to the ma-
terials which he possessed and the sources from which he drew
his narrative.

" The value of every history, as a work of utility,

must primarily depend on the copiousness and authenticity of

the materials at the author's disposal."
l And the merit oC the

author as a historian must be judged from the sagacity which he

shows in the comparative estimate of the various sources of his

information, and the use which he makes of the stock of ma-

terials, be it scanty or abundant, to which circumstances give
him access. To judge, then, either of the writer or his work, we
must inquire what the sources of information were from which

Herodotus had it in his power to draw, and to what extent he

availed himself of them.
Now it seems certain that a considerable store of written his-

torical information already existed in the native language of

Herodotus at the time when he commenced his history. His-

torical composition had not, indeed, begun at a very distant

date
;
but from the middle of the sixth century B. c., there had

been a rapid succession of writers in this department, more

especially among the fellow-countrymen of our author in Asiatic

Greece. Setting aside Cadmus of Miletus as a personage whose

existence is at least doubtful,
2 there may certainly be enumer-

ated as labourers in the historical field during this and the first

1 See Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv. pp. 294-5.
2 The arguments against Cadmus are well condensed by Miiller in his second

volume of the Fragmenta Hist. Graec. pp. 3-4.
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half of the ensuing century, Eugaeon of Samos, Bion and
DeTochus of Proconnesus, Eudemus of Paros, Amelesagoras of

Chalcedon, Democles of Phygela, Hecatseus and Dionysius of

Miletus, Charon of Lampsacus, Damastes of Sigeum. Xanthus
of Sardis, and Pherecydes of Leros all natives of Asia Minor,
or the islands in its immediate vicinity, and the authors of

books on historical subjects before or about the time when Herod-
otus read the first draft of his work at Athens. Besides these

writers there were others of considerable reputation in more dis-

tant parts of Greece, as Acusilalis of Argos, Theagenes and

Hippys of Ehegium, Polyzelus of Messenia,
3

&c., whose produc-
tions belong to the same period. The works of these historians,
so far as can be gathered from the notices of ancient authors,

4

and the fragments we possess of many of them,
5 are divisible into

three classes, of very different importance and authority. The
earlier writers, who are fairly represented by Acusilaiis, seem to
have devoted themselves exclusively to the ancient Greek
legends, belonging to the mythical period before the return of
the Heracleids. They wrote works which they called generally
"Genealogies" or

"
Theogonies,"

6 imitated closely from the
old genealogical poets, such as Hesiod, whose poem entitled
1

Theogonia" is said to have been the model followed by some
of them. 7 No complete production of the kind by a writer of
this early age has come down to us

;
hut the Bibliotheca of the

grammarian Apollodorus
8

is perhaps a tolerable representation
of their usual character.

The next subject which engaged the attention of the prose
writers, and on which works were composed by some of the
authors above-mentioned, was geography. At all times an im-
portant element in historical research, this study, in the earlier

period of Greek literature, was scarcely distinguished from that
3 For a detailed account of these writers and their productions, see Muller'a

Hr . H G. vols. i. and n. Comp. Clinton's Fasti Hellenic!, vol. ii. Appendix, ch. 21
and Mure, vol. iv ch. 3. Matthias Manual of the Historv of Greek and Roman
Literature, though scanty, is useful.

4

Particularly from Suidas.
5 Sturz and Creuzer were the first to begin the collection of these valuableremains ofuntiquity which has at last been accomplished, so as to leave nothingto desire, by C. Muller, in the work already so often quoted
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nobler science of which it is properly the handmaid. Scylax of

Curyanda,
9

Hecatseus,
1

Dionysius, according to one account,
2

Charon,
3

Damastes,
4 and perhaps Democles,

5 wrote treatises on

general or special geography, into which they interwove occa-

sional notices belonging to the history of the country whose fea-

tures the)' were engaged in describing. These labours led the

way to history proper. Dionysius of Miletus, a contemporary
and countryman of Hecataeus, seems to have set the example
by the composition of a work entitled

'

Persica,' or Persian His-

tory, which probably traced the progress of that nation from the

time of Cyrus to a period which cannot be fixed in the reign of

Xerxes. 7 This work would seem to have been written in the

early part of the fifth century B. c.
8 The example thus set was

soon followed by others. Charon of Lampsacus, and Xanthus
of Sardis, towards the middle of the century, composed treatises

partly on the special history of their own countries, partly on

more general subjects. Charon, in his "Hellenica" and "Per-

sica," went over most of the ground which is traversed by Herod-

otus,
9 while in his

"
Prytanes," or

" Chief Killers of Sparta,"

' The work which has come down to us under the name of this writer is un-

doubtedly spurious, but still it is a sign that a genuine work had once existed.

There is further evidence in the passages quoted by Aristotle (Polit. vii. 13) and

others, which do not occur in the fictitious Scylax.
1 The great work of Hecatajus was entitled 'The Circuit of the Earth '(7^1

fl-6pi'o5os). It contained a description of the known world, which he divided into

two parts, Europe and Asia, including in the latter Africa. The coasts of the

Mediterranean were described in detail, but only scanty knowledge was shown of

the more inland tracts. For a complete account see Klausen's Fragments of Heca-

taeus, and Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv. pp. 144-158.
a Suidas (ad voc. AJOVWHOV M<A^<noj) ascribes to him a work entitled 'IleTriT?-

yrjrm OIACOUMTJ*,' or a Description of the Inhabited World
;
but it is doubted whether

the book intended is not that of the Augustan geographer commonly known as

Dionysius Periegetes (Bernhardy ad Dion. Per. p. 489
;

Miillcr ad Fragm. H. G.

vol. ii. p. 6).
1 Charon wrote a Periplus of the parts lying beyond the pillars of Hercules (Suidas).
4 Damastes is quoted by Strabo on the geography of the Troas, and of Cyprus

(xiii. p. 842, and xiv. p. 973). Agathemer says (i. 1) that he wrote a Periplus. His

geography was followed to a considerable extent by Eratosthenes (Strab. i. p. 68).
* Democles treated of the " Volcanic phenomena in Asia Minor "

(Strab. i. p. 85),

probably in a geographical work.
* Suidas ad voc. 'EKaratoj.
7
Since he is said to have written a work 4 On events Kubsequent to the reign of

Darius '

(Suidas).
8 Suidas says that Dionysius flourished contemporaneously with Hecataeus. It

is not likely, therefore, that he outlived Darius many years. Hecataeus seems to

have died soon after B.C. 480. (Suidas ad voc. 'E\\dviKos).
9 Charon related the dream of Astyages with regard to his daughter Mandan6

;

the rrvolt and flight of Pactyas the Lydian, first to Mytilene, and then to Chios,
with his final capture by the Persians; the aid lent by Athens to the revolted

Ioui:ins, the sack of Sardis except the citadel, and the retreat following closely upon
it : ;il-<> the disasters which Mardouius experienced about Mount Athos. He like-

wise noticed the flight of Themistocles to Asia, which he placed in the reign of
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he laid perhaps the first foundation among the Greeks of a prac-
tical system of chronology.

1 He was likewise the author of a

work or works 2 on the annals of his native city, Lampsacus, of

which several fragments have come down to us. Xanthus
treated at length of the history of Lydia, not only during the

recent dynasty of the Mermnadae,
3 but also during the remoter

times of the Heraclidee, and even of the Atyadee. He indulged
in ethnological, linguistic, and geological dissertations

;

4 and
must have written a history, in the general character of its mat-
ter not very unlike that of our author. A book upon the Magian
priest caste is also assigned to him

;
but it is so seldom quoted

5

that some doubt may be considered to attach to it. About the

same time probably, Hippys of Rhegium composed an account
'

of the colonisation of Italy and Sicily, and also a chronological

work, the exact nature of which cannot be determined. 6 It is

likely that besides these authors there may have been many
others, who, under the general name of Logograpkew or legend-
writers, devoted themselves to historical subjects, and especially
to that which could not fail to exercise a particular attraction,
the history of the war with Persia. 7

This brief review is perhaps enough to indicate the general
character of the materials which existed in the historical litera-

ture of his country at the time when Herodotus may be pre-
sumed to have written. 8 It is, however, quite a distinct question

Artaxerxes. Thus his narrative would seem to have come down to a later date than
that of Herodotus..

Suidas, who alone mentions this work, notices that it was chronological.2
Suidas mentions two books of Charon's on this subject, and the extracts from

his writings concerning Lampsacus, which have come down to us, furnish three
distinct titles, but it may be doubted whether all the references are not really to a
single treatise. (See Miiller's Frag. H. Gr. vol. i. pp. xix.-xx.)3

.Col. Mure doubts whether Xanthus treated of this period, because " not one
of the successors of Gyges is noticed in his Fragments

"
(Lit. of Greece, vol. iv.

p. 173), but it has with much reason been conjectured (Miiller, vol. i. p. 40) that
the work of Xanthus furnished Nicholas of Damascus with his materials for the his-

tory of the kings in question.
* See his Fragments, Frs. 1, 3, 4, and 8.

,.
Twi

.?.
e only> b

7
Di genes Laertius (Proem. 2), and by Clemens Alexandrinus

(btrom. 111 p. 515). The former passage has been doubted (Miiller, p. 44), but
without sufficient reason.

6
Suidas merely calls this work Xpoviicd. The few fragments which remain of it

eem to show that its compass was great and its affectation of accuracy remarkable
(see fragments 1, 2, 3, and 5). The conjecture that the other works ascribed to
Hippys were portions of his XpoviKa. (which Col. Mure approves, p. 178), is not borne
out by the citations. (See Miiller's Fr. H. G. vol. ii. pp 13-15.)

ides (i 9

at

)

SeVeral f the 6arly Writer8 had trcated this subject is plain fromThucyd-
8
Hellanicus of Lesbos Stesimbrotus of Thasos, and Antiochus of Syracuse, who

are enumerated by Col. Mure among the authors "whose works were/or may have
been, published before that of Herodotus," have been purposely omitted from the
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how far they may he regarded as materials really at our author's

disposal. Moderns, accustomed to the ready multiplication of

hooks which the art of printing has introduced, and living in

times when every writer who makes any pretence to learning is

the owner of a library, are apt to imagine that the facilities of

reference common in their own day, were enjoyed equally hy the

ancients
;
hut such a view is altogether mistaken. Books, till

long after the time of Herodotus, were multiplied with diffi-*

culty, and were published more by being read to audiences than

by the tedious and costly process of copying. Herodotus, it is

probable, possessed but few of those cumbrous collections of

papyrus-rolls which were required in his day to contain a work
of even moderate dimensions. 9 The only prose writer from whom

\ he quotes is Hecataeus, and we have no direct evidence that he

1 had it in bis power to consult the works of any other Greek his-

l torian. No public libraries are known to have existed at the

time,
1 and had he possessed a familiar knowledge of other

authors, it is difficult to suppose that his book would not have

borne evident traces of it. It is not his practice purposely to

withhold names, or to avoid reference to his authorities
;
on the

contrary he continually lets us see in the most artless manner
whence his relations are derived, and nothing is more clear than

that he drew them in the main, not from the books of writers,
but from the lips of those whom he thought to have the best in-

! formation. It is possible that he was wholly unacquainted with

the compositions of those previous authors, who had treated of

subjects of real history coming within the scope of his work. The
fame of such persons was often local, and the very knowledge of

foregoing review as writers of too late a date to come properly within it. Hellani-

cus was indeed, if we may trust Pamphila, some years older than our author, but

he must be regarded as a later writer ; since, 1. in his great work (the Atthis) he

alluded to the battle of Arginusae, which was fought in u. c. 406, nearly 20 years
after the time when Herodotus seems to have died

; and, 2. it is related of him that

he read (Schol. ad Soph. Phil. 201) and copied Herodotus (Porphyr. ap. Euseb. Pr.

Ev. x. p. 466 B). Stesimbrotus was as nearly as possible contemporary with our

author, but his only historical work, the ' Memoirs of Themistocles, Thucydides, and

Pericles,' could not have been written before B. c. 430 (cf. Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. ii.

p. 56. Fr. 11), and probably appeared several years later. Antiochus was also a

Contemporary, but as he continued his Italian history down to the year B.C. 423,
Herodotus can scarcely have profited by him.

* Books consisted of a number of sheets of papyrus (a coarse material) pasted

together, with writing on one side only, rolled round a thickish staff. So small a

work as the Metamorphoses of Ovid required fifteen such cumbrous rolls (Ov.
Trist. i. 117).

1

Polycrates had formed a public library at Samos (Athenseus, i. i. p. 9, Schw.),
and Pisistratus at Athens (ibid.) : but the latter had certainly been carried to Susa

by Xerxes (Aul. Cell. vi. 17), and it is very unlikely that the former had escaped the

general ruiu consequent upon the treachery of Maeandrius (Herod, iii. 146-9).

VOL. I. 3
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their writings may in early times have been confined within narrow

limits. It was the doing of a later age an age of book-col-

lectors and antiquaries to draw forth these authors from their

obscurity, and invest them with an importance to which they
had little claim, except as unread and ancient.

The authors from whom, if from any, Herodotus might have
been expected to draw, are three of those most recently
mentioned Dionysius of Miletus, Charon of Lampsacus, and
Xanthus Lydus. All were, so to speak, his neighbours ;

and
while the former two wrote at length upon Persian affairs,

the last mentioned composed an elaborate treatise on the his-

tory of his native country, one of the subjects which Herodotus

^regarded as coming distinctly within the scope of his great work.
It is hardly possible that he would have neglected these books,

especially the last, had they been known to him. Yet, from a

comparison of the fragments, which are tolerably extensive, both
of Charon and of Xanthus with the work of our author, it be-
comes apparent that, whether he knew the history of these
writers or no, at any rate he made no use of them. His Lydian
history shows not the slightest trace of any acquaintance with
the labours of Xanthus, whom he not merely ignores,

2 but
from whom he differs in some of the most important points of
his narrative, as the colonisation of Etruria,

3 and the circum-
stances under which the Mermnadas became possessed of the
throne. 4

^

His custom of mentioning different versions of a story
when he is aware of them, makes it almost certain that he did
not know the tale which in the Lydian author took the place of
his own story of Tyrsenus, or the long narrative, probably from
the same source,

5 which traced the hereditary feuds of the
Heraclide and Mermnade families. Again, his remark that the
land of Lydia has few natural phenomena deserving notice,

6 is

indicative of an ignorance of those interesting accounts so en-
tirely accordant with truth and fact 7 which the native writei

2 Dahlmann has remarked (Life of Herod, p. 91) that the mere omission of all
mention on the part of Herodotus of the Lydian kings Alcimus, Ascalus, Gambles, &c.,whom Xanthus celebrated, is not conclusive; since "one sees from his occasional
observations that he knew more than his connected narrative implies." Still it is,
at least, a suspicious circumstance.

3 See Xanthus, Fr. 1.
* The certainty of this depends on the extent to which it may be regarded as

ascertained that Xanthus furnished Nicholas of Damascus with the materials of his
Lydian history. I agree with C. Miiller, that little doubt can reasonably be en-
tertamed on the subject. (Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 40, and vol. iii. p. 370

;
note to

J

Nic. Damasc. Fr. 49. Book i. ch. 93.

.

See Mr - Hamilton's Travels in Asia Minor (vol. i. pp. 136-144), where the
striking features of this curious volcanic tract are fully and graphically portrayed.
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had given of certain most peculiar physical appearances in the

interior of Lydia/P Herodotus, whom geological phenomena
always interest,

9 would certainly not have omitted, had his

knowledge extended so far, a description of that extraordinary

region, the Catakecaumene, which even to the modern traveller,
with his far more extensive knowledge of the earth's surface, ap-

pears so remarkable. It seems, therefore, to be beyond a doubt
that Ephorus was mistaken when he talked of Xanthus as
"
having served as a starting-point to Herodotus." l He was an

older man, having been born B. c. 499,
2 and probably an earlier

writer (though, as he mentioned an event in the reign of Artax-

erxes,
3 he could not have been greatly earlier) ;

but Herodotus
had not seen, perhaps had not heard, of his compositions. Ap-
parently, they were first brought to the knowledge of the Greeks

by Ephorus, a native of the neighbouring Cyme, who flourished

during the reign of Philip of Macedon. It is not even certain

that they were written at the time when Herodotus first com-

posed his history.
4

Modern critics have rarely
5 failed to see our author's entire in-

dependence of the works of Xanthus
;
but it has sometimes been

argued that there are unmistakeable traces of his having known
and used the writings of Charon. 6

Undoubtedly he mentions a

variety of matters, some of them matters that may be called

trivial, which were likewise reported by Charon
;
but as the two

writers went over exactly the same ground, they could not but
have many points of contact, and therefore, probably, of coinci-

dence. The question is, whether the points are really so trivial

and the coincidences at once so numerous and so exact and mi-

nute, as to indicate the use by one writer of the other, or to im-

ply naturally anything more than mere common truthfulness.

Now the points of coincidence do jiot really exceed four. Charon
and Herodotus alike related, 1. A certain dream of Astyages,

concerning his daughter Mandand : 2. The revolt of Pactyas, and

8

Fragments 3 and 4.
9 See ii. 10-12

;
iv. 23 and 191

;
vii. 129.

1

Fragment 102. 'HpoMrv ray a<t>opnat SeSuKoroy.
3 Suidas ad voc. Eai/doy.
1

Fragment 3. Artaxerxes did not ascend the throne till B. c. 464, when Herod-
otus was twenty years of age.

4
If Herodotus wrote the first draft of his work in Asia Minor, about B. c. 450,

he would have composed it at the time when Xanthus was only fifty-one, so that it

is quite possible the Lydian history of that author may have been published after-

wauls. Dionysius spoke of Xanthus as only a little earlier than Thucydides. (Jud.
de Thuc. p. 818.)

6 Creuzer is, I believe, the only modern critic who has maintained that Herodotus
made use of Xanthus. (Creuz. ad Xanth. Fragm.) His arguments are well refuted

by Dahlniiinn (Life of Herod, p. 91, E. T.).
6 See Col. Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv. pp. 305-7.
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his capture : 3. The taking of Sardis by the lonians : and 4. The
destruction of the fleet of Mardonius off Mount Athos. Of these

four events, one only the dream of Astyages is really trivial
;

the others are such as every writer who gave an account of the

struggle between Greece and Persia, would have felt himself

called upon to mention, and of which, therefore, both Charon and
Herodotus must necessarily have given a description. With re-

gard to the dream, we do not know in what words Charon related

it, or whether his relation really coincided closely with the ac-

count given by Herodotus. Tertullian, who alone reports the

agreement, speaks of it in general terms
;

7 and if it should be
admitted that he means a close agreement, still it must be re-

membered that Tertullian, as a historical authority, is weak and
of little credit. With regard to the other cases of agreement, it

is certain that they were not either minute or exact. The

Pseudo-Plutarch, indeed, overstates the difference between the
writers when he represents Charon as in two of the passages con-

tradicting Herodotus. 3 There is in neither case any real contra-

diction,
9

though the two writers certainly leave a different im-

pression ;
but what deserves particularly to be remarked is, that

Herodotus on each occasion furnishes a number of additional
details

;
so that although the narrative of Charon might (con-

ceivably) have been drawn from his, it is impossible that his
narrative should have been taken from that of Charon. With
regard to the remaining passage, there is still further indication
of disagreement. Charon must have made pigeons occupy a
prominent place in his description of the destruction of the Per-
sian armament, for his account of it led him to remark that"
then first did white pigeons appear in Greece, which had been

quite unknown previously."
1 It is needless to observe that in the

narrative of Herodotus there is nothing upon which such a remark
could hang. The circumstance, whatever it was, which led
Charon to introduce such a notice, would seem to have been un-
known to our author, whose love of marvels, whether natural or

supernatural, would have prompted him to seize eagerly on an

7

Tertullian, after relating the dream from Herodotus, merely savs, "Hoc etiam
Charon Lampsacenus, Herodoto prior, tradit." (De Anim c 46.1

Cf. Plut. de Malign. Herod, p. 859 A, and p. 861 C.D.
bee the notes on the passages in question, i. 160, and v 102

-^f-.
3 Preserved by Athenaraa (Deipn. ix. p. 394 E). Col. Mure strangely

be
e

en
8

i AFTT ^ f th Se which m St ****' * e Herodotus o havebeen indebted to Charon, comparing it with Herod, i. 138, and regarding both
l

failure>" to* that
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occasion of mentioning so curious a fact of natural history. Fur-

ther, it must be observed as tending at least to throw doubt on

the supposed use of the great work of Charon by our author,
that he was certainly unacquainted with Charon's "Annals of

Lampsacus ;" for, had he been aware that Pityusa (Fir-town)
was the ancient name of that city a fact put forward promi-

nently by the Lampsacene writer2 he could not have failed to

see the real point of
tlje

famous threat against the Lampsacenes>

made by Croesus,
"
that he would destroy their city like a j#A-"

3 '

It seems, therefore, to have been concluded on very insufficient

grounds that Herodotus was indebted for a portion othis ma-
terials to Charon : he was certainly ignorant of some of thalTau-

thor's labours, and most probably had no knowledge of any of

them. 4 It is even possible that Charon, no less than Xanthus,
may have published his works subsequently to the time when

Herodotus, with the first draft of his history completed, left Asia

for Attica. 5

With regard to Dionysius of Miletus, the remaining author,
whose works may be supposed to have been used largely by
Herodotus, it is impossible to come to a conclusion by the aid of

any such analysis as that which has served to negative the

claims of Charon and Xanthus, since of Dioriysius we do not pos-
sess any fragments.

6 His age is certainly such as to make it likely

8 See the fragment, preserved by Plutarch (De Virt. Muiier. p. 255 A), which is

placed sixth in the arrangement of Muller (Fr. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 33).
* " Hirvos Tp6wov." Herod, vi. 37.
*

Col. Mure thinks that the work of Herodotus contains an allusion (vi. 55) to

Charon's '

Spartan Magistrates' (Lit. of Greece, vol iv. p. 306). Charon is, he ob-

serves,
" the only author who is recorded to have treated of the subjects

" which
Herodotus there passes over as already considered by others. But even granting
what is not at all certain that Charon's work contained an account of the ante-Do-
rian period, it is clear that he was not the only writer who had treated of the sub-

ject, since Herodotus in the passage itself refers to several. Col. Mure mistrans-

lates Herodotus, when he represents him as saying
" he abstains from tracing in de-

tail the origin or lineage of the Lacedemonian kings, as that had been fully done by
others." What Herodotus abstains from tracing is not "the origin and lineage of

the Lacedemonian kings," but the establishment of the kingdom of Danaiis in the

Peloponnese. This was a favourite subject with the mythologers, whether poets or

prose writers. See note to Book vi. ch. 55.
5 The age of Charon is very uncertain. The passage in Suidas which should fix

his birth is corrupt, and this leaves us without any exact data for his period of

writing. He is generally said to have been earlier than Herodotus (Dionys. Hal. de
Thuc. Jud. p. 769: Plut. de Malign. Her. p. 859 A

;
Tertull. de An. c. 46), and Sui-

das makes his acme synchronise with the Persian war. But there is evidence that

he composed history later than B. c. 465, since he spoke of the flight of Themisto-
cles to the court of Artaxerxes in that year. (Plut. Vit. Thcmistocl. c. 27.) Dio-

nysius (1. s. c.) couples him with Hellanicus, who outlived the battle of Arginus,
B. c. 406, and according to one account resided at the court of Amyntas II., who
ascended the throne in B. c. 394. As Hellanicus was certainly a later writer than

Herodotus, so Charon may have been.
Onlv two references to matters contained in the works' of Dionysius have been
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that Herodotus would have known of his writings ;

7 but the ab-

solute silence observed by our author with regard to him, and the

probable bareness and scantiness of his narrative, contravene the

notion that his historical works, however great an advance upon
those of his predecessors, were found by Herodotus to be very

valuable, either as materials -for history or as models of style.

As -the earliest of the prose writers who turned his attention to

the relation of actual facts, we may be sure that he fully shared

in that dryness and jejuneness of composition, that Laconic curt-

^iess of narration, and that preference of the trivial over the im-

portant, which characterise the productions of the period.
8 Still

Herodotus may have used this writer for the events wherewith

he was contemporary, especially for those of which Ionia was the

scene, and of which Dionysius must have been an eye-witness ;

and there is at any rate more likelihood of his having been un-
der important obligations to this author than to any of those

other historical writers from whom he has been thought to have
. borrowed.

The only prose works with which Herodotus distinctly shows
him selffamiliar are the "

Genealogies" and "
Geography" of Hec-

ataeus, and the treatises of the mythologers. From these sources
he may undoubtedly have drawn to some considerable extent; but
it .is remarkable that he refers to Hecatgeus chiefly in disparage-
ment,

9 and to the mythological writers as relieving him from the

necessity of entering upon a subject which had been discussed by
'them. 1 It must, therefore, on the whole be pronounced that he

jjrobably owed but little to the historical literature of his country,
which was indeed in its infancy, and can scarcely have contained
much information of an authentic character which was 'not acces-
sible to him in another manner. With the single exception of

Dionysius, the Greek writers of history proper were so little re-
moved from his own date, that the sources from which they drew
were as accessible to him as to them. To the geographers he
may have been more largely indebted. A writer of weak au-*

thority
2 accuses him of having copied word for word from Heca-

tBBus his long descriptions of the phoenix, the hippopotamus, and
f

discovered: one mentions him among the writers who considered Danaus to have
brought the alphabet to Greece, rather than Cadmus, and the other notices that he
made the name of Mount Haemus neuter. (See Mullet's Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p.
5,) JN othmg is to be gathered from such scanty and insignificant data

he is u8uaTr;eSupS
POrary "* E tKW ^^ ad ' <E

'">' wi

8 See the specimens given below, pages 113 114
"
See ii. 21, 23, 143, iv. 36.

'
'
Herod, vi. 55.'

Porphyry, quoted by Eusebius (Prap. Ev. x. 3, vol.'ii. p. 459).
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the mode of taking the crocodile. It seems, however, improb-
able that he should have had recourse to another author fop "/

descriptions of objects and occurrences with which he was likely /
to have been well acquainted himself, and with regard to me v

phoenix, his own words declare that his description is taken from

a picture.
3

Still the geography of Hecataeus may probably have v

been of use to him in hkvaccounts of places which he had not him-

self visited, as in his enumeration of the tribes inhabiting North-

ern Africa, which may have been drawn to some extent from
that writer. 4 He also, it is evident, knew intimately the works

of certain other geographers, for whom however he does not

express much respect.
5 It has been maintained that the genuine

work of Scylax was, almost beyond a doubt, among the number
;

6

if so, Herodotus certainly evinced his judgment in contemptu-
ously discarding the wonderful tales told by that writer concerning
various strange races of men in remote parts of the world, which
reduce his credibility below that of almost any other traveller. 7

There is more direct evidence 8 that Herodotus made use of Aris-

teas, an author who had written, under the name of "Ari-

maspea," a poem containing a good deal of geographical informa-

tion concerning the countries towards the north of Europe, partly
the result of his own personal observation. Undoubtedly he also

Herod, ii. 73.
4 Uecataeus mentioned the Psylli, the Mazyes or Maxyes, the Zaueces, and the

Zygantes as nations inhabiting these parts (see Fragments 303, 304, 306, an^l 307),
all of whom appear in Herodotus (iv. 173, 191, 193, and 194).

See ii. 15, 17, iv. 36, 42, 45.
6 See Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv. p. 309. Col. Mure says, that " as

several notices of Southern Africa and Asia, transmitted by later geographers on
the authority of Scylax, are identical in substance with the accounts given by He-
rodotus of the same region, there is the less reason to doubt his having been ac-

quainted with the original work of that enterprising mariner." I do not understand
to what notices he alludes. The only passages, so far as I am aware, which can be
referred with any degree of probability to the genuine Scylax, are Arist. Pol. vii. 14;

Harpocrat. ad. voc. vvb yijs otVcovirer; Philostrat. Vit. Apoll. Tyan. iii. 47; and

Tzetzes, Chil. vii. 144. To one only of these, that in Harpocration (which speaks of

Troglodytes), can Herodotus by any possibility allude. Apd even here I should un-

derstand in Scylax, the Troglodytes of the Arabian Gulf (cf. Strab. xvi. p. 1103,

1H>7), in Herodotus (iv. 183) those of the interior (Strab. xvii. p. 1173). From the

age of. Scylax, and the near vicinity of his birthplace to Halicarnassus, it seems

likely that Herodotus would have known his works, if he wrote any. Perhaps it

has not yet been quite satisfactorily established that the real Scylax left behind him

any writings.
7

Scylax, or the writer upon India who assumed his name, asserted that there

dwelt in that country men with feet of so large a size that they were in the habit

of using them as parasols (Philostr. 1. s. c.), and spoke of others whose ears were
like winnowing-fans (Tzetzes, L s. c). To the same writer are to be traced the

fables, repeated afterwards by Dalmachus and Megasthenes (Strab. i. p. 105), con-

cerning men in India who had only one eye, and others whose ears were so big that

they slept in them (Tzetz. i. s. c.).
8 Herod, iv. 13.
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profited from the maps whose construction he ridiculed
;

9 but

which, rude and incorrect in detail as they may have been, could

not have failed to be of immense service to him in clearing his

views, and giving him the true notion of geographical description.

In enumerating the sources from which Herodotus drew the

materials of his work, it would be wrong to confine ourselves to

a consideration of the early prose writers. It has been just
noticed that one of the geographers to whom he was certainly
beholden Aristeas, the author of the Arimaspea was a poet ;

and there is reason to suspect that considerable portions of his

historical narrative may have likewise had a poetical origin. Not
to dwell on the poetic cast of so much that he has written, which

might perhaps be ascribed to the character of his own mind and
to the fact that he modelled his style mainly on that of the

poets there are distinct grounds for believing that certain por-
tions of his history, which are strongly marked by this character,
had been previously made the subjects of their poetry by writers

with whose compositions he was acquainted ;
and in such cases

it is but reasonable to suppose that he drew, to a greater or less

extent, from them. The mention of Archilochus in connexion
with the poetic legend of Gyges and Candaules cannot but raise

a suspicion that the whole story, as given in Herodotus, may
have come from him ;' while the notices of Solon,

2
Pindar,

3 Al-

caeus,
4 and Simonides,

5 who all celebrated contemporary persons
and events, seem to show that he made some use of their writings
in compiling his narrative. Further, it may be conjectured that
the Persian authors to whom he refers in several places as author-
ities on the subject of their early national history,

6 were poets, the

composers of those national songs of which Xenophon,
7

Strabo,
8

and other writers 9

speak, wherein were celebrated the deeds of
the ancient kings and heroes, and particularly those of the hero-
founder of the Empire, Cyrus.

9 Herod, iv. 36. The first map known to the Greeks is said to have been con-
structed by Anaximander (Agathem. i. 1), who lived about B. c. 600-530. Heca-
taeus greatly improved on it. Herodotus speaks of maps as common in his day
(1.

s. c).
1

Bahr^ supposes
Herodotus to refer only to the single iambic line of Archilochus

otf /j.oi TO. Tvyea) rot) Tro\vxpvffov /xeAei which has come down to us through Aris-
totle and Plutarch. (See his note on Book i. ch. 12.) And Drs. Liddell and Scott
assign the same meaning to the word fa^Sos in the passage (Lexic. p. 630). But it

appears to me that Schweighaeuser, Larcher, and the translators generally are right
in giving the word here the sense certainly borne by it in later times of an iam-
bic poem.

3 Herod, v. 113. 3
Ibid. iii. 38. 4

Ibid. v. 95. 6
Ibid. v. 102 vii. 228.

'
Ibid. i. 1-5, 95, 214 ad fin.

7
Cyrop. i. ii. 1.

* Book xv. p. 1041.
As Athenaeus, who quotes Dino to the same effect. (Deipnosoph. xiv. p. 633 D.)
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Upon the whole, however, it mast be pronounced that the

real source of almost all that Herodotus has delivered down to

us, whether in the shape of historical narrative or geographical

description, was personal observation and inquiry. His accounts

of countries are, in the great majority of cases, drawn from his

own experience, and are full or scanty, according to the time

which he had spent in the countries, in making acquaintance
with their general character and special phenomena. Where he

has not travelled himself, he trusts to the reports of others, but

only, to all appearance, of eye-witnesses.
1 If in any case he gives

mere rumours which have come to him at second-hand, he is

careful to distinguish them from his ordinary statements and

descriptions.
2 He seems to have been indefatigable in laying

under contribution all those with whom his active and varied life

brought him in contact,
3 and deriving from them information

concerning any regions unvisited by himself, with which they

professed themselves acquainted. And as it was by these means
that he gathered the materials for the geographical portion of his

work, so by a very similar method he obtained the facts which
he has worked up into his history. Herodotus, it must be remem-

bered, lived and wrote within a century of the time when his di-

rect narrative may be said to commence, viz., the first year of

Cyrus. The true subject of his history the Persian War of

Invasion was yet more recent, its commencement falling less

than fifty years from the time of his writing. He would thus

stand in regard to his main subject somewhat in the position of

a writer at the present day who should determine to compose an

original history of the last war with Napoleon, while, in respect
of the earlier portion of his direct narrative, he would resemble
one who should make his starting-point the accession of George
III. to the throne. Abundant living testimony would thus, it

is plain, be accessible to him for the later and more important
portion of his history, while for the middle portion he would be
able to get a certain amount of such evidence, which would fail

him entirely for the early period. Even then, however, he might
obtain from living persons the accounts which they had received

1 This is not always expressed, but it appears from his refusal to accept of any
statements or descriptions as certain, unless received from an eye-witness. Hence
his reluctance to allow of a sea to the north of Europe (iii. 115, ovSevos OUT^TTTCW
yevontvov ov Svva^ai axovaai

; compare iv. 45), and his refusal to describe the coun-
tries above Scythia (iv. 16, oi/StVos avr6irrfu> flStvai fyansvov SiWjucu Trvbeabat,), or

those above the Argippaeans (iv. 25), and Issedonians (ibid.). Certain knowledge
(T& arpfKfs) seems to mean knowledge thtfs derived. (See iii. 98, 116

;
iv. 16, 25

;
v. 9.)

a See ii. 32, 33; iv. 16, 24, 26-27, 32.
* Marked indications of this practice of inquiry will be found in the following

oassages: ii. 19, 28, 29, 34, 104; iii. 115
;
iv. 16;
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from those who took active part in the transactions. This,

accordingly, is what Herodotus seems to have done. Travelling
over Europe and Asia, he everywhere made inquiries from the

various parties concerned in the matters about which he was

writing ;
and from the accounts which he thus received, com-

pared and balanced against each other, he composed his narra-

tive. Where contemporary evidence failed him, or even where

it was scanty, he extended his inquiries, endeavouring in each

case to arrive at the truth by sifting and comparing the different

reports,
4

an*d often deriving his information from the sons or

grandsons of those who had been personally engaged in the trans-

actions. The stories of Thersander 5 and of Archias 6 are respec-

tively specimens of the manner in which he gained his knowledge
of the more recent and the earlier facts which enter into his nar-

rative. Of course the more remote the events the more depend-
ent he became upon mere general tradition and belief, which,
unless in the bare outline of matters of great public concern, or

in cases where the popular belief is checked and supported by
documentary evidence of some kind or other, is an authority of
the least trustworthy character. Before dismissing this subject
it will, therefore, be desirable to consider what amount of such
evidence existed among the various nations into whose earlier

history Herodotus pushed his inquiries, and how far it was acces-
sible to himself or to those from whom he derived his information.

In Greece itself it is certain that there existed monumental
records of two different kinds, containing undoubtedly but few

details, yet still of great importance, as furnishing fixed points
about which the national traditions might cluster, and as checks

upon the inventiveness of fabulists. The earliest were the lists

of kings, priests, and victors at the games, preserved in some of
the principal cities and sanctuaries,

7 which formed in after times
a basis for the labours of chronologers,

8 and carried up a skeleton

4 See i. 1^5, 20, 70, 75, 95, 214; ii. 3, 147 ;
iii. 1-3, 9, 32, 47, 56, 120-121

;
iv.

5-13, 150-154; v. 44, 57, 85, 86; vi. 53; vii. 150, 213, 214; viii. 94, 117-120;
ix. 74.

6 Book ix. chs. 15, 16.
6 Book iii. ch. 55.

7 As the public registers (avuypa^al) at Sparta (Plut. Vit. Ages. c. 19), contain-
ing the names of all the kings, and (probably) the number of years they reigned
the ancient chronicles (apx * ypdw*ra) at Elis (Pausan. V. iv. 8 4) the registers
at Sicyon and Argos (Plut. de Mus. p. 1134 A. B.) the list of the Olympian victors
from the time of Coraebus, preserved in the sanctuary of Jupiter at Olympia (Pausan.
V. viii. 3

;
Euseb. Chron. Can. Pars I. c. xxxii.) that of the Carnean victors at

bparta (Athen. xiv. p. 635 E.) and that of the archons at Athens (Polyb xn
xii. 1).

8
Charon's work on the ' Chief Rulers of Sparta' was probably taken from the

ancient registers of the Lacedemonians (see 0. Muller's Dorians vol. i p 150 E
T. ; and C. Muller's Fr. Hist. Gr., vol. i., p. xviii.). Hellanicus in his 'Priestesses of
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of authentic history to the return of the Heraclidse. Besides

these, there were to he found in the various temples, agorae, and
other puhlic places throughout Greece, particularly in the. great
national sanctuaries of Delphi and Olympia, a vast number of

inscribed offerings many of them of great antiquity contain-

ing in their dedicatory inscriptions curious and in some instances

detailed notices of historical events, of the utmost value to the

historian. Of the latter class of monuments Herodotus shows

himself to have been a diligent observer, and considerable por-
tions of his history are authenticated in this satisfactory manner.
To instance in a single book the independence of Phrygia under

a royal line affecting the names of Midas and Gordias, the wealth

and order of succession of the last or Mermnade dynasty of Lydian
kings, the enormous riches of Croesus, the friendly terms on which
he stood with Sparta, and his great devotion to the Greek
shrines

;
the escape of Arion from shipwreck, the filial devotion

of Cleobis and Bito, and the repulse of the Spartans by the Te-

geans on their first attempt to conquer Arcadia, are all supported

by this kind of testimony within the space of seventy chapters
after the history opens.

9 More important than any of these

instances is that of the two pillars of Darius, which contained an

account, both in Greek and in Persian, of the forces wherewith
that monarch crossed the Bosphorus, and which were seen by
Herodotus, in detached pieces, at Byzantium.

1 Of equal conse-

quence was the famous tripod, part gold and part bronze, which
the confederate Greeks dedicated after the victory of Platsea to

Apollo at Delphi, whereon were inscribed the names of the

various states who took part against the Persians in the great

struggle, from which Herodotus was able to authenticate his lists

of the combatants. 2 Other monuments of the same kind are

known to have existed,
3 and in addition to them, historical paint-

ings, whether in the shape of votive tablets, as that dedicated by

Juno,' and his
* Carnean Victors,' followed no doubt the authentic catalogues at

Sparta and Argos. Timjeus compared the lists of archons at Athens, kings and

ephors at Sparta, and priestesses at Argos, with the catalogue of the Olympic victors

(Polyb. 1. s. c.). Eratosthenes and Apollodorus seem to have founded their early
Greek chronology, first on the list of Spartan kings, and then on the Olympic cata-

logue. (Miiller's Dorians, 1. s. c.)
9 See i. 14, 24, 25, 31, 50-2, 66, 69. Further instances of the careful observance

by Herodotus of such memorials will be found i. 92
;

ii. 181, 182
;

iii. 47 ;
iv. 15,

152
; v. 59-61, 77

;
vi. 14 ; vii. 228

;
and in the passages noted below.

1
Cf. iv. 87.

3
This inscription has been recently recovered. See notes on viii. 82, and

ix. 84.
1 As the colossal statue of Jupiter at Olympia, on the base of which were also

engraved the names of the Greeks who combated the Persians. See Pausan. V.
xxiii. 1, and compare note to book ix. ch. 28.
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Mandrocles the Samian in the temple of Juno at Samos,
4 or of

mere ornaments, as tho'se wherewith Pericles adorned the Poecile,
5

would serve as striking memorials of particularly important

occurrences. From these and similar sources of information

Herodotus would be able to check the accounts orally delivered

to him, and in some cases to fill them up with accuracy. It has

been said that he " was by no means so zealous an investigator
of this class of monuments as might have been desired

;

" 6 and

undoubtedly it would have been highly interesting to ourselves

had his work contained fuller and more exact descriptions of

them. But it may be questioned whether his history would not

have been injured as a composition by a larger infusion of the

element of antiquarianism. We are not to conclude that his

inquiries were limited to the monuments of the contents of which
he makes distinct mention, since he does not go on the general

plan of parading the authorities for his statements
; and, with

regard to some of the most important of the monumental records

which he cites, it is only casually and as it were by accident that

he lets us see he was acquainted with them. 7 His practice of

observing is sufficiently apparent, and it is but fair to presume
that he carried it to a far greater extent than can be exactly

proved from his writings. It is certain that he visited all the
most important of the Greek shrines,

8 and when there, his inquis-
itive turn of mind would naturally lead him to make a general
examination of the offerings. If we view his references to these

objects, not as. intended for an enumeration of all that he had
seen, but as a set of specimens, indicating the range and general
character of his inquiries, we shall probably form a far truer esti-

mate of his labours in this respect than if we regarded his inves-

tigations as only extending just so far as we can distinctly trace
them. So too with respect to the other class of monuments
the public registers, containing the lists of kings, priests, archons,
&c. it would be a mistake to suppose that he had not seen them
because he nowhere quotes them as authorities. It is impossible

4 Herod, iv. 88. 5
Pausan. I. xv.

6
Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv. p. 312.

7 If Herodotus had not happened, in speaking of the desertion to the Greek side
of a Tenian vessel before the battle of Salamis (viii. 82), to notice the inscription of
the Temans upon the Delphic tripod on that account, it might have been doubtful
whether he had seen, or noticed, that most important monument. In his direct
account of the dedication of the tripod (ix. 81) he savs nothing of its having borne
any inscription.

8 As Delphi (i. U, 19, 25, &c.), Dodona
(ii. 52), Aba; (viii. 27), Tsenarum (i. 24),

Apollo Ismenius at Thebes
(i. 52

;
v. 59), Juno at Samos

(ii. 182
;

iii. 60), Diana at
Ephesus (i. 92), Venus at Cyrene (ii. 181), Erechtheus at Athens (viii. 55

; comp. v.

77), Apollo at Thornax
(i. 69), &c.
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that they should have been unknown to him, or when known

have failed to attract his attention ;
and we might therefore con-

clude, even without any evidence direct or indirect, that he must

have made use of them to some extent. As the case stands, we

may go a step further, and regard it as in the highest degree

probable that in tracing the royal descent of the Spartan kings

to Hercules,
9 Herodotus followed the authority of the Lacedae-

monian anagraphs; and if so, we may perhaps refer to the same

source his general notions of Greek chronology.
1

.

The foreign countries whose history Herodotus embraced in

his general scheme, present in regard to their monumental rec-

ords all possible varieties, from entire defect to the most copious

abundance. Egypt, Babylonia, and Persia, the most important

of them, possessed in their inscriptions upon rocks, temples)

palaces, papyrus-rolls, bricks, and cylinders, a series of contem-

porary documents, extending, in the case of the last-mentioned,

to the foundation of the monarchy, and in the other two going

back to a far higher actual date, though not to a period so early

in the lives of the nations. The recent discoveries in Mesopota- .

mia, which have so completely authenticated the historical

scheme of Berosus both in its outline and its details,
2
prove that

to the Babylonians the history of their country as written upon

its monuments was open, and could be traced back with accu-

racy for 2000 years before it merged into mere myth and fable.

In Eypt a still earlier date is said to have been reached, and

whatever may be thought of the historical character of the more

ancient kings at least from the time of the eighteenth dynasty,

which is anterior to the Exodus of the Jews, the monuments

contained contemporary records of the several monarchs, and

abundant materials for an exact and copious history.
3 In Persia,

which, on starting into life, succeeded to the inheritance ofAssy-

rian and Babylonian civilization, writing seems to have been in

use from the first, and the sculptured memorials, which still

9 Herod, vii. 204; viii. 131.
1
It is evident that Herodotus did not obtain his dates for the times of Hercu

and of the Trojan war from a mere computation by generations ;
for the 21 genera-

tions from Leonidas to Hercules (vii. 204), reckoned according to his own estimate

of three generations to the century (ii. 142), would give for the time of the hero

little more than 700 years before Herodotus, instead of 900, which is his calculation

(ii 145) He must therefore have possessed some more definite chronological basis,

which may have been furnished by the Spartan registers, if (as 0. Muller conjee-

tures, Dor. vol. i. p. 150) they contained not merely the names of the kings, bi

length of their reigns. , , .*
See the Essays on Babylonian and Assyrian History, appended t

"
ays vi. and vii.

1 See the Historical Notice of Egypt in the Appendix to book 11.
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exist, of Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes are evidences of the fact

witnessed by Herodotus in several places,
4 that monumental rec-

ords were in common use under the early Achaemenian kings.
These seem to have consisted not only of grand public inscrip-
tions upon pillars, rocks, tombs, and palaces,

5 but also of more

private and more copious documents, preserved in the treasuries

of the empire, at Babylon, Susa, Ecbatana, &c.,
6 and written

upon skins or parchment,
7 which contained a variety of details

concerning the court and empire, of the greatest interest to the

historian.
8 In Scythia, on the other hand, and among the rude

tribes who inhabited Northern Africa, writing of any kind was

probably unknown, and the traditions of the natives were alto-

gether destitute of confirmation from monumental sources. Other
nations occupied an intermediate position between these extremes
of abundance and want. Media from the time of Cyaxares,

9

* Book iii. 136; book iv. chs. 87 and 01
; book vii. ch. 100; book viii. ch. 90.

5 Rock inscriptions of Darius remain at Behistun and at Elwand, near Hamadan ;

similar memorials of Xerxes are found at Elwand, and at Van in Armenia. The
toinb of Darius at Nakhsh-i-Rustam has one perfect and one imperfect inscription
neither however, apparently, that recorded by Strabo (xv. p. 1036). The tomb of

Cyrus had an inscription, as we learn both from Strabo
(1. s. c.) and Arrian (vi. 29 ;

see note on book i. ch. 214), and the area which enclosed it is still marked by pillars
on which we read the words,

"
I am Cyrus the king the Achtemenian." The great

palace at Persepolis contains no fewer than four inscriptions of Darius and four of
Xerxes, as well as others belonging to later kings. Pillar inscriptions are mentioned
by Herodotus (iv. 87 and 91), but their more perishable nature has caused them
generally to disappear.

6 See Ezra, v. 17
;
vi. 1-2. These records or chronicles are frequently mentioned

by the Jewish historians. See, besides the above passages, Ezra iv 15 19 -Esther
ii. 23

;
vi. 1

; Apoc. Esdr. vi. 23.

&a(ri\iKal is the name under which Ctesias spoke of them (ap. Diod.
Sic. ii.

32).^
He says they contained a regular digest of the ancient Persian history

(ras TraAsuas irpdeis (rui/Tercry/ieW), and that the keeping of them was enforced
by law.

8

Among the contents of the Royal Chronicles may be confidently enumerated
all decrees made by any king (Ezr. v. 17

;
vi. 2-3), all signal services of any sub-

ject (Esth. vi. 1-2; comp. Herod, viii. 85 and 90), catalogues of the troops broughtinto the field on great occasions (Herod, vii. 100), statements of the amount of
revenue to be drawn from each of the provinces (comp. Herod, iii. 90-94) &c.
Heeren (As. Nat. i. p. 86) supposes, that "

all the king's words and actions
"

were
placed upon record, and calls the Chronicles "

Diaries," but this view is not supported
by his authorities. The royal scribes (ypa^arifrral) seem certainly to have been in
constant attendance upon the king (see, besides Herod, vii. 100, and viii. 90, Esther
m. 12, and vm

9), and were ready to record any remarkable occurrence, but it is

not^probable
that they were bound to enter the events of i-ach day.No strictly Median records have come down to us, nor have we positive proofof any acquaintance on the part of the Medes with letters. The ancient portionsol the Zendavesta, which belonged to them in common with other nations of theAnan stock, were certainly handed down by memory. But it can hardly be sup-

POjed
that after the conquest of Assyria by Cyaxaves, the Medes would remain

without an alphabet. Probably the Persian alphabet is that framed by the ArianMedes on coming m contact with the Assyrians. The Persians would naturally
adopt it from them on their conquest of Media
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Lydia,
1

Phrygia,
2 and the kingdoms of Western Asia generally,

3

were undoubtedly acquainted with letters
;
but there is no rea-

son to believe that they were in possession of any very ancient

or very important written records. Monumental remains of an

early date in these countries are either entirely deficient, or at

best extremely scanty, and such of them as possessed a native

literature betrayed, by the absurdity and mythic character of

their annals, a lamentable want of authentic materials for their

early history.
4 Our chief inquiry in the present place will there-

fore be how far Herodotus, or those from whom he derived his

information, may be presumed to have had access to the mflhu-

mental stores which existed in such abundance in Egypt, Baby-
lon, and in various parts of the Persian empire, and from which,
in two cases out of the three, authentic histories were actually

composed more than a century later by natives of the countries

in question.
5

With regard to Egypt, Herodotus has distinctly stated that

his informants were the priests.
6 The sacerdotal body attached

to the service of the temple of Phtha at Memphis furnished him
with the bulk of his early Egyptian history ;

and he was further

at the pains to test the accounts which he received from this

quarter by seeking information on the same points from the

priests of Amun at Thebes, and of Ra at Heliopolis. It may
perhaps be questioned whether he obtained access to the eccle-

siastics of the highest rank and greatest learning in Egypt, or

only to certain subordinates and underlings ;
but even in the

latter case he would draw his narrative from persons to whom

1 No Lydian inscriptions have been as yet discovered, though the tomb of

Alyattes, which had inscriptions in the time of Herodotus (i. 93), has been carefully

explored (see note 1 to book i. ch. 93). The Lydians, however, are likely to have
used letters at least as early as the Asiatic Greeks.

a
Several Phrygian inscriptions, chiefly epitaphs, have been discovered in the

country. They are all probably more ancient than the Persian conquest of Asia

Minor. The only one of much importance is the inscription on the tomb of king
Midas at Doganlu. (See note 6 on book i. ch. 14, and compare Essay XI.)

* As Lycia, Cilicia, and Armenia. The Lycian writing appears on coins and

inscriptions, which are abundant, but which seem to be none earlier than the time

of Croesus (Fellows's Lycian Coins
; Chronolog. Table). Cilician writing is found on

coins only. Armenia hod some important rock inscriptions. They are found in

the neighbourhood of Van, and belong to a dynasty of native kings, who appear to

have reigned during the seventh and eighth centuries B. c. (See Col. Rawlinson's

Commentary on the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Babylonia and Assyria, p. 75.)
4 The fragments of XanthiLs Lydus prove the Lydian annals to have run up into

myth at a time not much preceding Gyges. The Armenian histories of Moses of

Choren6 and others, are yet more completely fabulous.
*
By Manetho the Sebennyte, and Berosus the Babylonian, both contemporaries

ol Alexander.
' Herod, ii. 3, 99, 118, 136, 142, &c.
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the monumental history of their country was open, for this history

was recorded without concealment upon the temples and other

public edifices. What prevented his Egyptian history from hav-

ino- a greater character of authenticity was, not the ignorance,

but the dishonesty of his informants, who purposely exaggerated

the glories of their nation, and concealed its disgraces and defeats.

It is perhaps on the whole more likely that he had his historical

information from the highest than from any inferior quarter.
^

His

own rank and station, the circumstances under which he visited

Egypt,
7 his entire satisfaction with his

information,^
and the

harmony which he found in the accounts given him in remote

places,
9 all seem to favour the supposition that he obtained ac-

cess to the chief persons in the Egyptian hierarchy, who however

took advantage of his simplicity and ignorance of the language,

whether -spoken or written,
1 to impose upon him such a history

of their country as they wished to pass current among the Greeks.

Accordingly they magnified their antiquity beyond even their

own notions of it,
2
reading him long lists of monarch** whom

they represented as consecutive, whereas they knew them to have

been often contemporary. They concealed from him altogether

the dark period in their history the time of their oppression

under the Hyksos, or shepherd-kings of which he obtained but

a single dim and indistinct glimpse,
3 not furnished him appar-

7

Supra, p. 10.
6 Herodotus calls his informants throughout

*' the priests" not "certain

priests." It belongs to his simplicity to use no exaggeration in such a matter.

Again, he goes to Heliopolis because the priests there were Alyvirritav \oyid>-
raroi, and receives information from those whom he so characterises (ii. 3).

9 See ii. 4. w8e eAeyov 6^0X07^ OVTCS aQlffi. As this harmony was not the

natural agreement of truth, it could only be the artificial agreement of concerted

falsehood. The priests of Memphis must have prepared their brethren of Thebes

and Heliopolis for the inquiries of the curious Greek, and have instructed them as

to the answers which they should give. Such communications would most naturally

take place between the leading members of the sacerdotal colleges.
1 That Herodotus did not understand the written character, is evident from his

mentioning that the inscription on the pyramid of Cheops was translated to him by
his interpreter (ii. 125). His ignorance of the spoken language appears from his

mistranslations of particular words, as of Piromis, which he renders "
gentleman

"

(Ka\bs Kaya&ds), whereas it meant simply
" man "

or " human being."
2 See Herod, ii. 100 and 142-3. By'representing their priests as equally numer-

ous with their kings, and declaring the priesthood to have descended in the direct

line from father to son, the Memphite informants of Herodotus gave him the notion

that a settled monarchy had endured in Egypt for above 11,000 years. Their own
records, even making no allowance for contemporary kings or dynasties, gave a

total of little more than 5oOO years ;
and (according to Syncellus) Maiietho, making

some allowance on both scores, reduced the time between Menes and Herodotus to

less than 3500 years.
3 In the tradition, noticed in book ii. ch. 128, that the pyramids were the work

of " the shepherd Philition" (see note ad loc.). This tradition, which conflicted with

the account received from the priests, is ascribed by Herodotus to " the Egyptians."
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ently by the priests, but by the memory of the people. They
knowingly falsified their monuments by assigning a late date

to the pyramid-kings,
4 whom they disliked, by which they flat-

tered themselves that they degraded them. They distorted the

true narrative of Sennacherib's miraculous discomfiture, and
made it tend to the glorification of one of their own body.

5

They succeeded in concealing all other invasions of their territory

by the kings of Assyria and Babylon, even when subsequent
to the settlement of the Greeks in their country.

6

Again, they
were willing, in order to flatter their Greek allies, to bend their

history into accordance with the mythology of the Hellenic race,
and submitted even to manufacture a monarch for the express

purpose of accommodating their inquisitive friends.
7 Thus in spite

of the abundance of monumental records from which the Egyp-
tian informants of our author had it in their power to draw, his

V Egyptian history is full of error, because they intentionally gar-
Wed and falsified their own annals, while he, from his ignorance

Jof
their language, was unable to detect the imposture.

8

Still,

'where national vanity or other special causes did not interfere,
the history will be found to be fairly authent^j. The kings
themselves appear, with but one or two exceptions,

9 in the lists

/
of Manetho, and upon the monuments

;
the chronological order

of their reigns is preserved with a single dislocation
j

1 the periods
of prosperity and oppression are truly marked ;

2 the great works
are assigned for the most part to their real authors

;
even the

extravagance of the chronology is not without a historic basis,

4 Herod, ii. 124-9. The priests seem to have placed the pyramid-kings who
really intervened between Menes and Nitocris as late as they could venture to do
without incurring a great risk of detection. As a remarkable inscription of Asychis
(Herod, ii. 136) made express mention of the stone pyramids, it would have been
rash to state that their builders lived later than that monarch.

* Sethos (Herod, ii. 141).
6 As that of Nebuchadnezzar in the reign of Apries (Joseph. Ant. Jud. x. 10 ;

Beros. Fr. 14; compare Jerem. xlvi. 25-6; Ezek. xxix. 19; xxx. 24-5). Several
of the Assyrian monarchs, besides Sennacherib, attacked or received tribute from

Egypt, as Shalmanu-bara (the black obelisk king) and Sargon.
7
Proteus, a name which bears no resemblance to any of those in Manetho's lists.

8
It may be doubted whether even the interpreters could read the hieroglyphics.

Most probably they only understood the demotic character.
9
Proteus, Anysis, and Sethos are the only monarchs whose names cannot be

recognised among Manctho's kings. One of these (Anysis) can be otherwise identi-

fied. He is certainly Bocchoris.
1 That of the Pyramid-Kings. See note * above.
* The glory of the Ramcsside dynasties (19th and 20th of Manetho) is distinctly

indicated by the expeditions of Sesostris and the wealth of Rhampsinitus. The suf-

ferings at the time of the Exodus seem to be mythically expressed by the blindness
of Phero. The oppression endured under the pyramid builders is undoubtedly a fact.

The decline of the empire under the Tanite kings is marked by the general poverty
in the reign of Asychis.

VOL. I. 4
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marking as it does the fact, confirmed by Manetho, that the

Egyptians could produce a catalogue of several hundred persons
who had borne the title of king in their country between Menes
and the Eamesside monarchs. 3

Hence, when the monuments
are silent, and the statements- of Herodotus are not incompatible
with those of Manetho, they possess considerable weight, and

may fairly be accepted as having at least a basis of truth.

They come from persons who had means of knowing the real

history of their country, and who did not falsify it wantonly or

unless to serve a purpose ; they may therefore be taken to be

correct in their general outline except where they subserve

national vanity or have otherwise a suspicious appearance. On
these grounds the reign of Sethos in some part of Egypt, and
the dodecarchy, for which Herodotus is the sole authority, may
perhaps be entitled to rank a. historic facts, though unconfirm-

ed by other writers.

. In Babylon Herodotus appears to have obtained some of his

information from the Chaldaeans attached to chd temple of Belus,'
who were persons to whom the real history of their native land
must undoubtedly have been familiar. It is however very doubt-
ful whether he derived much of his information from this

quarter.
5 His Babylonian history may be said' to be correct in

outline,
6 and tolerably exact in certain important particulars.

7

Still it contains some most remarkable mistakes,
8 which seem to

8 Manetho has between four and five hundred kings during this interval. With
a deduction on account of two peculiarly suspicious cases (Dyn. 7. 70 kings, in 70
days; and Dyn. 17. 43 kings, shepherds, and 43 kings, Thcbans), the number re-

maining is 354, a near approach to the 330 of Herodotus.
4 See Herod, i. 181, sub fin. and 183.
6 The only information expressly ascribed to the Chaldseans consists of details

respecting the temple of Belus. Herodotus does not say whence he derived his his-
torical materials.

Carrying back Babylonian history for some seven hundred years, he noticed,
in the first place, two periods one the first during which it was under Assyria,
yet had sovereigns of its own, like Seiniramis

(i. 184); the other, during which it
was independent (i. 106, 178). The period of independence he knew to be little
more than two generations (compare i. 74 and 188); that of subjection he was
aware exceeded six centuries. This latter he also divided (as Berosus does) into
two portions, a longer, and a shorter one

; while Assyria was a great empire and
while she was only a powerful kingdom. This division appears to correspond to the
Upper and Lower Assyrian dynasties of Berosus.

7 As in the duration of the first Assyrian dynasty where his 520 years (i. 95)
manifestly represent the (more exact) 526 years of Berosus (ap. Euseb. Chron. Can.
pars. 1. cap. iv.); m the commencement of the independence on the destruction of
.Nineveh (i. 178); in the name of the last king (Labynetus - Nabu-nit) and the cir-
cumstances of the capture of Babylon (i. 191) ;

in the time of Seiniramis
(i. 184), &c.

Particularly the following:!. That Labynetus (Nabunit) was the son of a
torrner lung, and of a queen (Nitocris) ;

2. That he immediately succeeded the lat-
ter

; 8. ihat the Babylonian monarch, contemporary with Cyaxares, was also named
Labynetus; 4 That he was the father of the last king; and 5. That queens ever
ruled at Babylon in their own name.
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show either that the persons from whom he derived his materials

were not well versed in their country's annals, or that he misunder-

stood their communications. The mistakes in question, it is

worthy of special remark, unlike those which disfigure his Egyp-
tian history, occur in the most recent portion of the narrative,
where conscious falsification would have been most easy of

detection, and therefore least likely to be adventured on. It

seems probable that Herodotus paid but a single hasty visit to

the Mesopotamian capital, and when there he may have found
a difficulty in obtaining a qualified interpreter.

9 He would also,

as a Greek, be destitute of any particular claim on the attention

of the Babylonian savans, and he would therefore naturally
be left to pick up the bulk of his information from those who
made a living by showing the town and its remarkable buildings
to strangers. The quality of the historical information possess-
ed by such informants may be judged by the "reader's experience
of this class of persons at the present day. Herodotus no doubt
endeavoured to penetrate into a more learned circle, but the

Babylonians of the time would have been destitute of any of

those motives, whether of gratitude or of self-interest, which in-

duced the Egyptian priests to lay aside their reserve, and
consent to gratify the curiosity of their Greet auxiliaries. It

must be confessed, at any rate, that in the Babylonian history of

our author we find but few traces of that exact and extensive

% knowledge of their past condition which the Chaldaean priest-
caste certainly possessed, and which enabled Berosus, more than

a century later, to produce a narrative extending over a space
of above fifteen hundred years, which has been lately confirmed

in numerous instances by contemporary documents, and which

appears to have been most completely authentic.

The Persian informants of Herodotus seem to have consisted

of the soldiers and officials of various ranks, with whom he ne-

cessarily came in contact at Sardis and other places, where strong
bodies of the dominant people were maintained constantly. He
was born and bred up a Persian subject ;

and though in his own

city Persians might be rare visitants, everywhere beyond the

limits of the Grecian states they formed the official class, and in

9 The Greek refugees in Persia would study Persian, the official language, rather

than any other. The Chaldseans on the other hand would speak the Semitic dialect

of the inscriptions, and understand the ancient Scythic language of their country,
but would have little knowledge of Persian. The communications between* Herodo-

tus and the Chaldaean priests would be much like those which take place now-a-days
between inquisitive European travellers and grave Pekin Mandarins, through the

iiiti.Tventioii of some foreign settler at Canton, who has picked up a slight smatter-

ing of the colloquial dialect.
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the great towns they were even a considerable section of the

population.
1 This would be the case not only in Asia Minor,

but still more in Babylon and Susa, where the court passed the

greater portion of the year both which cities Herodotus seems

to have visited.
2 There is no reason to believe that he ever set

foot in Persia Proper, or was in a country where the Arian ele-

ment preponderated. Hence his mistakes with regard to the

Persian religion,
3 which he confounded with the Scythic worship

of Susiana, Armenia, and Cappadocia. Still he would enjoy
abundant opportunities of making himself acquainted with the

views entertained on the subject of their previous history by the

Persians themselves from his ready access to them in his earlier

years, from the number ofGreeks who understood their language,

and, above all, from the existence of native historians to whose
works he had access. 4 The Persians, from the date of their con-

quest of the Medes, possessed (as has been already shown5

) a

variety of authentic documents, increasing in number and copi-
ousness with the descent to more recent times, and capable of

serving as a solid basis for history. Moreover, their entire an-

nals at the time when Herodotus wrote were comprised within a

space of little more than a century about the same distance

which separates the Englishman of the present day from the

rebellion of 1745 a period for which even oral tradition is a

tolerably safe guide. We might have expected under these cir-

cumstances a more purely historic narrative of the events in

question, and a greater correctness, if not a greater amplitude of

detail,
6 than the work of Herodotus is found in fact to supply.

1 See Herod, v. 100-1
;

vi. 4 and 20.
9 The visit of Herodotus to Babylon, although doubted by some, is (I think) cer-

tain, not merely from the minuteness of his descriptions (i. 178-183), but from sev-
eral little touches; e. g. 1. The expression in ch. 183, "as the Chaldaeans said" (us
e \eyov of XaA.5a?cu), which can only mean "as they told me when I wax there." 2.

The remark in the same chapter with regard to the colossal statue of Bel, made of
solid gold (comp. Dan. iii. 1), which once stood in the sacred enclosure of the great
temple of Belus " I did not see it" (eyco /ueV ^iv OVK e75oi>), which has no force nor
fitness except in contrast to the other things previously described, which he must
mean to say that he did see

;
and 3. The statement in ch. 193, that he refrained

from mentioning the size of the millet and sesame plants, because he knew tha*
those who had not visited the country would not believe what he had previously re-
lated of the produce. The visit to Susa rests mainly on vi. 119; it receives, how-
ever, some confirmation from the account of the royal road as far as that capital
in v. 52.

3
See the Essay "On the Religion of the Ancient Persians."

4 See especially book i. ch. 1
; and compare i. 95, and 214 sub fin. See also p. 40

ol' this chapter.
5

Supra, p. 45.

The early history of Cyrus in Herodotus is purely romance his treatment of
Croesus, arid the manner of his own death, seem to be'fabulous

;
in the history of

Cambyses and of the Pseudo-Smerdis are several important error?; the debate
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The deficiency is traceable to two causes. Among the Persians,
then as now, the critical judgment was far less developed than the

imagination, and their historians, or rather chroniclers (\6yioi),

delighted to diversify with all manner of romantic circumstances

the history of their earlier kings. This was especially the case

with Cyrus, the hero-founder of the empire, whose adventures

were narrated with vast exaggeration and immense variety.
7 He-

rodotus too was by natural temperament inclined to look with
favour on the poetical and the marvellous, and where he had to

\choose between a number of conflicting stories would be disposed
Ito reject the prosaic and commonplace for the romantic and ex-

Itraordinary. Thus he may often have accepted an account which
to moderns seems palpably untrue when the authentic version of

the story came actually under his cognisance. In other cases he

may have pieced together the sober relations of writers who drew
from the monuments, and the lively inventions of romancers, npt

perceiving the 'superiority of the former. 8 Thus his narrative,
where it can be compared with the Persian monumental records,

presents the curious contrast of minute and exact agreement ^n

some parts with broad and striking diversity in others the di-

versity being chiefly in those points where there is the most of

graphic colouring and highly-wrought description the agree-
ment being in names, dates, and the general outline of the results

attained as distinguished from the mode in which they were

accomplished.' Unfortunately a direct comparison of this kind
i

among the conspirators as to the best form of government, and the story of (Ebares
are most certainly fictions

;
so probably are the stories of Syloson and Zopyrus;

the circumstances of the expedition of Darius against Scythia are probably exag-
gerated. It is not till the time of the Ionian revolt that the Persian history becomes

fully trustworthy. Among the omissions which most surprise us are those of the

Sacan and Bactrian wars of Cyrus, the reduction of Phoenicia, Cyprus, and Cilicia

by Cambyses ;
the revolt of the Medes from Darius

;
and his conquest of a part

of India.
' As Herodotus himself indicates. See i. 96 and 214.
" Hence arise contradictions, as that in the Scythian war of Darius, where the

time during which the Persians are actually in the country, and the time which such
a march as that assigned them must have occupied, are widely at variance. See
note to book iv. ch. 133.

* The period of Persian history for which alone this comparison is at present pos-

sible, is that intervening between the death of Smerdisand the (second) recovery of

Babylon by Darius, where the Behistun inscription furnishes a running comment

upon the third book of Herodotus. Here the name of Smerdis, his secret execu-

tion by his brother, the expedition into Egypt, the bursting out of the Magian revo-

lution while he was there, the death of Cambyses on hearing of the revolt, the quiet

enjoyment of the crown for a while by the Pseudo-Smerdis, his personation of the

son of Cyrus, the sudden arrival of Darius, his six companions, their names with one

exception, the violent death of the pretender, the period of trouble which followed,
the revolt and reduction of Babylpn within a few years, are all correctly stated by
our author, whose principal misstatements are the following: 1. The execution of
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can but rarely be made, owing to the scantiness of the Persian

records at present discovered
;
but we are justified in assuming

from the coincidences actually observable, that at least some of

his authorities drew their histories from the monuments
;
and it

even seems as if Herodotus had himself had access to certain of

the most important of those documents which were preserved in

the archives of the empire. It is not altogether easy to under-

stand how this could have been brought about, but perhaps it is

possible that either at Babylon or at Susa he may have obtained

Greek transcripts of the record in question, Or copies may have
existed in the satrapial treasury of Sardis, in which case his

acquaintance with them would cease to be surprising. The in-

stances to which reference is especially intended are the account
of the satrapies of Darius and the revenue drawn from them in

the third book, and the catalogue of the army of Xerxes in the

seventh. These are exactly such documents as the royal archives

would contain, and they have a character of minuteness and

completeness which makes it evident that they are not the mere
result of such desultory inquiries as Herodotus might have been
able to make in the different countries where he travelled. If
then these are actual Persian documents,

1 we may conclude that
the Persian history of Herodotus, at least from' the accession of

Darius, is based in the main upon authentic national records
;

and this conclusion is borne out as well by the general probability
of the narrative as by its agreement in certain minute points with
monumental and other evidence. 2

Smerdis (Bardius) after the commencement of the Egyptian expedition, which con-
nects with the story of his drawing the Ethiopian bow (Herod, iii. 30 ); 2. The
attack of the conspirators upon the Magi in the palace at Sum, and the struggle
there (chs. 76-9) ;

3. The debate on the form of government, and the question who
should be king (chs. 80-7); 4. The Median character of the revolution; and 5. The
whole story of the mode in which Babylon was recovered. He also mistakes the
real name of the Magus, which he supposes to have been Smerdis. The full value
and extent of our author's correctness is best estimated by contrast with the writer
who, having had every opportunity of gaining exact information, professed to cor-
rect the errors of one whom he did not scruple to call

u a lying chronicler" (ap.
.Phot. Bibl. Cod. LXXII. ad init.). Ctesias names the brother of Cambyses, Tan-
yoxarces; does not allow that Cambyses went into Egypt; makes him d'ie at Bab-
ylon of an accidental hurt which he had given himself; places the Magian revolution
after his death

; corrupts the names of two out of the six conspirators, and entirely
C
f!!

ge;V
names f the other four

; follows Herodotus in hjs account of the death
of the Magus and of the mode in which Darius became king; gives the name of the
Magus as bphendadates ; and regards the whole struggle as one purely personalOn one point only does Ctesias improve upon his predecessor in denying that the
/opyrus story belongs to the capture of Babylon by Darius. Even here, however
it may be doubted whether, in referring it to the capture by Xerxes he does not
replace one fable by another.

|

See Heeren's As. Nat. vol. i. pp. 97 and 441. E. T.
2 The length of the reign of Cambyses is confirmed by the Canon of Ptolemy
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It results from this entire review that in all the countries

with which the history of Herodotus was at all vitally concerned

there existed monumental records, accessible to himself or his

informants, of an authentic and trustworthy character. 3 These
were of course less plentiful for the earlier times, and in Greece

especially such records were but scanty; enough however existed

everywhere to serve as a considerable check upon the wanderings
of mere oral tradition, and prevent it for the most part from

straying very far from the truth. These documents were in the

case of foreign countries sealed books to Herodotus, who had no

power of reading any language but^his own
;

4 his informants,

however, were acquainted with them, and thus a great portion
of\heir contents found their way into his pages. Occasionally
he was able to obtain an entire state-paper, and to transfer it

bodily into his work
;
but more commonly he drew his informa-

tion from men, thus deriving his knowledge of the more ancient

times at second-hand. Conscious of his absolute dependence in

such cases on the truthfulness of his authorities, he endeavoured

everywhere to derive his information from those best skilled in

the history of their native land,
5 but here he was met by many

difficulties some received his advances coldly, others wilfully
misled him a few made him welcome to their stores, but in

those stores the historical and the romantic were so blended to-

gether, that it was beyond his power to disentangle them. The

consequence is that in the portion of his history which has refer-

j
ence to foreign countries and to more ancient times, the most
valuable truths and the merest fables lie often side by side. He

the fact that Darius became king in his father's lifetime (iii. 72), by the Behistun in-

scription the revolt of the Medesfrom Darius
(j. 130), by the same document the

conquest of India in the reign of Darius, by a comparison of the list of provinces in

the inscriptions of Behistun and Perecpolis the Scythian expedition by the tomb-

inscription at Nakhsh-i-Rustam the length of Darius's reign by the Canon, and by
Manetho. It is worthy of notice that Ctesias misstates the length both of this and
the preceding reign, assigning to Cambyses 18 years, and to Darius 31 (Persic. Exc.

12 and 19). The order of the chief events in the reign of Darius is confirmed by
a comparison of the three inscriptions above mentioned, of which the Behistun is

clearly the earliest, and the tomb-inscription the latest.
8
If any exceptions need to be made, they would be those of Lydia and Media.

The Medes had no history probably no letters prior to Cyaxares, who led them
into Media Magna from beyond the Caspian. The Lydiau traditions ran up into

myth shortly before the time of Gyges.
4 There is an appearance of linguistic knowledge in Herodotus, which may seem

to militate against this view. He frequently introduces and explains foreign words

(i. 110, 192; ii. 2, 30, 46, 69, 77, 81, 94, 143
;
iv. 27, 59, 110, 155, 192; vi. 98, 119

;

viii. 85, 98; ix. 110), and readily pronounces on similarity or identity of language

(i. 57, 172; ii. 105; iv. 117, &c.). But in the latter case he seems to have trusted

to his ear, and in the former his explanations are often so bad as to show his com-

plete ignorance rather than his knowledge of the tongues in question. (See notes

on Piromis, ii. 143
;
and on the names of the Persian kings, vi. 98.)

6
Cf. i. 1, 95, 181-3; ii. 3, &c.
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is at the mercy of his informants, and is compelled to repeat their

statements, even where he does not believe them. In Greece,

itself, and in other countries as he comes nearer to his own time
?

his information is better and more abundant
;
he is able to sift

and compare statements, to balance the weight of evidence, alld

to arrive at conclusions which are probably in the main correct.

The events related in his last five books were but little removed
from his own day, and with regard to these he has almost the-

authority of a contemporary historian
;

for his informants must
have been chiefly persons engaged in the transactions. His own
father would most likely have witnessed and may have taken part
in the Ionian insurrection, which preceded the birth of Herodotus

by less than fifteen years. The subsequent events must have
been familiar to all the elder men of his acquaintance, Marathon

being no further removed from him than Waterko from ourselves,
and Salamis being as near as Navarino. He would find then in

the memory of living men abundant materials for an authentic

account of those matters on which it was his special object to

write
;
and if a want of trustworthy sources from which to draw

is to be brought forward as detracting from the value of his work,
it must at any rate be conceded that the objection lies, not

against the main narrative, but against the introductory portion,
and even there rather against the episodes wherein he ventures to
trace the ancient history of some of the chief countries brought
into contact with Persia, than against the thread of narration by
which these ambitious efforts are connected with the rest of the
treatise. The episodes themselves must be judged separately,

Jlach on its own merits. The traditions of the Scyths, of the
Medes before Cyaxares, of Lydia before Gyges, and of all coun-
tries*without a literature, must be received with the greatest cau-

tion, and regarded as having the least possible weight. But the
, accounts of Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, and the various
states of Greece, having been derived in part from monuments
and otherwise from those who possessed access to monuments,
deserve throughout attentive consideration. They may from
various causes often be incorrect in particulars, but they may be
expected to be true in outline, and in their details they may not

unfrequently embody the contents of authentic documents, exist-

ing at the time when Herodotus wrote, but now irrecoverably lost
to us.

'

Critical judgment must separate in them the probable
from the improbable ;

but whatever comes under the former
. head, and is not contradicted by better authority, may be well
received as historical, at least until fresh discoveries shall at once
disprove their truth, and supply us with more authentic details
to substitute in their place.
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CHAPTEE III.

ON THE MERITS AND DEFECTS OF HERODOTUS AS A HISTORIAN.

Merits of Herodotus as a historian : 1. Diligence. 2. Honesty Failure of all attacks on
his veracity. 8. Impartiality Charges of prejudice Remarkable instances of

candour. 4*. Political dispassionateness. f>. Freedom from national vanity.

Defects as a historian : 1. Credulity Belief in omens, oracles, dreams, Ac. Theory
of Divine Nemesis Marvels in Nature. 2. Spirit of exaggeration Anecdotes.
3. Want of accuracy Discrepancies Repetitions Loose chronology, Ac. 4. Want
of historical insight Confusion of occasions with causes Defective geography
Absurd meteorology Mythology Philology. Merits as a writer: 1. Unity-
Scope of the work. 2. Clever management of the episodes Question of their rel-

evancy. 3. Skill in character-drawing The Persians The Spartans The Athen-
iansPersian and Spartan kings : Xhemistocles and Ariatidmi fjrrrlf Tyrants :

Croesus Amasis Nitocris Tomyris^ Ac. ~4. Dramatic power. 5. Pathos. 6.

Humour. 7. Variety. 8. Pictorial description. 9. Simplicity. 10. Beauty of

style. Conclusion.

IN forming our estimate of a historical writer two things have
to be considered the value of his work as an authentic expo-
sition of the facts with which he deals, and its character as a

composition. On the former head some remarks have been

already made while we have been treating of the sources from
which the history of Herodotus seems to have been derived

;

but a more prolonged and detailed consideration of it will be now
entered on, with special reference to the qualifications of the

writer, which have been very variously estimated by different

critics. It is plain that however excellent the sources from
which Herodotus had it in his power to draw, the character of

his history for authenticity, and so its real value, will depend
mainly on his possession or non-possession of certain attri-

butes which alone entitle a historian to be listened to as an

authority.
The primary requisites for a historian given the possession

of ordinary capacity are honesty and diligence. The latter of

these two qualities no one has ever denied to our author. Per-

haps, however, scarcely sufficient credit has been allowed him
for that ardent love of knowledge, that unwearied spirit of re-

search, which led him in disturbed and perilous times to under-

take at his own cost a series of journeys over almost all parts of
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the known world ] the aggregate of which cannot have amounted
to less than from ten to fifteen thousand miles for the sole pur-

pose of deriving, as far as possible, from the fountain-head, that

information concerning men and places which he was bent on

putting before his readers. Travelling in the age of Herodotus
had not ceased to be that laborious task, which had exalted in

primitive times the " much-travelled man "
into a hero. 2 The

famous boast of Democritus 3 has a moral as well as an intel-

lectual bearing, and is a claim upon the respect no less than

upon the attention of his countrymen. At the period of which
we are speaking no one journeyed for pleasure ;

and it required
either lust of gain or the strongest thirst for knowledge to induce

persons to expose themselves to the toils, hardships, and dangers
which were then attendant upon locomotion, particularly in

strange countries. We may regret that the journeys of Herod-
otus were sometimes undertaken for objects which do not seem
to us commensurate with the time and labour which they must
have cost,

4 and that in other instances, where the object was a

worthy one, they were baulked of the fruit which he might fairly
have expected them to bear

;

5 but it would be unjust to with-
hold from him the meed of our approval for the activity and zeal
which could take him from Egypt to Tyre, and from Tyre to

Thasos, to clear up a point of antiquarianism of no importance
to his general history ;

and which, again, could carry him from
Memphis to Heliopolis, and then up the Nile, nine days' journey,
to Thebes, for the mere purpose of testing the veracity of his

Memphitic informants. We must also admire that indefatigable
inquisitiveness not perhaps very agreeable to those who were
its objects which was constantly drawing from all persons with
whom he came into contact whatever information they possessed
concerning the history or peculiarities of their native land or the
countries where they had travelled. 6 The painstaking laborious-

1

^Vide supra, pp. 7-9.
2
'See the opening of the Odyssey; and compare Horat. Ep. I. ii. 19-22; A. P.

141. See also Virg. ^n. i. 7.
3

Ap. Clem. Alexandr. (Strom. I. p. 357.) 'E7 cfc 5* v KCLT' ^CLVT^V wSpfavv
y-nv TrAeio-TT^ e'TreTTAa^cVw iVropeW ret ^/<rTa- Kal af'pas ai yeas irAei'trra? (Uov
/C.T. A.

* See book ii. ch. 44. fi

Ibid. ch. 3.

Herodotus enumerates among his informants, besides Persians, Egyptians, and
bhaldaeansi the Scythians (iv. 5, 24), the Pontine Greeks (iv. 8, 18, 24, &c.), the

?MlY> th
r

Colchians ("' 104
)>

th' Bithynians (vii. 75), the Thracians (v.
10) the Lydians

gv 46) the Carians
(i. 171), the Caunians

(i. 172), the Cyprians

fr 9^r\ 9(i &C0^he Phoenidans
(* 5), the Tynan priests (ii.44), the Medes

vii. 62) the Arabians (in. 108), the Ammonians (Hi. 26), the Cvreneans (iv. 154),e Carthaginians iv 43), the Syracusans (vii. 167), and other 'Siciliots (vii. 165
the Crotomats (v. 44), the Sybarites (ibid.), the priestesses at Dodona (ii. 53), the
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ness with which his materials were collected is marked by that

term whereby he designated its results, viz. 'lo-ropi^ which is

not really equivalent to our "
history," but signifies "investi-

gation" or
"
research," and so properly characterises a narrative

of which diligent inquiry has formed the basis.

The honesty of Herodotus has not passed unchallenged.
Several ancient writers,

7

among them two of considerable re-

pute, Ctesias the court-physician to Artaxerxes Mnemon, and

Plutarch, or rather an author who has made free with his name,
have impeached the truthfulness of the historian, and main-
tained that his narrative is entitled to little credit. Ctesias

seems to have introduced his own work to the favourable notice

of his countrymen by a formal attack on the veracity of his great

predecessor, upon the ruins of whose reputation he hoped to

establish his own. He designed his history to supersede that

of Herodotus, and feeling it in vain to endeavour to cope with him
in the charms of composition, he set himself to invalidate his

authority, presuming upon his own claims to attention as a resi-

dent for seventeen years at the court of the great king.
9 Pro-

fessing to draw his relation of Oriental affairs from a laborious

examination of the Persian archives,' he proceeded to contradict,
wherever he could do so without fear of detection, the assertions

of his rival
;

2 and he thus acquired to himself a degree of fame and

Corinthians (i. 23), the Lacedaemonians (i. 70, &c.), the Argives (v. 87), the Egine-
tans (v. 86), the Athenians (v. 63, &c.), the Gephyrteans (v. 57), the Thessalians

(vii. 129), the Macedonians (viii. 138), the Hellespoutine Greeks (iv. 95), the Les-

bians (i. 23), the Samians (i. 70), the Delians (vi. 98), the lonians (ii. 15), the Cre-

tans (i. 171), the Theraeans (iv. 150), &c. &e.
1
Manetho, the Egyptian historian, is said to have written a book against Herod-

otus (Etym. Magn. s. v. ACOPTOKC^OV). Another was composed by Harpocration
4 On the False Statements made by Herodotus in his History' (riepi rov Karetyfvffbai

rr)v 'Hpo$6Tov iffropiav. See Suidas ad voc. 'Apvoxpariuv.) Josephus (contr. Ap. i.

3) asserts that all Greek writers admitted Herodotus to be generally untruthful (tv
roly ir\(iffrois ^(v56p.(vov). Laertius notes certain tales which were taxed with

falsity (Proem. 9). Theopompus (Fr. 29), Strabo (xi. 740, 771, &c.), Lucian (Ver.
Hist. ii. 42), Cicero (De Leg. i. 1

;
De Div. ii. 56), and others, speak disparagingly

of his veracity. Their remarks apply chiefly to his marvellous stories.
8 The words of Photius concerning Ctesias (Bibliothec. Cod. LXXII.) are:

(TXS&" tv a.ira.aiv avriKeiptva 'HpoS^ry laropuv aAAa Kal ^/(vffrrjv aurbv ajrowaAwv iv

woAAoIj.
9 Diod. Sic. ii. 32. For the fact of the residence of Ctesias in Persia, see Xen.

An. i. viii. 26-7 ;
Strab. xiv. p. 938 ;

Tzetz/Chil. i. i. 85.
1 Diod. Sic. 1. 8. C. ovros obv (pijaiv *K TCOV $a<T I\IKUV 8 i<1>d f p & v, iv als 01

Ilepacu TOS iroAcuav irpd^fii KCLTO. nvav6p.ov elx oj/ <ri"'TeTa7M f'*'a ? if o \v-7rpay p.o VT\ a ai

rii KO&' e'/ccwrra *col (rvvra^dutvuv TT\V iffi'opiav tis TOVS "EAArjcaj lfvcyK('iv.
2 The most important points on which the two writers differed were, 1. the date

of the first establishment of a great Assyrian empire at Nineveh, which Ctesias

placed almost a thousand years before Herodotus
;

2. the duration of the empire

according to Ctesias, 1306 years, according to Herodotus, 520
;

3. the date of the

Median conquest of Assyria, which Ctesias made about u. c. 876, Herodotus about
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of consideration to which his literary merits would certainly never

have entitled him, and which the course of detraction he pur-
sued could alone have enabled him to gain. By the most un-

blushing effrontery he succeeded in palming off his narrative

upon the ancient world as the true and genuine account of the

transactions, and his authority was commonly followed in pref-
erence, to that of Herodotus, at least upon all points of purely
Oriental history.

3 There were not wanting indeed in ancient

times some more critical spirits, e. g. Aristotle 4 and the true

Plutarch,
5 who refused to accept as indisputable the statements

of the Cnidian physician, and retorted upon him the charge of

untruthfulness which he had preferred against our author. It

was difficult, however, to convict him of systematic falsehood

until Oriental materials of an authentic character were obtained

by which to test the conflicting accounts of the two writers. A
comparison with the Jewish scriptures, and with the native his-

tory of Berosus, first raised a general suspicion of the bad faith

B. c. 600, and 4. the duration of the Median kingdom above 300 years in the for-

mer, 150 in the latter writer. Minor points of difference are, the names and
number of the Median kings, the relationship of Cyrus to Astyages, the mode in
which Sardis was taken, the enemy against whom Cyrus made his last expedition,
the name* of the brother of Cambyses and of the Magus, the circumstances of the
invasion of Egypt, the manner of the death of Cambyses and the length of his reign,
the names of the six conspirators, the length of the reign of Darius, the time when
Babylon was recovered by the stratagem ascribed to Zopyrus, the number of the

army and fleet of Xerxes, the order of the great events in the Persian War, the
time and place of the death of Mardonius, the numbers of the Greek fleet at

Salamis, &c.
3 The historical work of Ctesias seems to have been at once received by his

countrymen as authoritative concerning the East. Even Aristotle, who rejected
the fables of the Indica, appears to have given a certain amount of credit to the
Assyrian history. (Polit, v. 8

; Eth. Nic. i. 5.) His disciple, Clearchus, followed in
the same track (Fr. 5), as did Duris of Samos, a contemporary (Fr. 14). Polybius
(B. c. 160) appears to have adopted from Ctesias the whole outline of his Oriental
narrative (Fr. 9

; compare vm. xii. 3, and xxxvn. ii. 6), as did ^Emilius Sura,
Trogus Pompeius, and the Augustan writers generally. (See Diodorus Siculus.
book ii.

;
Nic. Damasc. Frs. 7-10

; Strabo, xvi. pp. 1046-7.) Velleius Paterculus (L
6) followed Sura, and Justin

(i. 1-3) Trogus Pompeius ;
while Castor (ap. Euseb.),

Cephahon (Fr. 1), and Clemens of Alexandria (vol. i. p. 379), drew direct from
Ctesias himself. 'Eusebius unfortunately adopted the views of Ctesias from Dio-
dorus, Castor, and Cephalion, whence they passed to the whole series of ecclesiasti-
cal writers, as Augustine, Sulpicius Severus, Agathias, Eustathius, Syncellus, &c.
They are also found in Moses of Chorene, who took them from Cephalion (i. 17) ;

in
Abydenus to a certain extent (Fr. 11); in Athenaus, Tzctzes, and others.

The monstrous fables of the Indica were what chiefly moved the indignation of
Aristotle. (See Gen. Anim. ii. 2

;
Hist. Anim. n. iii. 10 ; in. sub fin.; vm. xxvii.

|
,3.) .But having learnt from them the untrustworthy character of the writer, he

does not accept as authoritative his historical narrations. See Pol. v. 8, where,
speaking of the account which Ctesias gave of the effeminate Sardanapalus, Aristotle
adds, ft dATj&f} ravTa ol /j.vbo\oyovvTs \eyov(riv.5 See Plutarch (Vit. Artaxerx. c. 13, et alibi). And compare Lucian, De Coil-
scnbenda Historia <U 4i>

; vol. iv. p. 202), and Arrian (Exp. Alex. v. 4).
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of Ctesias,
6 whose credit few moderns have been bold enough to

maintain against the continually increasing evidence against
him. 7 At last the coup de grace has been given to his small

remaining reputation by the recent Cuneiform discoveries, which

convict him of having striven to rise into notice by a system of
" enormous lying

"
to which the history of literature scarcely

presents a parallel.
5

The reputation of Herodotus has on the whole suffered but

little from the attacks of the Pseudo-Plutarch. The unfairness

and prejudice of that writer is so manifest that perhaps he has

rather done our author a service than an injury, by showing how
few real errors could be detected in his narrative, even by the

most lynx-eyed criticism. His charge of "malignity" has re-

bounded on himself, and he has come to be regarded generally as

a mere retailer of absurd calumnies which the plaindealing of He-
rodotus had caused to be circulated against him. 9 In no instance

can he be said to have proved his case, or convicted our author

of a misstatement
;
in one only has he succeeded in throwing any

9 It is surprising that the ancient Christian chronologers did not at once per-
ceive how incompatible the scheme of Ctesias is with Scripture. T6 a man they
adopt it, and then expend a vast amount of ingenuity in the vain endeavour to rec-

oncile what is irreconciieable. (See Clinton's F. H. vol. ii. p. 373.) Scaliger
was the first to attack his credibility. (De Emend. Temp. Not. ad Fragm. subj. pp.

89-43.)
7 Freret is almost the only modern of real learning who has ventured to uphold

the paramount authority of Ctesias (Memoires de 1'Academie des Inscriptions, vol.

v. pp. 351-6). Biihr (Prolegomen. ad Ctes. 8, pp. 24-60) attempts but a partial

defence, abating greatly from the pretensions absurdly preferred by H. Stephanas.
(See the *

Disquisitio Historica de Ctesia' in this writer's edition of Herodotus.)
8 The groat Assyrian empire of Ctesias, lasting for 1306 years, is a pure fiction ;

his list of inonarchs from Ninus to Sardanapalus a forgery of the clumsiest kind,
made up of names in part Arian, in part geographic, in part Greek, presenting but
a single analogy to any name found on the monuments, and in all probability the

mere product of his own fancy. His Median history is equally baseless. (See the
Critical Essays, Essay iii.) In his Persian history, he transfers to the time of Cyrus
the corruptions prevalent in his own day, forges names and numbers at pleasure,
and distorts with wonderful audacity the historical facts best known to the Greeks.
The monuments convict him of direct falsehood in numerous instances, as in the

name of the brother of Cambyses, the circumstances of the Magian revolution, the

names of the six conspirators, the place and manner of Cambyses' death, the early

supremacy of Assyria, the time at which Media rose into importance, &c. &c.

Authentic documents, like the Canon of Ptolemy and the dynastic tables of Manetho,
contradict his chronological data

; as, e. g., the number of years which he assigns to

C.imbyses and Darius Hystaspes, where Herodotus and the aforesaid documents are

agreed. The credibility of his history, where it touches the Greeks, may be fairly

estimated by comparing his account of the revolt of Inarus (Pers. Ex. 32, et seq.)
with the narrative of Thucydides (i. 104, 109, 110).

9 See Bahr's Commentatio de Vit. et Script. Herod. 16; Dahlmann's Life, ch.

viii.
; Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv. p. 265. The last-named writer observes :

" The tract of Plutarch,
* On the Malignity of Herodotus,' is a condensation of these

calumnies
;
for an such they have been recognised by the intelligent public of every age

removed from the prejudices in which they originate."
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considerable doubt on the view taken by Herodotus of an im-

portant matter. 1

The writers who have followed in the wake of these two as-

sailants of Herodotus can scarcely be said to have succeeded any
better in their attacks on his veracity. The deliberate judgment
of modern criticism on the subject is decidedly against the

assailants, and cannot be better summed up than in the words of

a recent author: "There can be no doubt," says Col. Mure,"
that Herodotus was, according to the standard of his age and

'country, a sensible and intelligent man, as well as a writer of

power and genius, and that he possessed an extensive knowledge
of human life and character. Still less can it reasonably be ques-
tioned that he was an essentially^ honest, and veracious historian.

Such he has been admitted to be by the more impartial judges
both of his own and subsequent periods of ancient literature, and

by the all but unanimous verdict of the modern public. Rigid,
in fact, as has beenThe scrutiny to which his text has been sub-

jected, no distinct case of wilful misstatement or perversion of
fact has been substantiated against him. On the contrary, the

very severity of the ordeal has often been the means of eliciting
evidence of his "truth in cases where, with the greatest tempta-
tion to falsehood, there was the least apparent risk of detection.

Every portion indeed of his work is pervaded by an air of candour
and honest intention, which the discerning critic must recognize
as reflecting corresponding qualities in the author." 2 It is unne-
cessary to add anything to this testimony, which coming from,
one whose critical knowledge is so great, and who is certainly
not a blind admirer of Herodotus, must be regarded as almost
closing the controversy.

.
To the two excellencies of diligence in collecting materials and

honesty in making use of them Herodotus adds a third, less
eommon than either of the others, that of the strictest imparti-
ality: Here again, however, his merit has not been uncontested.
The Pseudo-Plutarch accuses him of nourishing a special prej-
udice against the Thebans because they had refused to gratify
his cupidity;

3 and another writer brings a similar charge againsthim with respect to the Corinthians. 4 He has also beentaxed
more generally, and in modern no less than ancient times,

5 with
1 The mutter to which allusion is here made, is the conduct of the Thebans in

connexion with the battle of Thermopylae. See P!ut. de Malign. Herod, pp. 865-6,and compare Gvote's Greece, vol. v. pp. 122-3. S e also the foot-notes to book vii
chs.

g

205 and 222. 2
Mure's Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. p. 351.

Quoting Aristophanes of Boeotia as his authority, p. 804 D.4 Dio Chrysost. Orat. xxxvii. p. 456.
6
See Plut. de Malign. Herod, p. 862, A., where the writer speaks of the chargeas one commonly made.
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showing undue favour towards the Athenians. But the charges
of prejudice evaporate with the calumnies of which they are the

complement, and a reference to his work shows that he had no

unfriendly feeling towards either nation. The valour displayed

by the entire Boeotian cavalry at Plataea is honourably noticed,
6

and the conduct of the Thebans on the occasion receives special
commemoration

;

7 the circumstances, moreover, of the siege of

Thebes8 are decidedly creditable to that people. The Corinthians

receive still more striking marks of his good-will. The por-
traiture of their conduct from the time that they became a free

'

nation, is almost without exception favourable. They brave the
,

displeasure of the Spartans by withdrawing their contingent
from a joint army of Peloponnesians at a most critical moment,
purely from a sense of justice and a determination not to share

in doing a wrong.
9

Subsequently at a council summoned by
Sparta they alone have the boldness to oppose the plan of the

Lacedaemonians for enslaving Athens, and to expose openly
before all the allies the turpitude of their proposals!

1 On an-

other occasion they play the part of peace-makers betwlen Athens
and Thebes. 2 Somewhat later, they evade an express law of

their state, which forbade them to give away ships of war, and

liberally make the Athenians a. present of twenty triremes 3

certainly a meritorious act in the eyes of Herodotus. In the

Persian war they act on the whole a strenuous part, only inferior

to that played by the Athenians and Eginetans. At Artemisium
and at Salamis, their contingent greatly exceeds that of any
other state except Athens.* In the fight at the latter place their

behaviour, according to the version which Herodotus manifestly

prefers, is such as to place them in the first rank for bravery.
5

Their contingent at Plataea far exceeds that of any other state

except Athens and Sparta,' and though together with the

great bulk of the confederates they were absent from the battle,

they
are mentioned among those who made all haste to redeem

their fault so soon as they heard of the engagement.
7

Finally,
at Mycale they behave with great gallantry, and appear in the

list of those who most distinguished themselves, next to the

Athenians. 8 The only discredit which attaches to the Corinth-

ians in connexion with the war regards the conduct of their naval

contingent, and especially of Adeimantus, its commander, in the

interval between the. muster at Artemisium, and the victory at

Herod, ix. 68.
7

Ibid. chs. 67 and 69.
8

Ibid. chs. 86-8.
' Ibid. v. 75.

1 Herod, v. 92.
2

Ibid. vi. 108.
3 Ibid. ch. 89.

4
Ibid. viii. 1 and 43 *

'Ey wpwro'ifi TTJS vavnaxirjs, viii. 94.
8

Ibid. ix. 28.
7

Ibid. ch. 69.
8

Ibid. ch. 106.
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Salamis. 9 But here is no evidence of any peculiar prejudice, for

they are merely represented as sharing in the feeling common to

all the Peloponnesians, and their prominency is the result of

their eminent position among the Spartan naval allies. These

charges of prejudice and ill-will therefore fall to the ground when
tested by a general examination of the whole work of Herodotus,
and it does not appear that he is fairly taxable with "malignity,"
or even harshness, in his treatment of any Greek state.

The accusation of an undue leaning iowards Athens is one

'which has primd facie a certain show of justice, and which at

any rate deserves more attention than these unworthy imputa-
tions of spite and malice. The open and undisguised admira-

tion of the Athenians which Herodotus displays throughout his

work,
1 the fact that to Athens he was indebted for a home and

a new citizenship when expelled from his native country,
2 the

very probable fact of his having received at the hands of the

Athenians a sum of money on account of his history,
3 make it

not unlikely that he may have allowed his judgment to be warped
in some degree by his favourable feelings towards those to whom
he was united by the double bond of gratitude and mutual
esteem. Again, in one instance, he has certainly made an inde-

fensible statement, the effect of which is to add to the glory of
the Athenians at the expense of other Greeks. 4

Still a careful

review of his entire narrative will show, that however favourably
disposed towards the Athenians, he was no blind or undiscrim-

inating admirer, but openly criticised their conduct where it

seemed to him faulty, noticing with the same unsparing freedom
which he has used toward others, the errors, crimes, and follies

of the Athenian people and their greatest men. Where he first

introduces the Athenians, he speaks of the bulk of the nation as

''loving tyranny better than freedom,"- and about the same
time he notices that they suffered themselves to be imposed
upon by

"
one of the silliest devices to be found in all history/'

6

9
Ibid. viii. 5, 59, 61.

1 See v. 79 ; vi. 112
;

vii. 139
;

viii. 10, 109, 143-4; ix. 22, 27-8, 70, &c.
2
Supra, p. 17. Ibid. p. 13.
Herod, vi. 112. It is certainly untrue to say, of the Athenians at Marathon,

that they "were the first of the Greeks who dared to look upon the Median garb,
and to face men clad in that fashion." The Ionian Greeks fought bravely against
Harpagus (i. 169); the Perinthians resisted Megaba/us (v. 2); the lonians again,
assisted by a few Athenians and Eretrians, met the Persians in open fight at Ephesus
(v. 102); the Cyprian Greeks fought a Persian army near Salamis (v. 110-3); the
Milesians were engaged against another in Caria (v. 120); and a hard battle was
fought between a strong body of Persians and an army of Ionian and ^Eolian Greeks
near Atarneus (vi. 28-9).

6 Herod, i. 62. Ibid. ch. 60.
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After the establishment of the democracy, he ventures to call in

question the wisdom of great Demus himself, taxing him with
"
deceivableness," and declaring that he was more easily deluded

by fair words than an individual. 7 He describes the general

spirit of the Athenian people immediately before Marathon as

timid and wavering,
8 condemns openly their treatment of the

heralds of Xerxes, which he regards as bringing them justly
under the divine displeasure,

9 and passes a still more severe

though indirect censure upon their conduct towards the Egine-
tans in the case of their hostages.

10 He further exposes their

spirit of detraction towards their rivals by relating the account

which they gave of the behaviour of the Corinthians at Salamis,
and at the same time clearly intimating his own disbelief of it.

11

In the character of their great men, with the solitary exception
of Aristides, he notes flaws, detracting very considerably from

the admiration to which they would otherwise have been entitled.

Besides the imputation of mercenary motives to Themistocles,
12

which has been generally remarked, Clisthenes is denied the

merit of disinterestedness in the policy which formed his special

glory,
13 and Miltiades is exhibited as engaging in the expedition

which brought disgrace alike on himself and on his country, to

gratify a private pique.
14 It cannot, therefore, be said with any

truth that Herodotus suffered his admiration of the Athenians

to degenerate into partizanship ;
or did more than assign them

the meed of praise which he felt to be, and which really was,
their due. A single hyperbolical expression, which his own
work affords the means of correcting, cannot be allowed to weigh
in the balance against the general evidence of candour and fair-

ness furnished by his narrative.

Before taking leave of this subject, it seems right to notice

two special instances, where the candour of Herodotus is very

remarkably displayed under circumstances of peculiar tempta-
tion. Born and bred up during the continuance of the struggle
between Greece and Persia, himself a citizen of a Greek state

which only succeeded in throwing off the Persian yoke after he

was grown to ulanhood, and led by his own opinions to sympa-
thise most warmly with the patriotic side, he might have been

pardoned had he felt a little bitterly towards that grasping

people, which, not content with ruling all Asia from India and

Bactria on the one hand, to Phoenicia and Lydia on the other,

envied the independence and sought to extinguish the liberties

'
Ibid.v. 97.

Ibid. vi. 109: comp. 124. Ibid. vii. 133.
10

Ibid. vi. 86.
" Ibid. viii. 94

B
Ibid. viii. 4, 111-2. "

Ibid. v. 66 and 69.
M Ibid. vi. 133.

VOL. I. 5
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of Greece . In lieu, however, of such a feeling, we find the very

opposite tone and spirit in all that he tells us of the Persians.

Their valour,
1 their simplicity and hardiness,

2 their love of truth,
3

their devoted loyalty to their princes,
4 their wise customs and

laws,
5 are spoken of with a strength and sincerity of admiration

which strongly marks his superiority to the narrow spirit of

national prej udice and partiality too common in every age. It is

evidently his earnest wish and aim to do justice to the enemy
no less than to his own countrymen. Hence every occasion is

seized to introduce traits of nobility, generosity, justice, or self-

devotion on the part of either prince or people.
6 The personal

prowess of the Persians is declared to be not a whit inferior to

that of the Greeks,
7 and constant apologies are made for their

defeats, which are ascribed to deficiencies in their arms, equipment,
or discipline,

8 not to any want of courage or military spirit. Of
course the defects of the nation and its chiefs are also recorded,
but there is every appearance of an honest intention to give them
full credit for every merit which they possessed, and the portrait-
ure is altogether about the most favourable that we possess of

any oriental nation either in ancient or in modern times. 9

The other remarkable instance of our author's candour is

contained in his notices of Artemisia. 1 Without assigning any
particular weight to the statements of Suidas as to the important
part which Herodotus played personally in the drama of Hali-

Herod. vi. 113; viii. 100, 113; ix. 62, 102, &c.
Ibid. i. 71

;
ix. 122. s

Ibid. i. 136, 138.

Ibid. viii. 99
; comp. iii. 128, 154-5: vii. 107, and viii. 118, where the self-de-

vot on, though not regarded as true, appears to be considered natural.
Ibid. i. 137-8; iii. 154.

Ibid. i. 115; iii. 2, 74-5, 128, 140, 154-158, 160; v. 25
;
vi. 30, 119

;
vii. 27-9,

105 107, 136, 181, 194, 237, &c.
Herod, ix. 62. ATJ^OTI fj.ev vvv nal pupy OVK eWovey 3\aav oi Tltpo-at.

&6pa<ri PpaxvTfpoiffi xpffafvoi, tfircp oi "EAATji/ey, Kal OVK txovrcs ir\-f)bfi xpfl<ra-

(vii. 211). 6 Eepl^ (rrparbs viro /jifydbeos Tf Kal TrA^dcoy auriy 6*-* kavrov eirjTrrt, ra-
fwv T TWV vfiavKalTrfpnrnrrovfftuv irtpl aAArjAas (viii. 16). TWV fJ.ev "E\\-f)t>uv

avv KOCH? vavnaxetvrwv Kara Tati/, rw 5e ov Tfray^fvuv en (viii. 86). oi Utpnai avo-
TT\OL Mrrfs Kal irpbs avetnar-nnovey jiaav (ix. 62). Compare v. 49, where the description
of the Persian equipment prepares us for the coming defeats, ij paxy UUTUV ftrrl

Toi-f]Sf ro|a Kal aixHTl fipax*a, at>avpioas 8e exoi/Tty tpxavrai e'y ras /id^as Kal Kvp&a~
afay tirl rijffi Ke(pa\fj<ri.

9 Colonel Mure' justly observes :"
"
Perhaps the best vindication of the histo-

rian's fairness, in so far as regards the Persians, is the fact, that while the most de-
tailed account of that people which we possess, and on which we are chiefly accus-
tomed to form our judgment of their character, is that transmitted by Herodotus,
there is no nation among those who in ancient or modern times have figured on the
wide field of Oriental politics, which for patriotism, valour, talent, and generosity,
occupies or deserves to occupy so high a place in our estimation." Lit. of Greece,
vol. iv. p. 435.

1 Herod, vii. 99
;

viii. 68, 87-8, 102-3.
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carnassian politics, it is certain that if the revolution by which
the tyranny was put down and the family of Artemisia expelled
took place in his time, his views and sympathies must have been

altogether on the popular side. He must undoubtedly have felt,

even if he did not act, with those who drove out the tyrant, and

brought Halicarnassus into the Athenian confederacy. The
warm praise therefore, and open admiration which he bestows on

Artemisia, is indicative of a fair mind, which would not allow

political partizanship to blind him to individual merit. Of

course, if the narrative of Suidas, despite its weak authority,
should be true which has been admitted to be possible

2 the

credit accorded to the Halicarnassian queen would be a still

more notable proof of candour.

In connexion with this trait it may be further observed that

the whole work of Herodotus exhibits very strikingly his political

moderation and freedom from party bias. Though decidedly

preferring democratic institutions to any other,
3 he is fully aware

that they are not without their own peculiar evils/ while every
form of government he recognises to have certain advantages.

5

A consequence of this moderation of feeling is that fair distribu-

tion of praise and blame among persons of different political

sentiments, which might have been imitated with advantage by
the modern writers who have treated of this period of history.
Herodotus can see and acknowledge the existence of faults in

popular leaders,
6 and of virtues in oligarchs, or even despots.

7

He does not regard it as his duty to whitewash the characters of

the one8 or to blacken the memories of the other. And the

same dispassionateness appears in his account of the conduct of

states. The democratical Argos is shown to have pursued a

more selfish policy throughout the Persian war than almost asy
other Greek power.

9 The aristocratic Egina is given the fullest

credit for gallant behaviour. 1 There is no attempt to gloss over

*
Supri, p. 12.

' See v. 78 ; vi. 5, &c.
4 These are very strongly put in the speech of Megabyzus (iii. 81), and are glanced

at in the following passages : iii. 142-3
; v. 97 ;

vi. 109.
* See book iii. chs. 80-2, and compare the praise given to the cvvonta of Lycur-

gus (i. 65-6), to the Milesian aristocracy (v. 28-9), and to the first tyranny of Pisis-

tratus
(i. 59, ad fin.).

6 As in Clisthenes (v. 66, 69), in Themistocles (viii. 4, 109-10, 111-2), and in

Telesarchus, the Samian democrat (iii. 142).
7

Sosicles, the Corinthian noble (v. 92), Pisistratus (i. 59), Maeandrius (iii. 142),
Crius the Eginetan (viii. 92, comp. vi. 73), and Darius himself, are specimens.

8
It may be thought that the chapters in book vi. which defend the Alcmceonidae

from the charge of having been in league with the Persians at the time of the battle

of Marathon (chs. 123-4) form an attempt of this kind. But to take this view we
must presume their guilt, which the arguments of Herodotus show to be most im-

probaMe.
9 Herod, vii. 150-2; ix. 12.

l
Ibid. vii. 181

;
viii. 91-3.
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faults or failings because those to whom they attach agree with

the author in political opinions, or to exaggerate or imagine
defects in those of opposite views. 2

Herodotus also is, for a Greek, peculiarly free from the

defect of national vanity. He does not consider his own nation

either the oldest,
3 or the wisest,

4 or the greatest,
5 or even the

most civilised of all. He loves his country dearly, admires its

climate,
6

delights in its free institutions, appreciates its spirit

and intelligence, but he is quite open to perceive and acknow-

ledge the special advantages, whether consisting in superior anti-

quity, in products, discoveries, wise laws, or grand and striking

monuments, of other kingdoms and regions. Egypt and Phrygia
are the most ancient, India and Thrace the most powerful
countries ; Babylonia is beyond comparison the most fertile in

grain ;
7
Scythia the most secure against invasion;

8

Egypt, Ba-

bylon, and Lydia possess the most wonderful works;
9

Ethiopia the

handsomest and longest-lived men ;'
Media the finest horses

;

11

Arabia, and the other
"
extremities of the earth/' the strangest

and most excellent commodities. 12 Wise laws are noted as ob-

taining in Persia,
13

Babylonia,
14

Egypt,
15 Venetia

;

16 inventions

of importance are attributed to the Lydians,
1 the Carians,

2 the

Babylonians,
3 the Egyptians,

4 and the wild races of northern

Africa ;"
the adoption of customs, laws, and inventions from

other countries by the Greeks is freely admitted;
6 the inferiority

of their great works and buildings to those of Egypt receives

pointed comment
;

7 their skill as workmen, as sailors, and as

builders of ships, is placed in unfavourable comparison with that

of the Phoenicians, especially those of Sidon. 8 It is seldom in-

deed that an author is found so thoroughly national, and yet at

the same time so entirely devoid of all arrogant assumption of

superiority on behalf of his nation. His liberality in this respect

* If there is any exception to the general practice here noted, it is in the pictures

given of Greek tyrants, which have the appearance of being somewhat overdrawn.
See particularly the characters of Periander (iii. 48-53 ;

v. 92, 6-7), Polycrates (Hi.

39, 44, 123), Histiaeus (iv. 137 ; v. 106; vi. 3, 26, 29), Cypselus (v. 92, 5), Aris-

tagoras (v. 37, 124), Arcesilaus III. (iv. 164), and Pheretima (iv. 202). But the fact

that tyrants are sometimes praised (i.
59

;
iii. 142

;
vii. 99, &c.) seems to show that

at least Herodotus has no intention of dealing unfairly by this class of men.
*

Herod, ii. 2.
*

Ibid. iii. 38.
6

Ibid. v. 3.

Ibid. iii. 106. Compare i. 142. * Ibid. i. 193. Compare iv. 198.

Ibid. iv. 46.
8

Ibid. i. 93. 10 Ibid. iii. 20 and 22. Compare 114.
1
Ibid. iii. 106, and vii. 40. "

Ibid. iii. 106-114. 13
Ibid. i. 136-7.

4 Ibid. i. 196-7.
"

Ibid. ii. 177.
"

Ibid. i. 196.
'
Ibid. i. 94.

Ibid. i. 171. Ibid. ii. 109. 4 Ibid. ii. 4, 82, 109, &c. ; iv. 180.

Ibid. iv. 189.

Ibid. i. 171
;

ii. 4, 50, 58, 109, &c.
;

iv. 180, 189; and v. 58.

Ibid. ii. 148.
8

Ibid. vii. 23, 44, and 99.
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offers a strong contrast to the general practice of his countrymen,
whose contempt of " barbarians

" was almost equal to that of the

Chinese.

The merits of Herodotus as a writer have never been denied

or contested. Before attempting any analysis of the qualities in

which this excellence consists it is important to consider briefly

those faults or blemishes the " anomalies of his genius," as

they have been called 9 which detract from the value of his work
as a record of facts, and form in strictness of speech his defects

as a historian. These, according to the verdict of modern criti-

cisnV are three in number 1. Credulity, or an undue love of

the marvellous, whether in religion, in nature, or in the habits

of men
;

2. An over-striving after effect, leading to exaggera-

tions, contradictions, and an excessive infusion of the anecdotical

element into his work
; and, 3. A want of critical judgment and

method, shown in a number of oversights, inaccuracies, and

platitudes, which cannot be accounted for by either of the other

habits of mind, bnt seem the mere result of the absence of the

critical faculty. These defects the existence of which it is im-

possible to deny require to be separately examined and weighed,
the main question for determination being to what extent they
counteract the natural working of his many excellencies, and so

injure the character of his history.
It is perhaps not of much importance to inquire how far the

admitted credulity of Herodotus was the consequence of the age
in which he lived, and so necessary and excusable. He will not

be the better historian or the safer guide for the fact that his

contemporaries either generally, or even universally, shared his

errors. Some injustice seems to have been done him by a late

critic, who judges him by the standard of an age considerably

later, and of a country far more advanced than his own. 1 But
this question does not affect the historical value of his work,
which must be decided on absolute, not on relative grounds.
The true point for consideration is, how far his work is injured

by the defect in question to what extent it has disqualified him
for the historian's office.

Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv. p. 354.
w Ibid. pp. 352 and 409-410.

1
Col. Mure represents Herodotus as "in all essential respects" a contemporary

of Thucydides (p. 361), and even of Aristophanes (p. 353). This is unfair. Thucyd-
ides probably outlived Herodotus some 25 or 30 years, and wrote his history towards
the close of his life after B. c. 404. (See Thucyd. i. 21-3 ;

ii. 65, sub iin.
;

v. 26.)

Aristophanes was born after Herodotus had recited at Athens, in B. c. 444 probably
(Schol. Ar. Ran. 502, Arg. Eq.), and only began to exhibit about the time of our

author's death (in B. c. 427, Herodotus dying probably in B. c. 425). These writers

belong therefore to the generation succeeding Herodotus. Pericles and Anaxagoras
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Now the credulity of Herodotus in matters of religion amounts
to this. He believes in the prophetic inspiration of the oracles,

in the fact that warnings are given to men through prodigies and

dreams, and in the occasional appearance of the gods on earth

in a human form. He likewise holds strongly the doctrine of a

divine Nemesis, including therein not only retribution, or the

visible punishment of presumption and other sins, but also jeal-

ousy, or the provocation of divine anger by mere greatness and

prosperous fortune. How do these two lines of belief affect his

general narrative, and how far do they detract from its au-

thenticity ?

With regard to the former class of supernatural phenomena,
it must be observed, in the first place, that they are for the most

part mere excrescences, the omission of which leaves the historic

narrative intact, and which may therefore, if we like, be simply
put aside when we are employed in tracing the course of events
recorded by our author. The prodigies of Herodotus no more
interfere with the other facts of his history than those which!

Livy so copiously relates, even in his later books,
a interfere with

!

his. They may offend the taste of the modem reader by their

quaintness and "
frivolity,

" 3 but they are in no way interwoven
with the narrative so that it should stand or fall with them.
Omit the swarming of the snakes in the suburbs of Sardis, and
the flocking of the horses from their pastures to eat them before
the capture of that city, and the capture itself nay, even the
circumstances of the capture are untouched by the omission.
And this remark extends beyond the prodigies proper to omens,
dreams, and even divine appearances. Subtract the story of

Epizelus from the account of the battle of Marathon, or that of
Pan and Pheidippides from the circumstances preceding it, and
nothing else need be struck out in consequence. This cannot
indeed be said of the oracles, or of the dreams in some instances;
on them the narrative occasionally hinges, and we are reduced
to the alternative of rejecting large portions of the story as told

by our author, or accepting his facts and explaining them on our
own principles. Even if we are sceptical altogether as to the
prophetic power of the oracles,

4 or as to any divine warning
are undoubtedly his " older contemporaries," but their minds were formed at Athens,not at Halicarnassus. In the rapid development of Greek mental life after the re-
pulse oi Xerxes, Athens took the lead, ;u!d soon shot far ahead of every other 8taU>
while Halicarnassus, one of the outlying portions of the Grecian world would be
among the last to receive the impulse propagated from a far off centre. Herodotus
however, was certainly behind, while Pericles and Anaxagoras were before the age.2

Liv. xli. 13
;

xlii. 2, 20; xliii. 13
; xlv. 15, &c.

8
Mure, p. 362.

4 Col. Mure speaks somewhat contemptuously of those "
pious persons who in-
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being given to the heathen in dreams,
5 we may still believe that

events happened as he states them, explaining, for instance, the

visions of Xerxes and Artabanus by a plot in the palace, and the

oracles concerning Salamis by the foresight of Themistocles.

Cases, however, of this kind, where the supposed supernatural
circumstance forms a leading feature in the chain of events, are

rare, amounting to not more than four or five in the entire work.'-

It is also worthy of notice that the supernatural circumstances

are more numerous, more prominent, and more inexplicable on

rational grounds in the portion of the work which treats of re-

moter times and less well known countries. Without disappearing

altogether, they become more scanty as we approach to Herod-

otus's own age, and to the events which form the special subject
of his history. Thus their interference is mainly with those parts
of the history of which the authority is even otherwise the

weakest, and becomes trifling when we descend to those times

concerning which our author had the best means of obtaining
information.

The mode, however, in which our author's belief in this sort

of supernatural agency is supposed to have most seriously de-

tracted from his historical value is by the influence it is thought
to have exercised upon the choice which he often had to make

among various versions of a story coining to him upon tolerably

equal authority.
7 It is argued that he would be likely to prefer

the version which dealt most largely in the supernatural ele-

ment, thus reversing the canon of criticism on which a modern
would be apt to proceed. Nor can it be denied that this may

cline to believe in the reality of a demoniac inspiration having been for some wise

purpose conceded by the true God to the Delphic Apollo" (1. s. c.); but he brings
no argument against them except that certain oracles or rather a single oracle,

for his reference to Herod, ix. 43 is mistaken which were not fulfilled in our

author's time, remain unfulfilled to the present day. But no one ever supposed
that all the oracles delivered at Delphi or other places were inspired. Those who

deny any demoniac influence to the oracular shrines have to explain 1. The pas-

sage of the Acts referred to below (page 144, note 2
) ;

2. The fact of the defect of

oracles soon after the publication of Christianity (Plut. do Defect. Or. vol. ii. pp.

431-2) ;
and 3. The general conviction of the early Christian Fathers, that the

oracles were inspired. (See Euseb. Pnep. Ev. books v. and vi.
;
Clem. Alex. Strom.

v. p. 728 ; Theodoret. Therap. Serin, x. p. 623, &c.
; Augustin. de Divin. Daemon.

Op. vi. p. 370, et seqq., &c.)
* The dreams of Pharaoh, Abimelech, Nebuchadnezzar, Pilate's wife, and Cor-

nelius, are indications that the belief of the Greeks in the occasional inspiration of

dreams, which was at least as old as Homer xal yap r' ovap $K Ai6s ianv. II. i. 63

had a foundation in fact.
a The dream of Astyages concerning his daughter Mandane the satisfaction by

the Delphic oracle of the test offered by Croesus the visions of Xerxes and Arta-

banus and the famous oracle concerning the wooden wall and Salamis, are almost

the only points in the supernatural machinery on which any extent of narrative can

be said to turn. Mure, p. 360.
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sometimes have been the case. The supernatural, especially if

removed a little from his own time, did not shock him, or seem
to him in the least improbable. He would therefore readily ac-

cept it, and he would even, it must be allowed, be drawn to it

as a means of enlivening his narrative. It is however unfair to

represent him as
" a man morbidly intent on bringing all the

affairs of life into connexion with some special display of divine

interposition." On more than one occasion he rejects a super-
natural story or explanation, preferring to it a plain matter-of-

fact account. He suggests that when after three days of vio-

lent storm, during which the Magi strove to appease the wind

by incantationsand sacrifices, the tempest at last ceased, it was
not so much their sacred rites which had the desired effect as

that the fury of the gale was spent.
8 He declines to accept the

Athenian account of the flight of Adeimantus from Salamis,

though it includes the prodigy of a phantom ship.' He refuses

credit to the story that Cyrus was suckled by a bitch. 1 His ap-
petite for the supernatural is therefore not indiscriminate, and

perhaps if we possessed the complete works of his contempo-
raries we should find him far oftener than has been suspected
preferring a less to a more marvellous story.

8

There is one other point of view in which the credulity of
Herodotus with respect to oracles, prodigies, &c., requires to be
considered before we absolutely pronounce it a very serious de-
fect in him as a historian. Granting that it detracts somewhat
from his value as an authentic narrator of facts, has it not a

compensatory advantage in placing him more on a level with the
mass of his countrymen, in enabling him to understand and
portray them better, and inducing him to put more fully upon
record a whole class of motives and feelings which did in point
of fact largely influence their conduct ? Would the cold scep-
ticism of Thucydides have given us a truer picture of the spirit
in which the Persian attacks were met, the hopes that stimu-

8 Herod, vii. 191. 9
Ibid. viii. 94. Comp. v. 86.

1
Ibid. i. 122. Further instances of what might be called a rationalising ten-

dency are ii. 57 and vii. 129 ad fin.
2

It is not quite clear what sort of "exaggerations" those were which caused
Herodotus to reject three accounts which he had hettrd of the early history of
Cyrus (i. 95). Probably, however, they included a number of marvellous details,
like the suckling by a bitch, which he expressly discredits. It is certain that there
were often accounts current among the Greeks of transactions included within the
sphere of his history, wherein the wonderful and supernatural played a more im-
portant part than he assigns to them. Instances are, the story of Gyges, as told by
Plato (Rep. ii. pp. 359-360), the narrative of the Persian "retreat contained in

JLschylus (Pers. 497-509), and, probably, the history of the first Persian expedition
under Mardonius, as Charon gave it. (Fr. 3

;
cf. suprfc, p. 36.)
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lated, and the belief that sustained a resistance almost without
a parallel, which may have been mere patriotism in the leaders,
but in the mass was certainly to a great extent the fruit of re-

ligious enthusiasm ? Is it not a fact that the Greeks of the age
immediately preceding Herodotus were greatly influenced by
oracles, omens, prodigies, and the like, and are we not enabled

to understand them better from the sympathising pages of a
writer who participated in the general sentiment, than from the

disdainful remarks of one who from the height of his philo-

sophical rationalism looks down with a calm contempt upon the

weakness and credulity of the multitude ? At any rate, is it

not a happy chance which has given us, in the persons of the

two earliest and most eminent of Greek historians, the two op-

posite phases of the Greek mind, religiousness bordering upon
superstition, and shrewd practical sense verging towards scep-
ticism ? Without the corrective to be derived from the work of

Herodotus ordinary students would have formed a very imper-
fect notion of the real state of opinion among the Greeks on re-

ligious matters, and many passages of their history would have

been utterly unintelligible.
15 It seems therefore not too much to

say that we of later times gain more than we lose by this cha-

racteristic of our author, which qualified him in An especial way
to be the historian of a period anterior to the rise of the scep-
tical spirit, when a tone of mind congenial to his own was prev-
alent throughout the Hellenic world, and a belief in the super-
natural was among the causes which had the greatest weight in

shaping events and determining their general course.

The belief of Herodotus in the pervading influence of the

divine Nemesis a belief which, in the form and degree in which
it is maintained through his history, seems to have been peculiar
to himself, and not shared in by his compatriots

4
is regarded

as having worked " even more prejudicially to the authenticity

" As the ferment consequent upon the mutilation of the Mercuries, which led to

the recall and thereby to the alienation of Alcibiades only to be explained by the

deep religious feeling of the mass of the Athenians. (See Grote's Greece, vol. vii.

pp. 229-232, where this passage of history is very properly treated.)
4 A theory of Divine retribution was common in Greece, but it was limited to

the punishment in this life of signal acts of impiety or other wickedness, in the

person of the offender or of his descendants. (Cf. Herod, ii. 120, ad fin., and vi. 75,
ad fin.) This line of thought is very strongly marked in ^Kschylus. The peculiarity
in the form of the Herodotean notion consists in this that he regards mere great-
ness and good fortune, apart from any impiety or arrogance, as provoking the

wrath of God. (See note on book i. ch. 32, p. 178, and compare iii. 40, vii. 10,

6-6 and 46, ad fin.) He also seems to consider that every striking calamity
must

be of the nature of a visitation (vi. 75; vii. 133, &c.), and further, he carries the

notion of retributive suffering into comparatively insignificant cases (vi. 72, 185).
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of his narrative than his vein of popular superstition."
5 Here

again the mode in which his belief affected his historic accuracy
is thought to have been by influencing his choice among differ-

ent versions of the same story. It is admitted that he was too

honest to falsify his data
;

6 but it is said
7 that in

" almost every
case

"
there would be several versions of a story open to his

adoption, and he would naturally prefer that one which would

be#t illustrate his theory of Nemesis. Undoubtedly where the

different accounts came to him upon equal or nearly equal au-

thority such a leaning might determine his choice
;
but there is

no reason to believe that, where the authority was unequal, he
allowed himself to be improperly biassed by his devotion to the

Nemesiac hypothesis. The attempts made to prove such an un-
due bias mostly fail,

8 and it is doubtful whether there is a pro-
ducible instance of it.

9 Moreover it is beyond the truth to say

6
Mure, p. 369.

6
Ibid. p. 376.

7
Ibid. p. 369.

8
Col. Mure has brought forward four examples of the distortion of history by

Herodotus in furtherance of the Nemesiac theory viz. the cases of Croesus, Cam-
byses, Cleomenes, and the Spartan heralds, Nicolas and Aneristus. With regard to
the first, he dwells principally upon the supposed anachronism involved in bringing
Solon to the court of Croesus, which is shown below

(i. 29, note 6

)
to be quite a

possible event. In the case of Cambyscs, he looks on Herodotus as having pre-
ferred the Egyptian to the Persian account of his death (which latter he thinks to
be the true one, and to be preserved to us in Ctesias), because its features, though
highly improbable, were retributive (pp. 370-1). But, as he confesses in a note,
the tale in Ctesias is not the Persian, nor the true account, but one of that writer's

inventions, and the narrative of Herodotus is proved by the Behistun inscription to
be correct, except in representing the wound which Cambyses gave himself as ac-

cidental, a point which does not help the Nemesis. With respect to Cleomenes,, he
thinks that his suicide ought to have been ascribed to his habits of drinking ;

but as
it is Herodotus himself who records these habits, and the opinion entertained by
the Spartans that the madness of Cleomenes arose from them, he cannot be said to
have perverted, or even concealed, history, in order to give more likelihood to his
own Nemesiac views. In the fourth case, that of the envoys, Col. Mure, comparing
Thucyd. ii. 67, supposes that there were " two accounts of the affair, one describing
Nicolas and Aneristus as two out of six, or but one-third of the mission, the other
as two out of three" and that Herodotus was tempted to prefer the latter number
by

" the broader shadow of plausibility which it gave to his own case of retributive

vengeance" (p. 375). But there is not the slightest evidence of the existence of
two stories. Herodotus nowhere states the number of the ambassadors. He prob-
ably knew the details of the affair just as well as Thucydides, as appears from the
minuteness of his account (supra, p. 24. note

'). His narrative, however, was only
concerned with the fate of two out of the six namely Nicolas and Aneristus and
he need have mentioned no others

;
it is quite casually, and merely on account of

his individual eminence, that he names Aristeus. In such a case the mentio uniua
cannot be taken as implying the exclusio plurium. Again, Col. Mure seems to
think that Herodotus purposely concealed the " human Nemesis," which was really
involved in the transaction. So far from this being the case, Herodotus adds a
particular connected with the human Nemesis, which is not given by Thucydides
viz., that Aneristus had himself been engaged in the cruelties which produced the
execution of the ambassadors by way of reprisals. In fact Herodotus would not
feel that a human interfered with a divine Nemesis.

9 Of the cases brought forward by Col. Mure, that of Croesus seems to be the
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that in
" almost every case

"
there would be several versions

;
and

when there were, it should be borne in mind that it was his

general practice to give them. 1

Further, the theory of Herod-
otus certainly is not that

"
every act of signal folly or injus-

tice
" must have a special Nemesis ;

or at least it is not his the-

ory that every such act must have a visible Nemesis which can

be distinctly attached to it by the historian
;

for he professes
himself at a loss to know what punishment the Athenians re-

ceived for their conduct toward the heralds of Darius,
2 and many

instances even of flagrant impiety are recorded by him without

any notice of their having drawn down a special visitation. 3

Herodotus is not, therefore, under any very strong temptation to

warp or bend history in accordance with the exigencies of his

Nemesiac theory ;
for that theory does not oblige him to show

that all crimes are punished ;
and if it requires him, in the case

of signal calamities, to assign a cause provocative of them, yet
as he may find the cause in the conduct of ancestors,

4 in mere
anterior prosperity,

5 in fate,
6 or in an unwitting contravention of

fate,
7 no less than in the moral conduct of the individual, he

cannot experience any great difficulty in accounting for such

calamities without travelling beyond the domain of fact into the

region of fable and invention. It is indeed far more in his

choice of facts to record than in his choice among different ver-

sions of the same facts that our author's favourite theory of hu-

man life has left its trace upon his history. The great moral

which he had himself drawn from his wide survey of mundane
events was that which the word "Nemesis," taken in its widest

sense, expresses. And this, his own predominant conviction, he

sought to impress upon the world by means of his writings.

Perhaps the chief attraction to him of his grand theme the

reason that induced him to prefer it to any other which the rec-

ords of his own or of neighbouring countries might have offered

was the pointed illustration which it furnished of greatness

only one where history has really been distorted to make the Nemesis more com-

plete (see Essay i. sub fin.). As gross an instance is the story of Polycrates, where
the renunciation of alliance by Amasis, and the loss and recovery of the ring,
seem to be pure fictions. But in neither case is it quite clear that Herodotus had
a choice between different accounts.

1 See i. 1-5, 19-20, 27, 70, 75, &c.; ii. 181
;

iii. 1-3, 9, 30, &c.
;

iv. 5-11, 150-

4; v. 85-6; vi. 54, 75-84, 121-4; vii. 213-4, 230; viii. 94, 117-120; ix. 74.
"

Herod, vii. 133.

Ibid. i. 60, 159, 160
;

ii. 124-8; v. 63, 67
;
vi. 86, 91.

As in the case of the heralds, and in that of Croesus to some extent (see i.

18, 91).
Herod, i. 32

;
iii. 40, 126 ;

vii. 10, 5.

Ibid. i. 8.

Ibid. ii. 133.
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laid low of a gradual progression to the highest pinnacle of

glory and prosperous fortune, followed by a most calamitous re-

verse. 8 And the principle which may be supposed to have de-

termined him in the selection of his main subject had the

amplest field for exercise when the question was concerning the

minor and more ornamental portions the episodes, as they are

generally called which constitute so considerable a part and
form so remarkable a feature of the flistory. In the choice of

the episodes, and still more in the length to which they should

be pursued, and the elaboration which should be bestowed on

them, Herodotus appears to have been guided to a very great

extent, though perhaps unconsciously, by their fitness to incul-

cate the moral lesson which he was especially anxious to impress
on men. Hence the length and finish of the legend of Croesus,
and of the histories of Cambyses, Polycrates, Cleomenes,
Oroetes,

9 &c.
;
hence the introduction of such tales as those of

Helen,
1

Glaucus,
2

Pythins,
3

Artayctes ;

4

every occasion is seized

to deepen by repetition the impression which the main narrative

is calculated to produce, and thus a space quite disproportionate
to their historical interest is assigned to certain matters which

properly belong to the narrative, while others which scarcely
come within the sphere of the narrative at all, find a place in it

owing to their moral aspect.
The credulity of Herodotus in respect of marvels in nature

and extraordinary customs among the remoter tribes of men has

undoubtedly had the effect of introducing into his work a
number of statements which the progress of our knowledge shows
us to be untrue, and which detract from the value though they
add to the entertainingness of his pages. But these fictions are I

not nearly so many as they have recently been made to appear ;
I

8 His other work, the history of the Assyrian Monarchy, would similarly have
j

comprised the rise of an enormous power, and a still more complete overthrow. I

Herod, iii. 120-8. '
Ibid. ii. 113-120. a

Ibid. vi. 86.
3

Ibid. vii. 27-9, 38-9. 4
Ibid. ix. 116-120.

6
Col. Mure has included among the " incredible or impossible marvels reported

by Herodotus" a considerable number of statements which there is not the
slightest^]

reason to question: as the existence of men without names in Western AfVicaJ]

(iv. 184), the two singular breeds of sheep in Arabia, with the contrivance for pre-i
serving the long tails of the one kind from injury (iii. 113), the fact of a race dwelMi
ing upon scaffoldings in the middle of lake Prasias, and living upon fish (v. 16), th*j
existence of a bald race beyond Scythia (iv. 23), the peculiar form of cannibalism
ascribed to the Massageto (i. 210) and others (iii. 99; iv. 26), and the eccentric
customs with regard to women of the Nasamonians (iv. 172), Indians (iii. 101), Cau-lf
casians

(i. 203), &c. Many of these find close parallels in the observations of otheiji
travellers (see notes on iv. 184; iii. 113; and v. 16); others are perhaps exagi:.-ra
tions, but involve interesting notices of real facts (see note on iv. 23). Occasionally
Col. Mure helps his argument by a mistranslation, as when he says that Herodotui
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and their occurrence is the necessary consequence of our author's

adoption of a principle which the circumstances of the time jus-

tified, and to which the modern reader is greatly beholden. In

dealing with this class of subjects he was obliged to lay down
for himself some rule concerning the reports which he received

from others, and if he did not resolve to suppress them entirely
a course of proceeding that all probably would agree in regret-

ting he could only choose between reporting all alike, whether

they seemed to him credible or incredible, and making his own
notion of their credibility the test of their admission or rejection.

Had he belonged to an age of large experience, and to one when
travels as extensive as his own were common, it might have been
best to pursue the latter course, trusting to future travellers to

complete from their own observation the blanks which he would
thus have left voluntarily in his descriptions. But Herodotus
lived when knowledge of distant countries was small, and travels

such as his very uncommon ;
he had been the first Greek visitant

in many a strange land, and kne^
that^ther>

was little likelihood

of others penetrating farthet;"or even so tar as himself. He was
also conscious that he had beheld in the course of his travels a
number of marvels which he would have thought quite incredible

beforehand
;

6 and hence he felt that, however extraordinary the

reports which reached him of men or countries, they might nev-

ertheless be true. He therefore thought it best to give them a

place in his work, but with the general protest that he did not,

by recording a thing, intend to declare his own belief in it.
7

Sometimes he takes the liberty of expressing, or by a sly innuendo

implying, his distinct disbelief
;

3 sometimes by relating the marvel
as a fact, and not merely as what is said, he lets us see that he

gives it credence
;

9 but generally he is content to reserve his own

describes among other curiosities found at Platea,
u a head, the skull, jaws, gums,

and teeth of which were of a single piece of bone" (p. 379); Herodotus having in

fact mentioned a skull without sutures, i.e. one in which the sutures did not appear;
and also, as a separate marvel, two jaws, an upper and an under, wherein the teeth,

, and grinders (70^/01, "grinders," not "<7w") were joined together and
formed but a single bone, which is a possible result of ossification. This is perhaps
the grossest instance of the kind, but the same spirit of undue leaning is shown in

nting it as unquestionable that Herodotus meant to give his bald men (iv. 23)
;

illy long and bu*hy beard*" when this is only a possible, and not perhaps
the most probable rendering of the passage. (See note ad loc.)

* As the productiveness of Babylonia, and the size to which plants grew there

0- 193).
' See book vii. ch. 162.

' As in ii. 28, 56-7, 131; Hi. 115, 116; iv. 26, 31, 32, 36, 42, 105; v. 10; and

by an innuendo, in iv. 191.
' As in his account of the Phoenix (ii. 73), of the bald men (iv. 23-6), of the col-

lection of ladanum from the beards of goats (iii. 112), of the sweet scent that is

wafted from Arabia (iii. 113), of the Neuri leaving their country on account of ser-
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opinion, or perhaps to keep his judgment in suspense, and

simply to report what he had heard from those who professed to

have correct information. 1 And to this judicious resolution on

his part the modern reader is greatly indebted. Had he decided

on recording nothing but what he positively believed, we should

have lost altogether a number of the most interesting portions
of his history.

2 Had he even allowed positive disbelief to act as

a bar to admission into his pages, we should have been deprived
of several of the most important notices which his work contains.

The circumstance which is to us incontrovertible evidence of the

fact intrinsically so hard to credit that Africa was circum-

navigated by the Phoenicians as early as the seventh century
before our era, the marvel namely reported by the voyagers that

as they sailed they
" had the sun on their right,"

3 was one which
Herodotus distinctly rejected as surpassing belief. He also saw
no grounds for admitting the existence of any islands called the

Cassiterides, or Tin Islands, whence that commodity was brought
to Greece,

4 nor any sufficient evidence of a sea washing Europe
upon the north, from which amber was obtained

;

5 so that had he

adopted the canon of exclusion which his critics prefer, we
should have been without the earliest mention which has come
down to us of our own country we should have lost the proof
furnished in the same place of the antiquity of our tin trade

and we should have been unaware that any information had
reached the Greeks in the time of Herodotus of the existence of
the Baltic. It may fairly be doubted whether the retrenchment
of a certain number of traveller's tales, palmed upon the unsus-

pents (iv. 105), of the wild asses which did not drink (iv. 192), and of the extraor-

dinary skull and jaws found on the field of Platsea (ix. 83).
1 See i. 140, 202; ii. 32-3, 75; iii. 20, 23, 104-5, 108-9, 111; iv. 96, 110, 173,

184 ad fin., 195, 196; v. 9. He often reminds us in the middle of an account that

^
he is neither affirming nor denying, but only reporting what is said as in iv. 96
TTtpl ij.fi/ rovrov otfre airiffTfu oJ/re &v iriarfvw n \ii\v. iv. 173. Ae'yo* Sf ravra rek

Xtyovffi Aiu6s. iv. 195. ravra el fjiev tan dArj&e'ws OVK oJSo, rck He \fyerai 7pa<f>a>.We are not therefore entitled to assume, when Herodotus makes a state-merit Avith-
out any special intimation of a doubt of its accuracy, that " he believed it himself
and intended it to be believed by others" (Mure, p. '380), but only that he did not
actually disbelieve it, and that he thought it worthy of the attention of his readers.
Herodotus does in fact mark by very nice shades the degree of credence which he
claims for his different statements. Where he believes, he states the thing as a fact

;

where he doubts he tells us it was said; where he disbelieves he calls the statement
in question.

2 As for instance the entire account in the second book of the interior of Africa,
containing notices perhaps of- the Niger and of Timbuctoo (chs. 32-3), and great
arts of the description of the north African nations in book iv. (chs. 168-196.)* Herod, iv. 42. e\fyov Ipoi fj.lv oil TTJO-TO, &\\(? 5e 87? rey, us irepjirAwovTes r^v

fTji/ r^v 7JAoi> ftrxov ^s ra 5e|(a.
4 Herod, iii. 115. 6

Ibid. iii. 115, and compare iv. 45.
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pectingness of our author by untruthful persons or humourists,
6

would have compensated for the loss of these important scraps

of knowledge which we only obtain through his habit of report-

ing even what he disbelieved.

There is another respect also wherein advantage seems to

arise to the work of our author from his spirit of credulity, which

may mitigate the severity of our censures on this defect of his

mental constitution. Credulity is a necessary element in a

certain cast of mind, the other constituents of which render

their possessor peculiarly well fitted for the historian's office.

The simplicity (et^eta) which Plato requires in the philosopher
7

is no less admirable in the writer of history, and it is this spirit

frank, childlike, guileless, playful, quaint which lends to the

work of Herodotus a great portion of its attraction, giving it

that air of freshness, truth, and ndiveti which is felt by all

readers to be its especial merit. We cannot obtain these advan-

tages without their accompanying drawback. Writers of the

tone of Herodotus, such as Fr^'ssart, Philin de Comines, Sir

John Mandeville, and others of our old .fcuglisii ttav^ys, are

among the most charming within the whole range of literature,

but their writings are uniformly tinged with the same credulous

vein which is regarded as offensive in our author.

The charge made against Herodotus of an undue love of

effect finds its most solid ground in that tone of exaggeration and

hyperbole which often characterises his narrative, especially in

its more highly wrought and excited portions. His statements

that the Athenians at Marathon were "the first Greeks who
dared to look upon the Median garb, and to face men clad in

that fashion/'
8 and that the island of Samos appeared to the

* Even these have perhaps been unduly multiplied. At least to me the following

comparison appears to be overstrained " The translation supplied to Herodotus of

the inscription on one of the larger pyramids represented it as '

recording the quan-

tity of onions, leeks, and radishes consumed by the labourers employed in the erec-

tion of the monument.' Were a foreigner, ignorant of the English tongue, to^ask
the meaning of the inscription on the London Monument, of some humourist of Fish-

street Hill, the answer might probably be, that it recorded the number of quarts of

porter and pipes of tobacco consumed by the builders of the column : but it is not

likely that he would put faith in the statement. Herodotus however seems, in the

parallel case, to have believed his informants implicitly," &c. This is to argue that

what would be unlikely to take place in London in the 17th century A. D. would

have been equally unlikely to happen in Egypt in the 20th or 25th century B. c.

Probabilities will of course be differently measured by different minds; but to me,
I confess, it does not seem at all out of keeping with what we know of primitive

times, that the greatness of a work should be estimated by the quantity of food con-

sumed by those engaged on it, or that this estimate should be recorded on the work
itself. Herodotus, it should be borne in mind, does not say that this was the only

inscription.
1

Republ. iii. 16. Herod, vi. 112.
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commanders of the combined fleet after Salamis "
as distant as

the Pillars of Hercules/'
9 are rhetorical exaggerations of this

character, and have been deservedly reprehended.
1 Other in-

stances of the tendency complained of are, the declaration in

the first book that Cyrus, by the overthrow of Croesus, became
" master of the whole ofAsia

"* and that in the sixth, that if the

lonians had destroyed the Persian fleet at the battle of Lade,
Darius could have brought against them " another five times

as great"* To the same quality perhaps may be ascribed the

readiness with which Herodotus accepts from his informants

extravagant computations of numbers, size, duration, &c./ as

well as improbable statements with regard to regularity
5 and

completeness, the latter sometimes contradicted in his own pages.
6

His constant desire is to set matters in the most striking light
to be lively, novel, forcible and to this desire not only accuracy,
but even at times consistency, is sacrificed. It belongs to his

romantic and poetic turn of mind to care more for the graphic
effect ~f

ftjfjfc nurr^[T"
T"

picture^ than for the accord and har-

8 Herod, viii. 132.
1 Mure's Lit. of Greece, iv. pp. 403-6. 9

Chap. 130 ad fin.
; cf. ix. 122.

3
Chap. 13.

4 As the size of the army of Xerxes (vii. 184-7 ;
see note ad loc.), the number

of cities in Egypt in the reign of Amasis
(ii. 177), the height of the walls of Babylon

(i. 178; see note 8 ad loc.) and of the pyramids (ii. 124, 127), the duration of the

Egyptian monarchy (ii. 142
; compare 100), &c.

5 Instances of improbable regularity arc, the unbroken descent of the Lydian
Heraclide kings in the line of direct succession during twenty-two generations (i. 8),
the exact correspondence in the number of Egyptian kings and high-priests of Vul-
can during a supposed period of 11,340 years (ii. 142), and the unbroken hereditary
descent of the latter (ii. 143), the occurrence of salt-hills and springs of water at in-

tervals of exactly 10 days' journey along the whole sandy belt extending from Egyp-
tian Thebes to the west coast of Africa (iv. 181), the wonderful productiveness of all

the world's extremities
(iii. 106-116), &c.

8 The entire freedom of the Greeks before Croesus
(i. 6), the complete destruction

of the Samians by Otanes
(iii. 149), the total contrast between Greek and Egyptian

manners (ii. 35-6), the demolition of the walls of Babylon by Darius
(iii. 159), the

general submission of the insular Greeks to Cyrus (i. 169), the absolute invincibility
of the Scythians (iv. 46), and the extreme simplicity of the Persians before they con-
quered the Lydians(i. 71), are specimens. The history of the four predecessors of
Croesus upon the throne shows that the encroachments of the Lydians upon the lib-

erties of the Greeks began with Gyges, and continued without intermission till the
complete reduction of the louians, JSolians, and Dorians by Croesus (L 14-16). The
prominent part played by the Samians in the Ionian revolt"(vi. 8-1 5) is incompatible
with their extermination by Otanes. The non-existence of priestesses in Egypt-
one of the points of contrast between that country and Greece is contradicted ex-
pressly (i. 182 and ii. 54). It appears from the description of Babylon (i. 178-180)
that the great wall, though gaps may have been broken in it, was still standingwhen Herodotus wrote. That all the islanders did not submit to Cyrus is apparent
from the history of Polycrates (iii. 44). The reduction of the Scythians by Sesostris
is expressly asserted in book ii. (chs. 103 and 110). That the Persians began to lay
aside their simple habits as soon as they conquered the Medes is implied in book L
ch. 126.
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mony of the whole. His colours are throughout more vivid than
the sober truth of history can be thought to warrant, and the

modern critical reader has constantly to supply modifications and

qualifications in order to bring the general tone of the narrative

down to the level of actual fact.

Whether the anecdotical vein in which Herodotus so freely

indulges is fairly referred to this head may perhaps admit of a

doubt. A judicious selection of anecdotes forms a portion of the

task of the historian, who best portrays both individual character

and the general manners of an age by the help of this light and

graceful embellishment. That the bulk of our author's anec-

dotes serve their proper purpose in his history that they are

characteristic and full of instruction, as well as pointed and well

told is what no candid and sensible reader can hesitate to allow.

Perhaps the anecdotical element may be justly regarded as over

largely developed in the work, especially if we compare it with

other histories
;
but we must remember that in the time of He-

rodotus the field of literature had not been partitioned out ac-

cording to our modern notions. History in our sense, biography,

travels, memoirs, &c., had not then been recognised as distinct

from one another, and the term ia-ropta, or
"
research," equally

comprehended them all. Nor is it easy to see where the knife

could have been applied, and the narrative pruned down and

stript of anecdotical details, without the suppression of something
that we could ill have spared something really valuable towards

completing the picture of ancient times which Herodotus presents
to us. Certainly the portions of his work to which the chief

objection has been made, as consisting of "mere local traditions

and gossiping stories,"
7 the "Corinthian court scandal" of the

third and fifth books,
8 the accounts of Cyrene and Barca in the

fourth,
9 the personal history of Solon,

1 and the wars between

Sparta and Tegea in the first,
8 are not wanting in interest

;
and

though undoubtedly we might imagine their loss compensated by
the introduction of other matters about which we should have

more cared to hear, yet their mere retrenchment without such

compensation, which is all that criticism can have any right to

demand,
3 would have diminished and not increased the value of

7
Mure, p. 39L Herod, iii. 49-53 ; v. 92. Comp. i. 23-4.

9
Herod, iv. 145-205. ' Ibid. i. 30-33. Ibid. i. 66-8.

' The substance of Col. Mure's complaints against the episodical portion of He-
rodotus is, that he has not given us something more valuable in the place of what he
has actually given as, for instance, the real history of Corinth under the Cypselidae
instead of the anecdotes concerning Periander (pp. 292-3), the legislation of Solon

in lieu of his discourse with Croesus (pp. 394-6), the Messenian wars in the place of

the struggle with Tegea (p. 397, note), &c. He thinks we had " a right to expect
"

VOL. I. 6
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the work as a record of facts,
4 and would scarcely have improved

it even in an artistic point of view. The double narrative in

the third book is skilfully devised to keep up that amount of

attention to Greek affairs which the author desires to maintain,
in subordination to the main subject of the earlier or introduc-

tory portion of his work the rise and progress of the Persian

empire, and resembles the underplot in a play or a novel, which

agreeably relieves the chief story. It also, as has been already

observed,
5 reflects and repeats, in the histories of Periander and

of Polycrates, the main ethical teaching of the work, thereby a$
once deepening the moral impression, and helping to diffuse a

uniform tone throughout the volumes. The history of the Greek

colonies in Africa is not only interesting in itself, and in the light
it throws upon the principles of Hellenic colonisation,

6 but it

serves to introduce that sketch of the neighbouring nations which
has always been recognised as one of the most valuable of our

author's episodes. The fragment of the life of Solon is no doubt
in some degree legendary, but he must be a stern critic who
would have the heart to desire its retrenchment, seeing that with
it must have disappeared almost the whole story of Crcesus, the

most beautiful and touching in the entire history. The wars of

Sparta with Tegea had an intrinsic importance quite sufficient to

justify their introduction, and the synchronism of the last with
the time of the embassy sent by Croesus, which forms the sole

occasion of the reference in the first book to Spartan history,

fully explains its occurrence in the place assigned to it. Adverse
criticism therefore seems to fail in pointing out any mere sur-

plusage even in the anecdotical portion of the work, and the
truth appears to be that the episodical matter in Herodotus

is,

on the whole, singularly well chosen and effective, being lively,

varied, and replete with interest.

To say that Herodotus has no claim to rank as a critical

that Herodotus in his episodical notices of the Greek states, should have embodied
all the " more important facts of their history

"
(p. 391). But this is to forget that

Herodotus was not writing the history of Greece, but the history of a particular war.
We had no "

right to expect
"
anything from him but what possessed a direct bear-

ing upon the struggle between Greece and Persia. As Niebuhr observes,
" the work

of Herodotus is not an ancient Greek history, but has an epic character; it has a
unity amid its episodes, which are retarding motives,'

1

delaying yet helping the
main story. (See Niebuhr's Lectures on Ancient History, vol. i. p. 168. E. T.)4 The stories of Periander and Polycrates give us the portrait of the Greek ty-
rant in his worst, and in his intermediate, as that of Pisistratus does in his best
character. Without them the abhorrence expressed by Herodotus for rulers of this
class would strike the reader as strange and exaggerated.8 See above, page 75.

6

Especially upon the leading part taken by the Delphic oracle in directing the
course of colonisation, and forcing the growth of colonies.
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historian is simply to note that, having been born before the rise

of a certain form of the historical science, he did not happen to

invent it. That in intelligence, sagacity, and practical good sense

he was greatly in advance of his predecessors and even of his

contemporaries, is what no one who carefully reads the fragments
left us of the early Greek historians will hesitate to allow. But
a great gulf separates him from Thucydides, the real founder of

the Critical School. From the judgment of Thucydides on

obscure points connected with the history of the ancient world,
the modern critic, if he ventures to dissent at all, dissents with

the utmost diffidence. The opinions of Herodotus have no such

weight. They are views which an intelligent man living in the

fifth century B. c. might entertain, and as such they are entitled

to attentive consideration, but they have no binding authority.
Herodotus belongs distinctly to the Romantic School : with him
the imagination is in the ascendant and not the reason

;
his mind

is poetic, and he is especially disqualified from forming sound

judgments concerning events remote from his own day by his

full belief in the popular mythology, which placed gods and
heroes upon the earth at no very distant period. He does not

apply the same canons of credibility to the past and present,

or, like Thucydides, view human nature and the general course

of mundane effects as always the same. 7 Thus his history of

early times is little more than myth and fable, embodying often

important traditions, but delivered as he received it, without

any exercise upon it of critical discrimination. In his history of

times near his own the case is different
;
he there brings his

judgment into play, compares and sifts different accounts, ex-

hibits sense and intelligence, and draws conclusions for the most

part just and rational.
8

Still even in this" portion of the history
we miss qualities which go to form our ideal of the perfect histo-

rian, and with which we are familiarised through Thucydides and
his school

;
we miss th^e habits of accuracy which we have

learnt to regard as among the primary qualifications of the histor-

ical writer
;
we come upon discrepancies, contradictions, suspi-

cious repetitions, and the like
;
we find an utter carelessness of

chronology ;
above all, we miss that philosophic insight into the

real causes of political transactions, the moving influences whence

great events proceed, which communicates, according to modern

notions, its soul to history, making it a living and speaking

7
Thucyd. i. 22.

8 For acknowledgments on this head on the part of an adverse critic, see Mute's

Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. pp. 354 and 410.
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monitor instead of a mere pictured image of bygone times and
circumstances.

The principal discrepancies, contradictions, &c. in the Her-
odotean narrative have either been already glanced at or will be

pointed out in the notes on the text. One of the most common
is a want of harmony in the different portions of any estimate

that is given of numbers. If both the items and the total of a
sum are mentioned, they are rather more likely to disagree than
to agree. Making the most liberal allowance for corruptions of

the text (to which numbers are specially liable), it would still

seem that these frequent disagreements must have arisen from
some defect in the author : either he was not an adept in arith-

metic, or he did not take the trouble to go through the calcula-

tions and see that his statements tallied. Numerical discrepancies
of the kind described occur in his accounts of the duration of the
Median empire,

9 of the tribute which the Persian king drew
from the satrapies,

1 of the distance from Sardis to Susa,
2 and

of the sea from Egyptian Thebes,
3 of the number of the Greek

fleet at Salamis,
4

&c.; while other errors disfigure his computa-
tion of the number of days in the full term of human life,

5 and
of the duration of the monarchy in Egypt.

6 The only calculations

of any extent which do not contain an arithmetical error are the
numbers of the Greek fleets at Miletus 7 and Artemisium,

8 of
the fleet 9 and army of Xerxes,

1

and of the Greek army at Pla-
taBa. 2 Contradictions connected with his habit of exaggeration
have been already noticed. 3

Others, arising apparently from

Herod, i. 130. See the Critical Essays, Essay iii. ad fin.

Ibid. iii. 90-5. See note ad loc.
a

Ibid. v. 52-4.
Ibid. ii. 7-9. From the sea to Heliopolis is said to be 1500 stades, from Heli-

opo is to Thebes 4860 stades, but from the sea to Thebes only 6120, instead of 6360,
stades.

Ibid. viii. 43-8. See note ad loc.

Ibid. i. 32. The double error clearly arising from mere carelessness where-
by the solar year is made to average 375 days, is explained in the note on the

6
Ibid. ii. 142. The error here is but slight, yet it is curious. Having to esti-

mate the number of years contained in 341 generations of men, Herodotus first lays
it down that three generations go to the century. He then says, correctly, that 300
generations will make 10,000 years ;

but in estimating the odd 41 generations, he
has a curious error. Forty-one generations, he says, will make 1340 years; whereas
they will really make 1366|- years. If a round number were intended, it should have
been 1360 or 1370.

7
Ibid. vi. 8.

8
Ibid. viii. 1-2. 9

Ibid. vii. 89-95.

|

Ibid. vii. 184-6. 2
Ibid. ix. 28-9.

Supra, p. 80. Col. Mure adds to these a number of discrepancies which are
more imaginary than real. (See Appendix J. to his 4th volume.) He considers the
statement that Croesus was "the person who first within the knowledge of Herodotus
commenced aggressions on the Greeks "

(i. 5), as conflicting not only with the nar-
rative in chs. 14-16, but also with the account of the Ionian colonisation of Asia
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mere carelessness, are the discrepancies between his description
of the size of Scythia, and his account of the expedition of

Darius ;

4 between his date for Psammetichus5 and his estimate of

700 years from Anysis to Amyrtaeus ;

6 between his two accounts

of the Telmessian prodigy of the female beard
;

7 his two esti-

mates of the length of the day's journey;
8 and his two statements

of the time that intervened between the first and second expe-
ditions directed against Greece by Darius. 9

Kepetitions having
an awkward and suspicious appearance are the warnings given
to Croesus by Sandanis,

1 and to Darius and Xerxes by Artabanus;
2

the similar prayers of (Eobazus and of Pythius, with their similar

result
;

3 the parallel reproaches addressed to Astyages by Har-

pagus, and to Demaratus by Leotychides ;< and the anecdote, told

of Cyrus, of Artaphernes, and of Darius, that on hearing of one

of the leading Greek nations, they asked " who they were ?
"5

The want of a standard chronological era cannot be charged

Minor in eh. 146. But Herodotus does not say that the Greeks colonised at the ex-

pense of the Lydians, who probably dwelt some way inland at that time. Again,
CoL Mure objects to the panegyric upon the Alcmaeonidae for their consistent hatred

of tyrants (vi. 121), because Megacles had on one occasion helped Pisistratus to

return (i. 61) ; but this is at the utmost a slight rhetorical exaggeration. The

Alcmaeonidae, from the time when Megaclcs broke with Pisistratus, had been most
consistent in their opposition. (See i. 64; v. 62-3, 66, &c.) He also sees a contra-

diction between book v. ch. 40, where Anaxandrides is said, in maintaining two
wives and two households at the same time, to have u done an act very contrary to

Spartan feeling," and book vi. ch. 61, et seq., where King Ariston is said to have

had two wives, and to have even married a third, without any censure or remark at

all. Here the flaw is altogether in the critic's spectacles : the strange and unusual

thing being, according to Herodotus, not divorce and remarriage, as in Ariston's

case (vi. 63), but the having two wives and two households at one and the same
time. Ariston never had two wives at once.

4 Herod, iv. 101-133. See note on book iv. ch. 133.
* This date cannot be fixed exactly, as Herodotus does not tell us in which year

of the reign of Cambyses he believes him to have invaded Egypt, Assuming how-
ever the year B. c. 525 for this event, and taking the years of the last six kings from

Herodotus, we obtain B. c. 671 or B. c. 672 for the year of the accession of Psam-
metichus a date accordant with the synchronism which made him contemporary
with Cyaxares (i. 105), and agreeing nearly with the views of Manetho.

* Herod, ii. 140. According to this. statement nearly 500 years intervene be-

tween Anysis and Psammetichus. Yet Anysis is contemporary with Sabaco, who

puts to death Neco, the father of Psammetichus, and drives Psammetichus himself

into exile! (See Herod, ii. 152.)
7 Herod, i. 175, and viii. 104.

"
Ibid. iv. 101, and v. 63.

9 In ch. 46 of book vi. Herodotus makes the destruction of their walls by the

Thasians at the bidding of Darius follow "
in the year after" (Sevrtpcp crei) the loss

of the fleet of Mardonius at Athos. In ch. 48 he says that after the submission
pt

the Thasians (MT* TOVTO) Darius sent orders for the collection of transports ;
and in

ch. 95 these orders are said to have been given
" the year before

"
(T irporfpy Ire?)

the expedition of Datis. But towards the end of the same chapter the disaster at

Athos is referred to the year immediately preceding that expedition.
1 Herod, i. 71.
3

Ibid. iv. 83, and vii. 10.
'

Ibid. iv. 84, and vii. 38-9.
4

Ibid. i. 129, and vi. 67.
6 Ibid. i. 153; v. 73, v. 105.
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against Herodotus as a fault,
6 since it was a defect of the age in

which he lived, and one with which even Thucydides is equally
taxable. It was not until Timaeus introduced the reckoning by
Olympiads some generations after Herodotus, that Greek chro-

nology came to be put on a satisfactory footing. Herodotus,

however, is unnecessarily loose and inaccurate in his chronolo-

gical statements, and evidently regards the whole subject as

unimportant. His reckoning events from "
his own time " 7

is

vague and indeterminate, since we do not know whether he
means from his birth, from his acme, or from the time of his last

recension, a doubt involving a difference of more than half a

century. Even when he seems to profess exactness, there is

always some omission, some unestimated period, which precludes
us from constructing a complete chronological scheme from the

data which he furnishes.
8 His synchronisms are on the whole

less incorrect than might have been expected,
9 but occasional

mistakes occur which a very little care might have remedied. 1

We may conclude from these that he was not in the habit of

tabulating his dates or determining synchronisms in any other

way than by means of popular rumour.

8
Col. Mure taxes Herodotus with being even here " behind the spirit of the

age
"

(p. 417), and refers to the chronological works of Hellanicus and Charon as

having introduced a "franjework on which the course of the national history was
adjusted." But there is no evidence to prove that either Charon or Hellanicus made
use of their chronological schemes in their histories

;
and the latter is expressly

taxed by Thucydides with ine-xactness in his assignment of dates (i. 97). Besides,
it has been already shown (supra, p. 32) that Hellanicus wrote later than Herodotus,
and that the works of Charon were probably unknown to him.

7 See Herod, ii. 53, and 145. A nearer approach to exactness is made when the
time of his visit to a country is assumed as the epoch from which to calculate (see
ii. 13, and 44) ;

but still even in these cases there i.s some uncertainty.8 The Lydian chronology is incomplete from his omitting to state in which year
of Cyrus Sardis was taken. The Assyrian fails from the term of the anarchy not

being specified. The later Egyptian has the same delect as the Lydian : we are not
told in which year of the reign of Cambyees he led his expedition into Egypt. For
the early Egyptian and the Babylonian we have only an estimate by generations.
The Scythian is indefinite, since, from the vague way in which the interval between
the Thracian campaign of Megabazus and the breaking out of the Ionian revolt is

spoken of (ov iro\\bi' xpow fofvis KO.KUV ^i/), it is impossible to fix the year of
Darius' attack, on which the commencement of the Scythian monarchy is made to

depend (iv. 7). The only chronology which is exact and continuous 'is the Medo-
Persian. We may count back from the siege of Sestos to the first year of Cyrus,
and thence to the accession of Deioces, which Herodotus placed 229 years before
that event, or B. c. 708.

9 As those of Cyaxares with Alyattes (i. 73-4), and of both with Psammetichus
(i. 105), of Sennacherib with Sethos the successor of Sabaco

(ii. 141), of Amasis and
Labynetus (Nabunit) with Croesus (i. 77), &c.

' As the placing the embassy of Croesus to Sparta after the final settlement of
Pisistratus on the throne of Athens

(i. 65), the apparently making Periander and
Alca?us contemporaries with Pisistratus and his son Hegesistratus (v. 94-5 ,

the assignment of the legislation of Lycurgus to the reign of Labotas in Sparta
(i. 65), &c.
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But the great defect of Herodotus as a historian is his want
of insight into the causes, bearing, and interconnexion of the

events which he records. It is not merely that he is deficient in

political discernment, and so relates with the utmost baldness,
and with striking omissions and misstatements, the constitutional

changes whose occurrence he is led to notice,
2 but even with regard

to the important historical vicissitudes which form the special

subject of his narrative, he exhibits the same inability to pene-
trate below the surface, and to appreciate or even to conceive

aright their true origin and character. Little personal tales and
anecdotes take the place of those investigations into the condi-

tion of nations or into the grounds of hostility between races on
which critical writers of history are wont to lay the chief stress

in their accounts of wars, rebellions, conquests, and the like.

The personal ambition of Cyrus is made the sole cause of the

revolt of the Persians from the Medes
;

3 to the resentment of

Harpagus is attributed its success
;

4 the attack on Egypt is

traced to advice given to Cambyses by an eye-doctor ;

5 the

Magian revolt is the mere doing of Patizeithes
;

8 Darius is led

to form a design against Greece by a suggestion of Democedes
;

7

the lonians rebel because Aristagoras has become involved in

difficulties. 9

Through the whole history there runs a similar

vein; if war breaks out between Media and Lydia,.it is because

a band of Scyths have caused King Cyaxares to banquet on hu-

man flesh and have then fled to Alyattes ;

D if King Darius sends

an expedition against Samos, it is to reward a man who pre-
sented to him a scarlet cloak

;

l
if the Lydians after their

conquest by the Persians lose their military spirit and grow
effeminate, it is owing to Croesus having advised Cyrus to give
them the breeding of women

;

11
everywhere little reasons are

alleged, which, even if they existed, would not be the causes of

the events traced to them, but only the occasions upon which
the real causes came into play.

12 The tales, however, which take

the place of more philosophical inquiries are for the most part

(it would seem) apocryphal, having been invented to account for

the occurrences by those who failed to trace them to any deeper
source. From the same defect of insight extreme improbabilities

* See the notes on book i. ch. 65, book iv. ch. 145, book v. chs. 67-9, and book
vi. chs. 43 and 83.

Herod, i. 126-7. 4
Ibid. chs. 127-8.

6
Ibid. iii. 1.

*
Ibid. iii. 61. '

Ibid. iii. 134-5.
"

Ibid. v. 35-6.
'

Ibid. i. 73-4. "
Ibid. iii. 139.

"
Ibid. i. 155.

B The statement of Aristotle concerning internal troubles applies with equal or

greater force to wars between nations : IK ninpuv dAA' ou irepl fUKp&v yiyvomat
(Pol. v. 3, 1. Compare Polyb. iii 6-7).
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are accepted by Herodotus without the slightest objection, and

difficulties, from being unperceived, are left unexplained. To

S give a single instance of each : Herodotus reports, appar-

ently without any hesitation, the Persian tale concerning the

motive which induced Cambyses to invade Egypt that, having

applied to Amasis for his daughter in marriage, Amasis pre-
tended to comply, but sent him the daughter of Apries, a
"
young girl

"
of great personal charms, whom Cambyses received

among his wives, and regarded with much favour, till one day
he learnt from her lips the trick that had been played him,

whereupon he declared war against the deceiver. Now as Amasis
had reigned, according to Herodotus, forty-four years from the

death of Apries, and the discovery of the trick was followed

closely by the invasion, which Amasis did not live to see, it is

plain that this
"
beautiful young girl," who had been palmed off

upon Cambyses as the reigning king's daughter, must have been
a woman of between forty and fifty years of age.

1

Again
Herodotus tells us, and probability fully bears him out, that the

Persian army under Datis and Artaphernes landed at Marathon
because it was the most favourable position in all Attica for

the manoeuvres of cavalry,
2 in which arm the Persian strength

chiefly lay ; yet when he comes to describe the battle no men-
tion whatever is made of any part taken in it by the Persian

horse, nor any account given of their absence or inaction. 3 A
similar inability to appreciate difficulties appears in his account
of the numbers at Thermopylae, where no attempt is made to

reconcile the apparent discrepancy between the list of the forces,
the Spartan inscription, and the actual number of the slain,

4 nor

1 See Herod, iii. 1, and compare ii. 172, and iii. 10. Col. Mure's criticism (Lit.
of Greece, iv. p. 419) in this instance is perfectly just. Almost as gross an instance
of the same fault occurs in the history of Mycerinus. Mycerinus succeeds his uncle,
Chephren, who has reigned 56 years (ii. 127-8). He reigns happily for a certain
indefinite time, during which he builds a pyramid of no small size

; when, lo ! an
oracle announces to him that he has but six more years to live. Mycerinus is in-

dignant that he should be cut off in the flower of his age reproaches the oracle
and determines to falsify it by living twelve years in six. So he gives himself up
to jollity, drinks and feasts, night as well as day, during the time left him, and dies
as the oracle foretold. Herodotus seems quite to have forgotten that Mycerinus
must have been sixty at the least, when he received the warning, and would prob-
ably have been considerably more, as his father Cheops reigned 50 years, and so
would not be likely to leave behind him a very young son

2 Herod, vi. 102.
3 We are left to derive from another writer (Suidas ad voc. Xwph tVircTs) the

information that Miltiades took advantage of the absence of the Persian cavalry,who had been forced to go to a distance for forage, to bring on the engagement.
According to Herodotus, the entire number of the troops, exclusive of the

Helots, was between 4000 and 5000. Of these there came from the Peloponnese
3100 (vii. 202-3). Yet the inscription on the spot, which would certainly not ex-
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any explanation offered of those circumstances connected with
the conduct of the Thebans in the battle which have provoked
hostile criticism both in ancient and modern times. 5

There are certain other respects in which Herodotus has been

regarded as exhibiting a want of critical acumen, viz., in his

geographical and meteorological disquisitions, in his linguistic

efforts, and in his treatment of the subject of mythology.
6 These

may be touched with the utmost brevity, since his value as a

historian is but very slightly affected by the opinion which may
be formed of his success or failure in such matters. As a gen-
eral geographer it must be allowed that his views were indistinct,

though they can scarcely be said with truth to have been "
crudely

digested."
7

Looking upon geography as an experimental science,
he did not profess more knowledge with regard to it than had
been collected by observation up to his time. He seems to have
formed no distinct opinion on the shape of the earth, or the con-

figuration of land and water, since he could not find that the

land had been explored to its limits, either towards the north or

towards the east.
8 He knew, however, enough of the projection

of Arabia and of Africa into the southern sea to be aware that

the circular plane of Hecataeus was a pure fiction, and as such

he ridiculed it.' Within the limits of his knowledge he is, for

the most part, very clear and precise. He divides the known
world into three parts, Europe, Asia, and Africa. 10 Of these,
Asia and Africa lie to the south, Europe is to the north, and ex-

tends along the other two. 11 The boundary line between Europe
and Asia runs due east, consisting of the Phasis, the south coast

of the Caspian, the river Araxes, and a line produced thence as

far as the land continues. 12 The boundary between Asia and
Africa is the west frontier of Egypt,

! 3 not the isthmus of Suez,
or the Nile, which last was commonly made the boundary.

14

The general contour of the Mediterranean, the Propontis, the

Black Sea, and the Sea of Azof, is well understood by him,
15 as

aggerate the number on the Greek side, said 4000 Peloponnesians (vii. 228).

Again, the number slain in the last struggle is estimated at 4000 (viii. 25) ;
but only

300 Spartans and 700 Thespians were previously spoken of as remaining (vii. 222).
These anomalies may perhaps admit of explanation ;

what is especially remarkable
about them is, that Herodotus seems utterly unconscious of any difficulty.

* See Plut. de Malign. Herod, ii. pp. 865-6
; Grote, Hist, of Greece, v. pp.

122-3
;
Mure'sLit. of Greece, iv. Appendix K., pp. 542-4.

6 See Col. Mure's remarks, pp. 424-30. 7
Ibid. p. 424.

8 Herod, iii. 115, sub fin.
;
iv. 40, 45

;
v. 9.

9
Ibid. iv. 36.

10
Ibid. ii. 16 ; iv. 45. The word used by Herodotus is, of course, not Africa,

but Libya.
11

Ibid. iv. 42.
u

Ibid. iv. 40 and 45.
" Ibid. ii. 17

;
iv. 39, ad fin.

14
Ibid. ii. 17, and iv. 45.

"
Ibid. iv. 85-86.
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is the shape of G-reece, Italy, Asia Minor, Syria, and the north

coast of Africa. He knows that the Mediterranean communi-
cates with the ocean, and that the ocean extends round Africa to

the Arabian Gulf and Erythraean Sea. 16 He is also aware that

the Caspian is a sea by itself.
17 He has tolerably correct views

on the courses of the Nile,
1

Danube,
2
Halys,

3

Tigris,
4

Euphrates,
5

Indus,
6

Dnieper,
7
Dniester,

8 and other Scythian rivers. 9 He is

confused, however, in his account of the Araxes,
10 incorrect (ap-

parently) in his description of the Scythian rivers east of the

Dnieper,
11 and ignorant of many facts which we should have ex-

pected him to know, as the existence of the Persian Gulf, of the

vpeninsula of Hindustan, and of the sea of Aral, the superiority
in size of Sicily to Sardinia,

12 &c. In his descriptions of coun-
tries that he knows he is graphic and striking,

13 not confining
himself to the strictly geographical features, but noting also

geological peculiarities, as the increase of land, the quality of

soil, and the like. 14 On the whole, he will certainly bear com-

parison as a descriptive geographer with any author anterior to

Strabo, and on some important points, as the true character of

the Caspian Sea, he is better informed than even that writer. 15

With regard to meteorology his notions are certainly such as
seem to us in the highest degree absurd and extraordinary. He
regards heat and cold as inherent in the winds themselves, not
as connected with any solar influence. 16 The winds control the

sun, whom they drive southwards in winter, only allowing him
to resume his natural course at the approach of spring.

17 The
phenomena, however, of evaporation,

l * and even of radiation,
19

seem to be tolerably well understood by Herodotus
;
and if on

the whole his meteorological conceptions must be pronounced
crude and false, we should remember that real physical science
did not see the light till the time of Aristotle

;
and it may be

questioned whether there is not something more healthy in the

physical speculations ofour author, which evince an inquiring mind
and one that went to nature itself for arguments and analogies,

1

16 Herod, i. 202, ad fin.
;
iv. 42-4. Ibid. i. 203

1
Ibid. ii. 17, 29-31.
Ibid. ii. 33

;
iv. 47-9. 8

Ibid. i. 6, 72. Ibid. i. 189, 193
; v. 20.'

Ibid. i. 180. 6
Ibid. iv. 44. 7

Ibid. iv. 53. 8
Ibid. iv. 51-2.

As the Pruth (iv. 48), the Bug (iv. 52), and the Don or Tanais (iv. 57).
See note 2 on book i. ch. 201. Herod, iv 54-6.12
Ibid. i. 170

;
v. 106 ; vi. 2.

13

Take, for instance, the description of Thessaly in book vii. (ch. 129), or that
of Egypt in book ii. (chs. 6-12).

gerod.
ii. 7, 10, 12; iv. 47, 191, 198. Corap. Strab. ii. p. 160.8 Herod. 11. 24-5. Ibid. 1. s. c.

M
Loc. cit. Ch. 271 See ii. 20, 22, 23.
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than in the physico-metaphysical theories of the Ionic School,
which formed the furthest reach whereto Science (falsely so called)
had attained in his day. His geological speculations in partic-
ular are in advance of his age, and not unfrequently anticipate
lines of thought which are generally regarded as the discoveries

of persons living at the present time. 2

On the subject of mythology Herodotus seems to have held

the common views of his countrymen : he accepted the myths
in simple faith, and, where naturally led to do so, reported them
as he had heard them. He drew, however, a very marked line

between the mythological age and the historical,
3 and confined

his narrative almost entirely to the latter, thereby offering a

strong contrast to the writers who had preceded him, since in

their works mythology either took the place of history,
4 or at

least was largely intermixed with it.
5

The pliilological deficiencies of Herodotus have been already
admitted. 6 There is no reason to believe that he was a master

of any language besides his own. He appears, however, to have

regarded the languages of other nations with less contempt than
was felt towards them by the Greeks generally ;

and the explana-
tions which he gives of foreign words, though not always to be

depended on,
7 are at once indicative of his unwearied activity in

the pursuit of knowledge of all kinds, and possess an absolute

value in the eyes of the comparative philologer.
8 On the ety-

mology of Greek words he very rarely touches
;
in such cases his

criticism seems neither better nor worse than that of other Greek

writers, anterior to the rise of the Alexandrian school. 9

a Herodotus perceives the operation of the two agencies of fire and water in

bringing the earth into its actual condition (ii. 6, 10
;
vii. 129, ad fin.). He regards

the changes as having occupied enormous periods of time tens of thousands of

years (ii. 11, ad fin.). His whole reasoning concerning the formation of the valley
of the Nile, although perhaps erroneous in fact, is in perfect accordance with the

principles laid down by Sir C. Lyell ;
and in his anticipations of what would happen

if the Nile were made to empty itself into the head of the Red Sea that geologist

would, it is probable, entirely concur. The alluvial character of the great Thes-

salian basin, and the disruption of the gorge at Tempe\ would similarly be admitted.

Herodotus again is quite correct in his remarks about the formation of land at the

mouths of great rivers, as at the mouth of the Scamander, of the Mreander, and of

the Achelous (ii. 10
;
see note ad loc.). His notice of the projection of the Delta

from the general line of the African coast, as a proof of its recent origin (ii. 11), is

also sound in principle.
See especially iii. 122; but compare also i. 5, ii. 120, &c.

;
and note the omis-

sion of the mythological period, of which he was well aware (ii. 43, 46, 144-5, and

156), from the history of Egypt.
Vide supra, pp. 30-32. 6 See Thucyd. i. 21.

a
Supra, p. 55.

7 As in the case of the word Piromis (ii. 143), and of the names of the Persian

monarchs (vi. 98).
8 See the use made by Grimm of Herodotus's Scythian words in his History of

the German Language, vol. i. pp. 218-237.
Herodotus derives Qtbs from T&TJ/*I (ii. 52), which is at least as good as Plato's
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The merits of Herodotus as a writer have never been ques-
tioned. Those who make the lowest estimate of his qualifica-

tions as a historian, are profuse in their acknowledgments of his

beauties of composition and style, by which they consider that

other commentators upon his work have been unduly biassed in

his favour, and led to overrate his historical accuracy.
1

Scarcely
a dissentient voice is to be found on this point among critical

authorities, whether ancient or modern, who all agree in uphold-

ing our author as a model of his own peculiar order of compo-
sition.

2 In the concluding portion of this notice an endeavour

will be made to point out the special excellencies which justify
this universal judgment, while, at the same time, attention will

be drawn to certain qualifying statements whereby the most
recent of our author's critics has lessened the effect of those

general eulogiums which he has passed upon the literary merits

of the History.
The most important essential of every literary composition,

be it poem, treatise, history, tale, or aught else, is unity. Upon
this depends our power of viewing the composition as a whole,
and of deriving pleasure from the grasp that we thereby obtain
of it, as well as from our perception of the harmony and mutual

adaptation of the parts, the progress and conduct of the argu-
ment, and the interconnexion of the various portions with one
another. In few subjects is it so difficult to secure this funda-
mental groundwork of literary excellence as in history. The
unity furnished by mere identity of country or of race falls short
of what is required, and hence most general histories are weari-
some and deficient in interest. Herodotus, by selecting for the

subject of his work a special portion of the history of Greece
and confining himself to the narration of events having a bear-

derivation from ew (Cratyl. p. 397, C.), and is plausible, though probably wrong.
(See note ad loc.) His derivation of alyls from a? (iv. 189), on the other hand, is

correct enough. What he means by deriving the names of the Greek gods from
Egypt (ii. 50) is not clear. Except in the cases of Themis (the Egyptian Thmei),
and of Athene and Hephaestus, which may have been formed from Neith andPhtha,
there seems to be no real connexion.

1

Speaking of the bulk of modern commentators on Herodotus, Col. Mure says :

"Dazzled by the rich profusion of his historical facts, by the grandeur of his histor-
ical combinations, by the charm of his style, by the truthfulness of intention and
amiability of temper which beam in every page, and by the entertainment derived
even from the defective portions of his narrative, they are led to place his work and
himself, in regard to the higher qualifications of the historian, on the same level with
that occupied by Thucydides." (Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. p. 355.)a

Cf. Arist. Rhet. iii. 9. Dionys. Hal. Ep. ad Cn. Pomp. 3. Jud. de Thuc. 23.

Quinctilian. Inst. Orat. IX. iv. 19, and X. i. 73. Lucian. Herod. 1, vol. iv. p. 116.
Athen. Deipn. iii. 15, p. 309. Schlegel's Lectures on the History of Literature, vol.
i. p. 44, E. T. Matthiae, Manual of Greek and Roman Literature, p. 57. E. T. Mure's
Literature of Greece, vol. iv. pp. 451-518.
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ing, direct or indirect, upon his main topic, has obtained a unity \
of action sufficient to satisfy the most stringent demands of art,

equal, indeed, to that which characterises the masterpieces of

the imagination. Instead of undertaking the complex and diffi-

cult task of writing the history of the Hellenic race during a

given period, he sits down with the one (primary) object of

faithfully recording the events of a particular war. It is not, as

has been generally said,
9 the conflict of races, the antagonism

between Europe and Asia, nor even that antagonism in its cul-

minating form the struggle between Greece and Persia that

he puts before him as his proper subject. Had his views em-
braced this whole conflict, the Argonautic expedition, the Trojan

war, the invasion of Europe by the Teucrians and Mysians,
4 the

frequent incursions into Asia of the Cimmerians and the Treres,

perhaps even the settlement of the Greeks upon the Asiatic

shores, would have claimed their place as integral portions of his

narrative. His absolute renunciation of some of these subjects,
5

and his cursory notice 6 or entire omission of others,
7 indicate

that he proposed to himself a far narrower task than the relation

of the long course of rivalry between the Asiatic and European
races. Nor did he even intend to give us an account of the en-

tire struggle between Greece and Persia. His work, though not

finished throughout, is concluded,
8 and its termination with the

return of the Greek fleet from Sestos, distinctly shows that it

was not his object to trace the entire history of the Graeco-

Persian struggle, since that struggle continued for thirty years
afterwards with scarcely any intermission, until the arrangement
known as the Peace of Callias. The real intention of Herodotus

was to write the history of the Persian War of Invasion the

' See Niebuhr's Lectures on Ancient History, vol. i. p. 167, E. T. Dahlmann'a
Life of Herodotus, ch. vii. 1 (p. 102, E. T.). Mure's Literature of Greece, vol. iv.

pp. 454-5. * Herod, vii. 20, ad fin.
* As the Trojan war, and the voyage of the Argonauts (i. 5).
6 As of the Teucrian and Mysian expedition (vii. 20), and of the Ionian coloniza-

tion
(i.

146
;

vii. 94).
-' As of the incursions of the Treres, and the Cimmerian ravages preceding their

grand attack. (See the Critical Essays, Essay i.)
*

It is astonishing to find an author of Dahlmann's discernment maintaining that

the extant work of Herodotus is an "
uncompleted performance ;

"
that he " intended

to relate the expedition of Cimon, the great Egyptian war of the Athenians, and pos-

sibly the interference of the Persians in the Peloponnesian war, had his life been ex-

tended "
(Life, 1. B. c.). He admits that the "

uncompleted performance
" has "

all the

value of a work of art, rounded off in all its parts, and concluded with thoughtful de-

liberation," but attempts no account of the happy chance which has given this per-

fection to a mere fragment. Col. Mure, on the other hand, has some just remarks

(p. 468) on the fitness of the point selected by Herodotus for the conclusion of his

narrative, and the appropriateness of his winding up the whole by the final return

home of the victorious Athenian fleet from the Hellespont.
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contest which commenced with the first expedition of Mardonius,
and terminated with the entire discomfiture of the vast fleet and

army collected and led against Greece by Xerxes. The portion

of his narrative which is anterior to the expedition of Mardonius

is of the nature of an introduction, and in this a double design

may be traced, the main object of the writer being to give an

account of the rise, growth, and progress of the great Empire
which had been the antagonist of Greece in the struggle, and

his secondary aim to note the previous occasions whereon the two

races had been brought into hostile contact. Both these points
connect intimately with the principal object of the history, the

one being necessary in order to a correct appreciation of the

greatness of the contest and the glory gained by those withwhom
the victory rested, and the other giving the causes from which
the quarrel sprang, and throwing important light on the course

of the invasion and the conduct of the invaders.

Had Herodotus confined himself rigidly to these three inter-

connected heads of narration, the growth of the Persian Empire,
the previous hostilities between Greece and Persia, and the actual

conduct of the great war, his history would have been meagre
and deficient in variety. To avoid this consequence, he takes

every opportunity which presents itself of diverging from his

main narrative and interweaving with it the vast stores of his

varied knowledge, whether historical, geographical, or antiqua-
rian. He thus contrived to set before his countrymen a general
picture of the world, of its various races, and of the previous

history of those nations which possessed one
;

9

thereby giving
a grandeur and breadth to his work, which places it in the very
first rank of historical compositions.

1 At the same time he took
care to diversify his pages by interspersing amid his more serious

matter tales, anecdotes, and descriptions of a lighter character,
which are very graceful appendages to the main narrative, and

happily relieve the gravity of its geneial tone. The variety and
richness of the episodical matter in Herodotus forms thus one of
his most striking and obvious characteristics, and is noticed by
all critics

;

2 but in this very profusion there is a fresh peril, or

9 There are two remarkable exceptions which require notice. Herodotus gives us
no history either of Phoenicia or of Carthage. In the latter case there is sufficient
reason for his silence, but his omission of any sketch of Phoenician history is very sur-

prising. He certainly ought to have given an account of tho conquest or submission
of the great naval power, in which case a sketch of its previous history would have
been almost necessary. Is it possible that ignorance kept him silent?

1 The only parallels to Herodotus in this respect which modern literature fur-

nishes, are Gibbon's Decline and Fall of Rome and the recent work of Mr. Grote.
2
See, among others, Dalhmann (Life of Herod, p. 164), Niebuhr (Lectures on

Ancient History, vol. i. p. 168), and Col. Mure (Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. pp. 458-462).
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rather a multitude of perils, and it may be questioned whether
he has altogether escaped them. Episodes are dangerous to

unity. They may overlay the main narrative and oppress it by
their mere weight and number : they may be awkward and ill-

timed, interrupting the thread of the narrative at improper

places : or they may be incongruous in matter, and so break in

upon the harmony which ought to characterise a work of art. In
Herodotus the amount of the episodical matter is so great that

these dangers are increased proportionally. . Nearly one half of

the work is of this secondary and subsidiary character. 3 It is,

however, palpable to every reader who possesses the mere aver-

age amount of taste and critical discernment, that at least the

great danger has been escaped, and that the episodes of Herod-

otus, notwithstanding their extraordinary length and number,
do not injure the unity of his work, or unduly overcharge his

narrative. This result, which "
surprises

"
the modern critic,

4

has been ascribed with reason to
" two principal causes the

propriety of the occasion and mode in which the episodical mat-
ter is introduced, and the distinctness of form and substance

which the author has imparted to his principal masses/' 5 By the

exercise of great care and judgment, as well as of a good deal of

self-restraint* in these two respects, Herodotus has succeeded in

completely subordinating his episodes to his main subject, and
has prevented them from entangling, encumbering, or even un-

pleasantly interrupting the general narrative.

While, however, the mode in which Herodotus has dealt

with his episodical matter, is allowed to be in the main admi-

rable, and to constitute one of the triumphs of his genius, objec-
tion is made to a certain number of his episodes as inappropriate,
while others are regarded as misplaced. The history of the

Greek colonies of Northern Africa, contained in the fourth book,
7

and the sketch of the native Libyan races, which forms a part of

the same digression,
9 are thought to be superfluous, the connexion

between the affairs of the countries described and the main nar-

rative being too slight to justify the introduction, at any rate,
of such lengthy notices. 9 The story of Khampsinitus, in the

second book,
1
is objected to, as beneath the dignity of history,

2

*
Vid. supra, p. 23.

4
Mure, p. 459. 6 Ibid. loc. cit.

6 This self-restraint is shown both in his abstaining from the introduction of im-

portant heads of history, if they did not connect naturally with his narrative, and also

in his treatment of the histories of countries upon which his subject led him to enter.

On the latter point, see Col. Muro's remarks, vol. iv. pp. 460-1. To the former head

may be referred the omission of any history of Carthage.
7
Chs. 145-167 and 200-205. Chs. 168-199. 9

Mure, page 462.
1
Ch. 121. a

Mure, page 464.
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and the legend of Athamas in the seventh,
3 as at once frivolous

and irrelevant. 4 Among the digressions, considered to be out

of place,
5 are the

"
Summary of Universal Geography," included

in the chapter on Scythia,
6 the account of the river Aces in

Book III.,
7 the story of the amours of Xerxes,

8 and the tale of

Artayctes and the fried fish in Book IX.,
9 the letter of Demara-

tus at the close of Book VII.,
1 and the anecdote of Cyrus, with

which the work is made to terminate. 2 Much of this criticism

is too minute to need examination, at any rate in this place.
The irrelevancy or inconvenient position of occasional single

chapters or parts of chapters, constitutes so slight a blemish, that

the literary merit of the work is scarcely affected thereby, even

if every alleged case be allowed to be without excuse. 3 In only
four or five instances is the charge made at all serious, since in

no greater number is the
"
inappropriate

"
or

"
misplaced

"
epi-

sode one of any length. The longest of all is the digression on

Cyren6 and Barca, where the connexion with the main narrative

is thought to be "
slight," and the subject itself to possess

"
little historical interest." 4

But, if we regard it as one of the

especial objects of Herodotus in the introductory portion of his

work to trace the progress of hostilities between Persia and

Greece, we shall see that an account of the expedition of Aryan-
des was absolutely necessary ;

and as that expedition was not

a mere wanton aggression, but was intimately connected with
the internal politics of Gyrene, some sketch of the previous

history of that State was indispensable. With regard to the in-

trinsic interest of the episode, opinions may vary.
5 To the

Greeks, however, of his own age, for whom Herodotus wrote, the

history of an outlying portion of the Hellenic world, rarely visited

Ch. 197.
4
Mure, page 465.

Mure, pp. 463-4 and note
;

also pp. 468-9.
Herod, iv. 37 et seq.

T
Ibid. ch. 117.

8
Ibid. ix. 108-113.

Ibid. ch. 120. l
Ibid. ch. 239. 3

Ibid. ix. 122.
Five cases are of this extreme brevity, viz., the legend of Athamas, the account

of the river Acis, the tale of Artayctes, the letter of Demaratus, and the anecdote
of Cyrus. Something might be said in favour of almost all these short episodes ;

but
even were it otherwise, the difficulty (admitted by Col. Mure, p. 464, note J

) under
which ancient authors lay from the non-existence in their time of such inventions
as foot-notes and appendices would be sufficient to excuse a far more numerous list

of apparently frivolous or ill-placed digressions.
4
Mure, page 462.

6 To me the narrative appears to present several points of very great interest.
I have elsewhere noticed the important light that it throws upon the influence which
the Delphic oracle exercised on the course of Greek colonisation. Other interesting
features are the original friendliness, and subsequent hostility of the natives (chs. 158
and 159); the calling in of a foreign legislator, and him an Ionian (ch. 162); the
constitution which that legislator devised (ibid.); and the transplantation of the cap-
tured Barcaeans to the remote Bactria (ch. 204).
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and little known by the mass of the nation, especially of one

so peculiarly circumstanced as Gyrene, alone amid barbarous

tribes and the sole independent representative of the Greek

name in Africa,
6 may have been far more interesting than it is

to us, more interesting than any of those omitted histories which,
it is thought, Herodotus should have put in its place. It has

been observed that we cannot always perceive the object of

Herodotus in introducing his episodes ;

7

sometimes, no doubt, he

may have intended "
to supplant incorrect accounts,"

3 but per-

haps his design as often was to communicate information on

obscure points ;
and this object may have led him to treat at so

much length the history of the African settlements.

With regard to the digression upon the Libyan nations, it

must be acknowledged that it is introduced in a somewhat forced

and artificial manner. Had Aryandes, satrap of Egypt, really

designed the reduction of these tribes under his master's sway,
and undertaken an expedition commensurate with that grand
and magnificent object, Herodotus would have been as fully en-

titled to give an account of them as he is to describe the Scyth-
ians and their neighbours. But there are grounds for disbelieving
the statement of Herodotus with regard to Aryandes' designs.
As Dahlmann long ago observed,

" no such plan appears in the

actual enterprise."
9 Herodotus seems to have ascribed to the

Persian governor an intention which he never entertained, in

order to furnish himself with an ample pretext for bringing in a

description possessing the features which he especially affected

novelty, strangeness, and liveliness. He need not, however,
have had recourse to this artifice. Apart from any such project
on the part of the Persian chief, Herodotus was entitled to

describe the nations through whose country the troops passed,
and the various tribes bordering upon the Cyrenaica ;

after

which he might fairly have brought in the rest of his information.

This information was wanted to complete the geographic sketch

of the known world which he wished to set before his readers
;

and the right place for it was certainly that where the tribes in

question were, at least partially, brought into hostile collision

with Persia, and where an account was given of Cyren6 and

Barca, colonies situated in the midst of them, and established

in order to open a trade between them and the Greeks.

The episode on universal geography is thought to be at once

The colony of Naucratis was within the jurisdiction of the rulers of Egypt, and
besides was a mere factory.

7
Niebuhr's Lectures on Ancient History, vol. i. p. 168, note.

8
Ibid. toe. cit

" Life of Herodotus, ch. vii. 6, page 123.

VOL. I. 7
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superfluous and out of place.
1 In addition to the detailed notices

of particular countries which Herodotus so constantly supplies,

no general description of the earth was, it is said,
"
either ne-

cessary or desirable." This criticism ignores what its author

elsewhere acknowledges the intimate connexion of geography
with history when Herodotus wrote the fact that the

" accurate

division of literary labour which is consequent on a general
advance of scientific pursuit,"

2 was not made till long subse-

quently. As geography and history in this early time "went
hand in hand/'

3 it would seem that in a history which, despite the

restricted aim of its main narrative, tended to become so nearly
universal by means of digressions and episodes, the geographic
element required and naturally obtained a parallel expansion.
With respect to the place where the

"
description of the earth,"

if admitted at all, should have been inserted, which, it is

suggested, was "
the earlier portion of the text," that portion

" which treats of the great central nations of the world, Assyr-

ians, Egyptians, and Persians,"
4

it is at least open to question
whether a better opportunity could have been found for introdu-

cing the description without violence in any of the earlier books,
than is furnished by the inquiry concerning the existence of

Hyperboreans, to which the account of Scythia leads naturally,
or whether any position would have been more suitable for it

than a niche in that compartment of the work which is specially
and pre-eminently geographic. As the general account of the

earth is a question concerning boundaries and extremities, its

occurrence "in connexion with a remote and barbarous ex-

tremity
" 5

is not inappropriate, but the contrary.
The story of the amours of Xerxes interrupts, it must be

allowed, somewhat disagreeably the course of the principal nar-

rative, then rapidly verging to a conclusion, and is objectionable in

an artistic point of view. It seems, however, to be exactly one
of those cases in which "

the historian of real transactions lies

under a disadvantage as compared with the author in the more

imaginative branches of composition."
6 To have omitted the

relation altogether would have been to leave incomplete the

portraiture of the character of Xerxes, as well as to fail in

showing the gross corruption, so characteristic of an Oriental

dynasty, into which the Persian court had sunk, within two

generations from the simplicity of Cyrus. And if the story was
to be inserted, where could it most naturally come in? It

1

Mure, page 463. a
Ibid, page 456. 8

Ibid, page 68.
*

Ibid, page 463. 5 Ibid. loc. cit.
e

Ibid. p. 452.
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belonged in time to the last months of the war,
7 and personally

attached to a certain Masistes, whom nothing brought upon the

scene till after Mycale.
8 Historic propriety, therefore, required

its introduction in a place where it would detract from artistic

beauty; and Herodotus, wisely preferring matter to manner,
submitted to an artistic blemish for the sake of a historic gain.

The legend of Rhampsinitus, which is correctly said to
"
be-

long to that primeval common fund of low romance" 9 of which
traces exist in the nursery stories and other tales of nations the

most remote and diverse, would certainly offend a cultivated taste

if it occurred in a history of the Critical School
;
but in one which

belongs so decidedly to the Romantic School it may well be

borne, since it is not out of keeping with the general tone of

that style of wiiting. Standing where it does, it serves to relieve

the heaviness of a mere catalogue of royal names and deeds, the

dullest form in which history ever presents itself.

On the whole there seems to be reason to acquiesce in the

judgment of Dahlmann, who expresses his "astonishment" at

hearing Herodotus censured for his episodes, and maintains that

they are
" almost universally connected with his main object,

and inserted in their places with a beauty which highly dis-

tinguishes them." 1

Next in order to the two merits of epic unity in plan, and
rich yet well-arranged and appropriate episode, both of which

the work of Herodotus seems to possess in a high degree, may
be mentioned the excellency of his character-drawing, which,
whether nations or individuals are its object, is remarkably suc-

cessful and effective. His portraiture of the principal nations

with which his narrative is concerned the Persians, the Atheni-

ans, and the Spartans is most graphic and striking. Bra\e,

lively, spirited, capable of sharp sayings and repartees,
2 but vain,

weak, impulsive, and hopelessly servile towards their lords,
3 the

ancient Persians stand out in his pages as completely depicted

by a few masterly strokes as their modern descendants have been

by'the many touches of a Chardin or a Morier. Clearly marked
out from other barbarian races by a lightness and sprightliness of

character, which brought them near to the Hellenic type, yet

7 Herod, ix. 108. T6rf 5*^ ry<ri 2,dp$<ri fov &pa [Elp{i?s] fya rfjs Ma<r/<rru

Ibid. ch. 107.
'
Mure, page 464.

1 Life of Herodotus, ch. ix. p. 164. E. T.
a Herod, i. 127, 141

;
vi. 1

;
viii. 88, &c.

' See particularly the story of Prexaspes (iii. 35). Note also their submission

to the whip (vii. 56, 223). It requires an accumulation of the most grievous in-

juries to goad a Persian into revolt (see ix. 113).
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vividly contrasted with the Greeks by their passionate abandon*

and slavish submission to the caprices of despotic power, they

possess in the pages of Herodotus an individuality which is a

guarantee of truth, and which serves very remarkably to connect

them with that peculiar Oriental people the "Frenchmen of

the East/' as they have been called at present inhabiting their

country. Active, vivacious, intelligent, sparkling, even graceful,

but without pride or dignity, supple, sycophantic, always either

tyrant or slave, the modern Persian contrasts strongly with the

other races of the East, who are either rude, bold, proud, and

freedom-loving, like the Kurds and AfFghans, or listless and apa-

thetic, like the Hindoos. This curious continuity of character,
which however is not without a parallel,

5
very strongly confirms

the truthfulness of our author, who is thus shown, even in what

might seem to be the mere ornamental portion of his work, to

have confined himself to a representation of actual realities.

To the Persian character that of the Greeks offers, in many
points, a strong contrast a contrast which is most clearly seen

in that form of the Greek character which distinguished the

races of the Doric stock, and attained its fullest development
among the Spartans. Here again the picture drawn by Herod-
otus exhibits great power and skill. By a small number of

carefully-managed touches, by a few well-chosen anecdotes, and

by occasional terse remarks, he contrives to set the Spartans
before us, both as individuals and as a nation, more graphically
than perhaps any other writer. Their pride and independent
spirit, their entire and willing submission to their laws, their

firmness and solidity as troops, their stern sententiousness relieved

by a touch of humour,
6 are vividly displayed in his narrative.

At the same time he does not shrink from showing the dark side

of their character. The selfishness, backwardness, and over-

caution of their public policy,
7 their cunning and duplicity upon

occasion,
8 their inability to resist corrupting influences and rea-

diness to take bribes,
9 their cruelty and entire want of compas-

sion, whether towards friend or foe,
1 are all distinctly noted, and

complete a portrait not more striking in its features than con-
sonant with all that we know from other sources of the leading
people of Greece.

Herod, viii. 99
;
ix. 24.

A similar tenacity of character is observable in the case of the Greeks them-
selves, in that of the Germans (comp. Tacit. German.), and that of the Spaniards.

Herod, iii. 46; vii. 226; ix. 91.

Ibid. i. 152
;
vi. 106; viii. 4, 63; ix. 6-8, 46-7. 8

Ibid. vi. 79, 108 ; ix. 10.
Ibid. iii. 148; v. 51; vi. 72; ix. 82.

Ibid. vi. 79-80; vii. 133, 231 (cf. ix. 71, and i. 82 ad fin.)
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Similar fidelity and descriptive power are shown in the

picture which he gives us of the Athenians. Like the Spartans,

they are independent and freedom-loving, brave and skilful in

war, patriotic, and, from the time that they obtain a form of

government suited to their wants, fondly attached to it. Like

them, too, they are cruel and unsparing towards their adversaries. 2

Unlike them, they are open in their public policy, active and

enterprising almost to rashness, impulsive and so changeable in

their conduct,
3 vain rather than proud,

4 as troops possessing more
dash than firmness',

5 in manners refined and elegant;
6

witty,
7

hospitable,
8

magnificent,
y fond of display,

10
capable upon occa-

sion of greater moderation and self-denial than most Greeks,
11

and even possessing to a certain extent a generous spirit of Pan-
Hellenism. 18

Herodotus, in his admiration of the services ren-

dered by the Athenians to the common cause during the great

war, has perhaps overestimated their pretensions to this last

quality ;
at least it will be found that enlightened self-interest

sufficiently explains their conduct during that struggle ;
and

circumstances occurring both before and after it clearly show, that

they had no scruples about calling in the Persians against their

own countrymen when they expected to gain by it.
13 It ought

not to be forgotten in any estimate of the Athenian character,
that they set the example of seeking aid from Persia against
their Hellenic enemies. The circumstances of the time no doubt
were trying, and the resolve not to accept aid at the sacrifice of

their independence was worthy of their high spirit as a nation
;

but still the fact remains that the common enemy first learnt

through the invitation of Athens how much she had to hope
from the internal quarrels and mutual jealousies of the Greek
states.

In depicting other nations besides these three who play
the principal parts in his story Herodotus has succeeded best

with the varieties of barbarism existing upon the outskirts of the

1 Herod, v. 71 ; vii. 133, 137, ad fin.

Comp. v. 97, 103, with vi. 21
;
and vi. 132 with 136.

4 Ibid. i. 143.
* The Athenians are rarely successful when they act merely, on the defensive

they are defeated with great slaughter when attacked by the Eginetans on one oc-

casion (v. 85-7) ; they tiy before the mixed levies of Pisistratus (i. 63) ; they share

in the Ionian defeat at Ephesus (v. 102). On the other hand their victories are

gained by the vigour and gallantry of their attack (vl 112 ;
ix. 70, 102).

6 Herod, vi. 128-130. 7
Ibid. viii. 59, 125.

*
Ibid. vi. 35.

9 Note the frequent mention of their success in the games, a great sign of liberal

expenditure (Herod, v. 71 ;
vi. 36, 103, 122, 125, &c.)

10 Herod, viii. 124. "
Ibid. vii. 144

;
ix. 27.

w Ibid. vii. 139
;
viii. 3 and 144.

13
Ibid. v. 73 ; Thucyd. viii. 48 et seq.
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civilised world, and least well with those nations among whom
refinement and cultivation were at the highest. He seems to

have experienced a difficulty in appreciating any other phase of

civilisation than that which had been developed by the Greeks.

His portraiture of the Egyptians, despite its elaborate finish,

is singularly ineffective
;
while in the case of the Lydians and

Babylonians, he scarcely presents us with any distinctive national

features. On the other hand, his pictures of the Scythians, the

Thracians, and the wild tribes of Northern Africa, are exceed-

ingly happy, the various forms of barbarism being well contrast-

ed and carefully distinguished from one another.

Among the individuals most effectively portrayed by our

author, may be mentioned the four Persian monarchs with whom
his narrative is concerned, the Spartan kings, Cleomenes, Leon-

idas, and Pausanias, the Athenian statesmen and generals,
Themistocles and Aristides, the tyrants Periander, Polycrates,

Pisistratus, and Histiaeus the Milesian, Amasis the Egyptian
king, and Croesus of Lydia. The various shades of Oriental

character and temperament have never been better depicted
than in the representation given by Herodotus of the first four

Achsemenian kings Cyrus, the simple, hardy, vigorous moun-
tain chief, endowed with a vast ambition and with great military
genius, changing, as his empire enlarged, into the kind and

friendly paternal monarch clement, witty, polite, familiar with
his people ; Cambyses, the first form of the Eastern tyrant, in-

heriting his father's vigour and much of his talent, but spoilt by
the circumstances of his birth and breeding, violent, rash, head-

strong, incapable of self-restraint, furious at opposition, not only
cruel but brutal

; Darius, the model Oriental prince, brave,
sagacious, astute, great in the arts both of war 1 and peace, the

organiser and consolidator as well as the extender of the empire,
a man of kind and warm feeling, strongly attached to his friends,

4

clement and even generous towards conquered foes,
3

only severe

upon system where the well-being of the empire required an ex-

ample to be made
;

4 and Xerxes, the second and inferior form
1
Col. Mure says that "the general policy of Darius was directed rather to the

consolidation than to the extension of his dominions" (p. 476), and denies his pos-
session of any military genius ;

but the king who added to the empire the Indian
satrapy (Herod, iv. 44), the Chersonese (vi. 33), great part of Thrace (iv. 93

;
v. 10),

Paeonia (v. 15), Macedon (vi. 44), and the Greek islands (iii. 149
;

v. 26-7 ;
vi. 49),

cannot be considered to have disregarded the enlargement of his empire ;
and the

successful subduer of so many revolts
(i. 130; iii. 150-160; cf. Behist. Ins.), the

conqueror of Thrace (iv. 93), and the not unsuccessful conductor of the Scythian
campaign, cannot be fairly said to have wanted military talent.

2 Herod, iii. 140, 160
;
iv. 143

;
v. 11

; vi. 30.
3

Ibid. vi. 20, 119.
4

Ibid. iii. 119, 128, 159
;
iv. 84, 166

;
v. 25.
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of the tyrant, weak and puerile as well as cruel and selfish,

fickle, timid, licentious, luxurious, easily worked on by courtiers

and women, superstitious, vainglorious, destitute of all real mag-
nanimity, only upon occasion ostentatiously parading a generous
act when nothing had occurred to rutfle his feelings.

5 Nor is

Herodotus less successful in his Hellenic portraits. Themistocles

is certainly better drawn by Herodotus than by Thucydides.
His political wisdom and clearsightedness, his wit and ready

invention, his fertility in expedients, his strong love of intrigue,
his curious combination of patriotism with selfishness, his laxity
of principle amounting to positive dishonesty/ are all vividly

exhibited, and form a whole which is at once more graphic and
more complete than the sketch furnished by the Attic writer.

The character of Aristides presents a new point for admiration

in the skill with which it is hit off with the fewest possible
touches. Magnanimous, disinterestedly patriotic, transcending
all his countrymen in excellence of moral character and especially
in probity, the simple straightforward statesman comes before

us on a single occasion,
7 and his features are portrayed without

effort in a few sentences. In painting the Greek tyrants, whom
he so much detested, Herodotus has resisted the temptation of

representing them all in the darkest colours, and has carefully

graduated his portraits from the atrocious cruelties and horrible

outrages of Periander to the wise moderation and studied mild-

ness of Pisistratus. The Spartan character, again, is correctly

given under its various aspects, Leonidas being the idealized type
of perfect Spartan heroism, while Pausanias is a more ordinary

specimen of their nobler class of mind, brave and generous, but

easily wrought upon by corrupting influences,
8 Cleomenes and

Eurybiades being representatives of the two forms of evil to

which Spartans were most prone, Eurybiades weak, timorous,

vacillating, and incapable ;
Cleomenes cruel, false, and violent,

both alike open to take bribes, and ready to sacrifice the inter-

ests of the state to their own selfish ends.

It is not often that Herodotus bestows much pains on the

character of an individual who does not belong to one or other

of the two nations with which he is principally concerned, viz.

the Greeks and the Persians. But in the sketches of Croesus

and Amasis he has departed from his general rule, and has pre-

Herod, vii. 29, 136.

See Herod, viii. 4-5, 58, 108-110, 112. 7 Ibid. viii. 78-9.

See the anecdote of Pausanias banqueting, in the tent of Mardonius (ix. 82),

where the first working of the corrupting influence of wealth and luxury on a

Spartan is very cleverly shown.
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sented us with two pictures of Oriental monarchs, offering a

remarkable contrast to the Persian kings and to each other.

The character of Crcesus is rather Hellenic than barbarian
;
he

is the mildest and most amiable of despots ;
a tender and affec-

tionate parent, a faithful friend, a benevolent man. He loves

his Lydians even after they have ceased to be his subjects ;

9 he

kindly receives the fugitive Adrastus, who has no claim on his

protection, and freely forgives him after he has been the unhappy
means of inflicting on him the most grievous of injuries. Be-
sides possessing these soft and gentle qualities, he is hospitable
and magnificent, lavishly liberal to those from whom he has

received any benefit,
l

religious, and though unduly elated by pros-

perity, yet in the hour of adversity not unduly depressed, but

capable of profiting by the lessons of experience. Amasis is a
ruler of almost equal mildness

;
like Croesus, he has a leaning

towards the Greeks
;
he is also, like him, prosperous, and dis-

tinguished for liberality and magnificence ;

2

Egypt flourishes

greatly under his government, and both his internal administra-

tion and his foreign policy are eminently successful. 3 Thus far

there is a remarkable parallelism between the character and cir-

cumstances of the Egyptian and the Lydian monarch
;
but in

other respects they are made to exhibit a strong and pointed
contrast. Amasis is a man of low birth and loose habits

;
from

his youth he has lived by his wits an easy, gay, jovial life,

winning the favour both of monarch and people by his free man-
ners and ready but coarse humour. When he becomes king,

though he devotes himself with great zeal to the despatch of

business, and enacts laws of the utmost severity against such
idle and unworthy members of society as he had himself been
in time past, yet he carries with him into his new station the
same love of good living and delight in low and vulgar pleasantry
which had signalised the early portion of his career. This last

feature, which is the leading one of his character, effectually

distinguishes him from the elegant and polished Croesus, born in
the purple, and bred up amid all the refined amenities of a
luxurious court. In another respect the opposition between the
two princes is even more striking so striking, indeed, as almost
to appear artificial. Amasis, though owing more to fortune
than even the Lydian monarch, is not dazzled by her favours, or
led to forget trie instability of all things human, and the special
danger to the over-prosperous man from the "jealousy" of
Heaven. His letter to Polycrates' strongly marks this fact,

9 Herod, i. 156. 1
Ibid. i. 50-2, 54; vi. 125. a

Ibid. ii. 175-6, 180, 182.
3

Ibid. ii. 177, 182 ad fin.
4
Ibid. iii. 40.
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which in the mind of Herodotus would serve to account for the

continued and unchequered prosperity of the Egyptian king so

different from the terrible reverse which befell the too confident

The power of Herodotus to portray female character is also

worthy of notice. Unlike Thucydides, who passes over in con-

temptuous silence the part played by women in the transactions

which he undertakes to record,
5 Herodotus seizes every opportu-

nity of adding variety and zest to his narrative by carefully in-

troducing to our notice the females concerned in his events. In

Nitocris we have the ideal of a great Oriental queen, wise, grand,

magnificent, ostentatious
; prophetic in her foresight, clever

in her designs, splendid in the execution of whatever works she

takes in hand
;
the beautifier at once and the skilful protector

of her capital ;
bent on combining utility with ornament, and in

her works of utility having regard to the benefit of the great
mass of her subjects. With her Tomyris, the other female char-

acter of the first book, contrasts remarkably. Tomyris is the

perfection of a barbaric as Nitocris is of a civilised princess.
Bold and warlike rather than sagacious or prudent, noble, care-

less, confident, full of passion, she meets the great conqueror of

the East with a defiant, almost with a triumphant, air, chival-

rously invites him to cross her frontier unmolested, only anxious

for a fair fight, disdainful of petty manoeuvres, and unsuspicious
of artifices. When the civilised monarch has deluded and en-

trapped her son, she shows a single trait of womanly softness,

consenting to waive the vindication of her people's honour upon
the condition of receiving back her captured child. On the

failure of her application and the extinction of her last hope by
the voluntary death of that unhappy youth, nothing is left her

but an undying grief and a fierce and quick revenge. At the

head of her troops she engages and defeats her son's destroyer ;

and as he falls in the thick of the fight, she vents her wrath on
his dead body by insult, mutilation, and defilement, in the true

spirit of an outraged and infuriated barbarian. The whole char-

acter is in excellent keeping, and, however unhistoric, is certainly
most true to nature.

As the diversities of female character among the non-Hel-

lenic races are exhibited to our view in the persons of Tomyris
and Nitocris, so in the slight sketch of Gorgo and the more

elaborate portraiture of Artemisia Herodotus has given us oppo-

4 The omission of any reference to Aspasia, considering her political influence

and connexion with Pericles, is very remarkable. Thucydides mentions but one

woman by name in the whole course "of his narrative. (See ii. 101.)
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site and agreeable specimens of female character among the

Greeks. Gorgo is the noble, Artemisia the clever woman.

Gorgo's sphere is the domestic circle, Artemisia's the world.

Artemisia leads fleets, advises monarchs, fights battles, governs
a kingdom Gorgo saves her father in the hour of temptation,
and becomes the fitting bride of the gallant and patriotic Leon-

idas. Still neither character is a mere simple one. Gorgo adds

sense and intelligence to her high moral qualities,
6 and Artemisia

real courage to her prudence and dexterity ;

7 but these features

are subordinate, and do not disturb the general effect of contrast,
which is such as above stated. Although both ladies belong to

races of the Doric stock, Gorgo alone is the true model of a

Dorian woman
;
Artemisia represents female perfection, not ac-

cording to the Doric, but according to the ordinary Greek type.
The Dorians of Asia seem to have lost most of their distinctive

features by contact with their Ionian neighbours, and Artemisia

may be almost regarded as an embodiment of Ionian excellence.

It greatly enhances the artistic merit of these portraitures,
and the pleasure which the reader derives from them, that the

characters are made to exhibit themselves upon the scene by
word and action, and are not formally set before him by the his-

torian. Herodotus never condescends to describe a character.

His men and women act and speak for themselves, and thereby
leave an impression of life and individuality on the reader's

mind, which the most skilful word-painting would have failed of

producing. This is one of the advantages arising from that

large use by Herodotus of the dramatic element in his history, in

which it is allowed that he " has been far more generally suc-

cessful than any other classical historian." 6

To his skill in character-drawing Herodotus adds a power of

pathos in which few writers, whether historians or others, have
been his equals. The stories of the wife of Intaphernes weeping
and lamenting continually at the king's gate,

9 of Psammenitus

sitting in the suburb and seeing his daughter employed in ser-

vile offices and his son led to death, yet
"
showing no sign," but

bursting into tears when an old friend accosted him and asked
an alms

;

! of Lycophron silently and sadly enduring everything
rather than hold converse with a father who had slain his mother,
and himself suffering for his father's cruelties at the moment when
a prosperous career seemed about to open on him, are examples
of this excellence within the compass of a single book which it

would be difficult to parallel from the entire writings of any
6 Herod, vii. ad fin.

'
Ibid. iii. 119.

8
Mure, page 500.

9
Ibid. iii. 14. l

Ibid. iii. 50-3.
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other historical author. But the most eminent instance of the

merit in question is to be found in the story of Croesus. It has

been well observed that
" the volume of popular romance con-

tains few more beautifully told tales than that of the death of

Atys ;

" 2 and the praise might be extended to the whole narra-

tive of the life of Croesus from the visit of Solon to the scene

upon the pyre, which is a masterpiece of pathos, exhibiting

tragic power of the highest order. The same power is exhibited

in a less degree in the stories of the siege of Xanthus,
3 of

Tomyris,
4 of (Eobazus,

5 of Pythius,
6 of Boges,

7 and of Masistes. 8

In the last of these cases, and perhaps in one or two others, the

horrible has somewhat too large a share
;
in all, however, the

pathetic is an important and well- developed element.

It has been maintained that Herodotus, though excellent in

tragic scenes, was "
deficient in the sense of the comic properly

BO called." 9 His "good stories" and "clever sayings" are

thought to be " not only devoid of true wit, but among the most

insipid of his anecdotical details." The correctness of this judg-
ment may be questioned, not only on the general ground, that

tragic and comic power go together,
1 but by an appeal to fact

the experimentum crucis in such a case. It is of course not to be

expected in a grave and serious production like a history, that

humorous features should be of frequent occurrence : the author's

possession of the quality of humour will be sufficiently shown if

even occasionally he diversifies his narrative by anecdotes or re-

marks of a ludicrous character. Now in the work of Herodotus
there are several stories of which the predominant characteristic

is the humorous
; as, very palpably, the tale of Alcmaeon's visit

to the treasury of Croesus, when, having "clothed himself in a

loose tunic, which he made to bag greatly at the waist, and

placed upon his feet the widest buskins that he could anywhere
find, he followed his guide into the treasure-house," where he
"

fell to upon a heap of gold-dust, and in the first place packed
as much as he could inside his buskins between them and his

legs, after which he filled the breast of his tunic quite full of

gold, and then sprinkling some among his hair, and taking some
likewise in his mouth, came forth from the treasure-house scarcely
able to drag his legs along, like anything rather than a man,
with his mouth crammed full, and his bulk increased every

way."
2 The laughter of Crcesus at the sight is echoed by the

Mure's Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. p. 505.

Herod, i. 176. 4
Ibid. i. 212-4. 6 Ibid. iv. 84.

Ibid. viL 39-40. '
Ibid. vii. 107.

8 Ibid. ix. 108-113.

Mure, page 508. * See the Symposium of Plato, sub fin.
Herod, vi. 125.
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reader, who has presented to him a most ridiculous image hit off

with wonderful effect, and poeticised by the touch of imagina-

tion, which regards the distorted form as having lost all sem-

blance of humanity. It would be impossible to deny to Herod-

otus the possession of a sense of the comic if he had confined

himself to this single exhibition of it.

As a specimen of broad humour the instance here adduced is

probably the most striking that can be brought forward from the

pages of our author. 3 But many anecdotes will be found scat-

tered through them, in which the same quality shows itself in a

more subdued and chastened form. It will be enough to refer,

without quotation, to the well-known story of Hippoclides,
4 to

the fable of Cyrus,
5 the retorts of Bias, Gelo, and Themistocles,

6

the quaint remark of Megacreon,
7 the cool observation of Dien-

eces, and the two answers given by the Spartans to the envoys
of Samos. 8 Besides these anecdotical displays of a humorous

vein, Herodotus often shows his sense of the comic in his de-

scriptions of the manners and customs of barbarous nations. A
striking example is his account of the Scythian mode of sacri-

ficing in the fourth book, where he concludes his notice with the

remark that "
by this plan your ox is made to boil himself, and

other victims also to do the like/'
9 The same vein is clearly

apparent in the enumeration, contained in the same book, of the
animals said to inhabit the African "

wild-beast tract,"
"

this

is the tract in which the huge serpents are found, and the lions,
the elephants, the bears, the aspicks, and the horned asses.

Here, too, are the dog-faced creatures, and the creatures without

heads, whom the Libyans declare to have their eyes in their

breasts, and also the wild men and the wild women, and many
other far less fabulous beasts." l Touches of humour also serve
to

^

relieve his accounts of cannibalism, and prevent them from

being merely horrible, as such subjects are apt to become inmost
writers. Of this nature is his remark when speaking of the

Padaeans, who put persons to death as soon as they were at-
tacked by any malady, to prevent their flesh from spoiling, that

3 Other instances of a broad and somewhat coarse humour are to be found in the
story of Artaphernes' reply to Histiaeus (vi. 1), and of the message which Amasis
sent to Apries by Patarbemis (ii. 162).

4 Herod, vi. 129. 6
Ibid. i. 141.

6
Ibid. i. 27

;
vii. 162

;
and viii. 125.

7
Ibid. vii. 120. Col. Mure finds this story "insipid," but most readers are

amused by the lightheartednesa which could make a joke out of a calamity. The
other "

good saying" with which he finds fault (that of Megabazus concerning the
site of Byzantium, iv. 144) is not recorded by Herodotus as a witty, but as a judi-
cious remark.

8 Herod, vii. 226. 9
Ibid. iv. 61. '

Ibid. iv. 191.
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"
the man protests he is not ill in the least, but his friends will

not accept his denial
;

in spite of all he can say they kill him
and feast themselves on his body."

2 A very keen sense of the

ludicrous is implied by this perception of something laughable in

scenes of the greatest horror.

Perhaps the most attractive feature in the whole work of

Herodotus that which prevents us from ever feeling weariness

as we follow him through the nine books of his history is the

wonderful variety in which he deals. Not only historian, but

geographer, traveller, naturalist, mythologer, moralist, antiqua-

rian, he leads us from one subject to another,

' From grave to gay, from lively to severe,
"

never pursuing his main narrative for any long time without the

introduction of some agreeable episodical matter, rarely carrying
an episodical digression to such an extent as to be any severe

trial to our patience. Even as historian, the respect in which he

especially excels other writers is the diversity of his knowledge.

Contriving to bring almost the whole known world within the

scope of his story, and throwing everywhere a retrospective

glance at the earliest beginnings of states and empires, he ex-

hibits before our eyes a sort of panoramic view of history, in

which past and present, near and remote, civilised kingdoms and
barbarous communities, kings, priests, sages, lawgivers, generals,

courtiers, common men, have all their place a place at once

skilfully assigned and properly apportioned to their respective
claims on our attention. Blended moreover with this profusion
of historic matter are sketches of religions, graphic descriptions
of countries, elaborate portraitures of the extremes of savage
and civilised life, striking moral reflections, curious antiquarian
and philosophical disquisitions, legends, anecdotes, criticisms

not all perhaps equally happy, but all serving the purpose of

keeping alive the reader's interest, and contributing to the general
richness of effect by which the work is characterised. Again,
most remarkable is the variety of styles which are assumed, with

almost equal success, in the descriptions and anecdotes. The

masterly treatment of pathetic subjects, and the occasional in-

dulgence, with good effect, in a comic vein, have been already
noticed. Equal power is shown in dealing with such matters as

are tragic without being pathetic, as in the legend of Gyges/ the

9
Herod, iii. 99. Compare the description of cannibalism among the Massagetn

in the last chapter of book i., where the humour is far more subdued, but etill is

very perceptible.
3
Ibid. i. 8-12.
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story of the death of Cyrus,
4 the description of the self-destruc-

tion of Cleomenes,
5

and, above all, in the striking scene which

portrays the last moments of Prexaspes.
6 In this, and in his

account of the death of Adrastus,
7 Herodotus has, if anywhere,

reached the sublime. Where his theme is lower, he has a style

peculiarly his own, which seems to come to him without effort,

yet which is most difficult of attainment. It is simple without

being homely, familiar without being vulgar, lively without being
forced or affected. Of this, remarkable and diversified specimens
will be found in the history of the birth and early years of Cyrus,

8

and in the tale which reads like a story in the Arabian Nights
of the thieves who plundered the treasury of Khampsinitus.

9

Occasionally he exhibits another power which is exceedingly
rare that, namely, of representing the grotesque. The story of

Arion has a touch of this quality,
10 which is more fully displayed

in the account of the funeral rites of the Scythian kings.
11 Still

more remarkable, and still more important in its bearing on the

general effect of his work, is the dramatic power, so largely ex-

hibited in the abundant dialogues and in the occasional set

speeches wherewith his narrative is adorned, which by their

contrast with the ordinary historical form, and their intrinsic

excellence generally,
12 tend more perhaps than any other single

feature, to enliven his pages, and to prevent the weariness which
is naturally caused by the uniformity of continued narration.

Another excellence of Herodotus is vivid description, or the

power of setting before us graphically and distinctly that which
he desires us to see. This faculty however he does not exhibit

equally in all subjects. Natural scenery, in common with the

ancients generally, he for the most part neglects ;
and his de-

scriptions of the great works constructed by the labour of man,
1

although elaborate, fail in conveying to the minds of his readers

any very distinct impression of their appearance. The power in

question is shown chiefly in his accounts of remarkable events or

actions, which portions of his narrative have often all the beauty
and distinctness of pictures. Gyges in the bedchamber of Can-

4 Herod, i. 212-4. 6
Ibid. vi. 75. Ibid. iii. 75.

'
Ibid. i. 45. 8

Ibid. i. 108-122. 9
Ibid. ii. 121.

10
Ibid. i. 24. Ibid. iv. 71-2.

12 The set speeches of the three coiispirators in favour of democracy, aristocracy,
and monarchy respectively (iii. 80-2), must be excepted from this commendation.
They are not above the average of sophistical themes on the subject, and they are

wholly unsuited to the characters and circumstances of the persons in whose mouths
they are put. (See the foot-note ad loc.)

1 As the barrow of Alyattes (i. 93), the temple of Belus at Babylon (i. 181), the

pyramids (ii. 124, 127, 134), the labyrinth (ii. 148), and the bridge of Xerxes (vii. 36).
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daules,
2 Arion on the quarter-deck chanting the Orthian,

3 Cleobis

and Bito arriving at the temple of Juno,
4 Adrastus delivering

himself up to Croesus,
5

Megacles coming forth from the treasure-

house,
6 are pictures of the simplest and most striking kind,

presenting to us at a single glance a scene exactly suited to form
a subject for a painter. Sometimes however the description is

more complex and continuous. The charge of the Athenians at

Marathon,
7 the various contests and especially the final struggle

at Thermopylae,
8 the conflict in the royal palace at Susa between

the Magi and the seven conspirators,
9 the fight between Onesilus

and Artybius,
10 the exploits of Artemisia at Salamis,

11 the death
of Masistius and the contention for his body,

12 are specimens of

excellent description of the more complicated kind, wherein not

a single picture, but a succession of pictures, is exhibited before

the eyes of the reader. These descriptions possess all the energy,

life, and power of Homeric scenes and battles, and are certainly
not surpassed in the compositions of any prose writer.

The most obvious merit of our author, and the last which
seems to require special notice, is his simplicity. The natural

flow of narrative and sentiment throughout his work, the pre-
dominant use of common and familiar words, the avoidance of

all meretricious ornament and rhetorical artifice, have often been

remarked, and have won the approbation of almost all critics.

With Herodotus composition is not an art, but a spontaneous

outpouring. He does not cultivate graces of style, or consciously
introduce fine passages. He writes as his subject leads him,

rising with it, but never transcending the modesty of nature, or

approaching to the confines of bombast. Not only are his words

simple and common, but the structure of his sentences is of the

least complicated kind. He writes, as Aristotle observes,
1 not in

laboured periods, but in sentences which have a continuous flow,
and which only end when the sense is complete. Hence the

wonderful clearness and transparency of his style, which is never

involved, never harsh or forced, and which rarely allows the

shadow of a doubt to rest upon his meaning.
The same spirit, which thus affects his language and mode

of expression, is apparent in the whole tone and conduct of the

*
Herod, i. 9-10. '

Ibid. i. 24.
4
Ibid. i. 31.

8
Ibid. i. 45, sub init.

6
Ibid. vi. 126. See the last page.

7
Ibid. vi. 112.

8
Ibid. vii. 210-2; 223-5. 9

Ibid. Hi. 78.
10

Ibid. v. 111-2. Ibid. viii. 87.
"

Ibid. ix. 22-3.
1 See Arist. Rhet. iii. 9. Aristotle defines the \tts eiponfrq, or "continuous

style," as " that which has in itself no termination, unless the matter under narra-

tion be terminated" (fj ovtiv *x t rt\os nab' ain^t, &v w rb vpuypa \ey6ptvo9
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narrative. Everything is plainly and openly related
;
there is no

affectation of mystery; we are not tantalised by obscure allusions

or hints
;

2 the author freely and fully admits us to his confidence,

is not afraid to mention himself and his own impressions ;
intro-

duces us to his informants ;
tells us plainly what he saw and

what he heard
;
allows us to look into his heart, where there is

nothing that he needs to hide, and to become sharers alike in

his religious sentiments, his political opinions, and his feelings of

sympathy or antipathy towards the various persons or races

which he is led to mention. Hence the strong personal impres-
sion of the writer which we derive from his work, whereby,

despite the meagre notices that remain to us of his life, we are

made to feel towards him as towards an intimate acquaintance,
and to regard ourselves as fully entitled to canvass and discuss

all his qualities, moral as well as intellectual. The candour,

honesty, amiability, piety, and patriotism of Herodotus, his prim-
itive cast of mind and habits, his ardent curiosity, his strong
love of the marvellous, are familiar topics with his commentators,
who find his portrait drawn by himself with as much complete-
ness (albeit unconsciously) in his writings, as those of other

literary men have been by their professed biographers. All this

is done moreover without the slightest affectation, or undue
intrusion of his own thoughts and opinions ;

it is the mere result

of his not thinking about himself, and is as far removed from the

ostentatious display of Xenophon,
3 as from the studied conceal-

ment of Thucydides.
While the language, style, sentiments, and tone of narrative

in Herodotus are thus characterised, if we compare him with
later writers, by a natural simplicity and freedom from effort,

which constitute to a considerable extent the charm of his

writing, it is important to observe how greatly in all these

respects he is in advance of former prose authors. Justice is not
done to his merits unless some attention be given to the history
of prose composition before his time, and something like a com-

parison instituted between him and his predecessors. With
Herodotus simplicity never degenerates into baldness, or famili-

arity into what is rude and coarse. His style is full, free, and

flowing, and offers a most agreeable contrast to the stiff concise-

ness, curt broken sentences, and almost unvaried construction, of

previous historians. If we glance our eye over the fragments of

the early Greek writers that have come down to our times, we

3 The only exception is in the account of Egypt, where religious scruples occa-

sionally interfere to check his usual openness.
3 See Anab. in. i. 4-47, and thenceforth passim.
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shall be surprised to find how rude and primitive, how tame,
bald, and spiritless the productions appear to have been, even of

the most celebrated historians anterior to, or contemporary with

our author. A few specimens are subjoined
4 of the style of

4 Hecatfflus of Miletus commenced his historical work, the '

Genealogies,' as

follows :

u Thus saith Hecataeus the Milesian : That which I write, I write as the truth

seems to me. For the stories which the Greeks tell are many, and to my mind ri

diculous."

The longest of his extant fragments is thus translated by Col. Mure (Lit. of Greece,
vol. iv. p. 161):

"
Orestheus, son of Deucalion, arrived in JStolia in search of a kingdom. Here

his dog produced him a green plant. Upon which he ordered the dog to be buried

in the earth
;
and from its body sprang a vine fertile in grapes. Hence he called his

son Phytius. The son of Phytius was (Eneus, so named after the vine-plant. For
the antient Greeks called the vine (Ena. The son of (Eneus was jEtolus."

The fragments of Xanthus are very brief, and of these only one is cited in his

exact words. It shows no great advance on the style of Hecataeus :

"From Lydus descend the Lydians, from Torrhebus the Torrhebians. In lan-

guage these two races differ but little
;
and to this day they borrow from one an

other no few words, like the lonians and the Dorians."

Another, which is probably very close to his phraseology, is the following :

" The Magians marry their mothers and their daughters. They hold it lawful

also to marry their sisters. Their wives are common property; and when one
wishes to take the wife of another, they use no fraud nor violence, but the thing is

done by consent."

Of Charon of Lampsacus we possess a passage of some length, which may be

given in the translation of Col. Mure (vol. iv. pp. 169-170):
" The Bisaltians waged war against the Cardians, and were victorious in a battle.

The commander of the Bisaltians was called Onaris. This man, when a youth, had
been sold as a slave in Cardia, and had been made by his master to work at the trade

of a barber. Now there was an oracle current among the Cardians, that about that

time they should be invaded by the Bisaltians
;
and this oracle was a frequent sub-

ject of conversation among those who frequented the barber's shop. Onaris, hav-

ing effected his escape home, persuaded his countrymen to invade Cardia, and was
himself appointed leader of the expedition. But the Cardians were accustomed to

teach their horses to dance to the sound of the flute in their festivals
;
when stand-

ing upright on their hind-legs, they adapted the motions of their fore-feet to the

time of the music. Onaris, being acquainted with this custom, procured a female

flute-player from Cardia
;
and this flute-player, on her arrival in Bisaltis (?), in-

structed many of the flute-players of that city (?), whom he caused to accompany
him in his march against the Cardians. As soon as the engagem2nt commenced,
he ordered the flute-players to strike up those tunes to which the Cardian horses

were used to perform. And no sooner had the horses heard the music, than they
stood up on their hind-legs and began to dance. But the chief force of the Cardians

was in cavalry ;
and so they lost the battle."

Even Hellanicus, who outlived Herodotus, falls sometimes into the cramped and
bald style of the old logographers, as the subjoined specimens will show:

(1.) "From Pelasgus, the king of these men, and Menipp6, the daughter of Pe-

neus, was born Phrastor
;
from him sprang Amyntor ;

from him, Teutamidas ;
from

him, Nanas. In his reign the Pelasgians were driven out by the Greeks, and hav-

ing left their ships at the river Spines in the Ionian Gulf, they built at some distance

from the shore the city of Croton. From hence they proceeded to colonise the

land now called Tyrrhenia."

(2.)
" When the men came from Sparta, the Athenians related to them the story

of Orestes. At the conclusion, when both parties approved the judgment, the Athe-

nians assigned it to the ninth generation after Mars and Neptune pleaded in the

cause of Halirrhothius. Then, six generations later, Cephalus, the son of Deioneus,

VOL. I. 8.
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writing customary in his day, from which the modern reader

may form a tolerable estimate of the interval which separated

Herodotus, as a writer, from those who had preceded him an
interval so great as to render the style of composition which he

invented a sort of new art, and to entitle him to the honourable

appellation, which prescription has made indisputably his, of the

"Father of History."

who married Procris, the daughter of Erechtheus, and slew her, was condemned by
the court of Areopagus, and suffered banishment. After the trial of Daedalus for

the treacherous slaughter of his sister's son Talus, and his flight from justice, in the

third generation this Clytemnestra, the daughter of Tyndarus, who had killed Aga-
memnon and herself been killed by Orestes, caused Orestes to be brought to trial

by the Eumenides
; he, however, returned after judgment was given, and became

king of Argos. Minerva and Mars were the judges."
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HISTORY OF HERODOTUS

THE FIRST BOOK, ENTITLED CLIO.

THESE are the researches of Herodotus of Halicarnassus,
1 which

he publishes, in the hope of thereby preserving from decay the

remembrance of what men have done, and of preventing the

great and wonderful actions of the Greeks and the Barbarians

from losing their due meed of glory ; and withal to put on rec-

ord what were their grounds of feud.

1. According to the Persians best informed in history, the

Phoenicians began the quarrel. This people, who had formerly
dwelt on the shores of the Erythraean Sea,

2
having migrated to

1 This is the reading of all our MSS. Yet Aristotle, where he quotes the pas-

sage (Rhet. iii. 9), has Thurium in the place of Halicarnassus
;
that is, he cites the

final residence instead of the birth-place of the writer. (See the sketch of Herod-
otus's Life prefixed to this volume.) There is no doubt that considerable portions
of the work as it stands were written at Thurium, and it is possible that Herodotus
used the expression

" of Thurium" in his latest recension.

The mention of the author's name and country in the first sentence of his history
aeems to have been usual in the age in which Herodotus wrote. The "

Genealogies
"

of Hecataeus commenced with the words, 'EKUTOIOS Mi\^<rios eSSe /iv&elrcH. (Mul-
let's Fragm. Hist. Gr., vol. i. Fr. 332.) And the practice is followed by Thucy-
dides.

a
By the Erythraean Sea Herodotus intends, not our Red Sea, which he calls the

Arabian Gulf (*<to.wov 'Ap<f/3ios), but the Indian Ocean, or rather both the Indian

Ocean and the Persian Gulf, which latter he does not consider distinct from the

Ocean, being ignorant of its shape.
With respect to the migration of the Phoenicians from the Persian Gulf, which

is reasserted book vii. ch. 89, there seems to be no room to doubt that a very close

connexion existed between the cities of Phoenicia Proper and a number of places
about the Persian Gulf, whose names appear to indicate their Phoenician origin.
The chief of these were Tyrus, or Tylus, and Aradus, two islands in the Gulf, where,

according to Eratosthenes (ap. Strabon. xvi. p. 1090, Oxf. ed.), there were Phoe-

nician temples, and the inhabitants of which claimed the Phoenician cities on the

Mediterranean as their colonies. One of these is at the present day called Arad.
There is also a Sidodona, and a Szur, or Tur, which recall the names of Sidon and
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the Mediterranean and settled in the parts which they now in-

habit, began at once, they say, to adventure on long voyages,

freighting their vessels with the wares of Egypt and Assyria.
3

They landed at many places on the coast, and among the rest at

Argos, which was then pre-eminent above all the states included

now under the common name of Hellas. 4 Here they exposed
their merchandise, and traded with the natives for five or six

days ;
at the end of which time, when almost everything was

sold, there came down to the beach a number of women, and

among them the daughter of the king, who was, they say,

agreeing in this with the Greeks, lo, the child of Inachus. The
women were standing by the stern of the ship intent upon their

purchases, when the Phoenicians, with a general shout, rushed

upon them. The greater part made their escape, but some were

seized and carried off. lo herself was among the captives. The
Phosnicians put the women on board their vessel, and set sail for

Egypt. Thus did lo pass into Egypt, acccording to the Persian

story,
5 which differs widely from the Phoenician : and thus com-

menced, according to their authors, the series of outrages.

Tyre respectively. The only question seems to be whether the cities about the
Persian Gulf are the mother cities of those on the Mediterranean, or colonies from
them. Seetzen and Heeren incline to the latter view (Heeren's As. Nat. vol. ii. pp.

231, 415, E. T.) In favour of the former, however, is, in the first place, the double

tradition, that of the Phoenicians of Phoenicia Proper mentioned by Herodotus, and
that of the inhabitants of Tyrus and Aradus, recorded by Eratosthenes, who prob-
ably followed Androsthenes, the naval officer of Alexander; and secondly, what may
be called the argument from general probability. Lower Babylonia, the country
about the mouths of the Tigris and Euphrates, is the original seat of Semitic power,
whence it spreads northward and westward to the Euxine and to the Mediterranean.

(See the Critical Essays, Essay vi.) Asshur goes forth out of the land of Shinnr,
in the book of Genesis (x. 11); Abraham and his family pass from Ur of the Chal-
dees (Mugheir) by Charran into Syria ;

the Aramaeans can be traced in the Cuneiform

inscriptions ascending the course of the Euphrates from the Persian Gulf towards
the Mediterranean. Everything indicates a spread of the Semites from Babylonia
westward, while nothing appears of any movement in the opposite direction.

The name "
Phoenician," which connects with "

Erythraean," both meaning
"
red,"

the colour of the Semites, confirms the general connexion, but does not show in
which way the migration proceeded. In further proof of the connexion, see the

Essay appended to Book vii. "On the Early Migrations of the Phoenicians."
3 For an account of the trade of the Phoenicians, see Heeren's Asiatic Nations,

vol. ii., 'Phoenicians,' chap. iii.

4 The ancient superiority of Argos is indicated by the position of Agamemnon
at the time of the Trojan war (compare Thucyd. i. 9-10), and by the use of the
word Argive in Homer for Greek generally. No other name of a single people is

used in the same generic way.
The absence of any general ethnic title during the earlier ages is noticed by

Thucydides (i. 3). He uses the same expression rj vvv 'EAAos Ka\ovufrn previous-
ly (i. 2).

6
It is hardly possible that the Persians, properly so called, could have had any

independent knowledge of the myth of lo, for at the period of history to which the

legend refers, the Arian tribes, who were the progenitors of the Persians, were
still encamped on the banks of the Indus, and were thus entirely shut out from any
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2. At a later period, certain Greeks, with whose name they
are unacquainted, but who would probably be Cretans,

6 made a

landing at Tyre, on the Phoenician coast, and bore off the king's

daughter, Europe. In this they only retaliated; but afterwards

the Greeks, they say, were guilty of a second violence. They
manned a ship of war, and sailed to ^Ea, a city of Colchis,

7 on
the river Phasis

;
from whence, after despatching the rest of the

business on which they had come, they carried off Medea, the

daughter of the king of the land. The monarch sent a herald

into Greece to demand reparation of the wrong, and the restitu-

tion of his child
;
but the Greeks made answer, that having re-

ceived no reparation of the wrong done them in the seizure of lo

the Argive, they should give none in this instance.

3. In the next generation afterwards, according to the same

authorities, Alexander the son of Priam, bearing these events in

mind, resolved to procure himself a wife out of Greece by vio-

lence, fully persuaded, that as the Greeks had not given satisfac-

contact with the Western world. The acquaintance even of the Assyrians and

Babylonians with the Greeks was of a comparatively modern date. Sargon, indeed,
who in the Cuneiform Inscriptions first mentions the Greeks, having in about B. c.

709 received tribute in Babylon from the Grecian colonists of Cyprus, and having
subsequently conducted an expedition to that island, speaks of them as

" the seven

kings of the Yaha tribes of the country of Yavnan (or Yunan}, who dwelt in an
island in the midst of the Western sea, at the distance of seven days from the

coast, and the name of whose country had never been heard by my ancestors, the

kings of Assyria and Chaldaea, from the remotest times, &c. &c. &c. It is at the

same time far from improbable that this name of Fa/m, which the Assyrians ap-

plied to the piratical Greeks of Cyprus, may have suggested the memory of the

buccaneering stories which the Phrenicians and the Persians (of Syria?) told to

Herodotus in illustration of the myth of lo. And it is further worthy of remark,
that the name, thus first brought before us in its Asiatic form, may perhaps furnish

an astronomical solution for the entire fable
;
for as the wanderings of the Greek

lo have been often compared with the erratic course of the moon in the heavens,

passing in succession through all the signs of the zodiac, so do we find that in the

ante-Semitic period there was also an identity of name, the Egyptian title of the

moon being Yak, and the primitive Chaldiean title being represented by a Cuneiform

sign, which is phonetically Ai, as in modern Turkish. [H. C. R.]
*
Since no other Greeks were thought to have possessed a navy in these

early times. Compare Thucyd. i. 4 MJVWS iraXairaros uv aicoy

7 The commentators have found some difficulty in showing why the Colchians

should have been held responsible for an outrage committed by the Phoenicians,
and have been obliged to suggest that it was merely owing to their equally belong-

ing to the comity of Asiatic nations; but the traditions of mutual responsibility are

more readily explained by our remembering that there was a close ethnic relation-

ship between the two nations, Colchis in the time of the Argonauts being peopled by
the same Cushite or (so-called) Ethiopian race, which in the remote age of Inachus,
and before the arrival of the Semites in Syria, held the seaboard of Phoenicia. The

primitive Medes were one of the principal divisions of the great Cushite or Scythic race,

and their connexion with Colchis and Phoenicia is marked by the myth ofMedca'm one

quarter, and of Andromeda in the other. So too all the ancient Scythic monuments
of Northern Media and Armenia are referred by Strabo to the Argonauts, Jason,
as the husband of Medea, being the eponymous hero of the race. [H. C. R.]
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tion for their outrages, so neither would he be forced to make any
for his. Accordingly he made prize of Helen

; upon which the

Greeks decided that, before resorting to other measures, they
would send envoys to reclaim the princess and require reparation
of the wrong. Their demands were met by a reference to the

violence which had been offered to Medea, and they were asked

with what face they could now require satisfaction, when they
had formerly rejected all demands for either reparation or resti-

tution addressed to them. 8

4. Hitherto the injuries on either side had been mere acts of

common violence
;
but in what followed the Persians consider

that the Greeks were greatly to blame, since before any attack

had been made on Europe, they led an army into Asia. Now as

for the carrying off of women, it is the deed, they say, of a

rogue ;
but to make a stir about such as are carried off, argues

a man a fool. Men of sense care nothing for such women, since

it is plain that without their own consent they would never be

forced away. The Asiatics, when the Greeks ran off with their

women, never troubled themselves about the matter
;
but the

Greeks, for the sake of a single Lacedaemonian girl, collected a

vast armament, invaded Asia, and destroyed the kingdom of

Priam. Henceforth they ever looked upon the Greeks as their

open enemies. For Asia, with all the various tribes of barba-

rians that inhabit it, is regarded by the Persians as their own;
but Europe and the Greek race they look on as distinct and

separate.
9

8
Aristophanes in the Acharnians (488-494) very wittily parodies the opening

of Herodotus's history. Professing to give the causes of the Peloponnesian war,

Kal ravra fJLfv 5^ (TfJUKpa K0.iri-)(<apia.'

iropmrjv 5e ^ifjiai&a.i' iovrfs MfydpaSc
veaviai K\irrovffi jwe&uo-o/cdVTajSoi,

KoLy of Mfyapys oSwats irpvaiyy(aij.voi

"EAA.Tj<ri iraffiv e/c rpitav \aiKaarpiiav.
488-494.

" This was nothing,
Smacking too much of our accustomed manner
To give offence. But here, sirs, was the rub :

Some sparks of ours, hot with the grape, had stol'n
A mistress of the game Sinwtha named
From the Megarians : her doughty townsmen
(For the deed moved no small extent of anger)
Keveng'd the affront upon Aspasia's train,
And bore away a brace of her fair damsels.
All Greece anon gave note of martial prelude.
And what the cause of war ? marry, three women.

MITCHELL, p. 70-2.

This is the earliest indication of a knowledge of the work of Herodotus on the part
of any other Greek writer.

9 The claim made by the Persians to the natural lordship of Asia was convenient
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5. Such is the account which the Persians give of these

matters. 1

They trace to the attack upon Troy their ancient en-

mity towards the Greeks. The Phoenicians, however, as regards

lo, vary from the Persian statements. They deny that they
used any violence to remove her into Egypt; she herself, they

say, having formed an intimacy with the captain, while his ves-

sel lay at Argos, and suspecting herself to be with child, of her

own freewill accompanied the Phoenicians on their leaving the

shore, to escape the shame of detection and the reproaches of

her parents. Which of these two accounts is true I shall not

trouble to decide. I shall proceed at once to point out the per-
son who first within my own knowledge commenced aggressions
on the Greeks, after which I shall go forward with my history,

describing equally the greater and the lesser cities. For the

cities which were formerly great, have most of them become in-

significant; and such as are at present powerful, were weak in

the olden time. 2 I shall therefore discourse equally of both,

as furnishing them with pretexts for such wars as it suited their policy to engage
in with non-Asiatic nations. The most remarkable occasion on which they availed

themselves of such a plea was when Darius invaded Scythia. According to Herod-
otus he asserted, and the Scythians believed, that his invasion was designed to

punish them for having attacked the Medes, and held possession of Upper Asia for

a number of years, at a time when Persia was a tributary nation to Media. (See
Herod, iv. land 118-9.)

1
It is curious to observe the treatment which the Greek myths met with at the

hands of foreigners. The Oriental mind, quite unable to appreciate poetry of such
a character, stripped the legends bare of all that beautified them, and then treated

them, thus vulgarised, as matters of simple history. lo, the virgin priestess, belov-

ed by Jove, and hated by jealous Juno, metamorphosed, Argus-watched, and gadfly-
driven from land to land, resting at last by holy Nile's sweet-tasting stream, and
there becoming mother of a race of hero-kings, is changed to lo, the paramour of a

Phoenician sea-captain, flying with him to conceal her pregnancy, and so carried to

Egypt whither his ship was bound. The Phoenicians and the Persians are equally

prosaic in their versions of the story, so that it seems the Semitic race was as un-

able to enter into the spirit of Greek poesy as the Arian. Both indeed appear to

have been essentially unpoetical, the Semitic race only warming into poetry under
the excitement of devotional feeling, the Arian never capable of anything beyond
sparkling prettiness and exuberant, sometimes perhaps elegant fancy.

Herodotus, left to himself, has no tendency to treat myths in this coarse,
rationalistic way : witness his legends of Croesus, Battus, Labda, &c. His spirit is

too reverent, and, if we may so say, credulous. The supernatural never shocks or

startles him. It is a mistake of Pausanias (n. xvi. 1) to call this story of lo's

passage into Egypt
" the way in which Herodotus says she went there." Herodotus

is only reporting what was alleged by the Persians.

The legend of lo forms a beautiful episode in the Prometheus Vinctus of

jEschylus (572-905). That of Medea is introduced into one of the most magnificent
of the Odes of Pindar. (Pyth. iv. 119-458.)

2

Thucydides remarks on the small size to which Mycenaa had dwindled com
pared with its former power (i. 10). Herodotus would have remarkable examples
of decline in his own neighbourhood, both when he dwelt in Asia Minor, and after

he removed to Italy. Phocaea in the former country, and Sybaris in the latter, near

the ruins of which Thurium rose, would be notable instances.
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convinced that human happiness never continues long in one

stay.

6. Croesus, son of Alyattes, by birth a Lydian, was lord of all

the nations to the west of the river Halys.
3 This stream, which

separates Syria
4 from Paphlagonia, runs with a course from south

to north,
5 and finally falls into the Euxine. So far as our know-

ledge goes, he was the first of the barbarians who held relations

with the Greeks, forcing some of them to become his tributaries,
and entering into alliance with others. He conquered the Moli-

ans, lonians, and Dorians of Asia, and made a treaty with the

Lacedaemonians. Up to that time all Greeks had been free. For
the Cimmerian attack upon Ionia, which was earlier than Crcesus,
was not a conquest of the cities, but only an inroad for plundering.

7. The sovereignty of Lydia, which had belonged to the Her-

aclides, passed into the family of Crcesus, who were called the

Mermnadae, in the manner which I will now relate. There was
a certain king of Sardis, Candaules by name, whom the Greeks
call Myrsilus.

6 He was a descendant of Alcaeus, son of Hercules.

3 If the name of the Halys be derived from a Semitic source, we may compare
the roots ^>h in Hebrew, or JL^. in Arabic, signifying

" to be twisted," and sup-

pose the epithet to refer to the tortuous course of the river. There are names in-

deed in the early Cuneiform inscriptions, Khula and Khuliya, which must either

refer to this river, or to the upper course of the Euphrates. They are probably also

connected with XoAoj8?7T7)T7 (Khul of Bitan, the latter term being the ancient As-

syrian name of Armenia) and with the Hul of Scripture, Gen. x. 23
;
see Bochart's

Phaleg. lib. ii. c. 9. The upper course of the Tigris is likewise named Khali in the

inscriptions, which may be of kindred etymology. [H. C. R.]
4
By Syria Herodotus here means Cappadocia, the inhabitants of which he calls

Syrians (i. 72, and vii. 72), or Cappadocian Syrians (2upiovv KcmraSd/cas, i. 72).
Strabo called them "white Syrians" (xii. p. 788, Oxf. ed.). For arguments in fa-

vour of their Semitic origin, see Prichard's Researches, vol. iv. pp. 560-1.
Herodotus regards the words Syria and Assyria, Syrians and Assyrians, as in re-

ality the same (vii. 63) ;
in his use of them, however, as ethnic appellatives, he al-

ways carefully distinguishes. Syria is the tract bounded on the north by the
Euxine

;
on the west by the Halys, Cilicia, and the Mediterranean; on the east by

Armenia and the desert
;
and on the south by Egypt. Assyria is the upper portion

of the Mesopotamian valley, bounded on the north by Armenia, on the west by
v

.he

desert, on the south by Babylonia, and on the east by the Medes and Matieui. [The
only true word is Assyria, from Asshur. Syria is a Greek corruption of the genuine
term. H. C. R.]

5
It has been thought (Larcher, vol. i. p. 173) that Herodotus placed the source

of the Halys in the range of Taurus, near Iconium, the modern K6nia, and regarded
the river as having from its source to its embouchure a uniform direction from south
to north

;
but from the more elaborate description in ch. 72 of this book it appears

that this was not his belief. He there places the source of the stream in the moun-
tains of Armenia, and says, that after running through Cilicia it passes the Matieni
and the Phrygians, and then flows with a north course between the countries of Paph-
lagonia and Cappadocia. Thus his statements are reconcilable with those of Arrian
(Peripl. Pont. Eux. p. 127), and with the real course of the Kizil-Irmak.

6 That is, son of Myrsus, a patronymic of a Latin, or perhaps it should rather
be said, of an Italic, type. [So Larthial-i-sa,

" the wife of the son of Larthius." This
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The first king of this dynasty was Agron, son of Ninus, grandson
of Belus, and great-grandson of Alcaeus

; Candaules, son of

Myrsus, was the last.
7 The kings who reigned before Agron

sprang from Lydus, son of Atys, from whom the people of the

land, called -previouslyMseonians,
8 received the name of Lydians.

The Heraclides, descended from Hercules and the slave-girl of

Jardanus,
9

having been entrusted
by these princes with the man-

agement of affairs, obtained the kingdom by an oracle.
1 Their

rule endured for two and twenty generations of men, a space of

five hundred and five years,
2
during the whole of which period,

from Agron to Candaules, the crown descended in the direct line

from father to son.

single example, of which hardly any notice has been taken, is probably the strongest

argument we possess in favour of the Lydian origin of the Etruscans. H. C. R.J
1 The best and latest authorities seem to be now agreed on the Semitic descent

of the Lydians (see Movers's '

die Phrenicier,' i. 475
;
and Ottf. Miiller,

' Sandon und
Sardanapal,' p. 38, &c.), and the near synchronism of the commencement and dura-

tion of the Assyrian and Lydian Empires, together with the introduction by Herod-
otus of the Assyrian names of Belus and Ninus in the genealogy of Candaules are

certainly in favour of his belief in the connexion
;
but on the other hand, there is

no trace in the Assyrian inscriptions of Semitic names beyond the range of Taurus,
nor is it easy to believe, if the intervening countries of Cilicia and Cappadocia were

peopled by Scyths, that Assyrian colonists could have penetrated beyond them so

far to the westward. Again the remarkable Latinism preserved in the form of Myr-
silus for

" the son of Myrsus
"

is a strong argument against the Semitic origin of the

Lydians, and to whatever race the Heracleids belonged, among whom are found the

Assyrian names, in a later age, at any rate, the language of the Lydians was most

certainly Indo-Germanic ;
for the famous Xanthus has left it on record that Sardis

in the vernacular dialect of his day signified "a year" (being given as an honorary
epithet to the city

"
-r^s nn^v 'HAiW) ;

and this is pure Arian, Sarat or Sard being
the word used for

" a year
"
in Sanscrit and Armenian, and being retained in old

Persian under the form of Thrada, and in modern Persian as Sal. Consult Xanthus

apud Lyd. de mensibus, iii. 14, p. 112; Ed. Roether. [H. C. R.]
* Homer knows only of Maeonians, not of Lydians (II. ii. 864-6). Xanthus spoke

of the Lydians as obtaining the name at a comparatively late period in their history

(Fragm. i. ed. Didot). Niebuhr (Roman Hist., vol. i. p. 108, E. T.) regards the

Lydians as a distinct people from the Maeonians, and as their conquerors. The sub-

ject is discussed in the Critical Essays, Essay i.
" On the Early Chronology and

History of Lydia."
9 Jardanus was the husband, or, according to some accounts, the father, of Om-

phale. Hercules, while in her service, was said to have formed an intimacy with

one of her female slaves, by name Malis, who bore him a son, Acelus (Hellanicus,

Fragm. 102, ed. Didot). Herodotus seems to suppose her to have been also the

mother of Agron.
1 This would be important, if we could depend on it as historical. The Asiatics

seem to have had no oracles of their own. They had modes of divination (infra, ch.

78 ; Dino. Fr. 8 ; Polycharm. Frs. 1, 2), but no places where prophetic utterances

were supposed to be given by divine inspiration. Under these circumstances they

recognised the supernatural character of the Greek oracles, and consulted them (vide

infra, chaps. 14, 19, 46, &c). It would be interesting to know that the intercourse

had begun in the 13th century B. c.
a Herodotus professes to count three generations to the century (ii. 142), thus

making the generation 33 years. In this case the average of the generations is

but 23 years. There is no need, however, to alter the text, as Larcher does, for

Herodotus does not here calculate, but intends to state facts.
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8. Now it happened that this Candaules was in love with his

own wife
;
and not only so, but thought her the fairest woman in

the whole world. This fancy had strange consequences. There

was in his body-guard a man whom he specially favoured, Gyges,
the son of Dascylus. All affairs of greatest moment were en-

trusted by Candaules to this person, and to him he was wont to

extol the surpassing beauty of his wife. So matters went on for

a while. At length, one day, Candaules, for he was fated to end

ill, thus addressed his follower : "I see thou dost not credit what
I tell thee of my lady's loveliness

;
but come now, since men's

ears are less credulous than their eyes, contrive some means

whereby thou mayest behold her naked." At this the other loudly

exclaimed, saying,
" What most unwise speech is this, master,

which thou hast uttered ? Wouldst thou have me behold my
mistress when she is naked ? Bethink thee that a woman, with

her clothes, puts off her bashfulness. Our fathers, in time past,

distinguished right and wrong plainly enough, and it is our wis-

dom to submit to be taught by them. There is an old saying,
c Let each look on his own/ I hold thy wife for the fairest of all

womankind. Only, I beseech thee, ask me not to do wickedly."
9. Gyges thus endeavoured to decline the king's proposal,

trembling lest some dreadful evil should befall him through it.

But the king replied to him,
"
Courage, friend

; suspect me
not of the design to prove thee by this discourse

;
nor dread thy

mistress, lest mischief befal thee at her hands. Be sure I will

so manage that she shall not even know that thou hast looked

upon her. I will place thee behind the open door of the chamber
in which we sleep. When I enter to go to rest she will follow me.
There stands a chair close to the entrance, on which she will lay
her clothes one by one as she takes them off. Thou wilt be able

thus at thy leisure to peruse her person. Then, when she is

moving from the chair toward the bed, and her back is turned
on thee, be it thy care that she see thee not as thou passest
through the door-way.

10. Gyges, unable to escape, could but declare his readiness.

Then Candaules, when night came, led Gyges into his sleeping-
chamber, and a moment after the queen followed. She came in,
and laid her garments on the chair, and Gyges gazed on her.

After a while she moved toward the bed, and her back being
then turned, he glided stealthily from the apartment. As he
was passing out, however, she saw him, and instantly divining
what had happened, she neither screamed as her shame impelled
her, nor even appeared to have noticed aught, purposing to take

vengeance upon the husband who had so affronted her. For
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among the Lydians, and indeed among the barbarians generally,

it is reckoned a deep disgrace, even to a man, to be seen naked. 3

11. No sound or sign of intelligence escaped her at the time.

But in the morning, as soon as day broke, she hastened to choose

from among her retinue, such as she knew to be most faithful to

her, and preparing them for what was to ensue, summoned

Gyges into her presence. Now it had often happened before that

the queen had desired to confer with him, and he was accustomed

to come to her at her call. He therefore obeyed the summons,
not suspecting that she knew aught of what had occurred. Then
she addressed these words to him :

" Take thy choice, Gyges, of

two courses which are open to thee. Slay Candaules, and thereby
become my lord, and obtain the Lydian throne, or die this mo-
ment in his room. So wilt thou not again, obeying all behests

of thy master, behold what is not lawful for thee. It must
needs be, that either he perish by whose counsel this thing was

done, or thou, who sawest me naked, and so didst break our

usages." At these words Gyges stood awhile in mute astonish-

ment
; recovering after a time, he earnestly besought the queen

that she would not compel him to so hard a choice. But finding
he implored in vain, and that necessity was indeed laid on him
to kill or to be killed, he made choice of life for himself, and

replied by this
inquiry

:

" If it must be so, and thou compellest
me against my will to put my lord to death, come, let me hear
how thou wilt have me set on him." " Let him be attacked,"
she answered,

" on that spot where I was by him shown naked
to you, and let the assault be made when he is asleep."

12. All was then prepared for the attack, and when night
fell, Gyges, seeing that he had no retreat or escape, but must

absolutely either slay Candaules, or himself be slain, followed his

mistress into the sleeping-room. She placed a dagger in his

hand, and hid him carefully behind the self-same door. Then

Gyges, when the king was fallen asleep, entered privily into the

chamber and struck him dead. Thus did the wife and kingdom
of Candaules pass into the possession of his follower Gyges, of

whom Archilochus the Parian, who lived about the same time,
4

made mention in a poem written in Iambic trimeter verse.

8 The contrast between the feelings of the Greeks and the barbarians on this

point is noted by Thucydides (i. 6), where we learn that the exhibition of the naked
person was recent, even with the Greeks (T& iroAai al Iv r<f 'OAu/tTnaicy aywvt 5m-

/>l
T* eu'Soia of a&ATjTal iiyuvi&rro, Kal ou woAAoi err}

4 The age of Archilochus is a disputed point. Mr. Clinton places him B. c. 708-
665 (F. H. vol. i. 01. 18. 23, 2. &c.). Mr. Grote is of opinion that this is

" a half cen-

tury too high
"
(History of Greece, vol. iii. p. 333, note 3

).
There are strong grounds
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13. Gyges was afterwards confirmed in the possession of the

throne by an answer of the Delphic oracle. Enraged at the

murder of their king, the people flew to arms, but after a while

the partisans of Gyges came to terms with them, and it was

agreed that if the Delphic oracle declared him king of the Lydi-

ans, he should reign ;
if otherwise, he should yield the throne to

the Heraclides. As the oracle was given in his favour he became

king. The Pythoness, however, added that, in the fifth genera-
tion from Gyges, vengeance should come for the Heraclides

;
a

prophecy of which neither the Lydians nor their princes took

any account till it was fulfilled. Such was the way in which
the Mermnadae deposed the Heraclides, and themselves obtained

the sovereignty.
14. When Gyges was established on the throne, he sent no

small presents to Delphi, as his many silver offerings at the

Delphic shrine testify. Besides this silver he gave a vast num-
ber of vessels of gold, among which the most worthy of mention
are the goblets, six in number, and weighing altogether thirty

talents, which stand in the Corinthian treasury, dedicated by
him. I call it the Corinthian treasury, though in strictness of

speech it is the treasury not of the whole Corinthian people, but
of Cypselus, son of Eetion.4* Excepting Midas, son of Gordias/

for believing that Archilochus was later than Callinus (Clinton, vol. i. 01. 17), who
is proved by Mr. Grote to have written after the great Cimmerian invasion in the

reign of Ardys. But there is nothing to show at what time in the reign of Ardys
this invasion happened. Archilochus may have been contemporary both with Gyges
and Ardys. The Cimmerian invasion may have been early in the reign of the latter

prince, say B. c. 675. Archilochus may have flourished B. c. 708-665, and yet have
witnessed the great invasion, and (as Strabo and Clement argue) have outlived Cal-
linus. It seems better to raise our date for the Cimmerian invasion, which (in Mr.
Grote's words)

"
appears fixed for some date in the reign of Ardys," but which is not

fixed to any particular part of his long reign of 49 years, than to disregard all the
authorities (Herodotus, Cicero, Clemens, Tatian, Cyril, ^Elian, Proclus, &c.) who
place Archilochus in the reign of Gyges, or a little afterwards.

A line of Archilochus, in which mention was made of Gyges, has been preserved
Off m<n ra Tvyfu rov Tro\vxpvffuv /j.t\fi (Ar. Rhet. Ui. 17, Plut. Mor. ii. p. 470, C).

If it had been spoken in his own person, it would have settled the question of his

date, but we learn from Aristotle that it was put in the mouth of one of his
characters.

4 * The offerings of Cypselus to Delphi and other shrines are spoken of by several
writers. (Pausan. V. ii. 4

;
Plut. Sept. Sap. Agaclyt. ap. Phot, in KwJ/A.i5o>j> &vd-

&/M-) See note on book ii. ch. 167, ad fin. That the Corinthians in later times

sought to substitute in the titles of the offerings the name of their state for that of
their quondam king, is apparent from the story which Pausanias tells.

5 In the royal house of Phrygia, the names Midas and Gordias seem to have al-

ternated perpetually, as in that of Gyrene" the names Battus and Arcesilaus. Every
Phrygian king mentioned in ancient history is either Midas, son of Gordias, or Gor-
dias son of Midas. Bouhier (Dissertations, ch. viii.) reckons four kings of Phrygia
named Midas, each the son of a Gordias. Three of these are mentioned in Herodo-
tus. (See, besides the present passage, i. 35, and viii. 138.)

The tomb of which a representation is given by Texier, is the burial-place ap-
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king of Phrygia, Gyges was the first of the barbarians whom we
know to have sent offerings to Delphi. Midas dedicated the

royal throne whereon he was accustomed to sit and administer

justice, an object well worth looking at. It lies in the same

place as the goblets presented by Gyges. The Delphians call

the whole of the silver and the gold which Gyges dedicated,
after the name of the donor, Gygian.

6

As soon as Gyges was king he made an inroad on Miletus

and Smyrna,
7 and took the city of Colophon. Afterwards, how-

ever, though he reigned eight and thirty years, he did not

perform a single noble exploit. I shall therefore make no fur-

ther mention of him, but pass on to his son and successor in the

kingdom, Ardys.
15. Ardys took Priene8 and made war upon Miletus. In

his reign the Cimmerians, driven from their homes by the

nomades of Scythia, entered Asia and captured Sardis, all but
the citadel. 9 He reigned forty-nine years, and was succeeded by
his son, Sadyattes, who reigned twelve years. At his death,
his son Alyattes mounted the throne.

16. This prince waged war with the Medes under Cyaxares,
the grandson of Deioces,

9a drove the Cimmerians out of Asia,

conquered Smyrna, the Colophonian colony,
1 and invaded Cla-

zomenge. From this last contest he did not come off as he could

have wished, but met with a sore defeat : still, however, in the

patently of one of these kings. It is at Doganlu, near Kutaya (Cotyseum), in the

ancient Phrygia ;
and has two inscriptions, which may be read thus :

1. Ares ApKtaepay aKtvavoyafo? MtSat yafayra.fi favaKTfi eSues.

2. BajSa Mejuejrcu? Tlpotrafos Kfi yavafeyos 2uccfjiai> 5ar.

(See Texier's Asie Mineure, vol. i. p. 155
;
and compare the Essay

" On the Ethnic
Affinities of the Nations of Western Asia," where these and some other Phrygian
inscriptions are considered.)

8

Theopompus (Fr. 219) and Phanias of Eresus (Fr. 12) said that these were the

first gold and silver offerings which had been made to the shrine at Delphi.
7 To this war belongs, apparently, the narrative which Plutarch quotes from

Dositheiis (Dosith. Fr. 6), who wrote a Lydian History. The Smyrnaeans seem to

have been hard pressed, but by a stratagem, which they commemorated ever after-

wards by the festival of the Eleutheria, destroyed the army which had been sent

against them. According to one account, Gyges and his Lydians had actually seized

the city, when the Smyrnaeans rose up and expelled them. (Pausan. iv. xxi. 3.)

Mimnermus, the elegiac poet, celebrated the event in one of his pieces. (Ibid. ix.

xxix. 2.)
8 Mr. Grote says,

" This possession cannot have been maintained, for the city

appears afterwards as autonomous "(History of Greece, vol. Hi. p. 301); but I have
been unable to find any authority for the latter statement. No Ionian city, once

conquered by any Lydian king, recovers its independence. The encroachments were

progressive, and were maintained in all cases.
9 For an account of this and the other inroads of the Cimmerians, see Essay i.

9 Vide infra, chaps. 73-4. * Vide infra, ch. 150.
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course of his reign, he performed other actions very worthy of

note, of which I will now proceed to give an account.

17. Inheriting from his father a war with the Milesians, he

pressed the siege against the city by attacking it in the following

manner. When the harvest was ripe on the ground he marched

his army into Milesia to the sound of pipes and harps, and

flutes masculine and feminine. 2 The buildings that were scat-

tered over the country he neither pulled down nor burnt, nor

did he even tear away the doors, but left them standing as they
were. He cut down, however, and utterly destroyed all the trees

and all the corn throughout the land, and then returned to his

own dominions. It was idle for his army to sit down before the

place, as the Milesians were masters of the sea. The reason that

he did not demolish their buildings was, that the inhabitants

might be tempted to use them as homesteads from which to go
forth to sow and till their lands

;
and so each time that he in-

vaded the country he might find something to plunder.
18. In this way he carried on the war with the Milesians for

eleven years, in the course of which he inflicted on them two
terrible blows

;
one in their own country in the district of

Limeneium, the other in the plain of the Maeander. During six

of these eleven years, Sadyattes, the son of Ardys, who first

lighted the flames of this war, was king of Lydia, and made the

incursions. The five following years only belong to the reign of

Alyattes, son of Sadyattes, who (as I said before) inheriting the

war from his father, applied himself to it unremittingly. The
Milesians throughout the contest received no help at all from

any of the lonians, excepting those of Chios, who lent them

troops in requital of a like service rendered them in former times,
the Milesians having fought on the side of the Chians during the
whole of the war between them and the people of Erythrse.

19. It was in the twelfth year of the war that the following
mischance occurred from the firing ofthe harvest-fields. Scarcely

.

a Aulus Gellius understood the " male and female flutes," as flutes played by
men, and flutes played by women (Noct. Attic, i. 11). But it is more probable that
flutes of different tones or pitches are intended. (See the essay of Bottiger, Ueber
die Lydische Doppelflote,' in Wieland's Attisch. Mus. vol. i. part ii. p. 334.) The
flute, the pitch of which was lower, would be called male ; the more treble or shrill-

sounding one would be the female. It is possible that the two flutes represented
respectively the Lydian and Phrygian musical scales, as Larcher conjectures (note
on the passage, vol. i. p. 192). If this were the case, however, the male flute would
be the Phrygian, the female flute the Lydian : for the Lydian musical scale was more
highly pitched than the Phrygian. Larcher states exactly the reverse of the truth
when he says,

" Les flutes Lydienes dont le son etoit grave, et les Phrygienes, qui I

avoient le son aigu." (See the article on Greek Music in Smith's Dictionary of An- I

tiquities, contributed by Professor Donkin.)
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had the corn been set a-light when a violent wind carried the

flames against the temple of Minerva Assesia, which caught fire,

and was burnt to the ground. At the time no one made any
account of the circumstance

;
but afterwards, on the return of

the army to Sardis, Alyattes fell sick. His illness continuing,
either advised thereto by some friend, or perchance himself con-

ceiving the idea, he sent messengers to Delphi to inquire of the

god concerning his malady. On their arrival the Pythoness
declared that no answer should be given them until they had
rebuilt the temple of Minerva, burnt by the Lydians at Assesus
in Milesia.

20. Thus much I know from information given me by the

Delphians ;
the remainder of the story the Milesians add.

The answer made by the oracle came to the ears of Periander,
son of Cyj-selus, who was a very close friend to Thrasybulus,

tyrant of Miletus at that period. He instantly despatched a

messenger to report the oracle to him, that Thrasybulus fore-

warned of its tenor, might the better adapt his measures to the

posture of affairs.

21. Alyattes, the moment that the words of the oracle were

reported to him, sent a herald to Miletus in hopes of concluding
a truce with Thrasybulus and the Milesians for such a time as

was needed to rebuild the temple. The herald went upon his

way ;
but meantime Thrasybulus had been apprised of every-

thing ;
and conjecturing what Alyattes would do, he contrived

this artifice. He had all the corn that was in the city, whether

belonging to himself or to private persons, brought into the

market-place, and issued an order that the Milesians should

hold themselves in readiness, and, when he gave the signal, should,
one and all, fall to drinking and revelry.

22. The purpose for which he gave these orders was the fol-

lowing. He hoped that the Sardian herald, seeing so great store

of corn upon the ground, and all the city given up to festivity,

would inform Alyattes of it, which fell out as he anticipated.
The herald observed the whole, and when he had delivered his

message, went back to Sardis. This circumstance alone, as I

gather, brought about the peace which ensued. Alyattes, who
had hoped that there was now a great scarcity of corn in

Miletus, and that the people were worn down to the last pitch
of suffering, when he heard from the herald on his return from

Miletus, tidings so contrary to those he had expected, made a

treaty with the enemy by which the two nations became close

friends and allies. He then built at Assesus two temples to

VOL. I. 9
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Minerva instead of one,
3 and shortly after recovered from his

malady. Such were the chief circumstances of the war which

Alyattes waged with Thrasybulus and the Milesians.

23. This Periander, who apprised Thrasybulus of the oracle,

was son of Cypselus, and tyrant of Corinth. 4 In his time a

very wonderful thing is said to have happened. The Corinthians

and the Lesbians agree in their account of the matter. They
relate that Arion of Methymna, who as a player on the harp was
second to no man living at that time, and who was, so far as we

know, the first to invent the dithyrambic measure,
5 to give it its

name, and to recite in it at Corinth, was carried to Taenarum on

the back of a dolphin.
24. He had lived for many years at the court of Periander,

when a longing came upon him to sail across to Italy and Sicily.

Having made rich profits in those parts, he wanted to recross

8 The feeling that restitution should be twofold, when made to the gods, was a

feature of the religion of Rome (see Niebuhr's History, vol. ii. p. 550, E. T.). It

was not recognised in Greece. Pericles proposed that, if necessity required, the

Athenians should make use of Athene's golden ornaments, and afterwards replace
them with ornaments of equal value (^ t^aaffu. Thucyd. ii. 13). Undoubtedly
there are points of similarity between the Lydian and Italic nations, which seem to

indicate that the myth of Tyrsenus and Lydus has in it some germ of truth.
4 Bahr says (Not. ad loc.) Periander was tyrant in the ancient sense of the word,

in which it is simply equivalent to the Latin "rex," and the Greek 6/a, or

a<nAeus
;
because he inherited the crown from his father Cypselus. But it would

rather seem that the word bears here its usual sense of a king who rules with a

usurped and unconstitutional authority. There might be a dynasty of Tvpawoi as

easily as an individual rvpavvos. (Compare the case of Athens under the Pisistra-

tidffi). So long as the king is not recognised as de jure, but only as de facto, king, he
is Tvpawos, not fiaffiXevs. This was the case at Corinth. Vid. inf. v. 92.

6 The invention of the Dithyramb, or Cyclic chorus, was ascribed to Arion, not

only by Herodotus, but also by Aristotle, by Hellanicus, by Dicsearchus, and, im-

plicitly, by Pindar (cf. Proems ap. Phot. Cod. 239, p. 985, and Schol. Pindar, ad

Olymp. xiii. 25), who said it was invented at Corinth. Dio (Orat. xxxvii. p. 455, A.)
and Suidas agreed with this. Clement of Alexandria and others attributed the in-

vention to Lasus of Hermione. (Strom, i. p. 365, Schol. ad Aristoph. Av. 1403.)
This is undoubtedly erroneous. It has been questioned, however, if the dithyramb
was not more ancient than Arion. A fragment ascribed to Archilochus is preserved
in Athenajus (Deipnosoph. xiv. vi. p. 628), where the dithyramb is spoken of, and
which has itself a dithyrambic character. The Scholiast on Pindar, 01. xiii. 25, in-

forms us that Pindar varied from his statement in that place, and said in one poem
that the dithyramb was invented at Naxos, in another at Thebes. Larcher thinks
the dithyramb was so ancient a form of composition that its inventor was not known
(vol. i. p. 196). Perhaps it is best to conclude with a recent writer that Arion did
not invent, but only improved the dithyramb, (Plehn. in Lesbiac. p. 168).

The dithyramb was originally a mere hymn in honour of Bacchus, with the cir-

cumstances of whose birth the word is somewhat fancifully connected (Eurip. Bacch.

526). It was sung by a KW/XOS, or band of revellers, directed by a leader. It is

thought that Arion's improvement was to adapt it to the system of Doric chorusses,
thereby making it anti-strophic, and substituting the accompaniment of the harp for

that of the flute. It was danced by a chorus of fifty men or boys round an altar,
whence it was called KVK\IOS xP s

'>
and Arion was mythically said to be the son of

Cyclon or Cycleus.
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the seas to Corinth. 6 He therefore hired a vessel, the crew of

which were Corinthians, thinking that there was no people in

whom he could more safely confide; and, going on board, he set

sail from Tarentum. The sailors, however, when they reached

the open sea, formed a plot to throw him overboard and seize

upon his riches. Discovering their design, he fell on his knees,

beseeching them to spare his life, and making them welcome to

his money. But they refused; and required him either to kill

himself outright, if he wished for a grave on the dry land, or

without loss of time, to leap overboard into the sea. In this

strait Arion begged them, since such was their pleasure, to allow

him to mount upon the quarter-deck, dressed in his full costume,
and there to play and sing, promising that, as soon as his song
was ended, he would destroy himself. Delighted at the prospect
of hearing the very best harper in the world, they consented,
and withdrew from the stern to the middle of the vessel : while

Arion dressed himself in the full costume of his calling, took his

harp, and standing on the quarter-deck, chanted the Orthian. 7

His strain ended, he flung himself, fully attired as he was, head-

long into the sea. The Corinthians then sailed on to Corinth.

As for Arion, a dolphin, they say, took him upon his back and
carried him to Taenarum, where he went ashore, and thence

walked to Corinth in his musician's dress, and told all that had

happened to him. Periander, however, disbelieved the story,
and put Arion in ward, to prevent his leaving Corinth, while he

watched anxiously for the return of the mariners. On their ar-

rival he summoned them before him and asked them if they could

give him any tidings of Arion. They returned for answer that he

was alive and in good health in Italy, and that they had left him
at Tarentum, where he was doing well. Thereupon Arion ap-

peared before them, just as he was when he jumped from the

vessel : the men, astonished and detected in falsehood, could no

longer deny their guilt. Such is the account which the Corin-

thians and Lesbians give; and there is to this day at Tsenamm,
an offering of Arion's at the shrine, which is a small figure in

bronze, representing a man seated upon a dolphin.
8

9 Another version of the story was, that he grew rich at Corinth, and wished to

return to Methymna (Lucian, vol. ii. p. 109).
7 The Orthian is mentioned as a particular sort of melody by Plutarch (De

Musica, vol. ii. 1134, D.), Dio Chrysostom (De Regno, p. 1, B.), and the Scholiast

on Aristophanes (Acharn. 16). According to the last authority, it was pitched in a

high key, as the name would imply, and was a lively spirited air.
8
Various attempts have been made to rationalize the legend of Arion. Larcher

conjectures that he swam ashore, and afterwards got on board a swift-sailing vessel,

which happened to have a dolphin for its figure-head, and arrived at Corinth before
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25. Having brought the war with the Milesians to a close,

and reigned over the land of Lydia for fifty-seven years, Alyattes
died. He was the second prince of his house who made offer-

ings at Delphi'. His giftSj which he sent on recovering from his

sickness, were a great bowl of pure silver, with a salver in steel

curiously inlaid, a work among all the offerings at Delphi the

best worth looking at. Glaucus, the Chian, made it, the man
who first invented the art of inlaying steel.

9

26. On the death of Alyattes, Croesus, his son, who was in

his thirty-fifth year, succeeded to the throne. Of the Greek

cities, Ephesus was the first that he attacked. The Ephesians,
when he laid siege to the place, made an offering of their city to

Diana, by stretching a rope from the town wall to the temple of

the Goddess,
1 which was distant from the ancient city, then be-

sieged by Croesus, a space of seven furlongs.
2

They were, as I

said, the first Greeks whom he attacked. 3

Afterwards, on some

the ship from which he had been ejected came into port (H6rodote, vol. i. p.

201). Clinton supposes that the whole story may have grown out of the fact,

that Arion was taken by pirates, and made his escape from them (F. H. vol. i.

p. 217).
The truth seems to be, that the legend grew out of the figure at Tsenarum,

which was known by its inscription to be an offering of Arion's (See Creuzer's Dis-

sert. de mythis ab artium operibus profectis, 2). It may have had no other

groundwork.
The figure itself remained at Taenarum more than seven hundred years. It

was seen by Julian in the third century after Christ, when it bore the following in-

scription :

'Aba.vd.Twv TTOfjLiratffiv 'Apiova, KVK\OVOS vibv,

'E/c

It is questionable whether by K6\\tjffis is to be understood the inlaying, or

merely the welding of iron together. The only two descriptions which eye-wit-
nesses have left us of the salver, lead in opposite directions. Pausanias gives as its

peculiarity that the various portions were not fastened together by nails or rivets,
but united by welding (X. xvi. 1); Athenaeus, that it was covered with represen-
tations of plants and animals (Deipnosoph. v. 13, p. 210). Larcher's reasoning in

favour of inlaying is ingenious. The main difficulties are the etymological meaning
of the word, and the description of Pausanias.

Stephen of Byzantium calls Glaucus a Samian (in voc. A&a\7j) against the con-
current testimony of all other ancient writers. He was led into the mistake prob-
ably by his knowledge of the general priority of Samos in matters of art. (Vide
infr. i. 51

;
iii. 42 and 60

;
iv. 88, &c.)

1 An analogous case is mentioned by Plutarch (Solon, c. 12). The fugitives im-

plicated in the insurrection of Cylon at Athens connected themselves with the
altar by a cord. Through the breaking of the cord they lost their sacred character.

So, too, when Polycrates dedicated the island of Rheneia to the Delian Apollo, he
connected it with Delos by a chain (Thucyd. iii. 104).

3 We learn by this that the site of Ephesus had changed between the time of
Croesus and that of Herodotus. It is curious that, notwithstanding, Xenophon
speaks of the temple of Diana (Artemis) as still distant exactly seven stades from
the city (Ephes. i. 2). Afterwards the temple drew the population to it. The build-

ing seen by Herodotus was that burnt by Eratostratus, B. c. 356.
8 The story of Pindarus, which Mr. Grote interweaves into his history at this
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pretext or other, he made war in turn upon every Ionian and
Molism state, bringing forward, where he could, a substantial

ground of complaint ;
where such failed him, advancing some

poor excuse.

27. In this way he made himself master of all the Greek
cities in Asia, and forced them to become his tributaries; after

which he began to think of building ships, and attacking the

islanders. Everything had been got ready for this purpose, when
Bias of Priene (or, as some say, Pittacus the Mytilenean) put a

stop to the project. The king had made inquiry of this person,
who was lately arrived at Sardis, if there were any news from
Greece

;
to which he answered,

"
Yes, sire, the islanders are

gathering ten thousand horse, designing an expedition against
thee and against thy capital." Croesus, thinking he spake seri-

ously, broke out,
"
Ah, might the gods put such a thought into

their minds as to attack the sons of the Lydians with cavalry !"
"
It seems, oh ! king," rejoined the other,

"
that thou desirest

earnestly to catch the islanders on horseback upon the main-

land, thou knowest well what would come of it. But what
thinkest thou the islanders desire better, now that they hear thou
art about to build ships and sail against them, than to catch the

Lydians at sea, and there revenge on them the wrongs of their

brothers upon the mainland, whom thou boldest in slavery ?"

Croesus was charmed with the turn of the speech ;
and think-

ing there was reason in what was said, gave up his ship-

building and concluded a league of amity with the lonians of

the isles.

28. Croesus afterwards, in the course of many years, brought
under his sway almost all the nations to the west of the Halys.
The Lycians and Cilicians alone continued free

;
all the other

tribes he reduced and held in subjection. They were the fol-

lowing : the Lydians, Phrygians, Mysians, Mariandynians, Chaly-

bians, Paphlagonians, Thynianand Bithynian Thracians, Carians,

lonians, Dorians, -^olians and Pamphylians.
4

point (vol. iii. p. 347), is far too questionable in its details, and rests upon too little

authority (vElian. Hist. Var. iii. 26
; Polysen. Strateg. vi. 60) to be entitled to much

corsideration.
4 For the position of these several tribes see the map of Asia Minor. It is not

quite correct to speak of the Cilicians as dwelling within (i. e. west of) the Halys,
for the Halys in its upper course ran through Cilicia (5<a KiAucau', ch. 72), and that

country lay chiefly south of the river.

Lycia and Cilicia would be likely to maintain their independence, being both

countries of great natural strength. They lie upon the high mountain-range of

Taurus, which runs from east to west along the south of Asia Minor, within about a

degree of the shore, and sends down from the main chain a series of lateral branches

or spurs, which extend to the sea along the whole line of coast from the Gulf of
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29. When all these conquests had been added to the Lydian

empire, and the prosperity of Sardis was now at its height, there

came thither, one after another, all the sages of Greece living at

the time, and among them Solon, the Athenian.5 He was on

his travels, having left Athens to be absent ten years, under the

pretence of wishing to see the world, but really to avoid being
forced to repeal any of the laws which, at the request of the

Athenians, he had made for them. Without his sanction the

Athenians could not repeal them, as they had bound themselves

under a heavy curse to be governed for ten years by the laws

which should be imposed on them by Solon. 6

30. On this account, as well as to see the world, Solon set

out upon his travels, in the course of which he went to Egypt
to the court of Amasis,

7 and also came on a visit to Croesus at

Sardis. Croesus received him as his guest, and lodged him in

the royal palace. On the third or fourth day after, he bade his

servants conduct Solon over his treasuries,
8 and show him all their

greatness and magnificence. When he had seen them all, and,
so far as time allowed, inspected them, Croasus addressed this

question to him :

"
Stranger of Athens, we have heard much of

thy wisdom and of thy travels through many lands, from love of

knowledge and a wish to see the world. I am curious therefore

Makri, opposite Rhodes, to the plain of Tarsus. The mountains of the interior are
in many parts covered with snow during the whole or the greater part of the year.

(See Beaufort's Karamania.)
5
Solon's visit to Croesus was rejected as fabulous before the time of Plutarch

(Solon, c. 27), on account of chronological difficulties, which 'it has been proposed
to obviate by the hypothesis of the association of Croesus in the government by his

father, some considerable time before his death. (See Larcher in loc.
;
and Clinton,

F. H. vol. ii. p. 365.) The improbability of this hypothesis is shown in the Crit.

Essays (Essay i. sub fin.). There is no necessity for it, in order to bring Solon and
Croasus into contact during the reign of the latter. Croesus most probably reigned
from B. c. 568 to B. c. 554. Solon certainly outlived the first usurpation of the gov-
ernment at Athens by Pisistratus, which was B. c. 560. Some writers spoke of his

travels as commencing at that time. (Laert. i. 50
;
Suidas in voc. 2oA<i>.) It is

possible that he travelled twice, once before and once after the commencement of
the tyranny of Pisistratus. And what happened on the latter occasion may have
been transferred to the former. Or he may have started on his first travels a few
years later than Clinton conjectures, B. c. 571, instead of B. c. 575; and his visit to
Croesus may have been in the last of the 10 years B. c. 561.

6 The travels of Solon are attested by Plato (Tim. p. 21) and others. Various
motives were assigned for his leaving Athens. Laertius and Suidas said it was to

escape the tyranny of Pisistratus
; Plutarch, that it was to avoid the troubles into

which he foresaw Athens would be plunged (Solon, c. 25). The view of Herodotus
has prevailed, notwithstanding its intrinsic improbability.

7 Amasis began to reign B.C. 569. Solon might sail from Athens to Egypt,
thence to Cyprus (Herod, v. 113), and from Cyprus to Lydia. This is the order of
his travels according to Laertius (i. 49). Herodotus, too, seems to place the visit

to Egypt before that to Lydia, when he says, e'/cSr^Vas 6 26\e>v ^s A tywr o

airiKfTo, Kal Sr) nal fs 2opS<s.
8 Vide infra, vi. 125.
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to inquire of thee, whom, of all the men that thou hast seen, thou
deemest the most happy ?" This he asked because he thought
himself the happiest of mortals : but Solon answered him without

flattery, according to his true sentiments,
"
Tellus of Athens,

sire/' Full of astonishment at what he heard, Croesus de-

manded sharply,
" And wherefore dost thou deem Tellus hap-

piest ?" To which the other replied,
"
First, because his country

was flourishing in his days, and he himself had sons both beau-
tiful and good, and he lived to see children born to each of them,
and these children all grew up ;

and further because, after a life

spent in what our people look upon as comfort, his end was sur-

passingly glorious. In a battle between the Athenians and their

neighbours near Eleusis, he came to the assistance of his country-
men, routed the foe, and died upon the field most gallantly.
The Athenians gave him a public funeral on the spot where he

fell, and paid him the highest honours/'

31. Thus did Solon admonish Croesus by the example of

Tellus, enumerating the manifold particulars of his happiness.
When he had ended, Croesus inquired a second time, who after

Tellus seemed to him the happiest, expecting that, at any rate,

he would be given the second place.
"
Cleobis and Bito," Solon

answered
;

"
they were of Argive race : their fortune was enough

for their wants, and they were besides endowed with so much
bodily strength that they had both gained prizes at the Games.
Also this tale is told of them : There was a great festival in

honour of the goddess Juno at Argos, to which their mother
must needs be taken in a car.

9 Now the oxen did not come
home from the field in time : so the youths, fearful of being too

late, put the yoke on their own necks, and themselves drew the

car in which their mother rode. Five and forty furlongs did they
draw her, and stopped before the temple. This deed of theirs

was witnessed by the whole assembly of worshippers, and then
their life closed in the best possible way. Herein, too, God
showed forth most evidently, how much better a thing for man
death is than life. For the Argive men stood thick around the

car and extolled the vast strength of the youths ;
and the Argive

women extolled the mother who was blessed with such a pair of

Cicero (Tusc. Disp. i. 47) and others, as Servius (ad Virg. Georg. iii. 532) and
the author of the Platonic dialogue entitled Axiochus (367. C), relate that the ground
of the necessity was the circumstance that the youths' mother was priestess of Juno
at the time. Servius says a pestilence had destroyed the oxen, which contradicts

Herodotus. Otherwise the tale is told with fewer varieties than most ancient stories.

The Argives had a sculptured representation of the event in their temple of Apollo

Lycius to the time of Pausanias. (Pausan. u. xx. 2.)
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sons
;
and the mother herself, overjoyed at the deed and at the

praises it had won, standing straight before the image, besought
the goddess to bestow on Cleobis and Bito, the sons who had so

mightily honoured her, the highest blessing to which mortals can

attain. Her prayer ended, they offered sacrifice, and partook of

the holy banquet, after which' the two youths fell asleep in the

temple. They never woke more, but so passed from the earth.

The Argives, looking on them as among the best of men, caused

statues of them to be made, which they gave to the shrine at

Delphi/'
32. When Solon had thus assigned these youths the second

place, Croesus broke in angrily,
"
What, stranger of Athens, is

my happiness, then, so utterly set at nought by thee, that thou

dost not even put me on a level with private men ?"
" Oh ! Croesus," replied the other,

" thou askedst a question

concerning the condition of man, of one who knows that the

power above us is full of jealousy,
9a and fond of troubling our lot.

A long life gives one to witness much, and experience much
oneself, that one would not choose. Seventy years I regard as

the limit of the life of man. 1 In these seventy years are con-

tained, without reckoning intercalary months, twenty-five thou-

sand and two hundred days. Add an intercalary month to every
other year, that the seasons may come round at the right time,
and there will be, besides the seventy years, thirty-five such

months, making an addition of one thousand and fifty days.
The whole number of the days contained in the seventy years
will thus be twenty-six thousand two hundred and fifty,

2

9a In the original, Q&ovcpbv &v rb &c?ov. The Qbtvos of God is a leading
feature in Herodotus's conception of the Deity, and no doubt is one of the chief
moral conclusions which he drew from his own survey of human events, and in-

tended to impress on us by his history. (Vide infra, iii. 40,<vii. 46, and especially

yii.
10, 5-6.) Plutarch long ago reprehended this view (De Herod. Malignit. Op.

ii. p. 857) ;
and notwithstanding the ingenious defence of Valckenaer (ad Herod.

iii. 40), repeated since by Dahlmann (Life of Herodotus, ch. viii.*p. 131, E. T.) and
Bahr (ad Herod, i. 32), it cannot be justified. Herodotus's <j>&ovepbs ftebs is not sim-

ply the "Deus ultor" of religious Romans, much less the "jealous God" of Scrip-
ture, to which Dahlmann compares the expression. This last is a completely distinct
notion. The idea of an avenging God is included in the Herodotean conception,
but it is far from being the whole of it. Prosperity, not pride, eminence, not arro-

gance, provokes him. He does not like any one to be great or happy but himself

(vii. 46, end).
What is most remarkable is, that with such a conception of the Divine Nature,

Herodotus could maintain such a placid, cheerful, childlike temper. Possibly he
was serene because he felt secure in his mediocrity.

1 "The days of our years are threescore years and ten" (Ps. xc. 10).2 No commentator on Herodotus has succeeded in explaining the curious mistake

whereby the solar year is made to average 375 days. That Herodotus knew the
true solar year was not 375, but more nearly 365 days, is clear from book ii. ch. 4.

It is also clear that he must be right as to the fact that the Greeks were in the habit
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whereof not one but will produce events unlike the rest. Hence
man is wholly accident. For thyself, oh! Croesus, I see that

thou art wonderfully rich, and art the lord of many nations;
but with respect to that whereon thou questionest me, I have no
answer to give, until I hear that thou hast closed thy life hap-
pily. For assuredly he who possesses great store of riches is no
nearer happiness than he who has what suffices for his daily

needs, unless it so hap that luck attend upon him, and so he
continue in the enjoyment of all his good things to the end of

life. For many of the wealthiest men have been unfavoured

of fortune, and many whose means were moderate, have had
excellent luck. Men of the former class excel those of the latter

but in two respects ;
these last excel the former in many. The

wealthy man is better able to content his desires, and to bear up
against a sudden buffet of calamity. The other has less ability
to withstand these evils (from which, however, his good luck

keeps him clear), but he enjoys all these following blessings : he
is whole of limb, a stranger to disease, free from misfortune,

happy in his children, and Comely to look upon. If, in addition

to all this, he end his life well, he is of a truth the man of whom
thou art in search, the man who may rightly be termed happy.
Call him, however, until he die, not happy but fortunate. Scarcely,

indeed, can any man unite all these advantages : as there is

no country which contains within it all that it needs, but each,
while it possesses some things, lacks others, and the best country
is that which contains the most

;
so no single human being is

complete in every respect something is always lacking. He who
unites the greatest number of advantages, and retaining them to

the day of his death, then dies peaceably, that man alone, sire,

is, in my judgment, entitled to bear the name of 'happy/ But
in every matter it behoves us to mark well the end

;
for often-

of intercalating a month every other year. This point is confirmed by a passage in

Censorinus (De Die Natal, xviii. p. 91), where it is explained that the Greek years
were alternately of 12 and 13 months, and that the biennium was called "annus

magnus," or Tpterrjpi'j.

Two inaccuracies produce the error in Herodotus. In the first place he makea
Solon count his months at 30 days each, whereas it is notorious that the Greek

months, after the system of intercalation was introduced, were alternately of 29 and
30 days. By this error his first number is raised from 24,780 to 25,200; and also

his second number from 1033 to 1050. Secondly, he omits to mention that from
time to time (every 4th rpitrripls probably) the intercalary month was omitted alto-

gether.
^
(See Dr. Schmitz's account of the Greek year, in Smith's Dictionary of

Antiquities, 2d edit. p. 222
; where, however, by an accidental slip of the pen, the

insertion of an additional month every fourth year (rpteTTjpis ?) is substituted for its

omission.) These two corrections would reduce the number of days to the proper
amount.
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times God gives men a gleam of happiness, and then plunges
them into ruin/' 3

33. Such was the speech which Solon addressed to Croesus,
a speech which brought him neither largess nor honour. The

king saw him depart with much indifference, since he thought
that a man must be an arrant fool who made no account of

present good, but bade men always wait and mark the end.

34. After Solon had gone away a dreadful vengeance, sent of

God, came upon Croesus, to punish him, it is likely, for deeming
himself the happiest of men. First he had a dream in the night,
which foreshowed him truly the evils that were about to befall

him in the person of his son. For Croesus had two sons, one

blasted by a natural defect, being deaf and dumb
;
the other,

distinguished far above all his co-mates in every pursuit. The
name of the last was Atys. It was this son concerning whom
he dreamt a dream, that he would die by the blow of an iron

weapon. When he woke, he considered earnestly with himself,

and, greatly alarmed at the dream, instantly made his son take

a wife, and whereas in former years the youth had been wont to

command the Lydian forces in the field, he now would not suffer

him to accompany them. All the spears and javelins, and

weapons used in the wars, he removed out of the male apart-

ments, and laid them in heaps in the chambers of the women,
fearing lest perhaps one of the weapons that hung against the

wall might fall and strike him.
35. Now it chanced that while he was making arrangements

for the wedding, there came to Sardis a man under a misfortune,
who had upon him the stain of blood. He was by race a Phry-
gian, and belonged to the family of the king. Presenting
himself at the palace of Croesus, he prayed to be admitted to

Eurification
according to the customs of the country. Now the

ydian method of purifying is very nearly the same as the Greek.
Croesus granted the request, and went through all the customary
rites, after which he asked the suppliant of his birth and country,

addressing him as follows : "Who art thou, stranger, and from

3 Larcher says,
"
Sophocles a paraphrase" cette sentence de Solon dans son CEdipe

Roi" (vol. i. p. 232). But it might be argued with quite as much probability that
Herodotus has here borrowed from Sophocles, since Herodotus seems to have con-
tinued to make additions to his history as late perhaps as B. c. 425 (see the introduc-

tory Essay, p. 26), and Sophocles exhibited as early as B. c. 468. As the exact date
of the publication of the (Edipus Tyrannus is unknown, and it is uncertain whether
the passage in Herodotus was part of the original history, or one of the additions
which he made at Thurium, it is impossible to say which writer was the plagiarist.
Perhaps the 7*^77 was really one of Solon's, as Aristotle believed (Eth. Nic. i. x.).
It became a favorite TOTTOS of Greek tragedy. See, besides the passages in Sophocles
((Ed. T. 1195, and 1528-30), Eurip. Audromach. 100, Troas, 513, &c. &c.
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what part of Phrygia fleddest thou to take refuge at my hearth ?

And whom, moreover, what man or what woman, hast thou
slain ?"

" Oh ! king," replied the Phrygian,
"

I am the son of

Gordias, son of Midas. I am named Adrastus. 4 The man I

unintentionally slew was my own brother. For this my father

drove me from the land, and I lost all. Then fled I here to

thee."
" Thou art the offspring," Croesus rejoined,

"
of a house

friendly to mine,
5 and thou art come to friends. Thou shalt want

for nothing so long as thou abidest in my dominions. Bear thy
misfortune as easily as thou mayest, so will it go best with thee."

Thenceforth Adrastus lived in the palace of the king.
36. It chanced that at this very same time there was in the

Mysian Olympus a huge monster of a boar, which went forth

often from this mountain-country, and wasted the corn-fields of

the Mysian s. Many a time had the Mysians collected to hunt
the beast, but instead of doing him any hurt, they came off

always with some loss to themselves. At length they sent am-
bassadors to Cro3sus, who delivered their message to him in these

words :

" Oh ! king, a mighty monster of a boar has appeared in

our parts, and destroys the labour of our hands. We do our

best to take him, but in vain. Now therefore we beseech thee

to let thy son accompany us back, with some chosen youths and

hounds, that we may rid our country of the animal." Such was
the tenor of their prayer.

But Croesus bethought him of his dream, and answered,
"
Say

no more of my son going with you ;
that may not be in any wise.

He is but just joined in wedlock, and is busy enough with that.

I will grant you a picked band of Lydians, and all my hunting

array, and I will charge those whom I send to use all zeal in

aiding you to rid your country of the brute."

4 This name, and likewise the name of Atys, are thought to be significant.
Adrastus is "the doomed" "the man unable to escape." Atys is "the youth
under the influence of Ate" "the man judicially blind." (See Mure's Literature

of Greece, vol. iv. p. 326.)

Hephaestion gave the name of the brother as Agathon, and said that he and
Adrastus quarrelled about a quail (ap. Phot. Bibl. cod. 190, p. 472); but the dis-

coveries of Hephaestion in such matters are a severe trial to the modern reader's

credulity.
6 Here the legend has forgotten that Phrygian independence was at an end.

We might, indeed, get over the difficulty of a Phrygian royal house, and a King
Gordias at this time, by supposing, with Larcher (vol. i. p. 237), that Phrygia had
become tributary while retaining her kings ;

but the language of Croesus is not suit-

able to such a supposition. Equality appears in the phrase,
" thou art the offspring

of a house friendly to mine, and thou art come to friends
;

" and the independence
of Phrygia seems clearly implied in the proviso,

" thou shalt want for nothing so

long as thou abidest in my dominions "
(fieWy iv ynfrcpov). Phrygia is not under

Croesus.
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37. With this reply the Mysians were content
;
but the

king's son, hearing what the prayer of the Mysians was, came

suddenly in, and on the refusal of Croesus to let him go with

them, thus addressed his father :

"
Formerly, my father, it was

deemed the noblest and most suitable thing for me to frequent
the wars and hunting-parties, and win myself glory in them

;

but now thou keepest me away from both, although thou hast

never beheld in me either cowardice or lack of spirit. What
face meanwhile must I wear as I walk to the forum or return

from it ? What must the citizens, what must my young bride

think of me ? What sort of man will she suppose her husband

to be ? Either, therefore, let me go to the chace of this boar,
or give me a reason why it is best for me to do according to thy
wishes."

38. Then Croesus answered,
"
My son, it is not because I have

seen in thee either cowardice or aught else which has displeased
me that I keep thee back

;
but because a vision, which came be-

fore me in a dream as I slept, warned me that thou wert doomed
to die young, pierced by an iron weapon. It was this which first

led me to hasten on thy wedding, and now it hinders me from

sending thee upon this enterprise. Fain would I keep watch
over thee, if by any means I may cheat fate of thee during my
own lifetime. For thou art the one and only son that I possess ;

the other, whose hearing is destroyed, I regard as if he were not."

39.
" Ah ! father," returned the youth,

"
I blame thee not

for keeping watch over me after a dream so terrible
;
but if thou

rnistakest, if thou dost not apprehend the dream aright, 'tis no
blame for me to show thee wherein thou errest. Now the

dream, thou saidst thyself, foretold that I should die stricken by
an iron weapon. But what hands has a boar to strike with ?

What iron weapon does he wield ? Yet this is what thou

fearest for me. Had the dream said that I should die pierced

by a tusk, then thou hadst done well to keep me away ;
but it

said a weapon. Now here we do not combat men, but a wild

animal. I pray thee, therefore, let me go with them."
40.

" There thou hast me, my son," said Croesus,
"
thy inter-

pretation is better than mine. I yield to it, and change my
mind, and consent to let thee go."

41. Then the king sent for Adrastus the Phrygian, and said

to him, "Adrastus, when thou wert smitten with the rod ol

affliction no reproach, my friend I purified thee, and have
taken thee to live with me in my palace, and have been at

every charge. Now, therefore, it behoves thee to requite the

good offices which thou hast received at my hands by consenting
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to go with my son on this hunting-party, and to watch over him,
if perchance you should he attacked upon the road hy some hand
of daring rohbers. Even apart from this, it were right for thee

to go where thou mayest make thyself famous hy noble deeds.

They are the heritage of thy family, and thou too art so stalwart

and strong."
42. Adrastus answered,

"
Except for thy request, Oh ! king,

I would rather have kept away from this hunt, for methinks it

ill beseems a man under a misfortune such as mine to consort

with his happier compeers, and besides, I have no heart to it.

On many grounds I had stayed behind, but, as thou urgest it,

and I am bound to pleasure thee (for truly it does behove me
to requite thy good offices), I am content to do as thou wishest.

For thy son, whom thou givest into my charge, be sure thou

shalt receive him back safe and sound, so far as depends upon a

guardian's carefulness/'

43. Thus assured, Croesus let them depart, accompanied by
a band of picked youths, and well provided with dogs of chace.

When they reached Olympus, they scattered in quest of the

animal
;
he was soon found, and the hunters, drawing round him

in a circle, hurled their weapons at him. Then the stranger,
the man who had been purified of blood, whose name was Adras-

tus, he also hurled his spear at the boar, but missed his aim,
and struck Atys. Thus was the son of Croesus slain by the

point of an iron weapon, and the warning of the vision was ful-

filled. Then one ran to Sardis to bear the tidings to the king,
and he came and informed him of the combat, and of the fate

that had befallen his son.

44. If it was a heavy blow to the father to learn that his

child was dead, it yet more strongly affected him to think that

the very man whom he himself once purified had done the deed.

In the violence of his grief he called aloud on Jupiter Catharsius,
6

to be a witness of what he had suffered at the stranger's hands.

Afterwards he invoked the same god as Jupiter Ephistius and

Hetaereus using the one term because he had unwittingly har-

boured in his house the man who had now slain his son; and the

*
Jupiter was Catharsius, the god of purifications, not (as Bahr says) on account

of the resemblance of the rites of purification with those of Jupiter MeiA.i'x>y, but

simply in the same way that he was Ephistius and Hetaereiis, god of hearths, and of

companionship, because he presided over all occasions of obligation between man
and man, and the purified person contracted an obligation towards his purifier.

Compare, on the general principle, Eustath. ad Horn. Od. xvi. 429, "'loWci/ 5e on

pdprvs \4ytTcu TO?S literals & Zci/y KO&O /col roll iraipois, Iva ewv tv elti&s KOI firiri^rcap,

iroiTjTixwj flvety, fjffTfpov rots auaprdvovffi yiyvotro." See also Note A at the end of

this Book.
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other, because the stranger, who had been sent as his child's

guardian, had turned out his most cruel enemy.
45. Presently the Lydians arrived, bearing the body of the

youth, and behind them followed the homicide. He took his

stand in front of the corse, and, stretching forth his hands to

Croesus, delivered himself into his power with earnest entreaties

that he would sacrifice him upon the body of his son "
his

former misfortune was burthen enough ;
now that he had added

to it a second, and had brought ruin on the man who purified

him, he could not bear to live." Then Croesus, when he heard

these words, was moved with pity towards Adrastus, notwith-

standing the bitterness of his own calamity ;
and so he an-

swered,
"
Enough, my friend

;
I have all the revenge that I

require, since thou givest sentence of death against thyself. But
in sooth it is not thou who hast injured me, except so far as

thou hast unwittingly dealt the blow. Some god is the author

of my misfortune, and I was forewarned of it a long time ago."
Croesus after this buried the body of his son, with such honours
as befitted the occasion. Adrastus, son of Gordias, son of Midas,
the destroyer of his brother in time past, the destroyer now of

his purifier, regarding himself as the most unfortunate wretch
whom he had ever known, so soon as all was quiet about the

place, slew himself upon the tomb. Croesus, bereft of his son,

gave himself up to mourning for two full years.
46. At the end of this time the grief of Croesus was inter-

rupted by intelligence from abroad. He learnt that Cyrus, the

son of Cambyses, had destroyed the empire of Astyages, the
son of Cyaxares ;

and that the Persians were becoming daity
more powerful. This led him to consider with himself whether
it were possible to check the growing power of that people before

it came to a head. With this design he resolved to make instant

trial of the several oracles in Greece, and of the one in Libya.
7

So he sent his messengers in different directions, some to Delphi,
some to Abas in Phocis, and some to Dodona

;
others to the or-

acle of Amphiaraus ;
others to that of Trophonius ; others,

again, to Branchidae in Milesia.
8 These were the Greek oracles

' " The one in Libya" (Africa) that of Ammon, because Egypt was regarded by
Herodotus as in Asia, not in Africa. (See below, H.J7. 65. iv. 39. 197.) In Egypt
there were numerous oracles

(ii. 83). f
8 The oracle at Abie seems to have ranked next to that at Delphi. Compare

BophocLjEd. Tyr. 897-899. Ou/c in rbv &&IKTOV ?/ yas eV ofuj)a\bv fftfav, ovtf <fs

rbv
y

A&cu<ri vaov, where the Scholiast has absurdly, "AjSai, TOTTOS AUKIO*. It is again
mentioned by Herodotus, viii. 134. With respect to the oracle of Dodona, "the
most ancient of all in Greece," vide infra, ii. 62. The oracular shrine of Trophonius
was at Lebadeia, in Bceotia (infra, viii. 134). That of Amphiaraus is generally
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which he consulted. To Libya he sent another embassy, to con-

sult the oracle of Ammon. These messengers were sent to test

the knowledge of the oracles, that, if they were found really to

return true answers, he might send a second time, and inquire if

he ought to attack the Persians.

47. The messengers who were despatched to make trial of

the oracles were given the following instructions : they were to

keep count of the days from the time of their leaving Sardis,

and, reckoning from that date, on the hundredth day they were

to consult the oracles, and to inquire of them what Croesus the

son of Alyattes, king of Lydia, was doing at that moment. The
answers given them were to be taken down in writing, and

brought back to him. None of the replies remain on record

except that of the oracle at Delphi. There, the moment that the

Lydians entered the sanctuary.
9 and before they put their ques-

tions,
1 the Pythoness thus answered them in hexameter verse :

"
I can count the sands, and I can measure the ocean

;

I have ears for the silent, and know what the dumb man meaneth
;

Lo ! on my sense there striketh the smell of a shell-covered tortoise,

Boiling now on a fire, with the flesh of a lamb, in a cauldron,
Brass is the vessel below, and brass the cover above it."

48. These words the Lydians wrote down at the mouth of

the Pythoness as she prophesied, and then set off on their return

to Sardis. When all the messengers had come back with the

answers which they had received, Croesus undid the rolls, and
read what was written in each. Only one approved itself to him,
that of the Delphic oracle. This he had no sooner heard than

he instantly made an act of adoration, and accepted it as true,

declaring that the Delphic was the only really oracular shrine,

thought to have been at Thebes. (Grote's History of Greece, vol. iv. p. 253.

Bahr's Index, vol. iv. p. 450.) It appears, however, to have been really at, or rather

near, Oropus (Paus. i. xxxiv. 2
;
Liv. xlv. 27. Dicaearch. Fr. 59 6). The passage

of Herodotus which has been supposed to fix it to Thebes (viii. 134), leaves the locality

uncertain. It only appears that Mys visited the shrine while he was staying at

Thebes, which he might easily do, as Oropus was but about 20 miles from that

city.

The Orientals do not appear to have possessed any indigenous oracles.
9

es rb ntyapov. Larcher and Beloe translate "the temple of Delphi"
"

le

temple de Delphes" incorrectly. The peyapov was the inner shrine, the sacred

chamber where the oracles were given the "penetrale templi" as Schweighaeuser
renders the word (cf. infra, ii. 141, 143, 169, &c.).

1 Here Schweighaniser has missed the sense equally with Beloe and Larcher. All

render IwcipcSrcoi', "had asked," instead of "were in the act of asking," or " were

for asking." Herodotus changes from the aorist, eiVrjAdoi/, to the imperfect

tVeipwreoy, to mark a change in the action. Had he meant that they
" had asked"

this question, he would have said ^irfip<ar-rj(rav. For a similar use of the imperfect,
vide infra, i. 68.
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the only one that had discovered in what way he was in fact em-

ployed. For on the departure of his messengers he had set

himself to think what was most impossible for any one to con-

ceive of his doing,
2 and then, waiting till the day agreed on came,

he acted as he had determined. He took a tortoise and a lamb,
3

and cutting them in pieces with his own hands, boiled them
both together in a brazen cauldron, covered over with a lid which
was also of brass.

49. Such then was the answer returned to Croesus from

Delphi. What the answer was which the Lydians who went to

the shrine of Amphiaratis and performed the customary rites,

obtained of the oracle there, I have it not in my power to men-

tion, for there is no record of it. All that is known is, that

Crcesus believed himself to have found there also an oracle which

spoke the truth.

50. After this Croesus, having resolved to propitiate the

Delphic god with a magnificent sacrifice, offered up three thou-

sand of every kind of sacrificial beast,
4 and besides made a huge

pile, and placed upon it couches coated with silver and with gold,

3 Whatever explanation is to be given of this remarkable oracle, that of
Larcher seems to be precluded, not less by these words than by probability. He
supposes that Croesus had determined what he would do before he sent his em-

bassies, and had confided his intention to one of the ambassadors, who imparted the
secret to the Delphian priests. If we allow Croesus to have possessed ordinary com-
mon sense, it is inconceivable that he should have been guilty of a folly which was
so likely to frustrate his whole design. The utter incredulity of Cicero seems
better than this

" Cur autem hoc credam unquam editum Crceso ? aut Herodotum
cur veraciorem ducam Ennio? "

(De Div. ii. torn. vi. p. 655, Ernesti.)
It is impossible to discuss such a question as the nature of the ancient oracles,

which has had volumes written upon it, within the limits of a note. I will only ob-
serve that in forming our judgment on the subject, two points should be kept
steadily in view: 1. the fact that the Pythoness (ireuSiV/cr? ns xovffa T^eO/ua IIv&w-
vos), whom St. Paul met with on his first entrance into European Greece, was

really possessed by an evil spirit, which St. Paul cast out, thereby depriving her
masters of all their hopes of gain (Acts xvi. 16-19): and 2. the phenomena of
Mesmerism. In one or other of these, or in both of them combined, will be found
the simplest, and probably the truest explanation, of all that is really marvellous in

the responses of the oracles.
3 Mr. Birch thinks that Crcesus chose these two because they were the sacred

animals of Apollo and of Ammon
;
the two chief oracles of the day being those of

Delphi and Ammon
; thinking to test the power of those gods by killing their fa-

vourite emblems, and by the oddity of the selection. [G. W.]
4 This is undoubtedly the meaning of /crrji/ea TO &v(ri/j.a iravra rptax/Aio. Cf.

infra, iv. 88. MavSpo/cAea fSupijffaro iraai SfKa. ix. 70. Havaavlrj irdvra 5e'a

Qaiptfrri. Although Larcher had rightly rendered the passage,
" trois mille victimes

de toutes les especes d'animaux qu'il'est permis d'offrir aux Dieux," Beloe missed
the sense, and translated " three thousand chosen victims." The chapter is, indeed,
one of Beloe's worst. He renders o>y Se IK TTJS &VO-ITJS eyevtro, Karaxfa^vos xPvffbi>

oVAeToj/, r)/j.nr\iv&La e| avrov f^\awf,
" as at the conclusion of the above ceremony a

considerable quantity of gold had run together, he formed of it a number of tiles ;"

and 7rl /j.fv TO. /u.aKp6rfpa iruiccav eaird\ai(TTa, 4irl 5e ra pa;tvTepa, Tpi7raAai<rra "the

larger of these were six palms long, the smaller three."
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and golden goblets, and robes and vests of purple; all which he

burnt in the hope of thereby making himself more secure of the

favour of the god. Further he issued his orders to all the peo-

ple of the land to offer a sacrifice according to their means.

When the sacrifice was ended, the king melted down a vast

quantity of gold, and ran it into ingots, making them six palms

long, three palms broad, and one palm in thickness. The num-
ber of ingots was a hundred and seventeen, four being of refined

gold, in weight two talents and a half
;

5 the others of pale gold,
and in weight two talents. He also caused a statue of a lion to

be made in refined gold, the weight of which was ten talents.

At the time when the temple of Delphi was burnt to the ground,
6

this lion fell from its place upon the ingots; it now stands in

the Corinthian treasury, and weighs only six talents and a half,

having lost three talents and a half by the fire.

51. On the completion of these works Croesus sent them

away to Delphi, and with them two bowls of an enormous size,

one of gold, the other of silver, which used to stand, the latter

upon the right, the former upon the left, as one entered the tem-

ple. They too were moved after the fire
;
and now the golden

one is in the Clazomenian treasury, and weighs eight talents and

forty-two minae; the silver one stands in the corner of the ante-

chapel, and holds six hundred amphorae.
6* This is known, be-

cause the Delphians fill it at the time of the Theophania.
7 It

is said by the Delphians to be a work of Theodore the Samian,
8

and I think that they say true, for assuredly it is the work of

no common artist. Cro3sus sent also four silver casks, which are

' The reading rpirov r)nird\avrov suggested by Matthiae, and adopted by Schweig-
haeuser, Gaisford, and Bahr, seems to be required instead of the rpla ^nirdXavra of

the MSS., not only because Herodotus must have known pure gold to be heavier

than alloyed, but also because he is not in the habit of reckoning by half talents.

He would not be more likely to say of a thing,
"

it weighed three half-talents,"
than a modern to say,

"
it weighed three half-pounds." With respect to the weight

of these ingots, it has been calculated (Bahr in loc.) from their size, that those of

pure gold weighed 325 Ibs. (French), and therefore those of pale or alloyed gold
260 Ibs. To this result it is objected that it produces a talent not elsewhere heard

of, viz. one of 130 Ibs. (French). Herodotus, however, would be a better judge of
the size of the ingots than of their weight. He probably measured them with his

own hand, but he must have taken the word of the Delphians as to what they weighed.
The Delphians are not unlikely to have understated their value.

8 Vide infra, ii. 180, v. 62. It was burnt accidentally OUTO/XOTWS /care/car;.

Above 5000 gallons (cf. iv. 81).
7 There is no need of the correction of Valckenaer (cofvioi<ri for co<f>avioun),

since both in Julius Pollux
(i. i. 34) and in Philostratus (Vit. Apoll. Tyan. iv. 31)

there is mention of the Theophania, as a festival celebrated by the Greeks. No
particulars are known of it.

M

Vide infra, iii. 42. Pausanias ascribed to Theodore of Samos the invention of

castingin bronze, and spoke of him also as an architect (in. xii. 8
;
vm. xiv. 5 . Pliny

agreed with both statements (Nat. Hist. xxxv. 12), and described also certain minute

VOL. I. 10.
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in the Corinthian treasury, and two lustral vases, a golden and a

silver one. On the former is inscribed the name of the Lacede-

monians, and they claim it as a gift of theirs, but wrongly,
since it was really given by Croesus. The inscription upon it

was cut by a Delphian, who wished to pleasure the Lacedaemo-

nians. His name is known to me, but I forbear to mention it.

The boy, through whose hand the water runs, is (I confess) a

Lacedaemonian gift, but they did not give either of the lustral

vases. Besides these various offerings, Croesus sent to Delphi
many others of less account, among the rest a number of round
silver basins. Also he dedicated a female figure in gold, three

cubits high, which is said by the Delphians to be the statue of

his baking-woman; and further, he presented the necklace and
the girdles of his wife.

52. These were the offerings sent by Croesus to Delphi. To
the shrine of Amphiaratis, with whose valour and misfortune he
was acquainted,

9 he sent a shield entirely of gold, and a spear,
also of solid gold, both head and shaft. They were still existing
in my day at Thebes, laid up in the temple of Ismenian Apollo.

53. The messengers who had the charge of conveying these

treasures to the shrines, received instructions to ask the oracles

whether Crcesus should go to war with the Persians, and if so,
whether he should strengthen himself by the forces of an ally.

Accordingly, when they had reached their destinations and

presented the gifts, they proceeded to consult the oracles in the

following terms :

"
Crcesus, king of Lydia and other countries,

believing that these are the only real oracles in all the world, has
sent you such presents as your discoveries deserved, and now
inquires of you whether he shall go to war with the Persians,
and if so, whether he shall strengthen himself by the forces of a
confederate." Both the oracles agreed in the tenor of their

reply, which was in each case a prophecy that if Crcesus attacked

works of his making. It has been suggested that there were two Theodores, both
Samians

;
the first, the architect and inventor of casting in bronze, who flourished

before B. c. 660 : the second, the maker of this bowl, and also of the ring of Polyc-
rates (cf. Bahr ad loc.).

9 For the story of Amphiaraus, cf. Pausan. i. 34, ii. 13, 6. ^Eschyl. Sept.
contr. Th. 564 et seqq. The "misfortune" is his being engulfed near Oropus, or

(as some said) at Harma in Bo3otia.

The fact that the gifts sent to Amphiaraus were seen by Herodotus at Thebes,
does not militate against the position maintained in a former note, that the oracular
shrine of Amphiaraus was not at Thebes but at Oropus. The Thebans, ere they lost

Oropus to Attica, might have carried away the most valuable of its treasures to
their own city. Indeed this passage may rather be adduced as proof that the shrine
of Amphiaraus was not at Thebes. For, had it been, why should the shield and
Hpear have been in the temple of Ismenian Apollo, and not at the shrine itself?
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the Persians, he would destroy a mighty empire, and a recom-

mendation to him to look and see who were the most powerful
of the Greeks, and to make alliance with them.

54. At the receipt of these oracular replies Croesus was over-

joyed, and feeling sure now that he would destroy the empire of

the Persians, he sent once more to Pytho, and presented to the

Delphians, the number of whom he had ascertained, two gold
staters apiece.

9* In return for this the Delphians granted to

Croesus and the Lydians the privilege of precedency in consult-

ing the oracle, exemption from all charges, the most honourable

seat at the festivals, and the perpetual right of becoming at

pleasure citizens of their town.

55. After sending these presents to the Delphians, Croesus a

third time consulted the oracle, for having once proved its truth-

fulness, he wished to make constant use of it. The question
whereto he now desired an answer was " Whether his kingdom
would be of long duration ?" The following was the reply of

the Pythoness :

"Wait till the time shall come when a' mule is monarch of Media;
Then, thou delicate Lydian, away to the pebbles of Hermus

;

1

Haste, oh ! haste thee away, nor blush to behave like a coward."

56. Of all the answers that had reached him, this pleased
him far the best, for it seemed incredible that a mule should

ever come to be king of the Medes, and so he concluded that the

sovereignty would never depart from himself or his seed after

him. Afterwards he turned his thoughts to the alliance which
he had been recommended to contract, and sought to ascertain by
inquiry which was the most powerful of the Grecian states. His

inquiries pointed out to him two states as pre-eminent above the

rest. These were the Lacedaemonians and the Athenians, the

former of Doric, the latter of Ionic blood. And indeed these

two nations had held from very early times the most distinguished

place in Greece, the one being a Pelasgic the other a Hellenic

people, and the one having never quitted its original seats, while

the other had been excessively migratory ;
for during the reign

of Deucalion, Phthiotis was the country in which the Hellenes

dwelt, but under Dorus, the son of Hellen, they moved to the

** For the value .of the stater see note on Book vii. ch. 28.
1 The Hermus is the modern Kodun or Ohiediz Chai, which rises in the Morad

mountains and runs into the sea near Smyrna. Sardis was till recently a village

known as Sart ; but M. Texier declares that there is now no place of the name

(Asie Mineure, vol. Hi. p. 17). It was situated in the valley of the Hermus, at the

point where the Pactolus, a brook descending from Tmolus, joined the great
stream.
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tract at the base of Ossa and Olympus, which is called Histise-

otis
;
forced to retire from that region by the Cadmeians,

2

they

settled, under the name of Macedni, in the chain of Pindus.

Hence they once more removed and came to Dryopis ;
and from

Dryopis having entered the Peloponnese
3 in this way, they

became known as Dorians.

57. What the language of the Pelasgi was I cannot say with

any certainty. If, however, we may form a conjecture from the

tongue spoken by the Pelasgi of the present day, those, for in-

stance, who live at Creston above the Tyrrhenians,
4 who formerly

dwelt in the district named Thessaliotis, and were neighbours of

the people now called the Dorians, or those again who founded
Placia and Scylace upon the Hellespont, who had previously
dwelt for some time with the Athenians,

5 or those, in short, of

any other of the cities which have dropped the name but are

in fact Pelasgian ; if, I say, we are to form a conjecture from

any of these, we must pronounce that the Pelasgi spoke a bar-

2 The Cadmeians were the Greece-Phoenician race (their name merely signifying
"the Easterns"), who in the ante-Trojan times, occupied the country which was
afterwards called Boeotia. Hence the Greek tragedians, in plays of which ancient
Thebes is the scene (^Esch. Sept. c. Theb. Sophocl. (Ed. R. and Antig. Eurip.

Phoeniss.), invariably speak of the Thebans as Ka5^?ot, HaS^eTo*
Aeals. The Boeotians

of Arne in Thessaly expelled the Cadmeians from the region historically known as

Boeotia, some time (60 years) after the Trojan war (Thucyd. i. 12). The Cadmeians
fled in various directions. They are found at Athens (infr. v. 57), at Sparta (inf.

iv. 147), and in Asia Minor (inf. i. 146). Some may have fled to Histiasotis, the
north-western portion of Thessaly, a mountain tract watered by the head-streams of
the Peneus. Such regions were not so much coveted by the powerful invaders as
the more fertile plains.

3 After many vain attempts to force an entrance by way of the isthmus, they
crossed the strait at Rhium, in conjunction with the JKtolians (Paus. v. iii. 5, and

Apollodorus, u. viii. 3).
4 Niebuhr (Hist, of Rome, i. p. 34, note 89) would read Kporuva for Kp-rjffruva

here, and understand Croton or Cortona in Etruria. It is certain that Dionysius so
read and understood (cf. Dionys. Ant. R'om. i. 26, p. 69, Reiske). And the best

MSS., Niebuhr observes, are defective in this portion of Herodotus, so that the fact

that there is no variety of reading in the copies is of the less importance. Dahl-
mann (Life of Herod, ch. iv. p. 43, E. T.) and Bahr (in loc.) oppose this view, and
maintain the reading Kprjarutsa. There certainly were Crestonians, and they dwell-

ing in the vicinity of Tyrrhenians too, in the tract sometimes called Mygdonia (vide
Thucyd. iv. 109). But' these Tyrrhenians were themselves Pelasgi, as Thucydides
declares in the passage, and so should have spoken the same language with the
Crestonians. Niebuhr denies that there was any city of Creston in these parts, but
in this he contradicts Stephen (ad voc. KpfaTuv).

An insuperable objection to Niebuhr's theory is the assertion of Herodotus that
the Pelasgic people of whom he is speaking

"
formerly dwelt in the district named

Thessaliotis, and were neighbours of the Dorians." He could not possibly intend to

speak so positively of the particular part of Greece in which the Pelasgic "population
of Etruria lived before they occupied Italy, an event probably anterior to the names
Thessaliotis and Dorians.

5 Vide infra, vi. 137. Thucyd. iv. 109. Pausanias, i. 28. On the migrations
of the Pelasgi, their language, and ethnic character, see the Essay appended to

book vi.
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barous language.
6 If this were really so, and the entire Pelasgic

race spoke the same tongue, the Athenians, who were certainly

Pelasgi, must have changed their language at the same time that

they passed into the Hellenic body ;
for it is a certain fact that

the people of Creston speak a language unlike any of their

neighbours, and the same is true of the Placianians, while the

language spoken by these two people is the same
; which shows

that they both retain the idiom which they brought with them
into the countries where they are now settled.

58. The Hellenic race has never, since its first origin, changed
its speech. This at least seems evident to me. It was a branch

of the Pelasgic, which separated from the main body,
7 and at

first was scanty in numbers and of little power ;
but it gradually

spread and increased to a multitude of nations, chiefly by the

voluntary entrance into its ranks of numerous tribes of barba-

rians. 8 The Pelasgi, on the other hand, were, as I think, a bar-

barian race which never greatly multiplied.
59. On inquiring into the condition of these two nations,

Croesus found that one, the Athenian, was in a state of grievous

oppression and distraction under Pisistratus, the son of Hippoc-
rates, who was at that time tyrant of Athens. Hippocrates,
when he was a private citizen, is said to have gone once upon a
time to Olympia to see the games, when a wonderful prodigy

happened to him. As he was employed in sacrificing, the caul-

drons which stood near, full of water and of the flesh of the

victims, began to boil without the help of fire, and continued till

the water overflowed the pot. Chilon the Lacedaemonian, who

happened to be there and to witness the prodigy, advised Hip-

6 " The Pelasgians were a different nation from the Hellenes : their language
was peculiar, and not Greek: this assertion, however, must not be stretched to im-

ply a difference like that between the Greek and the Illyrian or Thracian. Nations
whose languages were more nearly akin than the Latin and Greek, would still speak
so as not to be mutually understood

;
and this is what Herodotus has in his eye."

(Niebuhr's Rom. Hist. vol. i. p. 27.)
7

airoffXKr&fv orj> rov Uekaffyiicov. This is the term which Herodotus uses
when he wishes to express the divergence of a branch stream from the main current
of a river. Vide infra, iv. 56. "EjSSo^or 5e Tempos irorojubs air ea\iara.i p.tv airb

rov Bopvabfvfos, K. r. \. When the river divides into two or more equal channels,
the verb used is the simple <rxif(rdai. See ii. 17. o-xi'CeTal rpiQaaias 65ovs [o

NfTAos]. iv. 39. <rxifaa.i ra ffr6/jLara rov "iffrpov. The assertion of Herodotus
therefore is, that the Hellenes branched front the Pelasgi. Neither the "

separee

desPelasges" of Larcher, nor the "discretum aPelasgico genere" of Schweighneuser

sufficiently express this meaning.
6

Thucydides explains further, that the various tribes of Pelasgi became Hel-

lenized by the voluntary placing of themselves under Hellenic guidance, from a

conviction of the benefit that would thereby accrue to them (Thucyd. i. 3. f-n

Htvwv auroi/s 1*'
wcpeXicf. ^s TOS &AAay tr6\fis, KO&' exdorovs 4j5ij ry fyuAuy /ua
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pocrates, if he were unmarried, never to take into his house a

wife who could bear him a child
;

if he already had one, to send

her hack to her friends
;

if he had a son, to disown him. Chilon's

advice did not at all please Hippocrates, who disregarded it. and

some time after became the father of Pisistratus. This Pisis-

tratus, at a time when there was civil contention in Attica

between the party of the Sea-coast headed by Megacles the son

of Alcmaeon, and that of the Plain headed by Lycurgus, one of

the Aristolaids, formed the project of making himself tyrant, and
with this view created a third party.

9

Gathering together a band
of partisans, and giving himself out for the protector of the

Highlanders, he contrived the following stratagem. He wounded
himself and his mules, and then drove his chariot into the mar-

ket-place, professing to have just escaped an attack of his

enemies, who had attempted his life as he was on his way into

the country. He besought the people to assign him a guard to

protect his person, reminding them of the glory which he had

gained when he led the attack upon the Megarians, and took the

town of Nisaea,
1 at the same time performing many other ex-

ploits. The Athenians, deceived by his story, appointed him a

band of citizens to serve as a guard, who were to carry clubs in-

stead of spears, and to accompany him wherever he went. Thus

strengthened, Pisistratus broke into revolt and seized the citadel.

In this way he acquired the sovereignty of Athens, which he con-

tinued to hold without disturbing the previously existing offices

or altering any of the laws. He administered the state according
to the established usages, and his arrangements were wise and

salutary.
60. However, after a little time, the partisans of Megacles

and those of Lycurgus agreed to forget their differences, and
united to drive him out. So Pisistratus, having by the means

9 There can be no doubt that these local factions must also have been political

parties. Indeed one of them, that of the Highlanders (virtpaKpioi), is identified by
Herodotus himself with the demus or Democratical party. The two others are

connected by Plutarch (Solon, c. 13), and on grounds of probability, with the

Oligarchical and the Moderate party. (See the Essays appended to Book V.

Essay ii.)
1 Plutarch mentions a war between Athens and Megara, under the conduct of

Solon, in which Pisistratus was said to have distinguished himself (Solon, c. 8), as

having occurred before Solon's legislation, . e. before B. c. 594. Mr. Grote justly
observes that distinction gained five and thirty years before would have availed
Pisistratus but little in the party conflicts of this period. The objection that he
could not, when so young, be said with any propriety to have captured Nisoea is

not so well founded, for a young officer may lead a storming party, or even com-
mand at the siege of a town not the chief object of the war, and in either case
would be said to have captured the place. The chief scene of this war was Salamis.

See Mr. Grote's History, vol. iii. p. 205, note.)
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described first made himself master of Athens, lost his power
again before it had time to take root. No sooner, however, was
he departed than the factions which had driven him out quarrelled

anew, and at last Megacles, wearied with the struggle, sent a

herald to Pisistratus, with an offer to re-estahlish him on the

throne if he would marry his daughter. Pisistratus consented,
and on these terms an agreement was concluded hetween the

two, after which they proceeded to devise the mode of his resto-

ration. And here the device on which they hit was the silliest to

be found in all history, more especially considering that the

Greeks have been from very ancient times distinguished from the

barbarians by superior sagacity and freedom from foolish simple-

ness, and remembering that the persons on whom this trick was

played were not only Greeks but Athenians, who have the credit

of surpassing all other Greeks in cleverness. There was in the

Paeanian district a woman named Phya,
2 whose height only fell

short of four cubits by three fingers' breadth, and who was alto-

gether comely to look upon. This woman they clothed in com-

plete armour, and, instructing her as to the carriage which she

was to maintain in order to beseem her part, they placed her in

a chariot and drove to the city. Heralds had- been sent forward

to precede her, and to make proclamation to this effect :

"
Citi-

zens of Athens, receive again Pisistratus with friendly minds.

Minerva, who of all men honours him the most, herself conducts

him back to her own citadel." This they proclaimed in all di-

rections, and immediately the rumour spread throughout the

country districts that Minerva was bringing back her favourite.

They of the city also, fully persuaded that the woman was the

veritable goddess, prostrated themselves before her, and received

Pisistratus back.

61. Pisistratus, having thus recovered the sovereignty, mar-

ried, according to agreement, the daughter of Megacles. As,

however, he had already a family of grown up sons, and the

9
It is related that this Phya was the daughter of a certain Socrates, and made

a livelihood by selling chaplets, yet that she was afterwards married by Pisistratus

to his son Hipparchus, which seems very improbable. (See Clitodem. Fr. 24.)
Mr. Grote has some just remarks upon the observations with which Herodotus

accompanies the story of Phya. It seems clear that the Greeks of the age of

Pisistratus fully believed in the occasional presence upon earth of the gods. Mr.

Grote refers to the well-known appearance of the god Pan to Phidippides a little

before the battle of Marathon, which Herodotus himself states to have been receiv-

ed as true by the Athenians (vi. 105). He might have compared also the story of

the gigantic phantom-warrior at Marathon who smote Epizelus with blindness as he

passed by him to strike the man at his side (Herod, vi. 117), and that of the ap-

pearance" of the two superhuman hoplites in the battle with the Persians at Delphi,

whom the Delphians recognised for their local heroes, Phylacus and Autonoiis

(viii. 38-9).
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Alcmgeonidge were supposed to be under a curse,
3 he determined

that there should be no issue of the marriage. His wife at first

kept this matter to herself, but after a time, either her mother

questioned her, or it may be that she told it of her own accord.

At any rate, she informed her mother, and so it reached her

father's ears. Megacles, indignant at receiving an affront from
such a quarter, in his anger instantly made up his differences

with the opposite faction, on which Pisistratus, aware of what
was planning against him, took himself out of the country.
Arrived at Eretria, he held a council with his children to decide

what was to be done. The opinion of Hippias prevailed, and it

was agreed to aim at regaining the sovereignty. The first step
was to obtain advances of money from such states as were under

obligations to them. By these means they collected large sums
from several countries, especially from the Thebans, who gave
them far more than any of the rest. To be brief, time passed,
and all was at length got ready for their return. A band of

Argive mercenaries arrived from the Peloponnese, and a certain

Naxian named Lygdamis, who volunteered his services, was par-

ticularly zealous in the cause, supplying both men and money.
62. In the eleventh year of their exile the family of Pisistra-

tus set sail from Eretria on their return home. They made the

coast of Attica, near Marathon, where they encamped, and were

joined by their partisans from the capital and by numbers from
the country districts, who loved tyranny better than freedom.
At Athens, while Pisistratus was obtaining funds, and even after

he landed at Marathon, no one paid any attention to his pro-

ceedings. When, however, it became known that he had left

Marathon, and was marching upon the city, preparations were
made for resistance, the whole force of the state was levied, and
led against the returning exiles. Meantime the army of Pisistra-

tus, which had broken up from Marathon, meeting their adversa-
ries near the temple of the Pallenian Minerva,

4

pitched their

camp opposite them. Here a certain soothsayer, Ainphilytus by

3 Vide infra, v. 70-1
; Thucyd. i. 126; Plut. Solon, c. 12. The curse rested

on them upon account of their treatment of the partisans of Cylon. The archou
of the time, Megacles, not only broke faith with them after he had, by a pledge to

spare their lives, induced them to leave the sacred precinct of Minerva in the Acrop-
olis, but also slew a number at the altar of the Eumenides.

4 Pallene was a village of Attica, near Gargettus, which is the modern Garito

(Leake, Demi of Attica, p. 45). It was famous for its temple of Minerva, which was
of such magnificence as to be made the subject of a special treatise by Themison,
whose book, entitled Pallenis, is mentioned by Athenaus (vi. 6, p. 235). The ex-
act site of the ancient village seems to be a place about 1 miles south-west of

Garito, where there are extensive remains (Leake, ibid.).
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name, an Acarnanian,
5 moved by a divine impulse, came into the

presence of Pisistratus, and approaching him uttered this proph-

ecy in the hexameter measure :

" Now has the cast been made, the net is out-spread in the water,

Through the moonshiny night the tunnies will enter the meshes."

63. Such was the prophecy uttered under a divine inspiration.

Pisistratus, apprehending its meaning, declared that he accepted
the oracle, and instantly led on his army. The Athenians from
the city had just finished their midday meal, after which they
had betaken themselves, some to dice, others to sleep, when
Pisistratus with his troops fell upon them and put them to the

rout. As soon as the flight began, Pisistratus bethought him-
self of a most wise contrivance, whereby the Athenians might be

induced to disperse and not unite in a body any more. He
mounted his sons on horseback and sent them on in front to over-

take the fugitives, and exhort them to be of good cheer, and re-

turn each man to his home. The Athenians took the advice,
and Pisistratus became for the third time master of Athens. 6

64. Upon this he set himself to root his power more firmly,

by the aid of a numerous body of mercenaries, and by keeping
up a full exchequer, partly supplied from native sources, partly
from the countries about the river Strymon.

7 He also demanded

' Valckenaer proposed to read 6 'A/eap/eus (Ionic form of 'Axapi/eus), the

Acharnian, for 6 'Axapi/oi/, the Acarnanian. Larcher argued in favour of this

reading, while Gronovius considered that 6 'Anapita.v might have the meaning of "the
Acharnian." So too Schweighaeuser, who renders "Acarnan, sive potius Achar-
nensis." The vicinity of Acharnae to Pallen6 is a circumstance of some weight on
this side of the question. And it is certain that Plato calls Amphilytus a compatriot
(Theag. p. 124), and that Clement calls him an Athenian (Strom, i. i. p. 398). But
on the other hand Acarnania was famous for soothsayers, especially at this perod.
It is only necessary to mention Megistias, the Acarnanian soothsayer, at Thermop-
ylae, and Hippomachus, the Leucadian (Leucas was on the coast of Acarnania) at

Plataea. (Vide infra, vii. 221, and ix. 38.)
8 Mr. Grote is of opinion that "the proceedings" throughout this struggle "have

altogether the air of a concerted betrayal" (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. p. 143). Such,
however, is clearly not the opinion of Herodotus. And as the Alcmaeonidaj were

undoubtedly at the head of affairs, and knew that they had nothing to hope, but

everything to fear, from the success of Pisistratus, 'it seems quite inconceivable that

they should have voluntarily betrayed the state into his hands. It is prejudice
to suppose that the popular party alone can never lose ground by its own fault, or
without a betrayal. The fact seems to have been, that at this time, before the

weight of a tyranny had been felt, many, as Herodotus says, "loved tyranny better

than freedom," and the mass were indifferent. Besides, Pisistratus was considered
as in a great measure the champion of democracy, and his return was looked on by
his countrymen with much the same feelings as those wherewith the French regard-
ed that of Napoleon from Elba in 1815.

7 The revenues of Pisistratus were derived in part from the income-tax of five

per cent, which he levied from his subjects (Thucyd. vi. 54. 'Abrivaiovs eiKoar^v
ru>v yiyvofjLw<av), in part probably from the silver-mines at Laurium.
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hostages from many of the Athenians who had remained at

home, and not left Athens at his approach ;
and these he sent

to Naxos, which he had conquered by force of arms, and given
over into the charge of Lygdamis.

8

Farther, he purified the

island of Delos, according to the injunctions of an oracle, after

the following fashion. All the dead bodies which had been in-

terred within sight of the temple he dug up, and removed to

another part of the isle.
9 Thus was the tyranny of Pisistratus

established at Athens, many of the Athenians having fallen in

the battle, and many others having fled the country together
with the son of Alcmaeon.

65. Such was the condition of the Athenians when Croesus

made inquiry concerning them. 1

Proceeding to seek information

concerning the Lacedaemonians, he learnt that, after passing

through a period of great depression, they had lately been vic-

torious in a war with the people of Tegea ; for, during the joint

reign of Leo and Agasicles, kings of Sparta, the Lacedaemonians,
successful in all their other wars, suffered continual defeats at

the hands of the Tegeans. At a still earlier period they had
been the very worst governed people in Greece, as well in mat-
ters of internal management as in their relations towards foreign-

ers, from whom they kept entirely aloof. The circumstances

which a little later were so remarkably productive (Herod, vii. 144). It is not
certain that the mines at Thoricus (Xenoph. de Vectigal. iv. 43) were worked yet.
He had also a third source of revenue, of which Herodotus here speaks, consisting
apparently either of lands or mines lying near the Strymon, and belonging to him

probably in his private capacity. That part of Thrace was famous for its gold ana
silver mines (infr. v. 17, 23, vi. 46; Thucyd. iv. 105; Strab. vii. p. 481). Mr. Grote

curiously mistakes the meaning of this passage (vol. iv. p. 145, note a

).

" Herod-

otus," he says, "tells us that Pisistratus brought mercenary soldiers from the

Strymon, but that he levied the money to pay them in Attica : Wifav* r^v rvpav-
vi8a firiKOvpoiffi re vo\\o7<rt, Kal xP"n^ruv <rvv68ouri, T>V /J.tv avrobtv, ruv 5e curb

~2,Tpv(jLovos Trora/jLov awikvTuv" As if the latter clause referred to the lirtK&upoi I

6
It is difficult to reconcile this account of the establishment of Lygdamis in

Naxos with the statements of Aristotle on the subject. According to Aristotle, the
revolution which placed him upon the throne was of home growth, and scarcely ad-
mitted of the interference of a foreigner. Telestagoras, a man beloved by the
common people, had been grossly injured and insulted by some youths belonging
to the oligarchy which then ruled Naxos. A general outbreak was the consequence,
and the common people under Lygdamis, who though by birth an aristocrat, placed
himself at their head, overcame the oligarchy, and made Lygdamis king. (See the

Fragments of Aristotle in Miiller's Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 155, Fr. 168, and com-
pare Arist. Pol. V. v. 1.) It is of course quite possible that Pisistratus may have
lent Lygdamis some aid

;
but if we accept' Aristotle's account, which seems too cir-

cumstantial to be false, we must consider Herodotus to have been altogether mis-
taken in his view of the matter.

9

Compare Thucyd. iii. 104.
1 The embassy of Croesus cannot possibly have been subsequent to the final es-

tablishment of Pisistratus at Athens, which was in B. c. 542 at the earliest. (See
Clinton's F. H., vol. ii. pp. 252-4.) It probably occurred during his first term of

power.
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which led to their being well governed were the following :

Lycurgus, a man of distinction among the Spartans, had gone to

Delphi, to visit the oracle. Scarcely had he entered into the

inner fane, when the Pythoness exclaimed aloud,

"Oh! thou great Lycurgus, that com'st to my beautiful dwelling,
Dear to Jove, and to all who sit in the halls of Olympus,
Whether to hail thee a god I know not, or only a mortal,
But my hope is strong that a god thou wilt prove, Lycurgus."

Some report besides, that the Pythoness delivered to him the

entire system of laws which are still observed by the Spartans.
The Lacedaemonians, however, themselves assert that Lycurgus,
when he was guardian of his nephew, Labotas,

2

king of Sparta,
and regent in his room, introduced them from Crete

;

3 for as

soon as he became regent, he altered the whole of the existing

customs, substituting new ones, which he took care should

be observed by all. After this he arranged whatever apper-
tained to war, establishing the Enomotiae, Triacades, and Sys-

sitia,
4 besides which he instituted the senate,

5 and the epho-

a Since Labotas was, in all probability, noways related to Lycurgus, being of the

other royal house, and Lycurgus is said by Aristotle (Polit. n. vii. 2) and most
ancient writers to have been regent for Charilaiis, it has been proposed (Marsham,
Can. Chron. p. 428), to read AvKovpyov lirnpoirtvaavTa oSeA^jSe'ov jj.fv euvrov, fiacri-

A.euoiTo? 5e Sirapr-riTttav AceujSwrew. Larcher approves of this emendation, and
translates accordingly. Clinton also is satisfied with it. (F. H. vol. i. p. 144, note

b.) But in the first place the reading in Herodotus is at least as old as Pausanias,
who says,

" Herodotus in his discourse of Crowns asserts that Labotas in his boyhood
had for guardian Lycurgus the lawgiver." (Paus. HI. ii. 3.) And secondly, the

alteration would not remove the difficulty. For Labotas was dead seventy years
before Charilaiis mounted the throne. The truth seems to be that Herodotus has

simply made a mistake.
8 Aristotle was of this opinion (Polit. H. vii. 1). al ykp eoiice nu.1 \fjfrai

Se ra irAelo'Ta
fj. fj.ifj.ri (T&ai T^V KpyriK^v VO\lTtleu> T) ruv AO.KUVWV. . . . Kal yap rbv

A.VKovpyov, #T TT)v ^Trirpoiretav T^\V XaptAaou rov fiuaihfus Kara\iir(av OTreS^uTjae, rrfre

rbv irXeicrrov Siarptyat \p6vov irepl T^V Kprjrrji/.
4 That the fi/uporicu were divisions of the Spaitan cohort (A<xos) is proved by

the concurrent testimony of Thucydides (v. 68) and Xenophon (Hellen. vi. iv. 12).

Thucydides says the Aoxos contained four pentecostyes and 200 men, the pentecostys
four enomoties, and 50 men. Xenophon gives but two pentecostyes to the Aoxoy, and
two enomoties to the pentecostys. It is probable that the Spartans had changed
the organization of their array during the interval. The word evu/jLoria implies that

its members were bound together by a common oath. Cf. Hesych. in voc. fvtafjLoria

TCIIS TIS 5ia <T<f>ayi<av IV&HOTOS.
The TpiyicdSfs seem to have been also divisions of the army but divisions con-

fined to the camp, not existing in the field. The army was divided into messes of

30 men each. (See Larcher in loc. vol. i. p. 288.)
The word avaai-ria. would seem in this place to be exegetical of TpnjKdSas. It

does not refer to the ordinary vvralna at Sparta, but to the common meals taken

by the soldiers in the camp. (TCI cs rbv ir6\e/J.oi' ex VTa ^vup-orias Kal Tpnj/co-

8a? Kal <7u<r<rma.)
6

It is quite inconceivable that Lycurgus should in any sense have instituted the

senate. If it ever comes to pass in a monarchy that the council of the nobles
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ralty.
6 Such was the way in which the Lacedaemonians be-

came a well-governed people.
66. On the death of Lycurgus they built him a temple, and

ever since they have worshipped him with the utmost reverence.

Their soil being good and the population numerous, they sprang

up rapidly to power, and became a flourishing people. In con-

sequence they soon ceased to be satisfied to stay quiet ; and, re-

garding the Arcadians as very much their inferiors, they sent to

consult the oracle about conquering the whole of Arcadia. The

Pythoness thus answered them :

" Gravest thou Arcady ? Bold is thy craving. I shall not content it.

Many the men that in Arcady dwell, whose food is the acorn

They will never allow thee. It is not I that am niggard.
I will give thee to dance in Tegea, with noisy foot-fall,

And with the measuring line mete out the glorious champaign."

When the Lacedaemonians received this reply, leaving the rest of

Arcadia untouched, they marched against the Tegeans, carrying
with them fetters, so confident had this oracle (which was, in

truth, but of base metal) made them that they would enslave

the Tegeans. The battle, however, went against them, and

many fell into the enemy's hands. Then these persons, wearing
the fetters which they had themselves brought, and fastened to-

gether in a string, measured the Tegean plain as they executed
their labours. The fetters in which they worked, were still, in

my day, preserved at Tegea where they hung round the walls of
the temple of Minerva Alea. 7

67. Throughout the whole of this early contest with the

Tegeans, the Lacedaemonians met with nothing but defeats; but

ceases to be a power in the state, it does not owe its re-establishment to royal, or

quasi-royal authority. Nothing less than a revolution can recover it. Compare
the history of Rome under the last Tarquin. Lycurgus appears to have made
scarcely any changes in the constitution. What he did was to alter the customs and
habits of the people. With regard to the senate, its institution was primitive, and
we can scarcely imagine that it had ever dropped out of use. As, however, the
whole Spartan constitution was considered to be the work of Lycurgus, all its parts
came by degrees to be assigned to him.

6 The institution of the Ephoralty is ascribed to Lycurgus by Xenophon (De
Rep. Laced, viii. 3), Satyrus (ap. Diog. Laert. i. 68), and the author of the letters
ascribed to Plato (Ep. viii.). Plutarch (Lycurg. c. 7), and Aristotle (Polit. v. 9, 1),

assign it to Theopompus. These conflicting statements are best reconciled by con-

sidering that the ephors existed as a magistracy at least from the time of Lycurgui?,
but obtained an entirely new position in the reign of Theopompus. (Cf. Thirlwall's
Hist, of Greece, vol. i. p. 354, and see the Essays appended to Book V. Essay i.)7 Minerva Alea was an Arcadian Goddess. She was worshipped at Mantinea,
Manthyrea, and Alea, as well as at Tegea. Her temple at Tegea was particularly
magnificent. See the description in Pausanias (VIII. xlvii. 1-2). The name Alea
does not appear to be a local appellative, like Assesia (supra, ch. 19), Fallenis (ch.

52), &c., but rather a title, signifying 'protectress,' lit.
"
she who gives escape"
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in the time of Croesus, under the kings Anaxandrides and Aristo,
fortune had turned in their favour, in the manner which I will

now relate. Having been worsted in every engagement by their

enemy, they sent to Delphi, and inquired of the oracle what god

they must propitiate to prevail in the war against the Tegeans.
The answer of the Pythoness was, that before they could pre-

vail, they must remove to Sparta the bones of Orestes, the son

of Agamemnon.
7* Unable to discover his burial-place, they sent

a second time, and asked the god where the body of the hero had

been laid. The following was the answer they received :

" Level and smooth is the plain where Arcadian Tegea standeth ;

There two winds are ever, by strong necessity, blowing,
Counter-stroke answers stroke, and evil lies upon evil.

There all-teeming Earth doth harbour the son of Atrides
;

Bring thou him to thy city, and then be Tegea's master."

After this reply, the Lacedaemonians were no nearer discovering
the burial-place than before, though they continued to search for

it diligently ;
until at last a man named Lichas, one of the

Spartans called Agathoergi, found it. The Agathoergi are citi-

zens who have just served their time among the knights. The
five eldest of the knights go out every year, and are bound during
the year after their discharge, to go wherever the State sends

them, and actively employ themselves in its service. 8

68. Lichas was one of this body when, partly by good luck,

partly by his own wisdom, he discovered the burial-place. In-

tercourse between the two States existing just at this time, he

went to Tegea, and, happening to enter into the workshop of a

smith, he saw him forging some iron. As he stood marvelling
at what he beheld,

9 he was observed by the smith who, leaving
off his work, went up to him and said,

T*
Compare the removal of the bones of Tisamenus to Sparta (Pausan. vu. i.

3).
8

It is difficult to reconcile this passage with the statement of Xenophon con-

cerning the mode of election of the knights (De Rep. Laced, iv. 3). Xenophon
says the ephors choose three iinraypcTcu, who each selected a hundred youths, which
seems at first sight to imply that the whole body of the knights was renewed an-

nually. It is impossible to suppose that no more than five retired each year. Such
an arrangement would have soon made the knights a body of old men. Possibly
the Ephors of each year appointed Hippagretae who drew out the list of knights

afresh, having power to scratch off the roll such as they thought unworthy, and to

place others upon it, the five senior members only being incapable of re-appointment.
The greater number of the knights would usually be re-appointed, but besides the five

eldest who necessarily retired, the Hippagretse would omit any whom they thought
unfit for the service. All accounts agree in representing the knights as the picked

youth of Sparta. (Xenoph. 1. s. c. Plutarch. Lye. c. 25. Eustath. ad II. 0. 23.)

The substitution of older men by Leonidas before Thermopylae (infra,
vii. 205, and

note ad loc.) was exceptional.
9
Herodotus means to represent that the forging of iron was a novelty at the
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"
Certainly, then, you Spartan stranger, you would have been

wonderfully surprised if you had seen what I have, since you
make a marvel even of the working in iron. I wanted to make

myself a well in this room, and began to dig it, when what think

you ? I came upon a coffin seven cubits long. I had never

believed that men were taller in the olden times than they are

now, so I opened the coffin. The body inside was of the same

length ;
I measured it, and filled up the hole again."

Such was the man's account of what he had seen. The

other, on turning the matter over in his mind, conjectured that

this was the body of Orestes, of which the oracle had spoken.
He guessed so, because he observed that the smithy had two

bellows, which he understood to be the two winds, and the ham-
mer and anvil would do for the stroke and the counter-stroke,
and the iron that was being wrought for the evil lying upon evil.

This he imagined might be so because iron had been discovered

to the hurt of man. Full of these conjectures, he sped back to

Sparta and laid the whole matter before his countrymen. Soon

after, by a concerted plan, they brought a charge against him,
and began a prosecution. Lichas betook himself to Tegea, and
on his arrival acquainted the smith with his misfortune, and

proposed to rent his room of him. The smith refused for some
time

;
but at last Lichas persuaded him, and took up his abode

in it. Then he opened the grave, and collecting the bones,
returned with them to Sparta. From henceforth, whenever the

Spartans and the Tegeans made trial of each other's skill in

arms, the Spartans always had greatly the advantage ;
and by

the time to which we are come now they were masters of most
of the Peloponnese.

69. Croesus, informed of all these circumstances, sent mes-

sengers to Sparta, with gifts in their hands, who were to ask the

Spartans to enter into alliance with him. They received strict

injunctions as to what they should say, and on their arrival at

Sparta spake as follows :

"
Croesus, king of the Lydians and of other nations, has sent

us to speak thus to you ?
( Oh ! Lacedeemonians, the god has

time. Brass was known to the Greeks before iron, as the Homeric poems sufficiently
indicate. Cf. also Hesiod. Op. et Dies, 150-1.

ro?s 5' ?jv xo-^xea per Ti>xea, x^A/ceoi 5e re O!KOI,

Xa\Ktf 8' fipydovTO' fj.\as 5' QVK etr/ce

and Lucretius,
" Prior aeris quam ferri cognitus usus "

(v. 1292).

Hence smithies were termed xa*K * * xu^ta, as in this instance, and smiths
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bidden me to make the Greek my friend
;
I therefore apply to

you, in conformity with the oracle, knowing that you hold the

first rank in Greece, and desire to become your friend and ally in

all true faith and honesty/
"

Such was the message which Croesus sent by his heralds.

The Lacedaemonians, who were aware beforehand of the reply

given him by the oracle, were full of joy at the coming of the

messengers, and at once took the oaths of friendship and alliance :

this they did the more readily as they had previously contracted

certain obligations towards him. They had sent to Sardis on

one occasion to purchase some gold, intending to use it on a

statue of Apollo the statue, namely, which remains to this day
at Thornax in Laconia,

1 when Croesus, hearing of the matter,

gave them as a gift the gold which they wanted.

70. This was one reason why the Lacedaemonians were so

willing to make the alliance : another was, because Croesus had
chosen them for his friends in preference to all the other Greeks.

They therefore held themselves in readiness to come at his sum-

mons, and not content with so doing, they further had a huge
vase made in bronze, covered with figures of animals all round
the outside of the rim, and large enough to contain three hun-
dred amphorae, which they sent to Croesus as a return for his

presents to them. The vase, however, never reached Sardis.

Its miscarriage is accounted for in two quite different ways.
The Lacedaemonian story is, that when it reached Samos, on its

way towards Sardis, the Samians having knowledge of it, put to

sea in their ships of war and made it their prize. But the

Samians declare, that the Lacedaemonians who had the vase in

charge, happening to arrive too late, and learning that Sardis

had fallen and that Croesus was a prisoner, sold it in their island,

and the purchasers (who were, they say, private persons) made
an offering of it at the shrine of Juno :* the sellers were very

likely on their return to Sparta to have said that they had been

robbed of it by the Samians. Such, then, was the fate of the

vase.

1 Pausanias declares that the gold obtained of Croesus by the Lacedaemonians
was used in fact upon a statue of Apollo at Amyclae (III. x. 10). Larcher, and
Siebelis (ad Pausan. 1. s. c.) remark that this does not in reality contradict Herod-

otus, since he only states the intention of the Spartans, which Pausanias recognises,
while the latter gives in addition their act.

This is no doubt true. But the same explanation cannot be given of the passage
of Theopompus (Fr. 219.), which distinctly asserts that the original object of the

Lacedaemonians was to buy gold for the Amyclaean statue. One interesting fact is

learnt from this writer, viz. that the gold was used to cover the face of the statue,

which was of colossal size, 45 feet high, according to Pausanias (in. xix. 2).
8 Vide infra, ii. 182.
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71. Meanwhile Croesus, taking the oracle in a wrong sense,

led his forces into Cappadocia, fully expecting to defeat Cyrus
and destroy the empire of the Persians. While he was still en-

gaged in making preparations for his attack, a Lydian named

Sandanis, who had always been looked upon as a wise man, but

who after this obtained a very great name indeed among his

countrymen, came forward and counselled the king in these

words :

" Thou art about, oh ! king, to make war against men who
wear leathern trousers, and have all their other garments of

leather
;

2a who feed not on what they like, but on what they can

get from a soil that is sterile and unkindl ; ;
who do not indulge

in wine, but drink water
;
who possess no figs nor anything

else that is good to eat. If, then, thou conquerest them, what
canst thou get from them, seeing that tl ey have nothing at all ?

But if they conquer thee, consider ho\ much that is precious
thou wilt lose : if they once get a tast * of our pleasant things,

they will keep such hold of them that e shall never be able to

make them loose their grasp. For my part, I am thankful to

the gods, that they have not put it into the hearts of the Per-

sians to invade Lydia."
Croesus was not persuaded by this speech, though it was true

enough ;
for before the conquest of Lydia, the Persians possessed

none of the luxuries or delights of life.

72. The Cappadocians are known to the Greeks by the name
of Syrians.

3 Before the rise o f '"he Persian power, they had
been subject to the Medes

;
bi ,t the present time they were

within the empire of Cyrus, for the boundary between the Me-

2a For a description of the Persian chess, see note on ch. 135.
3 Vide infra, vii. 72. The Cappadocians of Herodotus inhabit the country

bounded by the Euxine on the north, Jie Halys on the west, the Armenians ap-

parently on the east (from whom the Cappadocians are clearly distinguished, vii.

72-3), and the Matieni on the south.

It has been usual to consider the fact that the Cappadocians were always called

Syrians by the Greeks (supra, ch. 6, infra, vii. 72
;
Strab. xii. p. 788

; Dionys. Perieg.
ver. 772

; Scylax. p. 80
;
Ptol. v. 6

; Apollon. Rhod. ii. 946
;
Eustath. ad Dion. Per.)

as almost indisputable evidence of their being a Semitic race. (Prichard's Re-
searches into the Phys. Hist, of Mankind, vol. iii. p. 561

;
Bunsen's Philosophy of

Univ. Hist. vol. ii. p. 10.) But there are strong grounds for questioning this con-
clusion. See the Critical Essays, Essay xi., On the Ethnic Affinities of the Nations
of Western Asia.

In the Persian inscriptions Cappadocia is mentioned under the name of Katapa-
tuka, and appeared to be assigned wider limits than those given in Herodotus. (See
Col. Rawlinson's Memoir on the Behistun Inscription. Vol. II. p. 95.) No countries
are named between Armenia and Ionia but Cappadocia and Saparda, which together
fill up the whole of Asia Minor except the western coast. See the three enumera-
tions of the Persian provinces in the inscriptions of Darius (pages 197, 280, and 294
of the first volume of Col. Rawlinson's Memoir), and compare the notes en the

Babylonian text (vol. iii. p. xix.)
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dian and the Lydian empires was the river Halys. This stream,
which rises in the mountain country of Armenia, runs first

through CiHcia
;
afterwards it flows for a while with the Matieni

on the right, and the Phrygians on the left : then, when they are

passed, it proceeds with a northern course, separating the Cap-
padocian Syrians from the Paphlagonians, who occupy the left

bank, thus forming the boundary of almost the whole of Lower

Asia, from the sea opposite Cyprus to the Euxine. Just there is

the neck of the peninsula, a journey of five days across for an

active walker. 4

73. There were two motives which led Croesus to attack

Cappadocia : firstly, fye coveted the land, which he wished to add
to his own dominions

;-
but the chief reason was, that he wanted

to revenge on Cyrus the wrongs of Astyages, and was made
confident by the oracle,pf being able so to do : for the Astyages,
son of Cyaxares and ki,,>g of the Medes, who had been dethroned

by Cyrus, son of Cambyses, was Croesus' brother by marriage,

w
4 Herodotus tells us in onfc place (iv. 101), that he reckons the day's journey

at 200 stadia, that is at about 23 of our miles. If we regard this as the measure
intended here, we must consider that Herodotus imagined the isthmus of Natolia

to be but 115 miles across, 165 miles short of the truth. It must be observed, how-

ever, that the ordinary day's journey cannot be intended by the 68bs cv^cavy avSpl.

The avty f&favos is not the mere common traveller. He is the lightly-equipped

pedestrian, and his day's journey must be estimated at something considerably
above 200 stades. Major Rennell, in his comments on the passage (Geogr. of Herod.

p. 190), made an allowance on this account, and reckoned the day's journey of the
" active walker "

at about 30 miles.
r
Even thus, however, the error of Herodotus

remained very considerable a mis<r \ft of 130, instead of 165, miles. Dahlmann

(Life of Herod., pp. 72-3. E. T.) e. *vours to vindicate Herodotus from having
erred at all. He remarks that the story of Phidippides (Herod, vi. 106), proves
that the trained runners (THJ.fpo$p6/j.oi) of the period could travel from 50 to 60 miles

a day, and supposes Herodotus to allude to certain known cases H which the isthmus

had been traversed in five days. But,
1

!, it does not seem correct to regard the

avyp (ttfavos as the same with the
i)n(pofy6ij.os,

and 2. Herodotus appears to speak
not of any particular case or cases, but generally of all lightly equipped pedestrians.
He cannot therefore be rightly regarded as free from mistake in the matter.

Probably he considered the isthmus at least 100 miles narrower than it real-

ly is.

It renders such a mistake the less surprising to find that Pliny, after all the ad-

ditional information derived from the expedition of Alexander and the Roman oc-

cupation, estimated the distance at no more than 200 Roman, or less than 190

British miles. (Plin. vi. 2.)

[The day's journey of Herodotus, mentioned in iv. 101, refers to the regular
caravan stage performed by loaded camels or mules, and is correctly enough, esti-

mated at 200 Olympic stadia. The average length of such a stage at the present day
is 6 farsakhs, or about 22-J- English miles. The Tj/xepoSpoVos, on the other hand, is

to be compared to the Kasid, or foot-messenger of the present day, who, in fine

weather and over a tolerably easy country, ought to accomplish 50 miles per diem.

It may be doubted, however, considering the rugged character of the range of

Taurus and its branches, if the most active Kasid could pass from Tarsus on the

Mediterranean to Samsoon on the Euxine estimated by Eratosthenes (Strab. ii. 1)

at 3000 stadia in less than 10 days. H.C.R.]
VOL. I. 11
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This marriage had taken place under circumstances which I will

now relate. A band of Scythian nomads, who had left their

own land on occasion of some disturbance, had taken refuge in

Media. Cyaxares, son of Phraortes, and grandson of Deioces,
was at that time king of the country. Recognising them as

suppliants, he began by treating them with kindness, and coming
presently to esteem them highly, he intrusted to their care a

number of boys, whom they were to teach their language and to

instruct in the use of the bow. Time passed, and the Scythians

employed themselves, day after day, in hunting, and always

brought home some game ;
but at last it chanced that one day

they took nothing. On their return to Cyaxares with empty
hands, that monarch, who was hot-tempered, as he showed upon
the occasion, received them very rudely and insultingly. In

consequence of this treatment, which they did not conceive them-
selves to have deserved, the Scythians determined to take one of

the boys whom they had in charge, cut him in pieces, and then

dressing the flesh as they were wont to dress that of the wild

animals, serve it up to Ctyaxares as game : after which they
resolved to convey themselves with all speed to Sardis, to the

court of Alyattes, the son of Sadyattes. The plan was carried

out : Cyaxares and his guests ate of the flesh prepared by the

Scythians, and they themselves, having accomplished their pur-

pose, fled to Alyattes in the guise of suppliants.
74. Afterwards, on the refusal of Alyattes to give up his

suppliants when Cyaxares sent to demand them of him, war
broke out 5 between the Lydians and the Medes, and continued

for five years, with various success. In the course of it the Medes

gained many victories over the Lydians, and the Lydians also

gained many victories over the Medes. Among their other bat-

tles there was one night engagement. As, however, the balance
had not inclined in favour of either nation, another combat took

place in the sixth year, in the course of which, just as the battle

was growing warm, day was on a sudden changed into night.
This event had been foretold by Thales, the Milesian, who fore-

warned the lonians of it, fixing for it the very year in which it

6 Mr. Grote remarks that "the passage of nomadic hordes from one gov-
ernment in the East to another has been always, and is even down to the present
day, a frequent cause of dispute between the different governments : they are
valuable* both as tributaries and as soldiers." And he proceeds to give instances

(vol. iii. p. 310, note 1). But one cannot but suspect the whole story to be either

pure invention, or a distorted representation of the fact, that some of the Scythians
whom Cyaxares had expelled from Media fled westward and took service with the

Lydian king. (See the subject discussed in the Essay
" On the Early Chronology

and History of Lydia.")
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actually took place.
6 The Medes and Lydians, when they ob-

served the change, ceased fighting, and were alike anxious to have
terms of peace agreed on. Syennesis

7 of Cilicia,
7a and Labyne-

Various years have been assigned as the true date of this eclipse. Among
the ancients, Pliny (n. xii.) placed it 01. 48. 4 (B. c. 584), Clemens Alexandrinus

(Stromat. i. p. 354) in 01. 50. 1 (B. c. 579). Of moderns, Volney inclines to B. c.

625, Bouhier and Larcher to B. c. 597, Mr. Clinton to B. c. 603, Ideler and Mr. Grote
to B. c. 610, Des Vignoles and Mr. Bosanquet to B. c. 585. Mr. Grote says that
" recent calculations made by Oltmanns from the newest astronomical tables, and
more trustworthy than the calculations which preceded, have shown that the eclipse
of 610 B. c. fulfils the conditions required, and that the other eclipses do not "

(Grote's Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 312, note). Mr. Bosanquet (Fall of Nineveh,
p. 14) depends on the still more recent calculations of Mr. Hind and Mr. Airy.

That Thales predicted this eclipse was asserted by Aristotle's disciple, Eudemus
(Clem. Alex. L s. c.), as also by Cic. (de Div. i. 49) and Pliny (ii. 12). Another pre-
diction is ascribed to him by Aristotle himself (Poiit. i. v.), that of a good olive-

crop. A third by Nicolas of Damascus (p. 68, Orelli). Anaxagoras was said to

have foretold the fall of an aerolite (Arist. Meteorol. i. 7).

[The prediction of this eclipse by Thales may fairly be classed with the prediction
of a good olive crop or of the fall of an aCrolite. Thales, indeed, could only have
obtained the requisite knowledge for predicting eclipses from the Chaldaeans, and
that the science of these astronomers, although sufficient for the investigation of

lunar eclipses, did not enable them to calculate solar eclipses dependent as such a

calculation is, not only on the determination of the period of recurrence, but on the

true projection also of the track of the sun's shadow along a particular line over the

surface of the earth may be inferred from our finding that in the astronomical

canon of Ptolemy, which was compiled from the Chaldaean registers, the observations

of the moon's eclipse are alone entered. H.C.R.]
7 The name Syennesis is common to all the kings of Cilicia mentioned in history.

Vide infra, v. 118; vii. 98; Xenoph. Anab. i. ii. 25; Machyl Pers. 324. It

has been supposed not to be really a name, but, like Pharaoh, a title. Cf. Bahr
inloc.

[The Cuneiform inscriptions do not assist us in determining whether Syennesis
was a title or a proper name. The only cuneiform name which has any resemblance

to it is that of Sttni, who was king of Daydn, a province contiguous to Cilicia, under
the first Tiglathpileser of Assyria, in about B. c. 1120. The kings of Cilicia mention-

ed by the Greeks are of a much later date, being the respective contemporaries of

Cyaxares, Darius, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes Muemon. H. C. R.]
*

Cilicia had become an independent state, either by the destruction of Assyria,
or in the course of her decline after the reign of Esarhaddon. Previously, she had
been included in the dominions of the Assyrian kings.

[Cilicia is first mentioned in the Cuneiform inscriptions about B. c. 711, Sargon,
in the ninth year of his reign, having sent an expedition against Ambris, the son of

Khuliya, who was hereditary chief of Tubal (the southern slopes of Taurus), and

upon whom the Assyrian monarch is said at an earlier period to have bestowed the

country of Cilicia (Khilak) as the dowry of his daughter Maruk. Ambris, it ap-

pears, regardless of this alliance and of the favour with which he was treated by
Sargon, had cultivated relations with the Kings of Muzak and Vararat (Meshech
and Ararat, or the Moschi and Armenia), who were in revolt against Assyria, and

thus drew on himself the hostility of the great king. His chief city, Bit-Burutas,
was taken and sacked, and he himself was brought a prisoner to Nineveh, Assyrian
colonists being sent to occupy the country.

In the reign of Sennacherib, about B.C. 701, Cilicia again revolted and was re

duced, a vast number of the inhabitants being carried off to Nineveh to assist, in

concert with Chaldaean, Aramaean, Syrian, and Armenian captives, in building that

famous palace of which the ruins have lately been excavated at Koyunjik.
When Polyhistor describes as continuous events under the reign of Sennacherib

the repulse by the Assyrians of a Greek invasion of Cilicia, the erection of a
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tus 8 of Babylon, were the persons who mediated between the par-

ties, who hastened the taking of the oaths, and brought about the

exchange of espousals. It was they who advised that Alyattes
should give his daughter Aryenis in marriage to Astyages the

son of Cyaxares, knowing, as they did, that without some sure

bond of strong necessity, there is wont to be but little security

in men's covenants. Oaths are taken by these people in the same

way as by the Greeks, except that they make a slight flesh

wound in their arms, from which each sucks a portion of the

other's blood. 9

75. Cyrus had captured this Astyages, who was his mother's

father, and kept him prisoner, for a reason which I shall bring
forward in another part of my history. This capture formed the

ground of quarrel between Cyrus and Croesus, in consequence of

which Croesus sent his servants to ask the oracle if he should

attack the Persians
;
and when an evasive answer came, fancying

it to be in his favour, carried his arms into the Persian territory.

When he reached the river Halys, he transported his army across

it, as I maintain, by the bridges
l which exist there at the present

trophy on the spot to commemorate the monarch's exploits, and the subsequent

building of Tarsus he is probably confounding together three independent matters

belonging to three distinct periods of history ;
for the only irruption of the Greeks

into the Assyrian territory recorded in the inscriptions took place under Sargon,
while Sennacherib's trophy on the shore of the Mediterranean refers to the conquest
of Phoenicia and the defeat of the Egyptians, and not to any repulse of the Greeks;
and Tarsus, again, instead of being built by that monarch, was in reality founded by
Esarhaddon, after his conquest of Sidou, as stated in his annals. The Inscriptions
have not furnished us as yet with any notice of Tarsus or Cilicia after the time of

Esarhaddon. Bochart supposes the name of Cilicia to be derived from the Hebrew
root p^n, and to have been given to the country on account of its rugged and stony
character; but the Hebrew Khalak, although applied to "stones," signifies prop-

erly
" to be smooth "

or "
polished," and is thus singularly inapplicable to Cilicia.

There are indeed no grounds whatever for assigning a Semitic etymology to the

name. The ancient Cilicians in all probability belonged to the same Scythic family
as the neighbouring races of Meshech and Tubal. H.C.R.]

8 The Babylonian monarch at this time was either Nabopolassar or Nebuchad-
nezzar. (See the Astronomical Canon.) Neither of these names is properly Hel-

lenized by Labynetus. Labynetus is undoubtedly the Nabunit of the inscriptions,
the Nabonadius of the Canon, the Nabonnedus of Berosus and Megasthenes. There
was only one king of the name between Nabonassar (B. c. 747) and Cyrus. He
reigned 17 years, from B. c. 555 to B. c. 538. If the name here be not a mistake of
our author's, this Labynetus must have been a prince of the royal house, sent in com-
mand of the Babylonian contingent, of whom nothing else is known. He might be
a son of Nabopolassar.

9 Vide infra, iv. 70, and Tacit. Annal. xii. 47.
1 The Halys (Kizil Irmak) is fordable at no very great distance from its mouth

(Hamilton's Asia Minor, vol. i. p. 327), but bridges over it are not unfrequent (ibid,

p. 297, 411). These are of a very simple construction, consisting of planks laid

across a few slender beams, extending from bank to bank, without any parapet.

Bridges with stone piers have existed at some former period (ib. p. 326), but they
belong probably to Roman, and not to any earlier times. The ancient constructions
mentioned by Herodotus are more likely to have been of the modern type. By his
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day ; but, according to the general belief of tbe Greeks,
2
by

the aid of Thales the Milesian. The tale is, that Croesus was
in doubt how he should get his army across, as the bridges were

not made at that time, and that Thales, who happened to be in

the camp, divided the stream and caused it to flow on both sides

of the army instead of on the left only. This he effected thus :

Beginning some distance above the camp, he dug a deep channel,
which he brought round in a semicircle, so that it might pass to

rearward of the camp ;
and that thus the river, diverted from

its natural course into the new channel at the point where this

left the stream, might flow by the station of the army, and after-

wards fall again into the ancient bed. In this way the river was

split into two streams, which were both easily fordable. It is

said by some that the water was entirely drained off from the

natural bed of the river. But I am of a different opinion ; for

I do not see how, in that case, they could have crossed it on
their return.

76. Having passed the Halys with the forces under his com-

mand, Croesus entered the district of Cappadocia which is called

Pteria. 3 It lies in the neighbourhood of the city of Sinope
4

upon the Euxine, and is the strongest position in the whole

country thereabouts. Here Croesus pitched his camp, and began
to ravage the fields of the Syrians. He besieged and took the

chief city of the Pterians, and reduced the inhabitants to slavery :

he likewise made himself master of the surrounding villages.

Thus he brought ruin on the Syrians, who were guilty of no of-

tise of the plural number in this place we may conclude, that on the route to which
he refers the river was crossed by two bridges, advantage being taken of its sepa-
ration into two channels. This is the case now at Batra, on the route between
Samsun and S5n6pe, which is not unlikely to have been the point at which Croesus

passed the river. The fact of the double channel may have given rise to the siory
about Thales.

a Larcher (vol. i. p. 313) remarks that this opinion held its ground notwith-

standing the opposition of Herodotus. It is spoken of as an indisputable fact by
the Scholiast on Aristophanes (Nubes, 18), by Lucian (Hippias, 2, vol. vii. p. 295),
and by Diogenes Laertius

(i. 38).
* Pteria in Herodotus is a district, not a city, as Larcher supposes (not. ad loc.).

Its capital ("the city of the Pterians ") may have borne the same name, as Stephen
seems to have thought (ad voc. riTpfa), but this is uncertain. The site cannot pos-

sibly be at Boyhaz-Keui, where M. Texier places it (Asie Mineure, vol. i. pp. 222-4),
for the connexion of the name with Sinope, both in Herodotus and in Stephen, im-

plies that Pteria was near tbe coast. A name resembling Pteria seems to have been

given to several Asiatic strongholds, as to a certain Median city, and to the acrop-
olis of Babylon. (Steph. Byz. 1. s. c.)

4
Sinope, which recent events have once more made famous, was a colony of the

Milesians, founded about B. c. 630 (infra, iv. 12). It occupied the neck of a small

peninsula projecting into the Euxine towards the northeast, in lat. 42
C

, long. 35,

nearly. The ancient town has been completely ruined, and the modern is built of

its fragments (Hamilton's Asia Minor, vol. i. p. 317-9).
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fence towards him. Meanwhile, Cyrus had levied an army ana

marched against Crcesus, increasing his numbers at every step

by the forces of the nations that lay in his way. Before begin-

ning his march he had sent heralds to the Ionian s, with an in-

vitation to them to revolt from the Lydian king : they, how-

ever, had refused compliance. Cyrus, notwithstanding, marched

against the enemy, and encamped opposite them in the district

of Pteria, where the trial of strength took place between the

contending powers. The combat was hot and bloody, and upon
both sides the number of the slain was great ;

nor had victory
declared in favour of either party, when night came down upon
the battle-field. Thus both armies fought valiantly.

77. Crcesus laid the blame of his ill success on the number
of his troops, which fell very short of the enemy ;

and as on the

next day Cyrus did not repeat the attack, he set off on his re-

turn to Sardis, intending to collect his allies and renew the con-

test in the spring. He meant to call on the Egyptians to send

him aid, according to the terms of the alliance which he had
concluded with Amasis,

5

previously to his league with the Lace-

daemonians. He intended also to summon to his assistance the

Babylonians, under their king Labynetus,
6 for they too were

bound to him by treaty : and further, he meant to send word to

Sparta, and appoint a day for the coming of their succours.

Having got together these forces in addition to his own, he

would, as soon as the winter was past and springtime come,
march once more against the Persians. With these intentions

Croesus, immediately on his return, despatched heralds to his

various allies, with a request that they would join him at Sardis

in the course of the fifth month from the time of the departure
of his messengers. He then disbanded the army consisting of

mercenary troops which had been engaged with the Persians

and had since accompanied him to his capital, and let them de-

6 The treaty of Amasis with Croesus would suffice to account for the hostility of
the Persians against Egypt. (See note on Book ii. ch. 177.)

6
Undoubtedly the Nabonadius of the Canon, and the Nabunit of the monuments.

The fact that it was with this monarch that Croesus made his treaty helps greatly to
fix the date of the fall of Sardis

;
it proves that that event cannot have happened

earlier than B. c. 554. For Nabunit did not ascend the throne till B. c. 555 (Astron.
Can.), and a full year must be allowed between the conclusion of the treaty and the

taking of the Lydian capital.

[As Nebuchadnezzar had a few years previously carried the Babylonian arms
over all Western Asia, reasserting the ancient Assyrian supremacy over the coun-
tries which touched the Mediterranean, there is no improbability in the existence of

political relations between Croesus and Nabunit. The history of this king, however,
the last of the Babylonian mouarchs, so far as it has been as yet recovered from the

monuments, is exclusively domestic, and thus does not enable us to ascertain what

part he took in the contest between Cyrus and Crresus. H.C. R.J
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part to their homes, never imagining that Cyrus, after a battle

in which victory had been so evenly balanced, would venture to

march upon Sardis.

78. While Croesus was still in this mind, all the suburbs of

Sardis were found to swarm with snakes, on the appearance of

which the horses left feeding in the pasture-grounds, and flocked

to the suburbs to eat them. The king, who witnessed the unu-
sual sight, regarded it very rightly as a prodigy. He therefore

instantly sent messengers to the soothsayers of Telmessus,
7 to

consult them upon the matter. His messengers reached the

city, and obtained from the Telmessians an explanation of what
the prodigy portended, but fate did not allow them to inform

their lord
;

for ere they entered Sardis on their return, Croesus

was a prisoner. What the Telmessians had declared was, that

Croesus must look for the entry of an army of foreign invaders

into his country, and that when they came they would subdue
the native inhabitants

;
since the snake, said they, is a child of

earth, and the horse a warrior and a foreigner. Croesus was

already a prisoner when the Telmessians thus answered his in-

quiry, but they had no knowledge of what was taking place at

Sardis, or of the fate of the monarch.

79. Cyrus, however, when Croesus broke up so suddenly from
his quarters after the battle at Pteria, conceiving that he had
marched away with the intention of disbanding his army, con-

sidered a little, and soon saw that it was advisable for him to

advance upon Sardis with all haste, before the Lydians could get
their forces together a second time. Having thus determined,
he lost no time in carrying out his plan. He marched forward

with such speed that he was himself the first to announce his

coming to the Lydian king. That monarch, placed in the

utmost difficulty by the turn of events which had gone so

entirely against all his calculations, nevertheless led out the

Lydians to battle. In all Asia there was not at that time a

7 There were two cities of this name in Asia Minor, one in Lycia on the coast, the

other, called also Terraessus, in Pisidia. Both are mentioned by Arrian (Exped.
Alex. i. xxiv. and xxvii.), and by Strabo (xiii. p. 981

;
xiv. p. 982). The Lycian city

was the one famous for its soothsayers (Suidas in voc. Te^urels). Cicero places it

in Caria when he says
" Telmessus in Caria est, qua in urbe excellit haruspicum dis-

ciplina" (De Div. i. 41). In this he follows Polemon (Fr. 35). Other writers remark
that the city was exactly at the confines of Caria and Lycia (cf. Plin. v. 27 ; Pomp.
Mel. i. 15).

Telmessus lay upon the coast occupying the site of the modern village of Makn,
where are some curious remains, especially tombs, partly Greek, partly native

Lycian. In the Greek inscriptions at this place the name is written Telmessus, not

Telnussus, as in Arrian. (See Clarke's Travels, vol. ii. p. 222 et seqq. ;
Fellows'a

Asia Minor, p. 243 et seqq. ;
Leake's Tour, p. 128; and for pictorial representations

consult the magnificent work of M. Texier, vol. iii. plates 166-178.)
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braver or more warlike people.
8 Their manner of fighting was

on horseback
; they carried long lances, and were clever in the

management of their steeds.

80. The two armies met in the plain before Sardis. It is a

vast flat, bare of trees, watered by the Hyllus and a number of

other streams, which all flow into one larger than the rest, called

the Hermus. 9 This river rises in the sacred mountain of the

Dindymenian Mother,
1 and falls into the sea near the town of

Phocaea.2

8 Mr. Grote has some good observations on the contrast between the earlier and
the later national character of the Lydians and Phrygians (Hist, of Greece, vol. iii.

pp. 289-291). The Lydians did not become aftpoSiairoi (^Esch. Pers. 40) until after

the Persian conquest.
9 Sardis (the modern Sart) stood in the broad valley of the Hermus at a point

where the hills approach each other more closely than in any other place. Some

vestiges of the ancient town remain, but, except the ruins of the great temple of

Cybele (infra, v. 102), they seem to be of a late date (Texier, vol. iii. pp. 17-19).
Above Sardis, to the east, opens out the plain, formed by the junction of the Coga-
mus with the Hermus, thus described by Chandler :

" The plain beside the Hermus,
which divides it, is well watered by rills from the slopes. It is wide, beautiful, and
cultivated." (Travels, vol. i. ch. Ixxiv. p. 289.) Strabo appears to have intended
this by his "plain of Cyrus," which adjoined Phrygia (xiii. p. 929). See Rennell's

Geography of Western Asia, vol. i. p. 383.

There is a second more extensive and still richer plain below Sardis, of which
Strabo also speaks (yiroKflnu ry ToAei (Sardis) r6 re 2ap5taj/5// TreSiov, Kal rJ> rov

*Ep/uov, Kal rb K.avffTpiavbv, ffvi/%ri re ovra Kal iravruv apiffra irfSiwv). This

plain is formed by the junction of the Hyllus with the Hermus, and reaches from

Magnesia, the modern Manser, to Sardis. It is thus spoken of by Sir C. Fellows :

"From Manser we started before nine o'clock, and travelled across the valley direct-

ly north. At two miles' distance we crossed the river Hermus by a bridge, and al-

most immediately afterwards its tributary, the Hyllus, by a ferry ;
the latter is

larger (?) than the main river, which it joins within a furlong of the ferry. The
valley over which we continued to ride must be at least twelve miles directly across

x
from Manser. . . . The land is excellent, and I scarcely saw a stone during the first

eighteen miles. Cotton and corn grow luxuriantly, but there &rcfew trees (compare
Herodotus's tyi\bi>') except the willow and pollard poplar." (Fellows' Asia Minor,
p. 201.) This must certainly be the plain intended by Herodotus : rb TT^'IOV rb

irpb rov acrreos rov 2ap5t7ji/ou . . . oia Se OUTO" irora/j.ol pfovres Kal a\\oi Kal
"TAAos avpfayvv<u es rbv ntyiarov, KaXeopevov 5f"Ep/j.ov. But it is scarcely possible
that the battle can really have taken place on this side of Sardis.

1 The Dindymeuian mother was Cybele", the special deity of Phrygia. It is im-

possible to say for certain what mountain or mountain-range Herodotus intended

by his ovpos Mtjrpb? Aii/Su/x^vrj?. The interior of Asia Minor was but very little

known in his day. Probably, however, he meant to place the sources of the Hermus
in Phrygia, which is correct, so far as it goes.

The Hermus rises from two principal sources, both in the range of Morad, which
is a branch from the great chain of Taurus, forming the watershed between the
streams which flow westward into the ^Egean, and those which run northward into

the Euxine. The chief source of the two is not, as Col. Leake thought (Asia Minor,
p. 169), that which rises near the modern Ghiediz or Kodus (the KaSot of Strabo),
but the stream flowing from the foot of Morad Dagh, which has perhaps some claim
to be regarded as the Mount Dindymen6 of Strabo (xiii. p. 897) and our author. See
Hamilton's Asia Minor, vol. i. p. 108.

a The Hermus (Ghiediz- Chai) now falls into the sea very much nearer to Smyrna
than to Phocaea. Its course is perpetually changing (Chandler, vol. i. ch. xxi.), and
of late years its embouchure has been gradually approaching Smyrna, whose harbour
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When Cyrus beheld the Lydians arranging themselves in

order of battle on this plan, fearful of the strength of their cav-

alry, he adopted a device which Harpagus, one of the Medes,

suggested to him. He collected together all the camels that had
come in the train of his army to carry the provisions and the

baggage, and taking off their loads, he mounted riders upon them
accoutred as horsemen. These he commanded to advance in

front of his other troops against the Lydian horse
;
behind them

were to follow the foot soldiers, and last of all the cavalry.
When his arrangements were complete, he gave his troops orders

to slay all the other Lydians who came in their way without

mercy, but to spare Croesus and not kill him, even if he should

be seized and offer resistance. The reason why Cyrus opposed his

camels to the enemy's horse was, because the horse has a natural

dread of the camel, and cannot abide either the sight or the

smell of that animal. By this stratagem he hoped to make
Croesus's horse useless to him,

3 the horse being what he chiefly

depended on for victory. The two armies then joined battle,
and immediately the Lydian war-horses, seeing and smelling the

camels, turned round and galloped off
;
and so it came to pass

that all Croesus's hopes withered away. The Lydians, however,
behaved manfully. As soon as they understood what was hap-

pening, they leaped off their horses, and engaged with the

Persians on foot. The combat was long ;
but at last, after a

great slaughter on both sides, the Lydians turned and fled.

They were driven within their walls, and the Persians laid siege
to Sardis.

81. Thus the siege began. Meanwhile Croesus, thinking that

the place would hold out no inconsiderable time, sent off fresh

heralds to his allies from the beleaguered town. His former mes-

sengers had been charged to bid them assemble at Sardis in the

course of the fifth month
; they whom he now sent were to say

that he was already besieged, and to beseech them to come to

his aid with all possible speed. Among his other allies Croesus

did not omit to send to Lacedsemon.
82. It chanced, however, that the Spartans were themselves

is seriously threatened by the extensive shoals which advance opposite the Sanjiac

Kaleh, formed of the mud brought down by the Hermus. (See Hamilton's Asia

Minor, vol. i. p. 45.)
8

It is said that in one of the great battles between the Servians and the Turks
" a council of war was held in the Turkish camp, and some of the generals proposed
that the camels should be placed in front of the army, in order that the horses of

th" enemy might be frightened by them." It was, however, determined on this oc-

casion not to have recourse to stratagem. (Frontier Lands of the Christian and
the Turk, vol. ii. p. 880.)
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just at this time engaged in a quarrel with the Argives about a

place called Thyrea,
4 which was within the limits of Argolis, hut

had been seized on by the Lacedaemonians. Indeed, the whole

country westward, as far as Cape Malea, belonged once to the

Argives, and not only that entire tract upon the mainland, but

also Cythera, and the other islands. 5 The Argives collected

troops to resist the seizure of Thyrea, but before any battle was

fought, the two parties came to terms, and it was agreed that

three hundred Spartans and three hundred Argives should meet

and fight for the place, which should belong to the nation with

whom the victory rested. 6 It was stipulated also that the other

troops on each side should return home to their respective coun-

tries, and not remain to witness the combat, as there was danger,
if the armies stayed, that either the one or the other, on seeing
their countrymen undergoing defeat, might hasten to their

assistance. These terms being agreed on, the two armies marched

off, leaving three hundred picked men on each side to fight for

the territory. The battle began, and so equal were the combat-

ants, that at the close of the day, when night put a stop to the

fight, of the whole six hundred only three men remained alive,

two Argives, Alcanor and Chromius, and a single Spartan,

Othryadas. The two Argives, regarding themselves as the vic-

tors, hurried to Argos. Othryadas, the Spartan, remained upon
the field, and, stripping the bodies of the Argives who had fallen,

carried their armour to the Spartan camp. Next day the two

armies returned to learn the result. At first they disputed, both

parties claiming the victory, the one, because they had the

greater number of survivors
;
the other, because their man re-

mained on the field, and stripped the bodies of the slain, whereas

4
Thyrea was the chief town of the district called Cynuria, the border territory

between Laconia and Argolis (cf. Thucyd. v. 41). The Cynurians were a remnant
of the ancient population of the Peloponnese before the Dorian conquest. They
called themselves lonians, and claimed to be avr6x^ovt j (vide infra, viii. 73). The
convent of Lulcu seems to mark the site of the ancient town. Here on " a tabular

hill covered with shrubs and small trees, and having a gentle descent towards the

river of Luku" are extensive remains of a considerable town (Leake's Morea, vol

ii. p. 487). The distance from the sea is greater by a good deal than in the time of

Thucydides (iv. 57), as the river has brought down large deposits.
5 In the time of Pheidon the First, about B. c. 748. See Mailer's Dorians, vol.

i. p. 154. Compare the Fragment of Ephorus (15, ed. Didot),
"
ffvuirpdrreiv 8e oi

AoKeSuiuoi'iouy, ctre 4>&onrjcrai/Tas ry Sia T^V fipyvTiv evTvx'ia, efrt Kal avvepyovs e|eiv

vofJLiaravTas irpbs rb Kara\v(rai rbv QetScava a
<f> 77 p TJ /j.

e v o v OUTOUS rfyv yyefjioviav
TU>V Tlt\oirovvT}ff'uav, fy eKtlvoi irpoeVrrji/To."

6
Thucydides confirms this fact (v. 41). The Argives, 130 years afterwards,

proposed the insertion of a clause in a treaty which they were making with Sparta,
to the effect that, on due notice given, Thyrea might again be fought for, &<nrfp

Kal irp6T(p6v iroTe. The Spartans thought the proposal /o%, so much had opinion

changed in the interval.
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the two men of the other side ran away ;
but at last they fell

from words to blows, and a battle was fought, in which both

parties suffered great loss, but at the end the Lacedaemonians

gained the victory.
7

Upon this the Argives, who up to that

time had worn their hair long, cut it off close, and made a law,
to which they attached a curse, binding themselves never more
to let their hair grow, and never to allow their women to wear

gold, until they should recover Thyrea. At the same time the

Lacedaemonians made a law the very reverse of this, namely, to

wear their hair long, though they had always before cut it close.

Othryadas
8

himself, it is said, the sole survivor of the three hun-

dred, prevented by a sense of shame from returning to Sparta
after all his comrades had fallen, laid violent hands upon himself

in Thyrea.
83. Although the Spartans were engaged with these matters

when the herald arrived from Sardis to entreat them to come to

the assistance of the besieged king, yet, notwithstanding, they

instantly set to work to afford him help. They had completed
their preparations, and the ships were just ready to start, when
a second message informed them that the place had already

fallen, and that Croesus was a prisoner. Deeply grieved at his

misfortune, the Spartans ceased their efforts.

84. The following is the way in which Sardis was taken. On
the fourteenth day of the siege Cyrus bade some horsemen
ride about his lines, and make proclamation to the whole army
that he would give a reward to the man who should first mount
the wall. After this he made an assault, but without success.

His troops retired, but a certain Mardian, Hyrceades by name,
resolved to approach the citadel and attempt it at a place
where no guards were ever set. On this side the rock was so

precipitous, and the citadel (as it seemed) so impregnable, that

no fear was entertained of its being carried in this place. Here
was the only portion of the circuit round which their old king

7 Plutarch asserts that there was no second battle, but that an appeal was made
to the Amphictyons, who decided in favour of Sparta (Moral, ii. p. 306, B.). He
cites as his authority a certain Chrysennus, who had written a book entitled

8 Various tales were told of Othryadas. According to one (Theseus ap. Stob.

Flor. vii. 67) he was mortally wounded in the fight, upon which he hid himself un-

der some of the dead bodies till the two Argive survivors were gone ;
he then

crawled forth, erected a trophy, and wrote a superscription with his blood
;
when

he had done this, he fell dead (Suidas in voc. 'OdpuaSrjs). According to another

story, he survived the occasion, and was afterwards slain byPerilaus, son of Alcanor,
one of the two Argives who escaped (Pausan. n. xx. 6). Othryadas was a favour-

ite subject with the epigram writers. (See Brunck's Analecta, vol. i. pp. 130, 496 ;

vol. ii. p. 2.)
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Meles 9 did not carry the lion which his leman bore to him. For
when the Telmessians had declared that if the lion were taken

round the defences, Sardis would be impregnable, and Meles, in

consequence, carried it round the rest of the fortress where the

citadel seemed open to attack, he scorned to take it round this

side, which he looked on as a sheer precipice, and therefore ab-

solutely secure. It is on that side of the city which faces Mount
Tmolus. Hyrceades, however, having the day before observed a

Lydian soldier descend the rock after a helmet that had rolled

down from the top, and having seen him pick it up and carry it

back, thought over what he had witnessed, and formed his plan.
He climbed the rock himself, and other Persians followed in his

track, until a large number had mounted to the top. Thus was
Sardis taken,

1 and given up entirely to pillage.

85. With respect to Crcesus himself, this is what befell him
at the taking of the town. He had a son, of whom I made
mention above, a worthy youth, whose only defect was that he
was deaf and dumb. In the days of his prosperity Croesus had
done the utmost that he could for him, and among other plans
which he had devised, had sent to Delphi to consult the oracle

on his behalf. The answer which he had received from the

Pythoness ran thus :

'

Lydian, wide-ruling monarch, thou wondrous simple Croesus,
Wish not ever to hear in thy palace the voice thou hast prayed for,

Utt'ring intelligent sounds. Far better thy son should be silent !

Ah ! woe worth the day when thine ear shall first list to his accents."

9 Two Lydian kings of this name are mentioned by Nicolas of Damascus (Fr. 24),
who probably follows Xanthus. One is said to have been a tyrant, and to have
been deposed by a certain Moxus, who succeeded him on the throne. The other

immediately preceded Myrsus, the father of Candaules. He is noticed by Eusebius,
who improperly makes him the immediate predecessor of Candaules (Euseb. Chron.

Can., Part n. p. 322). The former of these two kings is probably the "old king
Meles" of Herodotus.

1 Sardis was taken a second time in almost exactly the same way by Lagoras, one
of the generals of Antiochus the Great (Polyb. vii.4-7).

Three stories were current as to the mode in which the capture by Cyrus was
effected. 1. This of Herodotus, which Xenophon followed in its principal features

(Cyrop. vin. ii. 1-13). 2. That 'of Ctesias, reported also by Polyaenus (Strateg.
vn. vi. 10), which made Cyrus take Sardis by the advice of (Ebarcs, who suggested
to him to alarm the inhabitants by placing figures of men on long poles, and eleva-

ting them to the top of the walls (Persic. Excerpt. 4). 3. The following, given
also by Polyaenus (ib. 2) on what authority it is impossible to say, possibly that

of Xanthus. Cyrus, it was said, assented to a truce, and drew off his army, but the

night following he n turned, and, finding the walls unguarded, scaled them with lad-

ders. This last seems likely to have been the Lydian version.

Few people will hesitate to prefer the narrative of Herodotus to the other ac-

counts. That of Ctesias is too puerile to deserve a moment's consideration. The
other, which rests on no authority but that of Polyajnus, makes Cyrus guilty of a

foul piece of treachery, which is completely at variance with the character borne

by him alike in Oriental and in Grecian story.
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When the town was taken, one of the Persians was just

going to kill Croesus, not knowing who he was. Croesus saw the

man coming, but under the pressure of his affliction, did not care

to avoid the blow, not minding whether or no he died beneath

the stroke. Then this son of his, who was voiceless, beholding
the Persian as he rushed towards Croesus, in the agony of his

fear and grief burst into speech, and said,
"
Man, do not kill

Croesus." This was the first time that he had ever spoken a

word, but afterwards he retained the power of speech for the re-

mainder of his life.

86. Thus was Sardis taken by the Persians, and Croesus him-

self fell into their hands, after having reigned fourteen years, and
been besieged in his capital fourteen days ;

thus too did Croesus

fulfil the oracle, which said that he should destroy a mighty
empire, by destroying his own. Then the Persians who had
made Croesus prisoner brought him before Cyrus. Now a vast

pile had been raised by his orders, and Croesus, laden with

letters, was placed upon it, and with him twice seven of the

sons of the Lydians. I know not whether Cyrus was minded to

make an offering of the first-fruits to some god or other, or

whether he had vowed a vow and was performing it, or whether,
as may well be, he had heard that Croesus was a holy man, and
so wished to see if any of the heavenly powers would appear to

save him from being burnt alive. However it might be, Cyrus
was thus engaged, and Croesus was already on the pile, when it

entered his mind in the depth of his woe that there was a divine

warning in the words which had come to him from the lips of

Solon, "No one while he lives is happy." When this thought
smote him he fetched a long breath, and breaking his deep

silence, groaned out aloud, thrice uttering the name of Solon.

Cyrus caught the sounds, and bade the interpreters inquire of

Croesus who it was he called on. They drew near and asked

him, but he held his peace, and for a long time made no answer

to their questionings, until at length, forced to say something,
he exclaimed,

" One I would give much to see converse with

every monarch." Not knowing what he meant by this reply,
the interpreters begged him to explain himself

;
and as they

pressed for an answer, and grew to be troublesome, he told them

how, a long time before, Solon, an Athenian, had come and seen

all his splendour, and made light of it
;
and how whatever he

had said to him had fallen out exactly as he foreshowed, al-

though it was nothing that especially concerned him, but applied
to all mankind alike, and most to those who seemed to them-
selves happy. Meanwhile, as he thus spoke, the pile was lighted,
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and the outer portion began to blaze. Then Cyrus, hearing from

the interpreters what Croesus had said, relented, bethinking
himself that he too was a man, and that it was a fellow-man,
and one who had once been as blessed by fortune as himself, that

he was burning alive
; afraid, moreover, of retribution, and full

of the thought that whatever is human is insecure. So he bade

them quench the blazing fire as quickly as they could, and take

down Croesus and the other Lydians, which they tried to do,

but the flames were not to be mastered.

87. Then, the Lydians say that Crcesus, perceiving by the

efforts made to quench the fire that Cyrus had relented, and

seeing also that all was in vain, and that the men could not get
the fire under, called with a loud voice upon the god Apollo, and

prayed him, if he had ever received at his hands any acceptable

gift, to come to his aid, and deliver him from his present danger.
As thus with tears he besought the god, suddenly, though up to

that time the sky had been clear and the day without a breath

of wind,
2 dark clouds gathered, and the storm burst over their

heads with rain of such violence, that the flames were speedily

extinguished. Cyrus, convinced by this that Croesus was a good
man and a favourite of heaven, asked him after he was taken off

the pile,
" Who it was that had persuaded him to lead an army

into his country, and so become his foe rather than continue his

friend ?" to which Croesus made answer as follows :

" What I did,

oh ! king, was to thy advantage and to my own loss. If there

be blame, it rests with the god of the Greeks, who encouraged
me to begin the war. No one is so foolish as to prefer to peace

war, in which, instead of sons burying their fathers, fathers bury
their sons. But the gods willed it so."3

2 The later romancers regarded this incident as over-marvellous, and softened

down the miracle considerably. See the fragment of Nicolaus Damascenus trans-

lated at the close of the Essay on the Chronology and History of Lydia. The
words of the original are,

"
xej/iwi/ 5' fau^e T^V y/j-tpai' tKfivnv e TJOI/S, ov fj^v

verds 76."
3 Modern critics seem not to have been the first to object to this entire narrative,

that the religion of the Persians did not allow the burning of human beings (vide

infra, iii. 16). The objection had evidently been made before the time of Nicolas

of Damascus, who meets it indirectly in his narrative. The Persians (he gives us to

understand) had for some time before this neglected the precepts of Zoroaster, and
allowed his ordinances with respect to fire to fall into desuetude. The miracle

whereby Croesus was snatched from the flames reminded them of their ancient creed,
and induced them to re-establish the whole system of Zoroaster. It may be doubted,

however, whether the system of Zoroaster was at this time any portion of the Per-

sian religion (see the Critical Essays, Essay v).

Ctesias, in his account of the treatment of Cyrus, omitted all mention of the pile

and the fire. According to him, thunder and lightning were sent from heaven, and
the chains of Crcesus miraculously struck off, after which Cyrus treated him with

kindness, assigning him the city of Barene (Barce of Justin, i. 7) for his residence.

See the Persica of Ctesias (Excerpt. 4).
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88. Thus did Croesus speak. Cyrus then ordered his fetters

to be taken off, and made him sit down near himself, and paid
him much respect, looking upon him, as did also the courtiers,
with a sort of wonder. Croesus, wrapped in thought, uttered

no word. After a while, happening to turn and perceive the

Persian soldiers engaged in plundering the town, he said

to Cyrus,
"
May I now tell thee, oh ! king, what I have in my

mind, or is silence best ?
}i

Cyrus bade him speak his mind

boldly. Then he put this question :

" What is it, oh ! Cyrus,
which those men yonder are doing so busily ?"

"
Plundering

thy city," Cyrus answered,
" and carrying off thy riches."

" Not

my city," rejoined the other,
" nor my riches. They are not

mine any more. It is thy wealth which they are pillaging."
89. Cyrus, struck by what Croesus had said, bade all the

court to withdraw, and then asked Croesus what he thought it

best for him to do as regarded the plundering. Croesus answer-

ed,
" Now that the gods have made me thy slave, oh ! Cyrus, it

seems to me that it is my part, if I see anything to thy advan-

tage, to show it to thee. Thy subjects, the Persians, are a poor

people with a proud spirit. If then thou lettest them pillage
and possess themselves of great wealth, I will tell thee what thou

hast to expect at their hands. The man who gets the most,
look to having him rebel against thee. Now then, if my words

please thee, do thus, oh ! king : Let some of thy body-guards
be placed as sentinels at each of the city gates, and let them
take their booty from the soldiers as they leave the town, and
tell them that they do so because the tenths are due to Jupiter.
So wilt thou escape the hatred they would feel if the plunder
were taken away from them by force

;
and they, seeing that

what is proposed is just, will do it willingly."
90. Cyrus was beyond measure pleased with this advice, so

excellent did it seem to him. He praised Croesus highly, and

gave orders to his body-guard to do as he had suggested. Then,

turning to Croesus, he said,
" Oh ! Croesus, I see that thou art

resolved both in speech and act to show thyself a virtuous

prince : ask me, therefore, whatever thou wilt as a gift at this

moment." Croesus replied,
" Oh ! my lord, if thou wilt suffer

me to send these fetters to the god of the Greeks, whom I once

honoured above all other gods, and ask him if it is his wont to

deceive his benefactors, that will be the highest favour thou

canst confer on me." Cyrus upon this inquired what charge he

had to make against the god. Then Croesus gave him a full ac-

count of all his projects, and of the answers of the oracle, and ol

the offerings which he had sent, on which he dwelt especially, and
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told him how it was the encouragement given him by the oracle

which had led him to make war upon Persia. All this he related,
and at the end again besought permission to reproach the god
with his behaviour. Cyrus answered with a laugh,

" This I read-

ily grant thee, and whatever else thou shalt at any time ask at my
hands." Croesus, finding his request allowed, sent certain Lyd-
ians to Delphi, enjoining them to lay his fetters upon the thresh-

old of the temple, and ask the god,
"
If he were not ashamed of

having encouraged him, as the destined destroyer of the empire of

Cyrus, to begin a war with Persia, of which such were the first-

fruits ?
" As they said this they were to point to the fetters

;

and further they were to inquire, "if it was the wont of the

Greek gods to be ungrateful ?
"

91. The Lydians went to Delphi and delivered their message,
on which the Pythoness is said to have replied

"
It is not pos-

sible even for a god to escape the decree of destiny. Crcesus

has been punished for the sin of his fifth ancestor,
4

who, when
he was one of the body-guard of the Heraclides, joined in a wo-

man's fraud, and, slaying his master, wrongfully seized the

throne. Apollo was anxious that the fall of Sardis should not

happen in the lifetime of Croesus, but be delayed to his son's

days ;
he could not, however, persuade the Fates. 5 All that they

were willing to allow he took and gave to Croesus. Let Croesus

know that Apollo delayed the taking of Sardis three full years,
and that he is thus a prisoner three years later than was his

destiny. Moreover it was Apollo who saved him from the

burning pile. Nor has Crcesus any right to complain with re-

spect to the oracular answer which he received. For when the

god told him that, if he attacked the Persians, he would destroy
a mighty empire, he ought, if he had been wise, to have sent

again and inquired which empire was meant, that of Cyrus or his

own
;
but if he neither understood what was said, nor took the

trouble to seek for enlightenment, he has only himself to blame
for the result. Besides, he had misunderstood the last answer
which had been given him about the mule. Cyrus was that

mule. For the parents of Cyrus were of different races, and of

different conditions, his mother a Median princess, daughter of

4 Vide supra, ch. 13.
8 Mr. Grote remarks with great truth on this passage "It is rarely that these

supreme goddesses or hyper-goddesses for the gods themselves must submit to

them are brought into such distinct light and action
; usually they are kept in the

dark, or are left to be understood as the unseen stumbling-block in cases of extreme

incomprehensibility ;
and it is difficult clearly to determine where the Greeks con-

ceived sovereign power to reside, in respect to the government of the world. But
here the sovereignty ofthe Mcerce, and the subordinate agency of the gods, are unequiv-

ocally set forth" (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. p. 262).
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King Astyages, and his father a Persian and a subject, who,
though so far beneath her in all respects, had married his royal
mistress/'

Such was the answer of the Pythoness. The Lydians re-

turned to Sardis and communicated it to Croesus, who confessed,
on hearing it, that the fault was his, not the god's. Such was the

way in which Ionia was first conquered, and so was the empire
of Croesus brought to a close.

92. Besides the offerings which have been already mentioned,
there are many others in various parts of Greece presented by
Crcesus ;

as at Thebes in Bceotia, where there is a golden tripod,
dedicated by him to Ismenian Apollo ;

G at Ephesus, where the

golden heifers, and most of the columns are his gift ;
and at Del-

phi, in the temple of Pronaia,
7 where there is a huge shield in

gold, which he gave. All these offerings were still in existence

in my day ; many others have perished : among them those

which he dedicated at Branchidas in Milesia, equal in weight, as

I am informed, and in all respects like to those at Delphi. The

Delphian presents, and those sent to Amphiaraus, came from
his own private property, being the first-fruits of the fortune

which he inherited from his father
;
his other offerings came from

the riches of an enemy, who, before he mounted the throne,
headed a party against him, with the view of obtaining the crown
of Lydia for Pantaleon. This Pantaleon was a son of Alyattes,
but by a different mother from Croesus

;
for the mother of Croesus

was a Carian woman, but the mother of Pantaleon an Ionian.

When, by the appointment of his father, Croesus obtained the

kingly dignity,
8 he seized the man who had plotted against him,

and broke him upon the wheel. His property, which he had pre-

The river Ismenius washed the foot of the hill on which this temple stood

(Paus. ix. 10, 2) ;
hence the phrase

" Ismenian Apollo." Compare Pallenian Mi-
nerva (supra, ch. 62).

T The temple of Minerva at Delphi stood in front of the great temple of Apollo.
Hence the Delphian Minerva was called Minerva Pronaia (5<o rb irpb rov vaov
Kpvffbai, as Harpocration says). Vide infra, viii. 37. Pausanias mentions that the

shield was no longer there in his day. It had been carried off by Philomelus, the
Phocian general in the Sacred War (Paus. x. viii. 4).

8 This has been supposed to mean that Alyattes associated Crresus with him in

the government (see Wesseling and Bahr in loc. Also Clinton's F. H. vol. ii. p. 363).
But there are no sufficient grounds for such an opinion. Association, common
enough in Egypt, was very rarely practised in the East until the time of the Sassa-

nian princes ;
and does not seem ever to obtain unless where the succession is doubt-

ful. Xor would it have been likely that, during a joint-reign with his father, Crcesua

should have treated the partisan of his brother with such severity. Herodotus un-

doubtedly intends to speak of the nomination of Croesus by Alyattes as his successor

upon the throne. The verb used is the same as that which occurs below (ch. 208),
where the nomination of Cambyses by Cyrus is mentioned.

VOL. I. 12
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viously devoted to the service of the gods, Croesus applied in the

way mentioned above. This is all I shall say about his offerings.

93. Lydia, unlike most other countries, scarcely offers any
wonders for the historian to describe, except the gold-dust which
is washed down from the range of Tmolus. It has, however,
one structure of enormous size, only inferior to the monuments
of Egypt

9 and Babylon. This is the tomb of Alyattes,
1 the fa-

9 The colossal size of the monuments in Egypt is sufficiently known. They in-

creased in size as the power of Egypt advanced. The great importance of propor-
tion is at once felt in examining them; for though the columns, as in the Great Hall
of Karnak, are so large the centre avenue of twelve being 69 ft. 5 in. high, with
the abacus and plinth, and the lateral ones (once 122 in number) being 45 ft. 8 in.

high they have a pleasing as well as a grand effect. Without that most important
feature, proportion (now best understood in Italy), they would be monstrous and

disagreeable. The taste for colossal statues is often supposed to be peculiarly Egyp-
tian

;
but the Greeks had some as large as, and even larger than, any in Egypt, that

of Olympian Jove being 60 ft. high, and the Colossus of Rhodes 105 ft. (See Flax-

man, Lect. ix. p. 219.) Fausanias
(iii. 19) mentions one of Apollo 30 cubits (45 feet)

high. [G. W.]

Tomb of Alyattes. Sepulchral Chamber.

1 The following account of the external appearance of this monument, which
still exists on the north bnnk oftheHermus, near the ruins of the ancient Sardis, is

given by Mr. Hamilton (Asia Minor, vol. i. pp. 145-6):" One mile south of this spot we reached the principal tumulus, generally des-

ignated as the tomb of Halyattes. It took us about ten minutes to ride round its

base, which would give it a circumference of nearly half a mile. Towards the north
it consists of the natural rock, a white horizontally-stratified earthy limestone, cut

away so as to appear as part of the structure. The upper portion is sand and
gravel, apparently brought from the bed of the Hermus. Several deep ravines hare
been worn by time and weather in its sides^ particularly on that to the south : we
followed one of these as affording a better footing than the smooth grass, as we
ascended to the summit. Here we "found the remains of a foundation nearly
eighteen feet square, on the north of which was a huge circular stone, ten feet in

diameter, with a flat bottom and a raised edge or lip, evidently placed there as an
ornament on the apex of the tumulus. Herodotus says that phalli were erected
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ther of Croesus, the base of which is formed of immense blocks

of stone, the rest being a vast mound of earth. It was raised

by the joint labour of the tradesmen, handicraftsmen, and cour-

tesans of Sardis, and had at the top five stone pillars, which re-

upon the summit of some of these tumuli, of which this may be one ; but Mr. Strick-

land supposes that a rude representation of the human face might be traced on its

weather-beaten surface. lu consequence of the ground sloping to the south, this

tumulus appears much higher when viewed from the side of Sardis than from

any other. It rises at an angle of about 22, and is a conspicuous object on all

rides."

Tomb of Alyattea. Ground-plan, showing excavatior

Recently the mound has been more exactly measured by M. Spiegenthal, Prus-

sian Consul at Smyrna, who has also carefully explored the interior. His measure-

ments strikingly agree with the rough estimate of Mr. Hamilton. He gives the

average diameter of the mound as about 250 metre*, or 281 yards, which produces
a circumference of almost exactly half a mile. In the interior, into which he drove

a gallery or tunnel, he was fortunate enough to discover a sepulchral chamber,

composed of large blocks of white marble, highly polished, situated almost exactly
in the centre of the tumulus. The chamber was somewhat more than 11 feet long,

nearly 8 feet broad, and 7 feet high. It was empty, and contained no sign of any
inscription or sarcophagus. The mound outside the chamber showed traces of many
former excavations. It was pierced with galleries, and contained a great quantity
of bones, partly human, partly those of animals

;
also a quantity of ashes, and abun-

dant fragments of urns. No writing was discovered on any of these, or indeed

in the whole mound, nor any fragment of metal with the exception of a nail, a relic

of former explorers. Undoubtedly the chamber had been rifled at a remote period,
and the mound had been used in post-Lydian times as a place of general sepulture.

Hence the remains of urns, and the human bones and ashes. The animal bones are

more difficult of explanation. There can be little doubt that the marble chamber
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mained to my day, with inscriptions cut on them,
2
showing how

much of the work was done by each class of workpeople. It

appeared on measurement that the portion of the courtesans was
the largest. The daughters of the common people in Lydia, one

and all, pursue this traffic, wishing to collect money for their

portions. They continue the practice till they many ;
and are

wont to contract themselves in marriage. The tomb is six stades

and two plethrain circumference
;

its breadth is thirteen plethra.
Close to the tomb is a large lake, which the Lydians say is never

dry.
28

They call it the Lake Gygaea.
94. The Lydians have very nearly the same customs as the

Greeks, with the exception that these last do not bring up their

girls in the same way. So far as we have any knowledge, they
were the first nation to introduce the use of gold and silver coin,

3

was the actual resting-place of the Lydian king. Its dimensions agree nearly with
those of the sepulchral chamber of Cyrus. (See note to book i. ch. 214.) The
tomb was probably plundered for the sake of the gold which it contained, either by
the Greeks, or by some one of the many nations who have at different periods held

possession of Asia Minor. It is worthy of remark that the internal construction of
the mound was not found by M. Spiegenthal in any way to resemble that of the
famous tomb of Tantalus, near Smyrna, explored by M. Texier. (See Texier's Asie

Mineure, vol. ii. p. 252, et seq. ;
and for M. Spiegenthal's account of his excavations,

see the Monatsbericht der Konigl. Preussisch. Academic der Wissenschaften zu

Berlin, Dec. 1854, pp. 700-702.)
Besides the barrow of Alyattes there are a vast number of ancient tumuli on the

shore of the Gygaean lake. Three or four of these are scarcely inferior in size to
that of Alyattes (see Chandler's Tour in Asia Minor, ch. 78, p. 302). These may be
the tombs of the other Lydian kings.

SThe
monument in question, with a stone basement, and a mound above, is very

ar to the constructed tombs of Etruria, and to some in Greece, as that of Menec-
rates at Corfu, and others. The tomb of Agamemnon at Mycenae is also supposed
by Canina to have been capped with a mound

;
and he is quite right in thinking it

could not have been a *

treasury
'

(as it ig called of Atreus), being outside the city.
Indeed in the same locality are the remains of other similar monuments, not cer-

tainly so many treasuries, but tombs. The five ofyoi on that of Alyattes may have
been like those on the tomb of Aruns at Albano, miscalled ' of the Horatii.'

The statement about the Lydian women is one of those for which Herodotus
cannot escape censure. G. W.]a This is thought to be a very early mention of writing. Alyattes died B. c. 568 ;

but even the Greeks had letters long before that time. [G. W.]* This lake is still a remarkable feature in the scene. (Hamilton's Asia Minor,
i. p. 145

; Fellows, p. 290.) It is mentioned by Homer (II. xx. 392) .
8 This statement was made also by Xenophanes of Colophon (Pollux, ix. vi.

83), and is repeated by Eustathius (ad Dionys. Perieget. v. 840). Other writers
ascribed the invention toPheidonl. king of Argos (Etyrn. Magn. ad voc. O^AUTKOS;
Pollux, 1. s. c.). According to Plutarch, Theseus coined money at Athens some
centuries earlier (Thes. c. 25).

It is probable that the Greeks derived their first knowledge of coined money
from the Asiatics with whom they came into contact in Asia Minor, either Lydians
or Phrygians (a tradition mentioned in Pollux, 1. s. c., made the latter people the
inventors of coining). Pheidon, who is also said to have introduced the JKginetan
standard of weights from Asia, may have been the first to strike coins in European
Greece. The assertion of Plutarch cannot possibly be received. See Note B iu Ap-
pendix to Book i.
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and the first who sold goods by retail. They claim also the in-

vention of all the games which are common to them with the

Greeks. These they declare that they invented about the time
when they colonised Tyrrhenia, an event of which they give the

following account. In the days of Atys the son of Manes,
4

there was great scarcity through the whole land of Lydia. For
some time the Lydians bore the affliction patiently, but finding
that it did not pass away, they set to work to devise remedies
for the evil. Various expedients were discovered by various per-
sons ; dice, and huckle-bones, and ball,

5 and all such games
were invented, except tables, the invention* of which they do not

claim as theirs. The plan adopted against the famine was to

engage in games one day so entirely as not to feel any craving

4 A name resembling that of the King of Lydia, Manes, is found in the early
traditions of many people. In Egypt the first king was Mene*, of whom Maneros,
the reputed inventor of music, was supposed to have been the son. Crete had its

Mines ; India its Manu ; Germany its first Man, 3fannux ; and traces of the name
occur in other early histories. See Plut. de Is. s. 24, who mentions the Phrygian
Manis. [G. W.]

* The ball was a very old game, and it was doubtless invented in Egypt, as
Plato says. It is mentioned by Homer (Od. viii. 372), and it was known in Egypt
long before his time, in the twelfth dynasty, or about 2000 B. c., as were the ir<r<rol,

latrunculi, calculi, or counters, used" in a game resembling our draughts, with
two sets of men, or "

dogs," of different colours. They are also mentioned by
Homer (Od. L 107, and Plut. de Isid. s. 12, "irrrrefa"). Athenseus (Deipn. i. 10,

p. 19) reproves Herodotus for ascribing the invention of games to the Lydians. The
Greek board, &of, or abacus, had five lines, sometimes twelve, like that of the

Romans, whence dtiodeeim scripta was the name they gave to their alveus, or board,
and the moves were sometimes decided by dice.

Greek dice, *u/3o<, tesseriB, were like our own, with six numbers 6 and 1, 6 and
2, 4 and 3, beiug generally on the opposite sides. Instead of two, they threw three

dice, whence rpij *,
" three sixes," and io>/8ov was the "ace." They were probably

at first only numbered on four sides, whence the name, corrupted from
This was the case with some astragali, the 2 and 5 being omitted (Jul. Poll. Onom.
ix. 7), but these were usually without numbers, and were simply the original knuckle-
bones of sheep. They were also called " tali" and in playing were generally five

(whence vcj/raAi0(fc'), a number, like the five lines on the old Greek abacus, taken
from the fingers of the hand. Sometimes astragali were made, of the same form as

the bone, of stone, metal, ivory, or glass; and 1 have one of these last from Athens,
which is only Of in. long. The game is represented in a painting found at Hercu-

laneum, and in sculpture; and Pliny (xxxiv. 8) mentions a famous group in bronze

by Polycletus, of two naked boys, called the astragalizonte*, then in the Atrium of

Titus, evidently the same subject represented in stone at the British Museum, the
loser biting his companion's arm. The games of tali and tesserae were chiefly con-
fined to children, women, and old men (Cic. de Senect. 16, ed. Par.). That of odd
and even, "par et impar" was thought still more puerile, and is compared by
Horace to riding on a stick, or"arundine longa" (Sat. n. iii. 247). Beans, nuts,

almonds, or coins were used in playing it
;
and another game is mentioned by J.

Pollux (ix. 7) of throwing coins or bones within a ring, or into a hole, called rp6ira.
Odd and even, and the modern Italian mora, were very ancient Egyptian games.
In the latter the Romans were said " micare digitis." Cicero, de Div. ii. says, "quid
enim sors est ? idem propemodum quod micare, quod talos jacere, quod tesseras ;"
and in Off.

iii., that one with wtom " in tenebris mice*," for an honest man, had be-
come a proverb. [G. W.]
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for food, and the next day to eat and abstain from games. In

this way they passed eighteen years. Still the affliction contin-

ued and even became more grievous. So the king determined

to divide the nation in half, and to make the two portions draw

lots, the one to stay, the other to leave the land. He would
continue to reign over those whose lot it should be to remain

behind
;
the emigrants should have his son Tyrrhenus for their

leader. The lot was cast, and they who had to emigrate went
down to Smyrna, and built themselves ships,

6 in which, after

they had put on board all needful stores, they sailed away in search

of new homes and better sustenance. After sailing past many
countries they came to Umbria,

7 where they built cities for

themselves, and fixed their residence. Their former name of

Lydians they laid aside, and called themselves after the name
of the king's son, who led the colony, Tyrrhenians.

8

95. Thus far I have been engaged in showing how the

Lydians were brought under the Persian yoke. The course of

my history now compels me to inquire who this Cyrus was by
whom the Lydian empire was destroyed, and by what means the

Persians had become the lords paramount of Asia. And herein

I shall follow those Persian authorities whose object it appears
to be not to magnify the exploits of Cyrus, but to relate the

simple truth. I know besides three ways in which the story of

Cyrus is told, all differing from my own narrative.

The Assyrians had held the empire of Upper Asia for the

space of five hundred and twenty years,
9 when the Medes set

the example of revolt from their authority. They took arms
for the recovery of their freedom, and fought a battle with the

6 Heeren understands this passage to assert that the Lydians obtained vessels
from the Greeks of Smyrna, and builds upon it the conclusion that the Lydians were
at no time a seafaring people. (Asiat. Nat. Vol. i. p. 106. E. T.) But piixai/aatfai
has never the sense of procuring from, another. "Where it means procuring at all,
it is always procuring by one's own skill and enterprise. (Cf. Sophocl. Phil. 295.
Xen. Cyrop. in. ii. 15.)

7 The Umbria of Herodotus, as Niebuhr observes (Hist, of Rome, vol. i. p. 142.
E. T.) "is of large and indefinite extent." It appears to include almost the whole of
Northern Italy. It is from the region above the Umbrians that the Alpis and the

Carpis flow into the Danube (iv. 49). This would seem to assign to them the modern
Lombardo-Venetian kingdom, and to place them on the Adriatic. The arrival of
the Tyrrhenians on their shores extends them to the opposite coas-t, and makes
Tuscany also a part of their country. Herodotus knows of no Italian nations ex-

cept the Tyrrhenians, the Umbrians, the Venetians (Heneti), the (Enotriaus, and
the Messapians.

8 The whole story of the Lydian colonization of Etruria is considered in the first

Essay appended to this book.
9 The 520 years of Herodotus in this place undoubtedly represent the (more ex-

act) 526 of Berosus. (Fr. 11.) The entire subject of Assyrian Chronology is dis-

cussed in the Critical Essays, Essay vii.
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Assyrians, in which they behaved with such gallantry as to shake

off the yoke of servitude, and to become a free people. Upon
their success the other nations also revolted and regained their

independence.
96. Thus the nations over that whole extent of country ob-

tained the blessing of self-government, but they fell again under

the sway of kings, in the manner which I will now relate. There

was a certain Mede named Deioces, son of Phraortes, a man of

much wisdom, who had conceived the desire of obtaining to

himself the sovereign power. In furtherance of his ambition,

therefore, he formed and carried into execution the following
scheme. As the Medea at that time dwelt in scattered villages
without any central authority, and lawlessness in consequence

prevailed throughout the land, Deioces, who was already a man
of mark in his own village, applied himself with greater zeal

and earnestness than ever before to the practice of justice among
his fellows. It was his conviction that justice and injustice are

engaged in perpetual war with one another. He therefore began
this course of conduct, and presently the men of his village, ob-

serving his integrity, chose him to be the arbiter of all their

disputes. Bent on obtaining the sovereign power, he showed

himself an honest and an upright judge, and by these means gain-
ed such credit with his fellow-citizens as to attract the attention

of those who lived in the surrounding villages. They had long
been suffering from unjust and oppressive judgments ;

so that,

when they heard of the singular uprightness of Deioces, and of

the equity of his decisions, they joyfully had recourse to him
in the various quarrels and suits that arose, until at last they
came to put confidence in no one else.

97. The number of complaints brought before him continu-

ally increasing, as people learnt more and more the fairness of

his judgments, Deioces, feeling himself now all important, an-

nounced that he did not intend any longer to hear causes, and

appeared no more in the seat in which he had been accustomed

to sit and administer justice. "It did not square with his

interests," he said,
"
to spend the whole day in regulating other

men's affairs to the neglect of his own." Hereupon robbery
and lawlessness broke out afresh, and prevailed through the

country even more than heretofore
;
wherefore the Medes assem-

bled from all quarters, and held a consultation on the state of

affairs. The speakers, as I think, were chiefly friends of Deioces.
" We cannot possibly," they said,

"
go on living in this country

if things continue as they now are
;

let us therefore set a king
over us, that so the land may be well governed, and we ourselves
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may be able to attend to our own affairs, and not be forced to

quit our country on account of anarchy." The assembly was

persuaded by these arguments, and resolved to appoint a king.
98. It followed to determine who should be chosen to the

office. When this debate began the claims of Deioces and his

praises were at once in every mouth
;

so that presently all

agreed that he should be king. Upon this he required a palace
to be built for him suitable to his rank, and a guard to be given
him for his person. The Medes complied, and built him a strong
and large palace,

1 on a spot which he himself pointed out, and
likewise gave him liberty to choose himself a body-guard from

the whole nation. 2 Thus settled upon the throne, he further

required them to build a single great city, and, disregarding the

petty towns in which they had formerly dwelt, make the new

capital the object of their chief attention. The Medes were

again obedient, and built the city now called Agbatana,
3 the

1 The royal place at Agbatana is said by Polybius to have been 7 Blades (more
than four-fifths of a mile) in circumference (x. xxvii. 9) ;

but his description
refers probably to the capital of Media Magna, rather than to the (so-called) city of
Deioces.

2
I cannot refrain from transcribing the excellent comment of Mr. Grote on this

passage. He observes :

" Of the real history of Deioces we cannot be said to know
anything ;

for the interesting narrative of Herodotus presents to us in all points
Grecian society and ideas, not Oriental : it is like the discussion which the historian

ascribes to the seven Persian conspirators, previous to the accession of Darius,
whether they shall adopt an oligarchical, a democratical, or a monarchical form of

government; or it may be compared to the Cyropaedia of Xenophon, who beauti-

fully and elaborately works out an ideal which Herodotus exhibits in brief out-
line. The story of DeToces describes what may be called the despot's progress,
first as candidate, and afterwards as fully established . . DeToces begins like a
clever Greek among other Greeks, equal, free, and disorderly ;

he is athirst for des-

potism from the beginning, and is forward in manifesting his rectitude and justice,
*as beseems a candidate for command

;

' he passes into a despot by the public vote,
and receives what to the Greeks was the great symbol and instrument of such trans-

ition, a personal body-guard; he ends by organising both the machinery and the

etiquette of a despotism in the Oriental fashion, like the Cyrus of Xenophon ; only
that both these authors maintain the superiority of their Grecian ideal over Oriental

reality, by ascribing both to DeToces and Cyrus a just, systematic, and laborious ad-

ministration, such as their own experience did not present to them in Asia." (Vol.
iii. pp. 307-308. See also Note 2 of the latter page.)

3 I have retained the form Agbatana, given by Herodotus, in place of the more
usual Ecbatana of other authors, as being nearer to the Persian original, which (in
the inscriptions) is Hagmatana. (Behistun. Inscrip. Col. II. Par. 13.) It is curious
that the Greeks should have caught the orthography so nearly, and yet have been
so mistaken as to the accent of the word. There cannot be a doubt that the
natives called the city Hagmatan, according to the analogy of the modern Isfahan,

Teheran, Hamadan, Behistun, &c. Yet the Greeks said Agbatana, as is evident
both from the quantity and the accent of the word. It is written 'Ay/Sarai/a, not

'Ay&aTai/a, and in the poets the last three syllables are short. Cf. jEsch. Pers. 16.

Aristoph. Acharn. 64.

[There is every reason to believe that the original form of the name Hellenised
as 'Aypdrava or 'EK^drava was Hagmatan, and that it was of Arian etymology, hav-

ing been first used by the Arian Medes. It would signify in the language of the
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walls of which are of great size and strength, rising in circles

one within the other. The plan of the place is, that each of
the walls should out-top the one beyond it by the battlements.
The nature of the ground, which is a gentle hill, favours this

arrangement in some degree, but it was mainly effected by art.

Plan of Ecbatana.

EXPLANATION.
1. Remaini of a Fire-Temple. 5. Cemetery.
9. Rained Mosqne. 6. Ridge of Rock called " the Dragon."
8. Ancient Buildings with shafts Mid capitals. 7. Hill called "

Tawilah," or " the Stable."

4. Ruins of the Palace of Abnkai Khan. 8. Ruins of Kalisiah.

9. Rocky hill of Zindani-Soleiman.

country "the place of assemblage," being compounded of ham "with," and garnet

"to go." The Chaldaean form of Akhmatha, Nt^hN, which occurs in Ezra (vi. 2),

may thus be regarded as a corruption of the Ar'ia'n name. It may further be of

interest to note that there is no trace of such a name among the Median cities

enumerated in the inscriptions of Sargon. H. C. R.]
Two descriptions of the town are worth comparing with that of Herodotus. In

the second Fargard of the Vendidad, Jemshid, it is said,
" erected a Var or fortress,

sufficiently large, and formed of squared blocks of stone
;
he assembled in the place

a vast population, and stocked the surrounding country with cattle for their use.

He caused the water of the great fortress to flow forth abundantly. And within the

Var, or fortress, he erected a lofty palace, encompassed with walls, and laid it out
in many separate divisions, and there was no high place, either in front or rear, to

command and overawe the fortress." (Zendavesta. Vendidad. Farg. H.)
The other description is more exact in its details.

"
Arphaxad," we are told in

the book of Judith,
"
built in Ecbatana walls round about of stones hewn three

cubits broad and six cubits long, and made the height of the wall seventy cubits,
and the breadth thereof fifty cubits: and set the towers thereof upon the gates of

it, an hundred cubits high, and the breadth thereof in the foundation sixty cubits :

and he made the gates thereof, even gates that were raised to the height of seventy

cubits, and the breadth of them was forty cubits, for the going forth of his armies,
and for the setting in array of his footmen." (i. 2-4.)

Col. Rawlinson long since published his opinion that the site of the Agbatana
ascribed to Deloces was at Takhti-Soleiman, in Medh

Atropatene.
The nature of

the situation, and its geographical position, are far more in accordance with the

notices of Agbatana contained in Herodotus, than those of Hamadan, the Agbatana
of later times. The country to the north of Agbataua towards the Euxine, Herod-
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The number of the circles is seven, the royal palace and the

treasuries standing within the last. The circuit of the outer

wall is very nearly the same with that of Athens. Of this wall

the battlements are white/ of the next black, of the third

otus says, is very mountainous and covered with forests (i. 110). This is true and

pertinent if said of Takhti-Soletman, but either untrue or unmeaning if said of Ham-
addn, which is far removed from the Euxine. and is in the more level part of the
ancient Media. Again, the southern Ecbatana was situated on the declivity of the

great mountain of Orontes (the modern Elwend) which could not possibly be called

a KoAwj/by, and which does not admit of being fortified in the mode described by
Herodotus : whereas the conical hill of Takhti-SoleTfman with its remains of walls
and other ruins, very nearly corresponds to the description of our author. (See
the subjoined plan.) The whole subject is fully treated in a paper communicated
by Colonel Rawlinson to the Geographical Society, and published in their Journal.
Vol. x. Part i. Art. i.

[One of the most important arguments in favour of the identification of Takhti-
Solel'man with the ancient Agbatana, is the fact that Moses of Chorene", in speaking
of the city which then occupied the site in question, and which was usually named
Ganzac Shahasdan, calls it specifically

" the second Ecbatana, or the seven-walled

city." Mos. Chor. ii. 84. H. C. R.]
4 " This is manifestly a fable of Sabaean origin, the seven colours mentioned by

Herodotus being precisely those employed by the Orientals to denote the seven

Birs Nimrud, Babylon,
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scarlet, of the fourth blue, of the fifth orange ;
all these are

coloured with paint. The two last have their battlements coat-

ed respectively with silver and gold.
5

99. All these fortifications Deioces caused to be raised for

himself and his own palace. The people were required to build

their dwellings outside the circuit of the walls. When the town
was finished, he proceeded to arrange the ceremonial. He al-

great heavenly bodies, or the seven climates in which they revolve. Thus Nizami,
in his poem of the Heft Pelher, describes a seven-bodied palace, built by Bahrain

Gur, nearly in the same terms as Herodotus. The palace dedicated to Saturn, he

says, was black that of Jupiter orange, or more strictly sandal-wood colour (San-

dali) of Mars, scarlet of the sun, golden of Venus, white of Mercury, azure

and of the moon, green a hue which is applied by the Orientals to silver." (Journal
of Geogr. Soc. Vol. x. Part i. p. 127.)

The great temple of Nebuchadnezzar at Borsippa (the modern Birs-i-Nimrud)
was a building in seven platforms coloured in a similar way. Herodotus has de-

ranged the order of the colours, which ought to be either that dependent on the

planetary distances, "black, orange, scarlet, gold, white, blue, silver," as at the

Birs, or "
black, white, orange, blue, scarlet, silver, gold," if the order of the days

dedicated to the planets were taken. It may be suspected that Herodotus had re-

ceived the numbers in the latter order, and accidentally reversed the places of black

and white, and of scarlet and orange.

[There is, however, no evidence to show that the Medes, or even the Babylon-
ians, were acquainted with that order of the planets which regulated the nomen-
clature of the days of the week. The series in question, indeed must have origin-
ated with a people who divided the day and night into 60 hours instead of 24

; and,
as far as we know at present, this system of horary division was peculiar in ancient

times to the Hindoo calendar. The method by which the order is eliminated is

simply as follows : The planets in due succession from the Moon to Saturn were

supposed to rule the hours of the day in a recurring series of sevens, and the day
was named after the planet who happened to be the regent of the first hour. If

we assign then the first hour of the first day to the Moon, we find that the 61st

hour, which commenced the second day, belonged to the 5th planet, or Mars
;
the

121st hour to the 2nd, or Mercury ;
the 181st to the 6th, or Jupiter; the 241st to

the 3rd, or Venus; the 301st to the 7th, or Saturn
;
and the 361st to the 4th, or the

Sun. The popular belief (which first appears in Dion Cassias) that the series in

question refers to a horary division of 24 is incorrect ;
for in that case, although the

order is the same, the succession is inverted. One thing indeed seems to be cer-

tain, that if the Chaldseans were the inventors of the hebdomadal nomenclature,

they must have borrowed their earliest astronomical science from the same source

whii-h supplied the Hindoos
;
for it could not have been by accident that a horary

division of 60 was adopted by both races. H. C. R.I
* There is reason to believe that this account, though it may be greatly exag-

gerated, is not devoid of a foundation. The temple at Borsippa (see the preceding

note) appears to have had its fourth and seventh stages actually coated with gold
and silver respectively. And it seems certain that there was often in Oriental towns

a most lavish display of the two precious metals. The sober Polybius relates that,

at the southern Agbatana, the capital of Media Magna, the entire woodwork of the

royal palace, including beams, ceilings, and pillars, was covered with plates either

of gold or silver, and that the whole building was roofed with silver tiles. The tem-

ple of Anaitis was adorned in a similar way. (Polyb. x. xxvii. 10-12.) Conse-

quently, though Darius, when he retreated before Alexander, carried off from Media

gold and silver to the amount of 7000 talents (more than 1,700,000) and though the

town was largely plundered by the soldiers of Alexander and of Seleucus Nicator,

still there remained tiles and plating enough to produce to Antiochus the Great on

his occupation of the place a sum of very nearly 4000 talents, or 975,000 sterling!

(See Arrian. Exp. Alex. iii. 19. Polyb. 1. s. c.)
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lowed no one to have direct access to the person of the king,
but made all communication pass through the hands of messen-

gers, and forbade the king to be seen by his subjects. He also

made it an offence for any one whatsoever to laugh or spit in

the royal presence. This ceremonial, of which he was the first

inventor, Dei'oces established for his own security, fearing that

his compeers, who were brought up together with him, and were

of as good family as he, and no whit inferior to him in manly
qualities, if they saw him frequently would be pained at the

sight, and would therefore be likely to conspire against him
;

whereas if they did not see him, they would think him quite a

different sort of being from themselves.

100. After completing these arrangements, and firmly settling
himself upon the throne, Deioces continued to administer justice
with the same strictness as before. Causes were stated in wri-

ting, and sent in to the king, who passed his judgment upon the

contents, and transmitted his decisions to the parties concerned :

besides which he had spies and eavesdroppers in all parts of his

dominions, and if he heard of any act of oppression, he sent for

the guilty party, and awarded him the punishment meet for his

offence.

101. Thus Deioces collected the Medes into a nation, and
ruled over them alone. Now these are the tribes of which they
consist : the BusaB, the Paretaceni, the Struchates, the Arizan-

ti, the Budii, and the Magi.
6

102. Having reigned three-and-fifty years, Deioces was at his

death succeeded by his son Phraortes. This prince, not satisfied

with a dominion which did not extend beyond the single nation

of the Medes, began by attacking the Persians
;
and marching

an army into their country, brought them under the Median

yoke before any other people. After this success, being now at

the head of two nations, both of them powerful, he proceeded to

conquer Asia, overrunning province after province. At last he

engaged in war with the Assyrians those Assyrians, I mean, to

whom Nineveh belonged,
7 who were formerly the lords of Asia.

At present they stood alone by the revolt and desertion of their

8 Mr. Grote speaks of the Median tribes as coinciding in number with the fortified

circles in the town of Agbatana, and thence concludes that Herodotus conceived the
seven circles as intended each for a distinct tribe (Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 306).
But the number of the Median tribes is not seven but six ; and the circles are not in

the town, but around the palace. Herodotus says expressly that the people dwelt
outside the outermost circle.

7 Herodotus intends here to distinguish the Assyrians of Assyria Proper from
the Babylonians, whom he calls also Assyrians (i. 178, 188, &c.). Against the latter

he means to say this expedition was not directed.
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allies, yet still their internal condition was as flourishing as ever.

Phraortes attacked them, but perished in the expedition with
the greater part of his army, after having reigned over the Medes
two-and-twenty years.

103. On the death of Phraortes 8
his son Cyaxares ascended

the throne. Of him it is reported that he was still more war-

like than any of his ancestors, and that he was the first who

gave organisation to an Asiatic army, dividing the troops into

companies, and forming distinct bodies of the spearmen, the

archers, and the cavalry, who before his time had been mingled
in one mass, and confused together. He it was who fought

against the Lydians on the occasion when the day was changed
suddenly into night, and who brought under his dominion the

whole of Asia beyond the Halys.
9 This prince, collecting to-

gether all the nations which owned his sway, marched against

Nineveh, resolved to avenge his father, and cherishing a hope
that he might succeed in taking the town. A battle was fought,
in which the Assyrians suffered a defeat, and Cyaxares had al-

ready begun the siege of the place, when a numerous horde of

Scyths, under their king Madyes,
1 son of Protothyes, burst into

Asia in pursuit of the Cimmerians whom they had driven out of

Europe, and entered the Median territory.

104. The distance from the Palus Maeotis to the river Pha-

8 Phraortes has been thought by some to be the Arphaxad of the Book of Ju-
dith. A fanciful resemblance between the names, and the fact that Phraortes is the

only Median monarch said by any historian of repute to have been slain in battle

with the Assyrians, are the sole grounds for this identification. But the Book of Ju-
dith is a pure historical romance, which one is surprised to find critical writers at the

present day treating as serious. (See Clinton's F. H., vol. i. p. 275; Bosanquet's
Fall of Nineveh, p. 16.) The following arc a few of the anomalies which condemn it.

The Jews are recently returned from the captivity (ch. iv. ver. 13, 18-19). JOP.-

cim (Joiakim) is the High Priest. He was the son of Jeshuah, and contemporary
with Ezra and Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 10-26). The date of the events narrated should
therefore be about B. c. 450-30, in the reign of Artaxerxes Longimanus. Yet, 1.

Nineveh is standing, and is the capital of Nabuchodonosor's kingdom (i. 1). 2.

Assyria is the great monarchy of the time (i. 7-10). 3. Persia is subject to Assyria
(i. 7). 4. Egypt is also subject (i. 9-10). Media, however, is an independent king-
dom under Arphaxad, who as the builder of the walls of Ecbatana should be DeToces
or Cyaxares.

The book appears to be the work of a thoroughly Hellenized Jew, and could not

therefore have been written before the time of Alexander. It is a mere romance,
and has been assigned with much probability to the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes
(Grotius in the Preface to his Annotations on the Book of Judith

; Works, vol. i. p.

578). It has many purely Greek ideas in it, as the mention of the Giants, the sons

of the Titans (ch. xvi. ver. 7), and the crowning with a chaplet of olive (ch. xv. ver.

13). Probably also the notion of a demand for earth and water (ii. 7) came to the

writer from his acquaintance with Greek history. At least there is no trace of its

having been an Assyrian custom.
* Vide supra, chapter 74.
1

According to Strabo, Mayds, or Madyes, was a Cimmerian prince who drove
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sis and the Colchians is thirty days' journey for a lightly-equip-

ped traveller.
2 From Colchis to cross into Media does not take

long there is only a single intervening nation, the Saspirians,
3

passing whom you find yourself in Media. This however was
not the road followed by the Scythians, who turned out of the

straight course, and took the upper route, which is much longer,

keeping the Caucasus upon their right.
4 The Scythians, having

thus invaded Media, were opposed by the Medes, who gave them

battle, but, being defeated, lost their empire. The Scythians
became masters of Asia.

105. After this they marched forward with the design of in-

vading Egypt. When they had reached Palestine, however,
Psammetichus the Egyptian king

5 met them with gifts and pray-

the Treres out of Asia
(i. p. 91). The true nature of the Scythian war of Cyaxares

is considered in the Critical Essays, Essay iii. 9.

a From the mouth of the Palus Maeotis, or Sea of Azof, to the river Rion (the
ancient Phasis) is a distance of about 270 geographical miles, or but little more than
the distance (240 geog. miles) from the gulf of Issus to the Euxine, which was called

(ch. 72)
" a journey oxjfw days for a lightly equipped traveller." We may learn

from this that Herodotus did not intend the day's journey for a measure of length.
He related the reports which had reached him. He was told that a man might
cross from Issus to the Black Sea in five days, which perhaps was possible, and that
it would take a month to reach the Sea of Azof from Colchis, which, considering
the enormous difficulties of the route, is not improbable. It is questionable whether
the coast line can ever have been practicable at all. If not, the communication
must have been circuitous, and have included the passage of the Caucasus, either by
the well-known Pylae Caucaseae between Tiflis and Moxdok, or by some unknown pass
west of that route, of still greater altitude and difficulty. In either case the journey
might well occupy 30 days.

3 The Saspirians are mentioned again as lying north of Media (ch. 110), and as

separating Media from Colchis (iv. 37). They are joined with the Matieni and the Ala-
rodii in the satrapies of Darius (iii. 94), with the Alarodii and the Colchians in the

army of Xerxes (vii. 79). They appear to have occupied the upper valleys of the
Kur (Cyrus) and its tributary streams, or nearly the modern Russian province of

Georgia. Ritter (Erdkunde von Asien, vol. vi. p. 92) conjectures their identity with
the Saprda of the monuments. They are perhaps the same as the later Iberi, with
whom their name will connect etymologically, especially if we consider Sapiri to be
the true form. (Zdirfipoi, 2ieipoi, "ip-rjpot.) They probably belonged, ethnically, to
the same family as the ancient Armenians. (See the Critical Essays, Essay xi., On
the Ethnic Affinities of the Nations of Western Asia.)

4
Herodotus, clearly, conceives the Cimmerians to have coasted the Black Sea,

and appears to have thought that the Scythians entered Asia by the route of Dag-
hest&n, along the shores of the Caspian. He does not seem to have been aware of

the existence of the Pylae Caucaseae. As the eastern shore of the Black Sea is cer-

tainly impracticable for an army, the Cimmerians, if they entered Asia by a track
west of that said to have been followed by the Scythians, can only have g'ained ad-

mittance by the Pylae.
It is always to be borne in mind that there are but two known routes by which

the Caucasus can be crossed, that of Mozdok, traversed by Ker Porter in 1817,
which is kept open by Russian military posts, and still forms the regular line of com-
munication between Russia and the trans-Caucasian provinces, and that of Daghestan
or Derbend along the western shores of the Caspian, which, according to De Hell,
is

" much more impracticable than that by Mozdok." (Travels, p. 323, note. Eng.
Tr.) This latter assertion may, however, be questioned.

6

According to Herodotus, Psammetichus was engaged for 29 years in the siege
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ers, and prevailed on them to advance no further. On their re-

turn, passing through Ascalon, a
city

of Syria,
6 the greater part

of them went their way without doing any damage ;
but some

few who lagged behind pillaged the temple of Celestial Venus. 7

I have inquired and find that the temple at Ascalon is the most
ancient of all the temples to this goddess ;

for the one in Cy-
prus, as the Cyprians themselves admit, was built in imitation
of it

;
and that in Cythera was erected by the Phoenicians, who

belong to this part of Syria. The Scythians who plundered the

temple were punished by the goddess with the female sickness,
8

which still attaches to their posterity. They themselves con-
fess that they are afflicted with the disease for this reason,
and travellers who visit Scythia can see what sort of a disease

it is. Those who suffer from it are called Enarees. 9

106. The dominion of the Scythians over Asia lasted eight-

and-twenty years, during which time their insolence and op-
pression spread ruin on every side. For besides the regular tri-

bute, they exacted from the several nations additional imposts,
which they fixed at pleasure ;

and further, they scoured the

of Azotus (Ashdod), ii. 157. This would account for his meeting the Scythians in

/Syria.

[Justin (ii. 3) speaks of an Egyptian king, Vexoris, who retired from before the

Scythians, when Egypt was only saved by its marshes from invasion. The name
Vexoris must be Boeehorio, though the aera assigned to Vexoris does not agree with

6 Ascalon was one of the most ancient cities of the Philistines (Judges i. 18,
xiv. 19, &c.). According to Xanthus it was founded by a certain Ascalus, the gen-
eral of a Lydian king (Fr. 23); but this is very improbable. It lay on the coast
between Ashdod and Gaza, and was distant about 40 miles from Jerusalem (cf.

Scyl. Peripl. p. 102; Strab. xvi. p. 1079; Plin. H. N., v. 13, &c.). By Strabo's time
it had become a place of small consequence. At the era of the Crusades it re-

vived, but is now again little more than a village. It retains its ancient name almost

unchanged.
[
Asi-alon is first mentioned in cuneiform

inscriptions
of the time of Sennacherib,

having been reduced by him in the famous campaign of his third year. H. C. R.]
7 Herodotus probably intends the Syrian goddess Atergatis or DercSto, who was

worshipped at Ascalon and elsewhere in Syria, under the form of a mermaid, or

figure half woman half fish (cf. Xanth. Fr. 11, Plin. H. N., v. 23, Strab. xvi. p. 1062,
1113, &c.). Her temple at Ascalon is mentioned by Diod. Sic. (ii. 4). She may be
identified with Astarte, and therefore with the Venus of the Greeks (cf. Selden, De
Diift Syria, Syntagm. II. ch.

iii.)
"
This malady is thus described by Hippocrates, a younger contemporary of

Herodotus, who himself visited Scythia :

"
fvvovx'lat yivovTau, xal ywaiKeia fpyd^ovrai,

Kul iy at yvvcuxfs Sia\tyovrai rf 6/uo/wy fcaAtOirai rt ol roiovroi avuvSpieis." (De Aer.

Ai|. ct. Loc. ch. vi. 108.) This impotency Hippocrates ascribes to venesection,
but he mentions that the natives believed it to be a judgment from the gods. It is

said tliat traces of the disease are still found among the inhabitants of Southern
Russia. See Potock (Histoire Primitive des Peuples dc la Russie, p. 175), and Rein-

eggs (Allgem. topograph. Beschreib. d. Caucas. I. p. 269).
9

Bahr(in loc.) regards this word as Greek, and connects it with Ivaipw And ei/apa,

giving H the sense of "
virilitate spoliati ;" but I agree with Larcher and Blakesley

that it is in all probability Scythic.
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country and plundered every one of whatever they could. At

length Cyaxares and the Medes invited the greater part of them
to a banquet, and made them drunk with wine, after which

they were all massacred. The Medes then recovered their em-

pire, and had the same extent of dominion as before. They
took Nineveh I will relate how in another history

1 and con-

quered all Assyria except the district of Babylonia. After this

Cyaxares died, having reigned over the Medes, ifwe include the

time of the Scythian rule, forty years.

107. Astyages, the son of Cyaxares, succeeded to the throne.

He had a daughter who was named Mandan6, concerning whom
he had a wonderful dream. He dreamt that from her such a

stream of water flowed forth as not only to fill his capital, but

to flood the whole of Asia. 2 This vision he laid before such of

the Magi as had the gift of interpreting dreams, who expounded
its meaning to him in full, whereat he was greatly terrified. On
this account, when his daughter was now of ripe age, he would
not give her in marriage to any of the Medes who were of suit-

able rank, lest the dream should be accomplished, but he mar-
ried her to a Persian of good family indeed,

3 but of a quiet

1 The question whether the 'Aff<r6pioi \6yoi, promised here, and again in chapter
184, were ever written or no, has long engaged the attention of the learned. Isaac

Voss, Des Vignoles, Bouhier (Recherches, ch. i. p. 7), and Larcher (in loc.), have
maintained the affirmative

; Bahr, Fabricius, Gerard Voss, Dahlmann, and Jager

(Disput. Herodot. p. 15) the negative. The passage of Aristotle (Hist. An. VIII.

xviii.) which affirms that Herodotus, in his account of the siege of Nineveh, re-

presented an eagle as drinking, would be decisive of the question if the reading
were certain. But some MSS. have "'HtrioSoj yyvoei TOUTO." There are, how-

ever, several objections to this reading. For, 1. Hesiod, according to the best

authorities, died before the siege of Nineveh. 2. Neither he, nor any writer of his

age, composed poems on historical subjects. 3. There is no known work of Hesiod
in which such a subject as the siege of Nineveh could well have been mentioned.
On the other hand, the siege of that city is exactly one of the events of which Herod-
otus had promised to make mention in his Assyrian annals. These are strong grounds
for preferring the reading of 'HpdSoros to that of 'Ho-i'oSoy in the disputed passage.
It is certainly remarkable that no other distinct citation from the work is to be
found among the remains of antiquity, and Larcher appears right in concluding
from this that the work perished early, probably, however, not before the time of

Cephalion (B. c. 120), who is said by Syncellus (i. p. 315, ed. Dindorf.) to have fol-

lowed Hellanicus, Ctesias, and Herodotus in his Assyrian history. From Cephalion
may have come those curious notices in John of Malala (ed. Dind. p. 26) concerning
the Scythic character of the dress, language, and laws of the Parthians, which are

expressly ascribed by him to Herodotus, but do not appear in the work of Herod-
otus which has come down to us.

a Nicolas of Damascus assigns this dream to Argost6, who, according to him,
was the mother of Cyrus. (Fragm. Hist. Gr. III. p. 399, Fr. 66.)

3

Cambyses, the father of Cyrus, appears to have been not only a man of good
family, but of royal race the hereditary monarch of his nation, which, when it be-

came subject to the Medes, still retained its line of native kings, the descendants of

Achsemenes (Hakhamanish). In the Behisturi Inscription (col. 1, par. 4) Darius

carries up his genealogy to Achamenes, and asserts that "
eight of his race had
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temper, whom he looked on as much inferior to a Mede of even

middle condition.

108. Thus Camhyses (for so was the Persian called) wedded

Mandane,
4 and took her to his home, after which, in the very

first year, Astyages saw another vision. He fancied that a vine

grew from the womb of his daughter, and overshadowed the

whole of Asia. After this dream, which he submitted also to

the interpreters, he sent to Persia and fetched away Mandane,
who was now with child and was not far from her time. On
her arrival he set a watch over her, intending to destroy the

child to which she should give birth
;

for the Magian interpre-

ters had expounded the vision to foreshow that the offspring of

his daughter would reign over Asia in his stead. To guard

against this, Astyages, as soon as Cyrus was born, sent for Har-

pagus, a man of his own house and the most faithful of the Medes,
to whom he was wont to entrust all his affairs, and addressed

him thus "
Harpagus, I beseech thee neglect not the business

with which I am about to charge thee
;
neither betray thou the

interests of thy lord for others' sake, lest thou bring destruction

on thine own head at some future time. Take the child born

been kings before himself he was the ninth." Cambyses, the father of Cyrus,

Cyrus himself, and Cambyses the son of Cyrus, are probably included in the eight.

Thus Xenophon (Cyrop. i. ii. 1) is right, for once, when he says,
u
narpbj \4ytTM

6 Kvpos ytvfffdai Kaftj8v(rou, Ufpauv &a<r i A e'w s."

[An inscription has been recently found upon a brick at Senkereh in lower Chal-

daea, in which Cyrus the Great calls himself " the son of Cambyses, the powerful

king." This then is decisive as to the royalty of the line of Cyrus the Great, and is

confirmatory of the impression, derived from other evidence, that when Darius

speaks of eight Achaemenian kings having preceded him, he alludes to the ancestry
of Cyrus the Great, and not to his own immediate paternal line. See note to the

word " Achsemenidae
"

in ch. 125. H. C. R.]
When JSschylus (Pers. 765-785) makes Darius the sixth of his line, he counts

from Cyaxares, the founder of the great monarchy co-extensive with Asia (eV &vSp

iird<nit
'A <r i 8 o * wloTpoQov Teryiu/), to which Darius had succeeded. The first

king (MrjSos 6 irpwros rrye^wj/ (rrparov) is Cyaxares, the next (fKfivov irem) Astyages,
the third Cyrus, the fourth (Kvpov ircus), Cambyses, the fifth Smerdis the Mage
(MapSoj atVxvyif irorpoi). There is no discrepancy at all (as Mr. Grote appears to

imagine, vol. iv. p. 248) between the accounts of ^Eschylus and Herodotus.
* Whether there was really any connexion of blood between Cyrus and Astyages,

or whether (as Ctesias assorted, Persic. Excerpt. 2) they were no way related to

one another, will perhaps never be determined. That Astyages should marry his

daughter to the tributary Persian king is in itself probable enough ;
but the Medes

would be likely to invent such a tale, even without any foundation for it, just as the

Egyptians did with respect to Cambyses their conqueror, who was, according to

them, the son of Cyrus by Nitetis, a daughter of Apries (vid. infr. iii. 2) ;
or as both

the Egyptians and the later Persians did with regard to Alexander, who was called

by the former the son of Nectanebus (Mos. Chor. ii. 12); and who is boldly claimed

by the latter, in the Shah-Nameh, as the son of Darab, king of Persia, by a daughter
of Failakus (*i\nriros, *I'A</CKOS, Failakus) king of Macedon. The vani'/ of the

conquered race is soothed by the belief that the conqueror is not altogether a

foreigner.

VOL. I. 13.
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of Mandane my daughter ; cpry him with thee to thy home and

slay him there. Then bun- im as thou wilt."
" Oh ! king/'

replied the other,
" never K time past did Harpagus disoblige

thee in anything, and be s :re that through all future time he

will be careful in nothir^' jb offend. If therefore it be thy will

that this thing be done,-; 'is for me to serve thee with all dili-

gence."
109. When Harpagus had thus answered, the child was

given into his hands, clothed in the garb of death, and he has-

tened weeping to his home. There on his arrival he found his

wife, to whom he told all that Astyages had said.
" What then,"

said she,
"

is it now in thy heart to do ?" " Not what Astyages

requires," he answered
; "no, he may be madder and more fran-

tic still than he is now, but I will not be the man to work his

will, or lend a helping hand to such a murder as this. Many
things forbid my slaying him. In the first place the boy is my
own kith and kin

;
and next Astyages is old, and has no son.

5

If then when he dies the crown should go to his daughter that

daughter whose child he now wishes to slay by my hand what
remains for me but danger of the fearfullest kind ? For my
own safety, indeed, the child must die

;
but some one belonging

to Astyages must take his life, not I or mine."

110. So saying he sent off a messenger to fetch a certain

Mitradates/ one of the herdsmen of Astyages, whose pastur-

ages he knew to be the fittest for his purpose, lying as they did

among mountains infested with wild beasts. This man was
married to one of the king's female slaves, whose Median name
was Spaco, which is in Greek Cyno, since in the Median tongue
the word "

Spaca
" means a bitch. 7 The mountains, on the

6
Xenophon (Cyrop. I. iv. 20) gives Astyages a son, whom he calls Cyaxares.

The inscriptions tend to confirm Herodotus; for when Frawartish (Phraortes) claims
the crown in right of his descent, it is not as son of Astyages, but as " descended
from Cyaxares." He goes back to the founder of the monarchy, as if the line of

Astyages had become extinct. (See Behist. Ins. col. 2, par. 5.)
8
Ctesias seems to have called this person Atradates. There can be little doubt

that the long narrative in Nicolas of Damascus (Fragm. Hist. Graec., vol. iii. p.

397-406) came from him. According to this, Cyrus was the son of a certain Atra-

dates, a Mardian, whom poverty had driven to become a robber, and of Argoste (qy.
Artost6

?), a woman who kept goats. He took service under some of the menials

employed about the palace of Astyages, and rose to be the king's cupbearer. By
degrees he grew into such favour that Astyages made his father satrap of Persia,
and entrusted all matters of importance to himself.

[Atradates may fairly be considered to be a mere Median synonym for the Per-
sian Mitradates the name signifying "given to the sun," and^4*ra or Adar (whence
Atropatene) being equivalent in Median, as a title of that luminary (or of fire,

which was the usual emblem of his worship) to the Persian Mitra or Mihr.
H. C. R.]

7 A root "spak" or"svak" is common for "
dog

"
in the Indo-European Ian-
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skirts of which his cattle grazed
:

o to the north of Agbatana,
towards the Euxine. That part [ Media which borders on the

Saspirians is an elevated tract, ver, mountainous, and covered
with forests, while the rest of the . (edian territory is entirely
level ground. On the arrival of tL herdsman, who came at

the hasty summons, Harpagus said tc .iim -"
Astyages requires

thee to take this child and lay him ii the wildest part of the

hills, where he will be sure to die speedily. And he bade me
tell thee that if thou dost not kill the boy, but anyhow allowest

him to escape, he will put thee to the most painful of deaths. I

myself am appointed to see the child exposed."
111. The herdsman on hearing this took the child in his

arms, and went back the way he had come, till he reached the

folds. There, providentially, his wife, who had been expecting
daily to be put to bed, had just, during the absence of her husband,
been delivered of a child. Both the herdsman and his wife

were uneasy on each other's account, the former fearful because

his wife was so near her time, the woman alarmed because it

was a new thing for her husband to be sent for by Harpagus.
When therefore he came into -the house upon his return, his

wife, seeing him arrive so unexpectedly, was the first to speak,
and begged to know why Harpagus had sent for him in such a

hurry.
"
Wife," said he,

" when I got to the town I saw and
heard such things as I would to heaven I had never seen such

things as I would to heaven had never happened to our masters.

Every one was weeping in Harpagus's house. It quite fright-
ened me, but I went in. The moment I stepped inside, what
should I see but a baby lying on the floor, panting and whim-

pering, and all covered with gold, and wrapped in clothes of

such beautiful colours ? Harpagus observed me, and directly
ordered me to take the child in my arms and carry him off, and
what was I to do with him, think you ? Why, to lay him in

the mountains, where the wild beasts are most plentiful. And
he told me it was the king himself that ordered it to be done,
and he threatened me with dreadful things if I failed. So I took

the child up in my arms, and carried him along. I thought
it might be the son of one of the household slaves. I did won-
der certainly to see the gold and the beautiful baby-clothes,
and I could not think why there was such a weeping in Harpa-
gus's house. Well, very soon, as I came along, I got at the

truth. They sent a servant with me to show me the way out

gunges. It occurs in Sanscrit and Zend, in Russian under the form of "sabac," and
in some parts of modern Persia as

"
aspaka." The word seems to be an instance

of onomatopoeia. (Compare the English "bow-wow" and "bark.")
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of the town, and to leave the baby in my hands
;
and he told me

that the child's mother is the king's daughter Mandane, and his

father Cambyses, the son of Cyrus ;
and that the king orders

him to be killed
;
and look, here the child is."

112. With this the herdsman uncovered the infant, and
showed him to his wife, who, when she saw him, and observed

how fine a child and how beautiful he was, burst into tears, and

clinging to the knees of her husband, besought him on no ac-

count to expose the babe
;
to which he answered, that it was

not possible for him to do otherwise, as Harpagus would be sure

to send persons to see and report to him, and he was to suffer a

most cruel death if he disobeyed. Failing thus in her first at-

tempt to persuade her husband, the woman spoke a second time,

saying,
"
If then there is no persuading thee, and a child must

needs be seen exposed upon the mountains, at least do thus.

The child of which I have just been delivered is still-born
;
take

it and lay it on the hills, and let us bring up as our own the

child of the daughter of Astyages. So shalt thou not be charged
with unfaithfulness to thy lord, nor shall we have managed badly
for ourselves. Our dead babe wUlhave a royal funeral, and this

living child will not be deprived of life."

113. It seemed to the herdsman that this advice was the

best under the circumstances. He therefore followed it with-

out loss of time. The child which he had intended to put to

death he gave over to his wife, and his own dead child he put
in the cradle wherein he had carried the other, clothing it first

in all the other's costly attire, and taking it in his arms he laid

it in the wildest place of all the mountain-range. When the

child had been three days exposed, leaving one of his helpers to

watch the body, he started off for the city, and going straight
to Harpagus's house, declared himself ready to show the corpse
of the boy. Harpagus sent certain of his body-guard, on whom
he had the firmest reliance, to view the body for him, and, sat-

isfied with their seeing it, gave orders for the funeral. Thus
was the herdsman's child buried, and the other child, who was
afterwards known by the name of Cyrus, was taken by the herds-
man's wife, and brought up under a different name. 8

114. When the boy was in his tenth year, an accident which
I will now relate, caused it to be discovered who he was. He
was at play one day in the village where the folds of the cattle

were, along with the boys of his own age, in the street. The

8 Strabo (xv. p. 1034) says that the original name of Cyrus was Agradates, but
this would seem to be merely a corruption of Atradates, his fathers name according
to Nic. Damasc. (See the last note but one.)
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other boys who were playing with him chose the cowherd's son,
as he was called, to be their king. He then proceeded to ordei

them about some he set to build him houses, others he made
his guards, one of them was to be the king's eye, another had
the office of carrying his messages, all had some task or other.

Among the boys there was one, the son of Artembares, a Mede
of distinction, who refused to do what Cyrus had set him. Cy-
rus told the other boys to take him into custody, and when his

orders were obeyed, he chastised him most severely with the

whip. The son of Artembares, as soon as he was let go, full of

rage at treatment so little befitting his rank, hastened to the

city and complained bitterly to his father of what had been done

to him by Cyrus. He did not, of course, say
"
Cyrus," by which

name the boy was not yet known, but called him the son of the

king's cowherd. Artembares, in the heat of his passion, went to

Astyages, accompanied by his son, and made complaint ofthe gross

injury which had been done him. Pointing to the boy's shoul-

ders, he exclaimed,
"
Thus, oh ! king, has thy slave, the son of a

cowherd, heaped insult upon us."

115. At this sight and these words Astyages, wishing to

avenge the son of Artembares for his father's sake, sent for the

cowherd and his boy. When they came together into his presence,

fixing his eyes on Cyrus, Astyages said,
" Hast thou then, the

son of so mean a fellow as that, dared to behave thus rudely to

the son of yonder noble, one of the first in my court ?"
"
My

lord," replied the boy,
"

I only treated him as he deserved. I

was chosen king in play by the boys of our village, because they

thought me the best for it. He himself was one of the boys who
chose me. All the others did according to my orders

;
but he

refused, and made light of them, until at last he got his due re-

ward. If for this I deserve to suffer punishment, here I am
ready to submit to it."

116. While the boy was yet speaking Astyages was struck

with a suspicion who he was. He thought he saw something in

the character of his face like his own, and there was a nobleness

about the answer he had made
;
besides which his age seemed to

tally with the time when his grandchild was exposed. Aston-

ished at all this, Astyages could not speak for a while. At last,

recovering himself with difficulty, and wishing to be quit of Ar-

tembares, that he might examine the herdsman alone, he said

to the former,
"

I promise thee, Artembares, so to settle this

business that neither thou nor thy son shall have any cause to

complain." Artembares retired from his presence, and the at-

tendants, at the bidding of the king, led Cyrus into an inner
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apartment. Astyages then being left alone with the herdsman,

inquired ofhim where he had got the boy, and who had given him
to him

;
to which he made answer that the lad was his own

child, begotten by himself, and that the mother who bore him
was still alive, and lived with him in his house. Astyages re-

marked that he was very ill-advised to bring himself into such

great trouble, and at the same time signed to his body-guard to

lay hold of him. Then the herdsman, as they were dragging
him to the rack, began at the beginning and told the whole

story exactly as it happened, without concealing anything, end-

ing with entreaties and prayers to the king to grant him forgive-
ness.

117. Astyages, having got the truth of the matter from the

herdsman, was very little further concerned about him, but

with Harpagus he was exceedingly enraged. The guards were

bidden to summon him into the presence, and on his appear-
ance Astyages asked him,

"
By what death was it, Harpagus,

that thou slewest the child of my daughter whom I gave into

thy hands ?" Harpagus, seeing the cowherd in the room, did

not betake himself to lies, lest he should be confuted and

proved false, but replied as follows:
"

Sire, when thou gavest
the child into my hands I instantly considered with myself how
I could contrive to execute thy wishes, and yet, while guiltless

of any unfaithfulness towards thee, avoid imbruing my hands in

blood which was in truth thy daughter's and thine own. And
this was how I contrived it. I sent for this cowherd, and gave
the child over to him, telling him that by the king's orders it

was to be put to death. And in this I told no lie, for thou

hadst so commanded. Moreover, when I gave him the child, I

enjoined him to lay it somewhere in the wilds of the mountains,
and to stay near and watch till it was dead ;

and I threatened

him with all manner of punishment if he failed. Afterwards,
when he had done according to all that I commanded him, and
the child had died, I sent some of the most trustworthy of my
eunuchs, who viewed the body for me, and then I had the child

buried. This, sire, is the simple truth, and this is the death by
which the child died."

118. Thus Harpagus related the whole story in a plain,

straightforward way ; upon which Astyages, letting no sign

escape him of the anger that he felt, began by repeating to him
all that he had just heard from the cowherd, and then concluded

with saying,
" So the boy is alive, and it is best as it is. For

the child's fate was a great sorrow to me, and the reproaches of

my daughter went to my heart. Truly fortune has played us a
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good turn in this. Go thou home then, and send thy son to be
with the new comer, and to-night, as I mean to sacrifice thank-

offerings for the child's safety to the gods to whom such honour is

due, I look to have thee a guest at the banquet."
119. Harpagus, on hearing this, made obeisance, and went

home rejoicing to find that his disobedience had turned out so

fortunately, and that, instead of being punished, he was invited

to a banquet given in honour of the happy occasion. The mo-
ment he reached home he called for his son, a youth of about

thirteen, the only child of his parents, and bade him go to the

palace, and do whatever Astyages should direct. Then, in the

gladness of his heart, he went to his wife and told her all that

had happened. Astyages, meanwhile, took the son of Harpagus,
and slew him, after which he cat him in pieces, and roasted

some portions before the fire, and boiled others
;
and when all

were duly prepared, he kept them ready for use. The hour for

the banquet came, and Harpagus appeared, and with him the

other guests, and all sat down to the feast. Astyages and the

rest of the guests had joints of meat served up to them
;
but on

the table of Harpagus, nothing was placed except the flesh of

his own son. This was all put before him, except the hands and
feet and head, which were laid by themselves in a covered bas-

ket. When Harpagus seemed to have eaten his fill, Astyages
called out to him to know how he had enjoyed the repast. On
his reply that he had enjoyed it excessively, they whose business

it was brought him the basket, in which were the hands and
feet and head of his son, and bade him open it, and take out

what he pleased. Harpagus accordingly uncovered the basket,
and saw within it the remains of his son. The sight, however,
did not scare him, or rob him of his self-possession. Being asked

by Astyages if he knew what beast's flesh it was that he had
been eating, he answered that he knew very well, and that whatever

the king did was agreeable. After this reply, he took with him
such morsels of the flesh as were uneaten, and went home, intend-

ing, as I conceive, to collect the remains and bury them.

120. Such was the mode in which Astyages punished Har-

pagus : afterwards, proceeding to consider what he should do

with Cyrus, his grandchild, he sent for the Magi, who formerly

interpreted his dream in the way which alarmed him so much,
and asked them how they had expounded it. They answered,
without varying from what they had said before, that

" the boy
must needs be a king if he grew up, and did not die too soon/'

Then Astyages addressed them thus: "The boy has escaped,
and lives

;
he has been brought up in the country, and the
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lads of the village where he lives have made him their king.
All that kings commonly do he has done. He has had his

guards, and his doorkeepers, and his messengers, and all the

other usual officers. Tell me, then, to what, think you, does all

this tend ?" The Magi answered,
"
If the boy survives, and has

ruled as a king without any craft or contrivance, in that case

we bid thee cheer up, and feel no more alarm on his account.

He will not reign a second time. For we have found even ora-

cles sometimes fulfilled in an unimportant way ; and dreams,
still offcener, have wondrously mean accomplishments."

"
It

is what I myself most incline to think," Astyages rejoined ;

" the

boy having been already king, the dream is out, and I have nothing
more to fear from him. Nevertheless, take good heed and
counsel me the best you can for the safety of my house and your
own interests."

"
Truly," said the Magi in reply,

"
it very much

concerns our interests that thy kingdom be firmly established
;

for if it went to this boy it would pass into foreign hands, since

he is a Persian : and then we Medes should lose our freedom,
and be quite despised by the Persians, as being foreigners. But
so long as thou, our fellow-countryman, art on the throne, all

manner of honours are ours, and we are even not without some
share in the government. Much reason therefore have we to

forecast well for thee and for thy sovereignty. If then we saw

any cause for present fear, be sure we would not keep it back
from thee. But truly we are persuaded that the dream has had
its accomplishment in this harmless way ;

and so our own fears

being at rest, we recommend thee to banish thine. As for the

boy, our advice is, that thou send him away to Persia, to his

father and mother."

121. Astyages heard their answer with pleasure, and calling

Cyrus into his presence, said to him,
"
My child, I was led to do

thee a wrong by a dream which has come to nothing ;
from that

wrong thou wert saved by thy own good fortune. Go now with
a light heart to Persia

;
I will provide thy escort. Go, and

when thou gettest to thy journey's end, thou wilt behold thy
father and thy mother, quite other people from Mitradates the
cowherd and his wife."

122. With these words Astyages dismissed his grandchild.
On his arrival at the house of Cambyses, he was received by his

parents, who, when they learnt who he was, embraced him
heartily, having always been convinced that he died almost as

soon as he was born. So they asked him by what means he had
chanced to escape ;

and he told them how that till lately he
had known nothing at all about the matter, but had been mis-
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taken oh ! so widely ! and how that he had learnt his

history by the way, as he came from Media. He had been

quite sure that he was the son of the king's cowherd, but on the
road the king's escort had told him all the truth

;
and then he

spoke of the cowherd's wife who had brought him up, and filled

his whole talk with her praises ;
in all that he had to tell them

about himself, it was always Cyno Cyno was everything. So
it happened that his parents, catching the name at his mouth,
and wishing to persuade the Persians that there was a, special

providence in his preservation, spread the report that Cyrus,
when he was exposed, was suckled by a bitch. This was the
sole origin of the rumour. 9

123. Afterwards, when Cyrus grew to manhood, and became
known as the bravest and most popular of all his compeers,
Harpagus, who was bent on revenging himself upon Astyages,
began to pay him court by gifts and messages. His own rank
was too humble for him to hope to obtain vengeance without
some foreign help. When therefore he saw Cyrus, whose wrongs
were so similar to his own, growing up expressly (as it were) to

be the avenger whom he needed, he set to work to procure his

support and aid in the matter. He had already paved the way
for his designs, by persuading, severally, the great Median

nobles, whom the harsh rule of their monarch had offended, that

the best plan would be to put Cyrus at their head, and dethrone

Astyages. These preparations made, Harpagus being now

ready for revolt, was anxious to make known his wishes to

Cyrus, who still lived in Persia
;
but as the roads between

Media and Persia were guarded, he had to contrive a means of

sending word secretly, which he did in the following way. He
took a hare, and cutting open its belly without hurting the fur,

he slipped in a letter containing what he wanted to say, and
then carefully sewing up the paunch, he gave the hare to one
of his most faithful slaves, disguising him as a hunter with nets,
and sent him off to Persia to take the game as a present to

Cyrus, bidding him tell Cyrus, by word of mouth, to paunch
the animal himself, and let no one be present at the time.

9 Mr. Grote observes with reason that " the miraculous story is the older of the

two," and that the common-place version of it preferred by Herodotus is due to cer-

tain "
rationalising Greeks or Persians "

at a subsequent period. In the same spirit

he remarks, "the ram which carried Phryxus and Helle across the Hellespont is

represented to us as having been in reality a man named Krius, who aided their

flight the winged horse which carried Bellerophon was a ship named Pegasus"
(vol. iv. p. 246, note). A somewhat different mode was found of rationalising the

myth of Romulus and Remus, suckled, according to the old tradition, by a she-wolf,
which may be seen in Livy (i. 4) :

"
Sunt, qui Larentiam, vulgato corpore, lupam

inter pastores vocatam putent ;
inde locum fabulse et miraculo datum."
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124. All was done as he wished, and Cyrus, on cutting the

hare open, found the letter inside, and read as follows :

" Son
of Cambyses, the gods assuredly watch over thee, or never

wouldst thou have passed through thy many wonderful adven-

tures now is the time when thou mayest avenge thyself upon
Astyages, thy murderer. He willed thy death, remember

;
to

the gods and to me thou owest that thou art still alive. I

think thou art not ignorant of what he did to thee, nor of what
I suffered at his hands because I committed thee to the cow-

herd, and did not put thee to death. Listen now to me, and

obey my words, and all the empire of Astyages shall be thine.

Kaise the standard of revolt in Persia, and then march straight
on Media. Whether Astyages appoint me to command his

forces against thee, or whether he appoint any other of the

princes of the Medes, all will go as thou couldst wish. They
will be the first to fall away from him, and joining thy side,
exert themselves to overturn his power. Be sure that on
our part all is ready ;

wherefore do thou thy part, and that

speedily/'
125. Cyrus, on receiving the tidings contained in this letter,

set himself to consider how he might best persuade the Persians
to revolt. After much thought, he hit on the following as the

most expedient course : he wrote what he thought proper upon
a roll, and then calling an assembly of the Persians, he unfolded
the roll, and read out of it that Astyages appointed him their

general.
" And now," said he,

"
since it is so, I command you

to go and bring each man his reaping-hook." With these

words he dismissed the assembly.
Now the Persian nation is made up of many tribes. 1 Those

which Cyrus assembled and persuaded to revolt from the Medes,
were the principal ones on which all the others are dependent.*

1

According to Xenophon the number of the Persian tribes was twelve (Cyrop. I.

ii. 5), according to Herodotus, ten. The authority of the former, always weak ex-

cept with respect to his own times, is here rendered still more doubtful by the fre-

quency with which this same number twelve occurs in his narrative. Not only are
the tribes twelve, and the superintendents of the education twelve, but the whole
number of the nation is twelve myriads (i. ii. 15), Cyrus is subject to the Persian

discipline for twelve years (i. iii. 1), &c. &c.
2 The distinction of superior and inferior tribes is common among nomadic and

semi-nomadic nations. The Golden Horde of the Calmucks is well known. Many
Arab tribes are looked down upon with contempt by the Bedoweens. Among the

Mongols the dominion of superior over inferior tribes is said to be carried to the

extent of a very cruel tyranny (Pallas. Mongol. Volker, vol. i. p. 185). The Scythi-
ans in the time of Herodotus were divided, very nearly as the Persians, into three

grades, Royal Scythians, Husbandmen, and Nomads. (Vid. inf. iv. 17-20.)
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These are the Pasargadae,
3 the Maraphians,

4 and the Maspians,
of whom the Pasargadae are the noblest. The Achgemenidae,

5

from which spring all the Perseid kings, is one of their clans.

8
Pasargadae was not only the name of the principal Persian tribe, but also of the

ancient capital of the country. (Strab. xv. p. 1035.) Stephen of Byzantium (in
voc. UaffffapydSai) translates the word " the encampment of the Persians." If we
accept this meaning, we must regard Pasargadae as a corruption of Parsagadae, a
form which is preserved in Quintus Curtius (V. vi. 10, X. i. 22).

According to Anaximenes (ap. Steph. Byz. 1. s. c.) Cyrus founded Pasargadae,
but Ctesias appears to have represented it as already a place of importance at the

time when Cyrus revolted. (See the newly-discovered fragment of Nic. Damasc. in

the Fragm. Hist. Graec. vol. iii. pp. 405-6, ed. Didot.) There seems to be no doubt
that it was the Persian capital of both Cyrus and Cambyses, Persepolis being founded

by Darius. Cyrus was himself buried there, as we learn from Ctesias (Pers. Exc.

9), Arrian (vl. 29), and Strabo (xv. p. 1035). It was afterwards the place where
the kings were inaugurated (Plutarch, Artax. c. 3), and was placed under the spe-
cial protection of the Magi. Hence Pliny spoke of it as a castle occupied by the

Magi (" iude ad orientem Magi obtinent Pasargadas castellum," vi. 26).
It seems tolerably certain that the modern Murg-aub is the site of the ancient

Pasargadae. Its position with respect to Persepolts, its strong situation among the

mountains, its remains bearing the marks of high antiquity, and, above all, the name
and tomb of Cyrus, which have been discovered among the ruins, mark it for the

capital of that monarch beyond all reasonable doubt. The best account of the pres-
ent condition of the ruins will be found in Ker Porter's Travels (vol. i. pp. 485-510).

Murg-aub is the only place in Persia at which inscriptions of the age of Cyrus have
been discovered. The ruined buildings bear the following legend :

" Adam Kur-

ush, khshayathiya, Hakhamanishiya
" "

I [am] Cyrus the king, the Achaemenian."
For an account of the tomb of Cyrus, vide infra, note on ch. 214.

4
Only one instance is found of a Maraphian holding an important office. Ama-

sis, the commander whom Aryandes sent to the relief of Pheretima, was &vT)p

Mapdtyios (iv. 167). In general the commanders are Achaemenians, now and then

they are called simply Pasargadae.
5 The Achaemenidae were the royal family of Persia, the descendants of Achae-

menes (Hakhamanish), who was probably the leader under whom the Persians first

settled in the country which has ever since borne their name?. This Achaemenes is

mentioned by Herodotus as the founder of the kingdom (iii. 75 ;
vii. 11). His name

appears in the Behistun inscription twice (col. 1, par. 2, and Detached Inscript. A.)
In each case it is asserted that the name Aehremenian attached to the dynasty on
account of the descent from Achaemenes. "Awahya radiya wayam Hakhamanishiya
thaty;;mahya

" u Ea ratione nos Achaemenenses appellamur." In all the inscriptions
the kings of Persia glory in the title.

[The commencement of the Behistun inscription, rightly understood, is of great

importance for the illustration of the history of the Acha3menians. Darius in the

first paragraph styles himself an Achaemenian : in the second, he shows his right to

this title by tracing his paternal ancestry to Achaemenes: in the third, he goes on
to glorify the Achaemenian family by describing the antiquity of their descent, and
the fact of their having for a long time past furnished kings to the Persian nation :

and in the fourth paragraph he further explains that eight of the Achaemenian fam-

ily have thus already filled the throne of Persia, and that he is the ninth of the line

who is called to rule over his countrymen. In this statement, however, Darius

Reems to put forward no claim whatever to include his immediate ancestry among
the Persian kings ; they are merely enumerated in order to establish his claim to

I Achaemenian descent, and are in no case distinguished by the title of khshayathiya,
or "

king." So clear indeed and fixed was the tradition of the royal family in this

respect, that both Artaxerxes Mnemon and Artaxcrxes Ochus (see Journal of the

Asiat. Soc., vol. x. p. 342, and vol. xv. p. 159) may be observed, in tracing their

j
pedigree, to qualify each ancestor by the title of king up to Darius, but from that

time to drop the royal title, and to speak of Hystaspes and Arsames as mere private
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The rest of the Persian tribes are the following :
6 the Panthia-

laeans, the Derusiaeans, the Germanians, who are engaged in

husbandry ;
the Daans, the Mardians, the Dropieans, and the

Sagartians, who are Nomads. 7

126. When, in obedience to the orders which they had re-

ceived, the Persians came with their reaping-hooks, Gyms led

them to a tract of ground, about eighteen or twenty furlongs
each way, covered with thorns, and ordered them to clear it

before the day was out. They accomplished their task, upon
which he issued a second order to them, to take the bath the

day following, and again come to him. Meanwhile he collected

together all his father's flocks, both sheep and goats, and all his

oxen, and slaughtered them, and made ready to give an enter-

tainment to the entire Persian army. Wine, too, and bread of

the choicest kinds were prepared for the occasion. When the

morrow came, and the Persians appeared, he bade them recline

upon the grass, and enjoy themselves. After the feast was

over, he requested them to tell him "which they liked best, to-

day's work, or yesterday's ?
"

They answered that
" the con-

individuals. It will be impossible, at the same time, to make up from Grecian his-

tory the list of nine kings, extending, according to the inscription, from Achaemenes
to Darius, without including Bardius or the true Smerdis, and he appears to have
been slain before his brother left for Egypt. The other names will undoubtedly
be Cambyses, Cyrus the Great, Cambyses his father, Cyrus (Herod, i. Ill), Cam-

byses (whose sister Atossa married Pharnaces of Cappadocia, Phot. Bibl. p. 1168),

Telspes (Herod, vii. 11), and Achaemenes. In preference, perhaps, to inserting Bar-
dius at the commencement of this list, I would suggest that the ninth king among
the predecessors of Darius may have been the father of Achaemenes, named by the
Greeks ^Egeus, or Perses, or sometimes Perseus, being thus confounded with the

eponymous hero of the Persian race. The name Achaemenes, although occupying
so prominent a position in authentic Persian history, is unknown either in the an-

tique traditions of th3 Vendidad, or in the romantic legends of the so-called Kaianian

dynasty, probably because Achaemenes lived after the compilation of the Vendidad,
but so long before the invention of the romances that his name was forgotten. The
name signifies "friendly

" or "possessing friends," being formed of a Persian word,

hakha, corresponding to the Sanscrit sakha, and an attributive affix equivalent

to the Sanscrit mat, which forms the nominative in man. M. Oppert thinks that

we have another trace of the Persian word hakha in the 'AraatV of Herodotus

(vii. 63). See the Journal Asiatique, 4me serie, torn. xvii. p. 268. H. C. R.J
Achaemenes continued to be used as a family name in after times. It was borne

by one of the sons of Darius Hystaspes (infra, vii. 7).
6 See Essay iv., "On the Ten Tribes of the Persians."
7 Nomadic hordes must always be an important element in the population of

Persia. Large portions of the country are only habitable at certain seasons of the

year. Recently the wandering tribes (Ilyats) have been calculated at one-half

(Kinneir, Persian Empire, p. 44), or at the least one-fourth (Morier, Journal of Geo-

graph. Soc., vol. vii. p. 230) of the entire population. They are of great importance
in a military point of view. Of the four nomadic tribes mentioned by Herodotus
the Sagartians appear to have been the most powerful. They were contained in

the 14th Satrapy (iii. 93), and furnished 8000 horsemen to the army of Xerxes (vii.

85), who were armed with daggers and lassoes.
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trast was indeed strong : yesterday brought them nothing but

what was bad, to-day everything that was good." Cyrus
instantly seized on their reply, and laid bare his purpose in these

words :

" Ye men of Persia, thus do matters stand with you.
If you choose to hearken to my words, you may enjoy these and
ten thousand similar delights, and never condescend to any
slavish toil

;
but if you will not hearken, prepare yourselves

for unnumbered toils as hard as yesterday's. Now therefore

follow my bidding, and be free. For myself I feel that I am
destined by Providence to undertake your liberation

;
and you,

I am sure, are no whit inferior to the Medes in anything, least

of all in bravery. Revolt, therefore, from Astyages, without a

moment's delay."
127. The Persians, who had long been impatient of the

Median dominion, now that they had found a leader, were

delighted to shake off the yoke. Meanwhile Astyages, informed

of the doings of Cyrus, sent a messenger to summon him to his

presence. Cyrus replied,
"
Tell Astyages that I shall appear

in his presence sooner than he will like." Astyages, when he

received this message, instantly armed all his subjects, and, as

if God had deprived him of his senses, appointed Harpagus to

be their general, forgetting how greatly he had injured him. So
when the two armies met and engaged, only a few of the Medes,
who were not in the secret, fought ;

others deserted openly to

the Persians
;

while the greater number counterfeited fear, and
fled.

128. Astyages, on learning the shameful flight and disper-
sion of his army, broke out into threats against Cyrus, saying,
"
Cyrus shall nevertheless have no reason to rejoice ;

" and

directly he seized the Magian interpreters, who had persuaded
him to allow Cyrus to escape, and impaled them

;
after which,

he armed all the Medes who had remained in the city, both

young and old
;
and leading them against the Persians, fought

a battle, in which he was utterly defeated, his army being de-

stroyed, and he himself falling into the enemy's hands. 8

8
According to the fragment of Nicolas of Damascus to which reference has re-

peatedly been made, as in all probability containing the account which Ctesias gave
of the conquest of Astyages by Cyrus, not fewer than five great battles were fought,
all in Persia. In the first and second of these Astyages was victorious. In the

third, which took place near Pasargada?, the national stronghold, where all the

women and children of the Persians had been sent, they succeeded in repulsing their

assailants. In the fourth, which was fought on the day following the third, and on
the same battle-ground, they gained a great victory, killing 60,000 of the enemy.
Still Astyages did not desist from his attempt to reconquer them. The fifth battle

is not contained in the fragment. It evidently, however, took place in the same

neighbourhood (cf. Strab. xv. p. 1036), for the spoils were taken to Pasargadae.
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129. Harpagus then, seeing him a prisoner, came near, and

exulted over him with many gibes and jeers. Among other

cutting speeches which he made, he alluded to the supper
where the flesh of his son was given him to eat, and asked Asty-

ages to answer him now, how he enjoyed being a slave instead

of a king ? Astyages looked in his face, and asked him in

return, why he claimed as his own the achievements of Cyrus ?
"
Because/' said Harpagus, "it was my letter which made him

revolt, and so I am entitled to all the credit of the enterprise."
Then Astyages declared, that

"
in that case he was at once the

silliest and the most unjust of men : the silliest, if when it was
in his power to put the crown on his own head, as it must as-

suredly have been, if the revolt was entirely his doing, he had

placed it on the head of another
;
the most unjust, if on account

of that supper he had brought slavery on the Medes. For, sup-

posing that he was obliged to invest another with the kingly

power, and not retain it himself, yet justice required that a

Mede, rather than a Persian, should receive the dignity. Now,
however, the Medes, who had been no parties to the wrong of

which he complained, were made slaves instead of lords, and
slaves moreover of those who till recently had been their sub-

jects."
130. Thus after a reign of thirty-five years, Astyages lost

his crown, and the Medes, in consequence of his cruelty, were

brought under the rule of the Persians. Their empire over the

parts of Asia beyond the Halys had lasted one hundred and

twenty-eight years, except during the time when the Scythians
had the dominion. 9 Afterwards the Medes repented of their

Astyages fled. The provinces fell off, and acknowledged the sovereignty of Persia.

Finally Cyrus went in pursuit of Astyages, who had still a small body of adherents,
defeated him, and took him prisoner." This last would seem to be the second battle of
Herodotus. The last but one is called by Strabo the final struggle, as indeed in
one sense it was. It is this which he says took place near Pasargadae.

The narrative of Plutarch (De Virtut. Mulier. p. 246, A.) belongs to the fourth

battle, and doubtless came from Ctesias.

As there is less improbability, and far less poetry, in the narrative of Nicolaiis
Damascenus than in that of Herodotus, it is perhaps to be preferred, notwithstand-

ing the untrustworthiness of Ctesias, probably his sole authority.9 This is a passage of extreme difficulty. The clause 7rape| T) ooov ol SK/'&OJ

fyxov, has been generally understood to mean, "besides the time that the Scythians
had the dominion

;

"
so that the entire number of years has been supposed to be

(128 + 28) 156, and Herodotus has thus been considered to place the commence-
ment of the Median hegemony six years before the accession of DeToces. (See the

synopsis of the opinions on the passage in Clinton, F. H. vol. i. pp. 257-9
;
and in-

fra, Essay iii. 13). But irap^ $ seems rightly explained by Valckenaer and Clin-
1
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submission, and revolted from Darius, but were defeated in bat-

tle, and again reduced to subjection.
1

Now, however, in the

time of Astyages, it was the Persians who under Cyrus revolted

from the Medes, and became thenceforth the rulers of Asia. Cyrus
kept Astyages at his court during the remainder of his life, with-

out doing him any further injury. Such then were the circum-

stances of the birth and bringing up of Cyrus, and such were
the steps by which he mounted the throne. It was at a later

date that he was attacked by Croesus, and overthrew him, as I

have related in an earlier portion of this history. The over-

throw of Croesus made him master of the whole of Asia.

131. The customs which I know the Persians to observe

are the following. They have no images of the gods, no

temples nor altars, and consider the use of them a sign of folly.
2

Dr. Brandis, pp. 6-8.) This would make their rule begin in the twenty-third year
of Deloces.

Niebuhr (Denkschrift d. Berl. Ac. d. Wissenschaft, 1820-1, pp. 49-50) suspected
that the passage was corrupt, and proposed the following reading &pavTfs rrjy

8.vu"A.\vos iroTafJiov 'AcriTjf fir' rea tffvr^KQvra KO.\ fKarbv, 7rctpe 4 offov of ~2.Ki>&ai

^PX". rpiTiKorra Svaw Stovra. This would remove some, but not all, of the difficul-

ties. It is moreover too extensive an alteration to be received against the authority
ofalltheMSS.

1
It has been usual to regard this outbreak as identical with the revolt recorded

by Xenophon (Hell. I. ii. ad fin.) in almost the same words. Biihr (in loc.) and
Dahlmann (Life of Herod, p. 33, Engl. Tr.) have argued from the passage that

Herodotus was still employed upon his history as late as B. c. 407. Clinton is of the

same opinion, except that he places the revolt one year earlier (F. H. vol. ii. p. 87.

01. 92, 4). Mr. Grote, with his usual sagacity, perceived that Herodotus could not

intend a revolt 150 years after the subjection, or mean by Darius " without any ad-

jective designation," any other Darius than the son of Hystaspcs. He saw, there-

fore, that there must have been a revolt of the Medes from Darius Hystaspes, of
which this passage was possibly the only record (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. p. 304,

note). Apparently he was not aware of the great inscription of Darius at Behistun,
which had been published by Col. Rawlinson the year before his fourth volume ap-

peared, wherein a long and elaborate account is given of a Median revolt which
occurred in the third year of the reign of Darius, and was put down with difficulty.

Col. Rawlinson gives the general outline of the struggle as follows :

"A civil war of a far more formidable character broke out to the northward.

Media, Assyria, and Armenia, appear to have been confederated in a bold attempt
to recover their independence. They elevated to the throne a descendant, real or

supposed, of the ancient line of [Median] kings ;
and after six actions had been

fought between the partisans of this powerful chief and the troops which were em-

ployed by Darius, under the command of three of his most distinguished generals,

unfavourably it must be presumed to the latter, or at any rate with a very partial
and equivocal success, the monarch found himself compelled to repair in person to

the scene of conflict. Darius accordingly, in the third year of his reign, re-ascended

from Babylon to Media. He brought his enemy to action without delay, defeated

and pursued him, and taking him prisoner at Rliages, he slew him in the citadel of

Ecbatana "
(Behist. Inscrip. vol. i. pp. 188-9).

Col. Mure, I observe, though aware of this discovery, maintains the view of

Bahr and Dahlmann (Literature of Greece, vol. iv. App. G.), but not, I think, suc-

cessfully.
3 On the general subject of the religion of the Persians, see the Essays appended

to this volume, Essay v.
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This comes, I think, from their not believing the gods to have

the same nature with men, as the Greeks imagine. Their wont,

however, is to ascend the summits of the loftiest mountains, and
there to offer sacrifice to Jupiter, which is the name they give
to the whole circuit of the firmament. They likewise offer to

the sun and moon, to the earth, to fire, to water, and to the

winds. These are the only gods whose worship has come down
to them from ancient times. At a later period they began the

worship of Urania, which they borrowed 3 from the Arabians

and Assyrians. Mylitta is the name by which the Assyrians

8 The readiness of the Persians to adopt foreign customs, even in religion, is

very remarkable. Perhaps the most striking instance is the adoption from the As-

syrians of the well-known emblem figured below (Figs. 1, 2, 3), consisting of a

winged circle, with or without a human figure rising from the circular space. This

emblem is of Assyrian origin, appearing in the earliest sculptures of that country
(Layard's Nineveh, vol. i. ch. v.). Its exact meaning is uncertain, but the conjecture
is probable, that while in the human head we have the symbol of intelligence, the

wings, signify omnipresence, and the circle eternity. Thus the Persians were able,
without the sacrifice of any principle, to admit it as a religious emblem, which we
find them to have done, as early as the time of Darius, universally (see the sculp-
tures at Persepolis, Nakhsh-i-Rustam, Behistun, &c.). It is quite a mistake to con-

clude from this, as Mr. Layard does (Nineveh, vol. ii. ch. vii.), that they adopted
the Assyrian religion generally. The monuments prove the very contrary ; for,

with three exceptions, that of the symbol in, question, that of the four-winged
genius, and that of the colossal winged bulls, the Assyrian religious emblems do not

re-appear in the early Persian sculptures.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 4.

A triple figure is sometimes found issuing from the circle (Fig. 4), which has
been supposed to represent a triune god, but this mode of representation does not
occur in the Persian sculptures. Some religious emblems seem to have been adopt-
ed by the Persians from the Egyptians; as, for instance, the curious head-dress ol

the four-winged genius at Murg-aub (Pasargadae), which closely resembles a well-

known Egyptian form. The Persian sculpture is of the time of Cyrus.
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know this goddess,
4 whom the Arabians call Alitta,

5 and the
Persians Mitra.6

1. Egyptian. 2. Persian.

4 For a full notice of this goddess, see below, Essay x.
' On the Religion of the

Assyrians and Babylonians.' The true explanation of the Herodotean nomenclature,
which has been so much discussed, seems to be, that Molis (as Nic. Damasc. givea
the name, Fragm. Hist. Gr., vol. iii. p. 361, note 16) is for Volis, and that Volis is

identical with the Chaldaean Gula, the g and v being (as is well known) perpetually
liable to confusion in the Greek orthography of Oriental names. In Mylitta we
probably have the same name with a feminine ending. Gula in the primitive lan-

guage of Babylonia, which is now ascer-

tained to be of the Hamitic, and not of the
Semitic family, signified "great," being
either identical with Gal (the more ordi-

nary term for "
great "compare Ner-gal,

8o57oA, Callus, &c.), or a feminine form
of that word, answering in fact to the
Guda of the Galla dialect of Africa. Gula
is the standard name for the Great God-
dess throughout the Inscriptions. Bilat, or

fields, simply meaning
" a lady or mis-

tress," was probably an Assxrian epithet
for the same goddess; but if the name
were translated by the Assyrians, as was
usually the case with the old Hamitic de-

nominations, the equivalent would have
been Rabbat, as in Syriac it was Gadlat,
and in Persian Maha, Bag, which latter

compound was contracted to Mabog, as Mylitta, the " Great Goddess" of the Assyrians.

the name of the seat of the Great God- (From I*y rd-)

dess's worship at Hierapolis. Gula, or the
Great Goddess, is quite distinct from hhtar or Astarte. [H. C. R.]

6
Alitta, or Alilat

(iii. 8), is the Semitic root VN
,

"
God," with the feminine suf-

fix, P. or an, added.
*
This identification is altogether a mistake. The Persians, like their Vedio

VOL. L 14
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132. To these gods the Persians offer sacrifice in the follow-

ing manner : they raise no altar, light no fire, pour no libations
t

there is no sound of the flute, no putting on of chaplets, no con-

secrated barley-cake ;
but the man who wishes to sacrifice brings

his victim to a spot of ground which is pure from pollution, and
there calls upon the name of the god to whom he intends to

offer. It is usual to have the turban encircled with a wreath,
most commonly of myrtle. The sacrificer is not allowed to pray
for blessings on himself alone, but he prays for the welfare

of the king, and of the whole Persian people, among whom he

is of necessity included. He cuts the victim in pieces,.and hav-

ing boiled the flesh, he lays it out upon the tenderest herbage
that he can find, trefoil especially. When all is ready, one of

the Magi comes forward and chants a hymn, which they say
recounts the origin of the gods. It is not lawful jr ^ffer sacrifice

unless there is a Magus present. After waiting short time

the sacrificer carries the flesh of the victim awa ^ith him, and
makes whatever use of it he may please.

7

^

brethren, worshipped the sun under the name of Mithra. This was a portion of the

religion which they brought with them from the Indus, and was not adopted from

any foreign nation. The name of Mithra does not indeed occur in the Achaemenian

inscriptions until the time of Artaxerxes Mnemon (Journal of Asialicf Society, vol.

xv. part. i. p. 160), but there is no reason to question the antiquity of his worship
in Persia. Xenophon is right in making it a part of the religion of Cyrus (Cyrop.
Vin. iii. 12, and vii. 3).

The mistake of Herodotus does not appear to have been discovered by the
Greeks before the time of Alexander. Xenophon, indeed, mentions Mithras (Cyrop.
vn. v. 53; (Econ. iv. 24), and also the Persian sun-worship (Cyrop. vm. iii. 12),
but he does not in any way connect the two. Strabo is the first classical writer who
distinctly lays it down that the Persian Mithras is the Sun-god (xv. p. 1039). After
him Plutarch shows acquaintance with the fact (Vit. Alex. c. 30), which thenceforth
becomes generally recognised. (See the inscriptions on altars, DEO SOLI INVICTO

MITHRA, &c., and cf. Suidas, Hesychius, &c.)
The real representative of Venus in the later Pantheon of Persia was Tanata or

Anaitis (see Hyde, De Religione Vet. Pers. p. 98). Her worship by the Persians

had, no doubt, commenced in the time of Herodotus, but it was not till the reign of
Artaxerxes Mnemon (B. c. 405 at the earliest) that her statue was set up publicly in

the temples of the chief cities of the empire (Plut. Artaxerx. c. 27). The inscription
of Mnemon recently discovered at Susa records this event (Journal of Asiatic Soc.,
1. s. c.), which seems to have been wrongly ascribed by Berosus to Artaxerxes Ochus

(Beros. ap. Clem. Alex. Protr. i. 5).
7 At the secret meetings of the Ali Allahis of Persia, which in popular belief

have attained an infamous notoriety, but which are in reality altogether innocent,
are practised many ceremonies that bear a striking resemblance to the old Magian
sacrifice.

The Peer or holy man who presides carries about him sprigs both of myrtle ana
of the musk willow

;
he seats his disciples in a circle upon the grass usually in one

of those sacred groves with which the Kurdish mountains abound; he chaunts

mystical lays regarding the nature, the attributes, and the manifestations of the

Godhead. A sheep is slaughtered as an expiatory sacrifice, and the carcase is boiled

upon the spot ;
the bones are carefully extracted, and the peer then distributes the

flesh among his disciples, who creep up upon their knees from their respective
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133. Of all the days in the year, the one which they celebrate

most is their birthday. It is customary to have the board fur-

nished on that day with an ampler supply than common. The
richer Persians cause an ox, a horse, a camel, and an ass to be
baked whole 5 and so served up to them : the poorer classes use

instead the smaller kinds of cattle. They eat little solid food

but abundance of dessert, which is set on table a few dishes at

a time
;
this it is 'which makes them say that

" the Greeks, when

they eat, leave off hungry, having nothing worth mention served

up to them after the meats
; whereas, if they had more put be-

fore them, they would not stop eating." They are very fond of

wine, and drink it in large quantities.
9 To vomit or obey nat-

ural calls in the presence of another, is forbidden among them.
Such are their customs in these matters.

It "is ak heir general practice to deliberate upon affairs of

weight wheu they are drunk
;
and then on the morrow, when

they are soh he decision to which they came the night before

is put befo .nem by the master of the house in which it was
made

;
and if it is then approved of, they act on it

;
if not,

they set it aside. Sometimes, however, they are sober at their

first deliberation, but in this case they always reconsider the

matter under the influence of wine. l

places in the circle to receive the share allotted to them, which is further accom-

panied by a blessing and a prayer. It is only the initiated who are admitted to these

meetings, and care is taken to guard against. the intrusion of strangers and Mo-
hammedans. It is probably, indeed, owing to the precaution which the Ali Allahis

take to extinguish their lights on the approach of strangers that they have acquired
the name of Cheragh kushan, or "lamp-extinguishers," and that orgies have been as-

signed to them which were only suited to darkness. A disciple, I may add, upon enter-

ing the brotherhood, breaks a nutmeg with the spiritual teacher to whom he attaches

himself, and wears perpetually about him in token of his dependence, the half of

the nut which remains with him; he is called sir supurdeh, or "he who has given
over his head," and is bound during his noviciate implicitly to follow the behests of
his leader. After a probationary discipline of several years, never less than three,
he is admitted to a meeting, resigns his nutmeg, partakes of the sacrifice, and hence-

forward assumes a place among the initiated* fH. C. R.]
8

It is a common custom in the East, at the present day, to roast sheep whole,
even for an ordinary repast ;

and on fete days it is done in Dalmatia and in other

parts of Europe. [G. W.j
9 At the present day, among the "bons vivants" of Persia, it is usual to sit for

hours before dinner drinking wine and eating dried fruits, such as filberts, almonds,

pistachio-nuts, melon-seeds, &c. A party, indeed, often sits down at seven o'clock,
and the dinner is not brought in till eleven. The dessert dishes, intermingled as

they are with highly-seasoned delicacies, are supposed to have the effect of stimulat-

ing the appetite, but, in reality, the solid dishes, which are served up at the end of

the feast, are rarely tasted. The passion, too, for wine-drinking is as marked

among the Persians of the present day, notwithstanding the prohibitions of the

Prophet, as it was in the time of Herodotus. It is quite appalling, indeed, to see

of liquor which some of these topers habitually consume, and theythe quantity of liquor which some of t

usually prefer spirits to wine. [H. C. R.]
1

Tacitus asserts that the Germans wwere in the habit of deliberating on peace
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134. When they meet each other in the streets, you may
Know if the persons meeting are of equal rank by the following to-

ken
;

if they are, instead of speaking, they kiss each other on the

lips. In the case where one is a little inferior to the other, the

kiss is given on the cheek
;
where the difference of rank is great,

the inferior prostrates himself upon the ground.
2 Of nations, they

honour most their nearest neighbours whom they esteem next to

themselves
;
those who live beyond these they honour in the sec-

ond degree ;
and so with' the remainder, the further they are re-

moved, the less the esteem in which they hold them. The reason

is, that they look upon themselves as very greatly superior in

all respects to the rest of mankind, regarding others as ap-

proaching to excellence in proportion as they dwell nearer to

them
;

3 whence it comes to pass that those who are the farthest

off must be the most degraded of mankind. 4 Under the do-

minion of the Medes, the several nations of the empire exer-

and war under the influence of wine, reserving their determination for the morrow.
He gives the reasons for the practice, of which he manifestly approves :

" De pace
denique et bello plerumque in conviviis consultant, tanquam nullo magis tempore
ad magnas cogitationes incalescat animus. Gens non astuta, nee callida, aperit ad-

huc secreta pectoris, licentia joci. Erg6 detecta et nuda omnium mens, postera die

retractatur
;
et salva utriusque temporis ratio est. Deliberant, dumfingere nesciunt:

constituunt, dum errare non possunt." (Germ. 22.) It does not appear that the

Germans reversed the process.

Plato, in his Laws, mentions the use made of drunkenness by the Persians. He"*

says, the same practice obtained among the Thracians, the Scythians, the Celts, the

Iberians, and the Carthaginians (Book i. p. 637, E). Duris of Samos declared
that once a year, at the feast of Mithras, the king of Persia was bound to be drunk.

(Fr. 13.)
3 The Persians are still notorious for their rigid attention to ceremonial and eti-

quette. In all the ordinary pursuits of life, paying visits, entering a room, seating
oneself in company, in epistolary address, and even in conversational idiom, gra-
dations of rank are defined with equal strictness and nicety. With regard to the
method of salutation, the extreme limits are, as Herodotus observes, the mutual em-
brace (the kiss is now invariably given on the cheek), and prostration on the ground ;

but there are also several intermediate forms, which he has not thought it worth
while to notice, of obeisance, kissing hands, &c., by which an experienced observer
learns the exact relation of the parties. [H. C. R.]

8 Of late years, since the nations of Europe have been brought by their com-
mercial and political relations into closer connection with Persia, the excessive

vanity and self-admiration of these Frenchmen of the East has been somewhat
abated. Their monarch, however, still retains the title of " the Centre of the Uni-

verse," and it is not easy to persuade a native of Isfahan that any European capital
can be superior to his native city. [H. C. R.]

4 In an early stage of geographical knowledge each nation regards itself as oc-

cupying the centre of the earth. Herodotus tacitly assumes that Greece is the centre

by his theory of eaxariai or "extremities"
(iii. 115). Such was the view com-

monly entertained among the Greeks, and Delphi, as the centre of Greece, was
called " the navel of the world" (-yay o^aA^s, Soph. (Ed. T. 898

;
Pind. Pyth. vi. 3,

&c.). Even Aristotle expresses himself to the same effect, and regards the happy
temperament of the Greeks as the result of their intermediate position (Polit. vii. 6).

Our own use of the terms "the East,"
"
the West," is a trace of the former exist-

ence of similar views among ourselves.
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cised authority over each other in this order. The Medes were

lords over all, and governed the nations upon their borders, who

in their turn governed the States beyond, who likewise bore

rule over the nations which adjoined on them. 5 And this is

the order which the Persians also follow in their distribution of

honour ;
for that people, like the Medes, has a progressive scale

of administration and government.
135. There is no nation which so readily adopts foreign cus-

toms as the Persians. Thus, they have taken the dress of the

Medes,
6

considering it superior to their own ;
and in war they

6
It is quite inconceivable that there should have been any such system of gov-

ernment, either in Media or Persia, as Herodotus here indicates. With respect to

Persia, we know that the most distant satrapies were held as directly of the crown

as the nearest. Compare the stories of Oroetes (iii. 126-8) and Aryandes (iv. 166).

The utmost that can be said with truth is, that in the Persian and Median, as in the

Roman empire, there were three grades; first, the ruling nation; secondly, the

conquered provinces ; thirdly, the nations on the frontier, governed by their own

laws and princes, but owning the supremacy of the imperial power, and reckoned

among its tributaries. This was the position in which the Ethiopians, Colchians, and

Arabians, stood to Persia (Herod, iii. 97).
8

It appears from ch. 71 that the old national dress of the Persians was a close-

fitting tunic and trousers of leather. The Median costume, according to Xenophon

(Cyrop. vin. i. 40) was of a nature to conceal the form, and give it an appearance

of grandeur and elegance. It would seem therefore to have been a flowing robe.

At PersepoUs and Behistun the representations of the monarch and his chief attend-

(Median.)
B. (Persian.)
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wear the Egyptian breastplate.
7 As soon as they hear of any

luxury, they instantly make it their own : and hence, among
other novelties, they have learnt unnatural lust from the Greeks.

Each of them has several wives, and a still larger number of con-

cubines.

136. Next to prowess in arms, it is regarded as the greatest

proof of manly excellence, to be the father of many sons.
8

Every
year the king sends rich gifts to the man who can show the lar-

gest number : for they hold that number is strength. Their

sons are carefully instructed from their fifth to their twentieth

year,
9 in three things alone, to ride, to draw the bow, and to

speak the truth. 10 Until their fifth year they are not allowed

to come into the sight of their father, but pass their lives with the

women. This is done that, if the child die young, the father

may not be afflicted by its loss.

ants have invariably a long flowing robe (A), while soldiers and persons of minor

importance wear a close-fitting dress, fastened by a belt, and trousers meeting at the

ancles a high shoe (B). It seems probable that the costume (A) is that which Herod-
otus and Xenophon call the Median, while the close-fitting dress (B) is the old Per-

sian garb.
7 The Egyptian corslets are noticed again (ii. 182, and vii. 89). For a descrip-

tion of them, see Sir G. Wilkinson's note to Book ii. ch. 182.
8 Sheikh Ali Mirza, a son of the well-known Futteh AH Shah, was accounted the

proudest and happiest man in the empire, because, when he rode out on state occa-

sions, he was attended by a body-guard of sixty of his own sons. At the time of

Futteh Ali Shah's death his direct descendants amounted to nearly three thousand,
some of them being in the fifth degree, and every Persian in consequence felt a

pride in being the subject of such a king. The greatest misfortune, indeed, that

can befall a man in Persia is to be childless. When a chief's "hearthstone," as it

was said,
" was dark" he lost all respect, and hence arose the now universal prac-

tice of adoption. [H. C. R.]
9

Xenophon,
in his romance (Cyrop. i. ii. 8), makes the first period of educa-

tion end with the sixteenth or seventeenth year, after which he says there followed

a second period of ten years. It was not till the completion of this second period
that the Persian became a full citizen (re'Xeioj). In all this, it is evident, we have

only the philosophic notions of the Greeks. Perhaps even in Herodotus we have
Greek speculations rather than history. He does not appear to have travelled in

Persia Proper.
10 The Persian regard for truth has been questioned by Larcher on the strength

of the speech of Darius in Book iii. (ch. 72). This speech, however, is entirely un-

historic. The special estimation in which truth was held among the Persians is evi-

denced in a remarkable manner by the inscriptions of Darius, where lying is taken
as the representative of all evil. It is the great calamity of the usurpation of the

pseudo-Smerdis, that " then the lie became abounding in the land "
(Behist. Ins.

Col. i. Par. 10).
" The Evil One (?) invented lies that they should deceive the state

"

(Col. iv. Par. 4). Darius is favoured by Ormazd, "because he was not a heretic,
nor a liar, nor a tyrant" (Col. iv. Par. 13). His successors are exhorted not to

cherish, but to cast into utter perdition,
" the man who may be a liar, or who may

be an evil doer" (ib. Par. 14). His great fear is lest it may be thought that any
part of the record which he has set up has been "falsely related," and he even ab-

stains from narrating certain events of his reign
"

lest to him who may hereafter

peruse the tablet, the many deeds that have been done by him may seem to be

falsely recorded
"

(ib. Par. 6 and 8).
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137. To my mind it is a wise rule, as also is the following
that the king shall not put any one to death for a single fault,
and that none of the Persians shall visit a single fault in a slave

with any extreme penalty ;
but in every case the services of the

offender shall be set against his misdoings ; and, if the latter be
found to outweigh the former, the aggrieved party shall then

proceed to punishment.
1

138. The Persians maintain that never yet did any one

kill his own father or mother
;
but in all such cases they are

quite sure that, if matters were sifted to the bottom, it would
be found that the child was either a changeling or else the fruit

of adultery ;
for it is not likely they say that the real father

should perish by the hands of his child.

139. They hold it unlawful to talk of any thing which it is

unlawful to do. The most disgraceful thing in the world,

they think, is to tell a lie
;
the next worse, to owe a debt : because,

among other reasons, the debtor is obliged to tell lies. If a Per-

sian has the leprosy
2 he is not allowed to enter into a city, or to

have any dealings with the other Persians
;
he must, they say,

have sinned against the sun. Foreigners attacked
by

this dis-

order, are forced to leave the country : even white pigeons are

often driven away, as guilty of the same offence. They never

defile a river with the secretions of their bodies, nor even wash
their hands in one

;
nor will they allow others to do so, as they

have a great reverence for rivers. There is another peculiarity,
which the Persians themselves have never noticed, but which
has not escaped my observation. Their names, which are expres-
sive of some bodily or mental excellence,

3
all end with the same

letter the letter which is called San by the Dorians, and Sigma

1 Vide infra, viL 194.
8 In the original, two kinds of leprosy are mentioned, the Ac'irpa and the Aewnj.

There does not appear by the description which Aristotle gives of the latter (Hist.
Animal, iii. 11) to have been any essential difference between them. The Aeu/o? was

merely a mild form of leprosy. With the Persian isolation of the leper, compare
the Jewish practice (Lev. xiii. 46. 2 Kings vii. 3. xv. 6. Luke xvii. 12).

1
It is apparent from this passage that Herodotus had not any very exact ac-

quaintance with the Persian language ;
for though it is true enough the Persian

names have all a meaning (as the Greek names also have), yet it is rarely that the

etymology can be traced to denote physical or mental qualities. They more usually

indicate a glorious or elevated station, or dependance on the gods, or worldly pos-
sessions. See the list of Persian names occurring in Herodotus and other writers in

the notes appended to Book vi. [H. C. R.J
4 The Phrenician alphabet, from which the Greeks adopted theirs (infra, v. 58),

possessed both san (Heb. shin) and sigma (Heb. samech). The Greeks, not having
the sound of sA, did not need the two sibilants, and therefore soon merged them in

one, retaining however both in their system of numeration, till they replaced sigma

by xi. The Dorians called the sibilant which was kept san, the lonians sigma, but

the latter use prevailed. The letter came to be generally known as sigma, but at
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by the lonians. 4 Any one who examines will find that the Persian

names, one and all without exception, end with this letter. 5

140. Thus much I can declare of the Persians with entire

certainty, from my own actual knowledge. There is another

custom which is spoken of with reserve, and not openly, con-

cerning their dead. It is said that the body of a male Persian

is never buried, until it has been torn either by a dog or a bird

of prey.
6 That the Magi have this custom is beyond a doubt,

for they practise it without any concealment. The dead bodies

.are covered with wax, and then buried in the ground.
The Magi are a very peculiar race, differing entirely from the

Egyptian priests, and indeed from all other men whatsoever.

The Egyptian priests make it a point of religion not to kill any
live animals except those which they offer in sacrifice. The

Magi, on the contrary, kill animals of all kinds with their own

hands, excepting dogs
7 and men. They even seem to take a de-

light in the employment, and kill, as readily as they do other

animals, ants and snakes, and such like flying or creeping things.

However, since this has always been their custom, let them keep
to it. I return to my former narrative.

141. Immediately after the conquest of Lydia by the Per-

sians, the Ionian and ^Eolian Greeks sent ambassadors to Cyrus
at Sardis, and prayed to become his lieges on the footing which

the same time it held the place of san in the alphabet. (See Bunsen's Philosophy
of Univ. Hist. vol. L p. 258.)

6 Here Herodotus was again mistaken. The Persian names of men which ter-

minate with a consonant end indeed invariably with the letter s, or rather sA, as
Kurush (Cyrus), Daryavush (Darius), Chishpdish (Teispes), Hakhdmanish, &c.

.(Achaemenes). [The sh in such cases is the mere nominatival ending of the 2nd and
3rd declensions; i. e. o^ themes ending in i and u. H. C. R.] But a large number
of Persian names of men were pronounced with a vowel termination, not expressed
in writing, and in these the last consonant might be almost any letter. We find on
the monuments Vashtasp(a) Hystaspes Arshdm(a) Arsames Ariydraman(a) Aria-
ramnes Bardiy(cfy Bardius or Smerdis Gaumat(a) Gomates Gaubruw(a} Go-
bryas &c. &c. The siama in these cases is a mere conventional addition of the
Greeks.

6
Agathias (ii. p. 60) and Strabo (xv. p. 1042) also mention this strange custom,

which still prevails among the Parsees wherever they are found, whether in Persia
or in India. Chardin relates that there was in his time a cemetery, half a league
from Isfahan, consisting of a round tower 35 feet high, without any doorway or
other entrance. Here the Guebres deposited their dead by means of a ladder, and
left them to be devoured by the crows, which were to be seen in large numbers
about the place. (Voyage en Perse, torn. ii. p. 186.) Such towers exist throughout
India, wherever the Parsees are numerous. The bodies are laid on iron bars sloping
inwards. When the flesh is gone, the bones slip through between the bars, or

sliding down them fall in at the centre, where there is an open space left for the

purpose.
7 The dog is represented in the Zendavesta as the special animal of Ormazd, and

is still regarded with peculiar reverence by the Parsees. On one of the magnificent
tombs at the Chehl-Minar, of which Chardin has given an accurate drawing (plate
.68), a now of dogs is the ornament of the entablature.
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they had occupied under Croesus. Cyrus listened attentively to

their proposals, and answered them by a fable.
" There was a

certain piper," he said,
" who was walking one day by the sea-

side, when he espied some fish
;

so he began to pipe to them,
imagining they would come out to him upon the land. But as

he found at last that his hope was vain, he took a net, and en-

closing a great draught of fishes, drew them ashore. The fish

then began to leap and dance
;
but the piper said,

'

Cease your

dancing now, as you did not choose to come and dance when I

piped to you/
'

Cyrus gave this answer to the lonians and

JEolians, because, when he urged them by his messengers to re-

volt from Croesus, they refused
;
but now, when his work was

done, they came to offer their allegiance. It was in anger, there-

fore, that he made them this reply. The lonians, on hearing it,

set to work to fortify their towns, and held meetings at the Pani-

onium,
7a which were attended by all excepting the Milesians,

with whom Cyrus had concluded a separate treaty, by which he

allowed them the terms they had formerly obtained from Croesus.

The other lonians resolved, with one accord, to send ambassadors

to Sparta to implore assistance.

142. Now the lonians of Asia, who meet at the Panionium,
have built their cities in a region where the air and climate

are the most beautiful in the whole world
;

for no other region
is equally blessed with Ionia, neither above it nor below it, nor

east nor west of it. For in other countries either the climate is

over cold and damp, or else the heat and drought are sorely op-

pressive. The lonians do not all speak the same language, but

use in different places four different dialects. Towards the south

their first city is Miletus, next to which lie Myus and Prien6
;

8

'
Infra, ch. 148, note '.

8
Miletus, Myus, and Prien6 all lay near the mouth of the Maeander (the modern

Mendere). At their original colonisation they were all maritime cities. Miletus

stood at the northern extremity of a promontory formed by the mountain-range
called Grius, commanding the entrance of an extensive bay which washed the base

of the four mountains, Grius, Latmus, and Titanus, south of the Mseander, and My-
ca!6, a continuation of the great range of Messogis, north of that stream. This bay,

called the bay of Latmus, was about 25 miles in its greatest length, from near Lat-

mus to Prien6. Its depth, from Miletus to Myus, was above 5 miles. Myus stood

nearly in the centre of the bay, at the foot of Titanus
; Priene, at its northern ex-

tremity, under the hill of Mycale". Into this bay the Maeander poured its waters,

and the consequence was the perpetual formation of fresh land. (Vide infra, ii. 10,

where Herodotus notes the fact.) Prien6, by the time of Strabo, was 40 stadia

(4i miles) from the sea (xii. p. 827). Myus had been rendered uninhabitable by the

growth of the alluvium, forming hollows in its vicinity, where the stagnant water

generated swarms of musquitoes (Strab. xiv. p. 912; Pausan. vn. ii. 7). Since

the time of these geographers the changes have been even more astonishing. The
'

soil brought down by the Mseander has filled up the whole of the northern portion

of the gulf, so that Miletus, Myus, and Prien6 now stand on the outskirts of a great
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all these three are in Caria and have the same dialect. Their

cities in Lydia are the following : Ephesus, Colophon, Lebedus,

Teos, Clazomenae, and Phocgea. 9 The inhabitants of these

towns have none of the peculiarities of speech which belong to

the three first-named cities, but use* a dialect of their own.

There remain three other Ionian towns, two situate in isles,

namely, Samos and Chios
;
one upon the mainland, which is

Erythrae. Of these Chios and Erythree have the same dialect,

while Samos possesses a language peculiar to itself.
1 Such are

the four varieties of which I spoke.
143. Of the lonians at this period, one people, the Milesians,

were in no danger of attack, as Cyrus had received them into

Ancient.

alluvial plain, which extends even beyond Miletus, 4 or 5 miles seawards. Lad6, and
the other islands which lay off the Milesian shore, are become part of the continent,
rising, like the rock of Dumbarton, from the marshy soil. The southern portion of
the gulf of Latmus is become a lake, the lake of Ban, which is now 7 or 8 miles
from the sea at the nearest point. The difference between the ancient and modern
geography will be best seen by comparing the charts.

9 These cities are enumerated in the order in which they stood, from south to

north. Erythrae lay on the coast opposite Chios, between Teos and Clazomense.
1

According to Suidas, Herodotus emigrated to Samos from Halicarnassus on ac-

count of the tyranny of Lygdamis, grandson of Artemisia, and there exchanged
his native Doric for the Ionic dialect in which he composed his history. If this ac-

count be true, we must consider that we have in the writings of Herodotus the
Samian variety of the Ionic dialect. But little dependance can be placed on Suidas.

'
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alliance. The islanders also had as yet nothing to fear, since

Phoenicia was still independent of Persia, and the Persians

themselves were not a seafaring people. The Milesians had

separated from the common cause solely on account of the ex-

treme weakness of the lonians : for, feeble as the power of the

entire Hellenic race was at that time, of all its tribes the Ionic

was by far the feeblest and least esteemed, not possessing a

single State of any mark excepting Athens. The Athenians

and most of the other Ionic States over the world, went so far

in their dislike of the name as actually to lay it aside
;
and even

at the present day the greater number of them seem to me to be
ashamed of it.

2 But the twelve cities in Asia have always glo-
ried in the appellation ; they gave the temple which they built

for themselves the name of the Panionium, and decreed that

it should not be open to. any of the other Ionic States
;
no

State, however, except Smyrna, has craved admission to it.

144. In the same way the Dorians of the region which is

Modern.

a The old Pelasgic tribes, when once Hellenised, were apt to despise their proper
ethnic appellations. As with the lonians, so it was with the Dryopians, who gene-
rally contemned their name, as Pausanias tells us (iv. xxxiv. 6). Here again,

however, there was an exception, the Asinaeans, unlike other Dryopians, glorying
in the title (ib.).
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now called the Pentapolis, but which was formerly known as the

Doric Hexapolis, exclude all their Dorian neighbours from their

temple, the Triopium :
3

nay, they have even gone so far as to

shut out from it certain of their own body who were guilty of an
offence against the customs of the place. In the games which
were anciently celebrated in honour of the Triopian Apollo,

4 the

prizes given to the victors were tripods of brass
;
and the rule

was that these tripods should not be carried away from the

temple, but should then and there be dedicated to the god.
Now a man of Halicarnassus, whose name was Agasicles, being
declared victor in the games, in open contempt of the law, took
the tripod home to his own house and there hung it against the

wall. As a punishment for this fault, the five other cities, Lin-

3 The Triopium was built on a promontory of the same name within the terri-

tory of the Cnidians. It has been usual to identity the promontory with the small

peninsula (now Cape Krio) which, according to Strabo (xiv. p. 938), was once an

Jfi> T^riopiu-m

island, and was afterwards joined by a causeway to the city of Cnidus. (See Ionian

Antiq. vol. iii. p. 2. Beaufort's Karamania, Map, app. p. 81. Texier, Asie Mineure,
vol. iii. plate 159.) But from the notice contained in Scylax (Peripl. p. 91), and
from the narrative in Thucydides (viii. 35), it is evident that the Triopian cape was
not Cape Krio, on which stood a part of the town of Cnidus (Strab. 1. s. c.), but a

promontory further to the north, probably that immediately above Cape Krio. No
remains of the ancient temple have yet been found, but perhaps the coast has not
been sufficiently explored above Cnidus.

4 An inscription found at Cnidus mentions a yvpviKds ay&v as occurring every
fifth year. (See Hamilton's Asia Minor, vol. ii. p. 460.) The games are said to

have been celebrated in honour of Neptune and the Nymphs, as well as of Apollo.

(Schol. ad. Theocr. Id. xvii. 69.)
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dus, lalyssus, Cameirus, Cos, and Cnidus, deprived the sixth

city, Halicarnassus, of the right of entering the temple.
5

145. The lonians founded twelve cities in Asia, and refused

to enlarge the number, on account (as I imagine) of their hav-

ing been divided into twelve States when they lived in the Pe-

loponnese ;

6

just as the Achaeans, who drove them out, are at the

preserit day. The first city of the Achaeans after Sicyon, is

Pellene, next to which are ^Egeira, Mg& upon the Crathis, a

stream which is never dry, and from which the Italian Crathis6 *

received its name, Bura, Helice where the lonians took

refuge on their defeat by the Achaean invaders, ^gium,
Khypes, Patreis, Phareis, Olenus on the Peirus, which is a large

river, Dyme and Tritaeeis, all sea-port towns except the last

two, which lie up the country.
146. These are the twelve divisions of what is now Achaea,

and was formerly Ionia
;
and it was owing to their coming from

a country so divided that the lonians, on reaching Asia, founded
their twelve States :

7 for it is the height of folly to maintain

that these lonians are more Ionian than the rest, or in any
respect better born, since the truth is that no small portion of

them were Abantians from Eubcea, who are not even lonians in

name
; and, besides, there were mixed up with the emigration,

Minyae from Orchomenus, Cadmeians, Dryopians, Phocians from

the several cities of Phocis, Molossians, Arcadian Pelasgi,

5
Lindus, lalysus, and Cameirus were in Rhodes, Cos was on the island of the

same name, at the mouth of the Ceramic Gulf. Cnidus and Halicarnassus were
on the mainland, the former near to the Triopium, the latter on the north shore of

the Ceramic Gulf, on the site now occupied by Boodroom. These six cities formed
an Amphictyony, which held its meetings at the temple of Apollo, called the Trio-

pium, near Cnidus, the most central of the cities. (Schol. ad Theocrit. 1. s. c.)

There were, as Herodotus indicates, many other Doric settlements on these coasts.

The principal appear to have been Myndus and lassus to the north, and Phaselis to

the east, upon the continent, Carpathus and Syme, on their respective islands. Con-

cerning the site of Phaselis, vide infra, ii. 178, note '.

8
According to the common tradition, the Achaeans, expelled by the Dorians from

Argolis, Laconia, and Messenia, at the time of the return of the Heracleids (B. c. 11 04

in the ordinary chronology), retired northwards, and expelled the lonians from their

country, which became the Achaea of history. (Vide infrfc, vii. 94.)
** The Italian Crathis ran close by our author's adopted city, Thurium (infra, v.

45, Strab. vi. p. 378).
1

It may be perfectly true, as has been argued by Raoul-Rochette (torn. iii. p. 83)
and Mr. Grote (vol. iii. part ii. ch. xiii.), that the Ionic colonisation of Asia Minor,
instead of being the result of a single great impulse, was the consequence of a long
series of distinct and isolated efforts on the part of many different states ;

and yet
there may be the connexion which Herodotus indicates between the twelve cities

of Achaea and the twelve states of Asiatic lonians. The sacred number of the loni-

ans may have been twelve, and no other number may have been thought to consti-

tute a perfect Amphictyony. In the same way the Etruscans in Italy (whether they
moved northwards or southwards) formed their later confederacy of the same num-

ber of cities as their earlier (Livy, v. 33).
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Dorians from Epidaurus, and many other distinct tribes.
8

Even those who came from the Prytaneum of Athens,
9 and

reckon themselves the purest lonians of all, brought no wives

with them to the new country, but married Carian girls, whose

fathers they had slain. Hence these women made a law, which

they bound themselves by an oath to observe, and which they
handed down to their daughters after them,

" That none should

ever sit at meat with her husband, or call him by his name "

because the invaders slew their fathers, their husbands, and
their sons, and then forced them to become their wives. It was
at Miletus that these events took place.

147. The kings, too, whom they set over them, were either

Lycians, of the blood of Glaucus,
10 son of Hippolochus, or

Pylian Caucons l of the blood of Codrus, son of Melanthus
;
or

else from both those families. But since these lonians set more
store by the name than any of the others, let them pass for the

pure bred lonians
; though truly all are lonians who have their

origin from Athens, and keep the Apaturia.
2 This is a festival

8 The Orchomenian Minyae founded Teos (Pausan. vn. iii. 7), the Phocians Pho-
csea (ibid.). Abantians from Euboea were mingled with lonians in Chios (Ion. ap.
Pausan. vii. iv. 6). Cadmeians formed a large proportion of the settlers at Prien6,
which was sometimes called Cadme (Strab. xiv. p. 912). Attica had served as a

refuge to fugitives from all quarters (see Thucyd. i. 2).
9 This expression alludes to the solemnities which accompanied the sending out

of a colony. In the Prytaneum, or Government-house, of each state was preserved
the sacred fire, which was never allowed to go out. whereon the life of the State

was supposed to depend. When a colony took its departure, the leaders went in

solemn procession to the Prytaneum of the mother city, and took fresh fire from
the sacred hearth, which was conveyed to the Prytaneum of the new settlement.

10 See Horn. II. ii. 876.
1 The Caucons are reckoned by Strabo among the earliest inhabitants of Greece,

and associated with the Pelasgi, Leleges, and Dryopes (vii. p. 465). Like their kin-

dred tribes, they were very widely spread. Their chief settlements, however, appear
to have been on the north coast of Asia Minor, between the Mariandynians and the
river Parthenius (Strab. xii. p. 785), and on the west coast of the Peloponnese in

Messenia, Elis, and Triphylia. (Strab. viii. pp. 496-7
;
Arist. Fr. 135.) In this last

position they are mentioned by Homer (Od. iii. 366) and by Herodotus, both here,
and in Book iv. ch. 148. Homer probably alludes to the eastern Caucons in II. x.

429, and xx. 329. They continued to exist under the name of Cauconitae, or Caucon-

iatse, in Strabo's time, on the Parthenius (comp. viii. p. 501, and xii. p. 786), and
are even mentioned by Ptolemy (v. 1) as still inhabiting the same region. From the

Peloponnese the race had entirely disappeared when Strabo wrote, but had left their

name to the river Caucon, a small stream in the north-western corner of the penin-
sula. (Strab. viii. 496.)

2 The Apaturia (a (=o/ia) irarupia) was the solemn annual meeting of the phra-
tries, for the purpose of registering the children of the preceding year whose birth

entitled them to citizenship. It took place in the month Pyanepsion (November),
and lasted three days. On the first day, called AopTna, the members of each phratry
either dined together at the Phratrium, or were feasted at the house of some wealthy
citizen. On the second

day (avapfrvo-is), solemn sacrifice was offered to Jupiter Phra-
trius. After these preliminaries, on the third day (Kovpeuns) the business of the
festival took place. Claims were made, objections were heard, and the registration
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which all the lonians celebrate, except the Ephesians and the

Colophonians, whom a certain act of bloodshed excludes from it.

148. The Panionium 3
is a place in Mycale, facing the north,

which was chosen by the common voice of the lonians and made
sacred to Heliconian Neptune.

4

Mycale itself is a promontory
of the mainland, stretching out westward towards Samos, in

which the lonians assemble from all their States to keep the

feast of the Panionia.5 The names of festivals, not only among
the lonians but among all the Greeks, end, like the Persian

proper names, in one and the same letter.

149. The above-mentioned, then, are the twelve towns of

the lonians. The ^Eolic cities are the following : Cyme, called

also Phriconis, Larissa, Neonteichus, Temnus, Cilia, Notium,

JEgiroessa, Pitane, JSgaese, Myrina, and Gryneia.
6 These are

was effected. (See Larcher's note, vol. i. pp. 420-2, and Smith's Diet, of Antiquities,
in voc. 'ATraToi'pta.)

* Under the name of Panionium are included both a tract of ground and a temple.
It is the former of which Herodotus here speaks particularly, as the place in which the

great Pan-Ionic festival was held. The spot was on the north side of the promontory
of Mycale, at the foot of the hill, three stadia (about a third of a mile) from the

shore (Strab. xiv. p. 916). The modern village of Tchangliis supposed, with reason,
to occupy the site. It is the only place on that steep and mountainous coast where
an opening for a temple occurs ; and here in a church on the sea-shore Sir W. Gell

found an inscription in which the word "Panionium" occurred twice. (Leake's Asia

Minor, p. 260.) The Panionium was in the territory of Priene, and consequently un-

der the guardianship of that state.
* Heliconian Neptune was so called from Helice, which is mentioned above

among the ancient Ionian cities in the Peloponnese (ch. 145). This had been the

central point of the old confederacy, and the temple there had been in old times

their place of meeting. Pausanias calls it ayiurarov (vn. xxiv. 4). The temple
at Mycal6 in the new Amphictyony occupied the place of that at Helice in the old.

(Comp. Clitophon. Fr. 5.)
6

It is remarkable that Thucydides, writing so shortly after Herodotus, should

speak of the Pan-Ionic festival at Mycal6 as no longer of any importance, and regard
it as practically superseded by the festival of the Ephesia, held near Ephesus (iii.

104). Still the old feast continued, and was celebrated as late as the time of Au-

gustus (Strabo, xiv. p. 916).
6 In this enumeration Herodotus does not observe any regular order. Proceed-

ing from south to north, the ^Eolic cities (so far as they can be located with any
certainty) occur in following sequence : Smyrna, Temnus, Neonteichus, Larissa,

Cyme, ^Egae, Myrina, Gryneium, Pitane. Five of these, Pitane, Gryneium, Myrina,

Cyme, and Smyrna, were upon the coast. The others lay inland.

JSgiroessa is not mentioned by any author but Herodotus, and Stephen, quoting
him. Herodotus, on the other hand, omits Elsea, near the mouth of the Caicus,
which Strabo and Stephen mention as one of the principal ^Eolian cities. Possibly
therefore ^Egiroessa is another name for Elaea.

Jiolis, according to this view, reached from the mouth of the Evenus (the modern

Kosak} to the interior recess of the bay of Smyrna. There was an interruption,

however, in the coast line, as the Ionic colony of Phocsea intervened between Smyrna
and Cyme. Still in all probability the territory was continuous inland, reaching
across the plain of the Hermus; Larissa to the north and Temnus to the south of

the Hermus forming the links which connected Smyrna with the rest of the Amphic-
tyony. (See Kiepert's Supplementary Maps, Berlin, 1851.)

The territory was a narrow strip along the shores of the Elitic Gulf, but ex-
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the eleven ancient cities of the JEolians. Originally, indeed,

they had twelve cities upon the mainland, like the lonians, but

the lonians deprived them of Smyrna, one of the number. The
soil of ^Eolis is better than that of Ionia, but the climate is less

agreeable.
150. The following is the way in which the loss of Smyrna

happened. Certain men of Colophon had been engaged in a

sedition there, and being the weaker party, were driven by the

others into banishment. The Smyrnseans received the fugitives,

who, after a time, watching their opportunity, while the inhabit-

ants were celebrating a feast to Bacchus outside the walls, shut

to the gates, and so got possession of the town. 7 The -ZEolians

of the other States came to their aid, and terms were agreed on

between the parties, the lonians consenting to give up all the

moveables, and the .ZEolians making a surrender of the place.
The expelled Smyrnaeans were distributed among the other

States of the JBolians, and were everywhere admitted to citizen-

ship.

151. These, then, were all the .ZEolic cities upon the main-

land, with the exception of those about Mount Ida, which made
no part of this confederacy.

8 As for the islands, Lesbos contains

five cities.
9

Arisba, the sixth, was taken by the Methymnseans,
their kinsmen, and the inhabitants reduced to slavery. Tenedos
contains one city, and there is another which is built on what
are called the Hundred Isles.

10 The ^olians of Lesbos and

Tenedos, like the Ionian islanders, had at this time nothing to

fear. The other ^Eolians decided in their common assembly to

follow the lonians, whatever course they should pursue.
152. When the deputies of the lonians and .^Eolians, who

had journeyed with all speed to Sparta, reached the city, they

tended inland considerably up the rich valleys of the Herraus and Caicus; Pergamus
in the one valley, and Magnesia (under Sipylus) in the other, being included within
the limits of ^Eolis.

7 Such treachery was not without a parallel in ancient times. Herodotus relates

a similar instance in the conduct of the Samians, who, when invited by the Zanclae-

ans to join them in colonising Cal6 Acte, finding ZanclS undefended, seized it, and
took it for their own (infra, vi. 23).

8 The district here indicated, and commonly called the Troad, extended from

Adramyttium on the south to Priapus on the north, a city lying on the Propontis,
nearly due north of Adramyttium. It was much larger than the proper ^Eolis, and
contained a vast number of cities, of which Assus and Antandrus were the chief.

This district was mainly colonised from Lesbos. (Pausan. vi. iv. 5
; Strabo, xiii.

pp. 885, 892.)
9 The five Lesbian cities were, Mytilene", Methymna, Antissa, Eresus, and Pyr-

rha. (Scylax. Peripl. p. 87
; Strabo, xiii. pp. 885-7).

10 These islands lay off the promontory which separated the bay of Atarneua
from that of Adramyttium, opposite to the northern part of the island of Lesbos.

They are said to be nearly forty in number. (Bahr in loc.)
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chose one of their number, Pythermus, a Phocsean, to be their

spokesman. In order to draw together as large an audience as

possible, he clothed himself in a purple garment, and so attired

stood forth to speak. In a long discourse he besought the

Spartans to come to the assistance of his countrymen, but they
were not to be persuaded, and voted against sending any suc-

cour. The deputies accordingly went their way, while the

Lacedaemonians, notwithstanding the refusal which they had

given to the prayer of the deputation, despatched a penteconter
1

to the Asiatic coast with certain Spartans on board, for the pur-

pose, as I think, of watching Cyrus and Ionia. These men, on
their arrival at Phoceea, sent to Sardis Lacrines, the most

distinguished of their number, to prohibit Cyrus, in the name
of the Lacedaemonians, from offering molestation to any city of

Greece, since they would not allow it.

153. Cyrus is said, on hearing the speech of the herald, to

have asked some Greeks who were standing by,
" Who these

Lacedaemonians were, and what was their number, that they
dared to send him such a notice ?

" 2 When he had received

their reply, he turned to the Spartan herald and said,
"
I have

never yet been afraid of any men, who have a set place in the

middle of their city, where they come together to cheat each
other and forswear themselves. If I live, the Spartans shall

1
Penteconters were ships with fifty rowers, twenty-five of a side, who sat on a

level, as is customary in row-boats at the present day. Biremes (S^pcts), triremes

(rpi^pe/v), &c., were ships in which the rowers sat in ranks, some above the others.

Biremes were probably a Phoenician invention. They were certainly known to the

Assyrians in the time of Sennacherib, probably through that people. The subjoined
representation is from the palace of that monarch at Kouyunjik. Triremes are said

to have been invented about a century and a half before Cyrus by the Corinthians

(Thucyd. i. 13), but were for a long time very little used. The navy of Polycrates
consisted of Penteconters. (Vide infra, iii. 69.)

2

Compare v. 73 and 105.
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have troubles enough of their own to talk of, without concerning
themselves about the lonians." Cyrus intended these words as

a reproach against all the Greeks, because of their having

market-places where they buy and sell, which is a custom

unknown to the Persians, who never make purchases in open

marts, and indeed have not in their whole country a single

market-place.
3

After this interview Cyrus quitted Sardis, leaving the city

under the charge of Tabalus, a Persian, but appointing Pactyas,
a native, to collect the treasure belonging to Croesus and the

other Lydians, and bring it after him. 4

Cyrus himself proceed-
ed towards Agbatana, carrying Croasus along with him, not

regarding the lonians as important enough to be his immediate

object. Larger designs were in his mind. He wished to war in

person against Babylon, the Bactrians, the Sacse,
5 and Egypt ;

he therefore determined to assign to one of his generals the task

of conquering the lonians.

154. No sooner, however, was Cyrus gone from Sardis than

Pactyas induced his countrymen to rise in open revolt against
him and his deputy Tabalus. With the vast treasures at his

disposal he then went down to the sea, and employed them in

hiring mercenary troops, while at the same time he engaged

3 Markets in the strict sense of the word are still unknown in the East, where
the bazaars, which are collections of shops, take their place. The Persians of the

nobler class would neither buy nor sell at all, since they would be supplied by their

dependents and through presents with all that they required for the common pur-

poses of life. (Cf. Strab. XV. p. 1042, ayopus ot>x airrovTar ofof yap iruXovaiv otir*

wvovvrai.} Those of lower rank would buy at the shops, which were not allowed in

the Forum, or public place of meeting (Xen. Cyrop. i. ii. 3.)
4 Heeren (As. Nat. i. p. 338, E. T.) regards this as the appointment of a native

satrap, and dates the division of offices, which obtained in later times, from the very
beginning of the conquests of Cyrus. But it does not appear that Pactyas had any
permanent office. He was to collect the treasures of the conquered people, and bring
them (/cojui^eti/) with him to Ecbatana. Tabalus appears to have been left the sole

governor of Sardis.
5 Ctesias placed the conquest of the Bactrians and the Sacee before the capture

of Croesus (Persic. Excerpt. 2-4.) Herodotus appears to have regarded their sub-

jection as taking place between the Lydian and the Babylonian wars. (Vide infra, ch.

177.) Bactria may be regarded as fairly represented by the modern Balkh. The
Sacae (Scyths) are more difficult to locate

;
it only appears that their country bordered

upon and lay beyond Bactria. Probably the sixteen years which intervened between
the capture of Sardis (B. c. 554) and the taking of Babylon (B. c. 538) were occu-

pied with those extensive conquests to the north and north-east, by which the Hyr-
canians, Parthians, Sogdians, Arians of Herat, Sarangians, Chorasmians, Gandariaus,
&c. (as well as the Bactrians and the Sacse), were brought under the Persian yoke.
At least there is no reason to believe these tribes to have formed any part either of

the ancient Persian kingdom (suprfc, ch. 125) or of the Median empire.

[Pliny (lib. vi. c. 23) has preserved a tradition of the destruction of Capissa, in

Capissene, at the foot of the Median Caucasus (Kafshdn, in the district oiKohis
north of Cabul), by Cyrus in one of his expeditions to the eastward. H. C. R.j
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the people of the coast to enrol themselves in his army. He
then marched upon Sardis, where he besieged Tabalus, who
shut himself up in the citadel.

155. When Cyrus, on his way to Agbatana, received these

tidings, he turned to Croesus and said,
" Where will all this end,

Cro3sus, thinkest thou ? It seerneth that these Lydians will not

cease to cause trouble both to themselves and others. I doubt me
if it were not best to sell them all for slaves. Methinks what I

have now done is as if a man were to
i
kill the father and then

spare the child/5*
Thou, who wert something more than a father

to thy people, I have seized and carried off, and to that people I

have entrusted their city. Can I then feel surprise at their

rebellion ?" Thus did Cyrus open to Croesus his thoughts ;

whereat the latter, full of alarm lest Cyrus should lay Sardis in

ruins, replied as follows :

" Oh ! my king, thy words are reason-

able
;
but do not, I beseech thee, give full vent to thy anger,

nor doom to destruction an ancient city, guiltless alike of the past
and of the present trouble. I caused the one, and in my own

person now pay the forfeit. Pactyas has caused the other, he to

whom thou gavest Sardis in charge ;
let him bear the punish-

ment. Grant, then, forgiveness to the Lydians, and to make sure

of their never rebelling against thee, or alarming thee more,
send and forbid them to keep any weapons of war, command them
to wear tunics under their cloaks, and to put buskins upon their

legs, and make them bring up their sons to cithern-playing,

harping, and shop-keeping. So wilt thou soon see them become
women instead of men, and there will be no more fear of their

revolting from thee."

156. Croesus thought the Lydians would even so be better

off than if they were sold for slaves, and therefore gave the above
advice to Cyrus, knowing that, unless he brought forward some
notable suggestion, he would not be able to persuade him to

alter his mind. He was likewise afraid lest, after escaping the

danger which now pressed, the Lydians at some future time

might revolt from the Persians and so bring themselves to ruin.

The advice pleased Cyrus, who consented to forego his anger and
do as Croesus had said. Thereupon he summoned to his pres-
ence a certain Mede, Mazares by name, and charged him to issue

orders to the Lydians in accordance with the terms of Croesus'

discourse. Further, he commanded him to sell for slaves all

who had joined the Lydians in their attack upon Sardis, and

* The licence by which Cyrus is made to quote thn Greek poet Stasinus is

scarcely defensible. (For the line referred to, see Aristot. Rhet. ii. 21, uid Clem.
Al. Strom, vi. p. 747.)
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above aught else to be sure that he brought Pactyas with him
alive on his return. Having given these orders Cyrus continued

his journey towards the Persian territory.

157. Pactyas, when news came of the near approach of the

army sent against him, fled in terror to Cyme. Mazares, there-

fore, the Median general, who had marched on Sardis with a

detachment of the army of Cyrus, finding on his arrival that

Pactyas and his troops were gone, immediately entered the town.

And first of all he forced the Lydians to obey the orders of his

master, and change (as they did from that time) their entire

manner of living.
6

Next, he despatched messengers to Cyme,
and required to have Pactyas delivered up to him. On this the

Cymaeans resolved to send to Branchidse and ask the advice of

the god. Branchidae 7
is situated in the territory of Miletus,

above the port of Panormus. There was an oracle there,
established in very ancient times, which both the lonians and
-ZEolians were wont often to consult.

158. Hither therefore the Cymaeans sent their deputies to

Mr. Grote (vol. iv. p. 268) observes with reason, that " the conversation here

reported, and the deliberate plan for enervating the Lydian character supposed to

be pursued by Cyrus, is evidently an hypothesis to explain the contrast between the

Lydians whom the Greeks saw before them, after two or three generations of slavery,
and the old irresistible horsemen of whom they had heard in fame." This is far

better than, with Heeren (As. Nat. vol. i. p. 341), to regard such treatment of a

conquered people as part of the regular system of the Persian despotism.
7 The temple of Apollo at Brauchidae and the port Panormus still remain. The

former is twelve miles from Miletus, nearly due south. It lies near the shore, about
two miles inland from Cape Monodendri. It is a magnificent ruin of Ionic architec-

ture. Dr. Chandler says of it :
" The memory of the pleasure which this spot af-

forded me will not be soon or easily erased.

The columns yet entire are so exquisitely

fine, the marble mass so vast and noble,
that it is impossible perhaps to conceive

greater beauty and majesty of ruin."

(Travels, vol. i. ch. xliii. p. 174.) A fine

view of the ruins is given by M. Texier

(Asie Mineure, vol. ii. opp. p. 326), and a

tolerable one in the Ionian Antiquities

published by the Dilettanti Society (vol. i.

plate 2). The temple appears to have

been, next to that of Diana at Ephesus,
the largest of the Asiatic fanes. (See
Leake's Asia Minor, Notes, p. 348.) Only
three of the pillars are now standing.

(Texier, vol. i. p. 45.)
The port of Panormus was discovered

by Dr. Chandler in the vicinity of the temple. "In descending from the mountain
toward the gulf," he says,

"
I had remarked in the sea something white, and going

afterwards to examine it, found the remains of a circular pier belonging to the

port, which was called Panormus. The stones, which are marble, and about six feet
in diameter, extend from near the shore, where are traces of buildings." (ib. p.

173.)

Plan of the Temple.
Length, 804 feet

; breadth, 165 feet.
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make inquiry at the shrine,
" What the gods would like them

to do with the Lydian, Pactyas ?" The oracle told them, in

reply, to give him up to the Persians. With this answer the

messengers returned, and the people of Cyme were ready to sur-

render him accordingly ;
but as they were preparing to do so,

Aristodicus, son of Heraclides, a citizen of distinction, hindered

them. He declared that he distrusted the response, and believed

that the messengers had reported it falsely ;
until at last an-

other embassy, of which Aristodicus himself made part, was

despatched, to repeat the former inquiry concerning Pactyas.
159. On their arrival at the shrine of the god, Aristodicus,

speaking on behalf of the whole body, thus addressed the oracle :

" Oh ! king, Pactyas the Lydian, threatened by the Persians

with a violent death, has come to us for sanctuary, and lo, they
ask him at our hands, calling upon our nation to deliver him

up. Now, though we greatly dread the Persian power, yet have

we not been bold to give up our suppliant, till we have certain

knowledge of thy mind, what thou wouldst have us to do."

The oracle thus questioned gave the same answer as before, bid-

ding them surrender Pactyas to the Persians
; whereupon Aris-

todicus, who had come prepared for such an answer, proceeded to

make the circuit of the temple, and to take all the nests of

young sparrows and other birds that he could find about the

building. As he was thus employed, a voice, it is said, came
forth from the inner sanctuary, addressing Aristodicus in these

words :

" Most impious of men, what is this thou hast the face to

do? Dost thou tear my suppliants from my temple?" Aristodicus,

at no loss for a reply, rejoined :

"
Oh, king, art thou so ready

to protect thy suppliants, and dost thou command the Cyma3-
ans to give up a suppliant ?"

"
Yes," returned the god,

u
I do

command it, that so for the impiety you may the sooner perish,

and not come here again to consult my oracle about the sur-

render of suppliants."
160. On the receipt of this answer the Cymseans, unwilling

to bring the threatened destruction on themselves by giving up
the man, and afraid of'having to endure a siege if they continued

to harbour him, sent Pactyas away to Mytilend On this Ma-
zares despatched envoys to the Mytilenaeans to demand the fugi-

tive of them, and they were preparing to give him up for a reward

(I cannot say with certainty how large, as the bargain was not

completed), when the Cymaeans, hearing what the Mytilenaeane
were about, sent a vessel to Lesbos, and conveyed away Pactyas
to Chios. From hence it was that he was surrendered. The
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Chians dragged him from the temple of Minerva Poliuchus 8 and

gave him up to the Persians, on condition of receiving the dis-

trict of Atarneus, a tract of Mysia opposite to Lesbos,
9 as the

price of the surrender. 1 Thus did Pactyas fall into the hands

of his pursuers, who kept a strict watch upon him, that they

might be able to produce him before Cyrus. For a long time

afterwards none of the Chians would use the barley of Atarneus

to place on the heads of victims, or make sacrificial cakes of the

corn grown there, but the whole produce of the land was ex-

cluded from all their temples.
161. Meanwhile Mazares, after he had recovered Pactyas

from the Chians, made war upon those who had taken part in

the attack on Tabalus, and in the first place took Priene and
sold the inhabitants for slaves, after which he overran the whole

plain of the Mseander and the district of Magnesia,
2 both of

which he gave up for pillage to the soldiery. He then suddenly
sickened and died.

162. Upon his death Harpagus was sent down to the coast to

succeed to his command. He also was of the race of the Medes,

being the man whom the Median king, Astyages, feasted at the

unholy banquet, and who lent his aid to place Cyrus upon the

throne. Appointed by Cyrus to conduct the war in these parts,
he entered Ionia, and took the cities by means of mounds. For-

cing the enemy to shut themselves up within their defences, he

heaped mounds of earth against their walls,
3 and thus carried the

8 That is, "Minerva, Guardian of the citadel," which was the ir6\i* (KOT'
of each city. Not only at Athens, but among the Ionian cities generally, there was
a temple of Minerva ( A&TJVTJ) within the precincts of the Acropolis. Homer even

puts one in the citadel of Ilium. (Iliad, vi. 297.)
9 Atarneus lay to the north of the ^Eolis of Herodotus, almost exactly opposite

to Mytilene". There was a town of the same name within the territory. Its vicinity
to the river Caicus is indicated below (vi. 28). It continued in later times to be
Chian territory. (See the story of Hermotimus, viii. 106, and cf. Scylax. Peripl. p.

88).
1 The Pseudo-Plutarch ascribes the whole of this narrative to the '

malignity' of
Herodotus (De Malign. Herod, p. 859), and quotes Charon of Lampsacus as conclu-

sive against its truth. But the silence of Charon proves nothing, and the passage
quoted is quite consistent with the statements made by Herodotus. There is no

need, with Bahr (in loc.), to dispute the veracity of Cttaron. Charon wrote " Pac-

tyas, when he heard of the approach of the Persian army, fled first to Mytilene", af-

terwards to Chios. Cyrus however obtained possession of him." A man might
write so, believing all that Herodotus relates. See Mr. Grote's note (vol. iv. p.

270).
3 Not Magnesia under Sipylus, but Magnesia on the Mceander, one of the few an-

cient Greek settlements situated far inland. Its site is the modern Inekbazar (not

Guzel-hissar, as Chandler supposed, which is Tralles) on the north side of the Mtean-

der, about one mile and a half from it, and thirty miles from the sea. (Leake, pp.

243-245.)
3 This plan seems not to have been known to the Lydians. The Persians had

learnt it, in all probability, from the Assyrians, by whom it had long been practised.
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towns. Phocaea was the city against which he directed his

first attack.

163. Now the Phocseans were the first of the Greeks who

performed long voyages, and it was they who made the Greeks

acquainted with the Adriatic and with Tyrrhenia, with Iberia,
and the city of Tartessus. 4 The vessel which they used in their

voyages was not the round-built merchant-ship, but the long

penteconter. On their arrival at Tartessus, the king of the

country, whose name was Arganthonius, took a liking to them.
This monarch reigned over the Tartessians for eighty years,

5

and lived to be a hundred and twenty years old. He regarded
the Phocaeans with so much favour as, at first, to beg them to

quit Ionia and settle in whatever part of his country they liked.

Afterwards, finding that he could not prevail upon them to agree
to this, and hearing that the Mede was growing great in their

neighbourhood, he gave them money to build a wall about their

town, and certainly he must have given it with a bountiful hand,
for the town is many furlongs in circuit, and the wall is built

entirely of great blocks of stone skilfully fitted together.
6 The

wall, then, was built by his aid.

164. Harpagus, having advanced against the Phocseans with

his army, laid siege to their city, first, however, offering them
terms.

"
It would content him," he said,

"
if the Phocasans

would agree to throw down one of their battlements, and dedicate

one dwelling-house to the king." The Phocaaans, sorely vexed
at the thought of becoming slaves, asked a single day to delib-

(2 Kings xix. 32, Isaiah xxxvii. 33. Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 73, 149,

&c.) A detailed account of this mode of attack and the way of meeting it, is given

by Thucyd. (ii. 75-6.)
4 The Iberia of Herodotus is the Spanish Peninsula. Tartessus was a colony founded

there very early by the Phoenicians. It was situated beyond the Straits, at the

mouth of the Baetis (Guadalquivir) near the site of the modern Cadiz. (Strabo,
iii. p. 199.) Tarsus, Tartessus, Tarshish.are variants of the same word. [Tarshish
in the Hamitic tongue, which probably prevailed on the coast of Phoenicia when
the first colonists sailed for Spain, meant " the younger brother

" a very suitable

name for a colony. H. C. R.]
6
Pliny (vii. 48) says Anacreon gave him a life of 150 years, and mentions other

reigns of 160 and 200, which he thinks fabulous
;
but he considers the 80 years of

Arganthonius certain. He calls him king of Tartessus, and of Gades, as Cicero does

(de Senect. 19). In point of age Arganthonius was moderate compared to the Illy-

rian Dando, who (Pirn, ib.) lived 500 years. [G. W.] Phlegon of Tralles also men-
tioned the 150 years of Arganthonius in his tract concerning long-lived persons

(Uepl naKpo&lcav). Except the Erythraean Sibyl, who had lived a thousand years (! ),

it was, he said, the extremest case of longevity upon record. See his fragments in

Miiller's Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 610. Fr. 29.
9

It is evident from this that, despite the two destructions by Harpagus, and the

generals of Darius (infra, vi. 32), the old Phocaea continued to exist in the time of

Herodotus. It does not seem certain when the new city within the Smyrnean Gulf

(New Fogcea) superseded the old city in the bay of Cym6, of which some traces still

remain at Palcea-Fogcea. (Chandler, i. p. 88.)
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erate on the answer they should return, and besought Harpagus
during that day to draw off his forces from the walls. Harpagus
replied,

"
that he understood well enough what they were about

to do, but nevertheless he would grant their request." Accord-

ingly the troops were withdrawn, and the Phocaeans forthwith

took advantage of their absence to launch their penteconters,
and put on board their wives and children, their household goods,
and even the images of their gods, with all the votive offerings
from the fanes, except the paintings and the works in stone or

brass, which were left behind. With the rest they embarked,
and putting to sea, set sail for Chios. The Persians, on their

return, took possession of an empty town.

165. Arrived at Chios, the Phocaeans made offers for the

purchase of the islands called the (Enussae,
7 but the Chians re-

fused to part with them, fearing lest the Phocaeans should

establish a factory there, and exclude their merchants from the

commerce of those seas. On their refusal, the Phocaeans, as

Arganthonius was now dead, made up their minds to sail to

Cyrnus (Corsica), where, twenty years before, following the di-

rection of an oracle,
8

they had founded a city, which was called

Alalia. Before they set out, however, on this voyage they sailed

once more to Phocaea, and surprising the Persian troops ap-

pointed by Harpagus to garrison the town, put them all to the

sword. After this they laid the heaviest curses on the man who
should draw back and forsake the armament

;
and having drop-

ped a heavy mass of iron into the sea, swore never to return to

Phocaea till that mass reappeared upon the surface. Neverthe-

less, as they were preparing to depart for Cyrnus, more than

half of their number were seized with such sadness and so great
a longing to see once more their city and their ancient homes,
that they broke the oath by which they had bound themselves

and sailed back to Phocaea.

166. The rest of the Phocaeans, who kept their oath, pro-

7 The (Enussae lay between Chios and the mainland, opposite the northern ex-

tremity of that island (Lat. 38 30'). They are the modern Spalmadori y
five in number.

One is of much larger size than the rest, which explains the statements of Pliny and

Stephen of Byzantium, that (Enussze was an island. There is an excellent harbour.
B A most important influence was exercised by the Greek oracles, especially that

of Delphi, over the course of Hellenic colonisation. Further instances occur, iv.

155, 157, 159 ; v. 42. In connexion with this last passage, Herodotus lets fall a re-

mark which shows that it was almost the invariable practice to consult the oracle as

to the place to be colonised. Dorieus, he says, on first leading out his colony from

Sparta,
"
neither took counsel of the oracle at Delphi, as to the place whereto he

should go, nor observed any of the customary usages." (otfre r$ ev

s, 4s fyvriva yT\v KT'KTUV
fy, otfre iroiTjcras ouSev TU>V
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ceeded without stopping upon their voyage, and when they came
to Cyrnus established themselves along with the earlier settlers

at Alalia and built temples in the place. For five years they

annoyed their neighbours by plundering and pillaging on all

sides, until at length the Carthaginians and Tyrrhenians
9

leagued

against them, and sent each a fleet of sixty ships to attack the

town. The Phocseans, on their part, manned all their vessels,

sixty in number, and met their enemy on the Sardinian sea. In

the engagement which followed the Phocseans were victorious,

but their success was only a sort of Cadmeian victory.
10

They
lost forty ships in the battle, and the twenty which remained

came out of the engagement with beaks so bent and blunted as

to be no longer serviceable. The Phocseans therefore sailed back

again to Alalia, and taking their wives and children on board,
with such portion of their goods and chattels as the vessels could

bear, bade adieu to Cyrnus and sailed to Khegium.
167. The Carthaginians and Tyrrhenians, who had got into

their hands many more than the Phocaeans from among the crews

of the forty vessels that were destroyed, landed their captives

upon the coast after the fight, and stoned them all to death.

Afterwards, when sheep, or oxen, or even men of the district of

9 The naval power of the Tyrrhenians was about this time at its height. Popu-
lonia and Cr6 (or Agylla) were the most important of their maritime towns. Like

the Greeks at a somewhat earlier period (Thucyd. i. 5), the Tyrrhenians at this

time and for some centuries afterwards were pirates (Strabo, v. p. 310 and vi. p. 385.

Diod. Sic. xv. 14; Ephorus 52, ed. Didot; Aristid. Rhod. ii. p. 798). Corsica prob-

ably was under their dominion before the Phocaeans made their settlement at Ala-

lia. Its foundation would be a declaration of hostilities. The after-coming of a

fresh body of emigrants, with a powerful navy, would still further exasperate the

Tyrrhenians. Hitherto they had shared the commerce of the Western half of the

Mediterranean with the Carthaginians. The Phocaean voyages to Tartessus, which
had for security's sake to be performed in ships of war instead of merchantmen (su-

pra, ch. 163), cannot have interfered much with their mercantile operations. It was
different when Phocaea attempted to set itself up as a third power in the seas, which

the Tyrrhenians regarded as their own, or at least as theirs conjointly with the Car-

thaginians. The insignificant settlement at Massilia, which maintained itself with

difficulty (Liv. v. 34), had been perhaps beneath their jealousy. It was founded as

early as B. c. 600 (Scymnus Chius, 215-8). Alalia, founded about n. c. 572, exactly

opposite their coast, and on an island which they claimed as theirs, and now raised

by the fresh colonisation to great importance, was a most dangerous rival. Hence the

attack of the two great maritime powers upon the interloper. The Phoca^ans were

swept away, and the Tyrrhenians resumed their former position and conduct, till

Hiero of Syracuse, provoked by their piracies and pillage of Greek cities, broke

their power in the great battle of which Pindar sings (Pyth. i. 137-41). This was

B. c. 474. (Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. p. 36.)
10 A Cadmeian victory was one from which the victor received more hurt than

profit (Suidas in voc. KaS/ucm V'IKT\). Plutarch derives the proverb from the combat

between Polynices and Eteocles (De Amor. Frat. p. 488, A.) ;
Eustathins from the

victory of the Thebans over the Seven Chiefs, which only produced their after defeat

by the Epigoni (ad Horn. II. iv. 407). Arrian used the phrase in an entirely dhTerent

sense. (Fr. 66.)
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Agylla passed by the spot where the murdered Phocaeans lay,

their bodies became distorted, or they were seized with palsy,
or they lost the use of some of their limbs. On this the people
of Agylla sent to Delphi to ask the oracle how they might
expiate their sin.

1 The answer of the Pythoness required them
to institute the custom, which they still observe, of honouring
the dead Phocseans with magnificent funeral rites, and solemn

games, both gymnic and equestrian. Such, then, was the fate

that befell the Phocaean prisoners. The other Phocaeans, who had
fled to Khegium, became after a while the founders of the city

called Vela,* in the district of (Enotria. This city they colo-

nised, upon the showing of a man of Posidonia,
3 who suggested

that the oracle had not meant to bid them set up a town in

Cyrnus the island, but set up the worship of Cyrnus the hero. 4

168. Thus fared it with the men of the city of Phocaea in

Ionia. They of Teos 5 did and suffered almost the same
; for

they too, when Harpagus had raised his mound to the height of

their defences, took ship, one and all, and sailing across the sea

to Thrace, founded there the city of Abdera.
6 The site was one

which Timesius of Clazomenae had previously tried to colonise,
but without any lasting success, for he was expelled by the

1 Niebuhr draws two conclusions of some importance from this narrative first,

that Agylla had not yet been conquered by the Etruscans, but was purely Tyrrhe-
nian, i. e. (according to his notion) Pelasgic. Otherwise, he says, they would have
been content with their own haruspicy, and would not have sent to Delphi. Secondly,
that in this war the Agyllaeans were not assisted by any of their neighbours, since the
divine judgment fell on them alone (Rom. Hist. vol. i. p. 124. E. T.). But if the
massacre took place on their territory, as it evidently did, the judgment, being at-

tached to the scene of the slaughter, could only affect to any extent the inhabitants
of the district.

3 This is the town more commonly called Velia or Elea, where soon afterwards
the great Elcatic school of philosophy arose. It is conjectured that the Phocaeans
were "joined by other exiles from Ionia, in particular by the Colophonian philoso-

pher and poet Xenophanes." (Grote's History of Greece, vol. iv. p. 276.) There
seems to be no doubt that Xenophanes was one of the founders of the school (Plat.

Sophist, ad init. Clem. Alex. Strom, i. p. 301), but the time at which he lived is very
uncertain. (Cf. Clinton's F. H. vol. ii. pp. 15, 35.)

8 This is the place now known as Pcestum, so famous for its beautiful ruins. (See
Strab. v. p. 361.)

4
Cyrnus was a son of Hercules (Servius ad Virg. Eclog. ix. 30).

6 Teos was situated on the south side of the isthmus which joined the peninsula
of Erythne to the mainland, very nearly opposite Clazomenae (Strab. xiv. p. 922.)
It was the birthplace of Anacreon, and according to Strabo (ibid.) of Hecatasusthe
chronicler. Considerable remains of it, especially a temple of Bacchus and a the-

atre, still exist near Sighajik. (Chandler's Travels, ch. xxvii. p. Ill; Leake's Asia

Minor, p. 350.)
A certain number of the Teians returned to their native city (Strab. 1. s. c.), which

rose from its ruins and became once more an important place. In the Ionian revolt

the Teians furnished seventeen ships to the combined fleet (infra, vi. 8), when the
Phocaeans could only furnish three.

8 For the site of Abdera, vide infra, vii. 109.
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Thracians. Still the Teians of Abdera worship him to this daj
as a hero.

169. Of all the lonians these two states alone, rather than
submit to slavery, forsook their fatherland. The others (I ex-

cept Miletus) resisted Harpagus no less bravely than those who
fled their country, and performed many feats of arms, each light-

ing in their own defence, but one after another they suffered

defeat ;
the cities were taken, and the inhabitants submitted,

remaining in their respective countries, and obeying the be-

hests of their new lords. Miletus, as I have already mentioned,
had made terms with Cyrus, and so continued at peace. Thus
was continental Ionia once more reduced to servitude

;
and

when the lonians of the islands saw their brethren upon the

mainland subjugated, they also, dreading the like, gave them-
selves up to Cyrus.

7

170. It was while the lonians were in this distress, but still,

amid it all, held their meetings, as of old, at the Panionium,
that Bias of Priene, who was present at the festival, recommend-
ed (as I am informed) a project of the very highest wisdom,
which would, had it been embraced, have enabled the lonians to

become the happiest and most flourishing of the Greeks. He
exhorted them "

to join in one body, set sail for Sardinia, and
there found a single Pan-Ionic city ;

so they would escape from

slavery and rise to great fortune, being masters of the largest
island in the world,

8 and exercising dominion even beyond its

bounds
;
whereas if they stayed in Ionia, he saw no prospect of

their ever recovering their lost freedom." Such was the counsel

which Bias gave the lonians in their affliction. Before their

misfortunes began, Thales, a man of Miletus, of Phoenician

descent, had recommended a different plan. He counselled

7 This statement appears to be too general. Samos certainly maintained her in-

dependence till the reign of Darius (vide infra, iii. 120). The efforts of the Cnidians

to turn their peninsula into an island (infra, ch. 174) would show that an insular po-
sition was still regarded as a security. Probably Rhodes and Cos continued free.

The ground which Herodotus had for his statement appears to have been the fact

that Lesbos and Chios came to terms, acknowledging the Persian hegemony. They
did so to preserve their possessions upon the main-land. (Supra, ch. 160; infra, v.

94.)
8 Herodotus appears to have been entirely convinced that there was no island in

the world so large as Sardinia. He puts the assertion into the mouth of Histiseus (v.

106), and again (vi. 2) repeats the statement, without expressing any doubt of the

fact. We need not be surprised that he was not aware of the size of the British

Islands (the Cassiterides, with which the Carthaginians traded, iii. 115), since the

south coast was probably all that the Carthaginians themselves had visited
;
but it

does seem extraordinary that he should have lived so long in Italy, and been igno-
rant that Sicily was a larger island than Sardinia. Dahlmann (Life of Herod, ch. iv.

^judges more soundly than Bahr (Note to Herod, i. 170) on this matter. Con-

cerning the continuance of this mistake in later times, see note on book v. ch. 106.
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them to establish a single seat of government, and pointed out

Teos as the fittest place for it,
"

for that," he said,
" was the

centre of Ionia. Their other cities might still continue to enjoy
their own laws, just as if they were independent states." This

also was good advice.

171. After conquering the lonians, Harpagus proceeded to

attack the Carians, the Caunians, and the Lycians. The lonians

and -ZEolians were forced to serve in his army. Now, of the

above nations the Carians are a race who came into the mainland

from the islands. 9 In ancient times they were subjects of king

Minos, and went by the name of Leleges,
1

dwelling among the

isles, and, so far as I have been able to push my inquiries, never

liable to give tribute to any man. They served on board the

ships of king Minos whenever he required ;
and thus, as he was

a great conqueror and prospered in his wars, the Carians were

in his day the most famous by far of all the nations of the

earth. They likewise were the inventors of three things, the

use of which was borrowed from them by the Greeks
; they were

the first to fasten crests on helmets2 and to put devices on

shields, and they also invented handles for shields. 3 In the ear-

lier times shields were without handles, and their wearers

managed them by the aid of a leathern thong, by which they
were slung round the neck and left shoulder. 4

Long after the

9 The early occupation of the Cyclades by the Carians is asserted by Thucydides
(i. 8), who adduces as proof the fact that when the Athenians purified Delos by the

removal of all corpses buried in the island, above half the bodies disinterred were
found to be Carian. This was apparent by the manner of their sepulture.

1 Most ancient writers distinguished the Carians from the Leleges (Horn. II. x.

428-9; Pherecyd. Fr. Ill
; Philipp. Theang. Fr. 1

;
Strab. vii. p. 465). The latter

appear to have been one of the chief of those kindred races, generally called Pelas-

gian, which first peopled Greece. They are not, however, so much a tribe of the

Pelasgians, as a sister people. Tradition extends them in early times from Lycia to

Acarnania. Besides these two countries, where they are placed by Aristotle (Frag.

127) and Philip of Theangela (Fr. 3), we find them in Caria (ib. Fr. 1
;

Strab. xiv.

p. 945), in Mount Ida (Nymph. Fr. 10), in Samos (Menodot. Fr. 1), in Chios (Phere-

cyd. 1. s. c.), in Thessaly (Suid. ap. Steph. Byz. ad voc. "Ajuupos), in Megara (Pausan.
iv. xxxvi. 1), in Boeotia (Arist. Fr. 103), in Locris (ib. and Fr. 127), in JEtolia

(Fr. 127), in Laconia (Pausan. in. i. 1), and in Leucas (Arist. Fr. 127). That

they formed a portion of the ancient inhabitants of Crete is also not improbable.
(See, besides this passage of Herodotus, Strab. xiv. p. 945.) They seem to have ap-

proached far more nearly to the Pelasgic character than the Carians, who belonged
rather to the Asiatic type. When the Carians, driven from the islands of the

^Egean by the Greeks, fell back upon the continent, they found Leleges still occupy-

ing the coast, whom they conquered and reduced to the condition of serfs. (Strab.
1. s. c.; Philip. Theang. Fr. 1.)

3 See note to Book iv. ch. 180.
3 Alcaeus spoke of the \6<f)os Kapiic6s, and Anacreon of the oxavov KapiKoepyes

(Strab. xiv. p. 945).
4 Homer generally represents his heroes as managing their shields in this way
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time of Minos, the Carians were driven from the islands by the

lonians and Dorians, and so settled upon the mainland. The
above is the account which the Cretans give of the Carians : the

Carians themselves say very differently. They maintain that

they are the aboriginal inhabitants of the part of the mainland
where they now dwell,

5 and never had any other name than that

which they still bear : and in proof of this they show an ancient

temple of Carian Jove G in the country of the Mylasians,
7 in

which the Mysians and Lydians have the right of worshipping,
as brother races to the Carians : for Lydus and Mysus, they say,
were brothers of Car. These nations, therefore, have the afore-

said right ;
but such as arc of a different race, even though they

have come to use the Carian tongue, are excluded from this

temple.
172. The Caunians,

8 in my judgment, are aboriginals ;
but

(H. ii. 388
;
iv. 796; XL 38; xii. 401, &c.).

Sometimes, however, he speaks of shields

with handles to them (viii. 193). This

may be an anachronism.
The uxo-vov must be distinguished from

the ir6pTra. The former was a bar across

the middle of the shield, through which
the arm was put. The latter was a leath-

ern thong near the rim of the shield,
which was grasped by the hand. The,
annexed illustration shows clearly the

difference.
6

It seems probable that the Carians,
who were a kindred nation to the Lydians
and the Mysians (see the Essay,

" On the

Ethnic Affinities of the Nations ofWestern
Asia "), belonged originally to the Asiatic

continent, and thence spread to the isl-

ands. When the Greek colonisation of

the islands began, the native Carian popu-
lation would naturally fall back upon the main mass of the nation which had con-

tinued in Asia. Thus both the Carian and the Greek accounts would have truth

in them.
c Xanthus seems to have spoken of this god under the name of Carius, and to

have distinguished him from Jupiter. Carius, he said, was the son of Jupiter and

Torrhebia; he was taught music by the Nymphs, and communicated the knowledge
to the Lydians (Fr. 2.) The worship of Carius in the district of Lydia called Tor-

rhebia, is mentioned by Stephen (ad voc. T^^jSos).
7
Mylasa was an inland town of Caria, about 20 miles from the sea. It was the

capital of the later Carian kingdom (B. c. 385-334). The name still continues in the

modern Melasno (Chandler, vol. i. p. 234
; Leake, p. 230), where there are extensive

remains (Fellows's Lycia, pp. 66-75).
8 The Caunians occupied a small district on the coast, which is usually said to

intervene between Caria and Lycia (Scyl. Peripl. p. 92; Strab. xiv. p. 932). Their

coins and architecture show them to have been really Lycians (Fellows's Lycian

Coins, pp. 5-6). Caunus, their capital, which has been identified by an inscription

(Geograph. Journal, vol. xii. p. 158), was situated on the right bank of a small

stream (now the Koi-gez), which carries off the waters of a large lake distant about
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by their own account they came from Crete. In their language,
either they have approximated to the Carians, or the Carians to

them on this point I cannot speak with certainty. In their

customs, however, they differ greatly from the Carians, and not

only so, but from all other men. They think it a most honour-

able practice for friends or persons of the same age, whether they
be men, women, or children, to meet together in large companies,
for the purpose of drinking wine. Again, on one occasion they
determined that they would no longer make use of the foreign

temples which had been long established among them, but would

worship their own old ancestral gods alone. Then their whole

youth took arms, and striking the air with their spears, marched
to the Calyndic frontier,

9

declaring that they were driving out the

foreign gods.
1*73. The Lycians are in good truth anciently from Crete

;

which island, in former days, was wholly peopled with barbari-

ans. A quarrel arising there between the two sons of Europa,

Sarpedon and Minos, as to which of them should be king, Minos,
whose party prevailed, drove Sarpedon and his followers into

banishment. The exiles sailed to Asia,
1 and landed on the

10 miles inland. There are considerable remains, including some walls of Cyclopian

masonry. The general localities are correctly given in Kiepert's Supplementary
Maps (Berlin, 1851).

9

Calynda was on the borders of Caria and Lycia. 7t is sometimes reckoned in

the one, sometimes in the other (Strab. xiv. 1. s. c.
;
Plin. H. N. v. 27

;
Ptol. v. 8;

Steph. Byz. ad voc.). Strabo says it was 60 stadia (7 miles) from the sea. Kiepert,
in his Supplementary Maps, places it on the Dollomon Chai, the Indus or Calbis.

But no traces of ruins have been found on that stream (see the Geograph. Journ.

xii. p. 162). Sir C. Fellows believed that he had discovered the true site 20 miles

east of the Calbis, in a mountainous tract near the gulf of Makri (Account of Dis-

coveries, pp. 103-4). These ruins had a decidedly Lycian character, but they seem
to lie too near the coast.

1
It is doubtful whether there is any truth at all in this tale, which would con-

nect the Greeks with Lycia. One thing is clear, namely, that the real Lycian
people of history were an entirely distinct race from the Greeks. The Lycian art

indeed, with which most persons are familiar from the specimens in the British

Museum, bears undoubtedly in its general character a considerable resemblance to

the Greek. But the sculptures which belong to the early or purely Lycian period
have the least resemblance, being in many respects more like the Persepolitan

(Fellows's Lycia, p. 173). And it is not impossible that Greek art may have re-

ceived an impress from Lycia, for Lycian artists would naturally flock to Athens

during the government of Pericles. Certainly the language of the Lycians, from
which their ethnic type can best be judged, is utterly unlike the Greek. It is con-

siderably different in its alphabet, nearly half the letters being peculiar. In its

general cast it is yet more unlike, its leading characteristic being the number and

variety of the vowels, and their marked preponderance over the consonants. Its

roots, where they have been satisfactorily made out, are, with scarcely a single ex-

ception, alien from the Greek. While undoubtedly Indo-European in type, the

language must be pronounced as remote from that of the Greeks as any two branches
that can be named of the common stock. The Indo-European tongue to which

Lycian approaches most nearly is Zend, but it stands to Zend in the relation of a
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Milyan territory. Milyas was the ancient name of the country
now inhabited by the Lycians :

2 the Milyae of the present day
were, in those times, called Solymi.

3 So long as Sarpedon reign-

ed, his followers kept the name which they brought with them
from Crete, and were called Termilae, as the Lycians still are by
those who live in their neighbourhood.

4 But after Lycus, the

sister and not a daughter. If then there was any early Greek colonisation of Lycia,
it must have been insignificant, or at any rate the Greek element must have been
Boon sunk and merged in the Asiatic. (See Mr. D. Sharpe's Letter in Sir C. Fellows's

Lycia, pp. 427 et seqq. ;
and compare Forbes and Spratt, vol. ii. App. i.)

8
Milyas continued to be a district of Lycia in the age of Augustus (Strabo, xiii.

pp. 904-5). It was then the high plain (inclosed by Taurus on the north, Climax

and Solyma on the east, Massicytus on the south-west, and two lower ranges, one

joining Taurus and Massicytus on the north-west, and the other Massicytus and

Solyma on the south-east) in which stands the modern Almali, the largest town in

Lycia, and almost the largest in Asia Minor. It is a table-land about 4000 feet

above the sea-level, and has no exit for its waters, which form the lake of Avelan

(Fellows's Lycia, pp. 227-9). Sir C. Fellows found in this district a curious monument

(figured p. 233), on which the word MiAt/iy occurred. The remainder of the in-

scription was unfortunately illegible.

The Milyans were undoubtedly an entirely distinct people from the Lycians.
There are no Lycian remains in their country. (See Fellows's Lycian Coins, Map.)
Bochart derives their name from "xJilQ, which is used by the Talumdical writers for

"mountainous places." (Geograph. Sac. p. 364, 1. 4.) They were probably of

Semitic origin. (See the next note.)
* The Solymi were mentioned by Chaerilus, who was contemporary with Herod-

otus and wrote a poem on the Persian War, as forming a part of the army of

Xerxes (ap. Euseb. Praep. Ev. ix. 9). He placed them among hills of the same name

along the shores of a broad lake, which Col. Leake conjectures to have been that of

Egerdir (Geograph. Journ. xii. p. 165). Their language, according to him, was
Phoenician. Strabo regards both the Milyans (xiv. p. 952) and Cabalians (xiii. p.

904) as Solymi, and considers that a people of this name had once held the heights
of Taurus from Lycia to Pisidia (i. p. 32). That the Pisidians were Solymi is as-

serted by Pliny (v. 27) and Stephen (ad voc. TlicnStu). The same people left their

name in Lycia to Mount Solyma. Here we seem to have a trace of a Semitic oc-

cupation of these countries preceding the Indo-European. (Comp. Horn. II. vi.

184.) For additional particulars of the Solymi see Bochart's Geogr. Sacr. part n.

book i. ch. 6.
4

It would seem by the Lycian inscriptions that Termite (written Tramel,

TPXMEAA? compare the Tp/it'A.at of Hecatieus, Fr. 364, and the Tpe/ziAeTs of

Stephen) was not only the name by which the Lycians were known to their neigh-

bours, but the only name by which they (or rather their principal tribe) called

themselves. Lycia and Lycians (written Ai/ci'a and Auctoi) are found in the Greek

portions of the inscriptions, but in the Lycian there is no word at all resembling these.

Tratnele, on the other hand, is a name of frequent occurrence, and even lingers in

the country at the present day. There is a village called Tremili in the mountains

at the extreme north of the ancient Lycia, not far from the lake of Ghieul Hissar.

(See Geograph. Journ. vol. xii. p. 156; Spratt and Forbes's Lycia, vol. i. p. 266.)
Sir C. Fellows thinks that the Lycians, whose real ethnic title is unknown to us,

were divided into three tribes, the Tramelse, the Trees, and the Tekkefae (?), whom
he identifies with the Caunians of Herodotus. The Tramelae were the most import-
ant tribe occupying all southern Lycia from the gulf of Adalia to the valley of the

Xanthus. Above them on the east were the districts called Milyas and Cibyratis,

inhabited by tribes not Lycian ;
while the upper part of the valley of the Xanthus,

and the mountain-tract to the westward as far as the range which bounds on the

east the valley of the Calais, was inhabited by the Troos
;
and the region west of

that to the borders of Caria by the Tekkefae. (See the Essay on the Coins of Lycia,
London 1855.)
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son of Pandion, banished from Athens by his brother .ZEgeus,
had found a refuge with Sarpedon in the country of these Ter-

milge, they came, in course of time, to be called from him

Lycians.
5 Their customs are partly Cretan, partly Carian.

They have, however, one singular custom in which they differ

from every other nation in the world. They take the mother's

and not the father's name. Ask a Lycian who he is, and he

answers by giving his own name, that of his mother, and so on

in the female line. Moreover, if a free woman marry a man who
is a slave, their children are full citizens

;
but if a free man

marry a foreign woman, or live with a concubine, even though
he be the first person in the State, the children forfeit all the

rights of citizenship.
174. Of these nations, the Carians submitted to Harpagus

without performing any brilliant exploits. Nor did the Greeks
who dwelt in Caria behave with any greater gallantry. Among
them were the Cnidians, colonists from Lacedaeinon, who occupy
a district facing the sea, which is called Triopium. This region

adjoins upon the Bybassian Chersonese
; and, except a very

small space, is surrounded by the sea, being bounded on the

north by the Ceramic Gulf, and on the south by the channel

towards the islands of Syme and Khodes. 6 While Harpagus
was engaged in the conquest of Ionia, the Cnidians, wishing to

make their country an island, attempted to cut through this

narrow neck of land, which was no more than five furlongs across

from sea to sea. Their whole territory lay inside the isthmus
;

for where Cnidia ends towards the mainland, the isthmus begins
which they were now seeking to cut through. The work had
been commenced, and many hands were employed upon it, when
it was observed that there seemed to be something unusual and
unnatural in the number of wounds that the workmen received,

especially about their eyes, from the splintering of the rock.

The Cnidians, therefore, sent to Delphi, to inquire what it was

6 This may possibly be so far true that the Greek fancy to call the TermilaB Lycians
may have originated in the emigration of a certain Lycus, at the head of a band of

malcontents, into these regions.
8 Herodotus is singular in giving the name of Triopium to the whole of that

long and narrow peninsula which lies between the gulfs of Cos and Syme, projecting
westward from the tract called by Herodotus " the Bybassian Chersonese," which is

also a peninsula, joined to the mainland by an isthmus not more than 10 miles across

from the Gulf of Cos to that of Marmorice. The isthmus which unites the Triopian
peninsula to the continent was found by Captain Graves to be as narrow as stated

by Herodotus, and traces are even said to have been discovered of the attempted
canal. (Hamilton's Asia Minor, vol. ii. p. 78.) Most writers make the Triopium a

mere cape or promontory (a/cpwnrjpioj') in this tract. (Scylax. p. 91
;
Schol. Theocr.

xvii. 69
;
Thuc. viii. 35.) The rendering of the passage (apy^v^s IK rrjs Xcpo-o^aow

TT)S BujSao-fftrjy) proposed by Larcher and adopted by Bahr, is quite inadmissible.
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that hindered their efforts
;
and received, according to their own

account, the following answer from the oracle :

" Fence not the isthmus off, nor dig it through
Jove would have made an island, had he wished."

So the Cnidians ceased digging, and when Harpagus advanced
with his army, they gave themselves up to him without striking
a blow.

175. Above Halicarnassus, and further from the coast, were
the Pedasians. 7 With this people, when any evil is about to

befal either themselves or their neighbours, the priestess of

Minerva grows an ample beard. Three times has this marvel

happened. They alone, of all the dwellers in Caria, resisted

Harpagus for awhile, and gave him much trouble, maintaining
themselves in a certain mountain called Lida, which they had
fortified ;

but in course of time they also were forced to submit.
176. When Harpagus, after these successes, led his forces

into the Xanthian plain,
8 the Lycians of Xanthus 9 went out to

meet him in the field : though but a small band against a nu-
merous host, they engaged in battle, and performed many glori-

7 Pedaaus was reckoned in Caria (infra, v. 121). Its exact site is uncertain.

Sir C. Fellows suggests Moolah, near the source of the Cheena or Marsyas (Dis-

coveries, p. 260, note). But this seems too far from Halicarnassus. Kiepert is

probably right in placing Pedasus within the Coramic peninsula (Map xx.) Lida is

the coast range along the northern shore of the Ceramic gulf. Aristotle in his

History of Animals (iii. 11) notices the fact (!) that the Carian priestesses grew a
beard occasionally (infra, viii. 104.)

* The Xanthian plain is to the south of the city, being in fact the alluvial deposit
of the river Xanthus. It is about 7 miles across from Uzlan to Patara, and from
four to five miles deep, from the coast to the foot of the mountains. The city
stands near its upper extremity, on the left bank of the river.

9 The real name of the city which the Greeks called Xanthus seems to have
been Arna or Arlna. Thia is asserted by Stephen (ad voc. "Api/a), and confirmed by
the monuments of the country. Arina (APINA) appears upon some of the Lycian
coins, which show no word resembling Xanthus till the purely Greek or post-
Alexandrine period, and the same name occurs more than once on the great in-

scribed obelisk from Xanthus, now in the British Museum (north side 1. 13, 20).
Xanthus is properly the name of the river. It is a Greek translation of the original

appellation given to the stream probably by the Solymi, which was Sirb6 or Sirbes

(Strab. xiv. p. 951
; Panyasis ap. Steph. Byz. ad voc. TpeutAi;; Eustath. ad Horn. II.

xii. p. 907. 30), a Semitic word signifying
"
yellow

"
(Bochart, Geog. Sacr. Part u.

i. 6). Naming a river from its colour is very common in the East. Hence the

number of Kara-Sus, or "Black waters;" the Kizit-Irmak, "Red River;" Kiuk-Su,
"Blue River," &c.

Sir C. Fellows conjectures that the name Arina was not given to the city till a

little before the time of Alexander, and that previously it was called Koprlle (Coins
of Lycia, p. 12), a word which appears far oftener than any other on the Lycian
coins. But he seems to forget that Arina is on the obelisk, which is of the time of

Artaxerxes Longimanus. Perhaps Koprlle (KOPPAAE) was the name of the district

whose chief city was Arina. (See Coin 7, Plate xii. in his series, which bears on
one side the inscription API, and on the reverse KOPPAA.)

VOL. I. 16
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ous exploits. Overpowered at last, and forced within their

walls, they collected into the citadel their wives and children,

all their treasures, and their slaves
;
and having so done, fired

the building, and burnt it to the ground. After this, they bound
themselves together by dreadful oaths, and sallying forth against
the enemy, died sword in hand, not one escaping. Those Ly-
cians who now claim to be Xanthians, are foreign immigrants,

except eighty families, who happened to be absent from the

country, and so survived the others. Thus was Xanthus taken 1

by Harpagus,
2 and Caunus fell in like manner into his hands

;

for the Caunians in the main followed the example of the

Lycians.

1 Xanthus defended itself on two subsequent occasions with equal gallantry :

first, against Alexander; and secondly, against the Romans (Vide Appian. de Bello

Civil., iv. 80, p. 633).
a There is reason to believe that the government of Lycia remained in the fam-

ily of Harpagus. The Xanthian obelisk in the British Museum, which seems to have
been erected soon after the battle of the Eurymedon (B. c. 466), contains a record
of Caias (or Caiicas) the son ofHarpagus (Greek Inscr., lines 5 and 12

; Lycian Inscr.

S. W. side, line 25), who appears to have been the ruler of the country in the time
of Artaxerxes Longimanus. The deeds of the same prince
are represented upon the trophy-monument in the Museum,
where he 'appears as an Oriental chief, aided by Greek
mercenaries. It has been thought that the curious sym-
bol, known as the triguetra, occurring upon the Lycian
coins, is emblematic of the name of the conqueror in whose

family the government was settled (Stewart, in Fellows's

Lycian Coins, p. 14.) The essential element of the em-
blem is a crook or grappling hook, the Latin harpayo, the

Greek aptn), or apiray^. Such a play upon words is not

Triquetra. uncommon in a rude age. The crook itself appears on the

coins of Arpi in Apulia, in manifest allusion to the name
of the town. And our more ancient armorial bearings have constantly the same
character.

The obelisk prince,
"
Caias, son of Harpagus," must not be regarded as the

actual son, but as a descendant of the conqueror. Eighty-seven years intervene

between the conquest and the battle of the Eurymedon, to which the obelisk is

posterior. This would allow two generations between the founder of the family
and the builder of the obelisk, which maybe tilled up thus:

B. C. B. C.

Harpagus (the conqueror) . 558 to 548 . . 10 years.
Caias (?), hisi son 543 to 510 .. 88 years.
Harpagus, his son .... 510 to 477 . . 88 years.
Caias, his son, 477 to 444 .. 38 years.

There is one objection to this view. The commander of the Lycian ships in the

navy of Xerxes is not Harpagus, the son of Caias, but Cyberniscus, the son of Sicas

(infra, vii. 98). Cyberniscus should certainly represent the chief ruler of Lycia, aa

Syennesis does of Cilicia, and Gorgus of great part of Cyprus. Possibly the words
"son of Harpagus" on the monument mean only "descendant of Harpagus," and
the true succession may have been Harpagus, Sicas, Cyberniscus, Caias. Or there

may have been an interruption in the line, consequent upon the Cauniau rebellion,

which may have brought Harpagus II. into disgrace (v. 103), since Caunus was in-

cluded in Lycia (supra, ch. 173, note 8

),
and if the tnquetra may be taken for a sign

was under the government of the Harpagi.
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177. While the lower parts of Asia were in this way brought
under by Harpagus, Cyrus in person subjected the upper regions,

conquering every nation, and not suffering one to escape. Of
these conquests I shall pass by the greater portion, and give an
account of those only which gave him the most trouble, and are

the worthiest of mention. When he had brought all the rest of
the continent under his sway, he made war oh the Assyrians.

3

178. Assyria possesses a vast number of great cities,
4 whereof

the most renowned and strongest at this time was Babylon,
whither, after the fall of Nineveh, the seat of government had
been removed. The following is a description of the place :

The city stands on a broad plain, and is an exact square, a hun-
dred and twenty furlongs in length each way, so that the entire

circuit is four hundred and eighty furlongs.
5 While such is its size,

1 Herodotus includes Babylonia in Assyria (vide supra, ch. 106). He seems to
have conceived the Median conquest of Nineveh quite differently from either Ctesias
or Berosus. He regards Cyaxares as conquering a portion only of Assyria, and
supposes a transfer of the seat of government, without (apparently) any change of

dynasty, to Babylon. This is evident from the next chapter. There can be no doubt
that he was mistaken, and that the native historian gave a truer account. See the

Essays appended to this Book, Essays iii. and vii.
4 The large number of important cities in Assyria, especially if we include in it

Babylonia, is one of the most remarkable features of Assyrian greatness.

[Grouped around Nineveh were Calah (Nirnrud), Dur Sargina (Khorsabdd), Tar-
bisa (Sherifkhdn), Arbel, (Arbil), Khazeh (Shamamek], and Asshur (Shirgdt}. Lower
down, the banks of the Tigris exhibit an almost unbroken line of ruins from Tekrit
to Baghdad, while Babylonia and Chaldaea are throughout studded with mounds from
north to south, the remains of those great capitals of which we read in the inscrip-
tions. The principal sites are Sittace (a doubtful position), Opis (Khafdji), Ghilmad

(Kalwadha), Duraba (AkkeMf\ Cutha (Ibrahim), Sippara (Mosaib), Babylon and
Borsippa (the modern Babel and Birs), Calneh (Niffer], Erech ( Warka\ Larancha

(Senkereh), Ur of the Chaldees (Mugheir), and many other cities of which the ancient
names have not been yet identified. H. C. R.] Again, in Upper Mesopotamia, between
the Tigris and the Khabour, an affluent of the Euphrates, Mr. Layard found the
whole country covered with artificial mounds, the remnants of cities belonging to the

early Assyrian period (Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 241, 243, 245, &c.). "As the even-

ing crept on," he says,
"

I watched from the highest mound the sun as it gradually
sunk in unclouded splendour below the sea-like expanse before me. On all sides, as
far as the eye could reach, rose the grass-covered heaps, marking the site of ancient
habitations. The great tide of civilisation had long since ebbed, leaving these scat-

tered wrecks on the solitary shore. Are those waters to flow again, bearing back
the seeds of knowledge and of wealth that they have wafted to the West ? We
wanderers were seeking what they had left behind, as children gather up the col-

oured shells on the deserted sands. At my feet there was a busy scene, making
more lonely the unbroken solitude which reigned in the vast plain around, where
the only things having life or motion were the shadows of the lofty mounds, as they
lengthened before the declining sun. Above three years before, when watching the

approach of night from the old castle of Tel Afer, I had counted nearly one hundred

ruins; now, when in the midst of them, no less than double that number were seen
from Tel Jemal."

6

According to Ctesias (ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 7) the circuit was but 360 furlongs (sta-

dia). The historians of Alexander agreed nearly with this (Diod. Sic. 1. s. c.
; Quint.

Curt. V. i. 26). Clitarchus reported 365 stadia
; Q. Curtius, 368 ;

while Strabo,
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in magnificence there is no other city that approaches to it. It

is surrounded, in the first place, by a broad and deep moat, full

of water, behind which rises a wall fifty royal cubits in width,
and two hundred in height.

6

(The royal cubit68 is longer by
three fingers' breadth than the common cubit.)

7

who had access to Aristobulus, gave 385. The vast space enclosed within the walls

of Babylon is noticed by Aristotle. (Polit. iii. 1, sub fin.)

[No traces are to be recognised at the present day of the ancient enceinte of

Babylon, nor has any verification as yet been discovered, in the native and contem-

porary records, of the (apparently) exaggerated measurements of the Greeks. The
measure of Nebuchadnezzar's new or inner city is given in the India House Tablet

as 4000 ammas(or cubits
; comp. the Jewish fflfK) each side, which would yield a cir-

cumference of about 44 stades, or no more than 5 English miles. But the extent

of the old Babylon is nowhere recorded. H. C. R.]
6
This, by far the most surprising fact connected with these walls, is to some

extent confirmed by Ctesias, who gives the measure of the height as 50 fathoms

(Diod. Sic. ii. 7), equal to 200 ordinary cubits. Other writers considerably reduce

the amount
; Pliny (vi. 26) and Solinus (c. 60) to 200 feet, Strabo and others to 75

feet. The great width and height of the walls are noticed in Scripture (Jerem. li.

53, 58). There can be no doubt that the Babylonians and Assyrians surrounded
their cities with walls of a height which, to us, is astounding. The sober and prac-
tical Xenophon (Anab. n. iv. 12, and in. iv. 10) reports the height of the so-

called Median wall at 100 feet, and that of the walls of the ruined Nineveh at 150
feet.

[It must be remembered, however, that Strabo and the historians of Alexander
substitute 50 for the 200 cubits of Herodotus, and it may therefore be suspected
that the latter author referred to hands, four of which were equal to the cubit. The
measure indeed of 50 fathoms or 200 royal cubits for the walls of a city in a plain is

quite preposterous, and if intended by the authors, must be put down as a gross

exaggeration. When Xenophon estimates the height of the walls of Nineveh oppo-
site Mespila at 150 feet, he gives the aggregate of the river bank, the colossal mound
(modern Koyunjik) on the top of the bank, and the wall on the top of the mound.

My own belief is that the height of the walls of Babylon did not exceed 60 or 70

English feet. H. C. R.]
fl The Greek metrical system was closely connected with the Babylonian. It is

of course more in the divisions and general arrangement of the scale than in actual

measurement that the Babylonian character of the Greek system is exhibited. Thus,
the foot being taken as the unit for all longer measures, the bpyvia is found to con-

tain 6 feet, the /cctAa/uos 10, the &/j./j.a 60, the ir\(bpov 100, and the o-roSioj/ 600;
the alternation in the series of 6 and 10 occurring precisely as in the well-known

Babylonian notation now abundantly verified from the inscriptions of the Son,
the Nir, and the Sar. With regard to the positive relationship of the Greek and

Babylonian measures of length, it is difficult as yet to form a decided opinion. Bockh

(Clas. Mus. vol. i. p. 4) maintains that the Babylonian cubic foot stood to the Greek
in the ratio of 3 to 2, and M. Oppert, from a tolerably extensive field of comparison
(see Athena?um Fran9ais, 1854, p. 370), has also valued the length of the Babylonian
foot at 315 millimetres, which is, as nearly as possible, 12 2-5 English inches, but

my own researches rather lead me to believe the ordinary Babylonian foot to have
been less than the Greek less even than the English foot. It may perhaps have
been identical with the Egyptian or Samian, the exact value of which, obtained from
the Nilometer, is 11*82852384 English inches, but I would prefer comparing the

Roman foot, which is only 11-6496 English inches, or even a foot of still less value,
if any authority could be found for it. H. C. R.]

7
According to M. Oppert, the Babylonian cubit was to the foot, not as 3 : 2,

but as 5 : 3. The foot contained 3 hands of 5 fingers each, or 15 fingers (Athenaeum
Fran<jais, 1850, p. 370) ;

the cubit 5 such hands, or 25 fingers. If then we accept
the statement of Herodotus, the Royal Babylonian cubit must have contained 28
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179. And here I may not omit to tell the use to which the

mould dug out of the great moat was turned, nor the manner
wherein the wall was wrought. As fast as they dug the moat
the soil which they got from the cutting was made into bricks,
and when a sufficient number were completed they baked the

bricks in kilns. Then they set to building, and began with

bricking the borders of the moat, after which they proceeded to

construct the wall itself, using throughout for their cement hot

bitumen, and interposing a layer of wattled reeds at every thir-

tieth course of the bricks. 8 On the top, along the edges of the

wall, they constructed buildings of a single chamber facing one

another, leaving between them room for a four-horse chariot to

turn. In the circuit of the wall are a hundred gates, all of brass,

with brazen lintels and side-posts. The bitumen used in the

work was brought to Babylon from the Is, a small stream which

flows into the Euphrates at the point where the city of the same
name stands,

9

eight days' journey from Babylon. Lumps of

bitumen are found in great abundance in this river.

fingers, or 4 more than the Greek. The exact value of the cubit will, of course,

depend on the estimate which we form of the real length of the foot (see the last

note). Assuming at present that the Babylonian foot nearly equalled the English,
the common cubit would have been 1 foot 8 inches, and the Royal cubit 1 foot 10'4

inches. The Herodotean height of the walls, according to this estimate, would be

878 ft. 4 in., or 13 ft. 4 in. higher than the extreme height of St. Paul's!
*
Layers of reeds are found in some of the remains of brick buildings at present

existing in Babylonia, but usually at much smaller intervals than here indicated.

At Akkerkuf "
they bed every fifth or sixth layer of brick, to a thickness of two in-

ches." (See Porter's Travels, vol. ii. p. 278.) In the Mujelibe, or ancient temple of

Belus at Babylon, "the straw line runs its unbroken length between the ranges of

tvery single brick course." (Ibid. p. 341).

[I have never myself observed layers of reeds in any building of undoubted Baby-
lonian origin. All the ruins, at any rate about Babylon, in which reeds are met
with at short distances between the layers of crude brick, are of the Parthian age,
auch as Al Hymar, Akkerkuf, the upper walls of Rich's Mujellibeh, Mokhattat, Zibli-

yeh, Shishobar, and the walls of Seleucia and Ctesiphon. Impressions of reeds are

at the same time very common on the burnt bricks of Nebuchadnezzar's buildings
from the bricks having been laid on matting when in a soft state. H. C. R.]

9 This place seems to be mentioned in the tribute paid to Thothmes III. at Kar-

nak, from Nineveh, Shinar, Mesopotamia, and Babel, &c., under the name of "/,"
the chief of which brought 2040 minse of bitumen, which is called sift, answering
to ziftc, its modern name in those parts, as Rich says. In Egyptian Arabic zifte

(like the Hebrew zift, Exod. iii. 2) means pitch, bitumen (sift),
and incense also.

(See Birch's letter in Otia JSgyptiaca, p. 80, etc.) [G. W.]
Is is indubitably the modern Hit, where the bitumen is still abundant. The fol-

lowing quaint description is given by an old traveller :

"
Having spent three days and better, from the ruins of old Babylon we came

unto a town called Ait, inhabited only by Arabians, but very ruinous. Near unto

which town is a valley of pitch very marvellous to behold, and a thing almost incred-

ible, wherein are many springs throwing out abundantly a kind of black substance,

like unto tar and pitch, which serveth all the countries thereabouts to make staunch

their barks and boats, every one of which springs maketh a noise like a smith's forge
in puffing and blowing out the matter, which never ceaseth night nor day, and the
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180. "fiie city is divided into two portions by the river which

runs through the midst of it. This river is the Euphrates, a

broad, deep, swift stream, which rises in Armenia, and empties
itself into the Erythraean sea. The city wall is brought down
on both sides to the edge of the stream : thence from the corners

of the wall, there is carried along each bank of the river a fence

of burnt bricks. The houses are mostly three and four stories

high ;
the streets all run in straight lines, not only those parallel

to the river, but also the Across streets which lead down to the

waterside. At the river end of these cross streets are low gates
in the fence that skirts the stream, which are, like the great

gates in the outer wall, of brass, and open on the water.

181. The outer wall is the main defence of the city. There

is, however, a second inner wall, of less thickness than the first,

but very little inferior to it in strength.
10 The centre of each divi-

sion of the town was occupied by a fortress. In the one stood the

palace of the kings,
l surrounded by a wall of great strength and

size : in the other was the sacred precinct of Jupiter Belus,
2 a

noise is heard a mile off, swallowing up all weighty things that come upon it. The
Moors call it

* the mouth of hell'
"

(Collection of Voyages and Travels from the Li-

brary of the Earl of Oxford. 2 vols. London, 1745. Vol. ii. p. 752.)

[The name of this place was originally 7/ti, or, with a distinctive epithet attached,

Ihidakira, meaning "the bitumen spring." In the Is of Herodotus we have Ihi with
a Greek nominatival ending. The same place is probably indicated in Ezra viii. 15,

21, 31, where we have the Hebrew orthography of JOHN, or, in the English version

Ahava. Isidore of Charax writes the name as 'AefiroAis in his Parthian stations (p

5). Ptolemy has 'l$iKdpa (v. 20), and the Talmud fiTPpHficm (Ihidakira) as the mos:

northerly town of Babylonia. Zosimus also writes Ao/cipa (iii. p. 165), and Ammia
nus, Diacira (xxiv. 2). Hit is probably the same name with a feminine ending.
H. C. R.]

10
rpne mner wa]j here mentioned may have been the wall of Nebuchadnez-

zar's new city the "inner city
"
of Berosus (Fr. 14) which lay entirely within the

ancient circuit, and had a circumference of 16,000 ammas or 44 stades. See note 5

onch. 178.
1 This is the mass or mound still called the Kasr or Palace, "a square of 700

yards in length and breadth." (Rich, First Memoir, p. 22.) It is an immense pile
of brickwork, chiefly of the finest kind. On it stand some remarkable ruins to which
the name Kasr is specially applied. Its single tree which Rich thought strange to

the country, and a remnant of the hanging-gardens of Nebuchadnezzar, still grows
on one of the ridges, but is not found to deserve the attention bestowed on it, since

it is of a kind very common in the valley of the Euphrates.
[There can be no doubt whatever of the identity of the ruins of the Kasr with

the great palace of Babylon noticed by Herodotus, and described at more length by
Josephus from Berosus (contr. Ap. i. 19), because several slabs belonging to the

original building have been found there which bear inscriptions commemorative
ofthe building of the palace by Nebuchadnezzar. For a full explanation of the sub-

ject, see the Essay appended to Book iii., "On the Topography of Babylon." H.
C. R.]

8 The Babylonian worship of Bel is well known to us from Scripture (Isaiah xlvi.

1
;
Jerem. 1. 2

; Apoc. Dan. xii. 16). There is little doubt that he was the recog-
nised head of the Babylonian Pantheon, and therefore properly identified by the

Greeks with their Zeus or Jupiter. (Compare the expressions Jupiter Arnmon,
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square enclosure two furlongs each way, with gates of solid

brass
;
which was also remaining in my time. In the middle of

the precinct there was a tower of solid masonry, a furlong in

length and breadth, upon which was raised a second tower, and
on that a third, and so on up to eight. The ascent to the top is

on the outside, by a path which winds round all the towers.

When one is about half way up, one finds a resting-place and

seats, where persons are wont to sit some time on their way to

the summit. On the topmost tower there is a spacious temple,
and inside the temple stands a couch of unusual size, richly

adorned, with a golden table by its side. There is no statue of

any kind set up in the place, nor is the chamber occupied of

nights by any one but a single native woman, who, as the Chal-

dseans, the priests of this god,
3
affirm, is chosen for himself by

the deity out of all the women of the land.

Jupiter Papiat, &c.) It has been usual to suppose that Bel and Baal are the same

word, and therefore that the word Bel means simply
" Lord." But this is very un-

certain, Bel is Va in the original, while Baal is V?2. These may be distinct

roots.

[There are some points ofconsiderable difficulty connected with the worship of

Bel at Babylon. In the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar, for instance, the name of

Bel, as a distinct divinity, hardly ever occurs. The great temple of Babylon is con-

secrated to Merodach, and that god is the tutelar divinity of the city. In the Assy-
rian inscriptions, however, Bel is associated with Babylon. Pul and Tiglath-Pileser
both sacrificed to him in that city as the supreme local deity, and Sargon expressly
calls Babylon

" the dwelling-place of Bel." At a still earlier period, that is, under
the old Chaldaean Empire, Niffer was the chief seat of the worship of Bel, and the

city was named after him, an explanation being thus afforded of the many traditions

which point to Niffer, or the city of Belus (Calneh of Genesis), as the primitive cap-
ital of Chaldaea. It may be presumed from many notices, both in sacred and pro-
fane history, that the worship of Bel again superseded that of Merodach at Babylon
under the Achaemenian princes. See the Essay on the Religion of the Assyrians
and Babylonians. H. C. R.]

8
Ctesias appears to have agreed with Herodotus in this statement. Diodorus,

whose Assyrian history seems to have been entirely taken from Ctesias, compares
the Chaldaeans of Babylonia with the priests of Egypt (ii. 29). And it is unquestion-
able that at the time of Alexander's conquests the Chaldaeans were a priest-caste.
Yet originally the appellation seems to have been ethnic.

[It is only recently that the darkness which has so long enveloped the history of

the Chaldaeans has been cleared up, but we are now able to present a tolerably clear

account of them. The Chaldaeans then appear to have been a branch of the great
Hamite race of Akkad, which inhabited Babylonia from the earliest times. With
this race originated the art of writing, the building of cities, the institution of a

religious system, and the cultivation of all science, and of astronomy in particular.
The language of these Akkad presents affinities with the African dialects on the

one side, and with the Turanian, or those of High Asia, on the other. It stands

somewhat in the same relation as the Egyptian to the Semitic languages, belonging
as it would seem to the great parent stock from which the trunk-stream of the Sem-
itic tongues also sprung, before there was a ramification of Semitic dialects, and be-

fore Semitism even had become subject to its peculiar organisation and develop-
ments. In this primitive Akkadian tongue, which I have been accustomed generally
to denominate Scythic, from its near connexion with the Scythic dialect of Persia,

were preserved all the scientific treatises known to the Babylonians, long after the
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182. They also declare but I for my part do not credit it

that the god comes down in person into this chamber, and

sleeps upon the couch. This is like the story told by the

Egyptians of what takes place in their city of Thebes,
4 where a

woman always passes the night in the temple of the Theban

Jupiter.
5 In each case the woman is said to be debarred all in-

tercourse with men. It is also like the custom at Patara, in

Lycia, where the priestess who delivers the oracles, during the

time that she is so employed for at Patara there is not always
an oracle,

6 is shut up in the temple every night.

183. Below, in the same precinct, there is a second temple,
in which is a sitting figure of Jupiter, all of gold. Before the

figure stands a large golden table, and the throne whereon it

sits, and the base on which the throne is placed, are likewise of

Semitic element had become predominant in the land it was in fact the language of

science in the East, as the Latin was in Europe during the middle ages. When
Semitic tribes established an empire in Assyria in the 13th century B. c. they

adopted the alphabet of the Akkad, and with certain modifications applied it to their

own language ;
but during the seven centuries which followed of Semitic dominion

at Nineveh and Babylon, this Assyrian language was merely used for historical

records and official documents. The mythological, astronomical, and other scientific

tablets found at Nineveh are exclusively in the Akkadian language, and are thus

shown to belong to a priest-class, exactly answering to the Chaldteans of profane

history and of the book of Daniel. We thus see how it is that the Chaldaeans (taken

generally for the Akkad) are spoken of in the prophetical books of Scripture as

composing the armies of the Semitic kings of Babylon and as the general inhabitants

of the country, while in other authorities they are distinguished as philosophers,

astronomers, and magicians, as, in fact, the special depositaries of science. It is

further very interesting to find that parties of these Chaldzean Akkad were trans-

planted by the Assyrian kings from the plains of Babylon to the Armenian moun-

tains, in the 7th and 8th centuries B. c., and that this translation took place to such
an extent, that in the inscriptions of Sargon the geographical name of Akkad is

sometimes applied to the mountains instead of the vernacular title of Vararat Of
Ararat an excellent illustration being thus afforded of the notices of the Chaldaeans

in this quarter by so many of the Greek historians and geographers. It is probable
that both the Georgian and Armenian languages at the present day retain many
traces of the old Chaldasan speech that was thus introduced into the country 2500

years ago. H. C. R.]
* This fable of the god coming personally into his temple was contrary to the

Egyptian belief in the nature of the gods. It was only a figurative expression, sim-

ilar to that of the Jews, who speak of God visiting and dwelling in his holy hill, and
not intended to be taken literally. (Of the women in the service ofAmun, see note

on Book ii. ch. 35.) [G. W.]
6 The Theban Jupiter, or god worshipped as the Supreme Being in the city of

Thebes, was Ammon (Amun). Herodotus says the Theban rather than the Egyptian
Jupiter, because various gods were worshipped in various parts of Egypt as supreme :

Khem at Chemmis, Phtha at Memphis, Ra at Heliopolis, &c.
6 Patara lay on the shore, a little to the east of the Xanthus (Strabo xiv. p. 951 :

Ptol. v. 3.). Scylax (Peripl. p. 93) seems to place it some distance up the stream,
but his text is probably corrupt in this place. The site is fixed with certainty by
ruins and inscriptions (Beaufort's Karamania, p. 5

;
Ionian Antiq. vol. iii. p. 85 ;

Fellows's Lycia, p. 416 to p. 419), and the name still adheres to the place.

According to Servius (ad ^En. iv. 143) Apollo delivered oracles here during the

six winter months, while during the six summer months he gave responses at Delos.

Compare Hor. Od. iii. 4, 64.
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gold. THe Chaldaeans told me that all the gold together was

eight hundred talents' weight. Outside the temple are two al-

tars, one of solid gold, on which it is only lawful to offer suck-

lings ;
the other a common altar, but of great size, on which

the full-grown animals are sacrificed. It is also on the great al-

tar that the Chaldaeans burn the frankincense, which is offered

to the amount of a thousand talents' weight, every year, at the
festival of the god. In the time of Cyrus there was likewise in

this temple the figure of a man, twelve cubits high, entirely of

solid gold. I myself did not see this figure, but I relate what
the Chaldaeans report concerning it. Darius, the son of Hystas-
pes, plotted to carry the statue off, but had not the hardihood
to lay his hands upon it. Xerxes, however, the son of Darius,
killed the priest who forbade him to move the statue, and took

it away.
7 Besides the ornaments which I have mentioned, there

are a large number of private offerings in this holy precinct.
3

184. Many sovereigns have ruled over this city of Babylon, and
lent their aid to the building of its walls and the adornment of its

temples, of whom I shall make mention in my Assyrian history.

Among them two were women. Of these, the earlier, called

Semiramis, held the throne five generations before the later

princess.
9 She raised certain embankments well worthy of in-

spection, in the plain near Babylon, to control the river, which,
7 There can belittle doubt that this was done by Xerxes after the revolt of Baby-

lon, of which Ctesias speaks (Exc. Pers. 22). Arrian relates that Xerxes not only
plundered but destroyed the temple on his return from Greece (vii. 17 ; comp. Strab.

xvi. p. 1049). It is likely that the revolt was connected with the disasters of the
Grecian expedition, and that Xerxes, on taking the city, maltreated the priests,

plundered the temple, and diminished its strength as a fortress, to which purpose
it may have been turned during the siege. But the KarfaKofyev of Arrian is too

strong a word. It may be remarked that Strabo uses the milder term KaTeaira-

fffV.

The great temple of Babylon, regarding which the Greeks have left so many
notices, is beyond all doubt to be identified with the enormous mound which is

named Mujellibeh by Rich, but to which the Arabs universally apply the title of Bdbil.
In the description, however, which Herodotus gives of this famous building he would
seem to have blended architectural details which applied in reality to two different

sites
;
his measurement of a stade square answering pretty well to the circumfer-

ence of Babil, and his notices also of the chapels and altars of the god being in

close agreement with the accounts preserved in the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar
of the high place of Merodach at Babylon ; while, on the other hand, the elevation
of seven stages one above the other, and the construction of a shrine for the divin-

ity at the summit of the pile, must necessarily refer to the temple of the Planets of
the Seven Spheres at Borsippa, now represented by the ruins of Birs-Nimrud. A
full account of both of these temples is given from the Cuneiform Inscriptions at the

close of Book iii., "On the Topography of Babylon," to which accordingly the reader
is referred. [H. C. R.]

*

Scaliger proposed to read "fifty generations
" instead of "

five." Vitringa

suggested "fifteen." Both wished to identify the Semiramis of Herodotus with that

of Ctesias. But they are two entirely distinct personages. See the Essays appended
to this volume, Essay viii.,

" On the History of the later Babylonians."
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till then, used to overflow, and flood the whole country round

about.

185. The later of the two queens, whose name was Nitocris,

a wiser princess than her predecessor, not only left behind her,

as memorials of her occupancy of the throne, the works which I

shall presently describe, but also, observing the great power and
restless enterprise of the Medes, who had taken so large a num-
ber of cities, and among them Nineveh, and expecting to be at-

tacked in her turn, made all possible exertions to increase the

defences of her empire. And first, whereas the river Euphrates,
which traverses the city, ran formerly with a straight course to

Babylon, she, by certain excavations which she made at some
distance up the stream, rendered it so winding that it comes

three several times in sight of the same village, a village in As-

syria, which is called Ardericca
;

l and to this day, they who
would go from our sea to Babylon, on descending to the river

touch three times, and on three different days, at this very place.

She also made an embankment along each side of the Euphra-
tes, wonderful both for breadth and height, and dug a basin for

a lake a great way above Babylon, close alongside of the stream,
which was sunk everywhere to the point where they came to

water, and was of such breadth that the whole circuit measured
four hundred and twenty furlongs. The soil dug out of this ba-

sin was made use of in the embankments along the waterside.

When the excavation was finished, she had stones brought, and
bordered with them the entire margin of the reservoir. These
two things were done, the river made to wind, and the lake ex-

cavated, that the stream might be slacker by reason of the

number of curves, and the voyage be rendered circuitous, and
that at the end of the voyage it might be necessary to skirt the

lake and so make a long round. All these works were on that

side of Babylon where the passes lay, and the roads into Media
were the straightest, and the aim of the queen in making them
was to prevent the Medes from holding intercourse with the Ba-

bylonians, and so to keep them in ignorance of her affairs.

186. While the soil from the excavation was being thus

used for the defence of the city, Nitocris engaged also in an-

other undertaking, a mere by-work compared with those we have

already mentioned. The city, as I said, was divided by the

river into two distinct portions. Under the former kings, if a

1 Ardericca is probably the modern Akkerkuf, which was on the line of the ori-

ginal Nahr Malcha, or Royal River, a canal made for purposes of irrigation. Nc
such cuttings as those here described by Herodotus can ever have existed. [H. C,

B.]
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man wanted to pass from one of these divisions to the other, he

had to cross in a boat
;
which must, it seems to me, have been

very troublesome. Accordingly, while she was digging the lake,

Nitocris bethought herself of turning it to a use which should

at once remove this inconvenience, and enable her to leave an-

other monument of her reign over Babylon. She gave orders

for the hewing of immense blocks of stone, and when they were

ready and the basin was excavated, she turned the entire stream of

the Euphrates into the cutting, and thus for a time, while the

basin was filling, the natural channel of the river was left dry.

Forthwith she set to work, and in the first place lined the banks

of the stream within the city with quays of burnt brick, and
also bricked the landing-places opposite the river-gates, adopting

throughout the same fashion of brickwork which had been used

in the town wall
;
after which, with the materials which had

been prepared, she built, as near the middle of the town as pos-

sible, a stone bridge, the blocks whereof were bound together
with iron and lead. In the daytime square wooden platforms
were laid along from pier to pier, on which the inhabitants cross-

ed the stream
;
but at night they were withdrawn, to prevent

people passing from side to side in the dark to commit robberies.

When the river had filled the cutting, and the bridge was fin-

ished, the Euphrates was turned back again into its ancient bed
;

and thus the basin, transformed suddenly into a lake, was seen

to answer the purpose for which it was made, and the inhabit-

ants, by help of the basin, obtained the advantage of a bridge.
187. It was this same princess by whom a remarkable de-

ception was planned. She had her tomb constructed in the upper
part of one of the principal gateways of the city, high above the

heads of the passers by, with this inscription cut upon it :

"
If there be one among my successors on the throne of Babylon

who is in want of treasure, let him open my tomb, and take as

much as he chooses, not, however, unless he be truly in want,
for it will not be for his good." This tomb continued untouched
until Darius came to the kingdom. To him it seemed a mon-
strous thing that he should be unable to use one of the gates of

the town, and that a sum of money should be lying idle, and
moreover inviting his grasp, and he not seize upon it. Now he

could not use the gate because, as he drove through, the dead

body would have been over his head. Accordingly he opened
the tomb

;
but instead of money, found only the dead body, and

a writing which said
" Hadst thou not been insatiate of pelf,

and careless how thou gottest it, thou wouldst not have broken

open the sepulchres of the dead."
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188. The expedition of Cyrus was undertaken against the

son of this princess, who bore the same name as his father La-

bynetus,
2 and was king of the Assyrians. The Great King, when

he goes to the wars, is always supplied with provisions carefully

prepared at home, and with cattle of his own. Water too from

the river Choaspes, which flows by Susa,
3

is taken with him for

his drink, as that is the only water which the kings of Persia

taste. 4 Wherever he travels, he is attended by a number of

four-wheeled cars drawn by mules, in which the Choaspes water,

ready boiled for use, and stored in flagons of silver, is moved
with him from place to place.

189. Cyrus on his way to Babylon came to the banks of the

Gryndes,
5 a stream which, rising in the Matienian mountains,

6

runs through the country of the Dardanians/ and empties itself

a Herodotus probably regards this Labynetus as the son of the king mentioned
in chap. 74.

3 For a description of the situation and present state of Susa, see note on Book
Hi. ch. 68. There is no doubt that the Choaspes is the modern Kerkhah. (See
Journal of the Geogr. Soc., vol. ix. part i. pp. 88, 89.)

4 This statement of Herodotus is echoed by various writers (Plutarch, de Exil.

vol. ii. p. 601, D; Athenaeus, Deipnosoph. ii. 23, p. 171; Solinus, Polyhist. xli. p.

83
;
Eustath. ad Dionys. Perieg. 1073, &c.). Some add to it, that no one but the

king (Solin. 1. s. c.), or no one but the king and his eldest son (Agathocles, Fr. 5),

might drink the Choaspes water. What most say of the Choaspes, Strabo reports
of the Eulaeus (xv. p. 1043), and Pliny (H. N. xxxi. 3) mentions both names. But
these two writers are probably mistaken in regarding the Eulaeus and Choaspes as

different rivers. The term Eulaeus (Ulai of Daniel) seems to have been applied to

the Kerkhah from Susa to its junction with the Karun. The water of both the

Karun and the Kerkhah is said at the present day to be excellent, and the natives

vaunt the superiority of these two rivers over all other streams or springs in the

world (Journal of Geogr. Society, vol. ix. part i. p. 89).
5 The Gyndes is undoubtedly the Diydlah, since, firstly, there is no other

navigable stream after the lower Zab on the road between Sardis and Susa (vide

infra, v. 52) ;
and secondly, no other river of any consequence could have to be

crossed between the mountains and the Tigris on the march from Agbatana to

Babylon. Were it not for these circumstances the river Gangir, which is actually
divided at Mendalli into a multitude of petty streams, and completely absorbed
in irrigation, might seem to have a better claim (Journal of Geogr. Soc. ut sup.

p. 46).
a These Matieni are not to be confounded with the Matieni of Asia Minor, who

may have been of the same race (query, Medes ? the d of Mada passing into t,
as in

Sauro-wiatae), but were a distinct people. Herodotus seems to assign to these Matieni

the whole of the mountain range from the sources of the Diyalah near Hamadan
to those of the Aras (Araxes) near Erzeroum in Upper Armenia (vide infra,

ch. 202).

[The term Matieni may perhaps mean simply "mountaineers." The Babylonian
word, at any rate, which is used for a mountain may be read as matu in the singular,
and matiya or matein in the plural. There is, however, no cognate term in any of

the other Semitic languages. H. C. R.]
7 No other writer mentions Dardanians in these parts. It has been proposed

to read 8ia AapaeW, Si' 'Ap,uf>iW, and 5ia AapveW. The only various reading in

the MSS. favours the last emendation. It is 5iap5aj/eW, which has all the letters

of Sia AupreW with a single dislocation. The ruins of Darnell still exist on the
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H into the river Tigris. The Tigris, after receiving the Gyndes,
, flows on by the city of Opis,

8 and discharges its waters into the

Erythraean sea. When Cyrus reached this stream, which could

only be passed in boats, one of the sacred white horses accom-

panying his march, full of spirit and high mettle, walked into

the water, and tried to cross by himself
;
but the current seized

him, swept him along with it, and drowned him in its depths.
n Cyrus, enraged at the insolence of the river, threatened so to

break its strength that in future even women should cross it

easily without wetting their knees. Accordingly he put off for

a time his attack on Babylon, and, dividing his army into

two parts, he marked out by ropes one hundred and eighty
i trenches on each side of the Gyndes, leading off from it in all

, directions, and setting his army to dig, some on one side of the

i river, some on the other, he accomplished his threat by the aid

fl of so great a number of hands, but not without losing thereby
4 the whole summer season.

190. Having, however, thus wreaked his vengeance on the

Gyndes
9

by dispersing it through three hundred and sixty chan-

i banks of the Zamacan before it joins the Diyalah, and before the united rivers issue

i from the mountains into the plain of Shahrizur.

[It must be confessed, however, that Darneh has not been a place of any con-

I sequence either in the ancient or modern geography of the country. It was merely
selected by the Kurdish emirs for their residence about five centuries back on ac-

I count of the strength of the position. AapSavtot may very well mean " the holders

of the passes," and thus exactly apply to the tribes along the banks of the upper

Diydlah.H. C. R.]
8 This is the plain meaning of Herodotus, who has therefore been accused of

ignorance by Reunell (Geography of Herod. 9, p. 202). But the situation of

Opis is uncertain. Strabo, by calling it an emporium (xvi. p. 1051) might lead us

to imagine that its position was low down the river. Xenophon's narrative (Anab.
ii. iv. 13-25), it must be granted, makes this impossible. Still, however, Opis may
have been a little below the junction of the Diyalah with the Tigris, or at the point
of confluence.

[If we remember that Xenophon's Median Wall is the enceinte of Babylon, and
that the Greeks crossed the Tigris at Sittace, which was on the road from Babylon
to Susa, we can hardly fail of identifying the Diyalah with the Physcus of Xenophon
(Anab. u. iv. 25), and thus recognising Opis in the ruins of Khafaji, near the con-

fluence of the two rivers. The name of Physcus probably comes from Hupuska,
the title in the inscriptions of the district of Sulimanieh, through which the Diyalah
flows. In the name of Opis we have probably a Greek nominatival ending as in

Is. The cuneiform orthography is Hupiya, and I rather think that Khafaji is a

mere corruption of the original name. The name of Sittace, or, more properly,

Psittace, is written in the inscriptions as Patsita, without the Scythic guttural ter-

mination. It appears to have been situated at least as low down as the modern fort

of the Zobeid chief. H. C. R.]
9 Rennell sensibly remarks (p. 202) that the story of Cyrus's dividing the Gyndes

is a very childish one, in the manner in which it is told. He supposes that the river

was swollen, and that the sole object of Cyrus was to effect the passage. But this

explanation is unsatisfactory. It is not conceivable that Cyrus proceeded against

Babylon unprepared for the passage of great rivers. Boats must have abounded on

the streams, and rafts supported by inflated skins, which were in constant use upon
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nels, Cyrus, with the first approach of the ensuing spring, marched
forward against Babylon. The Babylonians, encamped without

their walls, awaited his coming. A battle was fought at a short

distance from the city, in which the Babylonians were defeated

by the Persian king, whereupon they withdrew within their

defences. Here they shut themselves up, and made light of his

siege, having laid in a store of provisions for many years in prep-
aration against this attack : for when they saw Cyrus conquer-

ing nation after nation, they were convinced that he would never

stop, and that their turn would come at last.

191. Cyrus was now reduced to great perplexity, as time

went on and he made no progress against the place. In this

distress either some one made the suggestion to him, or he

bethought himself of a plan, which he proceeded to put in execu-

tion. He placed a portion of his army at the point where the

them, as the Nimrud sculptures show, could have been constructed rapidly. Even
if it had been necessary to divide the Gyndes, in order to make it fordable, there

would have been no need of entirely dispersing it, and so wasting a whole summer.
And if this was the only means by which Cyrus could pass the comparatively small

stream of the Diyalah, how did he get across the Tigris?
If we accept the fact of the dispersion, the true explanation would seem to be,

that Cyrus had already resolved to attempt the capture of Babylon by the means
which he subsequently adopted, and thought it necessary to practise his army in the
art of draining off the waters from a stream of moderate size before attempting the
far greater work of making the Euphrates fordable. He may not have been aware
of the artificial reservoir which rendered his task at Babylon comparatively easy, or
not have anticipated the neglect which converted a means of defence to the assailed

into a convenience to the assailing party.
It is remarkable that Mr. Grote accepts the narrative of Herodotus as it stands,

apparently seeing in it no improbability. At least he offers no explanation of the
conduct of Cyrus (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. pp. 284-5).

[I incline to regard the whole story as a fable, embodying some popular tradition

with regard to the origin of the great hydraulic works on the Diyalah below the

Hamaran hills, where the river has been dammed across to raise the level of the

water, and a perfect network of canals have been opened out from it on either side.

The principal of these canals to the east, now named Beladroz (Bapdcrpob in Theo-

phanes, and Baraz rud, or u
hog river," of the Arabs), is apparently of extreme an-

tiquity, the stream having worked itself a bed in the alluvial soil nearly 50 feet be-

low the level of the country. There are fully 360 streams of water derived from
the Diyalah, including all the branch cuts from the seven great canals. If Cyrua
did indeed execute these works, his object must have been to furnish means of ir-

rigation to the country, and such a motive was scarcely likely to have influenced
him when he was conducting a hostile expedition against Babylon. Moreover, if he
marched upon Babylon by the high road leading from the Persian 'mountains,
he would have had no occasion to cross the Diyalah at all. The direct route
must have followed the left bank of the river to Opis, near which was the passage of

the Tigris.
The name of the river Gyndes is probably derived from the cuneiform Khudun,

a city and district on the banks of the river adjoining Hupuska, which is mentioned
in the annals of Sardanapalus. It is at any rate worthy of remark that all the names

by which this river has been known in modern times, Tamerra, Shirnan, Nahrwan,
and Diyalah, are those of cities on its banks, and the same system of nomenclature

may very well be supposed to have existed in antiquity. H. C. R.]
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river enters the city, and another body at the back of the place
where it issues forth, with orders to march into the town by the

bed of the stream, as soon as the water became shallow enough :

lie then himself drew off with the unwarlike portion of his host,
and made for the place where Nitocris dug the basin for the

river, where he did exactly what she had done formerly : he
turned the Euphrates by a canal into the basin,

1 which was
then a marsh, on which the river sank to such an extent that

the natural bed of the stream became fordable. Hereupon the

Persians who had been left for the purpose at Babylon by the

river-side, entered the stream, which had now sunk so as to reach
about midway up a man's thigh, and thus got into the town.
Had the Babylonians been apprised of what Cyrus was about,
or had they noticed their danger, they would not have
allowed the entrance of the Persians within the city, which
was what ruined them utterly, but would have made fast

all the street-gates which gave upon the river, and mounting
upon the walls along both sides of the stream, would so have

caught the enemy as it were in a trap. But, as it was, the

Persians came upon them by surprise and so took the city.

Owing to the vast size of the place, the inhabitants of the cen-

tral parts (as the residents at Babylon declare) long after the

outer portions of the town were taken, knew nothing of what
had chanced, but as they were engaged in a festival, continued

dancing and revelling until they learnt the capture but too cer-

tainly. Such, then, were the circumstances of the first taking
of Babylon.

2

192. Among many proofs which I shall bring forward of the

power and resources of the Babylonians, the following is of

special account. The whole country under the dominion of the

Persians, besides paying a fixed tribute, is parcelled out into

divisions, which have to supply food to the Great King and his

army during different portions of the year.
3 Now out of the

twelve months which go to a year, the district of Babylon fur-

1 Mr. Grote says that Cyrus
" caused another reservoir and another canal of

communication to be dug, by means of which he drew off the water of the Euphrates"
(vol. iv. p. 285). But Herodotus says that he turned the river into the same reser-

voir h r^v Ai/iiT}i' which was at the time a marsh lovaav \os. And in-

deed, had he done otherwise, he would have expended time and labour very un-

necessarily.
a Herodotus intends to contrast this first capture with the second capture by

Darius Hystaspes, of which he speaks in the latter portion of the third Book. We
learn, however, by the mode of speech used, that he was not aware of any former
occasion on which the city of Babylon had been taken by an enemy.

8
See the Essay appended to Book iii., "On the Persian System of Administration

and Government."
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nishes food during four, the other regions of Asia during eight ;

by which it appears that Assyria, in respect of resources, is one-

third ofthe whole of Asia. Of all the Persian governments, or

satrapies as they are called by the natives,
4 this is by far the

best. When Tritantaschmes, son of Artabazus,
5 held it of the

king, it brought him in an artaba of silver every day. The
artaba is a Persian measure,

6 and holds three chcenixes. more
than the medimnus of the Athenians. He also had, belonging
to his own private stud, besides war-horses, eight hundred stal-

lions and sixteen thousand mares, twenty to each stallion. Be-
sides which he kept so great a number of Indian hounds,

7 that

four large villages of the plain were exempted from all other

charges on condition of finding them in food.

* The native orthography of the word, which the Greeks wrote <raTpairr)s, is
"
khshatrapa." It is found twice in the Behistuu inscription (Col. in. 1. 14 and 1.

65). The etymology has been much disputed (see Gesen. Hebr. Lex. p. 41. Engl.

ed.) ; but, as "khshatram" is used throughout the inscriptions for " crown "
or " em-

pire," we can scarcely be mistaken in regarding "khshatrapd
"
as formed of the two

roots "khshatram," and "pa." The latter word signifies in Sanscrit "to preserve,

uphold," whence it appears that a Satrap is
" one who upholds the crown." (Cf. Col.

Rawlinson's Vocabulary of the ancient Persian language, pp. 116-7).
6 We hear of a Tritanteechmes, "son of Artabanus, brother of Darius Hystaspes,"

in Book vii. ch. 82, from which place it might appear that this passage should be
corrected. But we cannot be sure that the same person is intended in both instan-

ces. Indeed, as Herodotus seems to speak of his own personal knowledge, it is

probable that the Tritantaechmes here mentioned was Satrap of Babylon at the time
of Herodotus's visit (about B. c. 450), in which case it is scarcely possible that he
should have been the same person who 30 years before was one of the six superior

generals of the army of Xerxes.

[The name of Tritantaechmes is of considerable interest because it points to the

Vedic traditions, which the Persians brought with them from the Indus, and of the

currency of which in the time of Xerxes we have thus distinct evidence. The name
means "

strong as Tritan
"

this title, which etymologically means "
three-bodied,"

being the Sanscrit and Zend form of the famous Feridun of Persian romance, who
divided the world between his three sons, Selm, Tur, and Erij. H. C. R.]

This is the same name as the ardeb of modern Egypt, and, like the medimnus,
is a corn measure. The ardcb is nearly five English bushels, and contains 8 med.

This, too, is the Latin modius, which last was equal to one-sixth of the Greek
medimnus. But the ardeb differs in quantity from the artaba.

1 medimnus = 4S chanices, or 6 Latin modii.
1 modius = 8 cho&nices.
1 artaba = 51 cho&nice* (48 + 8).
1 artaba = little more than 6| modii.
1 modius = nearly 1 peck, English.
1 artaba = about 1J bushel. [G. W.]

7
Concerning these famous dogs see Bahr's Ctesias (Indie. Excerpt. 5), and

Arist. Hist. An. viii. 28.

Models of favourite dogs are frequently found in excavating the cities of Bab-

ylonia. Some may be seen in the British Museum, obtained from the hunting

palace of the son of Esar-Haddon at Nineveh. They are of small size, and are in-

scribed with the name of the dog, which is commonly a word indicative of their

hunting prowess. The representation of an Indian dog (p. 257) is from a terra-cotta

fragment found by Col. Rawlinson at Babylon.
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193. But little rain falls in Assyria,
8

enough, however, to make
the corn begin to sprout, after which the plant is nourished and
the ears formed by means of irrigation from the river. 9 For the
river does not, as in Egypt, overflow the corn-lands of its own
accord, but is spread over them by the hand, or by the help of

engines.
l The whole of Babylonia is, like Egypt, intersected with

canals. The largest of them all, which runs towards the winter

Indian Hound (frsm a Babylonian tablet).

8 Rain is very rare in Babylonia during the summer months, and produc-
tiveness depends entirely on irrigation. During the spring there are constant

showers, and at other times of the year rain falls frequently, but irregularly, and
never in great quantities. The heaviest is in December. In ancient times, when

irrigation was carried to a far greater extent than it is at present, the meteorology
of the country may probably have been different. [H. C. R.J

9 At the present day it is not usual to trust even the first sprouting of the corn
to nature. The lands are laid under water for a few days before the corn is sown ;

the water is then withdrawn, and the seed scattered upon the moistened soil.

[H. C. R.]
1 The engine intended by Herodotus seems to have been the common hand-swipe,

to which alone the name of Kit\u>vi\iov would properly apply. The ordinary method
of irrigation at the present day is by the help of oxen, which draw the water from
the river to the top of the bank by means of ropes passed over a roller, working be-

tween two upright posts. Accounts of this process will "be found in the works of

Col. Chesney (Euphrates Expedition, vol. i. p. 653), and Mr. Layard (Nineveh and

VOL. I.17
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sun, and is impassable except in boats,
2 is carried from the Eu-

phrates into another stream, called the Tigris, the river upon
which the town of Nineveh formerly stood. 3 Of all the countries

that we know there is none which is so fruitful in grain. It makes
no pretension indeed of growing the fig, the olive, the vine, or any
other tree of the kind

;
but in grain it is so fruitful as to yield

commonly two-hundred-fold, and when the production is the

greatest, even three-hundred-fold. The blade of the wheat-plant
and barley-plant is often four fingers in breadth. As for the millet

and the sesame, I shall not say to what height they grow,

though within my own knowledge ;
for I am not ignorant that

what I have already written concerning the fruitfulness of Baby-
lonia4 must seem incredible to those who have never visited the

its Remains, Part i. ch. x.). Occasionally, however, the hand-swipe is used. Col.

Chesney says: "When the bank is too high to throw up the water in this manner"
(viz. with a basket)

"
it is raised by another

process equally simple. A wooden lever,
from 13 to 15 feet long, is made to revolve

freely on the top of a post 8 or 4 feet high,
about two-thirds of the length of the lever

projecting over the river, with a leather buck-
et or closely made basket of date-branches,
suspended from the extremity : this is bal-

anced when full of water by means ofa bucket
of earth or stones at the other end, and this

simple machine is so well contrived that

very slight manual exertion will raise the

Hand-swipe. (From a slab of Sennacherib.) bucket sufficiently high to empty its contents
into a cistern or other kind of receptacle,

from whence it is dispersed over the fields by means of numerous small channels."

(Compare Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, p. 109.)

Representations of hand-swipes have been found on the monuments.
3 This probably refers to the original Nahr Malcha, the great work of Nebuchad-

nezzar, which left the Euphrates at the modern Felugia, and entered the Tigris in

the vicinity of the embouchure of the Gyndes (Diydlah). This canal has, however,
repeatedly changed its course since its original construction, and the ancient bed
cannot be now continuously traced. [H. C. R.]

8 Beloe translates ^re'xet Is rbv Tiypiv, irap' t>v N?i/o? WAis olicviTo, "is con-
tinued to that part of the Tigris where Nineveh stands;

" thus placing the canal in

Assyria, above the alluvium, where no canal is possible, and giving the impression
that Nineveh was standing in the time of Herodotus!

4 The fertility of Babylonia is celebrated by a number of ancient writers. Theo-

phrastus, the disciple of Aristotle, speaks of it in his History of Plants (viii. 7). Be-
rosus (Fr. 1) says that the land produced naturally wheat, barley, the pulse called

ochrys, sesame, edible roots named gongce, palms, apples, and shelled fruits of vari-

ous kinds. Strabo, apparently following Herodotus, mentions the barley as returning
often 300 fold (xvi. p. 1054) Pliny says that the wheat is cut twice, and is after-

wards good keep for beasts (Hist. Nat. xviii. 17). Moderns,while bearing testimony
to the general fact, go less into details. Rich says :

" The air is salubrious, and
the soil extremely fertile, producing great quantities of rice, dates, and grain of dif-

ferent kinds, though it is not cultivated to above half the degree of which it is sus-

ceptible." (First Memoir, p. 12.)' Colonel Chesney (Euphrat. Exp. vol. ii. pp. 602-

3) remarks, "Although greatly changed by the neglect of man, those portions of

Mesopotamia which are still cultivated, as the country about Hillah, show that the

region has all the fertility ascribed to it by Herodotus
;

" and he anticipates that
" the
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country. The only oil they use is made from the sesame- plant.
5

Palm-trees grow in great numbers over the whole of the flat

country,
6
mostly of the kind which bears fruit, and this fruit

supplies them with bread, wine, and honey. They are cultivated

like- the fig-tree in all respects, among others in this. The na-

tives tie the fruit of the male-palms, as they are called by the

Greeks, to the branches of the date-bearing palm, to let the gall-

fly enter the dates and ripen them, and to prevent the fruit from

falling oif. The male-palms, like the wild fig-trees, have usually
the gall-fly in their fruit.

7

194. But the greatest wonder of all that I saw in the land,
after the city itself, I will now proceed to mention. The boats

which come down the river to Babylon are circular, and made of

skins. The frames, which are of willow, are cut in the country
of the Armenians above Assyria, and on these, which serve for

hulls, a covering of skins is stretched outside, and thus the boats

are made, without either stem or stern, quite round like a shield.

They are then entirely filled with straw, and their cargo is put
on board, after which they are suffered to float down the stream.

Their chief freight is wine, stored in casks made of the wood of

the palm-tree.
8

They are managed by two men who stand up-

time may not be distant when the date-groves of the Euphrates may be interspersed
with flourishing towns, surrounded with fields of the finest wheat, and the most pro-
ductive plantations of indigo, cotton, and sugar-cane."

8 Mr. Layard informs us that this is still the case with respect to the people of the

plains (Nineveh, Part ii. ch. vi.). The olive is cultivated on the flanks of Mount

Zagros, but Babylonia did not extend so far.

"As far as the eye can reach from the town (Hillah)," says Ker Porter,
" both

up and down the Euphrates the banks appear to be thickly shaded with groves of

date-trees." (Travels, vol. ii. p. 335.) There is reason to believe that anciently the

country was very much more thickly wooded than it is at present. The palm will

grow wherever water is brought. In ancient times the whole country between the

rivers, and the greater portion of the tract intervening between the Tigris and the

mountains, was artificially irrigated. At present cultivation extends but a short dis-

tance from the banks of the great streams.

[The sylvan character and beautiful appearance of the country, which afterwards

so much excited the admiration of the Arabs, are particularly noticed by Ammianus
and Zosimus in their descriptions of the march of Julian's army across Mesopo-
tamia from the Euphrates to the Tigris. A forest of verdure, says Ammianus,
extended from this point as far as Mesene and the shores of the sea. Compare Amm.
Marc. xxiv. 3, with Zosira. iii. p. 173-9. H. C. R.]

7
Theophrastus first pointed out the inaccuracy of this statement (Hist. Plant, ii.

9). Several writers, among them Larcher and Bahr, have endeavoured to show that

Herodotus is probably right and Theophrastus wrong. Modern travellers, however,
side with the naturalist against the historian. All that is required for fructification,

they tell us, is, that the pollen from the blossoms of the male palm should come
into contact with the fruit of the female palm or date-tree. To secure this, the prac-
tice of which Herodotus speaks is still observed.

8 CoL Chesney and Mr. Layard, adopting the conjecture of Valla (QoiviK-riiov for

4>oji/iK?j?ot/s), gpeak of the quantity of palm-wine brought to Babylon from Armenia.

But there are two objections to this. Babylonia, the land of dates, would not be
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right in them, each plying an oar, one pulling and the othei

pushing.
9 The boats are of various sizes, some larger, some

smaller
;
the biggest reach as high as five thousand talents' bur-

then Each vessel has a live ass on board ;
those of larger size

have more than one. When they reach Babylon, the cargo is

landed and offered for sale ;
after which the men break up their

boats, sell the straw and the frames, and loading their asses with

the skins, set off on their way back to Armenia. The current is

too strong to allow a boat to*return up-stream, for which reason

they make their boats of skins rather than wood. On their

return to Armenia they build fresh boats for the next voyage.

195. The dress of the Babylonians is a linen tunic reaching

to the feet, and above it another tunic made in wool, besides

which they have a short white cloak thrown round them, and

shoes of a peculiar fashion, not unlike those worn by the Bceo-

tians. They have long hair, wear turbans on their heads, and

anoint their whole body with perfumes.
1

Every one carries a

likely to import the spirituous liquor which can be distilled from that fruit
;
and the

mountain tract of Armenia could not produce it. It was no doubt grape-wne that

Babylon imported from the regions higher up the river, though perhaps scarce

P l

[Grape

e
wine is now brought to Baghdad from Kerkuk, but not from Armenia,

where the vine does not grow. H. C. R.]
9 Boats of this kind, closely resembling coracles, are represented in the

Nmeye
sculptures, and still ply on the Euphrates. "The Kufa," we read in Ker Porter '

of close rflo. work, well coated with the bituminous substance
^

of the country-.

over wnicn tne oiiumen IB siueareu.
'

(Nineveh, ^ . **. ~~. .
., -.,

(vol ii. p. 640),
" In some instances, though but rarely in the present day the basket-

work is covered with leather . . but the common method is to cover the bottom with

bitumen." (Col. Rawlinson, however, doubts the existence of ' kufas covered ml

skins," which he has never seen, and of which he has never heard, on either river.

The kufas are used chiefly on the lower Ti-

gris and Euphrates, and are not ordinarily

broken up, being too valuable. But the

rafts which descend the streams from their

upper portions, which are formed of wood

and reeds supported by inflated skins, have

exactly the same fate as the boats of He-

rodotus. "When the rafts have been

unloaded they are broken up, and the

beams, wood and twigs, are sold at a con-

siderable profit . . . The skins are brought
back either upon the shoulders of the raft- Kufe (from Col. Chesney).

men or upon donkeys, to Mosul or Tekrit, V;
where the men employed in the navigation usually reside." J^^ 8

*J
Part i. ch. xiii.) The preceding representation of the Kufa is Irom Col.

^ The dress of the Babylonians appears on the cylinders to be a species of flounced

robe, reaching from their neck to their feet. In some representations
there is a

appearance of a division into two garments; the upper one being a sort of i
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seal,
2 and a walking-stick, carved at the top into the form of

an apple, a rose, a lily, an eagle, or something similar
;

3 for it

is not their habit to use a stick without an ornament.

jacket or tippet, flounced like the under-robe or petticoat. This would seem to be
the x*"'5of or short cloak of Herodotus. The long petticoat would be his KI&UIV

wobrivtufo AiVos. The upper woollen tunic may be hidden by the tippet or x\avi$tov.
The long hair of the Babylonians is very conspicuous on the cylinders. It either

depends in lengthy tresses which fall over the back .and shoulders, or is gathered
into what seems a club behind. There are several varieties of head-dress ;

the most
usual are a low cap or turban, from which two curved horns branch out, and a high
crown or mitre, the appearance of which is very remarkable. It is uncertain which
of these is the pirpa of Herodotus.

3 The Babylonian cylinders above referred to, of which there are some thousands
in the museums of Europe, are undoubtedly the '

seals
' of Herodotus. Many im-

pressions of them have been found upon clay-tablets. They are round, from half

an inch to three inches in length (the generality being about an inch long), and
about one-third of their length in diameter. They are of various materials. The
most usual is a composition in which black manganese seems to be the principal in

gredient ;
but besides this they have been found of amethyst, rock-crystal, cornelian,

agate, bloodstone, chalcedony, onyx, jasper, serpentine, pyrites, &c. They are hol-

low, being pierced from end to end
;
either for the purpose of being worn strung

upon a cord, or perhaps to admit a metal axis, by means of which they were rolled

upon the clay, so as to leave their impression on it. (See Layard's Nineveh and

Babylon, pp, 602-609.)
[The inscription on the cylinders is usually the name of the owner, with that of

his lather, and an epithet, signifying the servant of such or such a god, the divinity

being named who was supposed to have presided over the wearer's birth, and to

have him under his protection. In almost every case even on the cylinders found at

Nineveh the language and character are Chaldaean Scythic, and not Assyrian Sem-

itic, though when mere names and epithets occur it is difficult to distinguish between
them. H. C. R]

Upon the cylinders the Babylonians are frequently, but not invariably, repre-
sented with sticks. In the Assyrian sculptures the officers of the court have always
sticks, used apparently as staves of office. The heads of these are often elaborately

wrought. At Persepolis the officers of the Persian court bear similar staves. Orna-

ments of the nature described by Herodotus, which may have been the heads of

walking-sticks, are often found among the ruins of the Babylonian cities.
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196. Of their customs, whereof I stall now proceed to give
an account, the following (which I understand belongs to them
in common with the Illyrian tribe of the Eneti 4

) is the wisest in

my judgment. Once a year in each village the maidens of age
to marry were collected all together into one place ;

while the

men stood round them in a circle. Then a herald called up the

damsels one hy one, and offered them for sale. He hegan with

the most beautiful. When she was sold for no small sum of

money, he offered for sale the one who came next to her in

beauty. All of them were sold to be wives. The richest of the

Babylonians who wished to wed bid against each other for the

loveliest maidens, while the humbler wife-seekers, who were indif-

ferent about beauty, took the more homely damsels with mar-

riage-portions. For the custom was that when the herald had

i.

Babylonian Seals. (From Layard.)
1. External view. 2. Section. 3. Impression on clay tablet.

4 The Eneti or Heneti are the same with the Venetians of later times (Liv. i. 1).

According to one account they came to Italy with Antenor after the fall of Troy,
and were Paphlagonians. Niebuhr thinks they could not have been Illyrians, or

Polybius
would have noticed the fact (Hist, of Rome, vol. i, p. 164, Engl. Tr.), and

conjectures that they were Liburnians, quoting Virgil as authority.

Antenor potuit ......
Illyricos penetrate sinus atque intima tutus
Eegna Liburnorum" jEn. i. 243-5.

But may not the Liburnians have been an Illyrian tribe ? Servius in his comment
on the passage says that the king of the Venetians at this time was (Enetus, an Illy-
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gone through the whole number of the beautiful damsels, he
should then call up the ugliest a cripple, if there chanced to be
one and offer her to the men, asking who would agree to take
her with the smallest marriage-portion. And the man who offered

to take the smallest sum had her assigned to him. The mar-

riage-portions were furnished by the money paid for the beauti-

ful damsels, and thus the fairer maidens portioned out the uglier.
No one was allowed to give his daughter in marriage to the man
of his choice, nor might any one carry away the damsel whom he
had purchased without finding bail really and truly to make her

his wife
; if, however, it turned out that they did not agree, the

money might be paid back. All who liked might come even
from distant villages and bid for the women. This was the best

of all their customs, but it has now fallen into disuse.5

They
have lately hit upon a very different plan to save their maidens
from violence, and prevent their being torn from them and car-

ried to distant cities, which is to bring up their daughters to

be courtesans. This is now done by all the poorer of the com-
mon people, who since the conquest have been maltreated by
their lords, and have had ruin brought upon their families.

197. The following custom seems to me the wisest of their

institutions next to the one lately praised. They have no phy-
sicians, but when a man is ill, they lay him in the public square,
and the passers-by come up to him, and if they have ever had
his disease themselves or have known any one who has suffered

from it, they give him advice, recommending him to do whatever

they found good in their own case, or in the case known to them.

And no one is allowed to pass the sick man in silence without

asking him what his ailment is.

198. They bury their dead in honey,
6 and have funeral lam-

entations like the Egyptians. When a Babylonian has con-

sorted with his wife, he sits down before a censer of burning

incense, and the woman sits opposite to him. At dawn of day
they wash ; for till they are washed they will not touch any of

6
Writers of the Augustan age (Strabo, xvi.p. 1058; Nic. Damasc.p. 152; Orelli)

mention this custom as still existing in their day. The latter testimony, coming
from a native of Damascus, is particularly valuable.

8 Modern researches show two modes of burial to have prevailed in ancient

Babylonia. Ordinarily the bodies seem to have been compressed into urns and

baked, or burnt. Thousands of funeral urns are found on the sites of the ancient

cities. Coffins are also found, but rarely. These are occasionally of wood (Rich's
First Memoir, pp. 31-2), but in general of the same kind of pottery as the urns.

Specimens brought from Warka may be seen in the British Museum ; they resemble
in shape the Egyptian mummy-cases. These coffins might have been filled with

honey, but they are thought to belong to a comparatively recent period.

[So many races have successively inhabited Babylonia, and made use in succes-
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their common vessels. This practice is observed also by the

Arabians.

199. The Babylonians have one most shameful custom.

Every woman born in the country must once in her life go and
sit down in the precinct of Venus, and there consort with a

stranger. Many of the wealthier sort, who are too proud to mix
with the others, drive in covered carriages to the precinct, fol-

lowed by a goodly train of attendants, and there take their sta-

tion. But the larger number seat themselves within the holy
enclosure with wreaths of string about their heads, and here

there is always a great crowd, some coming and others going ;

lines of cord mark out paths in all directions among the women,
and the strangers pass along them to make their choice. A wo-
man who has once taken her seat is not allowed to return home
till one of the strangers throws a silver coin into her lap, and
takes her with him beyond the holy ground. When he throws

the coin he says these words " The goddess Mylitta prosper
thee." (Venus is called Mylitta by the Assyrians.) The silver

Babylonian Coffin and Lid. (Layard.)

sion of the same cemeteries, that there is some difficulty in ascertaining to what par-
ticular age and nation the various modes of sepulture that have been met with be-

longed. The burial-places, however, of the primitive lhuuj|p Chaldeeans have been

carefully examined by Mr. Taylor, and well described by him in his two papers on

Mugheir and Abu-Shahrein in the Journal of the Asiatic Society (vol. xv. part n.).

In these burial-places the skeletons are sometimes found laid out in brick vaults, but

more generally reposing on a small brick platform, with a pottery cover over them,

very like a modern dish-cover. Some of these covers are now in the British Mu-

seum. The coffins from Warka, of green glazed pottery, and shaped like a slipper-

bath (represented above), belonged probably to the Chaldaeans of the Parthian

age, the figures in relief which are stamped upon them being of an entirely dif-

ferent character from the figures on the antique cylinder-seals. The funeral

jars, again, which seem to have been used for ordinary burial, and which are to be
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coin may be of any size
;

it cannot be refused, for that is for-

bidden by the law, since once thrown it is sacred. The woman

goes with the first man who throws her money, and rejects no

one. When she has gone with him, and so satisfied the god-

dess, she returns home, and from that time forth no gift how-

found in hundreds of thousands in every Babylonian ruin, are, I believe, of all ages,

from the earliest Chaldaean times down to the Arab conquest. Ashes are sometimes

found in these jars, but it is far more usual to meet with a skeleton compressed into

a small space, but with the bones and cranium uncalcined ;
and in all such cases as

have fallen under my personal observation, I have found the mouth of the jar much
too narrow to admit of the possibility of the cranium passing in or out

;
so that

either the clay jar must have been moulded over the corpse, and then baked, which
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ever great will prevail with her. Such of the women as are tall

and beautiful are soon released, but others who are ugly have to

stay a long time before they can fulfil the law. Some have

waited three or four years in the precinct.
7 A custom very

much like this is found also in certain parts of the island of Cy-

prus.
200. Such are the customs of the Babylonians generally.

There are likewise three tribes among them who eat nothing but

fish. 8 These are caught and dried in the sun, after which they
are brayed in a mortar, and strained through a linen sieve.

Some prefer to make cakes of this material, others bake it into

a kind of bread.

201. When Cyrus had achieved the conquest of the Baby-

lonians, he conceived the desire of bringing the Massagetae under

his dominion. Now the Massagetae are said to be a great and

warlike nation, dwelling eastward, toward the rising of the sun,

beyond the river Araxes, and opposite the Issedonians. 9 By
many they are regarded as a Scythian race. 1

202. As for the Araxes, it is, according to some accounts,

larger, according to others smaller than the Ister (Danube). It

has islands in it, many of which are said to be equal in size to

Lesbos. The men who inhabit them feed during the summer

would account for the ashes inside, or the neck of the jar must at any rate have

been added subsequently to the other rites of interment. In some cases two jars
are joined together by bitumen, so as to admit of the corpse being laid at full length
instead of being compressed into a small compass, with the knees resting on the

shoulders. The wooden coffins observed by Rich must have been of the Moham-
medan period. H. C. R.]

7 This unhallowed custom is mentioned among the abominations of the religion
of the Babylonians in the book of Baruch (vi. 43) :

" The women also with cords

about them, sitting in the ways, burn bran for perfume ;
but if any of them, drawn

by some that passeth by, lie with him, she reproaches her fellow, that she was not

thought as worthy as herself, nor her cord broken." Strabo also speaks of it (xvi.

p. 1058).
8 The inhabitants of the marshes in lower Babylonia, against whom the Assy-

rian kings so often make war(Layard's Monuments of Nineveh, 2nd series, plates 25,

27, 28), are probably intended
;
but it is difficult to suppose that fish formed really

at any time their sole food. The marshes must always have abounded with water-

fowl, and they now support, besides, vast herds of buffaloes, which form the chief

wealth of the inhabitants (see Mr. Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, ch. xxiv. pp. 553,

654).
9 The Issedonians are mentioned repeatedly in Book iv. Their seats are not

very distinctly marked. They lie east of the Argippaeans (iv. 25) and south of the

Arimaspi (ib. 27). Rennell supposes them to have occupied the tract which is now
inhabited by the Eleuthes or Calmuck Tatars.

1 Herodotus himself admits that the dress and mode of life of both nations were

the same. Dr. Donaldson brings an etymological argument in support of the iden-

tity (Varronianus, p. 29). According to him the word Scyth is another form of

Goth, and the Massagetae, Thyssagetae, &c. are branches of the Gothic nation, Mas-

sa-Goths, Thyssa-Goths, &c.
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on roots of all kinds, which they dig out of the ground, while

they store up the fruits, which they gather from the trees at the

fitting season, to serve them as food in the winter-time. Be-
sides the trees whose fruit they gather for this purpose, they
have also a tree which bears the strangest produce. When
they are met together in companies they throw some of it upon
the fire round which they are sitting, and presently, by the mere
smell of the fumes which it gives out in burning, they grow
drunk, as the Greeks do with wine. More of the fruit is then
thrown on the fire, and, their drunkenness increasing, they often

jump up and begin to dance and sing. Such is the account
which I have heard of this people.

The river Araxes, like the Gyndes, which Cyrus dispersed
into three hundred and sixty channels, has its source in the

country of the Matienians. It has forty mouths, whereof all,

except one, end in bogs and swamps. These bogs and swamps
are said to be inhabited by a race of men who feed on raw fish,

and clothe themselves with the skins of seals. The other mouth
of the river flows with a clear course into the Caspian Sea. 2

203. The Caspian is a sea by itself, having no connexion

with any other. 3 The sea frequented by the Greeks, that be-

yond the pillars of Hercules, which is called the Atlantic, and
also the Erythraean, are all one and the same sea. But the

Caspian is a distinct sea, lying by itself, in length fifteen days
7

voyage with a row-boat, in breadth, at the broadest part, eight

* The geographical knowledge of Herodotus seems to be nowhere so much at

fault as in his account of this river. He appears to have confused together the in-

formation which had reached him concerning two or three distinct streams. The

Araxes, which rises in the Matienian mountains, whence the Gyndes flows, can only
be the modern Aras, which has its source in the Armenian mountain-range near

Erzeroum, and running eastward joins the Kur near its mouth, and falls into tho

Caspian on the west. On the other hand, the Araxes, which separates the country
of the Massagetae (who dwelt to the east of the Caspian ,

ch. 204) from the empire
of Cyrus, would seem to be either the Jaxartes (the modern Sir) or the Oxus (Jyhun).
The number of mouths and great size of the islands correspond best with the former

stream, while the division into separate channels, and the passage of one branch into

the Caspian, agrees strictly with the former state of the Jyhun river.

To increase the perplexity, we are told (iv. 11) that when the Massagetae dis-

possessed the Scythians of this tract east of the Caspian, the latter people
" crossed

the Araxes, and "entered the land of Cimmeria," where the Wolga seems to be in-

tended. (See Wesseling ad loc.) Probably the name Aras (Rha) was given by the

natives to all, or most, of these streams, and Herodotus was not sufficiently ac-

quainted with the general geography to perceive that different rivers must be in-

tended.
8 Here the geographical knowledge of Herodotus was much in advance of his

age. Eratosthenes, Strabo, Pomponius Mela, and Pliny all believed that the Cas-

pian Sea was connected with the Northern Ocean by a long and narrow gulf. False

information received at the time of Alexander's conquests seems to have made geo-

graphical knowledge retrograde. It was reserved for Ptolemy to restore the Cas-

pian to its true position of an inland sea.
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days' voyage.
4

Along its western shore runs the chain of the

Caucasus, the most extensive and loftiest of all mountain-ranges.
5

Many and various are the tribes by which it is inhabited, most
of whom live entirely on the wild fruits of the forest. In these

forests certain trees are said to grow, from the leaves of which,

pounded and mixed with water, the inhabitants make a dye,
wherewith they paint upon their clothes the figures of animals

;

and the figures so impressed never wash out, but last as though
they had been inwoven in the cloth from the first, and wear as

long as the garment.
204. On the west then, as I have said, the Caspian Sea is

bounded by the range of Caucasus. On the east it is followed

by a vast plain, stretching out interminably before the eye,
6 the

greater portion of which is possessed by those Massagetse, a.gainst
whom Cyrus was now so anxious to make an expedition. Many
strong motives weighed with him and urged him on his birth

especially, which seemed something more than human, and his

good fortune in all his former wars, wherein he had always found,
that against what country soever he turned his arms, it was im-

possible for that people to escape.
205. At this time the Massagetse were ruled by a queen,

named Tomyris, who at the death of her husband, the late king,
had mounted the throne. To her Cyrus sent ambassadors, with

instructions to court her on his part, pretending that he wished
to take her to wife. Tomyris, however, aware that it was her

kingdom, and not herself, that he courted, forbade the men to

approach. Cyrus, therefore, finding that he did not advance his

designs by this deceit, marched towards the Araxes, and openly

* It is impossible to make any exact comparison between the actual size of the

Caspian and the estimate of Herodotus, since we do not know what distance he in-

tends by the day's voyage of a row-boat. No light is thrown on this by his estimate

of the rate of sailing vessels (iv. 86).
It is possible, however, to compare the proportions. Let it then be observed

that Herodotus makes the length a little less than double of the greatest breadth.

He is careful to say the greatest, not the average breadth (ry fvpvrdrii t<rrl aur^

twtmjs). Now in point of fact the Caspian is 750 miles long* from north to south,
and about 400 miles across in the broadest part from east to west. These numbers,
which are certainly near the truth, are exactly in the proportion given by Herodotus
of 15 to 8. There seems to be great reason, therefore, to question the conclusions
of Bredow and others, who suppose that Herodotus measured the length of the

Caspian from east to west, and its breadth from north to south, and was right in

doing so, since the sea of Aral formed a part of the Caspian in ancient times. It

would be strange indeed if the sea had so entirely altered its shape, and yet pre-
served exactly the proportions of its ancient bed.

6 This was true within the limits of Greek geographical knowledge. Peaks in

the Caucasus attain the height of 17,000 feet. Neither in Taurus, nor in Zagros,
nor in any of the European Alps is the elevation so great.

6 The deserts of Kharesm, Kizilkoum, &c., the most southern portion of the

Steppe region.
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displaying liis hostile intentions, set to work to construct a bridge
on which his army might cross the river, and began building
towers upon the boats which were to be used in the passage.

206. While the Persian leader was occupied in these labours,

Tomyris sent a herald to him, who said,
"
King of the Medes,

cease to press this enterprise, for thou canst not know if what

thou art doing will be of real advantage to thee. Be content to

rule in peace thy own kingdom, and bear to see us reign over

the countries that are ours to govern. As, however, I know
thou wilt not choose to hearken to this counsel, since there is

nothing thou less desirest than peace and quietness, come now, if

thou art so mightily desirous of meeting the Massagetae in arms,
leave thy useless toil of bridge-making ;

let us retire three days'

march from the river bank, and do thou come across with thy
soldiers ; or, if thou likest better to give us battle on thy side

the stream, retire thyself an equal distance." Cyrus, on this

offer, called together the chiefs of the Persians, and laid the

matter before them, requesting them to advise him what he

should do. All the votes were in favour of his letting Tomyris
cross the stream, and giving battle on Persian ground.

207. But Croesus the Lydian, who was present at the meet-

ing of the chiefs, disapproved of this advice
;
he therefore rose,

and thus delivered his sentiments in opposition to it :

" Oh ! my
king ! I promised thee long since, that, as Jove had given me into

thy hands, I would, to the best of my power, avert impending

danger from thy house. Alas ! my own sufferings, by their very

bitterness, have taught me to be keen-sighted of dangers. If

thou deemest thyself an immortal, and thine army an army of

immortals, my counsel will doubtless be thrown away upon thee.

But if thou feelest thyself to be a man, and a ruler of men, lay this

first to heart, that there is a wheel on which the affairs of men

revolve, and that its movement forbids the same man to be always
fortunate. Now concerning the matter in hand, my judgment
runs counter to the judgment of thy other counsellors. For if

thou agreest to give the enemy entrance into thy country, consider

what risk is run ! Lose the battle, and therewith thy whole

kingdom is lost. For assuredly, the Massagetae, if they win the

fight, will not return to their homes, but will push forward

against the states of thy empire. Or if thou gainest the battle,

why, then thou gainest far less than ifthou wert across the stream,

where thou mightest follow up thy victory. For against thy loss,

if they defeat thee on thine own ground, must be set theirs in

like case. Rout their army on the other side of the river, and

thou mayest push at once into the heart of their country. More-
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over, were it not disgrace intolerable for Cyrus the son of Cam-

byses to retire before and yield ground to a woman ? My counsel

therefore is, that we cross the stream, and pushing forward as

far as they shall fall back, then seek to get the better of them

by stratagem. I am told they are unacquainted with the good

things on which the Persians live, and have never tasted the

great delights of life. Let us then prepare a feast for them in

our camp ;
let sheep be slaughtered without stint, and the wine-

cups be filled full of noble liquor, and let all manner of dishes be

prepared : then leaving behind us our worst troops, let us fall

back towards the river. Unless I very much mistake, when they
see the good fare set out, they will forget all else and fall to.

Then it will remain for us to do our parts manfully."
208. Cyrus, when the two plans were thus placed in contrast

before him, changed his mind, and preferring the advice which

Croesus had given, returned for answer to Tomyris, that she

should retire, and that he would cross the stream. She therefore

retired, as she had engaged ;
and Cyrus, giving Croesus into the

care of his son Cambyses (whom he had appointed to succeed

him on the throne), with strict charge to pay him all respect
and treat him well, if the expedition failed of success

;
and send-

ing them both back to Persia, crossed the river with his army.
209. The first night after the passage, as he slept in the

enemy's country, a vision appeared to him. He seemed to see

in his sleep the eldest of the sons of Hystaspes, with wings

upon his shoulders, shadowing with the one wing Asia, and

Europe with the other. Now Hystaspes, the son of Arsames,
was of the race of the Achaemenidae,

7 and his eldest son, Darius,
was at that time scarce twenty years old

; wherefore, not being
of age to go to the wars, he had remained behind in Persia.

When Cyrus woke from his sleep, and turned the vision over in

his mind, it seemed to him no light matter. He therefore sent

for Hystaspes, and taking him aside, said,
"
Hystaspes, thy son

is discovered to be plotting against me and my crown. I will

tell thee how I know it so certainly. The gods watch over my
safety, and warn me beforehand of every danger. Now last

night, as I lay in my bed, I saw in a vision the eldest of thy sons

with wings upon his shoulders, shadowing with the one wing

Asia, and Europe with the other. From this it is certain, be-

yond all possible doubt, that he is engaged in some plot against

7 For the entire genealogy of Darius, see note on Book vii. ch. 11. It may be

observed here that the inscriptions confirm Herodotus thus far. Darius was son of

Hystaspes (Vashtaspa) and grandson of Arsames (Arshama). He traced his descent

through four ancestors to Achaemenes (Hakhamanish).
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me. Return thou then at once to Persia, and be sure, when I

come back from conquering the Massagetae, to have thy son

ready to produce before me, that I may examine him."
210. Thus Cyrus spoke, in the belief that he was plotted

against by Darius
;
but he missed the true meaning of the dream,

which was sent by God to forewarn him, that he was to die then
and there, and that his kingdom was to fall at last to Darius.

Hystaspes made answer to Cyrus in these words :

" Heaven

forbid, sire, that there should be a Persian living who would

plot against thee ! If such an one there be, may a speedy death
overtake him ! Thou foundest the Persians a race of slaves,
thou hast made them free men : thou foundest them subject to

others, thou hast made them lords of all. If a vision has an-

nounced that my son is practising against thee, lo, I resign him
into thy hands to deal with as thou wilt." Hystaspes, when he
had thus answered, recrossed the Araxes and hastened back to

Persia, to keep a watch on his son Darius.

211. Meanwhile Cyrus, having advanced a day's march from
the river, did as Croesus had advised him, and, leaving the

worthless portion of his army in the camp, drew off with his

good troops towards the river. Soon afterwards, a detachment
of the Massagetae, one-third of their entire army, led by Sparga-

pises,
8 son of the queen Tomyris, coming up, fell upon the body

which had been left behind by Cyrus, and on their resistance

put them to the sword. Then, seeing the banquet prepared,

they sat down and began to feast. When they had eaten and
drunk their fill, and were now sunk in sleep, the Persians under

Cyrus arrived, slaughtered a great multitude, and made even a

larger number prisoners. Among these last was Spargapises
himself.

212. When Tomyris heard what had befallen her son and
her army, she sent a herald to Cyrus, who thus addressed the

conqueror :

" Thou bloodthirsty Cyrus, pride not thyself on
this poor success : it was the grape-juice which, when ye drink

it, makes you so mad, and as ye swallow it down brings up to

your lips such bold and wicked words it was this poison where-

8 The identity of this name with the "
Spargapithes," mentioned as a Scythian

king in Book iv. (ch. 76), is of importance towards determining the ethnic family
to which the Massagetae are to be assigned. The Arian derivation of the word

(Svarga, pita) is remarkable.

[The Arian etymology is perhaps more apparent than real. At least
" Heaven

father" which would be the meaning of the name in Sanscrit is an unsatisfactory

compound. And, besides, the sv of the Sanscrit invariably changes to an aspirate
or guttural in the Zend, Persian, and other cognate dialects svarga in fact be-

coming kheng or gang, as in the famous gangdiz or Paradise of Persian romance.
H. C. R.]
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with thou didst ensnare my child, and so overcamest him, not

in fair open fight. Now hearken what I advise, and be sure I

advise thee for thy good. Kestore my son to me and get thee

from the land unharmed, triumphant over a third part of the

host of the Massagetse. Kefuse, and I swear by the sun, the

sovereign lord of the Massagetae, bloodthirsty as thou art, I will

give thee thy fill of blood/'

213. To the words of this message Cyrus paid no manner of

regard. As for Spargapises, the son of the queen, when the

wine went off, and he saw the extent of his calamity, he made

request to Cyrus to release him from his bonds
; then, when his

prayer was granted, and the fetters were taken from his limbs,
as soon as his hands were free, he destroyed himself.

214. Tomyris, when she found that Cyrus paid no heed to

her advice, collected all the forces of her kingdom, and gave him
battle. Of all the combats in which the barbarians have engaged
among themselves, I reckon this to have been the fiercest. The

following, as I understand, was the manner of it : First, the

two armies stood apart and shot their arrows at each other
;

then, when their quivers were empty, they closed and fought
hand-to-hand with lances and daggers ;

and thus they continued

fighting for a length of time, neither choosing to give ground.
At length the Massagetae prevailed. The greater part of the

army of the Persians was destroyed and Cyrus himself fell, after

reigning nine and twenty years. Search was made among the

slain by order of the queen for the body of Cyrus, and when it

was found she took a skin, and, filh'ng it full of human blood,
she dipped the head of Cyrus in the gore, saying, as she thus in-

sulted the corse,
"
I live and have conquered thee in fight, and

yet by thee am I ruined, for thou tookest my spn with guile ;

but thus I make good my threat, and give thee thy fill of

blood/' Of the many different accounts which are given of the

death of Cyrus, this which I have followed appears to me most

worthy of credit.
9

8 It may be questioned whether the account, which out of many seemed to our

author most worthy of credit, was often really the most credible. Unwittingly
Herodotus was drawn towards the most romantic and poetic version of each story,
and what he admired most seemed to him the likeliest to be true. There is no in

sincerity or pretence in this. In real good faith he adopts the most perfectly poetic
tale or legend. He does not, like Livy, knowingly falsify history.

With respect to the particular matter of the death of Cyrus, the fact of the

existence of his tomb at Pasargadae, vouched for by Aristobulus, one of the com-

panions of Alexander (much better reported by Arrian, vi. 29, than by Strabo, xv.

p. 1036), seems conclusive against the historic truth of the narrative of Herodotus.

Larcher's supposition that the tomb at Pasargadae was a cenotaph (Histoire d'Herod.

vol. i. p. 609) is contradicted by the whole relation in Arrian, where we hear not
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215. In their dress and mode of living the Massagetse resem-

ble the Scythians. They fight both on horseback and on foot,

neither method is strange to them : they use bows and lances,

only of the gold sarcophagus, but of the body also, whereof, after the tomb had
been violated, Aristobulns himself collected and interred the remains. The inscrip-
tion too("7 am Cyrus, the son of Cambyses, who founded the empire of the Per-

sians, and ruled over Asia. Grudge me not then this monument") could scarcely
have been placed on a cenotaph. There can be no reasonable doubt that the body
of Cyrus was interred in the tomb described, after Aristobulus, in Arrian.

According to Xonophon,Cyrus died peacefully in his bed (Cyrop. vm. vii.) ;
accord-

ing to Ctesias, he was severely wounded in a battle which he fought with the Derbices,
and died in camp of his wounds (Persic. Excerpt. 6-8). Of these two authors,

Ctesias, perhaps, is the less untrustworthy. On his authority, conjoined with that

of Herodotus, it may be considered certain, 1. That Cyrus died a violent death; and
2. That he received his death-wound in fight ;

but against what enemy must continue

a doubtful point.
There is much reason to believe that the tomb of Cyrus still exists at Murg-Aubt

the ancient Pasargad*. On a square base, composed of immense blocks of beauti-

ful white marble, rising in steps, stands a structure so closely resembling the de-

scription of Arrian, that it seems scarcely possible to doubt its being the tomb which
in Alexander's time contained the body of Cyrus. It is a quadrangular house, or

rather chamber, built of huge blocks of marble, 5 feet thick, which are shaped at
the top into a slooping roof. Internally the chamber is 10 feet long, 7 wide, and 8

high. There are holes in the marble floor, which seem to have admitted the

fastenings of a sarcophagus. The tomb stands in an area marked out by pillars,

Vhereon occurs repeatedly the inscription (written both in Persian and in the so-

called Median),
"

I am Cyrus the king, the Achaemenian." A full account, with a
sketch of the structure (from which the accompanying view is taken), will be found
in Ker Porter's Travels (vol. i. pp. 498-506)* It is called by the natives the tomb
of the Mother of Solomon !

VOL. I. 18
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but their favourite weapon is the battle-axe. 1 Their arms are

all either of gold or brass. For their spear-points, and arrow-

heads, and for their battle-axes, they make use of brass
;

for

head-gear, belts, and girdles, of gold. So too with the capari-
son of their horses, they give them breastplates of brass, but

employ gold about the reins, the bit, and the cheek-plates.

They use neither iron nor silver, having none in their country ;

but they have brass and gold in abundance. 2

216. The following are some of their customs : Each man
has but one wife, yet all the wives are held in common

;
for

this a custom of the Massagetse and not of the Scythians, as the

Greeks wrongly say. Human life does not come to its natural

close with this people ;
but when a man grows very old, all his

kinsfolk collect together and offer him up in sacrifice
; offering

at the same time some cattle also. After the sacrifice they boil

the flesh and feast on it
;
and those who thus end their days

are reckoned the happiest. If a man dies of disease they do
not eat him, but bury him in the ground, bewailing his ill-for-

tune that he did not come to be sacrificed. They sow no grain,
but live on their herds, and on fish, of which there is great plenty
in the Araxes. Milk is what they chiefly drink. The only god
they worship is the sun, and to him they offer the horse in sac-

rifice'; under the notion of giving to the swiftest of the gods
the swiftest of all mortal creatures. 3

1 There is some doubt as to the nature of the weapon known to the Greeks as the
It has been taken for a battle-axe, a bill-hook, and a short curved sword

or scymitar. Bahr (ad loc.) regards it as identical with the oKji/a/crjs, but this is im-

possible, since it is mentioned as a distinct weapon in Book iv. (ch. 70). The ex-

pression, aivas aaydpit, in Book vii. (ch. 64) seems to point to the battle-axe,
which is called sacr in Armenian. (Compare the Latin securis.) \

[The ffdyapis is in all probability the khanjar of modern Persia, a short, curved,

double-edged dagger, almost universally worn. The original form of the word was

probably svagar. H. C. R.]
9 Both the Ural and the Altai mountains abound in gold. The richness of these

regions in this metal is indicated (Book iv. ch. 27) by the stories of the gold-guurd-

ing Grypes, and the Arimaspi who plunder them (Book Hi. ch. 116). Altai is said

to be derived from a Tatar word signifying gold (RennelPs Geogr. of Herodot.,

p. 136). The present productiveness of the Ural mountains is well known. Gold
utensils are frequently found in the tumuli which abound throughout the steppe

region. The arms are always of brass.
3 So Ovid says of the Persians

''Placat equo Persia radiis Hyperiona cinctum,
Ne detur celeri victima tarda Deo."

Xenophon ascribes the custom both to them (Cyrop. vnr. iii. 24), and to the Ar-

menians (Anab. iv. v. 35). Horse sacrifices are said to prevail among the modern
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ESSAY I.

ON THE EARLY CHRONOLOGY AND HISTORY OF LYDIA.

e of the taking of Sardis by Cyrus according to the common account, B. c.

According to^Volney and Heeren, B. c. 557. 3. Probabhe actual date, B. c.

4. First or mythic period of Lydian history dynasty of the AHyadae. 5. Colonisation
of Etruria. 6, Conquest oj[

the Maeonians by the Lydians ^Jprrhebia. 7. Second

period dynasty of* the Heraclidae, B. c. 1229 to" B. c. 724^Mlescent of Agron.
8, Scantiness of the historical data for this period. 9. Lydiaca of X&nthus. 10. In-

significance of Lydia before Gyges. 11. Third period, B. c. 724-554 legend of

Gyges he obtains the throne by favour of the Delphic oracle. 12. Reign ofGyges,
B. c. 724-686 his wars with the Greeks of the coast 13. Reign ofArdys, B. c. 686-
637. 14 Invasion of the Cimmerians. 15. Reign of Sadyattes, B. c. 637-625.
16, Reign of Alyattes, B. c. 625-568 war with Miletus. 17. Great war between

Alyattes and Cyaxares, king of Media eclipse of Thales, B. c. 610
(?).

18. Peaceful

Croesus,
of his reverse of fortune his history becomes a favourite theme with romance
writers, who continually embellish it

1. THE early chronology of Lydia depends entirely upon the true date

of the taking of Sardis by Cyrus. Clinton, Grote, Bahr, and most re-

cent chronologers, following the authority of Sosicrates
1 and Solinus,

place the capture in the third year of the 58th Olympiad, B.C. 546. As

1

Although Sosicrates is referred to by Mr. Grote (vol. iv. p, 264, note *) and

by Mr. Clinton, under the year B. c. 546, as an authority for placing the capture of

Sardis in that year, yet the passage in Diogenes Laertius, to which reference is

made (L 95), produces, according to Clinton's own showing (Appendix, xvii., vol. ii.

p. 361 X not the year B. c. 546, but the following year, B.C. 545. It is, perhaps,
more important to observe that Sosicrates says nothing at all of the taking of Sardis,
but only affirms that Periander died in the last year of the 48th Olympiad, forty-one

years before Croesu*. He can scarcely have meant, as we should naturally have under-

stood from the passage, before the death of Croesus
;
but it is quite possible that he

may have meant to refer to his accession. The following synopsis of the dates given
in ancient writers for the accession of Gyges will show the uncertainty of the chro-

nology even of the third Lydian dynasty :

B.C.

Dionysins Halicarnas. (in one passage) .... 718
Certain authors referred to by Pliny 717

Sosicrates (?) 715

Pliny and Clemens Alexandr. 708
Ensebios 699

Dionysius Halicar. (in another passage) .... 698
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Sosicrates flourished in the 2nd century B.C., and Solinus in the time of the

Antonines, no great value, as Mr. Grote allows,
2
can be attached to their

evidence. It is certainly confirmed, in some degree, by Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus, who, in one passage,
3

expresses himself in a way which would

seem to show that he regarded the event as having occurred only two

years earlier. But it must not be forgotten that from another passage
of this writer,

4
it might be gathered that he would have placed the cap-

ture seventeen years later, in the year B.C. 528. The date of Solinus also

is confirmed or copied by Eusebius, who gives the year B.C. 546 for the

end of the Lydian monarchy.
6

2. Volney,
6
on the contrary, maintains, against Solinus and Sosicrates,

that the true date of the capture must be many years earlier. He pro-

poses B.C. 557 as the most probable year, and his conclusions have been

adopted by Heeren. 7

The following objections seem to lie against the date usually assign-
ed :

The conquest of Astyages by Cyrus is determined by the general con-

sent of chronologers to fall within the space B.C. 561-558. This event

can hardly have preceded the taking of Sardis by from twelve to fifteen

years ;
at least if Herodotus is to be regarded as a tolerable authority

even for the general connexion of the events of this period. For Herod-
otus says that the defeat of Astyages determined Croesus to attack Cyrus
before he became still more powerful ;

and that he immediately began the

consultation of the oracles,
8 on which, it would seem, the war followed

within (at most) a year .or two. It was the object of Croesus to hurry
on the struggle, and two or three years (the former is the period assign-
ed by Volney) would probably have been time enough for all the neces-

sary preparations, including the negotiations with Sparta, Egypt, and

Babylon.
8 No one can read the narrative in Herodotus and imagine

that he meant to represent more than a very few years as intervening be-

tween the conquest of the Medes by Cyrus, and Croesus's inva*ion of

2
History of Greece, part ii. ch. xxxii. (vol. iv. p. 265, note).

8 De Thucyd. Charact. C. 5. *Hp<{5oTov apd/j.fvos cnri> TTJJ TWJ/ AvSwv ^uvatrrtlas,

p.fXP l r v riepcnKoC TroAe/iou Karffiiftafff rrjv Iffroptav, TrdVos TOS tv TO'IS rfffaapaKovra
Kal SiaKoffiois fTfffi yfvufj.fvas irpdfts irfpiXafiuv. As Herodotus concludes his his-

tory with the year B. c. 479, the commencement of the Lydian history would be,

according to this passage, B. c. 718, which would give (718-170) B. c. 548 for the

end of the monarchy.
4

Epist. ad Cn. Pompeium, c. 3 (p. 773). 'Hpcteoros 5e airb TT)S AuSwv a<nA6tas

ap|d7iej/os 8ie(\S<t>v re irpdfis 'E\\i]vwv Kal ftappdpuv erfftv opov StaKoaiois Kal

flKOfft, K. r. A.
6 At least according to the Armenian version. Chronic. Canon. Pars ii. p. 383.
6 Recherches sur 1'Histoire Ancienne, vol. i. pp. 306-9.
7 Manual of Ancient Hist., book i. p. 29 (Eng. Translation, Talboys), and Ap-

pendix.
8 'H 'A(TTua7OS rov Kvadpfw riyt/jiov'n} Karaipf^naa virb Kvpov rov Kanfivafw, KO!

TO TUV Tlfpfffuv 717)^7/10x0 auaj/<J/ue*/a, TreVdeos ply Kpolaov airfiravac frf&iiffc 5e ft

(ppovriSa, efKws Svvairo, vp\v /j.eyd\ovs yevfffbai ToOj Tltpcras, KaraAa/Jea
auTOJv av^avofJifv^v rfy Svvafjuv. Mero &y T-^V Siavoiav TavTyv avrina. airfireipa.ro

fiav navrrfwv, K. T. A. (Herod, i. 46.) So Strabo says, Uepaai d<J>'
o5 nar(\vaav TO

Mifiuv ev&vs Kal Av&uv fKpdrijffay (xv. p. 1044).
9 Herod, i. 69 and 77.
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Cappadocia. The twelve or thirteen years required by the commonly
adopted date are contradicted expressly by his narrative. For the whole

reign of Croesus is but fourteen years; and if we assign even twelve of

these to the period of preparation for the Persian war, we leave but two

years for all the earlier events of his reign, a single one of which, the

mourning for his son, is stated to have occupied that full period of time.
1

It may be argued, indeed, that just as the conquests of Croesus and his

interview with Solon were (according to some writers
2

)
anterior to the

fourteen years of his reign as sole king, occurring during a period in

which he reigned jointly with his father, so the dream, the coming of

Adrastus, and the marriage and death of Atys, may have preceded the

decease of Alyattes ;
but even though the former view should be allowed,

the latter suppositions are rendered impossible, both by the general tone

of the narrative, and by the fact that Croesus was but thirty-five at the

death of his father,* which would prevent his having a marriageable son

till some years afterwards.

The following is the arrangement of the Lydian dynasties according
to the ordinary chronology :

B.C.

1st Dynasty .. .. Atyadae .. .. anterior to 1221
2nd Dynasty .. .. Heraclidae .. .. B.C. 1221 to 716
3rd Dynasty .. .. Mermnadas

1. Gyges .. B.C. 716 to 678
2. Ardys ..

" 678 to 629
3. Sadyattes

" 629 to 617
4. Alyattes

" 617 to 560
5. Croesus " 560 to 546

According to the chronology of Volney, which is adopted by Heeren,
the several dates will be as follows :

Herod. i, 46.
* Larcher. Note on Herod, i. 27 (vol. i. p. 210). Clinton F. H. vol. ii. pp. 362-

6, It will be proved in its proper place that there are no sufficient grounds for

believing that Alyattes associated Croesus in the government, or that any of the

events ascribed by Herodotus to the fourteen years of Croesus belong to the reign
of Alyattes. The following would seem to have been the view taken by Herodotus
of the reign of Croesus :

Year W Cnrtut,

! j Croesus, at 85 years of age (ch. 26), succeeds bis father. (His son Atys might be 10 or 12

I years old.) Attacks and takes Ephesus (ch. 26).

I Continues the war with the Greeks of the coast, and afterwards conquers the whole

2-.-{ country within the Ualys (chaps. 27,28). Atys takes part in some of these wars

{ (ch. 87).

7. Visit of Solon (ch. 29).

( Croesus's dream. Marriage of Atys at the age of 18 or 20 (chaps. 34-5). Atys killed bya
\ Adrastus (chaps. 86-45).

*-10. Croesus mourns for Atys (ch. 45, end). Hears of the defeat of Astyages (ch. 46).

11-12. Croesus sends to Delphi and the other oracles (chaps. 46-56).

18. Alliances concluded with Sparta, Babylon, and Egypt (chaps. 69 and 77).

14. Croesus crosses the Halys, and attacks Cyrus. Sardis taken by Cyrus.

' Herod, i. 26.
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B.C.

1st Dynasty .. .. Atyadae .. .. anterior to 1232
2nd Dynasty .. .. Heraclida? .. .. B.C. 1232 to 727
3rd Dynasty .. .. Mermnadae

1. Gyges .. B.C. 727 to 689
2. Ardys .. 689 to 640
3. Sadyattes.. 640 to 628
4. Alyattes .. 628 to 571

5. Cro3sus .. 571 to 557

3. The dates assumed in the present work are slightly different from

these last. The accession of Croesus is regarded as having happened in

the year B.C. 568, and the fall of Sardis in B.C. 554. This is in part the

necessary consequence of an alteration of the date of Cyrus's victory
over Astyages, which Volney and Heeren place in B.C. 561. As the as-

tronomical canon of Ptolemy fixes the death of Cyrus to B.C. 529
7
and

Herodotus ascribes but twenty-nine years to the reign of that prince,
it has been thought best to regard B.C. 558 as the first year of Cyrus in

Media.4 In order, therefore, to preserve the same interval between the

defeat of Astyages and the fall of Sardis, which Volney gathers from

the narrative of Herodotus, the latter event would have to be assigned
to the year B.C. 555. It is here placed one year later on the following

grounds : A space of two years does not seem to be sufficient time to

allow for all Croesus's consultations with the oracles, and negotiations
with powers so distant as Egypt and Babylonia. Volney's theory crowds

the incidents unnecessarily.
6 And further, if the fall of Sardis were as-

signed to the year B.C. 555, the negotiations would fall into the year B.C.

556. But at this period Labynetus (Nabonadius) did not occupy the

throne of Babylon. His accession is fixed by the astronomical canon to

B.C. 555. Thus the negotiations could not be earlier than B.C. 555, nor

the fall of Sardis than B.C. 554. This synchronism, which escaped the

notice of Volney, seems to be conclusive against his scheme, which, start-

ing on sound principles, a conviction of the worthlessness of such author-

ities as Solinus and Sosicrates, and a feeling that the ordinary chronol-

ogy, based upon their statements, was irreconcilable with Herodotus, ad-

vanced to false conclusions because the fixed points of contemporary
history, which alone could determine the true dates, were either forgotten
or misconceived. By correcting Volney's error and supplying his omis-

sion, the scheme, adopted in the text, and exhibited synoptically at the

end of this chapter, has been constructed. It places the events of Lyd-
ian history seven years earlier than the ordinary chronology, four years

4 The length of Cyrus's reign is variously stated at 29, 30, and 31 years. I re-

gard the authority of Herodotus as so much higher than that of the writers who

give the other numbers Justin, Dinon (ap. Cic. Div. i. 23), and Eusebius give 30,
Severus and the ecclesiastical writers generally, 31 years that I feel no hesitation

in preferring his statement. Apart, however, from the mere consideration of

authority, the other numbers would be open to suspicion. Round numbers are

always suspicious ;
and the fact that "the ecclesiastical writers," who were always

seeking to bolster up a system, are the sole authority for the 31 years (Syncellus,

p. 497), is a strong argument against its being the truth.
6 See his Recherches, Chronologic des Rois Lydiens, pp. 307-8.
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later than the system of Volney and Heeren. It is, in brief, as fol-

lows :

B.C.

1st Dynasty .. .. Atyadae .. .. anterior to 1229
2nd Dynasty .. .. Heraclidae .. .. B.C. 1229 to 724
3rd Dynasty .. .. Mermnadae

1. Gyges .. B.C. 724 to 686
2. Ardys .. 686 to 637
3. Sadyattes .. 637 to 625
4. Alyattes .. 625 to 568
5. Croesus .. 568 to 554"

4. With regard to the first period of Lydian history, anterior to the
accession of the dynasty called by Herodotus Heraclidae, it seems rightly
termed by Volney and Heeren,

8 " uncertain and fabulous." The royal

genealogies of the Atyadae (as it has been usual to call them), beyond
which there is scarcely anything belonging to the period that even claims
to be history, have the appearance, with which the early Greek annals
make us so familiar, of artificial arrangements of the heroes eponymi of
the nation. The Manes, Atys, Lydus, Asies, Tyrsenus of Herodotus and

Dionysius, and even the Torybus (or Torrhebus) and Adramytes of Xan-
thus Lydus, stand in Lydian history where Hellen, Pelasgus, Ion, Do-

rns, Achaeus, ^Eolus, stand in Greek. Only two names are handed down
in the lists of this period, which are devoid to all appearance of an ethnic

character, the names of Meles and Cotys. Manes, the first king after

Zeus, according to the complete genealogy preserved in Dionysius,
8

may

The Parian marble, in the only date bearing on the point which is legible, that

of the embassy sent from Croesus to Delphi (lines 56-7), very nearly agrees with this

view. The embassy is placed in what must clearly be the 292nd year of the Marble,
which is the first year of the 56th Olympiad, or B. c. 656. The scheme adopted in

the text would place the first embassy to Delphi in B.C. 557, the last in the year

following.
7 Heeren's Manual of Ancient Hist., Appendix, Hi. (p. 478, Eng. translation,

Talboys),
8
Antiq. Rom. i. 28. This genealogy may be thus exhibited in a tabular

form :

Zeus and Terra.

Manes = Callirhoe', daughter of Oceanus.

Cotys = Halie, daughter of Tyllus.

Asies. Atys = Callithea, daughter of Chorteus.

Lydus. Tyrsenus.

The three notices in Herodotus
(i. 7, i. 94, and iv. 45) harmonise perfectly with this

genealogy, except in a single point. In book i. ch. 94, Atys is made the son instead

of the grandson of Manes. This may be an inaccuracy on the part of Herodotus, or

possibly he would have drawn out the tree thus :

Manes.

Atys. Cotys.

Lydus. Tyrsenus. .wo.

It is curious that Freret should positively assert (Memoires de TAcad. des Inscr.,
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fairly be considered, as was long ago observed by Freret, the eponymus of

the Mseonians.
9

Atys gives his name to the royal race of Atyadse, Lydus
to the Lydians, Asies to the continent of Asia, Tyrrhenus to the distant

Tyrrhenians, Torrhebus, or Torybus, to the region of Lydia called Tor-

rhebia, or Torybia, Adramytes to the town of Adramyttium. And the

complete genealogy referred to above, of which the notices in Herodotus
seem to be fragments, is, if not an additional proof of the mythical char-

acter of these personages, yet a sufficient indication of the feeling of an-

tiquity with respect to them. Manes, the first king, the son of Zeus
and Terra, marries Callirhoe, a daughter of Oceanus, and becomes there-

by the father of Cotys. Cotys, removed one step further from divinity,
is content with an earthly bride, and takes to wife Halie, daughter of

Tyllus, by whom he has two sons, Asies, who gives name to Asia, and

Atys, his successor upon the throne. Atys marries Callithea, daughter
of Choraeus, and is father of Tyrsenus and Lydus.

5. The few facts delivered in connexion with these names are, for

the most part, as mythical as the personages by whom they were borne.

The legend which has handed down to us the name of Meles l

is perhaps

scarcely less entitled to rank as history than the tradition which ascribed

the origin of the great Etruscan nation to a colony which Tyrrhenus,
son of Atys, led into Italy from the far-off land of Lydia. Xanthus,
the native historian, it must never be forgotten, ignored the existence of

Tyrrhenus, and protested against the tradition (which he must have

known) not merely, as is often said,
2

by the negative testimony of silence,

but by filling up the place of Tyrrhenus with a different personage,

Torybus or Torrhebus, who, instead of leading a colony into Etruria,
remained at home and gave his name to a district of his native

land.
3 The arguments of Dionysius,

4 deemed worthy of the valuable

praise of Niebuhr,
6 have met with no sufficient answer from those

who, notwithstanding, maintain the Lydian origin of the Etruscans. It

torn. v. p. 307), and Grote maintain as probable (vol. Hi. p. 300, note), that Dio-

nysius gives the complete genealogy from Xanthus. This is quite impossible, since

Dionysius contrasts the opinion of Xanthus with that of the persons who put for-

ward this mythical genealogy, in which moreover the name of Tyrsenus occurs (nov

Torrhebus, as Grote says, misquoting Dionysius) ;
a name of which Xanthus, accord-

ing to the same writer, made no mention at all.
9 Memoires de 1'Academic des Inscriptions, torn. v. p. 308.
1 Herod, i. 84. I regard the Meles of Herodotus, whose wife gave birth to a

lion, as a very different and far more ancient personage than the Meles of Eusebiua

who reigned shortly before Candaules. Both kings are noticed by Nicolaiis Damas-
cenus (Frag. Hist. Gr., vol. iii. p. 371 and 382).

2
Larcher, Histoire d'Herodote, note on i. 94 (vol. i. p. 352) :

" On pourrait r6-

pondre cependant que ce n'est qu'un argument negatif, qui n'a aucune force contre

un fait positivement enonc6 par un historien grave," &c. Creuzer, in Symb. ii. p.

828, not. Bahr's Herod. Excurs. ii. ad Herod, i. 94.
3 Xanthus ap. Dionys. Hal. "Aruos Se iroTSay yevfffbat Xe'7t AuSbi/ KCU T6pv/3ois,

TOVTOVS 5e /j.epuraiJ.(vovs T\\V tra.rpu>a.v apx$)v, Iv 'A<n'o KO.rafJi.iivat o.fj.(porfpovs, Kal rots

foveow S)v *fipav, eV e/ctVa>i/ <pt)a\ Tfbyvai ras opojuacnav, \eyvv a>5e- curb AvSov ptt>

yivovrai AuSol, airb Se Topvfiov, Topvfioi. Cf. Steph. Byz. in voc. T(^7}j8s.
iro\is AuSt'ay, cwrb To^rjjSou rov "Arvos.

4 Ant. Rom. lib. i. (vol. i. pp. 21-24, Oxf. Ed.)
6
History of Rome, vol. i. pp. 38-39 (Engl. translation, edition of 1831).
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remains certain, both that the Lydians had no such settled tradition,
and that even if they had had any such,

"
it would have deserved no

credit by the complete difference of the two nations in language, usages,
and religion."

' All analysis of the Etruscan language leads to the con-

clusion that it is in its non-Pelasgic element altogether sui generis
7
and

quite unconnected, so far as appears, with any of the dialects of Asia
Minor. The Lydians, on the other hand, who were of the same family
with the Carians," who are called Leleges,

8 must have spoken a language
closely akin to the Pelasgic ;

and the connexion of Lydia with Italy, if

any, must have been through the Pelasgic, not through the Italic ele-

ment in the population.

Indeed, if the tradition conceal any fact (and perhaps there never

yet was a wide-spread tradition that did not), it would seem to be this,

that a kindred population was spread in early times from the shores of

Asia Minor to the north-western boundary of Italy. Nothing is more

unlikely than the sudden movement of a large body of men, in times so

remote as those to which the tradition refers, from Lydia to the Etrus-

can coast. Nothing, on the other hand, is more probable, or more agree-
able to the general tenor of ancient history,

1 than the gradual passage
of a kindred people, or kindred tribes, from Asia Minor to western

Europe.
It may also well be, as Niebuhr thinks,

5
that there is another entire-

ly distinct misconception in the story, as commonly narrated. The con-

nexion of race, which the original mythus was intended to point out,

may have been a connexion between the ancient Pelasgic population of

Italy on the one hand, and the Maoniam, not the Lydians, on the other.

The Lydians may have been, probably were, a distinct race from the

Maeonians, whom they conquered; and the mythus may represent the

History of Rome, vol. i. p. 109. It has been said (Creuzer, in Symb.) that Xanthus

might have concealed intentionally what was discreditable to his countrymen ;
but could

the founding of so great a nation as the Etruscan be viewed in that light ? Xanthus
must have known the story, which Herodotus received from certain Lydians (<paa\ 5(

avTol Au5o, i. 94), and understood it, as Herodotus himself undoubtedly did, to assert

the Lydian origin of the existing Etruscan people. It seems now to be tolerably
certain that Niebuhr's attempted distinction between the words Tyrrhenian and
Etruscan is etymologically unsound (Donaldson's Varronianus, ch. i. 11); and so

the tradition, literally taken, could mean nothing but the Lydian origin of the

Etrusci. Against this I understand Xanthus to protest. He need not be considered

as pronouncing against the connexion, spoken of below, between the Pelasgi whom
the Etruscans conquered, and the Maeonians whom the Lydians drove out.

7 The attempt made by Mr. Donaldson, in his Varronianus (pp. 101-136), to con-

nect the Etruscan with the other Italic languages, is not generally regarded by

comparative philologers as successful.
8
Lydua was a brother of Car (Herod, i. 171).

*
Kupe? rb irahaibv toi/res Mivo> re KcrHj/coot teal Ka\o/J.fvoi AeAeyes. Herod, ib.

Cf. Strabo, vii. p. 495.
1 See Appendix to Book vi.,

" On the Traditions concerning the Pelasgi."
3
History of Rome, vol. i. p. 108. Niebuhr seems to consider that the Lydians

and the Maeonians were races as unconnected and opposed, as the old Pelasgic in-

habitants of Italy and their Etruscan conquerors. I regard all the tribes of the

West coast of Asia Minor as akin to the Pelasgi. See the chapter on the Pelasgi, in

the Appendix to Book vi.
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flight of the Maeonians westward on the occupation of their country by
the Lydians. But then it should be remembered that Tyrrhenus and

Lydus are own brothers, both sons of Atys and Callithea; that is, the

two tribes, though distinct, are closely allied, perhaps as near to each

other as the Greek tribes of Dorians and lonians, to which Xanthus, in

his version of the story, compared them.
3 For we must not think that

there is any more of exact historic truth in the tale of Xanthus than in

that of Herodotus. Xanthus, too, must be expounded mythically. He
is to be regarded as telling another portion of the truth, omitted from
the Herodotean mythus, namely, that at the time when one part of the

Maeonians moved westward, another part remained in Asia, and, under
the name of Torrhebi, continued to inhabit a district of their ancient

country, as subjects of their Lydian conquerors. Here, too, Lydus and
Torrhebus are brothers. This misconception, therefore, if such it be,
would ethnically be of very little moment.

6. One or two facts seem at length to loom forth from the mist and
darkness of these remote ages ;

and these facts appear to comprise the

whole that can be said to be historic in the traditions of the first dynasty.

First, the country known to the Greeks as Lydia, was anciently occupied

by a race distinct, and yet not wholly alien from the Lydian, who were
called Maeonians.

4 This people was conquered by the Lydians, and
either fled westward across the sea, or submitted to the conquerors ;

or

possibly, in part submitted, and in part fled the country. Secondly,
from the date of this conquest, or at any rate, from very early times,

Lydia was divided into two districts, Lydia Proper, and Torrhebia, in

which two distinct dialects were spoken, differing from each other as

much as Doric from Ionic Greek. It is highly probable that the Tor-

rhebians were a remnant of the more ancient people, standing in the

same relation to the inhabitants of Lydia Proper as the Welsh to the

English, or, still more exactly, as the Norwegians to the Swedes.
7. In entering on Herodotus's second period, with respect to which

he seems to have believed that he possessed accurate chronological data,
it must be at once confessed that we do not find ourselves much nearer
the domain of authentic history. The genealogy of Agron, first king of

the second dynasty, is scarcely less mythic than that of Lydus himself.

Hercules, Alcaeus, Belus, Ninus the four immediate ancestors of Agron
form an aggregate of names more contradictory, if less decidedly my-

thological, than the list in which figure Zeus and Terra, Callirhoe,
the daughter of Ocean, and Asies, who gave name to the Asiatic conti-

nent. While Hercules, with his son Alcaeus, and the name Heraclidae,

applied by Herodotus to the dynasty, take our thoughts to Greece, and
indicate a Greek or Pelasgic origin to this line of monarchs, Belus, the

Babylonian god-king, and Ninus, the reputed founder of Nineveh,
6

3 Xanthus in Dionys. Hal. rovruv (sc. AuSwj/ KO.\ Topv&uv) y y\uff<ra b\iyov vapa-
(pepei, KOI vvv en avKovviv a\\T)\ovs p-n^ara OVK 0X170, wairep "luves Kal Awpieiy.

4 The fact, so often noted, that Homer makes no mention of Lydia or Lydians,
while he names Maeonians in conjunction with Carians (Iliad, ii. 864-867) is a strong
confirmation of the assertion of Herodotus.

6
It is true that Herodotus nowhere makes express mention of Ninus as founder
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summon us away to the far regions of Mesopotamia, and suggest an As-

syrian conquest of the country, or possibly a Semitic origin to the Lydian
people. Among the wide range of fabulous descents with which ancient

authors have delighted to fill their pages, it would be difficult to find a

transition so abrupt and startling, as that from Alcaeus, son of Hercules,
to Belus, father of Ninus.

8
It seems necessary absolutely to reject

one portion of the genealogy or the other, not only as untrue, but as un-

meaning ;
for the elements refuse to amalgamate. Accordingly we find

that writers, who, as Larcher,
7

accept without hesitation the descent

from Hercules, pass by the names of Ninus and Belus, as though there

were nothing remarkable in them
;
while those who are struck, like

Niebuhr,
8
with the importance of such names in such a position, and

from the fact of their occurrence conclude the dynasty to be Assyrian, are

obliged to set aside, as insignificant, the descent from Alcaeus and Hercules.

This portion of the genealogy can certainly in no case be regarded as

historical, and at most cannot mean more than that the dynasty was

Pelasgic, or in other words native
;
but the other part might possibly

be very simple history, and if so, it would be history of the most impor-
tant character. It might indicate the very simple fact which Volney
has drawn from it, that Ninus, the founder of the Assyrian empire, con-

quered Lydia, and placed his son Agron upon the throne.
9 And .this

would derive confirmation from the celebrated passage of Ctesias, where

Lydia is included among the conquests of the great Assyrian.
1 But on

the whole the balance of the evidence seems to be against any Assyrian

conquest, or indeed any early connexion of Assyria with Lydia. Hero-

dotus expressly limits the empire of the Assyrians to Asia above (i. e.

to the east of) the Halys,
2 and no trustworthy author extends their

dominion beyond it. Ctesias is a writer whose authority is always of

the weakest, and in the passage referred to he outdoes himself in bold-

ness of invention.
3

Again : there is nothing Semitic, either in the

names or in the government of the kings of this dynasty, nor indeed are

any traces to be found of Semitic conquest or colonisation in this region.*

Further, the Cuneiform inscriptions, so far as they have been hitherto

decyphered, are silent as to any expeditions of the Assyrians beyord
the Halys, entirely agreeing with Herodotus in representing their influ-

ence in this quarter as confined to the nations immediately bordering

of Nineveh, but we can scarcely be mistaken in considering that this name, occurring
as it does in connection with that of Belus, indicates that personage, so generally

regarded by the Greeks as the first monarch of Assyria.
9

It does not greatly elucidate this mysterious connexion to learn, on the author-

ity of Julius Pollux, that "
Ninus, son of Belus, gave his own son the name of Agron,

because he was born in the country" (lv aypi?). Larcher on Herod, i. 7, note 21.

Histoire d'He"rodote, vol. i., notes on book i. ch. vii.

Kleiue Schriften, p. 371.

Recherches, &c., Chronologic d'Herodote, vol. i. p. 419.

In Diod. Sic. ii. 2.
a Book i. ch. 95.

Ctesias includes among the conquests of Ninus, besides Lydia, the whole of

Asia Minor, Armenia, Media, Susiana, Persia, Babylonia, Ccelesyria, Phoenicia, Egypt,
and Bactria !

4 This point is discussed below, in the chapter
" On the Ethnic Affinities of the

Nations of Western Asia."
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upon Armenia. 4a Moreover the narrative of Herodotus is inconsistent

with the notion founded upon it, that Ninus conquered Lydia and

placed his son Agron upon the throne. For Herodotus represents the

Heraclidse as previously subjects of the Atyadse, put by them in offices

of trust, and so seizing the supreme power, like the Mayors of the Palace

under the Merovingian line of French kings. And they finally obtain

the kingdom, not by conquest, but by an oracle.
5

Herodotus may
possibly have conceived of Belus and Ninus as going forth from Lydia
in the might of their divine descent to the conquest of Mesopotamia, but

he certainly did not conceive of Ninus as coming from Mesopotamia to

the conquest of Lydia, and establishing his son Agron there as king in

his room. On the whole it must be concluded that the remarkable

genealogy Hercules, Alcaeus, Belus, Ninus, Agron contains no atom
of truth or meaning, and was the clumsy invention of a Lydian, bent on

glorifying the ancient kings of his country, by claiming for them a con-

nexion with the mightiest of the heroes both of Asia and of Greece.

8. The meagre account which Herodotus proceeds to give of his

second Lydian dynasty presents but few opportunities for remark or

criticism. Agron, according to him, was followed by a series of twenty-
one kings, each the son of his predecessor, whose names, except the last

two, he omits to mention, and whose united reigns made up a period of

five hundred and five years. On what data this calculation was based

it is impossible to say. The manifest inconsistency of the years with

the generations has been observed by many writers,
6 and Larcher, in his

translation, went so far as to change the number of generations from

twenty-two to fifteen
;
but it seems better to leave the discrepancy, one

proof among many of the extreme uncertainty of this early history. Of

Myrsus,
7
the last king but one, and Candaules, the last king of this dy-

nasty, whom the Greeks called Myrsilus,
8
Herodotus relates nothing

except the tale concerning the destruction of the latter, for which he

appears to have been indebted to the Parian poet, Archilochus.
9

9. It is probable that the Lydiaca of Xanthus, had they escaped the

ravages of time, would have in a great measure filled up the blanks left

by Herodotus, in this, if not even in the preceding period. But it may
4a See the Commentary on the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Babylonia and Assyria,

by Col. Rawlinson, published in 1851.
5 Herod, i. 7. irapa TOVTUV 8e 'Hpa*A.e?5cu eTrtTpo^^eVrey fff^ov T\\V a-f>x^lv ^K &60'

xpoiriov. Compare ch. 13.
8 Larcher (note 25 on Herod, book

i.), Dahlmann (Herod, p. 99), Volney (Suppl.
a 1'Herod. de Larcher), Bahr (Herod, vol. i. p. 23).

7 It has not always been observed that Myrsus must, by the narrative of Herod-

otus, have been king. Eusebius places Meles immediately before Candaules (Chron.
Canon, part. ii. 01. 13, 2). Grote appears to regard Myrsus as a Greek, not a Lyd
ian, appellative, when he thus expresses himself: "The twenty-second prince of
this family was Candaules, called by the Greeks Myrsilus, the son of Myrsus

"
(Hist,

of Greece, vol. iii. p. 296). Herodotus says twice over,
" Candaules was the son of

Myrsus ;

" and adds,
"
by the Greeks he was called Myrsilus."

8 A curious patronymic, but analogous in a great measure to the Latin forms,

Servius, Servilius
; Manius, Manilius

; Quinctius, Quinctilius, &c., seeming to show
that the I of the Latin filius was not altogether unknown to the inhabitants of the

western Asiatic coast.
9 Herod i. 12, end.
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be questioned whether history would have been greatly the gainer, if we

may take the fragments of Xanthus which remain as fair samples of the

general tenor of his narrative. Xanthus told of a King Gambles, Cam-

bes, or Camblitas, of so ravenous an appetite, that one night, when he

was asleep, he ate his wife, and in the morning found nothing left of her

but her hand, which remained in his mouth. Horrified at his own act,

he drew his sword and slew himself.
1 Xanthus told also of another

king, Aciamus, who by his general Ascalus, made war in Syria, and
founded Ascalon !

3
If such were the staple of his history, we need not

greatly regret its loss.
3

10. One conclusion may be drawn alike from the silence of the for-

eign, and the fictions of the native historian that the Lydians of the

fifth century B. c. possessed no authentic information concerning their

ancestors further back than the time of Gryges, the first king of the race

called Mermnadae. From this we may derive, as a corollary, the further

consequence of the insignificance of Lydia in times anterior to his date.

Previously to the accession of the last dynasty, Lydia was, it is prob-

able, but one out of the many petty states or kingdoms into which Low-

1 This passage is preserved by Athenaeus (x. 8, p. 17).
* X mth. ap. Steph. Byz. in voc. 'Aa/coAwi/. Ascalon, be it remembered, was an

important town at the time of the coming of the Israelites into the Holy Land (Judg.
i. 18). That a Lydian army ever proceeded eastward of the Halys before the time

of CHBSUS is in the highest degree improbable. Ascalon was undoubtedly one of

the most ancient cities of the Philistines. It may be to the account given by Xan-
thus of this distant expedition that we owe the narrative in Athenseus (viii. 37, p.

277) of the drowning of Atergatis orDerceto, the Syrian Venus, in a lake near Asca-

lon by Mopsus, a Lydian.
8 Nicolas of Damascus, in one of his recently discovered fragments (Frag. Hist. Gr.,

vol. iii. pp. 380-6), professes to give something of a complete account of the latter

kings of the second dynasty. He traces the line of descent through five monarchs to

the king slain by Gyges, whom, instead of Candaules, he calls Sadyattes. These five

monarchs are Adyattes, Ardys, Adyattes II., Meles, and Myrsus. In the order, and
in the names of four of these, Adyattes, Ardys, Adyattes II. and Meles, he agrees
with Eusebius, who gives

"
Ardysus Alyattse, annis 36

; Alyattes, annis 14
; Meles,

annis 12" (Chron. Can. part i. c. xv.), as the immediate predecessors of Candaules.

In the fifth name he agrees with Herodotus, from whom Eusebius differs, since he

entirely omits Myrsus. These coincidences seem to entitle the list to some consid-

eration. It may possibly have come from Xanthus, or from Dionysius of Mytilene,
who wrote histories in Xanthus's name (Athen. xn. xi., p. 415). The following is

the genealogical tree according to this authority :

Adyattes.

Cadys. Ardys.

Adyattes II.

Meles.

Myrsus.

Sadyattea = Candaules.

But few facts are narrated of these kings in the fragment. It is chiefly occupied
with an account of the feud between the Heraclidae and the Mermnadae, which

will be spoken of hereafter, and with a long story concerning Ardys, how he lost his

crown and recovered it, and reigned 70 years, and was the best of all the Lydian
next to Alcimius.
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er Asia was parcelled out, and was far from being the most important of

the number. Lycia, which gave kings to the Greek colonies upon the

coast,
4 and maintained its independence even against Croesus,

5 must have

been at least as powerful, and the really predominant state was the central

kingdom of the Phrygians, who exercised a greater influence over the

Greeks of the coast than any other of the Asiatic peoples with whom
they came in contact,

8 and whose kings were the first of all foreigners to

send offerings to the oracle at Delphi.
7

Lydia, until the time of Gyges,
was a petty state which made no conquests, and exercised but little in-

fluence beyond its borders.

11. Concerning the destruction of Candaules, the last king of the

second dynasty, and the accession of Gyges, the first king of the third,
several very different legends appear to have been current./ One is

found related at length in Herodotus, another in Nicolas of Damascus, a

third in Plato.
8

In all, amid the greatest diversity of circumstantials,
what may be called the historic outline is the same. Gyges, a subject
of the Lydian king, conspires against him, destroys him in his palace,
obtains the throne, and becomes the husband of the queen.

9 These data

4 Herod i. 147.
6 Ibid. c. 28.

6
See, for proofs of this, Grote's History of Greece, part ii. ch. xvi. (vol. iii.

pp. 284-291).
7 Herod, i. 14.

8
Repub. ii. 3. Mr. Grote well suras up this legend :

"
According to the le-

gend in Plato, Gyges is a mere herdsman of the king of Lydia : after a terrible storm
and earthquake, he sees near him a chasm in the earth, into which he descends and
finds a vast horse of brass, hollow and partly open, wherein there lies a gigantic

corpse with a golden ring. This ring he carries away, and discovers unexpectedly
that it possesses the miraculous property of rendering him invisible at pleasure. Be-

ing sent on a message to the king, he makes the magic ring available to his ambi-

tion : he first possesses himself of the person of the queen, then with her aid

assassinates the king, and finally seizes the sceptre." History of Greece, vol. iii. p.

298.
9 The legends of Plato and Herodotus agree yet further, that it was with the

connivance of the queen, and by her favour, that the assassination took place. Nic-

olaiis, however, represents the queen as indignant at the advances of Gyges, and as

complaining to her husband of his insolence. In other respects the narrative of

Nicolaiis is more consistent than Plato's with Herodotus. Gyges is one of the king's

bodyguard, and a special favourite. The peculiar feature of the tale in Nicolaiis is,

that it exhibits the retributive principle as pervading the whole history, and accounts^
as it were, for the curious declaration of the oracle,

"
Vengeance shall come for the

Heraclides in the person of the//<A descendant from Gyges." The Mermnadse, we
are told, were a family of distinction in the days of Ardys, son of Adyattes. Das-

cylus, son of Gyges, was then chief favourite of the reigning king. Jealous of his

influence, and fearing for the succession, Adyattes, son of Ardys, secretly contrived

the assassination of Dascylus. Ardys, ignorant who was the murderer, laid heavy
curses on him, whoever he might be, before the public assembly of the nation.

This was the origin of the feud. For this crime, committed in the reign of Ardys,
and unpunished at the time, vengeance came in the person of his fifth descendant.

During the reigns of Adyattes II., Meles, and Myrsus, the feud continued, the de-

scendants of Dascylus living in exile. A vain attempt was made by Meles to expiate
the sin, but it was not accepted by the injured party. Meles went for three years
into voluntary banishment, and Dascylus, the son of the murdered man, was invited

to return, but he refused. At length, in the fifth generation (Ardys, Adyattes, Meles,

Myrsus, Sadyattes), the vengeance came. Gyges, about to be put to death on ac-

count of the insult which he had offered to the virgin queen, whom he had been sent

to conduct from the court of her father, Arnossus, king of Mysia, recalls the memory
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seem to have furnished materials to the Greek poets of the existing or

following times, which they worked up into romances, embellishing them

according to their fancy.
The change of dynasty was not effected without a struggle. The

Heraclidae had their partisans, who took arms against the usurper, and
showed themselves ready to maintain in the field the cause of their

legiti-

mate sovereigns. Gyges was unwilling to trust the event to the chance

of a battle, and had address enough to obtain the consent of the malcon-

tents to a reference, which, while it would prevent any effusion of blood,
was unlikely to injure his pretensions.

1 The Delphic oracle, now for

the first time heard of in Lydian history, but already for some years an

object of veneration to the purely Asiatic population of the peninsula,
2

was chosen to be the arbiter of the dispute, and gave the verdict which

had, no doubt, been confidently anticipated by the de facto king, when
he consented to the reference in favour of the party in possession. The

price of the reply was, perhaps, not settled beforehand, but, at any rate,

it was paid ungrudgingly. Goblets of gold, and various rich offerings
in the same precious metal, besides silver ornaments, such as no other

individual had presented to the days of Herodotus,
8
attested the grati-

tude, or the honesty, of the successful adventurer.

12. The reign of Gyges is dispatched by Herodotus in a single sen-

tence, valuable alike for what it contains and for what it excludes. We
learn from it the important fact that this king engaged in war with the

Greeks of the coast, who had hitherto, so far as we can gather from the

scanty notices which remain to us, preserved friendly relations with the

native inhabitants of the country on which they had planted their settle-

ments.
4 Like the Phoenicians in Spain and Africa, and our own country-

men for some considerable space of time in India and America, the early
Greek settlers in Asia, engaged in commerce for the most part, appear to

have been received with favour by the natives, and, with few exceptions,
to have maintained with them unbroken amity.

6

Gyges was the first to

of his ancestral wrongs, and the curses of Ardys on his own race, collects a band of

followers, enters the palace, and slays the monarch in his bridal-chamber. Then,
when the reference is made to the oracle, the announcement falls with peculiar fit-

ness :
"
Vengeance shall come for the Heraclides in the person of the fifth descend-

ant."
1 Mr. Grote says,

" A civil war ensued, which both parties at length consented to

terminate by reference to the Delphian oracle." But Herodotus implies that there

was no actual war, the convention being made before the two parties came to blows.

(s 01 AuSol Sftvbv iiroifvmo rb Kai/SaiiAfw irc&oy, Kal tv oir \oiffi $(rav, avvffit)aav

ol rf rov Yvytu ffrcurtwrat Kal ol \onrol AuSol, i. 13.) That the oracle was open to

pecuniary influence is evidenced by Herodotus himself (v. 63, vi. 66).
1 Herod, i. 14.
*

i. 14. Tu-yTj? rvpavvfvffas dir7r/u^ tuH&jftam it AeAcpouj OVK o\iya- a\\' oaa.

(Jiff apyvpov avabrinara <t<m ol irAeT<TTa tv Ae\<otVrr irape 56 rov apyvpov,

Xpv<rbv 6.* \trov ical KpTjTTjpcy ol api^/j.bv e xpvfftoi avaxearai.
* The Greeks took Lycian kings (Herod, i. 147). The Lycians are said to have

taken even their name from a Greek (ibid. 173). In most of the Greek towns the

population seems to have been mixed, partly Greek, partly Asiatic. The best-evi-

denced case is that of Teos (Pausan. vn. iii. 3
;
Boeckh's Corp. Ins., No. 3064).

* Of course the colonies were not originally established without bloodshed. (See
Herod, i. 146; Mimnerm. ap. Strabon. xiv. p. 634, where the violence employed at
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introduce a new policy. Jealous of the increasing power of the foreign-

ers, who had occupied the whole line of coast, or simply ambitious of

extending his dominion, he commenced hostilities against the lonians,

ravaged the lands, and probably laid siege to the cities of Smyrna and

Miletus, and even succeeded in capturing the town of Colophon.
6

This,

however, as Herodotus tells us in the same passage, was the utmost ex-

tent of his achievements.
7 He did not, we may be sure, for the love of

Magnes, attack either Magnesia, much less effect the capture of a sec-

ond Grecian city, or we should never have been told by Herodotus that,
"
besides taking Colophon and making an inroad on Miletus and Smyrna,

he did not perform a single noble exploit."
8

Neither is it possible that

he could have possessed himself of the whole Troad, as Strabo affirms,
9

or exercised such influence over the Milesians, as to have a voice in the

establishment of their colonies. After ages delighted to magnify the

infancy of a dynasty, which attained in the end a degree of power and

prosperity far beyond aught that had been seen before within the limits,

or in the neighbourhood of Lower Asia, and loved to throw back to the

hero-founder of the race the actions and the character of the most illus-

trious among his descendants.
1

the founding of Miletus and Colophon is noticed.) But instances of their being
attacked afterwards by the natives are exceedingly rare. The attack of the Carians

upon Priene, in which Androclus was slain, is perhaps the only recorded exception.
This must be accounted for, partly by the sense which the natives entertained of the

advantages they derived from the commerce of the Greek towns, partly by the

readiness of the Greeks to intermix with the Asiatic tribes.
8

I agree with Bahr on the sense of Herodotus in the passage ^o-e/JaAe pfv v\>v

(npa.Tii]v S re MiArjToj/ nal es ^fjivpv^v, nal KoAoc/xvPOf r)> &<nv elA.6 (i. 14, end). The
contrast is between the territories of Smyrna and Miletus, and the toivn itself of

Colophon. In the construction eWjSaAe (rrpari^v h Mi\riTov, the word Mi\-rjTov can

only stand for MiArjanjj/. Mr. Grote seems to prefer the more usual explanation,
that &<TTV is the town, minus the citadel (Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 300).

7 Herod, i. 14. &AA.' o684jr fj.eya tpyov air* aurov &AAo tytvfro, j8a(TiAey<ra>>-

Toy, K. T. \.
8 Mr. Grote (Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 300) accepts as something more than

myth the tale found in Nicolas of Damascus, of the beautiful youth, Magnes, whom
Gyges loved, and who turned the heads of all the women wherever he went

;
whom

at last the men of Magnesia resolved to disgrace, and reduce to the level of common
humanity, by disfiguring his countenance, and depriving him of his flowing locks :

in revenge for which outrage on his favourite, the lover made war upon the offend-

ing city, and persevered until he took the place (Nic. Damasc. p. 52 Orell.). But
the expression of Herodotus, quoted above, seems to be conclusive against the au-

thenticity of this history. Were it otherwise, the authority of NicolaiisDamascenus,

unsupported by any corroborating testimony, is quite insufficient to entitle a narra-

tive to belief. It is true that he was acquainted with the writings of Xanthus, and

sometimes follows them without mentioning his authority, as in his account of the

voracity arid death of Gambles; but it is also evident that in many cases he cannot

be following Xanthus. A writer who makes Sadyattes the son of an Alyattes, who

brings a Sibyl to the assistance of Croesus upon the pyre, and who ascribes the Per-

sian respect for Zoroaster, and religious regard for the element of fire, to the cir-

cumstance of this miraculous escape of the Lydian king, is not to be quoted as

authority, where he stands alone, without the strongest expression of distrust. At

any rate, Mr. Grote seems open to the censure which he himself bestows on Ottfried

Miiller, that he occasionally "gives
l

Sagen' too much in the style of real facts"

(vol. iii. p. 240, note).
9
Strabo, xiii. p. 590.

1 This tendency in all legendary history to throw back and repeat events and
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13. Of Ardys, the son and successor of Gyges, who reigned, accord-

ing to Herodotus, within a year of half a century,
2
the two facts which

alone are recorded, are important, as showing that he inherited from his

father that line of aggressive policy, which became the settled system of

the Mermnad princes, and which was particularly directed against the

Greek cities of the coast. He renewed the attack upon Miletus, and
took the town of Priene.

3

Probably he would have signalised his reign

by further successes, but for the invasion of the Cimmerians, a terrible

visitation, which we shall best understand by regarding it as closely

parallel to the Gallic irruption into Italy in the fourth century B. c., or

to the first invasions of the Roman Empire by the Goths and Huns.
14. Who the Cimmerians were, whence they came, with what races

they were ethnically connected, will be considered hereafter, in the

notes to the Fourth Book. With regard to their occupation of Asia

Minor at this time, it is important to observe, that whereas Herodotus,

throughout his whole history,
4

regards the invasion in the reign of Ardys
as the first, and indeed the only Cimmerian irruption into these coun-

tries
;
other writers speak of repeated attacks, covering a long period of

time, in which moreover the Cimmerians were accompanied and assisted

by Thracian tribes, and came into Asia Minor, apparently, from the west

rather than the east. Strabo expressly states that they made several

circumstances has been noticed by Niebuhr in his Roman history, and is certainly
one of the most striking characteristics of such records. As Romulus is an earlier

Tullus, and Ancus a second Numa, so even in more historic times we find the un-

doubted acts of the second Tarquin almost all anticipated in the first. As the later

sovereign was certainly master of Latium, so the earlier must " subdue the whole
Latin name" (Liv. i. 38); as he built the magnificent temple to Jupiter Capitolinus,
so his progenitor and prototype must vow it and lay its foundations (ibid. 38 and

55) ;
as the great sewers and the massive stone seats in the Circus Maximus were

undoubtedly the works of the one, so must they also, or works of a similar character,
be ascribed to the other (ibid. 35 and 38). In the same way is assigned to Ninus
the whole series of conquests made by subsequent Assyrian kings (Ctesias ap. Diod.

Sic. ii. 2). Sometimes an entire war is repeated, as that with Fidenae in the fourth

book of Livy (Niebuhr, vol. i. p. 452). Possibly, the war between Sparta and Mes-

senia is a case in point. Almost all the events of what is called the first war recur in

the second.
2 Eusebius limited his reign to 38 years (Cbron. Canon. Pars Post. p. 325, ed.

8 Herod, i. 15. I know not on what grounds Mr. Grote observes that "this pos-
session cannot have been maintained, for the city appears afterwards as autono-

mous "
(Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 303), unless it be on the expression of Herodotus,

that "before the sovereignty of Croesus all the Greeks were 1'rec." (i. 6.) But this

only seems to mean that no Greek country neither Ionia, TEolis, nor Doris had
been reduced to subjection.

Mr. Grote has another mysterious remark in the next sentence of his work.
" His (Ardys') long reign was signalised by two events, both of considerable moment
to the Asiatic Greeks, the invasion of the Cimmerians, and the first approach to

collision (at least the first of which we have any historical knowledge) between the

inhabitants of Lydia and those of Upper Asia under the Median kings.
1
'
1 What is

this "first approach to collision" in the reign of Ardys? The collision came, as he

notices a few pages after (p. 310), in the time of Alyattes, grandson of Ardys. What
"historical knowledge" have we of any collision or "approach to collision" earlier

than this ?
*
Herod, i. 6, 15-16, 103

;
iv. 1, 11-12 ;

vii. 20.

VOL. I. 19
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distinct incursions,
6 and seemingly brings them into Asia across the

Thracian Bosphorus. To some of these incursions he gives a high an-

tiquity.
6 In this he is followed or exceeded by Eusebius, who places

the first Cimmerian invasion of Asia three hundred years before the

first Olympiad (B. c. 1076).
7 The silence of Herodotus, and still more

the way in which he speaks, on first mentioning the subject, of the Cim-

merian incursion,
8
are weighty arguments against those who hold that

there were a long series of such attacks, covering, without any consider-

able intervals, a space of two hundred and sixty years.
9

Still it would

be rash to reject altogether the distinct assertions of Strabo, confirmed

as they are by the fact, of which there is ample evidence, that in the

minds of the Greeks upon the coast, Cimmerians and Treres were con-

founded together, which can only be accounted for on the supposition
of invasions in which both people took part. The Cimmerians, who
before their country was wrested from them by the Scythian nomads,
were neighbours of the Thracians, may well have joined with them in

plundering expeditions from time to time, and may have been in the

habit of passing into Asia by the Thracian Bosphorus. But from all

these occasional incursions, which Herodotus may have regarded as

Thracian, not Cimmerian ravages, the one great Cimmerian invasion, of

which he so often speaks, is to be distinguished. In this, if it came,

according to the undoubting conviction of our author, from the east, no

Thracians would participate.
2

It would have a right to be called

6 Strab. i. p. 90 (Oxf. ed.). oi rt Kt^/xcp' ' 6* Ka^ TpTjpwyos ovofjui&vo-iv, j) txti-

v<0v, ri e&vos, ir o \\OLK is tir(8pa/j.ov TO 5c<o Hfprj roii IltWou, Kal TO avvf)(r)

6 Strab. i. p. 9. (Oxf. ed.). oi Kipufptoi KU& "Q^-npov ^ piKpov irpb
a v T o v fitxpts 'Iwvias eirf8pa/jiov TTJI/ yyv T^V ( K B o ffir 6 p ov iraaav. And again, iii.

p. 200 : KO& "OfjLiipuv if) Trpb OUTOW niKpov \fyovffi T^IV ruv Hip.p.fpiuv t<po8ov yeveabcu
TUV (1. TTJV) /J.fXP l T^ s AtoAtSos Kal TTJS 'Iwvias.

7
Chron. Canon. Pars Post (p. 303, ed. Mai).

8 Herod, i. 6. irpb 5e rys Kpolvov opx^jj TTOJ/TCS "EAAijres %<rav t\cv&fpoi. rb yap
)v <TT p OT fv jwo T^> ttrl r^v 'luviav a.TriK6p.fvov ov

apirayt].
9
Clinton's Fasti Hell. vol. i. p. 214. 01. 40, 4.

1 The contemporary poet, Callinus, spoke both of Treres and of Cimmerians

(Strabo, xiv. p. 927, Oxf. Ed.). Callisthenes said that the Treres and Lycians took

Sardis (Strab. xiii. p. 627.) Strabo, in a passage quoted above, uses the words,

KL/jL/j-fpiovSj vbs Kal Tp-hpwvas ovo^a^ovffiv. Of. also Eustath. ad. Horn. Od. xi. 14.
3

I cannot accept Niebuhr's theory, that the Cimmerians on this occasion came

by the western side of the Euxine, and across the Thracian Bosphorus, against the

distinct and repeated declarations of Herodotus. It seems to me impossible that

the direction in which the enemy came should have been forgotten by the people
of the country, even in the space of two hundred years ; especially as there were

contemporary writers, Callinus, Archilochus, and others, some of whom, we know,

spoke of the Cimmerian attack. With regard to the alleged difficulties of the route,

we may grant the impracticability of the coast line, between the western edge of

the Caucasus and the Euxine
;
but why may we not suppose the Cimmerians to have

entered Asia by the Caucasian gates, through which the great military road now runs

from Mosdok to Tiflis ? This must always have been a very practicable route, and

was probably that followed by Mithridates when he passed through the Khtl&pa 2:w-

&uv on his flight from Pompey (Appian. de Bell. Mithr. p. 400). With respect to

the passage of the Cimmerian Bosphorus, it must be remembered that waggons could

always cross in winter upon the ice (Herod, iv. 28).
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" thf Cimmerian attack." It would be a thing sui generis. The Greeks
in general, long accustomed to confound Treres and Cimmerians, might
speak, according to habit, of both as having been concerned in this, as

well as in other inroads;" but an accurate writer, like Herodotus, whose

inquiries had convinced him that these Cimmerians entered Asia Minor
from the Caucasus, would know that here there was no place for

Treres, who lay so far out of the route, and that however true it might
be that Cimmerians had at other times joined in the forays of the

Treres in Asia, yet on no other occasion had there been a real Cim-
merian inroad, and he would therefore be perfectly correct in speaking
of tliis as "

the invasion of the Cimmerians."
The Cimmerians were fugitives, driven out of their native country

by the Scythians, but not the less formidable on that account. Niebuhr
surmises that the Gauls who sacked Rome and overran Italy, were fu-

gitives from the Spanish peninsula, retiring before the increasing strength
of the Iberian race.

4 The barbarians who destroyed the Western Em-
pire had for the most part been dispossessed of their own countries by
nations of superior strength. On their first arrival in Asia Minor the

Cimmerians seem to have swept before them all resistance. Like the

bands of Gauls,
4 which at a later date ravaged these same regions in the

same ruthless way, the Cimmerian invaders carried ruin and devastation

over all the fairest regions of Lower Asia. Paphlagonia, Bithynia, Ionia,

Phrygia, even Cilicia, as well as Lydia, were plundered and laid waste
;

in Phrygia, Midas, the king, despairing of any effectual resistance, on the

approach of the dreaded foe. is said to have committed suicide
;

6
in Lydia,

as we know from Herodotus, they took the capital city, all but the

acropolis ;
in Ionia, they ravaged the valley of the Cayster, besieged

Kphesus, and, according to some accounts, burnt the temple of Diana in

its vicinity;
7
after which they are thought to have proceeded southward

* Callinus appears to have done so (Strabo, I. s. c.).
4
History of Rome, vol. i. pp. 506-509. (Engl. transl.)

*
Livy, xxxviii. 16. It will appear hereafter that these two great invasions of

Asia Minor proceeded from the same identical race. (See Appendix to Book iv. Ch.

i.
" On the Cimmerians of Herodotus and the Migrations of the Cymric Race.")
8 Eustath. ad Horn. Od. xi. 14. This is the event alluded to in Euseb. Chron.

Can. Pars Post. 01. 21, 2 (p. 324), and by Strabo, i. p. 90 (Oxf. ed.).
1
Hesych. in VOC. AirySo/uy. AirySajxis OUTOS c/fou<re rbv vabv TTJJ 'Apre/itSoy. The

well-known passage in Callimachus's Hymn to Diana (ver. 251-261) has thrown
some doubt on this. It seems, however, quite conceivable that a poet, whose sub-

ject was the praise of Diana, should ignore, without denying, so unpleasant a fact.

Callimachus may even be understood in the sense adopted by Bouhier :

"
Callimaque

a pretcndu que ce fut en punition du sacrilege qu'ils avaient commis en mettant le

feu au temple de Diane." (Dissertations, &c. ch. vi. p. 56.) That the Cimmerians
excit.-d the hatred of the lonians by the plunder of their temples, was attested, ac-

cording to Eustath. (Comment, ad Horn. Od. xi. 14) by many writers. If they in-

vested Ephesus, as we should certainly gather from Callimachus, they could scarcely
fail to take the temple, which was nearly a mile from the city (Herod, i. 26). Mr.

Grote supposes that "
the Goddess protected her town and sanctuary" (Hist, of

Greece, vol. iii. p. 335). But he rests this only on the passage of Callimachus, which
is at least ambiguous. Spanheim (Comment, ad Callimach. Hymn. v. 251-260, in

the edition of Ernesti, vol. ii. p 354) regards Herod, i. 6 as conclusive against Hes-

ychius, where he certainly must forget the situation of the temple.
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into the plain of the Mseander, and to have sacked the city of Magnesia.
8

One body, under a leader whom the Greeks called Lygdamis, even pene-
trated as far as Cilicia, and there sustained a terrible reverse at the hands
of the hardy mountaineers. 9 The Greeks regarded this as the vengeance
of Artemis,' for Lygdamis had been the leader in the attack on Ephesus.
Still the strength of the invaders was not broken by this defeat. It

was only in the third generation that the Lydian princes were able to

expel them from the territories under their dominion. Even then, it

is a mistake to say that they were driven out of Asia.
8

Just as the

Gallic marauders of later times, when the chances of war turned against

them, found a refuge in the strong position called thenceforth Galatia,
so their kindred, the Cimmerians, long after the time of their expulsion
from Lydia by Alyattes, maintained themselves in certain strongholds,
as Antandrus, which, according to Aristotle,

3

they occupied for a hun-

dred years, and Sinope, where, Herodotus informs us, they made a per-
manent settlement.

4

15. The history of Lydia during the time of their supremacy was al-

most a blank. At what period in the long reign of Ardys they entered

Asia there is indeed nothing positively to show. The synchronism depend-
ant upon the notion of their having been pursued by the Scythians, who
are said to have entered Media in the reign of Cyaxares, is extremely
doubtful from the improbability of the supposed fact. The utmost that

*
It is very doubtful whether this event really belongs to the great Cimmerian

invasion. Eustathius appears to have thought so. TW KifA/jLtpiuv av6noipa \tyfrai
iroTf (Tpjpej Sf <t>a<nv ^/caAoiWo) iroAAV T*?$ 'Atrmy KOTa5po/iti/, Kal ras 2ap5e?s eAto/-

Kal TUV Mayvf)T<i3V 5 rroAAovy avf\7v TWJ> Kara ri>v Maiavtipov f/ujSaAAeti/ 8e Kal tvl

Tla<p\ay6vas Kal &pvyas Sre Kal M/8uy \tycrai CLI/J.U. ravpov iriiav 6y rb \ptuv aireA-

beiv. (Comment, ad Horn. Od. 1. c. s.) But if Callinus was contemporary with the

taking of Sardis mentioned by Herodotus, as I agree with Mr. Grote in considering
to be nearly certain (Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 333, note *), the fall of Magnesia
must, on the authorities of Strabo (xiv. p. 928) and Clemens Alex. (Strom, i. p. 333),
have been subsequent. To me also the fact that the sack of Magnesia is so uni-

formly ascribed to the Treres, is a strong argument that it does not belong to this

invasion of the Cimmerians. (Cf. Eustath. in loc. s. c., and Strab. xiv. p. 927.)
Strabo, i. p. 90.

1
Callim. Hymn, ad Dian. 248-260.

pa Kal i]\aii>jcv aAa7rae'/u.j>

eVJ Se arparbv iwm)p.o\yiav

ferov, o'i pa irap* avrbv

*A 8e<Abs f}a<ri\tuv '6<rov ^Airev ov yap
O#T' avrbs ^KV^iijvSe iroAl/iTreTes, otjrf rts &AAos

\fifjiuvi Kavffrpi(f> f<rrav a/uta^ai,

^(pecrov yap ael rea r6a vp6Kfirai.

TTJS 'Aa/oy
5

|TJAa<re (Herod, i. 15). As Lydia was still confined

within its original limits, a Lydian prince would have neither the wish nor the

power to do this. There is also distinct proof that they continued in possession of

parts of Asia. See the following notes
8
Ap. Steph. Byz. in voc. "AvravSpos. 'ApKrroTe'ATjs (prjal ra\nt]v wvo/j.d(r&ai . .

Ki/uL/j.fpiSa, Kifj./j.fpi<av IVOIKOVVTWV etcarbv CTTJ.
4 Herod, iv. 12. Qaivovrai 5e of K^uepfot (pfvyovrts ts rr^v 'Aaiyv rovs

Kal rrjv X(pff6vriaov Kriaavrts. iv rfj vvv 2,iv(aini ir6\is 'EAAcks
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can be gathered from it is that the Cimmerian invasion was regarded by
Herodotus as only a little preceding the accession of Cyaxares (B. c.

633), which would make it fall late in the reign of Ardys. At any rate,
we may be sure that it followed in fact, as it does in the order of the

narrative in Herodotus,
6
both the capture of Prine by Ardys, and his at-

tack upon Miletus. Still its date cannot be fixed within a quarter of a cen-

tury. Sadyattes, the son and successor of Ardys, appears, during the

earlier portion of his reign, to have remained in the same state of inac-

tion which had characterised the latter years of his father's rule. Prob-

ably it required all the energies of monarch and people to protect the

kingdom against the Cimmerian ravages. We may gather, however, from
what is recorded of this king, that towards the close of his reign the

power of the Cimmerians began to decline, and Lydia became once more
free to pursue her policy of aggression. Sadyattes renewed the war
witli Miletus in the seventh year of his reign, and carried it on until

his death. Whether either of the great victories mentioned by Herod-
otus

6 were gained by him, it is impossible to determine. All that we
know is that he did not bring the war to a close, but bequeathed it to

his successor upon the throne, his son by his own sister,
7

Alyattes.
16. This prince, the most celebrated of his house, except Croesus, is

said by Herodotus to have bent his whole energies to the prosecution of

this war during the first six years of his reign. The circumstances of

the contest, which Herodotus relates at length,
8 and on which no other

ancient writer throws any additional light, need not be here repeated.
The designs of Alyattes were baffled, and Miletus, the foremost city of

Asiatic Greece, which had been attacked in succession by every monarch
of the house of the Mermnadae, succeeded in maintaining her independ-
ence for half a century longer.

The order of the other events of the reign of Alyattes cannot be de-

termined with any certainty. Besides his war with Miletus, he was en-

gaged (we know) in four separate contests. He drove the Cimmerians

beyond his boundaries, attacked and took Smyrna, made an attempt up-
on Clazomenae, but was defeated with great loss, and carried on a pro-
tracted contest against the combined powers of Media and Babylonia.
He is also said to have invaded Caria, but by a writer who, unless where
we have good reason to believe he is following Xanthus, is of no author-

ity.
9 The last war, if it took place at all, happened late in his reign,

6 Herod, i. 15. *
Ibid. 18. rp^nara. ntyd\a Si<pdaia Mi\r)fficav eytvero.

7 Here the authority of Nicolas of Damascus is supported by that of Suidas (in
voc. 'AAuaTTTjj) and Xenophilus (ap. Anon, quoted in the Frag. Hist. Gr., vol. i.

p. 42). Marriages with half-sisters have been frequent in the East from the days of

Abraham downwards. The cases of Abraham himself (Gen. xx. 12; there is no
evidence to show that Sarah was Iscah, as assumed by Clinton, F. H. vol. i. App.
ch. v. p. 290, note), of Cambyses (Herod, iii. 31), and Herod Agrippa (Juv. vi. 157)
are well known.

8
Herod, i. 1*7-22. Mr. Grote says that Sadyattes carried on this war for seven,

and Alyattes tor five years ;
but Herodotus divides the war as above. ^oAf'/

eV5e/ca ... ret n<v i/vv f rrea r&v eVSeKa 2a5uoTTTjs 6 "ApSuos ert AvSwv fy
v rr)viKavra 4s TTJ*/ MtATjerhji' T^V (nparirjv TO 5e TreVre -riav trewv ra

AAwoTTijr ^iro\f^fe . . . T< 5f SuwSc/cary 4rel, K. r. A.
9
Nicolas of Damascus. The question of his credibility has been treated above

(p. 288, note
").
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after Croesus was grown to manhood. 1 The date of the struggle with

the Medes depends on that of the eclipse of Thales, which is still unde-

termined.
2

Perhaps the most probable date is that which has .been

adopted by Mr. Grote and others, chiefly on astronomical considerations,
viz. B. c. 615-610. The other wars, that which ended in the expulsion
of the Cimmerians, and those with the Greeks of the coast, may have

taken place either before or after the Median contest.

17. This last event, beyond all question the most important in the

reign of Alyattes, is regarded by Herodotus as brought about by what

appears an insignificant cause. A band of Scytljians, who had been in

the service' of Cyaxares, the Median king, upon a disgust quitted Media,
and took refuge with Alyattes. Cyaxares demanded the surrender of

the fugitives and met a refusal, upon which he declared war against

Lydia, and the contest began. Now although undoubtedly the passage
of nomadic hordes from one government in the East to another has fre-

quently been the occasion of war between adjoining states,
3

yet the fligh^

of a mere land of men (tlXr) dv8pu>v) who had been useful as hunters,
would scarcely have been motive sufficient to produce the invasion of a

kingdom not even adjoining, but separated from the Median empire by
the intervening country of Phrygia. It is besides exceedingly improb-
able that at this particular period there were any Scythians on such terms

of friendly subjection to Cyaxares, as the story supposes. Not long be-

fore the accession of Alyattes, Cyaxares had, we know, been engaged in

a fierce struggle with Scythic hordes, and such of them as submitted to

his sway must have felt themselves under the yoke of an oppressor. A
portion of his Scythic subjects may no doubt have revolted, and when
hard pressed by his troops, may have fled for protection to Alyattes, and

have offered to take service with him. They may have been readily re-

ceived, and Cyaxares may, on learning it, have demanded their surren-

der : and when the demand was refused, have thereupon commenced
hostilities. It is however very unlikely that this was the cause, although
it may possibly have been the pretext, of the expedition. The Lydian
war of Cyaxares, was part undoubtedly of that great monarch's system
of conquest, which carried him at one time to the confines of Babylonia, at

another to the shores of the -ZEgean. The enterprising prince, who had

subverted the old Assyrian monarchy, and had then by a series of victories

1 Croesus in the tale is represented as already governor of Thebe and Adramyt-
tium. As he was only thirty-five years of age at his father's death (Herod, i.- 26)

the Carian war of Alyattes, if a reality, must belong to the last ten or twelve years
of his life. Mr. Grote well observes, against Clinton, that there is nothing in Nicolaiis

Damascenus to imply that Alyattes conquered Caria. (Nic. Dam. p. 54, ed. Orelli;

Clinton's F. H. vol. ii. p. 363
;
Grote's Hist. vol. ii. p. 343.)

a
Volney considered the eclipse to have taken place B. c. 625 (Recherehes, &c.,

vol. i. p. 342). Clinton places it B.C. 603 (F. H. vol. i. p. 419). Ideler considers

that no eclipse about this period fulfils the necessary conditions except that of B. c.

610 (Handbuch der Chronologic, vol. i. p. 209). Mr. Hind and Mr. Airy have re-

cently suggested the late date of B. c. 585 (Bosanquet, Fall of Nineveh, p. 14).
It

may be doubted whether astronomical science has yet attained to such exactness as

to justify the adoption of its results as the basis of a chronological system.
8 See Mr. Grote's History of Greece, vol. iii. p. 310. In a note Mr. Grote brings

forward a number of modern instances.
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brought under subjection the whole of Upper Asia as far as the banka

of the Halys,
4

might well conceive the design of adding to his empire
the further tract of country between .the Halys and the ^Egean sea.

What alone excites our wonderment in this portion of history is his fail-

ure. The war continued for six years, and in the course of it, we are

told,
" the Medes gained many victories over the Lydians, and the Ly-

dians also gained many victories over the Medes."
E And the advantage re-

mained with neither side. Considering the extent and power of the Me-
dian empire at this period that it contained, besides Media Magna and

Media Atropatene, the extensive and important countries of Persia, As-

syria, Armenia, and Cappadocia reaching thus from the mouth of the
;

Persian Gulf to the-shores of the Euxine it seems extraordinary that the

petty kingdom of Lydia could so successfully maintain the contest. The
wonder is increased if we take into consideration the probability, almost

amounting to a certainty, that the armies of the Babylonians accompa-
nied Cyaxares to the field.

6 That Lydia maintained her independence,
and terminated the war by an honourable peace, can only be accounted

for by supposing that as the attack menaced the whole of Western Asia,

the several nations who felt themselves endangered made common cause,

and united under a single head. And an indication of this union of the

Western Asiatics against the ambition of the Medes is found in the fact

that the king of the warlike and powerful Cilicia, which maintained its

independence even against Croesus, appears in the narrative standing in

the same relation towards Alyattes in which Labynetus, the Babylonian

monarch, stands towards Cyaxares the relation of subordinate ally.

It is probable that both Labynetus and the Cilician prince were present
at the engagement, and took immediate advantage of the religious dread

inspired by the eclipse to effect a reconciliation of the principals in the

contest. The interposition of good offices by great powers at a dis-

tance from the scene, especially by powers so remote and so little con-

nected with one another as Cilicia and Babylonia, at this period, is in-

conceivable under the circumstances of the ancient world. Labynetus,
at least, must have been upon the spot, and if so, then the presence of

Syennesis seems to follow as a matter of course
;
and his presence would

indicate the probable presence of the other minor powers of Western

Asia, the Pamphylians, the Phrygians, the Lycians, the Carians, per-

haps also the Paphlagonians and Bithynians, whose liberties would cer-

tainly have been more endangered by the success of the attack than

those of the hardy and valiant occupants of the mountainous Cilicia,

whom even Cyrus does not appear to have reduced to subjection. It

seems therefore probable that the invasion of Lydia by Cyaxares was

but the continuation of his long course of aggressions upon his neigh-

4 Herod, i. 103.
6

Ibid. i. 74.
6

I cannot conceive it possible that a monarch, whose dominions lay a thousand

miles off, would have felt himself sufficiently interested in the result of a contest in

BO remote a region, to interpose his mediation between the courts of Sardis and Ec-

batana in the modern diplomatic sense of the phrase. The words of Herodotus

(i. 74) are ambiguous, but I conceive we are to understand an immediate mediation

upon the spot, implying the presence of the two princes, and their participation in

the previous strife.
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hours, and that whatever his pretext may have been, his real ohject in

crossing the Halys was to add the whole of Lower Asia to his domin-

ions. The warlike inhabitants united to resist him, and maintained for

six years a doubtful and bloody struggle. At length, when both parties
were growing weary of the protracted contest, accident afforded an op-

portunity, of which advantage was taken, to bring the war to a close.

The two armies had once more come to an engagement, when, in the

midst of the fight, an eclipse of the sun took place. Alarmed at the por-

tent, the soldiers suspended the conflict, and manifested an inclination

for peace. Probably the leaders of both armies participated in the gen-
eral sentiment. Under these circumstances, the principal commander
of allied troops on either side came forward and proposed a reconciliation

between the chief contending powers. The proposals were favourably
entertained, and led not merely to the establishment of peace, but to an
alliance between Media and Lydia, which was cemented by the marriage
of a daughter of the Lydian prince with the heir-apparent of the Median

monarchy. Henceforward friendly relations subsisted between the great

powers of Asia until the ambition of Cyrus, half a century later, re-

kindled the strife.

18. After the conclusion of this peace, Alyattes reigned, according
to the chronology which we have preferred, forty-three years. It may
have been during these years that he drove the Cimmerians beyond
his borders, and engaged in war with the Greeks of Smyrna and
Clazomenae. The latter portion of his reign seems, however, to have
been a period of remarkable tranquillity. The supposition that towards
the close of his life he conquered ^olis and Caria,

7 founded upon a sin-

le passage in Nicolas of Damascus, which does not even bear out the

eductions made from it,

8 and contradicted by the express words of

Herodotus, who ascribes these conquests to his son,
8 seems scarcely

worth considering. We may grant it possible that there was an inva-

7
Clinton's Fasti Hell., vol. ii. p. 363. (Appendix, ch. xvii.)

8
Nicolaiis Damascenus says that Croesus, who had already been made governor

of Adramyttium and the plain of Thebe, accompanied his father in an expedition
into Caria. From this Mr. Clinton makes two deductions, 1. that JEolis must have
been already subjected; and, 2. that Caria was conquered in this campaign. The
latter he calls an assertion of Damascenus, which is untrue (see Nic. Damas. ed.

Orelli, pp. 55-57). The former proceeds upon the notion that Adramyttium and
Thebe were in ^Eolis, which is not the fact. They lay within the limits usually
assigned to the province of Mysia (Rennell's Geography of Western Asia, vol. i.

p. 371), but it seems probable that from a very early date they had formed a part
of the dominions of the Lydian kings. The boundaries between the several prov-
inces of Asia Minor were at no time very exactly determined, and Adramyttium
seems to have been one of the most ancient of the Lydian towns. At least there
were authors who ascribed its foundation to an ancient king, Adramys or Hermon,
probably the same person as the Adramytes of Xanthus (Frag. 19, Didot.) who must
belong to the second, if not even to the first dynasty (see Steph. Byz. and Hesychius
in voc. 'ASpa/m.vrTiov). Aristotle certainly spoke of its having been founded by an

Adramytes, son of Alyattes and brother of Crcesus (Fr. 191); but of this person, who
cannot be the ancient King of Xanthus, we have no other mention in history. The
very fact that Adramyttium is supposed to have a hcros eponymus for its founder
seems to throw back its foundation to very early times.

9 Herod, i. 28.
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sion of Caria about this time, but even that is in the highest degree
uncertain. The probability is that Alyattes, now an aged man,

1 was

chiefly employed in the construction of his sepulchre, a work which

Herodotus, who had seen it, compares for magnificence with the con-

structions of Egypt and Babylon,
a and which must therefore, like those

massive buildings, have employed the labour of the great bulk of the

population for a number of years. If the measurements of Herodotus
are accurate, and modern travellers appear to think that they do not

greatly overstep the truth,
8
the tomb of Alyattes cannot have fallen far

short of the grandest of the Egyptian monuments. Its deficiency as

respects size must have been in height, for the area of the base, which
alone our author's statements determine, is above one-thirdgreater than

that of the Pyramid of Cheops.
4

As, however, the construction was of

earth and not of stone, a barrow and not a pyramid, it would undoubted-

ly have required a less amount of servile labour than the great works of

Egypt, and would indicate a less degraded condition of the people who
raised it than that of the Egyptians in the time of the pyramid-builders.
Still the view of Strabo is most certainly correct, that " the multitude

1 If we allow Alyattes to have been twenty-one years old when he ascended the

throne, he would be sixty-three in the year B. c. 583, the earliest date which the

age of Croesus will allow us to fix for the expedition spoken of by Nicolas.
a Herod, i. 93.
* See Chandler's Travels, vol. i. p. 304. " The barrow of Alyattes is much taller

and handsomer than any I have seen in England. The mould which has been
washed down conceals the stone-work, which, it seems, was anciently visible. The

apparent altitude is diminished, and the bottom rendered wider and less distinct

than before. Its measurements, which we were not prepared to take, deserve to be
ascertained and compared with those given in Herodotus." Mr. Hamilton says,
" One mile south of this spot we reached the principal tumulus generally designated
as the tomb of Halyattes. It took us about ten minutes to ride round its base,
which would give it a circumference of nearly half a mile. . . It rises at an angle of

about 22, and is a conspicuous object on all sides." (Researches in Asia Minor,

&c., vol. i. pp. 145-6). The more exact measurements of M. Spiegenthal agree re-

markably with this rough estimate. (See note on Book i. ch. 93.)
4 Dr. Chandler alters the measurements of Herodotus by a conjectural emenda-

tion of the text in the true spirit of a critic of the eighteenth century. He pre-
sumes that Herodotus would not have omitted the height ot the monument : but our

author, in default of any trustworthy information concerning the height, would be

likely to confine himself to such points as came within his own observation. He
could measure the greatest width and the circumference, but he could only have

made a rough guess at the height. He therefore preferred to omit the height alto-

gether an omission which may be remarked also in his dimensions of the temple of

Belus. The measures which he gives are 3800 feet (Greek) for the circumference

and 1300 feet for the (greatest) diameter. From these proportions it would follow

that the base of the monument was not a circle, but either an ellipse or a parallelo-

gram. In the latter case its area would have been 780,000 square feet (Greek),
whereas the area of the Great Pyramid of Gizch is determined to be no more than

588,939 square feet (English). See Perring's Diameters of the Pyramids of Egypt.
But 588,939 square feet (English) are only equal to about 574,564 square feet

(Greek). So that the area of the Great Pyramid is to that of the sepulchre of Aly-
attes (supposing the base of the latter to be a parallelogram) in the proportion of

(about) 19 to 26. If the base were oval or elliptical, the difference would be still

more in favour of the Lydian monument ;
at present the base appears to be, as nearly

as possible, circular.
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of the city
" must have been employed upon it.

6
It was an artificial

mountain, and perhaps owed its small celebrity, as compared with the

constructions of Egypt and Babylonia, not so much to any absolute in-

feriority as to the character of the district in which it was placed.
While the colossal works in those countries have the advantage of stand-

ing upon extensive plains, stretching out in all directions as far as the

eye can reach, the Lydian monument is dwarfed by the towering moun-
tain-chains which on both sides encompass the narrow valley of the Her-
mus.

Engaged in this work,
6
the Lydian king abstained in all probability

from warlike enterprises. The arts of war and peace rarely flourish

together ;
and the hands which, if he had engaged in wars, would have

been required to draw the sword and pull the bow, were wanted for the

homelier occupations of digging and wheeling soil. The expulsion of

the Cimmerians, and the alliance with the Medes, had secured him from

molestation on the part of those distant powers whose attacks might
have been formidable

;
the weakness of his neighbours allowed him to

fear nothing from them. Not being naturally an ambitious prince, and

having received but small encouragement from fortune in his attempts

upon the independence of the Greek towns on the coast, Alyattes ap-

pears to have given himself up without reluctance to a life of inactivity.
19. It has been supposed by some writers of high repute

7
that fifteen

years before his decease, Alyattes associated his son Croesus in the

government, but the chronological arguments on which this view is

based are wholly inconclusive, and the direct evidence which is brought
forward in its support, signally fails of establishing any such conclusion.

Herodotus, in the passage relied on by Mr. Clinton,
8 and understood

in the same sense both by Bahr and Wesseling, is not speaking of any
such strange and unwonted event9

as the association in the government

6
Strabo, xiii. p. 899. rb

' The supposition of Chandler that Croesus raised this monument to his father,

(Travels in Asia Minor, vol. i. p. 304), is contrary to the whole tenor of ancient

history, which furnishes no instance of such filial piety. Monarchs built their own
tombs not only in Egypt, but through the East generally (cf. Herod, i. 187, on the

sepulchre of Nitocris). There can be no doubt, from the inscription upon it, that

Darius built his own tomb at Nakhsh-i-Rustam (Colonel Rawlinson's Cuneiform In-

scriptions, vol. i. p. 290).
7
Larcher, vol. i. p. 211. "On sait que la plupart des Princes de 1'Orient asso-

cioient au trone leur fils aine. Quoique nous n'ayons aucune preuve directe qu'-

Alyattes ait associe Cr6sus, on doit cependant le presumer."
Clinton's Fast. Hell. vol. ii. p. 362. "

Although Croesus reigned only fourteen

years, yet it seems probable that he was associated in the government by his father,
as Larcher argues at large. During this period of joint government many of those

things might have been transacted which are ascribed to Croesus king of Lydia."
Bahr and Wesseling were of the same opinion. (See Bahr's Herodotus, note

upon i. 92
;
and Wesseling's Herodotus, note on i. 30.)

8 Herod, i. 92.
9

Notwithstanding the calmness with which Larcher assumes the frequency of

this practice ("on sait que la plupart des Princes de 1'Orient associoient an trone

leur fils aine "), I am inclined to think it was of exceedingly rare occurrence. In

Egypt association was undoubtedly very frequent, as the monuments testify, and

possibly the exaggeration of numbers in the dynasties of Manetho may depend mainly
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of the heir-apparent by the reigning monarch, but of that very ordinary

proceeding on the part of an eastern sovereign who anticipates his own
demise, the nomination of a successor.

1

It appears that, as the reign
of Alyattes plainly approached its close, intrigues commenced among
his sons, and a strong party was formed in favour of the prince Panta-

leon, one of the half-brothers of Croesus, which caused no little alarm
to the legitimate heir. Under these circumstances, it became especially

desirable, in order to avoid a disputed succession, that the king should

distinctly confer the crown on one or other of his sons. This is the act

to which Herodotus alludes in the passage whose meaning has been

misconceived
;
the expression which he uses is identically the same with

that which occurs later in the book (ch. 208), in reference to a similar

event, the nomination of Cambyses as his successor by Cyrus, on the

eve of his attack upon the Massagetse.
8

20. The order of events in the reign of Croesus has been already
considered. The events themselves receive but little light from sources

extraneous to Herodotus.
8 With respect to the enormous wealth for

which this king was chiefly famous among the Greeks, it may be ob-

served that he probably owed it in part to the gold washings of Pactolus

and the mines of the same precious metal which probably existed in the

neighbouring mountains,
4

in part to the tribute which he derived from
the subject nations, in part to the confiscation of the estates of a politi-

cal opponent, but chiefly to the careful husbanding of the national

revenues by his father during the long period of peace which preceded
his own accession.

5
Its reality cannot be questioned, for Herodotus had

on the great extent to which it was practised. But among the early Oriental

nations I know of only a single well authenticated instance (that of Belshazzar
;
see

the Essay
" On the History of the later Babylonians ") of the association of a son

in the government during the lifetime of his father, a custom which belongs to

countries and times where the succession is very precarious, and certainly not to

those states in which it is regarded as a right inherent in the reigning monarch to

nominate a successor from among his sons, as is the case usually in the East. Mr.

Grote, with the correct appreciation of the probable which distinguishes him, under-

stands the passage aright (vol. iii. p. 344).
1 Of this there are two clear instances even in Herodotus. Cyrus nominates

Cambyses to succeed him (i. 208), and Darius nominates Xerxes (vii. 3). In con-

nexion with the latter case Herodotus speaks of the practice as " a law of the Per-

sians" (/cari T\iv rie/xreW v6fMov). It has always prevailed in the East. See 1 Kings
i. 12-40 (where, however, there is something more like an installation than is

usual in such cases), and Ockley's History of the Saracens (Bonn's edit.), pp. 138,

430, 452.
a In the first passage (i. 92) Herodotus says, S6vros rov varpbs, (Kparfjcre

TTJJ apxy* b Kpolvos ;
in the second (i. 208), Kvpos 8e Kpo'iffov 3s rav xfVas '*&*&* r$

fuvrov ircu5t KanPixTT), r<pir * p T ^ v ft a a i \ 77 1 17 v e'5t'5ou... 5if)8cui>e, K. T. A. This

gift of the crown is beyond a doubt the same as the appointment spoken of in the

case of Xerxes ij 8e? pivt
air o5e'ai/T a a<r<Ae'a, KOTO rb Ufpfffuv vopov,

OVTU (rrpaTfVfa&ai .... 6 Aupeun RaoiXia /j.iv a -n e 5 e e (vii. 2-3).
1
^Elian

( V. H. iii. 26), Suidas (in voc. 'ApiVropxcOi and Polyaenus (vi. 50) have

certain tales which admit of being introduced into the history of the reign of Croesus

as delivered by Herodotus
;
but their authority is too slight, and the tales are too

insignificant, to require more than this cursory notice.
4
Strabo, xiii. p. 897.

5 The offerings at Delphi and at the shrine of Amphiaraiis are declared by Her-
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himself seen the ingots of solid gold, six palms long, three broad, and

one deep (the size of a tall folio volume, of about the usual thickness),

which, to the number of one hundred and seventeen, were laid up in the

treasury at Delphi, proof at once of the riches and of the munificence

of the princely donor. He had also beheld in various parts of Greece

the following offerings, all in gold, which had been deposited in the

Greek temples by the same opulent monarch : a figure of a lion, probably
of the natural size

;
a wine bowl of about the same weight as the lion

;
a

lustral vase
;
a statue of a female, said to be Croesus's baking-woman,

four feet and a half high ;
a shield and spear ;

a tripod ;
some figures

of cows, and a number of pillars ;
and a second shield, in a different place

from the first, and of greater size.
8 Nor is there any improbability in

the tradition which he has mentioned, that the offerings of Crossus,

to the oracular shrine at Branchidae, which had been carried off by the

Persians on the occasion of the Ionian revolt, were similar in character

and equal in value to the gifts at Delphi.
7

21. The wealth of Croasus, therefore, must be regarded as an estab-

lished fact. The same historical character attaches to his conquests,
his alliances, his consultation of the Greek oracles, and particular satis-

faction with those of Delphi and Amphiaraus, his invasion of the domin-

ions of Cyrus and its consequences, the fall of Sardis, and his own

captivity. The narrative, however, into which these materials have

been worked up, is altogether of a poetic character. It seems as if the

imagination of the Greeks had been struck with peculiar force by the

spectacle of that great reverse of fortune whereof the Lydian king was

the victim. The tragedy had been acted, as it were, under their eyes;
and it was a sight altogether new to them. They had seen the rapid
rise and growth of a magnificent empire upon their borders, and had

felt its irresistible might in opposition to themselves : they had been

dazzled by the lavish display of wealth exceeding all that their poets
had ever fabled of Colchis or Hesperia : they had no doubt shared in

the confident expectation of further conquests with which the warrior-

prince, at the head of his unvanquished bands, had crossed the Halys
to attack his unknown enemy. And they had been spectators of the re-

sult. Within a few weeks, the prosperous and puissant monarch, master

of untold treasures, ruler over thirteen nations, lord of all Asia from

the Halys to the sea, was a captive and a beggar, the miserable depend-
ant upon the will of a despot whose anger he had provoked. Such a

catastrophe had in it something peculiarly calculated to excite the feel-

odotus to have been wholly from this source, and may in some degree indicate its

amplitude. They were the first-fruits (airapx'fi) of his inheritance
;
the entire sum

obtained by confiscation was laid out in offerings, and from hence were derived the

gifts at Branchidae, at Ephesus, and at the temple of Jupiter Ismenius in Thebes

(Herod, i. 92).
8 See Herod, i. 50-51 and 92.
7

ret (v Bpayx'l^P ffl
'rVffl MiATjtn'wj/ oj/a^TJ/Aara Kpoiffw, iv ^ya> iru*>3rai/o/icu, Iff a T(

ffTaS/j.bv Kal 6/j.o7a Tolai tv AA<pot<rt (Herod, i. 92). They were of such

value that, at the breaking out of the Ionian revolt, it was thought by one of the

wisest of the Greeks, Hecataausthe Milesian, that the success of the struggle depended
on their being applied to military purposes (Herod, v. 36).
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ings of the Greeks. Accordingly the story of Croesus seems to have
become to the romancers' of the period what the old heroic tale of

(Edipus was to the tragedians,
9
the type of human instability. On the

original historic facts were engrafted from time to time such incidents

as the fancy of each writer deemed appropriate, and the whole gradually
took the perfect form which delights us in Herodotus. The warning
of Solon

; even, it may be, his visit to Sardis
;
the coming of the Phrygian

prince Adrastus,
1
the death of Atys,

a
the profound grief of the father,

the marvellous answers of the oracles, the recovery of speech by the dumb
son, the scene upon the funeral pyre, the reproaching of Apollo and his

reply, all these seem to be subsequent additions to the original historic

outline, whereby it was filled up in accordance with Greek conceptions
of the fitness of things. Nor did the romancers stop at the point of

greatest perfection, that, namely, to which the tale had reached in the

days of Herodotus, or which perhaps it owed to his good taste and true

poetic feeling. In after times the same inventive spirit was at work,
and later authors continued to embellish with further details and fresh

incidents, the story of the fall of Croesus. A fragment of such an im-

proved version of the tale remains in Damascenus, by which we may learn

something of the mode in which the Herodotean legend was formed. [A.]

[Note A.]

The tale in Damascenus runs as follows :

"
Cyrus pitied Croesus, but the Persians were angry with him and raised

a mighty funeral pyre at the foot of a lofty hill, from which they intended to

behold the spectacle of his suffering. The
royal

train came forth from the

palace-gate and the king himself was in the midst, and all around strangers
and citizens were flocking to see the sight. A little while and the officers

appeared leading their prisoner in his chains, and with him twice seven Lyd-
ians

; then there burst from the multitude of the city a piercing cry men
and women alike weeping and beating their breasts. The lamentation when

8

Although the Ao^oiroiol of the Greeks may not exactly correspond to the ro-

mancers of the middle ages or of more recent times, since they certainly affected

somewhat more of an historic character, yet the notices which remain to us seem
to indicate that their writings in reality partook far more of the nature of romances
than of historic narratives. (See Thucyd. i. 21.)

9 Note the correspondency between the lines with which Sophocles concludes

the (Edipus Tyrannus and the words of warning addressed by Solon to Croesus

(Herod, i. 32).
1

Phrygia, at the time when Adrastus flies to Sardis for protection, is already
a province of the Lydiaii empire (Herod, i. 28). The story makes it independent.
Adrastus is a purely Greek name, which a Phrygian prince is not likely to have

borne.
8 The name Atys is enough to cause suspicion. Apart from its supposed signi-

ficance (see Murc's Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. p. 326), it is a name belonging to the

purely mythic period, the period of the so-called first dynasty. None of the names
of that period seem to have been in use among the Mermnada.
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the town was taken was not to be compared with this for bitterness
;
he must

have been hard of heart who could have stood by and not pitied the calamity
of the fallen prince or admired the love of his people to him, for all gazed upon
him as if he had been their father, and at the sight some rent their garments
and others tore their hair, and there was a great multitude of women who
led the way with wailing and beating of the breast ;

he himself went forward
without a tear, but with a grave, sad countenance. All this time Cyrus did

not interfere, but let things take their course, in hopes that some touch of

compassion would move the heart of the Persians. Now when Croesus came

opposite to the place where Cyrus sat, he cried to the king with a loud voice

entreating to be allowed to see his son it was his son who had been dumb
and had recovered his speech whom he wished to see who now spake readily
and was a youth of sense and feeling. Cyrus ordered him to be brought, and

presently he arrived with a goodly company of his companions following after

him. Then Croesus was no longer himself, but for the first time began to

weep. The youth, with many tears and cries, fell on his father's neck, and
said, sobbing,

' Alas ! father, for thy piety ! will the gods never succour us ?
'

Then, addressing himself to the Persians, he exclaimed,
' Take me also, I

beseech you, and burn me with him on the pyre : I was not a whit less your
enemy than he.' But Croesus rejoined,

' Thou sayest not true, sou ;
'tis I alone

who am to blame for beginning the war, not thou, nor thy companions, nor

any of the rest of the Lydians. It is just, therefore, that I should bear the

punishment.' But the youth clung closely to his father and would not let go
all the while uttering the saddest cries, so that all were filled with pity, and

exhorting the Persians to take them both together to the pyre.
'

For,' said

he to Croesus,
l be sure I will not survive thy death, my father. If they will

not let me die with thee now, expect me shortly. Have I any hope in life

I, who from my birth have been nothing but a burden both to myself and
thee ? When thou wert prosperous I was fain to avoid thy sight, through the
shame I felt at my infirmity. It was not till calamity overtook us that I

found a voice, which the gods seem only to have bestowed on me that I might
be able to bewail our misfortunes.' The father answered,

' At thy age, my
son, it canuot but be wrong to despair; many years of life are before thee;
even I have not laid aside all hope of some help from heaven.' As he was

speaking, there came up a train of female slaves, who brought costly dresses
and all manner of rich ornaments, which the Lydian women had sent to adorn
the funeral-pyre of their king. Then Croesus embraced his son and the

Lydians who stood near, and mounted the pile. The youth, with hands out-

stretched towards heaven, prayed thus :
* Oh ! King Apollo, and all ye gods

whom my father was wont to honour, descend now to our aid, lest all religion
perish from the earth together with' Croesus.' With this he sought to cast

himself also upon the pyre, but his friends laid hold of him and prevented
him. In the mean time, just as Croesus was going up, the Sibyl was ob-
served descending from an eminence and coming towards the place to see what
was happening. Straightway a murmur ran through the crowd that the

prophetess was approaching, and they were all agape to hear if she would
deliver any divine message about Croesus. She did not disappoint them, but
after a brief space thus exclaimed, in an earnest and impassioned tone :

"
Wretches, wherefore so hot upon mischief that will not be suffered ?

Jove the supreme, and Phoebus forbid it, and Amphiaraus.
Hark to the truth-speaking voice of the seer, and beware of offending
Heaven by your folly, for so ye will bring on you swift destruction."

Cyrus heard what she said, and immediately sent heralds to spread the oracle

among the Persians, but they suspected that the Sibyl had been practised

upon, and came for the express purpose of saving Croesus. He the while sate
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upon the pyre, and with him the twice-seven Lydians, and the Persians with

burning torches stood around and set the pyre alight. Then there was a

silence, in the midst of which Croesus was heard to groan deeply and thrice

utter the name of Solon. Cyrus wept at the sound, bethinking himself how
greatly he was angering the gods by yielding to the will of the Persians, and

burning a prince his equal in rank, and, once, in fortune. And now some of the

Persians left Croesus and gathered around their king, and, seeing how sorrowful

he was, entreated him to have the flames extinguished. So Cyrus sent his

orders to put out the fire
;
but the pile was by this time in a blaze, and burnt

so fiercely that no one could venture to approach near to it. Then it is said

that Croesus looked up to heaven and besought Apollo to come to his aid,

since his very enemies were now willing to save him, but lacked the power.
It was a gusty day, with a strong east wind blowing, but as yet there had
been no rain. As Croesus prayed, the air grew suddenly dark and clouds

collected together from all quarters, with much thunder and lightning, and
such a storm of rain burst forth, that, while it completely extinguished the

blazing pyre, it almost drowned those who were seated thereupon ;
so the

Persians speedily stretched a purple awning over Croesus, and great fear fell

upon them all. Terrified by the darkness and the violent wind, and still more

by the thunder, and struck by the hoofs of the horses, which were rendered

restive by the storm, they trembled with aifright ;
and as they thought of the

warning of the Sibyl and of the oracles of Zoroaster, they called yet more

loudly upon Cyrus to spare Croesus, and, prostrating themselves upon the

ground, besought the gods to pardon them. Some say that Thales had fore-

seen, from certain signs which he had observed, that there would be a storm,
and expected it exactly at the time it happened. Thenceforth the Persians

began to observe the law of Zoroaster, which forbade the burning of dead

bodies, or any other pollution of the element of fire
;
and so the ancient ordi-

nance, which had been neglected, was established among them. Cyrus
after this took Croesus with him to his palace, and comforted him, and spake

friendly words to him, for he thought that he was the most religious of men ;

he also exhorted him, if he had any request to make, not to be afraid to speak

out boldly and tell it. Then said Croesus. ' Oh ! my lord, since thou art so

gracious to thy servant, permit me, I beseech thee, to send these gyves to

Delphi, and to ask the God what I ever did to him that he should entice me

by deceiving oracles to make war on thee in the confident hope of victory, only

to gain such first-fruits as these '(here he pointed to his fetters),
' and where-

fore there is such forgetfulness of benefits on the part of the Grecian gods ?
'

Cyrus granted his request with a smile, and promised him equal success when

he should ask greater favours. In a little time the two princes became close

friends, and Cyrus gave Croesus back his wives and children, and took him

with him when he went away from Sardis. Some say he would have made

him governor of the place if he had not been fearful of his rebelling."
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I ESSAY II.

ON THE PHYSICAL AND POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY OF ASIA MINOR.

1. Physical Geography of Asia Minor Shape, dimensions, and boundaries. 2. Great
central Plateau. 3. Division of Plateau Lake region Northern flat Rivers which
drain the latter (i.) The Yechil-Irmak, or Iris (ii.) The Kizil-Irmak, or Halys
(iii.) The Sakkariah, or Sangarius. 4. Coast tracts outside the Plateau : (i.) South-
ern (ii.) Northern (iii.)

Western. 5. Its rivers. 6. Its general character. 7. Po-
litical Geography. 8. Fifteen nations : (i.) Phrygians (ii.) Matieni (iii.) Cilicians

(iv.) Pamphyhans (y.) Lycians (vi.)Caunians (vii.) Carians (viii.) Lydians
(ix.) Greeks (x.) Mysians (xi.) Thracians (xii.) Mariandynians (xiii.) Paphla-

gonians (xiv.) Chalybes (xv.) Cappadocians. 9. Comparison of Herodotus with

Ephorus.

1. ASIA MINOR, or the Peninsula of Anatolia, is in form an irregular

parallelogram, facing the four cardinal points, in length from west to

east about 650 miles, in average breadth from north to south 350 miles.

It is bounded on the north by the Euxine (Black Sea) and Propontis

(Sea of Marmora) ;
on the west side by the ^Egean ;

on the south by
the Mediterranean; on the east by an imaginary line, bearing N.N.E.
from the north-eastern angle of the gulf of Issus (Iskenderoun) to Ordou

(long. 37 50', lat. 40 55') on the Euxine. 1

Its size is somewhat more
than half that of France.

2. The greater part of the peninsula consists of a high plateau or

table-land, enclosed by the range of Taurus on the south, and on the

north by another line of mountains of less elevation, which branches

from the Georgian Caucasus, and under various names runs across the

peninsula from east to west, at an average distance of 50 or 60 miles

from the shore, joining the Mysian Olympus, between Nicsea (Isnik) and

Dorylseum (Eski Shaker), in lat. 40, long. 30. A lateral ridge, rising

but slightly above the level of the plateau, connects Mount Taurus with

the Mysian Olympus, and forms the western boundary of the elevated

tract in question. This ridge may be regarded as commencing near

Burdoor (lat. 38, long. 30 10'), and running in a direction a little west

of north to Kudshalak, a small village about half-way between Prusa

(Brmsa) and Cotyseum (Kutahiah). On the east the plateau stretches

up to the roots of Anti-Taurus, Paryadres, and other divergent branches

from the great mountain-cluster of Armenia.

1
It has been customary to reckon the isthmus as lying between the gulfs of

Issus and Amisus (Samsoun) ;
but recent observations have shown that the shortest

line from sea to sea is from the north-east angle of the gulf of Issus to some point

between Fatsa and Kerasunt, in the ancient country of the eastern Chalybians.

According to the maps, Ordou seems to be about the nearest point. (See Rennell's

Geography of Western Asia, vol. i. p. 337, and the Maps of Mr. Hamilton.)
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The length of this plateau may be estimated at 500, its average
breadth at '250 miles. Thus it occupies above one-half of the peninsula.

3. It must not be supposed that the whole of this region forms a

single plain. On the south-east and south, numerous high ridges, with
a direction for the most part from south-east to north-west, isolate from
the more northern portion of the plateau tracts of considerable size, the

waters of which do not flow to the sea, but, like those of Thibet, Canda-

har, and central Persia, form rivers which end in lakes that have no
outlet.

3 Such are the plains of Egerdir, Ak-Shehr, llgun, Koniah, Bei-

Shrfir, Erkle, Karahissar, &c. 3 Such again is the great central plain,
wherein is situated the vast salt lake of Touz-Ghieul^ the ancient Palus
Tattaea. The breadth of this lake-region is from 80 to 130 miles.

Above it the land is more level, varied only by hills of moderate height,
and occasionally expanding into enormous flats, particularly towards the

centre or axis of the peninsula.
4 The dip of the plateau above the lake-

region is to the north, and the whole tract is drained by three great
rivers, which force their way through narrow gorges in the northern

mountain-chain, and discharge their waters into the Euxine. These are

the Techii-Irmak (the ancient Iris), the Kizil-Irmak (or Halys), and the

Sakkariah (or Sangarius).

(i.)
The YechU-Irmak is the most eastern of the three, and drains a

*
Col. Leake thus describes one of these tracts, the plain of Iconium (Kdniah) :

" Soon after we had quitted this spot, we entered upon a ridge branching east-

ward from the great mountains on our right, and forming the northern boundary
of the plain of Kbnia. On the descent from this ridge we came in sight of the vast

plain around that city, and of the lake which occupies the middle of it
;
and we saw

the city with its mosques and ancient walls, still at a distance of 12 or 14 miles from
us. To the north-east nothing appeared to interrupt the vast expanse but two very
lofty summits covered with snow, at a great distance. They can be no other than
the summits of Mount Argaeus above Kesaria, and are consequently a hundred and

fifty miles distant from us, in a direct line. To the south-east the same plains extend
as far as the mountains of Karaman (Taurus). . . . We were much struck with
the appearance of a remarkable insulated mountain called Karadagh. ... It

is about 60 miles distant, and beyond it are seen some of tjje summits of the Kara-
man range, which cannot be less than ninety miles from us." Journal of a Tour in

Asia Minor, p. 45.

Afterwards he observes: "A characteristic of these Asiatic plains is the exact-
ness of the level, and the peculiarity of their extending, without any previous slope,
to the foot of the mountains, which rise from them like lofty islands out of the sur-

face of the ocean
"

(p. 95).
*
Colonel Leake travelled along this lake country from Bulwudun to Karaman,

a distance of above 150 miles, through the plains of Ak-Shehr, Ilgiin, Kdniah, and

Kaxsabd, to the northern foot of Taurus, near Karaman. He found reason to believe

that the same sort of country extended to the north-east as far as Mount Argaeus

(Erdji*h\ and to the west as far as Burdoor. (See his map, prefixed to the Travels

in Asia Minor.) The latter opinion has been confirmed by more recent travellers.

(See Fellows's Asia Minor, p. 160; Hamilton's Travels, vol. ii. pp. 284-313.)
4 Sir C. Fellows thus describes the country near Cotyaeum: "We continued the

ascent for an hour, and I fully expected to find myself on a barren summit
;
but

what was my surprise, on reaching the top, at seeing before me meadows and culti-

vated land for twenty miles !
"

(pp. 125-6.) These table-lands continued naarly to

Lake Ascania (pp. 130, 150, 155, &c.). Colonel Leake saw similar tracts towards
the north, on his road from Bulwudun to Karaman (Travels in Asia Minor, pp. 45,

96, <J7, &c.).
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district of far less extent than either of the others. It is formed of

three principal streams, the largest of which, the ancient Lycus, descends

from the Armenian mountains, and does not belong properly to the region
under consideration. The other two, the central one, regarded by the

ancients as the upper Iris, and the western, which was called the Scylax,

carry off the waters from a tract which lies, as it were, within the basin

of the Kizil-Irmak^ being a portion of the ancient Cappadocia. Of this

region very little is known; compared to the central and western por-
tions of the plateau, it seems to be rough and mountainous.

6

(ii. )
The great river of Asia Minor is the Kml~Irmakf or ancient

Halys. Its real source is in Armenia, near the city of Siwax (Sebaste),
whence it flows with a western or south-western course, receiving many
tributaries on its way, as far as Kemriah (the ancient Csesarea-Mazaca),
in long. 35 20'. Soon after it turns to the north-west, and receives the

streams which flow from the northern flank of the range of hills which,

branching from Mount Argseus, near Kesariah, passes to the north of

Lake Tatta, and there sinks into the plain. The augmented stream then

proceeds northward by a bold sweep towards the west, and, forcing its

way through the northern range near Osmanjik, runs into the Euxine
within about 40 miles of the Yechilrlrmak. The basin drained by this

stream is thus about 300 miles in its greatest width, and 175 miles

from north to south, between Mount Argam and the gorge at Osmanjik.

(iii.) The third river, the Sakkariah^ or Sangarius, like the Iris, has

three principal branches. The easternmost, called at present the Engun
$w, rises beyond Ancyra (Enguri), but a few leagues from the banks
of the Halys. After running about 70 miles with a course nearly due

west, it joins the central stream, which is regarded by the Turks as the

main river, and called the Sakkariah. This branch springs from the

flanks of the great mountain, Emir Dagh, near Bulwudun, and flows

north-east to the point of junction. From thence, until its union with

the third stream, the Pursek, or ancient Thyrabrias, the course of the

Sakkariah is very imperfectly known. Its general direction is still to

the west, but after receiving the Pursek it turns northward, making (like

the Kizil-Irmak) a bold westerly sweep, and pierces the northern moun-
tain-chain near Shughut, after which it runs with almost a straight
course into the Euxine. The tract of country which it drains is an

oblong, about 200 miles across from the hills east of Ancyra to the

mountains west of CotyaBum, and 100 miles from north to south, between
the range of Emir-Dagh and the Bithynian Olympus.

4. Outside the high central plateau, which has been described, on

three sides, southward, westward, and northward, lie strips of territory.

.TJiese
tracts require separate consideration.

(i.) The range of Taurus, which bounds the central plateau on the

side of the Mediterranean, like the European mountain-ranges whose

direction is the same, presents its steep side to the south. From the

summit of the chain, distant in general about 60 or 70 miles from the

6 Hamilton's Travels in Asia Minor, Pontus, and Armenia (vol. i. pp. 344-365).
6 Called also the Atoe, or Atoe-Su. Kizil-Irmak is merely

" Red River."
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coast, the descent into the valleys of Lycia, Pamphylia, and Cilicia, is

rapid and precipitous. These valleys, which are narrow and numerous,
and have a general direction from north to south, are separated from
each other by lateral spurs from the great chain, of an elevation very
little inferior to that of Taurus itself.

7 In two places only along the

whole southern coast do the valleys expand into plains at Adalia (the
ancient Attalia) in Pamphylia, and near Tersoos (or Tarsus), where the

vast alluvium, formed by the three streams of tne Cydnus, the Sarus

(Sihoon), and the Pyramus (Jyhoon), has created the extensive flat which

gave to the eastern portion of Cilicia the name of Cilicia Campestris.*

Elsewhere, along the whole line of coast, the mountains descend

abruptly into the Mediterranean, except where the small streams, which

carry off the waters from the south side of Taurus, reach the sea.

The principal of these streams is the Calycadnus, or Ghiuk-Sooyou,
which has formed at its mouth a delta of considerable extent. Unlike

the other streams of Cilicia and Pamphylia, this river flows from west

to east, or more strictly from N.W. by W., to S.E. by E. A spur from

Taurus,
9 which leaves the main ridge in long. 32 15', and projects

towards the coast in a direction at first south, then south-east, and

finally east, leaves between Taurus and itself a large tract which can

only be drained by a water-course with this bearing. The whole region
is mountainous in the extreme, forming a portion of the ancient Cilicia

Trachea. Numerous valleys from the flanks of Taurus, and others

from the spur itself, the ancient Imbarus (?), converge, and their sev-

eral streams uniting above SeUfke (Seleucia) form the Calycadnus,
which at present reaches the sea about ten miles below that city. No
other river along the entire south coast, except, perhaps, the Pyramus,
is to be compared with this either for size or volume.

Such are the principal features of the southern tract, a narrow and

somewhat winding strip of territory, extending from the Gulf of Issus

on the east, to that of Mandelyah (lassus) on the west, a distance of

nearly 500 miles, and varying in breadth from 20 to 70 miles.

(ii.) Opposite to this tract, upon the north, lies a strip of territory,

somewhat broader and far less mountainous, 650 miles from east to west,

7 The elevation of Mount Taurus is not very great. The highest peaks are said

to be about nine or ten thousand feet above the level of the sea. Leake even (p.

104) calls a summit between six and seven thousand feet high
" one of the highest

in the range of Taurus." Many peaks in the lateral ranges have been found by ob-

servation to be nearly 6000 feet. Mount Takhtalu, a continuation of Climax, on
the eastern coast of Lycia, is 7800 feet. (See Beaufort's Karamania, p. 57.)

8 The Jyhoon (Pyramus) falls now into the Gulf of Issus, and may seem therefore

to have had nothing to do with the formation of the great alluvial plain of Adana

(the ancient Campus Aleius). But the fact is that the river has, in comparatively
modern times, changed its course. Anciently it ran through the middle of the Cam-

pus Aleius, and reached the sea to the west of the promontory of Karadash (Megar-

sus), as Kiepert rightly shows upon his map. (Pamphylia, Kilikia, und Kypros.

Compare Beaufort's Karamania, pp. 285-8.)
9
Called incorrectly by Major Rennell a second ridge, parallel to Taurus (Geog-

raphy of Western Asia, vol. ii. pp. 78-9). Kiepert's map exhibits the true nature

of the ridge, which breaks away from the main chain in long. 30 (East from Paris)
or 32 15' (East from Greenwich).
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and from 40 to 100 miles across. Of this district, with the exception
of its western portion, the ancient Mysia and Bithynia, modern Euro-

peans have but a very scanty knowledge. It appears, from such notices

as are procurable, to be, in its central parts, between the Iris and San-

garius, a level and fertile country, well-watered and well-wooded, but

not possessing any very marked or striking features. Eastward of the

Iris, and westward of the Sangarius, the character of the region is some-

what different. The rivers run in narrow valleys, or ravines, and the

intermediate country is wild and rocky, scarcely admitting of cultivation.

Westward of the Sangarius, there are a few alluvial plains, on the bor-

ders of the great lakes, which now only occupy a portion of their origi-
nal beds.

(iii.)
The third tract, which lies westward of the plateau, intervening

between it and the JEgean, is in form nearly a triangle, of which the

coast-line forma the base, while its apex is near Sandookli, above the

head-streams of the Maeander. The base extends about 160 miles, from
the Gulf of Adramyttium to that of Mandelyah, and the apex is distant

about 190 miles from the coast. The upper part of the triangle, near

the apex, partakes of the character of the central plateau. It contains

extensive plains at a high elevation above the sea, as those of Ushak,

Gobek, Deenair, Menzil, &c. These great flats are barren, and are trav-

ersed by streams, which for the most part form for themselves in the soft

soil deep gullies, at the bottom of which they run, often 500 feet below
the surface of the plain. About half-way between the apex and the

coast, the general level of the country sinks, and several important moun-

tain-ranges break away from the elevated table-land, dividing the lower

portion of the triangle into the four great valleys of the Caicus, the Her-

nius, the Cayster, and the Maeander. These mountain-ranges are the

Kestaneh-Dagh, or Messogis, which separates between the Maeander and
the Cayster; the Kisilja-mwa-Dagh, or Tmolus, which divides the

basin of the Cayster from that of the Hermus; and the extension

of the Demirji range, known to the ancients as Pitnaeus and Sardene,
which intervenes between the basins of the Hermus and the Caicus.

The general direction of these mountain-ranges, and also of the four

great streams which they separate, is from east to west. To the north

and south the triangle is enclosed by the Demirji-Dagh, or Temnus, and

the Baba-Dagh, or Cadmus, both branches from the transverse ridge
which connects Taurus with the northern mountain-chain.

5. Of the four streams which have been mentioned, two, the Maean-

der and the Hermus, are of a size far exceeding that of the others. Both
have their sources on the flanks of the great plateau, and each is formed

by the confluence of a large number of streams of nearly equal magni-
tude. Four rivers, the Kopli Sit, the Bams Chai, the Sandookli Chat,

and the Deenair river, unite to form the Maeander (Mendere), which then

receives on its way to the sea the waters of three considerable
1 and nu-

merous smaller tributaries. The Hermus (Kodus, or Ghiediz Chai) is

1 These are the Tchoruk Su or Lycus, the Kara Su or Harpasus, and the Cheena

Chai or Marsyas.
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formed by the confluence of three rivers, the Demirji Chai, the Aineh

Chat, and the Ghiediz Chai, and is afterwards augmented by the two

great streams of the Cogamus, and the Hyllus or Phrygius.* The Cays-
ter and the Ca'icus, the latter above the Hermus, the former between it

and the Mieander, are minor streams, and receive no tributaries of con-

sequence.
6. This portion of Asia Minor is famous for its rich and fertile

plains.
3 These are almost entirely along the courses of the principal

rivers, especially where they receive a tributary, or disembogue into the

sea. At the mouths of the Mseander and the Hermus are vast alluvi-

ums, which have grown immensely since the time of Herodotus, and
which every year augments.

4 The Cayster and the Caicus have large

though less extensive deltas. The valleys, too, in which the rivers run,
are broad and noble, and contain many plains of great note, as that called

by the ancients the plain of the Hermus, which is at the junction of that

stream with the Phrygius ;
that of Sardis, where the Cogamus joins the

Hermus; that of Pergamus, where the Ceteius unites with the Caicus;
and that of the Cayster, where that river receives the Phyrites, near

Ephesus. Modern travellers remark the peculiar beauty and flatness

of these plains, from which the mountains rise suddenly, like islands

from the surface of the ocean.
6

Still the greater portion, even of the

lower region, is barren and unfruitful, being occupied by the mountain-

ranges already spoken of; and the upper country, towards the apex of

the triangle, is even less adapted for cultivation. The middle region,
which abounds in traces of volcanic action (the ancient Catakecaumene),
is a more fertile and productive territory.

7. Such are the chief features in the physical geography of Asia

Minor. An outline of its political geography, according to the showing
of Herodotus, has now to be given.

8. Asia Minor contained anciently, according to Herodotus, fifteen

races or nations. Of these four occupied the southern region ; namely,
the Cilicians, the Pamphylians, the Lycians, and the Caunians

;

6
four lay

to the west of the great table-land, either upon or very near the coast,

the Carians, the Lydians, the Mysians, and the Greeks
;
four bordered

on the Euxine, the Thracians, Mariandynians, Paphlagonians, and Cap-

padocians ; three, finally, dwelt in the interior, the Phrygians, the Chal-

ybes, and the MatiSni.

(i.)
The boundaries of these several tribes cannot be settled with ex-

a Sometimes a larger stream than the Hermus before the junction. See Fellows's

Asia Minor, p. 20.
3
Strabo, xiii. 901-2.

* Herodotus notices the increase of land at the mouth of the Mseander (ii. 10).

Pliny mentions the growth at the mouth of the Hermus (H. N. v. 29). Chandler re-

marks the further accumulation of soil in both places (vol. i. pp. 86 and 201-206),
and speculates on future changes of a still more extraordinary character (ib. p. 88

and p. 207). Sir C. Fellows follows in the same track (Asia Minor, p. 16).
5
Fellows's Asia Minor, p. 26-

6 The Caunians are mentioned as a distinct people in ch. 172. In the enumera-

tion (ch. 28) they are omitted, being considered (perhaps) as included in the Lycians,
to whom they in fact belonged. (See note to book i. ch. 172.) Scylax, however,
reckons Caunus to Caria. (Peripl. p. 92.)
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act accuracy. The high table-land, westward of the Halys, seems to

have constituted the country of the Phrygians, but their limits did not

exactly coincide with its natural barriers. The Halys was their eastern

boundary, as Herodotus expressly testifies
;

7 and there is no reason to

doubt that their limits northwards and southwards coincided nearly
with the chain of Taurus and the continuation of the Olympian moun-

tain-range ;
but towards the west it would seem that they extended be-

yond the transverse ridge so often alluded to, occupying a considerable

portion of the tract which lies westward of that watershed, and is drained

by the head-streams of the Hermus and the Mseander. Colossse, on
the Lycus before its junction with the Maeander, is reckoned to Phrygia ;

8

and Strabo even places the boundary yet further to the west.
9 The Cat-

akecaumene is, however, always regarded as beyond the Phrygian ter-

ritory.
1

(ii.)
The table-land, immediately east of the Halys, appears to be

assigned by Herodotus to the Matieni, a people not mentioned among
the inhabitants of the peninsula by the geographers, but occasionally al-

luded to by writers of the age of Herodotus.
2 The Halys has the Ma-

tieni on the right, while it has the Phrygians on the left, and does not

reach Cappadocia until it touches the country of the Paphlagonians.*

(iii.)
The strip of territory south of the table-land belonged to the

Cilicians, the Pamphylians, and the Lycians, or Termilae. Cilicia ex-

tended indeed considerably to the north of Taurus, unless we regard
Herodotus as altogether mistaken with respect to the course of the upper
Halys.

4
It occupied the eastern portion of the south coast, opposite Egypt*

Its western boundary is not fixed by Herodotus, but we know that in

after times it was placed at Coracesium" (Alaya). On the East the

Euphrates divided Cilicia from Armenia. 7

(iv.) Pamphylia lay west of Cilicia. Herodotus does not fix any of

its boundaries, but the geographers
8

agree with respect to the coast-line,

7 Herod, i. 72.
8
Xenopb. Anab. i. ii. 6.

9 At Carura, below the junction of the Lycus with the Mseander (xii. p. 837).
1 The doubt was whether it belonged to Mysia or Lydia. See Strabo, xiii. p. 900.
a Hecataei Fragm. 188, 189. Xanthi Fragm. 3. Ephorus did not mention them

in his enumeration of the inhabitants of the peninsula (Frag. 80).
3 Herod, i. 72. Elsewhere, however, Cappadocia appears to include the Matieni.

The road from Sardis to Susa passed through Lydia, Phrygia, Cappadocia, and Cili-

cia. No Matieni are mentioned upon this part of the route (v. 52).
4 The upper Halys flows Sia KiAtKw*/

(i. 72). If we regard Herodotus as ac-

quainted with the real course of the river, this expression will extend Cilicia to the
39th parallel, a whole degree north of the Taurus range. Modern geographers have

supposed that Herodotus was unacquainted with the main source of the Halys, and

imagined the stream to flow from the northern flanks of Taurus, and to run during
its whole course nearly from south to north. To excuse this ignorance, they have
maintained the existence of a great stream, easily mistaken for the real Halys, in

these regions, and with this direction. (Bahr ad Herod, i. 72
;
Rennell's Geography

of Western Asia, vol. i. p. 352.) Mr. Hamilton's travels have shown that there is

no such river. The range of hills which extends from Csesarea (Kesariah) to the

north of Lake Tatta (Touz Ghieul) is nowhere above 30 miles from the Halys, and
no stream from the south pierces it. (Compare note 6

to book i. ch. 6.)
5 Herod, ii. 34.

6
Strabo, xiv. p. 953.

7 Herod, v. 52.
8
Rennell's Western Asia, vol. ii.p. 71.
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that it extended from Coracesium to Phaselis (Tekrova), at the foot of
Mount Climax. Herodotus appears to have regarded Pamphylia as

bounded on the east by Cilicia, on the west by Lycia, and on the north by
Phrygia. He is not acquainted with the Pisidia of more recent writers,

9

which was a mountain-tract, lying inland, and separating Pamphylia from

Phrygia, thus bounding Pamphylia to the north. Probably he reckoned
this tract partly to Phrygia, partly to Pamphylia.

(v.) Lycia lay next to Pamphylia upon the south coast. It extended
from Phaselis on the east to the valley of the Calbis on the west, where
the territory of the Caunians bounded it. Inland it reached to the

mountain-ranges of Taurus and Daedala. It appears to have been di-

vided into three portions Lycia Proper, or the country of the Troes
and Termilae, which included the whole of the coast, being the tract lying
south of Daedala, Massicytus, and the range which connects Massicytus
with Mount Takhtalu ; Milyas, the high plain about Lake Avelan, in which
stands the large town of Almali ; and Cabalia, the central plain of Satala

(called now Satala Yeeilassy), which is enclosed by Taurus, Massicytus,
and a low range of hills separating it from the more eastern plain of

Almali, or Milyas.

(vi.) The western coast was occupied anciently by the three native

races of the Carians, the Lydians, and the Mysians. Between Lycia
and Caria intervened the small state of Caunus, the coast-line of which
cannot have extended further than from the Calbis (Dollomon Chai) to

the Rhodian Chersonese. Inland the Caunians may have reached to the

mountain-ranges of Lida and Salbacon, beyond which was certainly
Caria. No writer but Herodotus speaks of the Caunians as a distinct

people.

(vii.) Caria was anciently the whole country from Caunus on the

south to the mouth of the Mseander on the west coast. It extended in-

land at least as far as Carura, near the junction of the Lycus with the

Mseander. The chain of Cadmus (Baba I)agK) formed, apparently, its

eastern boundary. In process of time the greater part of the coast was

occupied by the Greeks. The peninsula of Cnidus, with the tract above
it known as the Bybassian Chersonese, was colonised by Dorians, as was
the southern shore of the Ceramic Gulf, from Myndus to Ceramus. More
to the north the coast was seized upon by the Ionian Greeks, who seem

to have possessed themselves of the entire seaboard from the Hermus to

the furthest recess of the Sinus lassius. Still the Carians retained some

portions of the coast, and were able to furnish to the navy of Xerxes a

fleet of seventy ships.

(viii.) Above Caria was Lydia, bounded by the Maeander on the

south, and extending northwards at least as far as the Elseitic Gulf,
1

9 The Pisidians seem to be first mentioned as a distinct people by Xenophon
(Anab. X. ii. 1, &c.). Ephorus reckoned them an inland people (Frag. 30).

1 The early Greek settlers seem to have extended Mysia as far south as the prom-

ontory of Can6, and probably this was true of the time when they made their set-

tlements. Mysia, however, was on the decline from that period ;
and there is reason

to think that, by the age of Croesus, Lydia had extended itself as far north as the

Gulf of Adramyttium. Adramyttium is spoken of uniformly as a Lydian city. (Nic.

Damasc. p. 54, Orelli. Aristot. ap. Steph. Byz. in voc.
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where it adjoined on Mysia. Eastwards it bordered on Phrygia, but
the line of demarcation between the two countries cannot be fixed. The
ancients themselves regarded it as a matter of uncertainty.

2
There is

almost equal difficulty in separating between Lydia and Mysia. The

Demirji range, with its continuation, the low line of hills which separates
the basin of the Cai'cus from that of the Hermus, is conjectured rather

than proved to be the boundary.
3

(ix.) The coast-line of this region seems to have been almost entirely
in the possession of the Greeks, the lonians extending continuously from
the Maeander to Smyrna, and again to the north of the Hermus, occu-

pying the Phocaean peninsula, while the ^Eolic Greeks were settled at

Smyrna itself, and thence extended due north,
4
as far as the Bay of

Adramyttium. The Lydians furnished no ships to the navy of Xerxes.

(x.) Mysia lay north of Lydia. The jEgaean washed it on the west,
the Hellespont and Propontis upon the north. Its eastern boundary
was probably the range of hills which forms the watershed between the

Sangarius and the Rhyndacus (Tauschanli Chai). Here it bordered on

Bithynia. It formed the western extremity of the strip of territory lying
north of the great plateau, or table-land. The Greeks occupied the en-

tire sea-board, with the exception of a small tract near Adramyttium
(Adramytti).

(xi.) Eastward of Mysia was Bithynia, or (according to Herodotus)
Asiatic Thrace, inhabited (as he maintains) by two tribes, the Thynians
and the Bithynians. These were immigrants, as he tells us,

6 from Eu-

rope. The Thynians are said to have possessed the peninsula which lies

between the Euxine and the Gulf of Izmid (Nicomedia),
8
while the Bithyn-

ians dwelt chiefly in the interior. The limits of Bithynia to the east

are variously stated. Arrian makes the Parthenius, Pliny the Billaeus,

Xenophon the city of Heraclea, the boundary. Herodotus apparently
differs from all

;
for as the Mariandynians lay between the Saugarius

and Heraclea, the Bithynia of Herodotus must be regarded as confined

on the east within the limits marked out by that river. Southward it

extended to the range of Olympus, the northern limit of the central

table-land.

(xii.) The Mariandynians beyond the Sangarius were an unimportant
tribe, probably of Thracian origin.

7

They appear to have extended but

a little way inland, not reaching to the mountain-chain, but separated
from it by the Bithynians, who stretched across from the Propontis to

the upper streams of the Billaeus (or Filyas), intervening between the

3 Strab. xiv. p. 967.
8 See Rennell's Geography of Western Asia, vol. i. p. 363.
4 Their occupation of the coast was interrupted at the Phocaean peninsula ;

but

they appear to have had a connected territory inland, extending from Smyrna across

by Temnus to Cym6, and thence along the coast far into the Gulf of Adramyttium.
(See note on book i. ch. 149.)

5 Herod, vii. 75.
6 So Rennell (Geography of Western Asia, vol. ii. p. 114); but I have failed to

find any authority for the assertion. Pliny (H. N. v. 32) makes the Thyuians the

inhabitants of the whole sea-coast of Bithynia :

" Tenent oram omncm Thyni, interi-

ora Bithyni."
7
Strab. vii. p. 427.
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Mariandynians and Phrygia. Their eastern boundary was Cape aba

(Posideium) near Eregli (Heracleia Pontica).

(xiii.) Paphlagonia succeeded, extending from Cape Baba to the
mouth of the Halys, a distance of 230 miles. The boundaries were the
Billaeus on the west, the Euxine on the north, the Halys on the east,
and on the south the range of hills which bounds the central plateau,
and here forms the watershed between the upper streams of the Sanga-
rius and the Ghieuk Irmak or Costambol Chai (the ancient Amnias), an

important tributary of the Halys, flowing into it from the low level,
with a course nearly due east.

(xiv.) It is within this district that we must seek for the country
of the Chalybes. Three authors only besides Herodotus seem to be
aware of the existence of Chalybes to the west of the Halys. These
are Pomponius Mela, Scymnus Chius, and Ephorus. Mela mentions

Chalybes as dwelling in the vicinity of Sinope,
8
while Ephorus and

Scymnus speak of them, in an enumeration of the nations of the peninsula

(n/s XeppovTJo-ov), as situated in the interior.
9 Hence they seem rightly

placed by Kiepert and Hitter near Sinope, between the Amnias and the

coast, but not upon the coast.
1

(xv.) West of the Halys, yet still within the peninsula, Herodotus

places but two nations, the Matieni and the Cappadocians. The situa-

tion of the Matieni has been already determined. Above them, reach-

ing to the coast, were the Cappadocians, or Syrians,
2
the Leuco-Syrians

of Strabo.
8

They extended eastward to Armenia, southward to Cilicia

and the country of the Matieni. To the west their boundary was the

Halys. Thus they occupied most of the eastern portion of the great

plateau, and the whole of the lower level between the plateau and the

sea, from beyond Ordou to the mouth of the great river. The country
afterwards called Pontus was the maritime portion of this region.

9. Such were the political divisions of Asia Minor recognised by
Herodotus. A century later Ephorus made an enumeration which
differs from that of Herodotus but in two or three particulars.

" Asia

Minor," he said,
"

is inhabited by sixteen races, three of which are

Greek, and the rest barbarian, not to mention certain mixed races which
are neither the one nor the other. The barbarian races are the follow-

8 Mela. i. 21.
9
Scymn. Ch. 938. Ephor. ap. Strab. xiv. p. 966. Strabo blames him on this

account. 'E<p<$pou yap rovro irp&rov airairtiv $XPnv>
r/l ^ ro^s XaAu/3ay ri^aiv tvros

TT)I Xtfiporfivov, roffourov cupfffTWTas Kal 'S.ivtairris Kal 'A/J.KTOV vpbs e'w
;
Strabo is only

aware of the eastern Chalybians.
1 See the Atlas von Hellas, Blatt iii. Mr. Grote (vol. iii. p. 336) somewhat fanci-

fully connects these Chalybes with the Cimmerians, who are said by Herodotus to

have settled in the Sinopic Chersonese (iv. 12). But Herodotus says distinctly that

the Cimmerians were afterwards expelledfrom Asia (i. 16) by Alyattes. Even if it

be granted that this passage may be an over-statement, there is nothing beyond the

vicinity to Sinope connecting the Chalybes of Herodotus and the Cimmerians.

XaA.t;/3os 2Kvb<ji> &WOIKOS (^Esch. Sept. c. Theb. 729) may refer to the eastern Chaly-

bes, and at any rate it connects Chalybes not with Cimmerians but with Scythians.
The Greeks do not appear to me to have made the confusion, which Mr. Grote im-

agines, between these two nations.
a
Herod, i. 72

;
vii. 72. s

Strab. xii. p. 788.
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ing: Upon the coast, the Cilicians, the Lycians, the Pamphylians, the

Bithynians, the Paphlagonians, the Mariandynians, the Trojans, and the

Carians
;

in the interior, the Pisidians, the Mysians, the Chalybians. the

Phrygians, and the Milyans. This catalogue is identical with that of

Herodotus, excepting that it includes the Trojans, Pisidians, and Mil-

yans, while it omits the Matieni, the Cappadocians, the Caunians, and

the Lydians. The omission of the Lydians, well objected to by
Strabo,

6 can be nothing but an oversight ;
that of the Cappadocians,

and (possibly) of the Matieni, arises from the fact that Ephorus regards
the peninsula as equivalent to Asia within the Halys. A different

principle causes the omission of the Caunians and the mention of the

Trojans, the Pisidians, and the Milyae. Ephorus is dividing the inhab-

itants of Asia Minor, not politically, but ethnically. Herodotus himself

informs us that the Milyae were a distinct race from the Lycians (Ter-
milse

6

),
and a peculiar ethnic character may have attached to the Trojans

and Pisidians. By the Trojans are probably intended those inhabitants

of Lycia who were neither Milyae nor Termilae, the Trououes of the

Lycian inscriptions, and the Trojans (Troes) mentioned in the Iliad

as brought from Lycia by Pandarus. 7 This race, though Lycian, had

its peculiar characteristics.
8 The ethnic difference between the Pisidi-

ans and their neighbours may have been even greater, for there is reason

to believe that they were an ancient and very pure Semitic race.
8 On

the other hand, the Caunians were perhaps too nearly akin to the Troes

to be distinguished from them
;
or they may have been omitted on ac-

count of their insignificance. The subjoined table will show more dis-

tinctly the harmony of Herodotus and Ephorus.

NATIONS OF ASIA MINOR, WITHIN THE HALYS.

Herodotus. Ephorus.

Cilicians . . Cilicians.

Pamphylians

Lycians )

Caunians
)

Carians

Pamphylians.
Pisidians.

Lycians.

Trojans.

Milyans.
Carians.

Lydians .......... omitted accidentally.

Mysians .......... Mysians.

Mariandynians ...... Mariandynians.
Paphlagonians ...... Paphlagonians.
Chalybes ........ Chalybes.
Phrygians ........ Phrygians.

C ^Eolians } C ^Eolians.

Greeks < lonians > . . . . Greeks < lonians.

(Dorians ) (Dorians.

4
Ap. Strab. xiv. p. 966. 6 Book xiv. p. 967.

6 Herod, i. 173.
* Horn. II. ii. 824-7.

B See Sir C. Fellows's Coins of Ancient Lycia, pp. 5-6.
9 See the last Essay of the Appendix" On the Ethnic Affinities of the Nations

of Western Asia."
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ESSAY III.

ON THE CHRONOLOGY AND HISTORY OF THE GREAT MEDIAN EMPIRE.

1. Arian origin of the Medes. 2. Close connexion with the Persians. 3. Original migra-
tion from beyond the Indus. 4. Medes occupy the tract south of the Caspian. 5.

First contact between Media and Assyria Conquest of Sargon. 6. Media under the

Assyrians. 7. Establishment of the independence: (i.) Account of Ctesias (ii.)

Account of Herodotus. 8. Cyaxares the real founder of the monarchy. 9. Events
of his reign: (i.) His war with the Scyths (ii.) Conquest of Assyria (iii.) Conquest
of the tract between Media and the river Halys (iv.) War with Alyattes (v.)

Aid

given to Nebuchadnezzar. 10. Reign of Astyages uneventful. 11. His sup-

posed identity with " Darius the Mode." 12. Media becomes a Persian satrapy.
13. Median chronology of Herodotus its difficulties. 14. Attempted solution.

1. THAT the Medes were a branch of the great Arian family, closely-

allied both in language and religion to the Persians, another Arian tribe,

seems now to be generally admitted. The statement of Herodotus

with regard to the original Median appellation,
1 combined with the na-

tive traditions of the Persians which brought their ancestors from Aria,
3

would, perhaps, alone suffice to establish this ethnic affinity. Other

proofs, however, are not wanting. The Medes are invariably called

Arians by the Armenian writers;
3 and Darius Hystaspes, in the inscrip-

tion upon his tomb, declared himself to be " a Persian, the son of a Per-

sian, an Arian, of Arian descent."
4 Thus it appears that the ethnic

appellative of Arian appertains to the two nations equally ;
and there

is every reason to believe that their language and religion were almost

identical.
8

1 Herod, vii. 62. Ot tie M?j5oj luaXfOvro ird\ai irpbs iravruv "A.pioi.
1 In the first Fargard of the Vendidad, the primeval seat of the Persians, whence

their migrations commence, is called Airyanem vaejo,
" the source or native land of

the Arians." (Cf. Prichard's Natural History of Man, p. 165
;
Mutter's Languages

of the Seat of War, p. 29, note.)
8 See Mos. Chor. i. 28, and cf. Quatremere's Histoire des Mongols, torn. i. p. 241,

note 76.
* See Col. Rawlinson's Memoir on the Persian Cuneiform Inscriptions in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. x. part iii. p. 292.
5

It may be thought that the recent discoveries militate against the notion of an

identity of language, since undoubtedly the (so-called) Median tablets are written

not only in a different language from the Persian, but in a language of a completely
distinct family. It is, however, now pretty generally allowed that the term Median,
as applied to this particular form of language, is a misnomer, retained in use at pres-

ent for convenience' sake. The language in question is not Medic but Scythic, and

inscriptions were set up in it, not for the benefit of the Medes, but of the Scythic or

Tatar tribes scattered over the Persian empire. (See Col. Rawlinson's Commentary
on the Inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia, p. 75.)

It may be added that the Median names of men and places admit almost univer-
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2. This consideration will help us to understand many facts and ex

pressions, both in sacred and profane writers, which would be altogether

inexplicable if, as has sometimes been supposed,
6
the Medes had been of an

ethnical family entirely distinct from the Persians, a Semitic, for instance,
or a Scythic race. The facility with which the two nations coalesced,
the high positions held by Medes under the Persian sway,

7
the identity

of dress remarked by Herodotus,
8
the precedency of the Medes over all

the other conquered nations, indicated by their position in the lists,
9
the

common use of the terms " the Mede,"
"
Medism,"

" the Median war,"
in connection with the Persian attacks upon Greece,

1

the oft-repeated
formula in the book of Daniel "

according to the law of the Medes and

Persians, which altereth not,"
2

these and similar expressions and facts

become instinct with meaning, and are no longer strange but quite in-

telligible when once we recognise the ethnical identity of Medes and Per-

sians, the two pre-eminent branches of the Arian stock. We see how
natural it was that there should be an intimate union, if not an absolute

fusion, of two peoples so nearly allied
;
how it was likely that the name

of either should apply to both
;
how they would have one law and one

dress as well as one religion and one language, and would stand almost,
if not quite upon a par, at the head of the other nations, who in lan-

guage, religion, and descent were aliens.

3. The great migration of the Arian race westward from beyond the

sally of being referred by etymological analysis to Zend roots, while the original

language of the Persians is closely akin to the Zend.

Among the ancients, Nearchus and Strabo (xv. p. 1030, Oxf. ed.) maintained
that the Median and Persian tongues only differed as two dialects of the same lan-

guage.
6 Bochart (Phaleg. iii. 14) and Scaliger, by proposing Hebrew or Arabic deriva-

tives of the word Ecbatana, seem to imply that they look on the Medes as a Semitic

race.
7

Harpagus, the conqueror of the Asiatic Greeks, of Caria, Caunus, and Lycia, is

a Mede (Herod, i. 162). So is Datis, the joint leader with Artaphernes of the army
which fought at Marathon (ib. vi. 94.) So are Harmamithres and Tithaeus, sons of

Datis, the commanders of Xerxes's cavalry (ib. vii. 88.) In the inscriptions we find

Intaphres, a Mede, mentioned as reducing Babylon on its second revolt from Darius

(Beh. Ins. col. iii. par. 14). And Camaspates, another Mede, is employed to bring

Sagartia into subjection (ibid. col. ii. par. 14). No foreigners except Medes are so

employed.
8 Herod, i. 135, and vii. 62.
9 See Herod, vii. 62-80, and the inscriptions, passim. "Persia, Media, and the

other provinces," is the usual formula. (See Behistun Inscription, par. 10, 11, 12,

14.) When there is a complete enumeration, Media either heads the entire list, as

in the inscription on the tomb of Darius (Col. Rawlinson's Pers. Cun. Inscr. vol. i.

p. 292), or at least one portion of it, as in that at Behistun. The only case in which

any other province takes positive precedence of Media is in the list at Persepolis,
where Susiana, whose chief city had become the capital, is placed first, Media second
fib. p. 280).

1 Herod, i. 163; iv. 165, 197 ;
vi. 64, &c. Thucyd. i. 14, 18, 23, &c. ^Eschyl.

Pers. 787 (ed. Scholefield). Aristoph. Lysistr. 615. Thesm. 316. Pax, 108, &c.
2 Dan. vi. 8, 12, 15. The precedency of the Medes over the Persians, which ia

found not only in this formula, but also in the prophetic announcement,
u
Thy king-

dom is divided and given to the Medes and Persians
"
(Dan. v. 38), is peculiar tc

the book of Daniel, and is no doubt to be connected with the statement of the same

book, that Darius the Mede reigned in Babylon before Cyrus the Persian.
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Indus, simultaneous probably with the movement of a kindred people, the

progenitors of the modern Hindoos, eastward and southward to the

Gauges and the Vindhya mountain-range, is an event of which the most

sceptical criticism need not doubt, remote though it be, and obscurely
seen through the long vista of intervening centuries. Where two en-

tirely distinct lines of national tradition converge to a single-point, and
that convergence is exactly what philological research, in the absence
of any tradition, would have indicated,

3
it seems impossible to suppose

either coincidence or collusion among the witnesses. In such a case we

may feel sure that here at leiigth among the bewildering mazes of that

mythic or semi-mythic literature in which the first origin of nations al-

most invariably descends to later ages, we have come upon an historic

fact
;
the tradition has for once been faithful, and has conveyed to us

along the stream of time a precious fragment of truth. What the date

of the movement was we can only conjecture. The Babylonian story
of a Median dynasty at Babylon above 2000 years before the Christian

era,
4

although referring beyond a doubt to some real event, will yet
aid us little in determining the time of the Arian emigration. For it is

not unlikely that Berosus, in using the term "
Mede," is guilty of a

protepsM, applying the name to the Scyths, who in the early times in-

habited the region known in his own days as Media just as if a writer

were to call the ancient Britons English, or say that in the age of Ca-

millus the French took and burnt Rome. Certainly the earliest distinct

notice of the Arian race which is contained in the inscriptions hitherto

discovered appears to indicate a far later date for this great movement
of nations. When the monarch whose victories are recorded on the

black obelisk first falls in with the Medes (about B. c. 880), he seems
to find the emigration still in progress, and not yet complete.

5

4. The Medes (Mad) occupy the region south of the Caspian, between
the Kurdish mountains, which are in possession of the Namri (Scyths),
and the country called Bikni or Bikratf which appears to be the modern
Khorassan. Here, in the position to which the Arian race is brought
in the first Fargard of the Veudidad,

7
the Medes are first found by authentic

history, and here they continue, apparently, unmoved to a late period of

the Assyrian empire. There is every reason to believe that the Medes

* See Prichard's Natural History of Man, p. 165. The Indian tradition is found

in the Institutes of Menu (book ii. chaps. 17, 18), the Persian in the first Fargard
of the Vendidad.

4 Berosus ap. Polyhistor. (Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i. c. iv. p. 17, ed. Mai).
* See Col. Rawlinson's Commentary on the Inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia,

pp. 42-3. Although the emplacements there suggested are not regarded by Col.

Rawlinson as certain, yet he justly remarks,
"

It would be difficult, according to any
other explanation, to bring the tribes and countries indicated into geographical re-

lation
"

(note, p. 43). The passage certainly furnishes very strong grounds for

thinking that the Arian migration was only in'progress at the time of the conquests
recorded on the obelisk.

*
Perhaps the Vcekeret of the Vendidad. (Notes on Early History of Babylonia,

p. 29, note
'.)

7 In the list of the Vendidad no position west of Rhages (Rhaga) can be clearly

identified. Varene may be the capital of Media Atropatene, which was called Vera,
or Baris, by the Greeks ; but this is very uncertain. (Ibid. p. 34, note

6

.)
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of history had not reached Media Magna fifteen hundred years after

the time when the Medes of Berosus, probably a different race, conquer-
ed Babylon.

5. All that can be said, therefore, of the emigration is, that, at

whatever time it commenced,
8
it was not completed much before B. o.

640. Probably there was a long pause in the movement, marked by the

termination of the list of names in the Vendidad, during which the main

seat of Median power was the country south of the Caspian. In the first

portion of this period the Medes were free and unassailed
;
but from an

early date in the 9th century B. c. they became exposed to the aggressions
of the growing Assyrian empire. The first king

9 who menaced their in-

dependence was the monarch whose victories are recorded upon the

black obelisk in the British Museum. This king, who was a great con-

queror, having reduced to subjection the Scythic races which occupied

Zagros, in the twenty-fourth year of his reign entered the territory of

the Medes. He met apparently with little opposition, but it may be

doubted whether his invasion was anything more than a predatory raid,

or left any permanent impression upon the Median nation. At any rate

his successors were for a long course of years continually engaged in

hostilities with the same people,
1 and it was not till the time of Sargon,

the third monarch of the Lower Empire, that something like a conquest
of the Medes was effected. Sargon led two great expeditions into the

Median territory, overran the country, and, to complete its subjection,
in the seventh year of his reign (about B. c. 710), planted throughout it

a number of cities, to which a special interest attaches from the circum-

stance that among the colonists wherewith he peopled them were at least

a portion of the Israelites whom six years before he had carried into

captivity from Samaria.
3 In the great palace which he built at Khor-

sabad, Media was reckoned by him among the countries which formed

a portion of his dominions,
8

being represented as the extreme east, while

Judaea was regarded as forming the extreme west of the empire. Media,

however, does not seem to have ever been incorporated into Assyria, for

8 As the Medes are not mentioned in the annals of Tiglath-Pileser I., who reigned
about B. c. 1130, and warred in the countries east of Zagros, it is probable that they
had not then reached central Persia.

9 As this king does not tax the Medes with rebellion, it is probable that he

was the first Assyrian monarch who received their submission.
1

Shamas-Iva, the successor of Shal-Manubara (the black obelisk king), made
an invasion of Media, and exacted a large tribute. Tiglath-Pileser II., the founder

of the Lower Assyrian dynasty, was frequently engaged in wars with them.
a The king of Assyria who led Samaria into captivity (2 Kings xvii. 6, xviii. 11)

appears to have been Sargon, not, as had generally been supposed, Shalmaneser.

(Scripture does not give the name of Sargon in this connexion, but says simply "the

king of Assyria :

"
Sargon, however, is mentioned elsewhere in a way which shows

him to have warred in these parts about this time, Isa. xx. 1.) He is said in his

annals to have conquered Samaria in his first, and reduced the Medes in his seventh

year. The Israelites therefore must have been at first planted in Halah and Habor,

but afterwards transferred to the new towns which Sargon built in the Median

country.
8 See Col. Rawlinson's Commentary, p. 61.
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both Sennacherib and Esarhaddon speak of it as " a country which had
never been brought into subjection by the kings their fathers."

4

6. The condition of Media during this period, like that of the other
countries upon the borders of the great Assyrian kingdom,

6
seems one

which cannot properly be termed either subjection or independence
The Assyrian monarchs claimed a species of sovereignty, and regarded
a tribute as due to them

;
but the Medes, whenever they dared, with-

held the tribute, and it was probably seldom paid unless enforced by the

presence of an army. Media was throughout governed by her own prin-

ces, no single chief exercising any paramount rule, but each tribe or

district acknowledging its own prince or chieftain.
8

7. The duration of this period of semi-dependence is a matter of

some doubt and difficulty. It is certain that the Medes after a while

entirely shook off the Assyrian yoke, and became for a time the domi-

nant power in Western Asia. But on the date of this revolution in their

fortunes the most esteemed authorities are widely at variance.

(i.) According to Ctesias, the Median monarchy commenced 282

years before the accession of Astyages, or about the year B. c. 875.
7

According to Herodotus it began 167 years later, in B. c. 70S.
8 Each

writer goes into details, presenting us with a list of kings, amounting in

the one case to nine, in the other to four,
9
the length of whose reigns

and the events of whose history they profess to know with accuracy. It

has generally been supposed, either that the two accounts are reconcil-

able and alike true, or at least that in one or the other we must possess
the real Median history.

It is scarcely necessary to enter into an examination of the various

attempts which have been made to reconcile the two Greek authors.
1

4 For Sennacherib, see Grotefend's Cylinder, line 34. For Esarhaddon, see

British Museum Series, p. 24, 1. 10, and p. 25, 1. 22.
6
Compare the condition of Judaea, from the reign of Hezekiah to the captivity,

in its dependence, first on Assyria, and then on Babylon. See especially 2 Kings
xviii. 13-21, xxiv. 1 ;

2 Chron. xxxvi. 13.
"
Several of the chieftains are mentioned as giving tribute to Esarhaddon.

7
Ctes. ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 32-4. The number 282 is the sum of the years assigned

by Ctesias to the reigns of his several kings.
8 Herod, i. 95-106.
9 The list of Ctesias is as follows :

Year*.

1. Arbaces ...... 28
2. Mandaucas ..... 50
8. Sosarmus ...... 80
4. Artias ...... 60
5. Arbianea ...... 22
6. Artffius ...... 40
7. Artynes ...... 22
8. Astibaras ..... 40

282
9. Aspadas or Astyages

Herodotus gives:

1. DeToces ..... 58
2. Phraortes ..... 22
8. Cyaxares ..... 40
4. Astyages ..... 85

1 Some writers, as Dr. Hales (Analysis of Chronology, vol. iii. p. 84-6), and

VOL. I. 21
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The statements of both are alike invalidated by the evidence of the

monuments, and there is reason to believe that of Ctesias to have been

a mere fabrication of the writer.
3 The account of Herodotus was de-

rived no doubt from native sources, but Median vanity seems to have

palmed upon him a fictitious narrative.

(ii.) Herodotus was informed that after the whole of Upper Asia

had been for 520 years subject to the Assyrian kings, the Medes set

the example of revolt. After a fierce struggle they established their

independence, and, having experienced for some time the evils of anarchy,
set up their first native king Deioces, 179 years before the death of Cyrus.

3

Mr. Clinton (F. H. i. p. 261), have supposed that the latter part of Ctesias' list is

identical with the list of Herodotus, and the former an interpolation, or a list of

tributary Median monarchs. Others, as Heeren (Manual of Ancient History, p. 27,

E. T.), and Mr. Dickenson (Journal of Asiatic Society, vol. viii. art. 16), have argued
that it is a distinct contemporary dynasty. The monuments lend no support to

either view.
2 The list of Ctesias bears fraud upon its face. The recurrence of numbers, and

the predominance of round numbers, would alone make it suspicious. Out of the

eight numbers given, five are decimal
; and, with a single slight exception, each

number is repeated, so that the eight reigns present, as it were, but the four sums,

22, 30, 40, and 50. These sums moreover are, all but one, derived from Herodotus.

Their arrangement, too, is altogether artificial and unnatural. The following seems

to have been the mode in which the dynasty was fabricated. First the years of the

reigns of Cyaxares and Phraortes were taken, and assigned to two fictitious person-

ages, Astibaras and Artynes. Then, to carry out the system of chronological ex-

aggeration which is one of the points that specially distinguishes Ctesias from Hero-

dotus, these reigns were repeated, and two new names, Artaeus and Arbianes, were

invented, who represent Cyaxares and Phraortes over again. In confirmation of

this view, let it be noticed that the war with the Sacae (Scyths) of Astibaras is a

repetition of the Cadusian war of Artaeus, and that both alike represent the Scythian
war of Cyaxares. Next the reign of Deloces, stated in round numbers at 50 years
instead of 53, was assigned to a king Artias or Artycas, who was made to precede
Arbianes

;
and the period of the interregnum, estimated at a generation (30 years),

was given to another imaginary monarch, Sosarmus. This done, the process of

iteration was again brought into play, and in Arbaces and Mandaucas we were given
the duplicates of Sosarmus and his successor, Artycas. The number 28 was sub-

stituted for 30, as the length of the reign of Arbaces, to give somewhat more of an

historical air to the catalogue, the fact of its occurrence in the Median history of

Herodotus determining the variation in that direction and to that extent. The list

of Ctesias is therefore formed from that of Herodotus, and is to be connected with

it thus :

HEBODOTTJB. CTESIAS.

. Arbaces . . .

Interregnum . . as years . . Mandaucas . . ^80 (28) years.
Deioces . . . 68 years . .

* Sosarmus . .
* 50 years.

Artycas . /
.Arbianes . . v

Phraortes . . 22 years . 'ArUeus . ..J
22 years.

Cyaxares ... 40 years . *Artynes . . ,40 years.N
Astibaras . .

/

Astyages . . . 85 years . Aspadas . . years.

8 This number is obtained by adding together the years assigned by Herodotus

to the kings in question :

YMI*
Deioces 58
Phraortes . ... 22

Cyaxares .... 40
Astyages . ... 85
Cyrus ..... 29

179
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This would make their revolt a little anterior to B. c. 70S.
4 But it has

been shown already from the monuments that this was the very time
when the subjection of the Medes to the Assyrians first began, and it

cannot therefore possibly be the time when they recovered their independ-
ence. It would seem as if the Median informant of Herodotus, desir-

ous of hiding the shame of his native land, purposely took the very
date of its subjection, and represented it as that of the foundation of the

monarchy.
There are strong grounds for suspecting that the establishment of

the Median monarchy did not precede by any long interval the ruin of

Assyria. The monumental annals of the Assyrian kings are tolerably

complete down to the time of the son of Esarhaddon, and they contain no

trace of any great Median insurrection, or of any serious diminution of

the Assyrian influence. The movement by which a Median monarchy
was established can therefore scarcely have been earlier than the latter

half of the 7th century B. c.,* which is the time fixed by history for the

accession of Cyaxares. According to this view, the Peioces and Phra-

ortes of Herodotus must share the fate of the kings in the catalogue of

Ctesias, and sink into fictitious personages, indicating perhaps certain

facts or periods, but improperly introduced into a dynastic series among
kings who are strictly historical.

The improbability of the circumstances related to us of De'ioces,

their thoroughly Greek character, and inconsistency with Oriental

ideas, has been pointed out by a recent writer.
6 Another has noticed

that the very name is suspicious, being a mere repetition of the term

Astyages, and being moreover a mythic title under which the Median
nation is likely to have been personified.

7 These objections do not ap-

ply to Phraortes, whose name is one that Medes certainly bore, and the

events of whose life have nothing in them intrinsically improbable.
But other suspicions attach to him. If Phraortes had really lived and

established, as Herodotus represents,
8 a vast Median empire, Cyaxares

would never have come to be regarded so universally
9
as the founder of

the greatness of his family. Again, if the neighbouring country of Me-

dia had been governed for twenty years before the accession of Cyax-
ares by a great conquering monarch, Asshur-bani-pal, the contemporary

king of Assyria, would hardly have spent the chief portion of his time

4 The first year of Cambyses, according to the Astronomical Canon, and the

general consent of the Greek'writers, was R. c. 529. The calculations of Herodotus

would thus place the accession of Detoces in B.C. 708. (529 + 179 708.)
*
Atshur-bani-pal, the son of Esarhaddon, reigned from about B. c. 660 to B. c.

640. His annals, which are copious, make no mention of the Medes.

See Mr. Grote's Greece, vol. iii. pp. 307-8.

See Col. Rawlinson's * Notes on the Early History of Babylonia,' p. 30, note .

Astviigcg is Aj-dahdk,
"
the biting snake;" Deloces is Dahak,

" the biting." Both

terms are used in the Zendavesta to denote an enemy, probably the Scyths, with

which the Arian invaders had a long and violent contest. When the Medes con-

quered the Scyths, and blended with them, they adopted the Scythic emblem.
^
See

Mos. Chor. i. 29.
"
Quippe vox Astyages in nostra lingua draconem significat.

8 Herod, i. 102.
' He was so regarded in Media, in Sagartia, and in Greece before the time of

Herodotus. (See the next page.)
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in hunting expeditions in Susiana.
1

Further, although Phraortes is a

real Median name (appearing in the inscriptions under the form Frawar-

tish), and not mythic or representative, yet there are circumstances

connected with the name which confirm the view here taken of its un-

historic character in this place, since they account for its introduction.

Frawartish was a Mede who raised the standard of revolt against Da-

rius, and succeeded in maintaining himself for several months upon the

throne of Media.
2 Herodotus appears to have confused the account

which he heard of this event with the early history of the Medes as an

independent nation. Frawartish did gain great advantages over the

Persians at first, and this appears in Herodotus as the conquest of Per-

sia by Media.
8 He also did fail at last, and came to an untimely end,

though not in contending against the Assyrians but against the Persians.

These coincidences can scarcely be accidental, and they render the very
existence of the supposed king suspicious.

8. Upon the whole there are strong grounds for believing that the

great Median kingdom was first established by Cyaxares, about the year
B. c. 633. The earliest Greek tradition agrees with the general feeling

of the East, and traces to this prince the origin of the Medo-Persian

empire.
4 There is thus something more than a mere mistake of name

in the misstatemeut of Diodorus,
6 " that according to Herodotus, Cyax-

ares founded the dynasty of Median kings." Cyaxares was regarded as

the first king of the Medes, not by Herodotus, but by the Greeks gener-

ally, till his time
;
and the Orientals seem never to have entertained

any other notiou. When pretenders sought to disturb the Achsemenian

monarchs in their rights of sovereignty, they rested their claim upon
an assertion that they were descended from Cyaxares. Not only was

this the case in Media,
6
but even in the distant Sagartia,

7 which lay east

of the Caspian, towards Sogdiana and Bactria. No other king disputes
with Cyaxares this pre-eminence.

The conclusion thus established brings the Median kingdom into

much closer analogy with other Oriental empires than is presented by
the ordinary story. Instead of the gradual growth and increase which

Herodotus describes, the Median power springs forth suddenly in its

full strength, and the empire speedily attains its culminating point,

from which it almost as speedily declines. Cyaxares, like Cyrus, Attila,

1 See Essay vii. 33.
a

Cf. Behisiun Inscript., col. ii. par. 5-13.
8 Herod, i. 102.
4 The earliest Greek tradition is found in the famous lines of ^Eschylus

(Persaj, 761-4) :

MfJSos yap ^v b irpwros Tjyf^wv <rrparov,
&\\os 8' fKeivov irais r68' Hpyov tfvv(rc'

rpiros 8' air* auroO Kvpos, K. r. A.

Diod. Sic., ii. 32.
6 The claim of Frawartish to the Median throne was expressed in these words :

"
I am Xathrites, of the race of Cyaxares I am king of Media." (Beh. Ins. col. ii.

par. 5.)
7

Chitratakhma, the Sagartian rebel, whom Darius chastised about the same

time, put forward a similar plea. (Ibid. col. ii. par. 14.)
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Genghis Khan, Timour, and other eastern conquerors, emerges from ob-

scurity at the head of his irresistible hordes, and sweeping all before

him, rapidly builds up an enormous power, which, resting on no stable

foundation, almost immediately falls away. Whether the great Median

prince began his career from the country about Rhages and the Caspian

gates,
where the Medes had been settled for two centuries, or led a fresh

immigration from the regions further to the eastward, is a point that

cannot be absolutely determined. The claim, however, set up by the

Sagartian rebel Chitratakkma, is an argument in favour of the latter

view, and goes far to justify the conjecture that Cyaxares and his follow-

ers issued from Khorassan,
8
and. passing along the mountain line south

of the Caspian, proceeded due west into Media, where, after a fierce

struggle, they established their supremacy over the Scyths, partly blend-

ing with them, and partly precipitating them upon the Assyrians, whose

power was thereby greatly weakened, if not wholly overthrown. 9 This
was probably the origin of that Scythian disturbance in Western Asia
which Herodotus erroneously connects with the Cimmerian invasion of

Asia Minor.

From the time of Cyaxares authentic Median history may be con-

sidered to commence, and from this period Herodotus may be accepted
as a tolerably trustworthy guide. We must not indeed even here defer

too implicitly to his unsupported authority ;
but where the events which

he relates are probable, or where they have a sanction from independent
writers, we may fairly regard them as in the main correctly stated. The

general outline of tacts, at any rate, could not but have been notorious, and
from the time that the Medes came into contact with the Assyrians a con-

temporary literature would check the licence of mere oral tradition.

9. That Cyaxares, then, was engaged in a long contest with Scyths ;

that he besieged and took Nineveh, and destroyed the empire of the

Assyrians; and that he penetrated as far west as Lydia, and warred
there with Alyattes, the father of Croasus

; may be regarded as certain.

The nature and duration of the struggle with the Scythians, the circum-
stances of the various wars, and even the order of their occurrence, are

points to which no little doubt attaches. It is not altogether clear what
order Herodotus, himself intends to assign to the several events,

1

whether, for instance, he means to place the war with Alyattes before

or after the taking of Nineveh
;
nor can we positively determine the

order from other sources.
2

Probability is our best guide in the present,

8 See the Notes on the Early History of Babylonia, p. 30, note a
. Compare

p. 38, sub Jin.
9
See below, Essay vii. 34.

1
Mr. Grote regards the language of Herodotus as marking his intention to place

the war with Alyattes before even the first siege of Nineveh. (Hist, of Greece, vol.

iii. p. 312, and note.) But this is certainly not correct. The notice of the Median
war in Book i. ch. 103, is parenthetic, and nothing can be gathered from it with

regard to the time when the war occurred.
a The date of the capture of Nineveh seems now to be pretty well determined

to the year B. c. 625. That of the great battle with Alyatt.es has been considered
fixed on astronomical grounds to the year B. c. 610. But all astronomical calcu-

lations are uncertain, since they assume the uniformity of the moon's motion, which
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as in so many other instances, and this is the guide which will be fol-

lowed in the sketch here attempted.

(i.)
If Cyaxares was, as we have supposed, the successful leader who,

at the head of a great emigration from the East, first established an
Arian supremacy over the country known in history as Media, he must
have been engaged during the early part of his reign in a struggle with

Scyths. Scythic races occupied Media and the whole chain of Zagros
until this period, and it was only by their being subdued or expelled that

the Arians could obtain possession. It is possible that the Scythic war of

Herodotus represents nothing but this struggle. It is possible, on the

other hand, that the Scyths of Media received assistance from kindred

tribes dwelling farther north, in the valleys of the Caucasus, or even in

the regions beyond. Great doubt, however, rests upon the (so-called)

Scythic domination in Western Asia from the absence of any trace of

such an event in the records of contemporary nations. Neither the

chronicles of the Jews nor the Egyptian monuments, which ought, if the

account of Herodotus were true, to contain some notice of an incursion

which threatened them in an especial way,
8 have any allusion to its oc-

currence
;
nor has the industry of commentators succeeded in discover-

ing any confirmation, even apparent, of the events related beyond the

fact that in later times there was a city of Syria called Scythopolis,
which it is supposed may have been settled on this occasion. But the

connexion which has been assumed between this city and the Scythio
troubles of the time of Cyaxares rests purely on conjecture, and has not

even a single ancient authority in its favour.
4

It is not certain that

Scythopolis was really inhabited by Scyths,
6 and if it was, as this part

of Asia swarmed with Scythic tribes,
6

they may have come in at any
time and from any quarter. Thus this supposed confirmation fails, and

the story of Herodotus must be regarded as resting entirely on his au-

thority.
At any rate it is clear that Herodotus must have greatly exaggerated

the importance of the Scythic troubles. They were either of short du-

ration or of so mild a character as not to hinder the nations exposed to

them from carrying on during their continuance important wars with

one another.
7

Cyaxares, within eight or nine years of his accession,

is a very doubtful point. The latest lunar tables, calculated by Mr. Airy, are said

to give B. c. 585 for the probable year of this eclipse. (See Bosanquet's Profane and

Sacred Chronology, pp. 14, 15.)
3 See Herod, i. 105.
4
Pliny, who alone professes to give the origin of Scythopolis, ascribes its foun-

dation to Bacchus ! (H. N. v. 18.)
5 Relund suggests that 2u&o7roA.is is a corruption of Su/cu^orroXis, and that the

first element of the word is merely the Hebrew rnsp (Succoth) in disguise.
6 See below, Essay xi., On the Ethnic Affinities of the Nations of Western

Asia,' 5.
7

If we allowed the period of twenty-eight years for the duration of the Scythic

troubles, we should have to suppose that they interfered very little with the regular

course of affairs among the more settled nations. In that case, analogies to the

state of circumstances at the time might be found in the contemporary condition of

Asia Minor under the Cimmerians, and in that of Italy from B. c. 385 to B. c. 325

under the Gauls.
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laid siege to Nineveh, and, after a sharp struggle,
8 made himself master

of the city.

(ii.)
This event, the second of importance in his reign, and the first

which can be accurately dated, took place in the year B. c. 625. The
attack probably commenced some years earlier. Cyaxares was assisted

in his operations by the whole force of the Babylonians,
9

who, under the

chief known in history as Nabopolassar, took an active part in the siege,
and mainly contributed to its successful issue. Nabopolassar, if we

may believe Abydenus,
1 had been a general in the service of the Assyr-

ian monarch, and was appointed by him to the command of the troops
which he sent to oppose the progress of the enemy. Unluckily, he

proved false, rebelled against his royal master, and went over to the side

of the Median monarch, who gladly received his overtures, and consented

to an alliance between his daughter Amyitis (or Amyhia) and Nebu-

chadnezzar, the son of the rebel general.
3 The combined armies then

invested the town, which, after a prolonged resistance, was taken and
razed to the ground.

The details of the siege are nowhere authentically preserved to us.

Beyond the brief notice of Abydenus already quoted, we have absolutely
no mention by any ancient writer of repute of anything more than the

bare fact that Nineveh was taken by the forces of the combined nations.

That notice, however, brief as it is, by informing us positively of one

circumstance that the last king of Assyria burnt himself in his palace
3

raises a suspicion that perhaps we may have in the perverted account

of Gtesias no inconsiderable admixture of truth. As we find embodied

in the narrative of Ctesias the single event connected with the capture
which we learn from an independent and unsuspected source, it becomes

probable that, with regard to the other events of the siege, the Cnidian

physician has not drawn entirely upon his imagination, but has merely

8
Infra, p. 328.

It has been observed that Herodotus makes no mention of this alliance, and con-

cluded from his silence that he conceived of the capture of Nineveh as accomplished

by the Modes alone. (Grote's Greece, vol. iii. p. 304, note.) But the slight and

sketchy way in which Herodotus treats the Assyrian history, which he designed to

make the subject of a separate work, makes it rash to presume much from his mere
silence. With respect to the positive argument founded on Book i. ch. 185, it may
be observed that Herodotus is there speaking of the feelings of the Babylonians
more than 50 years later.

The authorities for the statement in the text are Abydenus (ap. Euseb. Chron.

p. i. c. ix.), Josephus (Antiq. X. v. 1), and the book of Tobit (xiv. 15). The last

is not really what it professes to be a document of the time but still it is a work
of interest, probably of the Alexandrian age. It is not surprising that it should

substitute the celebrated Nebuchadnezzar in the place of his more obscure father.
1 The passage of Abydenus is given entire in the Essay on the Chronology and

History of Assyria, 34, note.
a This contract of marriage is mentioned also by Polyhistor (Euseb. Chron. p. i.

c. v. 3), who followed Berosus. (See Muller's Fragm. Hist. Gr. iii. p. 209.) Amy-
His is evidently the "Median princess" for whom Nebuchadnezzar is said to have

created his hanging gardens. (Berosus, Fr. 14.) Her being called the daughter of

Astyages (Asdahages) is of no consequence, for Astyages (Aj-dahak) is a title, not

a name.
* " Re omni cognita, rex Saracus regiam Fvoritam (?) inflammabat." (Abyd.

1. 8. C.)
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amplified and adorned the real facts, which could scarcely have been

unknown to him. Arbaces, according to this view, will represent the

Cyaxares of history, Belesis will be Nabopolassar,
4

Sardanapalus will be

Abydenus' Saracus. The main facts of the history will then have been

correctly stated the relative position of the two attacking powers, Me-
dia superior and Babylonia subordinate the despair and death of the

Assyrian king the conflagration, and the after-effect of the conquest in

establishing the independence of Babylonia,
5 and causing the complete

destruction of the great city, so long the glory of Asia.
6

Possibly also

the minor features in the story of Ctesias may be true. It is not unlike-

ly that the Medes and Babylonians were at first repulsed with much loss

by the Assyrian king ;
that after several defeats they were driven to

the mountains, that is, to the great chain of Zagros;
7 that here they re-

ceived an important reinforcement from Bactria, which enabled them
to resume the offensive

;
that they attacked and routed the Assyrian

army, which took shelter within the walls of the town
;
and that upon

this they sat down before the place, and endeavoured to reduce it bv
blockade. The seige may then have continued two years ;

8 and it is

even possible that the ultimate success of the besiegers may have been

owing to an extraordinary rise of the Tigris,
9 which washed away a

great portion of the wall, and laid the city open to the enemy. Upon
this the Assyrian monarch, seeing further resistance to be vain, may
have burnt himself in his palace rather than fall into the hands of the

enemy. Cyaxares may have then completed the destruction of the city

by ruining the walls and public buildings.
1 These circumstances are all

sufficiently probable, and chime in with known facts. It seems there-

fore far from unlikely that Ctesias, while distorting names and dates,

may have preserved in his account of the fall of Nineveh a tolerably
correct statement of the general outline of the event.

(iii.)
The fall of Nineveh produced a complete revolution in the con-

4 The only writer, so far as I am aware, who has in some degree anticipated thi?

view, is Jackson. He, however, does not carry it out to any extent. (See hU
Chronological Antiquities, vol. i. p. 307.)

5 Belesis indeed is represented as receiving the satrapy of Babylonia at the

hands of Arbaces
; but, as it is admitted that he was to pay no tribute, it is clear

that he would really be an independent sovereign. (Diod. Sic. ii. 27.)
8 Diod. Sic. ii. 7. rijs Nivov Kareo-ica^/ievrjs virb Mi)$<et> ore Kar4\vaav TTJV

'Affffvpicav &a<n\eiav. And again (ii. 28) : rV iro\iv [6 'Apj8a/o?s] els e 5 a<f> o s /care-

7 Diodorus makes them fly to these mountains after their second defeat, but

sends them, after their third, '"to the mountains of Babylonia." The junction of

the Bactrians contradicts this and besides, Babylonia has no mountains.
8 Diod. Sic. ii. 27.
9 That Diodorus says "the Euphrates" can only be regarded as a proof of his

own ignorance. His authority, Ctesias, probably said " the river." This remark-
able circumstance in the siege seems to be obscurely hinted at in the prophecies of

Nahum (see ch. ii. ver. 6, and ch. iii. ver. 13).
1 The complete destruction and desolation of Nineveh is confirmed by the de-

scription of Ezekiel (ch. xxxi.). That it had ceased to exist in the time of Herod-

otus is indicated by an expression which he uses (oJWTjro, i. 193. See note ad loc.}.

When Xenophon passed its site, the very memory of the name was gone (Auab.
TII. iv. 10-12).
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dition of Western Asia. Babylon became independent under a line of

native kings, who in a short time raised their country to the highest

pitch of prosperity. The Medes rapidly overran and conquered the en-

tire region between Azerbijan and the Halys,
3 whence they proceeded to

threaten Asia Minor. An intimate alliance was maintained between
the two great powers, who each bore part in the expeditions undertaken

for the aggrandisement of the other.
3 These were for the most part

successful; but in one instance, that of Lydia, the assailants were

baffled, and forced to conclude a peace which secured the independence
of the menaced territory.

(iv.) The circumstances of the Lydian war of Cyaxares have been

already described in the chapter upon the history of Lydia.
4 There

can be little doubt that it was commenced subsequently to the conquest
of Assyria,

6
for with that country unsubdued, and pressing as a thorn

into the side of Media, it is impossible that she should have adventured

on so distant and hazardous a struggle. Further, till then Babylon
was subject to Nineveh, and at any rate could not have joined with Me-
dia in expeditions to the north-west when Assyria lay directly across

her path. How many years intervened between the fall of Assyria and

the commencement of the Lydian contest it is impossible to determine,
but all the synchronisms are satisfied if the great battle be placed in or

about the year B. c. 610. Without intending any special deference to

the astronomical considerations which have been regarded as fixing that

date with exactness,
8
or viewing it as more than an approximation to

the truth, we may assume it here for convenience sake as certainly not

involving any important error.

The war between the two great kingdoms of Media and Lydia lasted,

according to Herodotus, for six years.
7

It was carried on with various

success, and signalized by a night engagement, an unusual occurrence in

ancient times. At length, in the sixth year, neither party having gained

any decided advantage, the great battle took place which was termina-

ted by an eclipse ;
and two subordinate princes, whom we must suppose

a Herod, i. 103. OUT^S [6 KvaapTjs] IVTIV it TV"A\voy irora/JLOv &vca 'A(nV Tratrav

ffv<TT-ti<ras fwvrf. These conquests would naturally precede the attack on Lydia.
* Nebuchadnezzar is said to have been assisted by the Medes in his expedition

against Jehoiachim (Polyhist. Fr. 24).
4
Essay i. 17.

8 The authority of Herodotus cannot be urged with justice against this view
;

for the parenthetic passage in Book i. ch. 103 determines nothing as to his notion of

the order of events. Herodotus, I think, really conceived their order as I have

stated it: since, 1. The circumstances to which he ascribes the breaking out of the

Lydian war indicate a period later than the Scythic troubles, which were over before

the fall of Nineveh
; 2. The contract of marriage between the son of Cyaxares and

the daughter of Alyattes marks a tolerably advanced period in the reigns of those

kings; and 3. Herodotus cannot have conceived of Babylon as under an independent

prince and in alliance with Cyaxares until after Nineveh had fallen (see i. 106,

178).
6
By Volney (Recherches, vol. i. p. 842) ;

Heeren (Manual of Ancient History,

p. 478, E. T.); Grote (History of Greece, vol. iii. p. 312, note); Brandis (Rerum As-

syriarum Tempera Emcndata", p. 35) ;
and others.

7 Herod, i. 74.
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present, Syennesis of Cilicia on the one part, and Labynetus
8
of Babylon

on the other, took advantage of the occurrence to bring the long struggle
to an amicable conclusion. Peace was made between the contending

powers, and cemented by a marriage which united the Dragon race of

Median monarchs with the ancient and wealthy Mermnadse.

(v.) The only other event of importance which can be ascribed to

the reign of Cyaxares is the assistance which, in a spirit of reciprocity,

he lent to the Babylonians in their wars with their neighbours. Medes

probably fought on the Babylonian side at the great batte of Carchemish

against Necho,
9 and perhaps accompanied Nebuchadnezzar in his invasion

of Egypt. At any rate it is distinctly stated by a writer of good repute,
1

that Nebuchadnezzar was aided by a Median contingent in his expedi-
tion against Jehoiachim, which took place in the eighth year of his reign,*

or B. c. 597. A few years after this Cyaxares seems to have died,

leaving his extensive dominions to his son Aspadas or Astyages.
1 0. With Cyaxares the history of Media as a great empire, or even

as an independent nation, may be said both to begin and end. Of Asty-

ages there is absolutely nothing known but his defeat by Cyrus, so com-

pletely have the authentic records of the time been superseded by the

poetic legends, which, in all that even remotely concerns the great Per-

sian conqueror, have taken the place of history. We are perhaps justi-

fied in concluding, from the all but universal silence of antiquity,
3
that the

reign of Astyages, until the attack of Cyrus, was especially quiet and un-

eventful.
4 The nations of the Asiatic continent, about to suffer cruelly

from one of those fearful convulsions which periodically shake the East,

seem to have been allowed, before the time of suffering came, an interval

of profound repose. The three great monarchies of the East, the Lydian,
the Median, and the Babylonian, connected together by treaties and

royal intermarriages, respected each other's independence, and levied

war only against the lesser powers in their neighbourhood, which were

absorbed without much difficulty. For a space of nearly half a century,
from the conclusion of the peace with Lydia to the Persian outbreak,

this tranquillity prevailed, as in the natural, so in the political world, a

calm preceding the storm.

11. One circumstance alone attaches interest to the name and person

8
By Labynetus, in this place, Herodotus is thought to intend the father of the

king conquered by Cyrus. That father and son bore the same name he states else-

where (i. 188). This was not really the case, nor was the father of that Labynetus
a king or personage of distinction. The real leader of the Babylonion division

in the array of Cyaxares would be likely to be either Nabopolassar or Nebuchad-

nezzar.
9
Josephus says, "Necho, the Egyptian king, collected an army and marched

towards the Euphrates, to make war upon the Medes and the Babylonians, who had

destroyed the empire of the Assyrians." (Antiq. X. v. 1.)
1

Polyhistor, ap. Euseb. Prsef. Ev. c. (See Miiller's Fragmenta Hist. Gr. iii. p. 229.)

Cyaxares is called Astibaras, as by Ctesias (ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 34).
2

2 Kings xxiv. 12. Or the seventh year, B. c. 598, according to Jeremiah

(Iii. 28).
3 See Note A. at the end of the chapter.
4 Hence the assertion of Aristotle, that Cyrus despised Astyages, because his

troops had seen no service, and he himself was sunk in luxury. (Pol. v. 8.)
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of Astyages. It is thought that he may possibly be the monarch spoken of

as Darius the Mede by the prophet Daniel. This was the opinion of

Syncellus,
5 and it has the authority of the Septuagint in its favour.

8

It is confirmed also, in some degree, by the passage in the book of Dan-

iel, which calls him the son of Ahasuerus,
7
for that name in the book of

Tobit' unquestionably stands for Cyaxares. If this identification be re-

garded as sufficiently established, we must believe that Cyrus, when he

conquered Astyages, did not deprive him of the name or state of king,
but left him during his life the royal title, contenting himself with the

real possession of the chief power. This would be the more likely if

Astyages were, as Herodotus maintains, his grandfather. When the

combined armies of Persia and Media captured Babylon, Astyages,
whose real name may possibly have been Darius,

9

might appear to the

Jews to be the actual king of Babylon more especially if he was left

there to exercise the kingly office, while Cyrus pursued his career of

conquest. At his death Cyrus may have taken openly the royal title

and honours, and so have come to be recognised as king by the Jews.

The Babylonians, however, would understand from the first that Cyrus
possessed the substance and Astyages only the semblance of power, and

would therefore abstain from entering the name of Astyages (or Darius)

upon their list of kings.
1 The most important objections that lie against

this theory are, first, the silence of Herodotus, and indeed of all other

ancient writers;
8

and, secondly, the age of Darius the Mede at his

accession, according to the book of Daniel. As the fall of Babylon is

fixed with much certainty to the year B. c. 538, and Darius Medus was

then in his 62nd year,
3
he must have been born B. c. 600, which is only

seven years before the latest date that can well be allowed for the acces-

sion of Astyages. If therefore Astyages be Darius Medus, he must

have ascended the throne at the tender age of seven, which is in any
6
Syncellus, p. 427. Syncellus indeed adds to this identification a further one,

which is quite impossible. He considers Darius Astyages, as he calls him, to be

identical with the Nabonadius of the Astronomical Canon, who is the Labynetus II.

of Herodotus. But the two identifications are completely independent of one

another.
8 The passage is in the apocryphal portion of the book of Daniel. In the

Vulgate it concludes the thirteenth chapter (the story of Susannah), but in the

Greek copies, which our own version follows, it is attached to the narrative of Bel

and the Dragon. There can be no doubt, I think, that the name Astyages represents
the Darius Medus of the former part of the book.

7 Dan. ix. 1.
8 Tobit xiv. 15.

9 It is pretty nearly certain that Astyages could not have been his name. Aj*

dahak,
" the biting snake," was a title which had been borne by all the old Scythic

kings of the country, and from them it seems to have been adopted by the Median

monarchs (see Mos. Chor. i. 25 and 29). But it would be a phrase of honour, and

not a name. According to Ctesias, the king's real name was Aspadas ;
but the

authority of Ctesias is very weak.
1 On this view, the reign of Darius the Mede falls within the nine years assigned

by the Astronomical Canon to Cyrus.
3
Besides Herodotus, Xenophon (Cyropaed. vii. 5), Berosus (ap. Joseph, contr.

Ap. i. 21), Polyhistor (ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. i. 5), Abydenus (ap. Euseb. Chron.

Can. i. 10), and Megasthenes (ap. Euseb. Prep. Ev. ix. 41), spoke of the capture of

Babylon by Cyrus without any mention of a Median king.
3
Dan.V. 31

; Joseph. Antiq. Jud. x. 11.
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case unlikely, while it is contradicted by the fact recorded in Herodotus,
that he was married during his father's lifetime.

4 Even the supposition
that he was only betrothed would not altogether remove the difficulty,
for the espousals, whatever their nature, took place at the close of the

Lydian war, which various considerations determine to about the year
B. c. 610, ten years, that is, before the birth of Darius the Mede.
These chronological difficulties seem to have led to the conjecture of

Josephus, that Darius the Mede was, not Astyages himself, but his son,
uncle to Cyrus.

6 For the existence of such a person, the only authority
besides Josephus is Xenophon,

8
in that historical romance of which we

cannot tell how much may not be fabulous. Upon the whole, it must
be acknowledged that there are scarcely sufficient grounds for determining
whether the Darius Medus of Daniel is identical with any monarch
known to us in profane history, or is a personage of whose existence

there remains no other record.

12. In any case, with Darius the Mede, whoever he was, perished
the last semblance of Median independence. Media became a satrapy
of the Persian empire, retaining, however, as was before observed, a
certain pre-eminence among the conquered provinces, and admitted far

more than any other to a share in the high dignities and offices of trust,
which were, as a general rule, engrossed by the citizens of the dominant
race. She was not, however, content with her position, and on two
occasions made an effort to recover her nationality. Soon after the
accession of Darius Hystaspes, Media seems to have stirred up the most

important of all those revolts which occupied him during the earlier

portion of his reign. A pretender to the crown arose, who asserted his

descent from Cyaxares, and headed a rebellion, in which Armenia and

Assyria both participated. After a protracted contest Darius prevailed,
crucified the pretender, and forced the Medes to submit to him. 7

Again,
in the reign of Darius Nothus the experiment was tried with the same
ill success. A single battle decided the struggle, and dispelled the

hopes which had been once more excited by the evident decline of the

Persian power.
8

After this Media made no further effort until the dis-

memberment of the empire of Alexander enabled the satrap Atropates to

become the founder of a new Median kingdom.
13. In conclusion, it will be necessary to consider briefly the Median

chronology of Herodotus, which has always been a subject of extreme

perplexity to critics and commentators.
Herodotus gives the reigns of his four Median kings as follows :

Deioces, 53 years ; Phraortes, 22 years ; Cyaxares, 40 years ;
and As-

tyages, 35 years, making a grand total of exactly 150 years.
9 He also

states that the Median empire over upper Asia lasted for 128 years,

including in that time the period of the Scythic troubles.
1

If therefore

4 Herod, i. 74.
6
Antiq. Jud. 1. s. c.

6
Herodotus, it must be remembered, denies positively that Astyages had any

male issue. He was fin-ots epa-evos y6vov, i. 109.
7 See Col. Rawlinson's Memoir on the Behistun Inscription, vol. i. pp. xxx.-

xxxii. 8 Xen. Hell. i. ii. 19.
s See Herod, i. chaps. 102, 106, 130.

J Herod, i. 130. MrjSot uirettvtyav ne/Krrjtrt 8ta r^v TOVTOV iriKp6Ti)Ta, &p
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we assume the year B. c. 558 as, according to him? the first of Cyrus in

Persia, we shall have B. c. 686 for the first year of the empire, B. c. 708
for the accession of the first king Deioces, and B.C. 655 for that of his son
and successor, Phraortes. The first year of the empire will therefore

fall into the reign of Deioces, coinciding, in fact, with his twenty-third

year. But this is in direct contradiction to a very plain and clear state-

ment, that u De'ioces was ruler of the Medes only," and that it was
" Phraortes who first brought other nations under subjection."

3

Various modes of explaining this difficulty have been attempted.
The most popular is that adopted by Heeren, which commences with a

mistranslation of the text of Herodotus, and ends with leaving the con-

tradiction untouched and unaccounted for. Heeren, following Conrin-

gius
4 and Bouhier,

5

regards the 28 years of the Scythic troubles as not

included in the 128 years assigned by Herodotus to the empire of the

Medes, but additional to them, and thus obtains a Median empire of 156

years, from which he concludes that Herodotus intended to fix the time

of the Median revolt to the sixth year previous to the accession of

De'ioces.
8 With regard to this explanation, it is sufficient to say, first,

that the passage in question will not bear the translation,
7 and secondly,

that Herodotus is distinctly speaking of the establishment of the Me-
dian empire, not of the era of the independence.

The other attempts which have been made to remove the difficulty
have all turned upon an alteration ot the existing text. Jackson long

ago proposed the omission of the words rp^Kovra K<u'.
8

Niebuhr suggest-
ed the substitution of Trevr^Kovra for TPITJKOJ/TO,, in the first instance, and
the transference of the words rptrj/covra 8v<oi/ SeWra to the end of the

sentence. 8

Recently Dr. Brandis has urged the entire omission of the

latter clause, which crept in, he thinks, from the margin.
1 But to change

the text of an author where there is no internal evidence of corruption,
2

merely on account of a chronological or historical difficulty, is contrary
to all the principles of sound criticism. In such a case no emendation

rfjj &vu "A A v o s vora/JLOv 'Atri'rjs CTT* erect rpirjKovra Kal eicarbv Svyv Seovra.

9ap* ff offov ol 2/ci'dai ^pxov.
3
Cyrus died B. c. 529 (see the Astronomical Canon). According to Herodotus,

he reigned 29 years (i. 214). This would place his accession in B. c. 558.

Herod, i. 101-2.
4 See Conringii Adversaria, p. 148.
*
Bouhier, Recherches sur He>odote, p. 39.

8 Manual of Ancient History, p. 27, and Appendix, p. 476, E. T. Besides Con-

ringius, Bouhier, and Heeren, this view numbers among its advocates Volney (Re-

cherches, torn. i. p. 418), and Hupfeld (Exercitat. Herodot. Spec. ii. p. 56, etseq.).
1 Dr. Brandis (Rerum Assyriarum Tempora Emendata, pp. 6-8) has shown this

with great clearness. The same view of the meaning of the passage is taken by

Schweighaeuser (Lex. Herod, ad voc. w(pe), and by Scott and Liddell (Lexicon ad

VOC.
irape'/c).

8
Chronolog. Antiq. vol. i. p. 422.

9 In the Denkschrift d. Berl. Ac. d. Wissenschaft for 1820-1 (pp. 49, 50). See

the foot-note on the passage in question.
1 Rerum Assyriarum Tempora Emendata, p. 8. Dr. Brandis supposes the words

to have been placed in the margin by a reader who intended to note the period of

the Scythic occupation.
3 Dr. Brandis brings forward two signs of corruption the use of M before an
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deserves attention, unless it is of the very happiest description a merit

which certainly cannot be said to belong to any of the proposed readings.
14. Without an alteration of the existing text, it must be admitted

that it is impossible to remove the contradiction which is found in our

author. It is, however, quite possible to account for it. A single mis-

take or misconception on his part, and that too one of a kind very likely
to be made, would have led to the result which we witness. If his in-

formant intended to assign 22 years to Deioces, and 53 to Phraortes,
and Herodotus simply misplaced the numbers, the contradiction which

exists would follow. That Herodotus did not discover the contradiction

is no more surprising than that he did not see how impossible it was that

Anysis should live more than 700 years before Amyrtasus,
3 and Moeris

less than 900.
4

It may be doubted whether Herodotus ever tabulated

his dates, or in any way compared them together; whether, in fact, he

did more than report to the best of his ability, simply as he received

them, the accounts which were given him. Occasionally he became

confused, or his memory failed
;
and he committed a mistake which we

are sometimes enabled to rectify.

If we make the transposition proposed, we shall find that the Median

empire dates exactly from the first year of Phraortes, the prince who,

according to Herodotus, began the Median conquests. That the empire

ought to date from an early part of this prince's reign, has been seen

very generally, and the alterations made in the text have not unfrequent-

ly had it for their object to bring out this result.
5 The subjoined table

will show this point clearly.

In conclusion it must be noticed, that no dependence at all can be

placed upon the chronological scheme in question, for historical pur-

poses. Its opposition to facts in the earlier portion has been already
noted. Even in the latter portion, where, in default of any better

guide, its statements may fairly be adopted, they must not be regarded
as authoritative, or as anything more than approximations. The whole

scheme, from beginning to end, is artificial.
6

It is the composition of a

chronologer who either possessed no facts, or thought himself at liberty

exact number, and the position of the words tivyv ScWra, after, and not before, the

main number. But eVl is often used before exact numbers by Herodotus (i. 7, 94;

iv. 163, &c.); and the qualifying clause (8v$v Se'ovra) not even always prefixed to a

simple, is (I think) most naturally suffixed to a compound number.
8 Herod, ii. 140.

4
Ibid. ii. 13.

6 See the Essay of Dr. Brandis, p. 9.

Its main numbers are a century and a half for the entire duration of the

Median kingdom, and a century for the period of empire. The longer term is divided

exactly into two portions of 75 years each by the accession of Cyaxares. These

portions are again in each case subdivided systematically. The later period of 75

years is divided between Cyaxares and Astyages in the simplest possible way : the

former is divided so as to produce, deducting the 28 years of Scythic rule, a Median

empire of a century. This period of 28 years is the only number in the whole

scheme which cannot be distinctly accounted for.

( 86 years . . Astyages
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to disregard them. Choosing to represent the Medes as ruled by their

own kings for 150 years, and as lords of Asia for 100, and being bound
to allow a certain period during the reign of Cyaxares, for a Scythic

supremacy, his scheme naturally took the shape given below. Herodotus,

by misplacing two of the numbers, threw the scheme into confusion,

leaving, however, in his inconsistent statements, the means of his own cor

rection. In the table subjoined, the statement of Herodotus, the scheme

of his informant, and the real chronology, as far as it can be laid down
with any approach to accuracy, are exhibited in parallel columns.

MEDIAN CHBONOLOGEB.
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army and invaded Media, where he was met by Astyages in person. For some
months the war languished, since Tigranes feared his pressing it would

endanger the life of his sister, but at last she succeeded in effecting her escape,
and he found himself free to act. Hereupon he brought about a decisive

engagement, and after a conflict which for a long time was doubtful, the

Median army was completely defeated, and Astyages fell by the hand of his

brother-in-law. Cyrus is not represented as taking any part in this war,

though afterwards he is mentioned as aiding Tigranes in the conquest ofMedia
and Persia, which are regarded as forming a part of the dominions of the

Armenian king. (See Mos. Chor. i. 23-30.) It is needless to observe that this

narrative is utterly incompatible with the Herodotean story. It rests on the

authority of a certain Mnribas (Mar-Ibas or Mar-Abas) of Catina, a Syrian
writer of the 2nd century before our era, who professed to have found it in the

royal library of Nir.eveh, where it was contained in a Greek book purporting
to be a translation made by order of Alexander from a Chaldee original. (Ibid.
ch. 8.) Possibly it may contain an exaggerated account of some actual war
between Astyages and an Armenian prince.
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ESSAY IV.

ON THE TEN TRIBES OF THE PERSIANS. [H. C. R.]

1. Eminence of the Pasargadae modern parallel. 2. The Maraphians and Maspians.
3. The Panthialaeans, Derusians, and Germanians. 4. The nomade tribes the
Dahi mentioned in Scripture the Mardi, or " heroes

"
the Dropici, or Derbices

the Sagartii.

1. THE Pasargadae seem to have been the direct descendants of the origi-

nal Persian tribe which emigrated from the far East fifteen centuries, per-

haps, before the Christian era, and which, as it rose to power, imposed
its name on the province adjoining the Erythraean sea. The Pasargadae,

among the other tribes of Persis, were like the Durranees among the

Afghans : they enjoyed especial advantages, and kept themselves quite
di>tiuct from the hordes by whom they were surrounded. Their chief

settlement seems to have been about forty miles north of Persepolis,
1

and here, in the midst of his kinsmen, Cyrus the Great established his

capital.

2. The Maraphii and Maspii, classed with the Pasargadae, were

probably cognate races, who accompanied them in their original immi-

gration. Possibly the old name of the former2
is to be recognized in

the title of Mafee, which is borne by a Persian tribe at the present day,

acknowledged to be one of the most ancient tribes in the country. Of
the Maspii we know nothing, but their appellation probably includes

the word aspa,
" a horse."

3. The name of Panthialaean resembles a Greek rather than a Per-

sian title
;

3
at any rate, neither of this tribe, nor of their associates, the

Derusians, does our modern ethnographical knowledge afford any illus-

tration. The Germanians were in all likelihood colonists from Carma-
nia (Kermdn)*

1 On the site of Pasargadze, see note 3 on Book i. ch. 125. Niebuhr, following
Sir W. Ouseley and others, decides that it was the same place as Persepolis (Lectures
on Ancient History, vol. i. p. 115, E. T.)- But the ruins of the two are 40 miles apart,
and ancient writers carefully distinguish them. (See below, Essay x. 10, iii. note

'.) The Pasargadae are not often distinguished as a tribe by ancient writers
;
but

they appear to have been mentioned by Apollodorus. (Cf. Steph. By/, ad voc.)
3 The fancy which derived the Maraphians from a certain Maraphius, the son of

Menelaus and Helen (cf. Steph. Byz. ad voc. Mapct^tot; Eustath. ad Horn. II. iii. 175;

Porphyr. Quaest. Horn. 13), is as little felicitous as the general run of such specula-
tions in the grammarians. The city Marrhasium in Ptolemy (Geograph. vi. 4) may
with more reason be connected with the name.

8
It must be noticed that Stephen of Byzantium read ' Penthiad

'

for
' Panthia-

laei.' There is, however, no explanation of either term. (Cf. Steph. Byz. sub voc.

ou<ro?ot.)
4
Stephen (1. s. c.) substitutes the term Kapudvioi for the Tepudvioi of our author,

VOL. I. 22
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4. With the Nomade tribes we are more familiar. The Dahi, whose
name is equivalent to the Latin "

Rustici," were spread over the whole

country, from the Caspian to the Persian Gulf and the Tigris. They
are even mentioned in Scripture, among the Samarian colonists, being
classed with the men of Archoe (Erech or 'Op^dr;), of Babylon, of Susa,
and of Elam. 6 The Mardi the heroes, as the name may be interpreted

were also established in most of the mountain-chains which intersected

the empire. Their particular seats in Persia Proper, where indeed they
were attacked and brought under subjection by Alexander,

6 were in the

range which divides Persepolis from the Persian Gulf. The Dropici of

Herodotus are probably the same as the Derbicci, or Derbices, of other

/authors,
7 whose principal establishments seem to have been to the south-

east of the Caspian Sea. The Sagartians, at any rate, who are here

mentioned with the Dropici, were in their proper northern settlements

immediate neighbours of the Derbicci, and colonies from the two tribes

may thus be very well understood to have emigrated to the southward

simultaneously. The Sagartians are expressly stated by Herodotus to

be of cognate origin with the Persians," and the name of Chitratakhma,
a Sagartian chief, who revolted against Darius,

9
is undoubtedly of Per-

sian etymology, signifying
" the strong leopard." [H. C- R.]

where he is professedly quoting from him. The position of Carmania on the eastern

borders of Persia proper is marked in Strabo (xv. p. 1029, &c.), Pliny (H. N. vi. 23),

Ptolemy (Geograph. vi. 6), and others.
6 Ezra iv. 9.
6
Arrian, Exped. Alex. iii. 24. The Mardi were mentioned by Apollodorus (cf.

Steph. Byz. ad voc. MopSoi). They were thieves and archers. Their expertness in

climbing has been already indicated (supra, ch. 84). Probably they are the Amardi
of Strabo (xi. p. 761). According to Nicolas of Damascus, Cyrus was by birth a

Mardian. (Fr. 66.)
T

Cf. Ctes. Pers. 6-8; Steph. Byz. ad voc., &c. 8
Infra, vii. 85.

9 See the Behistun Inscription, col. ii. par. 14.
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ESSAY V.

ON THE RELIGION OF THE ANCIENT PERSIANS.

1. Difficulties of the common view. 2. Dualism and elemental worship two different

systems. 3. Worship of the elements not the original Persian religion. 4. Their
most ancient belief pure Dualism. 5. Elemental worship the religion of the Magi,
who were Scyths, t>. Gradual amalgamation of the two religions.

IT has long been felt as a difficulty of no ordinary magnitude, to recon-

Le the account which Herodotus, Dino,
1

and others, give of the ancient

*ersian religion, with the primitive traditions of the Persian race em-

lied in the first Fargard of the Vendidad, which are now found to

agree remarkably with the authentic historical notices contained in the

Achaemenian monuments. In the one case, we have a religion, the

special characteristic of which is the worship of all the elements, and

of fire in particular ;
in the other, one, the essence of which is Dualism,

the belief in two First Principles, the authors respectively of good and

evil, Ormazd and Ahriman. Attempts have been made from time to

time to represent these two conflicting systems as in reality harmonious,
and as constituting together the most ancient religion of Persia

;

2 but

it is impossible, on such a theory, to account, on the one hand, for the

omission by the early Greek writers of all mention of the two great an-

tagonistic principles of light and darkness, and on the other, for the

absence from the monuments, and from the more ancient portions of the

Vendidad, of any distinct notice of the fire-worship. It cannot indeed

be denied, that in later times a mongrel religion did exist, the result of

the contact of the two systems, to which the accounts of modern writers

would very fairly apply. But the further we go back the fewer traces

do we find of any such intermixture the more manifestly does the reli-

gion described, or otherwise indicated, belong unmistakeably to one or

other of the two types. Throughout Herodotus we have not a single

trace of Dualism
;
we have not even any mention of Ormazd

;
the reli-

gion depicted is purely and entirely elemental, the worship of the sun

and moon, of fire, earth, water, and the winds or air.
3

Conversely, in

the inscriptions there is nothing elemental
;
but the worship of one Su-

preme God, under the name of Ormazd, with an occasional mention of

an Evil Principle.
4

1 For a collection of the fragments of Dino, see Muller's Frugmenta Historicorum

Graecorum, vol. ii. pp. 90-1.
a
By Brisson (De Regio Persarum Principatu, book ii. pp. 203-238), Hyde (De

Religione Veterum Persarum), Heeren (Asiatic Nations, vol. i. pp. 374-392), and

others. 3 Herod, i. 131. Compare iii. 16.
* In the great inscription of Darius at Behistun, the false religion which that king
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2. If then these two systems are in their origin so distinct, it be-

comes necessary to consider, first of all, which of them in reality con-

stituted the ancient Persian religion, and which was intruded upon it

afterwards. Did the Arian nations bring with them Dualism from the

East, or was the religion which accompanied them from beyond the In-

dus, that mere elemental worship which Herodotus and Dino describe,
8

and which, in the later times of Greece and Rome, was especially regarded
as Magism ?

"

3. In favour of the latter supposition it may be urged, that the reli-

gion of the Eastern or Indo-Arians appears from the Vedas to have been

entirely free from any Dualistic leaven, while it possessed to some ex-

tent the character of a worship of the powers of nature. It may there-

fore seem to be improbable that a branch of the Arian nation, which

separated from the main body at a comparatively recent period, should

have brought with them into their new settlement a religion opposed en-

tirely to that of their brethren whom they left behind, and far more

likely that they should have merely modified their religion into the pe-
culiar form of elemental worship which has been ascribed to them. But
the elemental worship in question is not really a modification of the

Vedic creed, but a distinct arid independent religion. The religion of the

Vedas is spiritual and personal ;
that which Herodotus describes is ma-

terial and pantheistic Again, it is clear that some special reason must

have caused the division of the Arian nation, and the conjecture is plau-

sible, that "
it was in fact the Dualistic heresy which separated the Zend,

or Persian branch of the Arians, from their Vedic brethren, and com-

pelled them to migrate to the westward." '

4. Certainly, if we throw ourselves upon the ancient monuments of

the Arian people, we must believe that Dualism was not a religion which

they adopted after their migration was accomplished, but the faith which

they brought with them from beyond the Indus. In that most ancient

account of the Arian Exodus which is contained in the first chapter of

the Vendidad, the whole series of Arian triumphs and reverses is de-

picted as the effect of the struggle between Ormazd and Ahriman. Ele-

mental worship nowhere appears, and there is not even any trace of that

reverential regard of the sun and moon, which was undoubtedly a part,

though a subordinate one, of the ancient religion. Similarly, in the

Achsemenian monuments, while the name of Ormazd is continually in-

voked, and Ahriman appears as u the god of lies
"

in at least one pas-

sage,
8
the elements receive no respect. Even Mithras is unmentioned

until the time of Artaxerxes Mnemon, when his name occurs in a single

inscription in conjunction with Tanat, or Anaitis.
9

Nothing is more

displaced is said to have been established by the "god of lies." It need surprise no

one that notices are not more frequent, or that the name of Ahriman does not oc-

cur. The public documents of modern countries make no mention of Satan.
"

Frs. 5, 8, and 9.

Cf. Strabo, xv. pp. 1039-41
; Agathias, ii. pp, 62-3 ;

Amm. Marc, xxiii. 6.

See Col. Rawlinson's Notes on the Early History of Babylonia, p. 37.

Behist. Ins. col. iv. par. 4.

In the inscription of Artaxerxes Mnemon, discovered at Susa. (See Mr. Nor-

ris's paper in the Journal of the Asiatic SocieU
,
vol. xv. part i. . and Mr. Lol'tus's

Chaldaea, p. 372.)
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plain than that the faith of the early Achsemenian kings was mere Dualism,
without the slightest admixture of fire-worship or elemental religion.

5. If then it be asked, how Herodotus came to describe the Persian

religious system as he did, and whence that elemental worship originated
which undoubtedly formed a part of the later Persian religion, it must
be answered that that worship is Magism, and that it was from a remote

antiquity the religion of the Scythic tribes, who were thickly spread in

early times over the whole extent of Western Asia.
1 That the Magian

religion was distinct from that of the early Persians, is clear from the

Behistun Inscription, where we find that a complete religious revolution

was accomplished by the Magian Pseudo-Smerdis,
2 and that Darius, on

his accession, had to rebuild temples which had been demolished, and re-

establish a worship which had been put down. That the religion which

Herodotus intended to describe was Magism, is manifest from his

own account.
3

It remains to show on what grounds that religion is as-

cribed to the Scyths.

Now, in the first place, if we are right in assuming
4
that there were

in Western Asia, from the earliest times, three, and three only, great
races the Semitic, the Indo-European, and the Scythic, or Turanian

it will follow that the religion in question was that of the Scyths, since

it certainly did not belong to either of the two other families. The re-

ligion of the Semites is well known to us. It was first the pure Theism

of Melchizedek and Abraham, whence it degenerated into the gross idol-

atry of the Phoenicians and Assyro-Babylonians. That of the Indo-Eu-

ropean, or Japhetic tribes, is also sufficiently ascertained. It was every-
where the worship of personal gods, under distinct names

;
it allowed of

temples, represented the gods under sculptured figures or emblems, and

in all respects differed widely in its character from the element-worship
of the Magians.

5

Magism, therefore, which crept into the religion of

the Persians some time after their great migration to the west, cannot

have been introduced among them either by Japhetic races, with whom

they did not even come into contact, or by the Semitic people of the great

plain at the foot of Zagros, whose worship was an idolatry of the grossest

and most palpable character. Further, it may be noticed that Zoroastei,

whose name is closely associated with primitive Magism, is represented

by various writers as an early Bactrian or Scythic king ;

"
while a mul-

1 See below, Essay xi.,
" On the Ethnic Affinities of the Nations of Western Asia,"

2, 3.
a The words of Darius are as follows :

" The temples which Gomates the Magian
had destroyed I rebuilt. I restored to the nations the sacred chaunts and worship,

of which Gomates the Magian had deprived them" (col. i. par. 14).
3 Herod, i. 131-.2. Note the mention of the Magi as necessarily bearing a part

in every sacrifice offered to the elements.
4 See below, Essay xi.,

" On the Ethnic Affinities of the Nations of Western

Asia," 1,
* In the element-worship there were no temples, images, or emblems, but only

fire-altars on the high mountains for sacrifice. See Herod. 1. s. c.
;

Strab. xv. p.

1039
; Diog. Laert. Proem. 6-9.

8
Cephalion ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. i. c. xv. Berosus ap. Mos. Chor. Hist. Arm.

i. c. 5. Justin, i. 1. Arnobius, i. c. 5 and 52.
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titude of ancient traditions identify him with the patriarch Ham,
7
the

great progenitor of the Turanians, or Allophylians. Scythic tribes too

seem clearly to have intermixed in great numbers with the Arians on

their arrival in Western Asia, and to have formed a large, if not the pre-

ponderating element in the population of the Achaemenian empire.
8

Cor-

ruption, therefore, would naturally spread from this quarter, and it would

have been strange indeed if the Persians flexible and impressible people
as they are known to have been

* had not had their religion affected by
that of a race with whom their connexion was so intimate.

6. It would seem that the Arians, when they came in contact with

the Scyths in the west, were a simple and unlettered people. They pos-

sessed no hierarchy, no sacred books, no learning or science, no occult

lore, no fixed ceremonial of religion. Besides their belief in Ormazd
and Ahriman, which was the pith and marrow of their religion, they

worshipped the sun and moon, under the names of Mithra and Homa,
1

and acknowledged the existence of a number of lesser deities, good and

evil genii, the creation respectively of the great powers of light and dark-

ness.
2 Their worship consisted chiefly in religious chaunts, analogous to

the Yedic hymns of their Indian brethren, wherewith they hoped to gain
the favour and protection of Ormazd and the good spirits under his gov-
ernance. In this condition they fell under the influence of Magism, an

ancient and venerable system, possessing all the religious adjuncts in

which they were deficient, and claiming a mysterious and miraculous

power, which, to the credulity of a simple people, is always attractive

and imposing.
3 The first to be exposed and to yield to this influence

were the Medes, who had settled in Azerlijan, the country where the

fire-worship seems to have originated, and which was always regarded in

early times as the chief seat of the Zoroastrian religion.
4 The Medes

not only adopted the religion of their subjects, but to a great extent

blended with them, admitting whole Scythic tribes into their nation.
5

7 Sec Bochart's Phaleg, book iv. ch. 1, whore a collection of these traditions is

made.
8 The Scythic appears as the vernacular in the Behistun Inscription. The sculptor

takes greater pains with it than with the others. In one instance he has scored out

a passage in the Scythic, which did not satisfy him, and has carved it again. He
also gives explanations in the Scythic which he does not repeat in the transcripts,
as for instance that Ormazd is

" the god of the Arians."
9 See Herod, i. 135. EeiyiKa 8e v6p.aia Hfpffat irpoffifvrai ai/5po>f /uaAitTTa. Compare

131, ad fin., where this plastic character is shown to extend to the subject of reli-

gion.
1 Mithra is invoked in an inscription of Artaxerxes Mnemon, as well as in one

of Artaxerxes Ochus. Hymns to Homa and Mithra are among the earliest portions
of the Zendavesta. The worship of them was common to the Arians with their In-

dian brethren.
2
Compare Behist. Inscr., col. iv. par. 4.

8 The term "
magic

"
has not without reason attained its present sense

;
for the

Magi were from very early times pretenders to miraculous powers. See Herod, i.

103, 120; vii. 19. Dino, Fr. 8.
* See Col. Rawlinson's Notes on the Early History of Babylonia, p. 34.
8 Besides the Magi themselves, who formed a distinct Median tribe, the Budii may

be recognized as Scyths. They are the Putiyd of the Persian, and the Budu of the

Babylonian inscriptions, and may very probably be identified with the Phut of Scrip-

ture. (Cf. Gen. x. 6, and Ezek. xxxviii. 5.)
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Magism entirely superseded among the Medes the former Arian faith,

and it was only in the Persian branch of the nation that Dualism main-

tained itself. In the struggle that shortly arose between the two great
Arian powers, the success of Persia under Cyrus made Dualism again

triumphant. The religion of Ormazd and Ahriman became the national

and dominant faith, but Magism and all other beliefs were tolerated.

After a single unsuccessful effort to recover the supremacy,
7

resulting in

a fierce persecution, and the establishment of the annual Mayo^wta,
Magism submitted ; but proceeded almost immediately to corrupt the faith

with which it could not openly contend. A mongrel religion grew up,
wherein the Magian and Arian creeds were blended together,

8
the latter

predominating at the court and the former in the provinces. It is the

provincial form of the Persian religion which Herodotus describes, the real

Arian or Achaenienian creed being to all appearance unknown to him.

8 Hence in Persian romance Astyages, king of the Medes, becomes Afrasidb,

king of Turdiij who is conquered and taken prisoner by Kai Khusru.
7 Under the Pseudo-Smerdis. (Cf. Herod, iii. 61-79.)
* CoL Rawlinson says :

u To discriminate the respective elements of this new
faith is difficult but not impossible. The worship of Mithra and Homa, or of the

Bun and moon, had been cherished by the Arian colonists since their departure from

Kurukhshetra ; their religious chaunts corresponded with the Vedic hymns of their

brethren beyond the Sutlej. The antagonism of Oromazdes and Arimanes, or of

light and darkness, was their own peculiar and independent institution. On the

other hand, the origin of all things from Zerwan was essentially a Magian doctrine
;

the veneration paid to fire and water came from the same source
;
and the barsam of

the Zendavesta is the Magian divining-rod. The most important Magian modification,

however, was the personification of the old heresionym of the Scythic race, and its

immediate association with Oromazdes. Under the disguise of Zara-thushtra, which

was the nearest practicable Arian form, Zira-ishtar (or the seed of Venus) became a

prophet and lawgiver, receiving inspiration from Ahuramazda, and reforming the

national religion. The pretended synchronism of this Zara-thushtra with Vishtaspa

clearly marks the epoch from which it was designed that reformed Magism should

date, an epoch selected doubtless out of deference to the later Achaemenian kings,
who derived their royalty from Darius." (Notes on the Early History of Babylonia,

pp. 40-1.)
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ESSAY VI.

ON THE EARLY HISTORY OF BABYLONIA. [H. C. R.J

1. Obscurity of the subject till a recent date contradictory accounts of Berosus and
Ctesias. 2. The progress of cuneiform discovery confirms Berosus. 3. The Baby-
lonian date for the great Chaldsean Empire which preceded the Assyrian, viz. B. c.

2234, is probably historic. 4. The earliest known kings, UruTch and Ilgi. 5. Kudur-
mapula the Chedor-laomer of Scripture ? 6. Ismi-dagon extended the Chaldsean

power over Assyria. 7. Son and grandson of Ismi-dagon. 8. Uncertainty of the
order of succession among the later names Naram-Sin Sin-shada. 9. Merodach-

namana, first
"
King of Babylon." 10. Rim-Sin and Zur-Sin. 11. Durri-galazu.

12. Purna-puriyas. 13. Khammurabi and SamsJiu-iluna. 14. Table of kings. In-

completeness of the list. 15. Urukk and Ilgi belong probably to the second histori-

cal dynasty of Berosus the other kings to the third. 16. General sketch. Rise of
the first Cushite dynasty. 17. Cuneiform writing. 18. Nimrod Urukh Ilgi.
19. Babylon conquered by immigrants from Susiana. 20. Second dynasty establish-

ed by Kudur-mapula, B. c. 1976. 21. Activity of Semitic colonisation at this time.

Phoenicians Hebrews settlements in Arabia, Assyria, and Syria. 22. Kings of
the 2nd dynasty variety in their titles. Condition of Assyria at this period. 23.

Condition of Susiana. 24. Arabian dynasty of Berosus, B. c. 1518-1273 possi-
ble trace in the inscriptions. Large Arabian element in the population of Meso-

potamia.

1. UNTIL quite recently, the most obscure chapter in the world's history
was that which related to ancient Babylonia. With the exception of

the Scriptural notices regarding the kingdom of Nimrod and the con-

federates of Chedor-laomer, there was nothing authentic to satisfy, or even

to guide, research. So little, indeed, of positive information could be

gathered from profane sources, that it depended on mere critical judg-
ment on an estimate, that is, of the comparative credibility of certain

Greek writers whether we believed in the existence from the earliest

times of a continuous Assyrian empire, to which the Babylonians and
all the other great nations of Western Asia were subordinate, or whether,

rejecting Assyrian supremacy as a fable, we were content to fill up the

interval from the first dawn of history to the commencement of the

Greek Olympiads, with a series of dynasties which reigned successively
in the countries watered by the Tigris and Euphrates, but of whose re-

spective duration and nationality we had no certain or definite concep-
tion.

2. The materials accumulated during the last few years, in conse-

quence of the excavations which have been made upon the sites of the

ruined cities of Babylonia and Chaldaea, have gone far to clear up doubts

upon the general question. Each succeeding discovery has tended to

authenticate the chronology of Berosus, and to throw discredit upon the

tales of Ctesias and his followers. It is now certain, whatever may have

been the condition of Babylonia in the pre-historic ages, that at the first

establishment of an empire in that part of Asia, the seat of government
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was fixed in Lower Chaldaea, and that Nineveh did not rise to metropol-
itan consequence till long afterwards. The chronology, which we obtain

from the cuneiform inscriptions for this early empire, harmonises per-

fectly with the numbers given in the scheme of Berosus. We have di-

rect evidence resulting from a remarkable sequence of numbers in the

inscriptions of Assyria,
1 which enables us to assign a certain Chal-

dsean king, whose name occurs on the brick legends of Lower Babylonia,
to the first half of the nineteenth century B. c. We are further author-

ised by an identity of nomenclature, and by the juxtaposition of the

monuments, to connect in one common dynastic list with this king, whose

name is Ismi-dagon, all the other early kings whose brick legends have

been discovered in Chaldaea
;
and as we thereby obtain a list of above

twenty royal names, ranging over a large interval of time both before

and after the fixed date of B. c. 1861, it is evident that the chronological
scheme of Berosus (which assigns to the primitive Chaldaean empire a

space extending from about the middle of the 23rd to the end of the

16th centuries B. c.) is in a general way remarkably supported and

confirmed.

3. This scheme, divested of its fabulous element, and completed ac-

cording to a most ingenious suggestion of German criticism,
2
is as fol-

lows :

1 The sequence in question is the following. First, an inscription of Sennacherib

at Bavian commemorates the recovery in his 10th year of certain gods which had

been carried to Babylon by Merodach-adan-akhi after his defeat of Tiglath-Pileser,

king of Assyria, 418 years previously. And, secondly, a record of this same King

Tiglath-Pileser, inscribed on the famous Shergat cylinders, declares him to have re-

built a temple in the city of Asshur, which had been taken down 60 years previously,

after it had lasted for 641 years from the date of its first foundation by Shamas-iva,

son of Ismi-dagon. The calculation, then, by which we obtain the date of Ismi-

dagon's accession to the throne may be thus exhibited :

B. o.

Date of Bavian Inscription (10th year of Sennacherib) . . . 692

Defeat of Tiglath-Pileser by Merodach-adan-akhi . . . 418 years previously.
Interval between the defeat and the rebuilding of the temple (say) 10 years.

Demolition of the temple 60 years previously.

Period during which the temple had stood .

'

. . . . 641 years.

Allow for two generations (Shamas-Phul and Ismi-dagon) . 40 years.

Date of Ismi-dagon's accession . . . B. c. 1861

a See a pamphlet by Dr. Brandis, entitled
' Rerum Assyriarum Tempora Emen-

data' (Bonn, 1853), p. 17. The ingenuity of the restoration consists in the discovery

of a number for the second historical dynasty ofBerosus (defective
in the MS.), which

not only coincides with the Babylonian date of Callisthenes, but which also makes

up the cyclic aggregate of 36,000 years for the entire chronological scheme of the

Chaldaeans, this scheme embracing one mythical and seven historical dynasties five

of the latter being preserved by Berosus, and two obtained from the Canon of Ptol-

emy and other sources. See the tabular scheme subjoined.

Chaldean . . 86 . . . 84,080]
Median . 8 224

Wdean) . . 11 . . . (258) I Berosus.

Chaldsean 49 468 I

Arabian . . . 9 . . . 245
|

Assyrian 45 . 526 J
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certainly anterior to Ismi-dagon, the traditional date which assigned its

establishment to the 23rd century B. c. is not improbable.
4. Among the earliest, if not actually the earliest, of the royal line

of Chaldaea are two kings, father and son, whose names are doubtfully
read upon their monuments as Uriikh and Ilgi? The former would seem
to have been the founder of several of the great Chaldaean capitals ;

for

the basement platforms of all the most ancient buildings at Mugheir, at

Warka, at Senkereh, and at Niffer, are composed of bricks stamped with

his name," while the upper stories, built or repaired in later times, ex-

hibit for the most part legends of other monarchs. The territorial ti-

tles assumed by Uritkh are king of Unr and Kinzi Akkad, the first of

these names referring to the primeval capital whose site is marked by
the ruins of Mugheir ,

and the second being apparently an ethnic desig-
nation peculiar to the Hamite race. The gods to whom Urukli dedi-

cates his temples, are Belus and Beltis, and the Sun and Moon. 7 The
relics of Ilgi are less numerous than those of his father, but he is known
from later inscriptions to have completed some of the unfinished build-

ings at Mugheir.
5. The only king who can have any claim, from the position in

which the bricks bearing his legends are found, to contest the palm of

antiquity with Urukh and Ilgi, is 'one whose name appears to have been

JZudur-mapula, and who, being further distinguished by a title which may
be translated "

Ravager of the West,"
8
has been compared with the

6 In the absence of all assistance from Greek or Hebrew orthography, the least

possible dependance can be placed on the reading of these two names, which,

indeed, are merely given for the convenience of reference, and according to the

ordinary phonetic value of the characters employed. The characters are, however,
in all probability ideographs. It is very possible that the name of the first known

king (Urukh) survives in the lines of Ovid :

" Rexit Achaemenias urbes pater Orchamus, isque
Septimus a prisci nnmeratur origine Bell.

Metamorph. iv. 212-3.

6 The legends on the bricks of Urukh and Ilgi are in rude but very bold charac-

ters, and contrast most remarkably, in the simplicity of the style of writing and the

general
monarchs.

Babyloni
this cylinder are' represented in

'

Porter's Travels,' (vol. ii. p. 79. 6,) and have been

often copied in other works, but it is not known what has become of the original

relic.
' The ancient cities of Babylonia and Chaldaea were each dedicated to a parti-

cular god, or sometimes to a god and goddess together. Thus Hur or Mugheir was
sacred to " the Moon

;

" Larsa or Senkereh to
" the Sun

;

" Warka to " Anu " and

"Beltis;" Niffer to "Belus;" Babylon itself to
" Bel-Merodach ;

"
Borsippa to

" Nebo
;

"
Sippara to " the Sun ' and " Anunit "

(Apollo and Diana of the Greeks) ;

Cutha to "
Nergal," &c.

8
This epithet is probably to be read as "

apda Martu" the first word being per-

haps derived from a root corresponding to the Hebrew I^N, and the second being
the Hamite term which designated

" the West." Whatever doubt, indeed, may at-

tach to the explanation of apda, there can be no question about Martu. It usually
occurs in the inscriptions as the last of the four cardinal points, and is translated in

the vocabularies by the Semitic term akharru (compare Tins, "behind" or "the

West.") It was also applied by the primitive Hamite Chaldaeans to Phoenicia, from
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Chedor-laomer of Scripture. It is difficult to form a decided opinion
on this interesting point. On the one hand, the general resemblance

of Kudur-mapula'
1

s legends to those of the ordinary Chaldaean monarchs
is unquestionable ;

on the other hand, it is remarkable that there are

peculiarities in the forms of the letters, and even in the elements com-

posing the names upon his bricks, which favour his connexion with

Elam. 9

As, however, one type alone of his legends has been discovered,
it is impossible to pronounce at present on the identification in ques-
tion.

1

6. In succession to Kudur-mapula, but probably after a considerable

interval of time, we must place Ismi-dayon, whose approximate age is

ascertained from the inscriptions of Assyria to be B. c. 1861. In the

titles of this king, although Babylon is still unnoticed, there is mention

of the neighbouring city of Ni/er? showing that, while during the earlier

period, the seats of Chaldaean empire were exclusively confined to the

southern portion of the province, in his age at least the cities of Baby-
lonia proper had risen to metropolitan consequence. Indeed, from the

memorial which has been preserved of the foundation of a temple at As-
shur or Kileh Shergat by Shamas-Iva, a son of Ismi-dagon, it seems probable
that the latter king extended his power very considerably to the north-

the geographical position of that country in regard to Babylonia, and has been pre-
served in the Greek forms of Bpa&v and Mdpo&os. Under the Semitic empire of As-

syria the old name of Martu was still sometimes used for Phoenicia, but the title was
more usually translated into its synonym of Akharru. See the Assyrian Inscriptions,

passim.
8 An element, khak, occurs in the name of Sinti-shil-khak, Kitdur-mapuld's

father, which is entirely unknown in the Babylonian nomenclature, but which ap-

pears in another royal name (Tirkhak) found on the bricks of Susa. This latter

name is identical with that of the Ethiopian king, Tirhakah, mentioned in Scripture

(2 Kings xix. 9). It may be further noticed that this title of Khak, common to

the Susian and Ethiopian kings, is not improbably the same term, VK or OK, which

Josephus states on the authority of Manetho to signify "a king "in the sacred

language of Egypt (contra Apionem, lib. i.). It can hardly bo doubted also that the

Xdyav or Khakan of the Turkish nations is derived from the same root.
1 The second element in the name "Chedor-laomer" is of course distinct from

that in
"
Kudur-mapula." Its substitution may be thus accounted for. In the names

of Babylonian kings the latter portion is often dropped. Thus Shalmaneser becomes
Shalman in Hoshea

;
Merodach-bal-adan becomes Mardocempal, &c. Kudur-mapuLa

might therefore become known as Kudur simply. The epithet "el Ahmar," which

means " the Red," may afterwards have been added to the name, and may have

been corrupted into Laomer, which, as the orthography now stands, lias no apparent

meaning. Kedar-el-Ahrnar, or "Kedar the Red," is in fact a famous hero in Ara-

bian tradition, and his history bears no inconsiderable resemblance to the Scripture
narrative of Chedor-laomer. It is also very possible that the second element in the

name of Chedor-luomer, whatever be its true form, may be a Semitic translation

of the original Harnite term mapula.
3 This city had originally the same name as the god Belus, and is perhaps the

BiAr7 of Ptolemy. There are strong grounds for believing that it was the first

northern capital, and that the Greek traditions of the foundation of a great city on

the Euphrates by Belus refer to this place rather than to Babylon. The later Semites

gave to the city the name of Nipur, which, under the corrupted form of Niffer, the

ruins retain to the present day. The old name of Belus, however, probably long
survived the period of Semitic supremacy ;

and it may therefore be conjectured
that the Belidian gates of Nebuchadnezzar's city (Herod, iii. 155-8) were so named,
because through them passed the road from Babylon to the city of Belus.
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ward, and was in fact the first Chaldsean monarch who established a sub-

ordinate government in Assyria.
7. The names of the son and grandson of Ismi-dagon are also found

among the Chaldaean ruins. The son, whose name is very doubtfully
read as llil-ami-duma, does not take the title of "

king," but merely

styles himself "
governor of Hur." He is remarkable in Babylonian

history as the builder of the great public cemeteries, which now form

the most conspicuous object among the ruins of Miigheir. The grand-
son appears to have been called Gurgnna, but no particulars are known
of him, and the name itself is uncertain.

8

8. The relative position of the later kings in the series, it is impos-
sible absolutely to determine. A supposed clue to their comparative

antiquity has failed,
4 and only grounds of the very slightest nature re-

main upon which to base even a conjecture on the subject. As, how-

ever, the names must be presented according to some arrangement, they
will still be given in that which is thought upon the whole to be the

most probable order of succession.

Naram-sin? and his father, whose name is unfortunately lost in the

only inscription which speaks of him, were perhaps not much later than

the time of hmi-dagon and his descendants. Naram-sm, though he

only takes the general title of king of Kiprat* certainly reigned in Baby-
lon, since not only has an alabaster vase, inscribed with his name,
been discovered in the ruins of that city, but a notice has been elsewhere

preserved of his erection of a temple in the neighbouring city of Sip-

para.
7

From the archaic form of the character employed, a king of the name

J
Only one legend of this king has been found, and the characters are too indis-

tinct to be depended on.
4 It was at one time thought that as the Babylonian legends contain two modea

of writing the name of the Moon-god one more archaic and proper to Babylonia
the other identical with one of the modes current in Assyria to a recent date the

more archaic mode might be assumed universally as a mark of superior antiquity.

But this view is disproved by an inscription of Nabonidus at Mugheir, where the

priority ofNaram-ain in whose name, on the alabaster vase, the Moon-god (Sin) :P

written with the Assyrian group to Durri-galazu, in whose legends the more ar-

chaic form occurs, is clearly established.
6 The student must be warned against trusting implicitly to these readings. In

many cases where variant orthographies occur (as in the first element of this very

name, Naram-sin\ the pronunciation can be ascertained positively ;
but it is, on the

other hand, impossible to determine at present if the Hamite Chaldees used the

same names for the gods as their Semitic successors, and the reading, therefore, of

all the royal names in which the title of the Moon-god occurs is subject to doubt.

Judging from analogy, as the Chaldees usually employed a special group to repre-

sent the Moon -god, it might be inferred that they had also a special name for the

deity in question, distinct from the Assyrian Sin, which forms the first element m
the name of Sennacherib

; and, in that case, the nomenclature here employed would

be throughout erroneous. Pending, however, the discovery of some evidence to

show what this special name for the Moon-god may have been, it would be a mere

waste of time to suggest other readings for the titles of the Chaldaean monarchs.
6
Kiprat or Kiprat-arbat is a name which seems to be applied in a general way

to the great Mesopotamian valley. It may be suspected to mean " the four races

or "tongues," and to refer to some very early ethnic classification.
7 On the famous cylinder of Nabonidus found at Mugheir.
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of Sin-shada, whose bricks are found in the great ruin termed Boivaneh 8

at Warka, must be placed high in the list of kings, perhaps even before

Naram-sin. In his time, and in that of his father, whose name cannot

be phonetically rendered, Warka 9 seems to have been the capital of the

empire, no other geographical title being found in some of the royal le-

gends of the period.
9. Another king, whose name is doubtfully given as Merodach-nctmana,

and whose bricks are also found in a pavement at the base of the great
Bowarieh mound, must belong to nearly the same period of history.
He is chiefly remarkable as the earliest monarch who assumes the title

of "
King of Babylon."
10. Two other monarchs must be mentioned in connexion with the

Sin series Rim-sin, of whom a very fine inscription has been found on

a small, black tablet in the lesser temple at Miiyheir, and Zur-sin, whose

bricks are also found at Mugheir, but who is better known as the founder

of the Chaldsean city, whose ruins bear at the present day the title of

Abu Sharein.
1

11. Passing over some imperfect names, which likewise contain the

element Sin, we may next notice a monarch called Durri-galazu? relics

of whom are found in many different quarters. Some ruins to the east

of the river Hye, near the point of its confluence with the Euphrates,
still bear the name of Zergiil, and may therefore be probably regarded
as marking the site of a city of his foundation. Another of his foun-

dations was the important town, whose ruins are to be seen near Bagh-
dad, bearing at present the name of Akkerhtf, and ascribed in the pop-
ular tradition to Nimrud. Durri-galazu also repaired temples both at

Mugheir or Hur, and at Sippara.
12. From the near resemblance of the legends of Purna-puriyas to

those of the king last mentioned, we are authorised in connecting very

closely the two monarchs. There is no evidence, however, to show
whether one was a descendant of the other, or which of the two was

the more ancient. The bricks of Purna-puriyas are found in the ruins

8 The Bowarieh mound, which is the principal ruin at WarTca, marks the site of

two ancient Chaldrean temples one dedicated to Anu, and the other to Beltis.
9 Warka was probably the Erech of Genesis (x. 10), and the 'Opx<fy f *ne

Greeks. As the cuneiform name of the city, however, has not yet been found pho-

netically rendered, the identification cannot be considered certain. Indeed, there

are some points of evidence which would rather connect the names of Erech and
Orchoe with the ruins of Mugheir.

1 The cuneiform name of this city has not yet been identified, and it is therefore

in vain to search for its representative in Greek geography. For a description of

the ruins see ' Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' vol. xv. p. 404.
a The name of this king may reasonably be compared with the Ae'p/cvAos of Ctesias's

Assyrian list
;
not that the Greek writer can be supposed to have been directly ac-

quainted with the title of the old Chaldsean monarch, but that in framing his cata-

logue of the lower dynasty of Nineveh, he seems to have drawn his names princi-

pally from the geographical nomenclature of the country, and he may thus have

perpetuated the title of the king Durri-galazu through the city which was called

after him. At any rate, it can hardly be accidental that Ctesias, towards the close

of his list, should have at least five geographical names, viz., 'ApajSfjAoy, Xd\uos,

os, 'O^paratos, and
'
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of the Temple of the Sun at Senkereh* which in an inscription of Nabo-
nidus is said to have been repaired by his orders.

8*

13. The only other ancient Chaldaean kings whose names are at all

legible on the monuments hitherto discovered, are KJiammnrabi and
Samshu-iluna. The former has left memorials in many places : at Sen-

Icereh, where he repaired the Temple of the Sun
;

at Kalwadha? near

Baghdad, where he erected a palace ;
at Tel Sifr, where many clay tablets

have been found dated from the reigns of Khammurabi and his son, and
at Babylon itself, where a stone tablet is said to have been obtained, on

which are Lis name and titles.
6

Samshu-iluna, the son of Khammurabi,
is only known from the Tel Sifr tablets.

14. The following table exhibits these kings in their proposed order

of succession, with the approximate dates of their respective reigns :

1. TJrukh
2. Ilgi (his son)
3. Sinti-shil-khak . .

4. Kudur-mapula (his son)
5. Ismi-dagon
6. Ibil-anu-duma (his son)
7. Gurguna (his son)
8. Naram-sin
9. Sin-shada

10. Merodach-namana
11. Rim-sin
12. Zur-sin

13. Purna-puriyas
14. Durri-galazu (his son) . .

15. Khammurabi
16. Samshu-iluna (his sou)]

B. c.

ab. 2200.

ab. 1976.

1861.

ab. 1800.

ab. 1750.

ab. 1700.

ab. 1675.

ab. 1650.

ab. 1625.

ab. 1600.

ab. 1575.

ab. 1550.

In the foregoing sketch, sixteen kings have been enumerated, whose

names have been read with greater or less certainty. The monuments

present perhaps ten other names, the orthography of which is too imper-

fect, or too difficult to admit of their being phonetically rendered in the

present state of our knowledge. To this fragmentary list then of twen-

ty-six monarchs, our present information is confined, although, as the in-

' The Chaldaean name of Senkerek is phonetically given in the inscriptions as

Larsa, which may be supposed to be the true form both of the 1D?K (Ellasar) of

Genesis (xiv. 1) and of the Aapdxw of Berosus. The old Greek tradition that Teu-

tamus of Assyria, who sent Memnon to the siege of Troy, held his court at Larissa

(Apollod. II. iv. 54), may have had a similar origin. The Arabian geographers

corrupted the name to Norm.
'* The signet-ring of King Durri-galazu has been since found at Baghdad, and

a copy ofthe legend engraved on it has been sent to England, from which it appears
that Purna-puriyas was the father, and Durri-galazu the son.

4 Kalwadha was traditionally the city of Hermes (Abul-Faraj. Hist. Dyn. p. 7),

and was supposed to have originated the name of Chaldaean (Massoudi in Not. des

Man. torn.
viii.). It was also believed to be the spot where the ark of the covenant

was buried during the captivity of the Jews at Babylon (Yacut in voc.).
6
This tablet, which has been lying for many years almost unnoticed in the Brit-

ish Museum, is believed to have been brought from Babylon, but no authentic ac-

count of the circumstances of its discovery has been preserved.
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terval to be filled up is something more than seven centuries (exclusive
of the doubtful Arabian dynasty), we can scarcely allow fewer than

forty reigns for the entire period.
15. In the fragment of Berosus, which relates to this period of Baby-

lonian history, it must be remembered that two separate dynasties
are noticed

;
the first, which is nameless, comprising eleven kings, and

the second, which is called Chaldsean, comprising forty-nine. As, how-

ever, not a single one of the royal names given by Berosus in either dy-

nasty has been preserved,' it is impossible to say, whether he intended

the separation of the two dynasties to mark an ethnic difference between

them, or merely to indicate a transfer of power from one Hamite fami-

ly to another, such as certainly took place, in regard to the Semites, at

a later date, when the seat of empire was transferred from Nineveh to

Babylon. As far as can be ascertained from the inscriptions, the latter

is the proper explanation. All the kings, whose monuments are found

in ancient Chaldsea, used the same language, and the same power of wri-

ting ; they professed the same religion, inhabited the same cities, and

followed the same traditions
; temples built in the earliest times receive

the veneration of successive generations, and were repaired and adorned

by a long series of monarchs even down to the time of the Semitic Na-
bonidus.

8 With this evidence of the close connexion between the earlier

and later kings, we are obliged either to refer the whole series exclu-

sively to the great Chaldaean dynasty of Berosus, the third in his his-

torical list, commencing B. c. 1976, in which case it is difficult to find

room for the predecessors of limi-dagon, whose date is little more than a

century later (B. c. 1861) ;
or else to suppose, which is far more probable,

that the two dynasties of Berosus following upon the (so called) Modes,
both belonged to the Hamite family, and were equally entitled to the

geographical epithet of Chaldaean from the position of their chief cities

in the plains of Southern Chaldsea.

16. If it were now required to construct an ethnological scheme

which should be applicable to ancient Babylonian history, and should

reconcile the monuments with Greek and Hebrew authority, the follow-

ing would be the most plausible arrangement.
About the year B. c. 2234 the Cushite inhabitants of Southern Baby-

lonia, who were of a cognate race with the primitive colonists both of

8 If the numbers which have come down to us in the Armenian Eusebius as those

of Berosus are to be trusted, we must believe that he assigned to the period between
B. c. 2234 and B. c. 1518 no fewer than sixty kings. As, however, this would allow

not quite twelve years on an average to each king's reign, the historical correctness

of the assigned number may be questioned.
7 The seven names of Chaldasan kings, which Syncellus (p. 169) gives from Afri-

canus, cdme probably from Berosus, for two of them, Evechius and Chomasbelus,
were given by Polyhistor (Euseb. Chron. part I. c. 4), undoubtedly from that author.

But they belong to the mythic dynasty of the 86 kings and 34,080 years, and their

cuneiform representatives therefore must be sought in the Pantheon.
8 A passage on the Cylinder of Nabonidus discovered at Mugheir seems to sig-

nify that he found "in the annals of Urukh and Ilgi" a notice of the original build-

ing of the temple of the Moon-god at that place, which he himself repaired and

beautified. According to the chronological scheme here followed, the building of

this temple must have taken place at least 1500 years previously.
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Arabia and of the African Ethiopia, may be supposed to have first risen

into importance.
9

Delivered from the yoke of the Zoroastrian Medes,
who were of a strictly Turanian or at any rate of a mixed Scytho-Arian
race, they raised a native dynasty to the throne, instituting an empire
of which the capitals were at Mugheir, at Warka, at Senkereh, and at

Niffer, and introducing the worship of the heavenly bodies, in contra-

distinction to the elemental worship of the Magian Medes. In connex-

ion with this planetary adoration, whereof we see the earliest traces in

the temples of the Moon at Mugheir, of the Sun at Senkereh, and of

Belus and Beltis (or Jupiter and Venus) at Niffer and Warka, the

9 Without pretending to trace up these early Babylonians to their original ethnic

somvi', there are certainly strong reasons for supposing them to have passed from

Ethiopia to the valley of the Euphrates shortly before the opening of the historic

period :

i. The system of writing which they brought with them has the closest affinity
with that of Egypt in many cases, indeed, there is an absolute identity between
tin- two alphabets. Thus the Egyptians formed a rude parallelogram for a house

^, and called it t; while the Hamite Babylonians used almost the same form

| ],
and gave the character the same phonetic power (in later times the Semites

introduced the synonym of bit, MS, and a third equivalent, mat, as in modern Lek,
was brought in from an Arian source) ;

and numerous other examples of this sort are

to be found.

ii. In the Biblical genealogies, Cush and Mizraim are brothers, while from the

former sprang Nimrud, the eponym of the Chaldaean race
;
the names indeed of the

other sons of Cush seem to mark the line of colonisation along the southern and
eastern shores of the Arabian peninsula, from the Red Sea to the mouth of the Eu-

phrates.
iii. In regard to the language of the primitive Babylonians, although in its gram-

matical structure it resembles dialects of the Turanian family, the vocabulary is

undoubtedly Cushite or Ethiopian, belonging to that stock of tongues which in the

sequel were everywhere more or less mixed up with the Semitic languages, but ofwhich
we have probably the purest modern specimens in the Mahra of Southern Arabia
and the Galla of Abyssinia.

iv. All the traditions of Babylonia and Assyria point to a connexion in very
early times between Ethiopia, Southern Arabia, and the cities on the Lower Euphrates.
In the geographical lists the names of Alirukh and Makkon (or Mepdrj and MctKiVjj)

are thus always conjoined with those of Hur and Akkad. The building of Hur,

again, is the earliest historical event of which the Babylonians seem to have had

any cognisance, but the inscriptions constantly refer to a" tradition of the primaeval
leader by whom the Cushites were first settled on the Euphrates, and one of the

names of this leader is connected with Ethiopia in a way that can hardly be acci-

dental. As we observe in fact with the Assyrians that their founder Asshur not

only furnished a name to their country, but was worshipped by them as the chief

god of their pantheon, so we are led to expect that the deified hero who was revered

by the Babylonians under the names of Xergal and Nimrud, and was recognised both

as the god of hunting and the god of war, should also have the same name as the

country to which he belonged. The real Cushite name, then, of this deity, still ap-

plied by the Arabs to the planet Mars, with which the god of war has been always

identified, is Mirikh ; and this is the exact vernacular title in the inscriptions of the

country of Ethiopia, corrupted by the Greeks into Mepor;.

And, v. In further proof of the connexion between Ethiopia and Chaldsea, we
must remember the Greek traditions both of Cepheus and Mernnon, which some-

times apph'ed to Africa, and sometimes to the countries at the mouth of the Eu-

phrates ; and we must also consider the geographical names of Cush and Phut,

which, although of African origin, are applied to races bordering on Chaldeea,
both in the Bible and in the inscriptions of Darius.
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movements of the stars would be naturally observed and registered, as-

tronomical tables would be formed, and a chronological system founded

thereupon, such as we find to have continued uninterrupted to the daya
of Callisthenes and Berosus.

With regard to the use of letters, which Pliny connects with these

primaeval Babylonian observations, so great is the analogy between the

first principles of the science, as it appears to have been pursued in

Chaldsea and as we can actually trace its progress in Egypt, that we can

hardly hesitate to assign the original invention to a period before the

Hamite race had broken up and divided. A system of picture-writing,
which aimed at the communication of ideas through the rude represen-
tation of natural objects, belonged, as it would seem, not only to the

tribes who descended the Nile from Ethiopia, but to those also who, per-

haps, diverging from the same focus, passed eastward to the valley of

the Euphrates. In the further development, too, of the system which
the progress of society called forth, a very similar gradation may be

presumed to have been followed by the two divisions of the Hamite race,

the original pictures being reduced in process of time to characters for

the convenience of sculpture, and these characters being assigned pho-
netic values which corresponded with the names of the objects repre-
sented. On the Egyptian monuments we thus sometimes find the hiero-

glyphs and the equivalent hieratic characters side by side in the same

inscription ;
and although in Chaldaea the preliminary stage has been

almost lost, the primitive pictures being already degraded to letters in

the earliest materials that remain to us, still there is fortunately suffi-

cient evidence to show that the process of alphabetical formation was

nearly similar to that which prevailed in Egypt.
1

17. In one particular it is true there is a marked difference in the

respective emplovment of hieroglyphic and cuneiform characters. In

the former alphabet each character has but one single value, while in

the latter the variety of sounds which the same letter may be used to

express is quite perplexing ;
but this discrepancy of alphabetic employ-

ment does not argue a diversity of origin for the system of writing ;
it

merely indicates a difference of ethnological classification in the nations

among whom the science of writing was developed. As the inhabitants

of the valley of the Nile were essentially one nation, and used the same

vocabulary, the objects which the hieroglyphs represented were each

known to the people of the country by one single name, and each hiero-

glyph had thus one single phonetic value
;
but in the valley of the

Euphrates the Hamite nation seems to have been broken up -into a mul-

titude of distinct tribes, who spoke languages identical or nearly iden-

tical in organisation and grammatical structure, but varying to a very

great extent in vocabulary, and the consequence of this, that as there

was but one picture-alphabet common to the whole aggregate of tribes,

each character had necessarily as many phonetic values as there were

1 On a fragment of a tablet recently discovered at Nineveh, and now deposited
in the British Museum, we find several of the primitive forms of natural objects,

from which the Cuneiform characters were subsequently elaborated.
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distinct names for the object which it represented among the different

sections of the nation.
*

18. To the primitive Hamite dynasty, which is represented probably
in the Bible by Niinrod, the son of Gush and grandson of Ham, the two
earliest of the monumental kings, Urukh and llgi, may be perhaps as-

signed. These kings at any rate were the founders, as it would seem,
of those cities which in Genesis are said to have formed the kingdom of

Nimrod. According to Berosus the chronological limits of the dynasty
are from B. c. 2234 to 1976, and the dates obtained from the inscriptions
are in agreement with this calculation. At the latter date there may
be presumed to have been, a break in the line, the royal family being dis-

possessed by the Chaldaeans who seem to have emigrated from Susiana
to the banks of the Euphrates. There is no doubt considerable difficulty
in reconciling all the evidence, historical and ethnological, which re-

lates to this period. Berosus, for instance, terms the paramount dy-

nasty which began to reign in B.C. 1976 "
Chaldaean," while the local

kings, who, according to the received chronology, would fall within the

period of the dynasty in question, are stated in Scripture to have been
subordinate to Elam, this nation moreover being placed in the geneal-

ogy of the sons of Noah, with Asshur and Aram among the children of

8hem, while the inscriptions of Susa are to all appearance Hamite,
3

like the early inscriptions of Chaldsea. There was not perhaps in the

Tery earliest ages that essential linguistic difference between Hamite and
Semitic nations which would enable an inquirer at the present day, from
a mere examination of their monumental records, to determine positively
to which family certain races respectively belonged. Although, for ex-

ample, the Hamite language of Babylon, in the use of post-positions and

particles and pronominal suffixes, approaches to the character of a Scyth-
ic or Turanian rather than a Semitic tongue, yet a large portion of

its vocabulary is absolutely identical with that which was afterwards

continued in Assyrian, Hebrew, Arabic, and the cognate dialects, and
the verbal formations, moreover, in Hamite Babylonian and in Semitic

3 One of the most remarkable results arising from tin analysis of the Hamitt
Cuneiform alphabet is the evidence of an Arian element in the vocabulary of the

very earliest period, thus showing either that in that remote age there must have
been an Arian race dwelling on the Euphrates among the Hamite tribes, or that (as
I myself think more probable) the distinction between Arian, Semitic, and Turanian

tongues had not been developed when picture-writing was first used in Chaldaea, but

that the words then in use passed indifferently at a subsequent period, and under
certain modifications, into the three great families among which the languages of

the world were divided. It is at any rate certain that the Cuneiform characters

have usually one Arian power that is, one power answering to the Arian name of

the object represented. Compare pur, "a son," vis and nir, "a man "
KO.T' toxrjt'

(the primitive root being is or er, and the v and n being Hamite preformations,
which were adopted both by Semite and Arian nations as radicals ;

as in Latin, vir,

vi*; Sans., nri ; Assyr., ni*, &c.); also mal, "a house;" ras, "a road,"&c. &c.
3 The inscriptions of Susa for the most part belong to the 8th century B. c., the

kings named in the legends being contemporary with Sennacherib, Sargon, and their

immediate predecessors. There is, however, what appears to be a date in the long

inscription of Sutruk Nakhnnta on the broken obelisk at Susa two sets of numbers

occurring which may be read as 2455 and 2465. If these numbers are really chrono-

logical, the era referred to will be nearly 3200 years B. c.
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Assyrian exhibit in many respects the closest resemblance. We must
be cautious, therefore, in drawing direct ethnological inferences from the

linguistic indications of a very early age. It will be far safer, at any
rate, in these early times to follow the general scheme of ethnic affiliation

which is given in the tenth chapter of Genesis, and to lay as little stress

as possible on presumed affinities or diversities of language.
19. Without attempting then to determine whether the Elamites of

2000 B. c. who spoke a Hamite dialect more nearly allied to the Tura-
nian than to the Semitic tongues of after ages, were really the descend-

ants of Elam the son of Shem, or whether the Biblical genealogy does
not rather refer to some primitive race which had inhabited Susiana in

the earliest post-diluvian period, but had given way to Hamite colonists

before the opening of history, we must be content to know that the

original Hamite tribes who wrested Babylonia from the Median Scyths
in the 23d century B. c. were in their turn superseded in power after 258

years' dominion by immigrants from Susiana of a kindred race who
founded the great Chaldaean empire of Berosus.

20. Of these immigrant Chaldaean Elamites Chedor-laomer may very
well have been the leader, while Amraphel and Arioch, the Hamite

kings of Shinar and Ellasar, who fought under his banner in the Syrian
war as subordinate chiefs, and Tidal who led a contingent of Median

Scyths belonging to the old population, may have been the local govern-
ors who had submitted to his power when he invaded Chaldaea. There
would be no historical improbability then in the Kudur-mapula of the

inscriptions representing this Chedor-laomer of Scripture. The bricks

of the former must be at least a hundred years older than those of hmi-

dagon, and the date which is thus obtained, is about that ordinarily as-

signed to the Exodus of Abraham. The title borne by Kudur-mapida
of "

Ravager of the West," if this be the rightful rendering of the words

apda Martu, would afford a further link of connexion
;
and although the

invocation to the Moon-god on the bricks of Mugheir, and the epithets

applied to the temple of that divinity, identify Kudiir-mapula in point of

language and religion with the Hamite nionarchs of ITur, who both fol-

lowed and preceded him, there is perhaps sufficient variation in his le-

gends from the standard type to indicate a break in the series, such

variation pointing moreover to Elymais as the country from which the

interruption came. Pending further research, therefore, it is perhaps
allowable to assume that in Kudur-mapula, or Chedor-laomer, we have
the Elamite founder of the second Hamite dynasty of Babylon termed
Chaldaean by Berosus

;
and we may venture to assign his date to the

early part of the 20th century B. c.

21. In the age to which we are now brought, Semitism as a distinct

Ethnic element seems to have been first developed, the germ however in

its crude state having existed long previously as an integral portion of

Harnitisin. This age too seems to have been in a peculiar sense the ac-

tive period of Semitic colonisation. The Phoenicians removing from the

Persian Gulf to the shores of the Mediterranean, and the Hebrew Pa-

triarch marching with his household from Chaldaea to Palestine, merely
followed the direction of the great tide of emigration, which was at this
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time setting in from the east westward. Semitic tribes were, during
the period in question, gradually displacing the old Cushite inhabitants

of the Arabian peninsula.
4

Assyria was being occupied by colonists of

the same Semitic race from Babylonia while the Aramaeans were as-

cending the course of the Euphrates, and forming settlements on the

eastern frontier of Syria.
6 Even the expedition of Chedor-laomer and

his confederate kings, although the force was composed of Hamite tribes,

partook probably in some degree of the same character of a migratory
movement, for it is impossible to suppose that a march of 2000 miles

would have been undertaken, especially in that early age, for the mere

purpose of plunder.
22. The dynasty which continued to rule in the land from whence

all these lines of colonisation radiated, is assigned by Berosus a duration

of 458 years, from B. c. 1976 to B. c. 1518; and to this period may be

assigned the entire list of the kings who have been mentioned in these

pages as the successors of Kudur-maputa. Little is to be learnt from the in-

scriptions with regard either to their foreign or their domestic history.

They assume in their brick legends a great variety of territorial titles
;

but the nomenclature belongs almost exclusively to Chaldsea and Baby-
lonia. Among the names used, the most common are Kiprat-arba, or the

four races
(?). 2. Hur (Ur of the Chaldees, or Mugheir). 3. Larsa

(Kllasar, or Senkereh). 4. Erech, or Warka. 5. Kinzi Akkad (Accad
}f Genesis). 6. Sabilj or Babylon ;

and 7. Niptir, or the city of Belus

(the Greek BtA/fy, and modern Niffer}. Assyria is not mentioned in one

single legend, nor are there any names of cities or districts which can be

supposed to belong to that province. Except indeed for the notice pre-
served on the Cylinders of Tiglath Pileser I., that the temple of Ann
and Iva at Asshur, or Kileh Shergat, had been originally founded by

Shamas-iva, son of Ismf-dayon* we should have been without any direct

evidence that the Chaldaean kings had ever extended their sway over

the country which adjoined Babylonia on the north. Such an extension

of power may now be assumed
; but, so far as our present information

reaches, it would seem as if Assyria during the long period of Chaldaean

supremacy had occupied a very inferior position in the political system
of the East. The country was perhaps governed generally by Babylo-
nian satraps, some of whose legends seem to be still extant

;

7
but it was

4

Ethnologcrs are now agreed that iu Arabia there have been three distinct

phases of colonisation first, the Cushite occupation, recorded in Genesis x. 7 ;
sec-

ondly, the settlement of the Joktanides, described in verses 26-30 of the same

chapter ; and, thirdly, the entrance of the Ishmaelites, which must have been nearly

synchronous with the establishment of the Jews in Palestine.
6 When the Aramaeans are first mentioned in the cuneiform inscriptions, about

B. c. 1120, they are found to be settled along the banks of the Euphrates, from

Babylon to CarchemLsh, and this would appear to have been their true habitat

throughout the entire period of the Assyrian Empire.
8 This Shatnas-iva may be thus presumed to have been a younger brother of

Ibil-anu-dwna, who succeeded Ismi-Jayon on the throne of Chaldsea.
7 Bricks have been found at Kileh-Shergat, which record the names and titles

of four of these tributary satraps. The legends, as might be expected, are of the

Babylonian rather than of the Assyrian type, and the titles belong to the most hum
ble class of dignities.
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not of sufficient consequence to furnish the Chaldaean monarchs with
one of their royal titles.

23. The state of Susiana on the opposite frontier of Chaldsea must
also be taken into the account in estimating the power of the great
Hamite empire on the lower Euphrates. There we have an extensive

collection of legends, both on bricks and slabs, belonging to a series of

kings, who, judging from their language, must have been also of a Ham-
ite race. The character employed in these inscriptions is almost the

same as the Hieratic Chaldaean of the early bricks, but the language
seems to resemble the Scythic of the Achsemenian trilingual tablets

rather than the Babylonian primitive Chaldee. Perhaps, if the Hamite

languages really came from Ethiopia, they bifurcated at the mouth of

the Euphrates, the Western branch as it passed through Babylonia

merging into Semitism, while the Eastern branch spread into Central

Asia through Susiana, and became developed into the various dialects

of the Turanian family. These Cushites, whose memory would seem

to have survived in the Greek traditions of Memnon and his Ethiopian

subjects, but who were certainly independent of the monarchs of Chal-

dsea Proper, have been passed over by Berosus as unworthy of a place
in his historical scheme

; yet, if we may judge from the works of which
the citadel of Susa is an example, or from the extent of country over

which the Susian monuments are found,
8

they could hardly have been

inferior either in power or civilisation to the Chaldseans who ruled on

the Euphrates.
8

On the subject of the Arabian dynasty, which, according to Berosus,
succeeded the Chaldaeans on the Euphrates, nothing certain has been

ascertained from the monuments. The names of the Arabian kings

given by Syncellus, belong in all probability to the first or mythic dy-

nasty of Berosus,
1 and cannot therefore be regarded as determining

the ethnic affinity of the line. If the revolution of B. c. 1518 was sim-

8 Bricks belonging to the Susian type, and bearing Scythic legends, have been
found amid the ruins of Rishire (near Bushire) and Taurie (Sirdfof the Arabs), and
in all probability the line of mounds which may be traced along the whole extent

of the eastern shores of the Persian Gulf contain similar relics-.
9

It is particularly worthy of remark that throughout the series of legends which
remain to us of the kings of Hur and Akkad, the name of Chaldaea never once oc-

curs in a single instance. It would be hazardous to assert, on the strength of this

negative evidence, that the Chaldseans had no existence in the country during the

age in question, but thus much is certain, that they could not have been the dom-
inant race at the time, and that Berosus, therefore, in naming the dynasty Chaldean,
must have used that term in a geographical rather than an ethnological sense. The
name of Kaldai for the ruling tribes on the lower Euphrates, is first met with in the

Assyrian inscriptions which date from the early part of the 9th century B. c. In

deference, however, to the authority of Berosus (which is supported by the Scrip-

tural notices of " Ur of the Chaldees "), the term Chaldrean is applied throughout these

notes to the Cushite tribe which is supposed to have emigrated from Susiana to the

banks of the Euphrates in the 20th century B. c.
1

Syncellus gives these kings in immediate succession to the seven primitive

Chaldaeans, and they must, therefore, as it would seem, be included in the 80 mythic

kings of Berosus. Two of the Arabian names, moreover, seem to be simply Mero-

dach and Xebo, the tutelary gods respectively of Babylon and Borsippa. See Cory's

Ancient Fragments, p. 68.
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ilar in character to that of B. c. 1976, and the introduction of a new

dynasty involved no change either in the seats of government, or in the

religion of the state
;
or even in the royal titles, then it may be con-

ceded that some of the names already enumerated might beloug to the

family in question; but if the transfer of power from the hands of a

Chaldaean to those of an Arabian tribe was accompanied, as we should

reasonably expect, by the adoption of an Arabian dialect and an Arabian

religion, then we must believe the third historical dynasty of Berosus

to be entirely, or almost entirely, unrepresented in the inscriptions.
The only legend indeed which bears such marks of individuality, as may
distinguish it from the general Chaldaean series, and may thus favour its

attribution to the Arabian dynasty, occurs upon a brick (now in the

British Museum) that was found by Ker Porter at Hymar, which was
in all probability in ancient times a suburb of the city of Babylon. The

king, whose name is too imperfect to be read, is there called "
King of

Babylon," nearly after the titulary formula of the old Chaldaean inonarchs,
but the invocational passage refers to a new deity, and the grammatical
structure of the phrases seems to differ from that which is followed in

the other legends.
The Arabians, it is highly probable, formed an important element in

the population of the Mesopotamian valley from the earliest times.

There are at least 30 distinct tribes of this race named in the Assyrian

inscriptions among the dwellers upon the banks of the Tigris and Eu-

phrates ;
and under the later kings of Nineveh, the Yablur (modern

Jibbur), and the Gumbulu (modern Jumbuld) who held the marshy country
to the south, appear to have been scarcely inferior to the Chaldseans

themselves in strength and numbers. 2
Offsets of the same race had

even passed in the time of Sargon beyond the mountain barrier into

Media, where they held a considerable extent of territory, and were

known as " the Arabs of the East ;" but there is no evidence in the in-

scriptions, either direct or inferential, to show that the Arab nation

ever furnished a line of kings to Babylonia, and the unsupported state-

ment of Berosus to that effect must therefore be received with caution.

At the close then of the Chaldaean period, or possibly after an inter-

val of Arabian supremacy, the seat of empire was transferred to Assyria

(ab. B. c. 1273), and the new period commenced, concerning which it is

proposed to treat in a separate chapter. [H. C. R.]

* This may help to explain the statement of Herodotus (ii. 141), of which Jose-

phus complains (Ant. X. i. 4), that Sennacherib was "
King of the Arabians and

Assyrians," as well as the yet more remarkable passage where his army is termed

exclusively "the host of the Arabians" (rbv *A/>a0iW (rrpdrov).
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ESSAY VII.

ON THE CHRONOLOGY AND HISTORY OF THE GREAT ASSYRIAN EMPIRE.

1. Chronology of the Empire. Views of Ctesias. 2. Opinion of Herodotus. 3. Of Bero-
sus. 4. Probable duration, from B. c. 1273 to B. c. 747. 5. Origin of Assyrian in-

dependence. 6. Earliest kings Bel-lusTi, Pudil, Iva-lii-sh, and Shalma-bar. 7.

Series of kings from the Tiglath-Pileser Cylinder. 8. Tiglath-Pileser I. 9. His

son, Asshur-bani-pal. 10. Break in the line of kings. Later monarchs of thisdyiuisty,
Asshur-ddan-dkhi and his descendants. 11. Sardanapalus the conqueror. 12. His

palace and temples. 13. Shalmanu-lar, the Black Obelisk king. 14. General view
of the state of Asia between B. c. 900 and B. c. 860. 15. Syrian campaigns of Shal-
manu-bar. 16. His palace at Nineveh. 17. Shamas-iva. 18. Campaigns of Shamas-
iva. 19. Iva-lush III. the Pul of Scripture (?), married to Semiramis. 20. General
table of the kings of the upper dvnasty. 21. Lower dynasty of Assyria B. c. 747 to

B. c. 625. 22. Reign of Tiglath-Pileser II. 23. Shalmaneser his siege of Samaria.
24. Sargon his extensive conquests. 25. His great palace at Khorsabad. 26. Reign
of Sennacherib his great palace at Koyunjik. 27. His

military expeditions. 28.

Probable length of his reign. 29. Second expedition of Sennacherib into Syria
miraculous destruction of his army. 30. Sennacherib murdered by his sons. 31.

Reign of Esar-haddon. 32. His magnificent palaces. 33. Asshvr-bani-pal II. his

hunting palace.
34. Asshur-emU-ih, the Saracus of Berosus, and Sardanapalus of

the Greek writers (?) his character. 35. Fall of Nineveh. 36. Chronological Table
of the kings of the lower dynasty. 37. Duration and extent of the empire. 3S. Gen-
eral nature of the dominion. 39. Frequency of disorders remedies. 40. Assyria
the best specimen of a kingdom-empire. 41. Peculiar features of the dominion:

(i.) Religious character of the wars, (ii.) Incipient centralisation. 42. Character
of the civilisation Literature Art Manufactures.

1. IN the acceptance of the whole series of dates obtainable from Bero-

sus and Ptolemy for the various dynasties which ruled in Babylon from
the commencement of the Chaldaean Empire in-B. c. 2234 to its close

about B. c. 1273, there is implied a decision in a particular way, of the

main difficulty in Assyrian chronology the question, namely, whether
the long period of Ctesias, or the short period of Herodotus, should

be adopted as the true chronological basis of that country's history.

Reasons have been already given for distrusting Ctesias on most points
where he is the sole authority,

1 and in this particular matter they are

strengthened, at once by internal evidence of falsity in this part of his

history, and by the external test of entire disagreement with the most

authentic sources of information. The long date of Ctesias is irreconcile-

able with Scripture, at variance with the monuments, and contradictory
to the native historian Berosus, whose chronological statements have

recently received such abundant confirmation from the course of cunei-

form discovery; it was connected in his writings with a forged list of

between thirty and forty kings, whose names for the most part betray

* See the Introductory Essay, ch. iii. pp. 59-61.
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their unreal character
;

3 and it is entirely devoid of confirmation from

any really independent writer. It may therefore safely be discarded as a

pure and absolute fiction
;
and the shorter chronology of Herodotus and

Berosus may be followed. The scheme of these writers is in tolerable

harmony with the Jewish records, and agrees also sufficiently well with

the results at present derivable from the inscriptions.
Let it be assumed therefore that the first great dynasty of Assyrian

kings covered with their reigns a space, not of 1306 years (as Ctesias

declared
3

),
but of 520, or (more exactly) of 526 years, as Herodotus*

and Berosus
6

testified. It must in the next place be determined from
what point these 526 years are to commence.

2. The general want of exactness in the chronological data furnished

by Herodotus has been already noticed.
6 Here as elsewhere his numbers

are incomplete, and we cannot do more than approximate to the opinion
which his researches led him to entertain on the subject. As it happens,

however, that in this case he furnishes us with several distinct bases

from which to calculate, and as calculations founded on these various

bases lead, one and all, to very nearly the same conclusion, we may feel

tolerably certain what the view was which he really held, though it is

nowhere distinctly expressed in his extant writings.
7

Herodotus evidently connected in his own mind the foundation of the

Lydian and the Assyrian monarchies. Had the name of Ninus; or that

of Belus, occurred singly and separately in the genealogy of Agron, we
should not perhaps have been justified in assuming that the Ninus or

the Belus of other historical writers was intended. But the occurrence

of both names in combination in that remarkable list,
8 removes all rea-

sonable doubt upon this point, and makes it morally certain that he in-

tended to represent Agron, the first Lydian king, as the son of the Ninus

who was the mythic founder of Nineveh. Now it has been already

a The Arian names of Arius, Xerxes, Amramithres or Armamithres, Mithraeus,

&c., can have little business in a list of Assyrian monarchs. Equally out of place
are the Greek names of Amyntas and Laosthenes. Still more plainly fictitious are

the geographic appellatives Arabelus, Chalaiis, Dcrcylus, Ophratfeus, and Acraganes.

(See Essay vi. 11, note.) [It has recently been asserted that Ctesias was indebted

for the greater number of his names to a Persian Pharmacopeia, as they represent
for the most part well-known Oriental drugs, but an imposture of this sort seems

almost too gross for belief. H. C. R.]
8

Cf. Diod. Sic. ii. 21, where, however, the MSS. give the number of years as

1860
;
but this is to be corrected from Syncellus(p. 359, C.) and Agathias (ii. 25).

4 Herod, i. 95.
5 Beros. Fr. 11. Introductory Essay, ch. iii. pp. 85,86.

7 No doubt, did we possess the "Assyrian History" of Herodotus (see note 1 on

Bbok i. ch. 106), we should not be left to form conjectures or calculations on this point.

Few of the ravages of time are so deeply to be lamented as the almost total loss of

this invaluable work.
" Herod, i. 7. (Comp. Essay i. 7.)
* Nin appears to have been synonymous in the Scythic of Babylon with Bel m

tin- Semitic of Assyria, both terms signifying generally
" a lord," and being applied,

with some specific qualificative adjunct, to several of the gods of the Pantheon.

There are also some grounds for connecting Agron with the other two names, and

for supposing it to have been a title of Bel-Merodach, inasmuch as the great mound
of Babel (Rich's Mujellibch), which we know from the inscriptions to have been a

temple dedicated to Merodach by Nebuchadnezzar, bears in the early lalinudio
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shown 10

that, according to the views of Herodtous, Agron mounted the

throne in about the year B. c. 1229. Ninus, therefore, his father, should
have begun to reign a generation earlier, or B. c. 1262.

1 Thus the 520

years would appear to have extended (in the mind of Herodotus) from
about B. c. 1262 to B. c. 742.

Again, Herodotus makes the 520 years end with a revolt of the

Medes, preceding by a certain space of time, which is not defined, the

establishment of the Median monarchy under Deioces. This last event

he placed 228 years before the battle of Marathon, or B. c. 70S.
2

If we
allow a generation for the unestimated interval, which the narrative of

Herodotus intimates to have been of some considerable length,
3 we are

brought to almost exactly the same result as that already obtained
;

since the 520 years would on this view come to an end in B. c. 741, and
would consequently commence in B. c. 1261.

Further, we are told by Herodotus in his Babylonian history, that

Semiramis, who is described as a Babylonian, and not an Assyrian queen,
lived "

five generations
" before Nitocris,

4
whose reign in the narrative

of Herodotus seems to represent that of Nebuchadnezzar. 6
If then we

count back four Herodotean generations
8

(133 years), from B. c. 604,

which, according to the Canon of Ptolemy was the first year of Nebu-

chadnezzar, we are brought to B. c. 737, as a time when Babylonian in-

dependence had commenced, and the Great Assyrian Empire had con-

sequently come to an end. From this it would result that Herodotus

placed the close of his 520 years at least as early as B. c. 737, and their

commencement at least as early as B. c. 1257.

From these three separate and independent notices we may confi-

dently conclude that Herodotus believed the Great Assyrian Empire to

have been founded in the earlier half of the 13th century before our

era, and placed its dissolution about the middle of the eighth century.

writings the remarkable designation of Tel-Hagrunieh, or the Mound of Agron.
The term, however, has not yet been identified in the inscriptions either as a title

or epithet applying to Merodach. [H. C. R.]
10 See Essay i. 3.
1 Dr. Brandis assumes that Ninus would be placed by Herodotus 52 years before

Agron, because that was the number of years assigned to the reign of Ninus by
Ctesias (Rer. Assyr. Temp. Emend, p. 3). But there is absolutely no ground for

supposing that Ctesias and Herodotus, who differed in almost all their dates, would

have agreed in this.
3

Cf. Essay iii. 7, note 4
.

3 The Medes first experience for some considerable time the evils of anarchy
Deioces then sets himself to get a character for justice he succeeds after a while-
is made judge in his village his fame grows by degrees he becomes the arbiter

of all quarrels throughout Media he holds this office for some time then resigns

anarchy once more follows and being found intolerable, the kingdom is at last

established. All these changes put together seem to require a tolerably long space.
4 Herod, i. 184.
6 Nitocris is the wife of a Labynetus, who probably represents Nebuchadnezzar

himself, and Herodotus perhaps regards her as reigning both conjointly with him

and also after his decease. Her great works indicate a long and prosperous reign,

such as no monarch enjoyed between Nebuchadnezzar and Nabonidus.
9 Herodotus always reckons inclusively and would therefore only place three

generations between the death of Semiramis and the beginning ofthe reign of Nito

cris.
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3. Berosus, as reported by Polyhistor,
7

terminated his period of 526

years with the accession of Phulus or Pul, whom Eusebius identifies with

the Pul of Scripture.
8 The date of Pul is determined by the synchron-

ism of Menahem,
9
to about B. c. 770-760. If Polyhistor then has right-

ly reported Berosus, he would seem to have placed the rule of his first

Assyrian dynasty about a generation earlier than the time assigned by
Herodotus to his Great Empire. It may be doubted however whether

Polyhistor has not misreported Berosus, or Eusebius misreported Poly-
histor. There is a considerable amount of important evidence tending
to show that the scriptural Pul was the last of a dynasty.

1 And it is

very possible, or rather very probable, that Berosus really represented
him in this light, and included his reign in the 526 years of his 7th

dynasty. In this case the chronological views of the Grecian and Ba-

bylonian historians must have agreed very closely indeed, for Pul's reign
seems to have terminated at B. c. 747,

2
the date so well known in Baby-

lonian history as the " era of Nabonassar." Berosus may therefore not

have differed from Herodotus by more than five or six years for the

termination, and eleven or twelve for the commencement of the Assy-
rian Empire, the greater difference in the latter case being consequent
upon the use by Herodotus of a round number. And it cannot but be

suspected that the entire disagreement, so to call it, might have dis-

appeared, had Herodotus in his
" Muses " condescended to greater pre-

ciseness, or had we still possessed that other work of his, in which he

expressly treated of the "
History of Assyria."

4. Upon the whole, it seems to be tolerably certain that the 520
or 526 years of these two writers are to be counted back from about the

middle of the 8th century ;
and the probable starting-point is the well-

' See his Fragments in Muller's Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 503, Fr. 11.
8 Chron. Can. i. v. p. 18, ed. Mai. It is curious to find Pul called

"
king of the

Chald&ans "
(Chaldaeorum regem), when he was really an Assyrian monarch. Per-

haps Polyhistor here too misreported his authority.
9

2 Kings xv. 19. According to Clinton, Menahem reigned from B. c. 770 to B.

C. 760 (F. H. vol. i. pp. 325-6). I do not consider that the Scriptural dates can be
fixed with minute accuracy, or that the numbers have always come down to us un-

corrupted, but there is no reason to doubt that Menahem reigned nearly at this

period.
1 Bion and Polyhistor placed the extinction of the line of Ninus under Beleus

(Agath. ii. 25, p. 119), who is undoubtedly the Belochus of Syncellus and Eusebius.

They said that he was succeeded by Beletaras (in whose name may perhaps be traced

the second element of Tiglath-Pileser), and that the crown continued in his family
till Sardanapalus (rrjv &a(ri\tiav rep oiKfiu ttxQvTtvfff ytvci cwy ^y ^,apSavdira\ov.

Agath. ut supra). Thus they knew of only one great change of dynasty in Assyria,
and they placed it immediately after Beleus or Belochus. In the monuments Tiglath-

Pileser, who is almost certainly the successor of Pul (see 2 Kings xv. 19-29), omits

to record the name of his father, a sure indication that he was the founder of a new

dynasty. For further evidence on this point see the letter of Col. Rawlinson in the

Athenaeum, No. 1377.
3
Tiglath-Pileser records his taking tribute from Samaria in his eighth year (vide

infra, p. 376). Now this event appears to have preceded by a very short interval

the conspiracy of Hoshea, which seems to be related as its result (2 Kings xv. 30).

Hoshea's conspiracy was in B. c. 737 or 738 (Clinton's F. H. vol. i. p. 326, App.).
tf we place the invasion of Tiglath-Pileser two years earlier (B. c. 740), the first of

Tiglath-Pileser would be B. c. 747.
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known historical era at which Babylon established a quasi independence,

viz., B. c. 747, the " era of Nabonassar."

5. Concerning the origin of Assyrian independence, nothing can be

said to be known. We seem to have evidence of the inclusion of Assy-
ria in the dominions of the early Babylonian kings, but the time when

she shook off this yoke and became a free country is quite uncertain, and

can only be very roughly conjectured. Perhaps it is most probable
that during the troubles caused by an Arabian conquest of Chaldsea and

Babylonia, towards the close of the 16th century B. c., the Assyrians
found an opportunity of throwing off their subjection, and establishing
a separate sovereignty. However this may be, it is at any rate clear

that about the year B. c. 1273, Assyria, which had previously been a com-

paratively unimportant country, became one of the leading states of the

East, possessing what Herodotus not improperly terms an empire,
3 and

exercising a paramount authority over the various tribes upon her bor-

ders. The seat of Government at this early time appears to have been

at Asshur, the modern Kileh-Shergat, on the right bank of the Tigris,

sixty miles south of the later capital, Nineveh. At this place have

been found the bricks and fragments of vases bearing the names and

titles of (apparently) the earliest known Assyrian kings, as well as

bricks and pottery inscribed with the names of satraps, who seem to

have ruled the country during the time of Babylonian ascendancy.*
This too is the city at which Shamas-iva, the son of the Babylonian king,

Ismi-dagon, erected (about B. c. 1840) a temple to the gods Ann and
Iva ;

B
so that it may with much probability be concluded to have been

the capital during the whole period of the Babylonian dominion.

6. With regard to the first kings, it is necessary to discard alto-

gether the fables of Ctesias and his followers. Ninus, the mythic foun-

der of the empire, and his wife Semiramis, are not to be regarded as real

historical personages, nor indeed as belonging to Assyrian tradition at

all, but as inventions of the Greek writers.
8 The Babylonian historians,

as we are told by Abydenus,
7

ignored altogether the existence of any
such monarchs. The earliest known king of Assyria is a. certain Eel-lush)

who is the first of a consecutive series of four monarchs, proved by the

bricks of Kileh-Shergat to have borne sway in Assyria at a time when its

connexion with Babylonia had not long ceased. These kings, whose
names are read very doubtfully as Bel-lush, Pudil, Iva-lwh, and Shalma-bar,
or SJialma-rish, and who take the title only assumed by independent princes,

may possibly be actually the earliest of the entire series, and in that

case would be likely to have covered with their reigns the space between

3 Herod, i. 95. 4
Supra, Essay vi. 22, note \

6
Ibid., 2, note J

,
and 6. [There is no positive evidence that the Ismi-dagon

of Kileh-Shergat is the same with the Ismi-dagon of Mugheir, but there is much to

render the identification probable. H. C. R.j
6
Concerning the word Ninus, see above, page 361, note 9

. No real connexion
exists between this name and the Scriptural Nimrod. Semiramis is a possible name
for an Assyrian queen ;

but the only known Semiramis of Assyrian history is the

wife of Iva-lush III., whose date corresponds fairly enough with that of the Semira-
mis of Herodotus. (Vide infra, p. 373.)

7
Fr. 11.
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B. c. 1273, and B. c. 1200. No historical events can be distinctly as-

signed to this period.
8 The kings are known only by their legends upon

bricks and vases, which have been found at but one single place, viz.,

fileh-Shergat)
and which are remarkable for nothing but the archaic type

of the writing, and the intermixture of early Babylonian forms with others

which are purely Assyrian. It is on this ground especially that they
are assigned to the commencement of the empire, when traces of Baby-
lonian influence might be expected to show themselves; but it must be

professed that they may possibly belong to a time about 150 years later,

when Babylonia once more made her power felt in Assyria, a Chaldaean

monarch defeating the Assyrians in their own country, and carrying off

in triumph to Babylon the sacred images of their gods.
8

7. The series of kings which is probably to be placed next to this,

consists of six monarchs forming a continuous line, and reigning from
about B. c. 1200 to B. c. 1050, the crown during this period descending
without a break from father to son. Of these kings the names of the

fir*t live are recorded on the famous Kileh-Shergat cylinder,
10
the earliest

document of a purely historical character which has as yet been recovered

by the researches pursued in Mesopotamia. Tiglath-Pileser I., the

fifth king of this series, records on this cylinder his own annals during
the first five years of his reign, concluding his account by a glorification
of his ancestors, whom he traces back to the fourth degree. The few

particulars which are given in this slight sketch, form almost the whole
that is known at present of the kings in question, whose names it is

proposed to read as Nin-pata-kwa, Asshur-dapalril, Mutaggil-mbu, and
Asshur-rish-ili. Of the first of these, whose name is even more than or-

dinarily uncertain,
1

it is related that he was " the king who first organ-
ised the country of Assyria," and "established tiie troops of Assyria in

authority;" from which expression, as well as from his being the last

monarch in the list, he may perhaps be fairly viewed as the founder of

the line, and possibly of the independent kingdom. His son, Asshur-

dapal-il, besides "
holding the sceptre of dominion," and "

ruling over

the people of Bel," is only said to have " obtained a long and prosperous

8 A king called Shalmanu-bar, or Shalmanu-rish (query, Shalmaneser ?), is men-
tioned as the founder of Calah (Nimrud) in a late inscription. This may perhaps
be the 4th monarch of the Kileh-Stiergat series, whose name is almost, though not

quite, the same.
9

Supra, Essay vi. 2, note *.

10 Of this cylinder, or to speak more strictly, octagonal prism, several duplicates
have been found, the inscription being the same on all with unimportant variations.

See the new British Museum series, No. 1 (1857).
1 The different readings proposed for this name will show the extreme uncertainty

of the Assyrian nomenclature, arising from the fact that proper names are for the

most part written with monographs, and not phonetically. M. Oppert assumes, ap-

parently as certain (Rapport addresse" a son Excellence M. le Ministre de 1'Instruction,

Mai, 1856, p. 43), the form of Ninip-pall-oukin, which lie renders "le Dieu Ninip a

donne un tils." Sir H. Rawlinson agrees with him only in the second element. The
first he originally read Sanda, and would now regard as simply Nin the element
in question representing the god Hercules, or Saturn, whose titles are fully discussed

in another Essay. The third element, which M. Oppert reads oukin, Sir Henry
gives almost conjecturally as kura, regarding it as the proper name of one of the

Assyrian temples.
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life." Later, however, in the same inscription, it is mentioned that this

king took down the great temple of Anu and Phul at Kileh-Sheryat,
which was at the time in an unsound condition.

2 Of the third king,

Mutaggil-nebu, nothing more appears than that he " was established in

strength in the government of Assyria ;" but of the fourth, Asshur-rish-iw.

the father of Tiglath-Pileser I., it is recorded that he was, like his son,
a conqueror. Asshur-rish-ili is

" the powerful king, the subduer of foreign

countries, he who reduced all the lands of the Magian world" expres-
sions which are no doubt exaggerated, but which, contrasted with the

silence of the inscription with respect to any previous conquests, would
seem to indicate that it was this monarch who first began those aggres-
sions upon the neighbouring nations, which gradually raised Assyria
from the position of a mere ordinary kingdom, to that of a mighty and

flourishing empire.
3

8. The annals of Tiglath-Pileser I., which furnish this account of

his ancestry, extend (as has been already observed) over the space of

five years. During this period, besides rebuilding the temple, which 60

years previously had been taken down by his great-grandfather, he claims

to have extended his conquests over a large part of Cappadocia, over

Syria, and over the Median and Armenian mountains. In Cappadocia,
and the region intervening between that country and Assyria Proper,
the enemy against which he has to contend is the people called Nairi.

This nation was at the time divided into a vast number of petty tribes,

each under its own chief, and was conquered in detail by the Assyrian
monarch. The Syrians, or Aramaeans, whom he subdued, dwelt along the

course of the Euphrates from Tsukha (the Shoa of Scripture
4

),
which

was on the confines of Babylon, to Carchemish, which was near the site

occupied in later times by the city of Jfabog, or Hierapolis. The Arme-
nian mountains appear, as in the later inscriptions of Sargon, under the

name of Muzr (Misraim), thereby perhaps corroborating the testimony
of Herodotus as to the connexion of the Colchians with the Egyptians.
The date of these wars is capable of being fixed with an approach to ac-

curacy, by the help of a rock-inscription, set up by Sennacherib at Ba-

vian, in which a Tiglath-Pileser, whom there is every reason to regard as

3 See Essay vi. 2, note '.

3 The following is a translation of the genealogical portion of this important
document :

"Tiglath-Pileser, the illustrious prince, whom Asshur and Hercules have exalted

to the utmost wishes of his heart, who has pursued after the enemies of Asshur, and
has subjugated all the earth

" The son of Asshur-rish-ili, the powerful king, the subduer of foreign countries,
he who has reduced all the lands of the Magian world

" The grandson of Mutaggil-nebu, whom Asshur the great lord aided accord-

ing to the wishes of his heart, and established in strength in the government of

Assyria
" The glorious offspring of Asshur-dapal-il, who held the sceptre of dominion,

and ruled over the people of Bel, who in all the works of his hands and the deeds

of his life placed his reliance on the great gods, and thus obtained a prosperous and

long life
" The beloved son of Nin-pala-kura, the king who first organised the country of

Assyria," &c. &c.
* Ezekiel xxiii. 23.
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the monarch whose acts we are here considering,
6

is said to have occu-

pied the Assyrian throne 418 years before Sennacherib's 10th year. As
the reign of Sennacherib falls certainly towards the close of the 8th, or

the beginning of the 7th century, we may confidently assign Tiglath.-
Pileser I. to the latter part of the 12th century B. c. This date accords

satisfactorily with the discovered dynastic lists, and the supposed era of

the foundation of the monarchy ;
for allowing the eight kings anterior

to Tiglath-Pileser I. to have reigned twenty years apiece, which is a

fair average, and taking B. c. 1273 for the first year of the monarchy,
we should have B. c. 1113 for the accession of Tiglath-Pileser I. The

inscription of Sennacherib also furnishes us with some additional and

very important historical facts belonging to this reign the invasion,

namely, of Assyria at this time by Merodach-adan-akhi, king of Babylon,
his defeat of Tiglath-Pileser, and his triumphant removal of the images
of certain gods from Assyria to his own capital. We learn from this

record that Babylon not only continued, to the close of the 12th cen-

tury, independent of Assyria, but was still the stronger power of the

two the power which was able to take the offensive, and to ravage and
humiliate its neighbour.

9. Tiglath-Pileser I. was succeeded by his son, AssJmr-lani-pal I.

No particulars are known of the reign of this prince, of whom one single
record only has been as yet discovered, which is a dedicatory inscription

containing his name, together with that of his father, Tiglath-Pileser,
and his grandfather, Asshur-rish-ili It is found on a mutilated female

statue, probably of the goddess Astarte, which was disinterred at Koyun-
jik, and is now in the British Museum.

10. At the period which we have now reached, a break occurs in

the line of kings furnished by the monuments, which it is impossible at

present to fill up,
6 but which does not appear to have been of very long

duration. Asshur-adan-akhi, the next known king to Assliur-lani-pal L,
is thought to have ascended the throne about the year B. c. 1050, being
thus a contemporary of David. He is known only as the repairer of

certain buildings at K'deh- Sliergat, which continued to receive additions

from monarchs who were his successors, and probably his descendants.

These monarchs, whose names may be given as Asshur-danin-il, Iva-lmh II.,

and TiglatU-Nin, form a line of direct descent, which may be traced on

6 M. Oppert regards the Tiglath-Pileser of the Bavian inscription as a different

monarch from the Tiglath-Pileser of the Shcrgat Cylinders. He gives the succession

thus : Tiglath-Pileser I., Sardanapalus I. (Asshur-bani-pal), Tiglath-Pileser II., &c.

(Rapport a son Excellence M. le Ministre de 1'Instruction, p. 43.) But there are no

grounds for this distinction, which is at any rate purely conjectural.
6 M. Oppert ventures to fill up the break with the names of Tiglath-Pileser II.,

Belochus I., Belitaras, and Shalmaneser I., whom he represents as reigning from

B.C. 1122 to B. c. 1050. He applies the narrative of Agathias concerning Belochus

and Belitaras to this period, identifying the latter with a certain Bel-kapi (or, ac-

cording to him, el-kat-irassou), who is mentioned in an inscription of the great

Iva-lu&h as li the founder of the empire." This inscription presents certainly con-

siderable difficulties, since it differs greatly from the apparent actual succession of

the kings as recorded on contemporary monuments ;
but M. Oppert can hardly be

oaid to have offered a very satisfactory' explanation of the discrepant accounts. (See

the Rapport, &c., pp. 44-5.)
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without interruption to the accession of Tiglath-Pileser II., the king of

that name whose actions are recorded in Scripture. They continued to

reside and to repair the buildings at Kileh-Sliergat, but have left no evi-

dence of conquests or greatness.
7

11. Tiglathi-Nin, the last of the Kikh-Shergat series, was succeeded

by his son, Asshur-dani-pal, or Sardanapalus, who appears to have trans-

ferred the seat of empire from Kileh-Shergat, which had been the Assyr-
ian capital hitherto, to Calah,

8
the modern Nimrud, a position about 40

miles further to the north, near the junction of the greater Zab with the

Tigris, on the opposite or left bank of the stream. The circumstances

which induced this change are unknown, but it may probably have been
connected with the extension of the empire towards Armenia, rendering
a movement of the governmental centre in the same direction expedient.

Certainly Asshur-dani-pal, who seems to be the warlike Sardanapalus of

the Greeks, was a great conqueror. In his annals, which have come
down to us in a very complete condition, it is apparent that he carried

his arms far and wide through Western Asia, from Babylonia and Chal-

daea on the one side, to Syria and the coasts of the Mediterranean on
the other. It seems to have been in this latter quarter that his most

permanent and important conquests were effected. Sardanapalus styles
himself " the conqueror from the upper passage of the Tigris to Lebanon
and the Great Sea, who has reduced under his authorities all countries

from the rising of the sun to the going down thereof."
8

In his Syrian

campaign, which is recorded at length, not only in the general inscription,
but also on the votive Bull and Lion which he set up at Calah on his

return from it, he took tribute from the kings of all the principal Phoe-

nician cities, as Tyre, Sidon, Byblus, and Aradus : among the rest, prob-

ably from Eth-baal, king of the Sidouians, the father of Jezebel, wife of

Ahab.
12. Sardanapalus, the son of Tiglatlii-Nin, is the first of the Assyrian

kings of whose grandeur we are able to judge by the remains of exten-

sive buildings and sculptures which have come down to us. He was
the founder of the North-West Palace at Nimrud, which, next to that of

Sennacherib at Koyunjik, is the largest and most magnificent of all the

Assyrian edifices. The greater portion of the sculptures now in the

British Museum are from this building. It was a structure nearly

square, about 360 feet in length, and 300 in breadth,
10

standing on a

raised platform, overlooking the Tigris, with a grand fa$ade to the north

fronting the town, and another to the west commanding the river. It

7
Tiglathi-Nin, however, is mentioned with Tiglath-Pileser I. in the annals of

the great Sardanapalus on the Ximrud monolith, among the warlike ancestors of

that king who had carried their arms into the Armenian mountains, and there set

up steles to commemorate their conquests. [H. C. R.]
8 Calah was founded (as above-mentioned, p. 365, note s

) by a certain Shalman-

ubar, or Shalmanurish, possibly the last king of the early Kileh-Shergat series ;
but

it seems to have been a mere second-rate city until the reign of Asshur-dani-paL
9 See Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, ch. xvi. p. 361.
10 See the plan of Mr. Layard (Nineveh and Babylon, opp. p. 655). The palace of

Sennacherib at Koyunjik seems to have been a square of nearly 600 feet. (Ibid.,

plan facing p. 67.)
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was built of hewn stone, and consisted of a single central hall, more than
120 feet long by 90 wide, probably open to the sky, round which were

grouped a number of ceiled chambers, some larger and some smaller,

generally communicating with one another. The ceilings were of cedar,

brought apparently from Mount Lebanon
;* the walls were panelled to a

certain distance from the floor by slabs of alabaster, ornamented through-
out with bas-reliefs, above which they were coated with plaster. The
smaller chambers were frequently dark

;
the larger ones were lighted

either by openings in the roof, or by apertures in the upper part of the

wall near the ceiling. The floors were paved with slabs of stone, often

covered with inscriptions. A close analogy has peen pointed out be-

tween this style of building and the great edifices of the Jews, as de-

scribed in Scripture
2 and by Josephus,

3
the Jewish kings having in all

probability borrowed their architecture from Assyria. The dimensions

however of the palace of Solomon fell far short of those of the great

Assyrian monarchs.
4

Besides his palace at Calah, Sardanapalus built temples there to As-

shur and Merodach, which stood upon the same platform, adjoining the

wall of the city. He also built at least one temple at Nineveh itself,

which however had not yet reached to the dignity of a metropolitan

city. This temple was dedicated to Beltis, a deity worshipped both in

Nineveh and Babylon.
13. Sardanapalus was succeeded by his son Shalmanu-lar, or Shalma-

neser (as the name is read by M. Oppert
5

),
the great monarch whose

deeds are recorded on the black obelisk in the British Museum. This

prince, who reigned above thirty-one years, was engaged either personal-

ly or by a favourite general,
8
in a perpetual series of expeditions, of

which a brief account is given upon the obelisk, the details being appar-

ently reserved for the colossal bulls, which seem to have been the usual

dedication after a victory. These expeditions do not fall into any reg-

ular order, nor do they seem to result in actual conquest. They are

repeatedly in the same countries, and terminate either in the submission

of the monarch, or in his deposition, and the establishment in his place
of a more obsequious ruler. What is most remarkable in them is their

extent. At one time they are in Chaldaea, on the very borders of the

southern ocean
;
at another in Eastern Armenia aud the vicinity of the

Caspian ; frequently they are in Syria, and touch the confines of Pales-

tine
; occasionally they are in Cappadocia, in the country of the Tuplai

1

Layard, p. 356. The wood discovered in this palace was almost all cedar.

(Ibid., p". 357.)
3
See 1 Kings, chs. vi. and vii.

;
and 2 Chron. ch. iii.

*
Joseph. Ant. Jud. viii. 2. Compare Fergusson's Palaces of Nineveh, p. 229,

and Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 644-9).
4 The palace of Solomon was 150 feet long and 75 feet broad, thus covering a

space little more than one-tenth of that covered by the palace of Sardanapalus, and

not one-thirtieth of that covered by the vast building of Sennacherib. Its height
was 45 feet, which perhaps the Assyrian palaces did not greatly exceed.

6
Rapport, &c., p. 45.

6
Called Dikut-aswr by Dr. Hincks. See his translation of the Nimrud Obelisk

in the Dublin University Magazine for October, 1853, pp. 422, 425, and 426.

VOL. I. 24
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(Tibareni). Armenia, Azerbijan, great portions of Media Magna, the

line of Zagros, Babylonia, Mesopotamia, Syria, Phoenicia, the chain of

Amanus and the country beyond it to the north and the north-west, are

invaded by the Assyrian armies, which exceed upon occasions 100,000

fighting men. Everywhere tribute is enforced, and in most places

images of the king are set up as a sign of his possessing the supremacy.
The Assyrian successes are throughout attributed, after the favour of

Asshur and Merodach, to their archers.

14. The picture furnished by the inscriptions of the general condi-

tion of Western Asia at this period (B.C. 900 860) is perhaps the most

interesting feature of all which they present to us. At the extreme

west appear the Phoenician cities, Tyre, Sidon, and Byblus, from which

Shalmanu-bar takes tribute in his 21st year. Adjoining upon them are

the kingdoms of Hamath7 and Damascus, the latter at first under Ben-

hadad," and then under Hazael
;
the former under a king named Sahu-

lena, or Irkhulena. These kingdoms are closely leagued together, and
united in the same alliance are their neighbours, the Kliatti, or Hittites,
who form a great confederacy ruled by a number of petty chiefs,

9 and
extend continuously from the borders of Damascus to the Euphrates at

J3ir
}
or Bireh-jik. The strength of the Hittites, Hamathites, and Syr-

ians of Damascus, is in their chariots.
10

They are sometimes assisted

by the "
kings of the sea-coast," who are probably the Phoenician princes.

The valley of the Orontes, from a little north of Hamath to the great
bend which the river makes towards the west, and the country eastward

as far as the mountains which separate the tributaries of that stream

from those of the Euphrates, is in possession of the Patena, a tribe of

Hittites, whose name connects them with the Padan-Ar&m of Scripture,
and the Batans5& of the Greek writers. This people is permanently
subject to Assyria, and the Assyrians have access through their terri-

tories to the countries of their neighbours. East of the Euphrates, in

the country between Bir and Diarbekr, are the Nairi or Nayari^ adjoin-

ing upon the Armenians, who reach from about Diarbekr to the basin

7 The importance of Hainath at this early period is strongly marked in Scripture,

first, by the frequent use of the expression,
" the entering in of Hainath" (Josh,

xiii. 5
; Judges iii. 3

;
1 Kings viii. 65, &c.), for the district north of the Holy Land

;

secondly, by what is related of the dealings of David with Toi (2 Sam. viii. 9, 10; 1

Chron. xviii. 9, 10); and thirdly, by the manner in which the Assyrian envoy, Rab-

shakeh, speaks of it (2 Kings xviii. 34, xix. 13). It was conquered by Solomon (2
Chron. viii. 3, 4), became independent probably under Jeroboam the first, and was

again reduced by Jeroboam the second (2 Kings xiv. 28). Hamath at this time was

the capital of Coele-Syria, and occupied the site of the modern Harnah.
8 This king was recognised independently both by Dr. Hincks and Col. Rawlin-

son. The name is read by the former authority as Ben-idri. The Septuagint, it

must be remembered, substitutes 'Ttbs
y
A8p for Ben-hadad (1 Kings xx. 1, &c.), and

the d and r, from their similarity, are constantly liable to be confounded in Hebrew,
as they are in the name Hadacfezer, or Hadarezer. (Coinp. 2 Sam. viii. 3-12, with

1 Chron. xviii. 3-10.)
9 See Dr. Hincks's article in the Dubh'n Univ. Mag. p. 422, note. Twelve kings

of the southern Hittites are mentioned in several places. Compare the expressions
in Scripture,

"
for all the kings of the Hittites did they bring chariots out" (1 Kings

x. 29), "the king of Israel has hired against us the kings of the Hittites," &c.
10

Compare 2 Sam. x. 18
;
1 Kings x. 29, xx. 1, &c.
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of Lake FrumfyeJi, which belongs to the Manmi (who are the Minni of

Scripture).
1

Southward, along the line of Zagros, are, first, Kharkhar,
about Lake Van; next Hupuska, reaching south to Holwan and the
Gates of Zagros; and then the country of the Namri, reaching as far as

Susiana, east of which dwell the Medes and (perhaps) the Persians.
3

Below Assyria is Babylonia, the more northern portion of which is the

country of the Accad, while the more southern, reaching to the coast, is

Chaldaea the land of the Kaldai. Above Babylonia, on both sides of the

Euphrates, are the Tsukhi, perhaps the Shuhites of Scripture.
3

Finally,
in Cappadocia, above the northern Hittites, and west of the Euphrates,
are the Tuplai, or Tibareni, a weak people, under a multitude of chiefs,

4

who readily pay tribute to the conqueror.
15. The most interesting of the campaigns of Shalmanubar are

those which in his 6th, llth, 14th, and 18th years he conducted against
the countries

bordering
on Palestine. In the first three of these his

chief adversary was Benhadad of Damascus, the prince whose wars
with Ahab and Jehoratn, and whose murder by Hazael, are related at

length in the Books of Kings and Chronicles.
6

Benhadad, who had

strengthened himself by a close league with the Hamathites, Hittites,

and Phoenicians, was defeated in three great battles by the Assyrian
monarch, and lost in one of them above 20,000 men. This ill success

appears to have broken up the league, and when Hazael, soon after his

accession, was attacked in his turn, probably about the year B. c. 884 or

885," he was left to his own resources, and had to take refuge in Anti-

Libanus, where Shalmanubar engaged and defeated him, killing (accord-

ing to his own account) 16,000 of his fighting men, and capturing more
than 1100 chariots. It was probably at this time, or perhaps three

years later, when the conqueror once more entered Syria and forced

Hazael to supply his troops with provisions, that the first direct con-

1 See Jer. li. 27 :
"
Call together against her (Babylon) the kingdoms of Ararat,

Minni, and Ashkenaz."
9 The first appearance of the Medes in the Assyrian inscriptions is in the 24th

year of Shalmanubar, about B. c. 880. Their exact locality cannot be fixed, but

they clearly dwell east of the Namri who inhabit the Kurdish mountains. It is un-

certain whether the Bartsu or Partsu are the Persians. From the time of Shal-

manubar to that of Pul they seem to occupy south-eastern Armenia, where they are

under a number of chiefs, as many as twenty-seven bringing tribute to the Assyrian
monarch on one occasion. In the reign of Sennacherib they appear as Partsu in

their proper position.
1 Job ii. 11, Ac.
4 As many as twenty-four kings of the Tuplai are mentioned (Hincks, p. 424).
6

1 Kings xv. 18-20, xx. 1-34, xxii. 29-36
;
2 Kings vi., vii., and viii.

;
2 Chron.

xvi. 2-4, &c.
a Hazael appears to have succeeded Ben-hadad, B. c. 886. (See Clinton's F. H.

vol. i. Appendix, p. 324.) Hence the time of Shalmanubar may be fixed with a near

approach to certainty. For as the accession of Hazael falls necessarily between his

14th year, when he wars with Benhadad, and his 18th, when he contends with

Hazael, his own accession if we regard Clinton's date for Hazael as sufficiently

ascertained must fall between B. c. 904 and B. c. 900. As we have his annals for

thirty-one years, he must have continued to reign at least as late as B. c. 873, being
thus contemporary with the Jewish kings Jehoshaphat, Jehoram, Ahaziah, Joash,
and with the Israelitish monarchs Ahab, Ahaziah, Jehoram, and Jehu.
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nexion, of which we have any record, took place between the people of

Israel and the Assyrians. One of five epigraphs on the black obelisk

records the tribute which Yahua, the son of Khumri i. e. Jehu, the son

of Omri7

brought to the king who set it up, consisting almost entirely
of gold and silver, and articles manufactured from gold. It was per-

haps this act of submission which provoked the fierce attack of Hazael

upon the kingdom of Israel in the reign of Jehu, when he " smote them
in all their coasts," and deprived them of the entire country east of

Jordan, the ancient possession of the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and Man-

asseh, as far as " Aroer by the river Arnon,"
8
which flows into the Dead

Sea.

16. Shalmanular dwelt indifferently at Calah and at Nineveh, and

greatly embellished the former of these cities. He was the builder of

the great central palace at that place, which has furnished us with so

many of the most interesting specimens of Assyrian art. Like his

father he appears to have brought timber, probably cedar, from the

forests of Syria ;
and sometimes even to have undertaken expeditions

for that special purpose. He probably reigned from about B. c. 900 to

B. c. 860 or 850."

17. Shalmanubar was succeeded by his son, Shamas-iva, whose annals,

like his father's, have in part come down to us upon an obelisk set up
by him to commemorate his exploits, at Calah, which seems to have

been still the Assyrian capital. We learn from this document,
1

that

during the lifetime of Shalmanubar^ Sardanapalus, his eldest son, had

raised a revolt against his authority, which was with difficulty put down

by Shamas-iva, the younger brother. Twenty-seven strong places, in-

cluding Asshur, the old metropolis, Amida (the modern Diarbekr), Tel-

apni, which was near Orfa, and the famous city of Arbela here first

commemorated espoused the cause of the pretender. A bloody strug-

gle followed, resulting in the suppression of the rebellion, by the cap-
ture of the revolted cities, which were taken by Shamas-iva, one after

another. Sardanapalus, in all probability, lost his life if not, at any
rate he forfeited the succession, which thus fell to the second son of the

late monarch.

7 Dr. Hincks says :

" This title (son of Omri) is equivalent to King of Samaria,
the city which Omri built, and which was known to the Assyrians as Beth-Omri."

(Nimrud Obelisk, p. 426.) But is it not rather a claim possibly not altogether
false to actual descent from Omri, and another instance of the anxiety of usurpers
in the East to identify themselves with the dynasty which they in reality dispossess ?

(See note
4 on Book i. ch. 108.) Jehu, we know, was really the son of Jehoshaphat,

and grandson of Nimshi (2 Kings ix. 2 and 14). But he may have been on the

mother's side descended from Omri, or he may merely have claimed the connexion

without any ground of right. The Assyrians would of course simply accept the title

which he gave himself. * 2 Kings x. 32-3.
9

It must be remembered that these dates depend upon the ordinary Scripture

chronology, which, placing the final capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in B. c.

588, and following the line of the kings of Judah, according to the years assigned
them in the Hebrew text, obtains for the first of Rehoboam the year B. c. 975 or

976. (See Clinton, vol. i. p. 329, App.) The line of the kings of Israel would pro-

duce a date 15 or 20 years lower than this.
1 This inscription has been in great part translated by Col. Rawlinson in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society, vol. xvi. part i. Annual Report, p. xii. et seq.
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18. The annals of Shamas-iva upon the obelisk extend only over the
term of four years, and then end abruptly. It is not likely, however,
that he reigned for so short a time, as the space between Shalmamibar

and Tiglath-Pileser II. exceeds a century,
2 and is occupied (so far as at

present appears) by but two reigns, those of Shamas-wa, and of his son

and successor, Iva-lwh. In these four years Shanias-iva undertook expe-
ditions against the tribes of the Na'iri on the flanks of Taurus, against
the countries bordering on Armenia to the south and east, against the

Medes beyond Zagros, and finally against the Babylonians. This last

campaign is the most important. In it Shatnas-iva declares that he took

above 200 towns, and defeated a combined army of Chaldseans, Elamites,

Namri, and Aramaeans or Syrians, which the king of Babylonia had
collected against him, slaying 5000 and taking 2000 prisoners, together
with 1000 chariots.

19. Iva-lvsh, the third prince of that name, was the son and succes-

sor of Shamas-iva. He is perhaps the Pul of the Hebrew Scriptures,
the Phaloch or Phalos of the Septuagint, and the Belochus of Eusebius

and others. He built some chambers in the central palace at Calah,
which had been originally erected by his grandfather, and which was

afterwards despoiled by Esarhaddon. The records of his time which

have been hitherto discovered are scanty, but possess a peculiar interest.

One of them is a pavement slab
3 from the upper chambers at Nimrud

(Calah), wherein is noticed his reception of tribute from the Medes,

Partsu, Minni, and Na'iri on the north and east, from the country of

A'/t"t/iri, or Samaria, from Tyre, Sidon, Damascus, Idurnsea, and Pales-

tine on the Western Sea a relation which accords with the fact men-

tioned in the Second Book of Kings, that Pul received a thousand

talents as tribute from Menahem, king of Israel.
4 Another is a brief

inscription on a statue of the god Nebo,
5 which shows that the name of

his wife was Semiramis, and that she reigned conjointly with her hus-

band, thus very remarkably confirming the account given by Herodotus

of the real age of that personage, and also explaining in some degree
her position in Herodotus as a Babylonian rather than an Assyrian

princess. Iva-lush III. certainly seems to have been in an especial way
connected with Babylonia. He appears to style himself "the king to

whose son Asshur the chief of the gods has granted the kingdom of

Babylon :" and relates that on his return from a campaign in Syria, in

which he had taken Damascus, he proceeded to Babylonia, where he

* That is, if we connect the accession of Tiglath-Pileser with the era of Nabonas-

sar, B. c. 747. There is no doubt a great difficulty in supposing that the three con-

secutive reigns of a father, son, and grandson, cover the space from B. c. 900 to B.

c. 747, a period of 153 years.
* For a full account of this inscription see Athenaeum, No. 1476, p. 174.
4 2 Kings xv. 19, 20. The amount of Menahem's tribute is not stated in the in-

scription ;
but as it has been thought excessive, it may be well to observe that from

Mariha, king of Damascus, Phallukha took at this time 2300 talents of silver, 20

talents of gold, 3000 of copper, and 5000 of some other metal, probably iron.

ft The statue, which is now in the British Museum, is dedicated by the artist to

"
his lord Iva-lush, and his lady Sammuramit." By the form of the letters and other

signs it certainly belongs to the time of Iva-lush III., and not to either of the two

earlier monarchs of the same name.
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received the homage of the Chaldaeans, and sacrificed in Babylon, Bor-

sippa, and Cutha, to the respective gods of those cities, Bel, Nebo, and

Nergal. It is possible that Semiramis was a Babylonian princess, and

that Iva-lush, in right of his wife, became sovereign of Babylon, where

he may have settled his sou Nabonassar. The history of this period is

however shrouded in an obscurity which we vainly attempt to penetrate ;

and it can only be said that under this king the first Assyrian dynasty
seems to have come to an end, and in its place a new dynasty to have

been established.

20. The following is a sketch of the probable chronology of the kings

of this period :

B. c.

1. Bel-lush ab. 1273.

2. Pudil
)

3. Iva-lush .

..[>ab.
1200.

4. Shalma-bar (or Shalma-rish) . . )

5. Nin-pala-kura
6. Asshur-dapal-il (his son)
7. Mutaggil-nebu (his son)
8. Asshur-rish-ili (his son)
9. Tiglath-Pileser I. (his son)

ab. 1160.

ab. 1130.

ab. 1110.

10. Asshur-bani-pal I. (his son) . . . . ab. 1080.*****
11. Asshur-adan-akhi ab. 1050.

12. Asshur-danin-il (his son) . . . . ab. 1025.

13. Iva-lush II. (his son) ab. 1000.

14. Tiglathi-Nin (his son) ab. 960.

15. Asshur-dani-pal (his son) . . . . ab. 930.

16. Shalmanu-bar (his son) ab. 900 to 850.

17. Shamas-iva (his son) ab. 850 to 800.

18. Iva-lush III. (his son) ab. 800 to 747.

21. The circumstances which brought the first Assyrian dynasty to

a close, and placed upon the throne a king of a different family, are

neither recorded in the inscriptions, nor by any writer of much author-

ity.
6

Tiglath-Pileser II., who appears to have succeeded Pul,
7 has left

no record of the means by which he obtained the crown. His inscrip-

tions however support the notion of a revolution and change of dynasty
in Assyria at this point of its history. Contrary to the universal prac-
tice of previous monarchs, he omits all mention of his ancestors, or

even of the name of his father, upon his monuments. We may safely

conclude from this that he was a usurper, and that his ancestry was not

8 Bion and Polyhistor are said to have related that Tiglath-Pileser, whom they
called Beletaras, was the former king's gardener, and gained the crown in some ex-

traordinary way (fKapwuffaro irapa\6ycas ryv jScurtAeuu', Agath. ii. 25, 15). But

Agathias, who is the authority for this, does not inform us of any details. The war

between Belimus and Perseus in Cephalion (Fragm. 1), and that between Sardanapa-
lus and Perseus in Pausanias (see the Paschal Chronicle, p. 68), perhaps disguise

the transactions of this period.
7 Such is the impression which we receive from Scripture (2 Kings xv. 19-29).

It would be nearly certain if we could feel sure that Tiglath-Pileser really took trib-

utefrom Menahem in his eighth year. (See below, note 2
.)
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roval. This is the circumstance which makes it probable that the

lower dynasty of Assyria commenced with this monarch rather than

with Pul, whom Berosus is said to have made the first king of the

second period.
8 With respect to the exact time at which Tiglath-Pile-

ser mounted the throne, it must be admitted that some doubt exists.

The dates derived from the succession of the Hebrew monarchs would

apparently give for his accession about the year B. c. 767, or B. c. 768
;

for according to this chronology Menahem reigned from B. c. 769 to B. c.

760, and he appears to have been contemporary both with Tiglath-Pile-
M-r and with Pul,

1

the former of whom expressly states that he took

tribute from him in his eighth year."
1

It is doubtful however if complete

dependence is to be placed upon the Hebrew dates;
3 and perhaps it is

best on the whole to lay it down as most probable that the change of

dynasty took place in or a little before the year B. c. 747, and was closely
connected with the events in Babylonia which led to the establishment

in that year of the celebrated era of Nabonassar. Herodotus connects

the revolution in Assyria at the close of the 520 (526) years, with a gen-
eral revolt of the provinces ;

4 and though his statement, broadly made
as it is with reference to all the Assyrian dependencies,

5 and extended

from the immediate occasion to the whole period of the Lower Em-

pire,
8

is undoubtedly false, since it is at variance both with Scripture
and with the monuments

;

7

yet it can scarcely be supposed to be with-

out a foundation in fact. The ground of his belief which would rest

probably upon information obtained at Babylon may well have been

the revolt of Babylonia on occasion of Tiglath-Pileser's accession, which

8 Vide Bupra, p. 363.
l 2 Kings xv. 19.

1 As Menahem only reigned 10 years, and Pul (the predecessor of Tiglath-Pileser)

also took tribute from' him, the accession of Tigluth-Pileser necessarily falls (unless
there is a mistake of the name) into Menahem\s second or third year. There are

however strong grounds for suspecting that Menahem in the inscription is mentioned

by mistake for Pekah. He is coupled with Rezin, who in Scripture always appears
as the ally of Pekah ;

and the campaign described as falling into the eighth of Tig-
lath-Pileser seems to be almost certainly that of which an account is given in the

book of Kings (2 Kings xvi. 5-9; cf. 1 Chron. v. 26), which was conducted against

Rczin and Pekah. The result of it is that Damascus is taken and destroyed. (See 2

Kings xvi. ver. 9.) It is remarkable that if we regard B. c. 747 as the year of Tig-

lath-Pileser's accession, his campaign with the Syrians and Israelites would very

conveniently fall into his eighth year (B. c. 740 the second year of Ahaz, and the

eighteenth of Pekah.)
1 The Hebrew numbers sometimes differ from the Septuagint, as in the case of

Manassch's reign, which is in the Hebrew 55, in the LXX. 35 years. Where they

are checked by the list being double, there are frequent discrepancies, which have

to be reconciled by violent assumptions. (See the notes in our marginal Bible, and

Clinton's F. H. vol. i. App. ch. 5, pp. 325-7.)
4 Herod, i. 95.

6 Herod, i. 96. Mrruv 8 avrov6^uv vavruv ivo rbv ijvftpov.
8
Compare ch. 102.

'

Nothing is more plain from Scripture than the flourishing condition of Assyria

in the reigns of Tiglath-Pileeer, Shalmaneser, Sargon, Sennacherib, and Esar-haddon.

The empire evidently advances rather than recedes during this period. Assyria ab-

sorbs the kingdoms of Syria and Israel, overruns Judaea and Philistia, and invades

Egypt. At the same time she holds Media (2 Kings xvii. 6) and Babylon (ibid. ver.

24; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11). This account exactly accords with the monuments, but

contradicts Herodotus.
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his informants magnified into a general defection on the part of the

Assyrian feudatories. The connexion of Semiramis with Pul on the

one hand,
8 and with the establishment of Babylonian independence on

the other,
9
confirms the synchronism in question, which is agreeable to

the numbers of the Septuagint,
1 and from which the date derivable from

the Hebrew Scriptures differs at the utmost by a period of twenty
years.

2

22. The annals of Tiglath-Pileser II. extend over the space of sev-

enteen years. They exist only in a very fragmentary state, having been

engraved on slabs which were afterwards defaced by Sargon or his

descendants, and which were finally torn from their places and used by
Esarhaddon as materials for the buildings which he erected at Nimrud

the ancient Calah. They give at some length his wars in Upper
Mesopotamia, Armenia, and Media; but the most remarkable events

recorded in them are an invasion of Babylon, which is assigned to his

first, and the Syrian campaign of his eighth year. In the former he

took Sippara (Sepharvaim) and various other places, driving into exile a

Babylonian prince of the time, whose name is read as Nclo-vasappan?
In the latter he defeated Rezin, king of Damascus, took and destroyed
his city, and received tribute from the king of Samaria (whom he calls

Menahem), from a Hirain king of Tyre,
4 and from a certain "

queen of

the Arabs "
i. e. of the Idumaeans.

It seems to have been concluded on good grounds, from a comparison
of the narrative in the Book of Kings with the prophet Isaiah," that

Tiglath-Pileser invaded the dominions of the kings of Israel twice : the

first time when he " took Ijon and Abel-beth-Maachah, and Janoah, and

Kedesh, and Hazor, and Gilead, and Galilee, and all the land of Naph-
tali;"

6 and again when he came up at the invitation of Ahaz, and broke

the power both of Syria and of Samaria.
7 The latter of these appears

to be the expedition mentioned in his annals. It was undertaken at

the request of Ahaz, the son of Jotham and father of Hezekiah,
who had recently ascended the throne, and found himself hard pressed

by the combination against him of Pekah and Rezin. who had been

previously engaged in war with his father.
8 On condition of receiving

8 Vide supra, p. 373. fl

Supra, p. 362, and infra, Essay viii. 2.
1

By assigning 35 years, instead of 55, to the reign of Manasseh, the LXX. re-

duces all the earlier dates by exactly 20 years.
a That is to say, if we regard the synchronism of Tiglath-Pileser with Menahem

as established. If, on the other hand, we consider that Pekah is intended in the

passage of Tiglath-Pileser's annals where the name of Menahem occurs, the exact

date of B. c. 747 for Tiglath-Pileser's accession will accord with the Hebrew Scrip-
tures.

3
It does not seem possible that this name can represent Xabonassar, although

the first element is the same in both words. Probably Nebovasappan was a mere

prince, the ruler of a frontier district.
4
Compare the Hiram of 1 Kings v. 1-12, and the Siromus or Eiromus of Herod-

otus (vii. 98, and note ad loc.).
6 See Mr. Vance Smith's Exposition of the Prophecies relating to Nineveh and

the Assyrians, Introduction, 2, p. 25.
6 2 Kings xv. 29.

7
Ibid. xvi. 5-9. Compare Isa. vii. and viii.

8
Ibid. xv. 37.
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aid against these enemies, Ahaz consented to become the tributary of

the Assyrian king,
9 a position which the sovereigns of Judah must be

considered to have thenceforth occupied.
1

Tiglath-Pileser "hearkened"
to his proposal, collected an army, and marching into Syria in his eightl

year, B. c. 740, attacked and took Damascus, slew Kezin,
2 and razed his

city to the ground. He then probably proceeded against Pekah, whose

country he entered on the north-east, where it bordered upon the king-
dom of Damascus. Here he overran the whole district beyond Jordan,
and hence he carried off into captivity the two tribes and a half by
whom this country was peopled;

8
after which it is probable that Pekah

submitted and consented to pay a fixed annual tribute. Ahaz about

the same time had an interview with the Great King, while he still

rested at Damascus,
4
before the city was destroyed the first instance

that occurs of direct contact between the Jews (properly so called) and
the Assyrians.

23. Of Shalmaneser, the probable successor of Tiglath-Pileser II.,

very little is known. 6 He cannot have reigned more, and may possibly
have reigned less, than nine years.

6 His name has not yet been found

upon the monuments,
7 and the only facts belonging to his reign which

have come down to us
8
are his two expeditions against Samaria, recorded

in Scripture. It appears that Hoshea, who had murdered Pekah, and
made himself king of Israel,

9
submitted to Shalmaneser upon his first

invasion, and agreed to pay an annual tribute;
1

but afterwards, having
obtained the protection of Sabaco, king of Egypt,

3
he revolted, with-

" Ahaz sent messengers to the king of Assyria, saying, I am thy servant and

thy son
;
come up and save me out of the hand of the king of Syria, and out of the

hand of the king of Israel, which rise up against me. And Ahaz took the silver and

gold that was found in the house of the Lord, and in the treasures of the king's

house, and sent it for apresent, to the king of Assyria." (2 Kings xvi. 7.)
1 Hence the force of Hezekiah's words when he had withheld his tribute :

" 1

have offended : return from me ;
that which thou puttest upon me I will bear." 2

Kings xviii. 14.)
2 Kings xvi. 9.

* See 1 Chron. v. 26, and compare Isa. ix. 1.
4 2 Kings xvi. 10.

It is probable that his monuments were purposely destroyed by Sargon.
6 This assertion depends on the assumption that Tiglath-Pileser began to reign

fc. c. 747. As 17 years of his annals are extant, he cannot have been succeeded by
Shalmaneser till B. c. 730. Sargon began to reign B. c. 721. Thus the greatest

possible length of Shalmaneser's reign is nine years. If Tiglath-Pileser held the

throne more than 17 years, which is very possible, the duration of Shalmaneser's

reign would be shorter.
7 Two inscriptions in the British Museum perhaps belong to Shalmaneser, but in

both the royal name is wanting. One of them appears to contain a mention of Ho-

shea, king of Samaria; the other speaks of a son of Rezin.
8 The accounts which Menander gave (ap. Joseph. Ant. Jud. ix. 14) of expedi-

tions conducted by Shalmaneser against Phoenicia and Cyprus are probably unhis-

torical. He has apparently confused Shalmaneser with his successor Sargon, by
whom expeditions against these places seem to have been really undertaken.

9 2 Kings xv. 30.
* 2 Kings xvii. 3.

a
2 Kings xvii. 4. This is probably Sabaco L, the founder of the 25th (Ethio-

pian) dynasty, who may have reigned from about B. c. 725 to B. c. 715. The identi-

fication of Sabaco with So,which seems at first sight far-fetched, becomes certain if

we bear in mind that the Hebrew word is KID, Seveh. Compare the form Sevechus

in Manetho.
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held his tribute, and when Shalmaneser once more came up against him
in person, resisted him by force of arms. Shalmaneser laid siege to

Samaria, which defied his utmost efforts for nearly three years. Sabaco,

however, gave no aid to his dependent, and at the end of three years
Samaria fell.

3
It has been usual to ascribe its capture to Shalmaneser

,

and this is certainly the impression which the Scriptural narrative

leaves. But the assertion is not made expressly,
4
and if we may trust

the direct statement of Sargon, the successor of Shalmaneser upon the

throne, we must consider that he, and not Shalmaneser, was the actual

captor of the city. Sargon relates that he took Samaria in his first

year, and carried into captivity 27,280 families. It would appear there-

fore that Shalmaneser died, or was deposed, while Hoshea still held

out, and that the final captivity of Israel fell into the reign of his suc-

cessor.

24. Sargon, or Sargina, who mounted the Assyrian throne in the

year B. c. 721,
6
was the founder of a dynasty, and therefore most proba-

bly a usurper. It may be suspected that he took advantage of Shal-

maneser's long absence from his capital, while he pressed the siege of

Samaria, to possess himself of the supreme power, just as in later times

the Pseudo-Sinerdis took advantage of the absence of Cambyses in

Egypt for a like purpose.
6

If not absolutely a person of low condition,
he was at any rate of a rank which did not allow him to boast. In his

inscriptions, although he calls the former kings of Assyria his ancestors,
which seems to be a mere mode of speech, yet he carefully abstains from

any mention of his father, and it is only from later records that we

may perhaps be able to supply this deficiency.
7 His reign covered a

space of nineteen years, for fifteen of which we possess his annals. It

appears that in his first year, after Samaria had fallen and the inhabi-

tants been brought as captives to Assyria," he proceeded in person

against Babylon, where it is possible that he placed Merodach-Baladan

upon the throne. After this Sargon turned his arms against Lower

Syria and Egypt. Egypt, which continued under the Ethiopian rule,

had recently extended her dominion over the five cities of the Philis-

tines, according to the prophecy of Isaiah.
8

Sargon speaks of Gaza as a

dependency of Egypt, and its king is said to have fought a battle aj

8
2 Kings xvii. 5, and xviii. 10.

' At the end of three years they took it
"

4 "The king of Assyria" in 2 Kings, ch. xvii. ver. 6, is not necessarily the same
monarch as " the king of Assyria

"
of the preceding verse. Our translators cor-

rectly regard ver. 6 as beginning a new paragraph. In the other passage (xviii. 10)
we have the yet more vague expression,

"
they took it."

5 This date depends on the statement made by Sargon, that in his own twelfth

year he drove Merodach-Baladan out of Babylon after he had reigned twelve years.
It follows that the two kings ascended the throne in the same year. Ptolemy's

Canon, which gives Merodach-Baladan (Mardocempadus) exactly twelve years, places
his accession in B. c. 721.

6 Herod, iii. 61.
7 On a clay tablet of the time of Sennacherib, which is in the possession of Col.

Rawlinson, the name of Nebosiphuni occurs in a connexion which may be read as

making him Sargon's father. The construction is however very doubtful.
8 2 Kings xvii. 6, and xviii. 11.
9 See Isa. xix. 18 : "In that day shall five cities in the land of Egypt speak the

language of Canaan."
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Raphia, which was the frontier town of Egypt on the Syrian side. On
the defeat of the Philistine prince by the Assyrian monarch, the king
of Egypt, who is called Pharaoh, and who was most probably Sabaco

I.,
1 made submission, and paid Sargon a tribute in gold, horses, camels,

&c. Tribute was also brought him by the " Chief of Saba," and the
"
Queen of the Arabs." After the conclusion of this successful cam-

paign, Sargon, like so many of his predecessors,
2
was occupied for some

time with wars in Upper Syria, Cappadocia, and Armenia. He overran

Hamath
;
defeated Anibris the king of Tubal (the Tibareni), on whom

he had previously bestowed the province of Khilak (Cilicia), but who
had revolted in conjunction with the kings of Meshech (the Moschi) and

Ararat (Armenia) ;
invaded this last named country, and fought several

battles with its king, Urza ; took tribute from the Nairi; and carried

back with him to Assyria a host of prisoners, whom he replaced by
colonists from his own country. He next turned his arms eastward

against the tribes in Mount Zagros, and against Media, which he reduced

to subjection, planting throughout it a number of cities, which he peo-

pled (at least in part) with his Israelitish captives.
3 Later in his reign

he conducted a second expedition into southern Syria, where he took

Ashdod by one of his generals,
4
the king flying to Egypt, which is ex-

pressly said to be subject to Mirukha, or Meroe.
5

It was about the

same time that he took Tyre. Afterwards, during the space of four

years at least, he carried on wars in Babylonia and the adjacent coun-

tries, driving Merodach-Baladan into banishment, and contending with

the kings of Susiana, and the chiefs of the Chaldaeans. It was at this

period that he seems to have first received tribute from the Greeks of

Cyprus,
8
into which country he perhaps afterwards made an expedition.

7

1
If Sabaco I. reigned, as has been supposed (supra, p. 377, second note 2

),

from about B. c. 726 to B. c. 715, the payment of tribute to Sargon would

exactly fall into his last year, for it took'place in the 7th year of Sargon,

or B. c. 715. It is however quite possible that Sabaco II. may be the

Pharaoh mentioned. A seal impression of one of the Sabacos was found

at Koyunjik, with the cartouche here given. It was joined with the seal

^^ of an Assyrian king, and had probably been affixed to a treaty.
a
Supra, pp. 368, 370, 373, &c.

3 See 2 Kings xvii. 6, and xviii. 11. "The King of Assyria did carry away
Israel into Assyria, and put them in Halah and Habor by the river of Gozan, and

in the cities of the Medes"
4 Cf. Isa. xx. 1. "In the year that Tartan came unto Ashdod (when Sargon the

king of Assyria sent him), and fought against Ashdod, and took it." Sargon appears

in his annals to claim the capture as his own ; but the kings of Assyria frequently

identified themselves with their generals. (See Col. Rawlinson's Commentary, pp.

46-7, and Dr. Hincks's translation of the Black Obelisk inscription in the Dublin

Univ. Magazine for October, 1853, p. 425, note.) Egyptians and Ethiopians seem

to have been among the defenders of Ashdod (Isa. xx. 4, 5) on this occasion.

The connexion of Egypt with Ethiopia at this time is strongly marked through-

out the liuth chapter of Isaiah.
8 The Cyprian Greeks are described as " seven kings of the Yaha-nage tribes of

the country' of Yavnan (or Yunan\ i. e. Ionia." They dwelt^'in
an island in the

midst of the sea, at the distance of seven days from the coast."
7 The monument of Sargon found at Idalium does not prove the presence of the

Assyrian monarch in the island, but it shows that he must at least have sent an ex-

pedition there. If we may apply to this time the passage of Meuander, which Jose-
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This expedition, if it took place at all, must have occurred later than

his fifteenth year, as it is not recorded in the Khorsabad annals. The
statue of Sargon now in the Berlin Museum, which was brought from

Idalium, commemorates the Cyprian expedition.
25. Sargon appears to have removed the seat of empire from Calah

farther to the north. He repaired the walls of Nineveh, and built in

the neighbourhood of that city" the magnificent palace which has supplied
France with the valuable series of monuments now deposited in the

Louvre. This palace, which seems to have been completed and embel-

lished in his 15th year, has furnished the great bulk of the historical

documents belonging to his reign.
9 In form and size it does not much

differ from the other constructions of the Assyrian monarchs
;
but its

ornamentation is to some extent Egyptian.
1 In connexion with it Sar-

gon founded a town which he called by his own name a title retained

by the ruins at Khorsabad so late as the Arab conquest.
2

An advance of the arts is perhaps to be traced at this period, which

may have been a consequence of the growing connexion with Egypt.
Enamelled bricks of the most brilliant hues, coloured designs on walls,

cornices on the exteriors of buildings, the manufacture of transparent

glass,
3

belong to this period ;
to which may also probably be referred a

great portion of the domestic utensils and ornaments of a decidedly

Egyptian character, which have been found in various parts of Mesopo-
tamia.

4

26. Sargon was succeeded by his son Sennacherib, whose accession

may be assigned, on the authority of Ptolemy's canon, to the year B. c.

702.
6 He continued to reign at least as late as B. c. 680, since his

22nd year has been found upon a clay tablet. He fixed the seat of

government at Nineveh, which he calls
u his royal city." The town

had fallen into a state of extreme decay, partly by the ravages of time,

phus refers to Shalmaneser (Ant. Jud. ix. 14, 2), we must suppose that Cyprus
had been previously subject to Phoenicia, and that she did not relinquish her hold

without a sharp struggle.
6
Sargon speaks of his palace as built " near to Nineveh." Khorsabad is about

15 miles N. by E. of Koyunjik, which marks the site of the true Nineveh.
Some slabs of Sargon have been found at Nimrud, and a few at Koyunjik, but

the palace at Khorsabad has yielded by far the greatest number.
1 See Mr. Fergusson's Nineveh and Persepolis Restored, p. 223, where a cornice

upon the exterior of a building attached to the palace is said to be " at first sight
almost purely Egyptian." The fact, which Mr. Layard notes (Nineveh and Babylon,

p. 131), that the walls of the chambers were in part "painted with subjects resem-

bling those sculptured on the alabaster panels," seems to be another indication of

Egyptian influence.
2 See Col. Rawlinson's Commentary, p. 19, note a

.

8
Transparent glass may have been in use earlier, but the earliest known speci-

men of it is a small bottle, found in the north-west palace at Nimrud, which has Sar-

gon's name upon it (see Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, p. 197). The invention is

most probably to be assigned to Egypt, whence the most ancient specimens of col-

oured glass have been derived. (See note 8 on Book ii. ch. 44.)
4 Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 182-190.
5 This is made in the Canon to be the first year of Belibus, whom Sennacherib

set on the throne of Babylon in the year of his accession, and deposed three years
afterwards.
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partly from the swellings of the Tigris, and required a complete restora-

tion to be fitted for a royal residence. Sennacherib seems to have com-

menced the work in his second year. He collected a host of prisoners
from Chaldaea and Aramaea (Syria) on the one side, and from Armenia
and Cilicia on the other, and used their forced labour for his construc-

tions, employing on the repairs of the great palace alone as many as

360,000 men. A portion were engaged in making bricks
;
others cut

timber in Chaldaea and in Mount Hermon, and brought it to Nineveh
;

a certain number built; within the space of two years the needful

restorations seem to have been effected
;
Nineveh was made " as splendid

as the sun;" two palaces were repaired ;
the Tigris was confined to its

channel by an embankment of bricks
;
and the ancient aqueducts con-

veying spring-water to the city from a distance were made capable of

their original use. Not content with these improvements, Sennacherib,
later in his reign probably about his 9th or 10th year erected a new
and more magnificent palace at Nineveh, which he decorated throughout
with elaborate sculptures in commemoration of his various expeditions.
This edifice, which was excavated by Mr. Layard, and which is known
as the great Koyunjik palace, is on a larger scale than any other As-

syrian building. It contained at least three spacious halls one of

them 150 feet by 125 and two long galleries (one of 200, the other of

185 feet), besides innumerable chambers; and the excavated portion of

it covers an area of nearly 40,000 square yards, or above eight acres.

Besides this great work, Sennacherib built a second palace in Nineveh,
on the mound now called Nebbi- Yunus, and a temple in the city of

Tarbisi (the modern Shereef Khan) at a distance of three miles from the

capital.

27. The annals of Sennacherib hitherto discovered extend only to

his eighth year. Immediately after his accession he proceeded into Bab-

ylonia, where Merodach-Baladan had once more succeeded in establish-

ing himself upon the throne by the help of his neighbours the Susian-

ians. A battle was fought in which Sennacherib was completely suc-

cessful, and the Babylonian prince barely escaped with his life He
fled however to the sea, and concealed himself from the Assyrian

soldiers, who searched the shores and islands for him in vain. Sen-

nacherib meanwhile entered and plundered Babylon, destroyed 79

Chaldsean cities and 820 villages, and having collected an enormous

booty returned into Assyria, leaving Belib (or Belibus) as viceroy of

Babylon. This expedition is related at length in Sennacherib's annals.

Berosus seems to have ignored it, and to have represented Belibus as

obtaining the crown by his own exertions
;

6
but the narrative of the

Assyrian king is more worthy of our confidence.

On his way back from Babylonia Sennacherib ravaged the lands of

* Seethe extract from Polyhistor in Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i.e. 4. "Ppst-
quani regno defunctus est Senacheribi pater et post Hagisre in Babylonios domina-

tionem, qui quidem nondum expleto trigesimo die a Marudacho Baldane interemptus

est, Marudachus ipse Baldanes tyrannidem invasit mensibus 6, donee eum sustulit vir

guidam, nomine Elibux, qui et in regnum successit. Hoc postremo annum jam ter-

tium regnante,Senacheribusrex Assyriorumcopiusadversum Babylonios contrahebal,,

praelioque cum iis conserto superior evadebat," &c.
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the Aramaean tribes upon the Tigris and Euphrates, among whom ar

mentioned the Nabatu (Nabataeans), and the Hagaranu (Hagarenes), car-

rying into captivity from this quarter more than 200,000 persons. He
then, in his second year, attacked the mountain tribes on the north and
east of Assyria, penetrating even to Media, and taking tribute from cer-

tain Median tribes, who (he says) were entirely unknown to the kings
that went before him. In his third year he went up against Syria.
Here he first chastised Luliya, king of Sidon (apparently the Elulaeus

of Menander 7

), driving him to take refuge in Cyprus, and giving his

throne to another. He then received tribute from the rest of the

Phoenician cities as well as from the kings of Edom and Ashdod, who
submitted to him without a struggle. Ascalon resisted him, and was
attacked

;
the king and the whole royal family were seized and removed

to Nineveh, and a fresh prince was placed upon the throne. Hazor,

Joppa, and other towns which depended upon Ascalon, were at the same
time taken and plundered. War followed with Egypt. The kings of

that country, who are described as dependent upon the king of Meroe,
or Ethiopia,

8 came up against Sennacherib, and engaged him near Lach-

ish, but were defeated with great loss. Sennacherib then took Lachish

and Libnah, and afterwards proceeded against Hezekiah. The Ekron-
ites had expelled their king, who was a submissive vassal of the Assyr-
ian monarch, and had sent him bound to Hezekiah, who kept him a

prisoner at Jerusalem. 9
Sennacherib invaded Judaea, where he took 46

fenced cities, and carried off as captives above 200,000 people.
1

After

this he laid siege to Jerusalem, whioh he endeavoured to capture by
means of mounds. 2

Hereupon Hezekiah submitted, consenting to pay
a tribute of 300 talents of silver and 30 talents of gold,

3 and sending
besides many rich presents to conciliate the Assyrian monarch, who
however mulcted him in a portion of his dominions, which was bestowed

upon the princes of Ashdod, Ekron, and Gaza. Such is the account

which Sennacherib gives of an expedition briefly touched by Scripture
in a few verses

4
an expedition which is not to be confounded with that

7
Ap. Joseph. Ant. Jud. ix. 14. It was probably after chastising this prince that

Sennacherib set up his tablet at the Nahrcl Kelb.
ti

Egypt was still under the Ethiopians, Sabaco II. being now the true king of the

country. Still certain native princes may have been allowed the royal title. The

Dodecarchy of Herodotus, his Sethos, and Manetho's Stephinates, Nechepsos, and

Nechao I., seem to represent these persons.
" Hezekiah may have exercised a certain lordship over the Philistine towns, for

in the beginning of his reign he "smote the Philistines, even unto Gaza" (2 Kings
xviii. 8).

1

Demetrius, the Jewish historian, ascribed the great Captivity of the Jews to

Sennacherib (Clem. Alex. Strom, i. p. 403).
2 This circumstance adds increased force to the promise on a later occasion :

" He
shall not come into this city, nor shoot an arrow there, nor come before it with

shield, nor cast a bank against it
"

(2 Kings xix. 32).
8
Compare 2 Kings xviii. 14. The discrepancy as to the amount of the silver

has been well explained by Mr. Layard (Nineveh and Babylon, p. 148).
4 See 2 Kings xviii. 13-16 : "Now in the fourteenth year of King Hezekiah did

Sennacherib, king of Assyria, come up against all the fenced cities of Judah, and

took them. And Hezekiah, king of Judah, sent to the king of Assyria to Lachish,

saying, I have offended : return from me
;
that which thou puttest upon me I will
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second invasion of these countries by the same monarch, which termi-

nate! in the destruction of his host, and his own ignominious flight to

his capital.
5

This latter expedition is not described in his annals, and
it may perhaps belong to a period beyond the time to which they ex-

tend.

Sennacherib, in his fourth year (B. c. 699), once more turned his arms

against the south, and proceeded into Babylonia, where the party of

Merodach-Baladan was still powerful. After defeating a Chaldaean

chief who sided with the banished king, and expelling some of the king's

brothers, he deposed the viceroy Belibus, whom he had set up in his

first year, and placed his own eldest son, Asshur-nadin-*
, upon the

throne, after which he returned to his own country.
The remaining records of Sennacherib are not of any great import-

ance. In his fifth year he seems to have led an expedition into Ar-

menia and Media, and from his sixth to his eighth he was engaged in

wars with the inhabitants of Lower Babylonia and Susiana, whom he

attacked by means of a fleet brought down the Tigris, and manned with

Phoenician sailors. The annals break off at his eighth year.
28. It has been already observed that the reign of Sennacherib ex-

tended to at least 22 years.
7 This was probably its exact length; for the

accession of Esar-haddon to the throne of Assyria seems rightly regarded
as contemporaneous with his establishment as King of Babylon, which

last event is fixed by Ptolemy's Canon to B. c. 680, precisely 22 years
after the accession of Belibus, whom Sennacherib placed over Babylon
in the same year that he himself mounted the throne. Sennacherib

would thus reign for 14 years after the time when his annals cease. It

is possible that the second Syrian expedition, ending in the miraculous

destruction of his army, occurred during this period ;
or it may (as has

generally been supposed) have followed rapidly on his first expedition,

occurring (for instance) in his fourth or fifth year, but being purposely
omitted from his annals as not redounding to his credit. ISennacherib

bear. And the king of Assyria appointed unto Hezekiah king of Judah 300 talents

of silver, and 30 talents of gold. And Hezekiah gave him all the silver that was
found in the house of the Lord, and in the treasures of the king's house. At that

time did Hezekiah cut off the gold from the doors of the temple of the Lord, and
from the pillars which Hezekiah king of Judah had overlaid, and gave it to the king
of Assyria."

* The compilers of our Bible with marginal references have seen that two distinct

expeditions are spoken of, and have placed an interval of three years between them,

assigning the victorious expedition to B. c. 713, and the unsuccessful one to about

B. C. 710. Mr. Layard, however (Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 144-5), Mr. Bosanquet

(Sacred and Profane Chronology, pp. 59-60), and Mr. Vance Smith (Prophecies on

Nineveh and the Assyrians, Introduction, 4), assume the two expeditions to be the

same.

Asshur-nadin-* is undoubtedly the Aparanadius (query, Assaranadius ? vcr having
become w) of the Canon, and is a distinct person from the Asaridanus (Esar-haddon)
who ascends the throne of Babylon nineteen years afterwards. Perhaps Polyhistor,

when he called the former prince Asordanes (ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i. c. 4),

confounded him with his brother. The deposition of Belibus by Sennacherib in his

third year, and the establishment on the throne of a son of the conqueror, were

mentioned by that writer.
7
Since his 22d year has been found on a clay tablet.
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on his second invasion, again passed through Palestine and Idumaea,

penetrating to the borders of Egypt, where he was brought into contact

with Tirhakah, the Ethiopian.
8 This circumstance favours a late date

for the expedition, since it is doubtful whether Tirhakah ascended the

throne before B. c. 690.
9

29. The second expedition of Sennacherib into Syria,
l whenever it

took place,
2 seems to have offered a strong contrast to the first, and to

have been in most respects very unfortunate. The principal object of

the attack was, as before, the part of Syria bordering upon Egypt ;
and

the two cities of Lachish and Libnah, which had been taken in the

former war, but had again fallen under Egyptian influence, once more
attracted the special attention of the Assyrian king. While engaged in

8 2 Kings xix. 8, 9; Isa. xxxvii. 8, 9.
9 If the last year of Amasis was B. c. 525, and if he reigned 44 years, as reported

both by Herodotus and Manctho, his accession must have occurred in B. c. 569.

Now an Apis stela shows that only 72 years intervened between the 35th year of
Amasis (B. c. 535) and the 3rd of Neco. Neco's accession must therefore be placed
in B. c. 610. Allowing Psammetichus the 54 years assigned him both by Manetho
and Herodotus, we obtain for his accession the date B. c. 664. Another Apis stela

shows that Tirhakah immediately preceded Psammetichus, and that he reigned 26

years. It would appear from this that Tirhakah mounted the throne in B. c. 690,
which was the 13th year of Sennacherib, if we follow the Canon. (See Ap. to Book
ii. ch. viii. 33.) It is possible, however, that Tirhakab may have contended with

Sennacherib, as king of Ethiopia, before he became king of Egypt.
1 The grounds whereon I determine in favour of a second expedition, which Mr.

Vance Smith (Prophecies, Introd. 4, p. 54) and others positively reject, are the

following: 1. The apparent separation of the expeditions in Kings (2 Kings xviii.

13 and 17) and Chronicles (2 Chron. xxxii. 1 and 9). 2. The improbability of a hos-

tile attack on Jerusalem immediately after the payment of a large tribute. 3. The
fall of Lachish on the first occasion, its apparent escape on the second. 4. The im-

probability (as it seems to me) of national vanity going to the length of seeking to

conceal an enormous disaster under cover of the proudest boasts. And, 5. The im-

possibility of a triumphant return with 200,000 captives to Nineveh after the loss

sustained and the hasty flight which followed. (Note here the confirmation which
Demetrius affords to the narrative of the Inscriptions on this point. Supra, p. 382,
note

'.)
a The comparative chronology of the reigns of Sennacherib and Hezekiah is the

chief difficulty which meets the historian who wishes to harmonise the Scriptural
narrative with the Inscriptions. Scripture places only eight years between the fall

of Samaria and the first invasion of Judaea by Sennacherib (2 Kings xviii. 9 and 13).
The inscriptions, assigning the fall of Samaria to the first year of Sargon, giving Sar-

gon a reign of at least 15 years, and assigning the first attack on Hezekiah to Sen-

nacherib's third year, put an interval of at least 18 years between the two events.

Further, a comparison of Ptolemy's Canon with the inscriptions (with which it is in

perfect and exact agreement) shows Sargon's reign to have been one of 19 years,
and thus raises the interval in question to 22 years. If we accept the chronological
scheme of the Canon, confirmed as it is by the Assyrian and Babylonian records,
and strikingly in agreement as it is in numerous cases with the dates obtainable from

Scripture, we must necessarily correct one or more of the Scriptural numbers. The
least change is, to substitute in the 13th verse of 2 Kings xviii. the twenty-seventh
for the "fourteenth" year of Hezekiah. We may suppose the error to have arisen

from a correction made by a transcriber who regarded the invasion of Sennacherib
and the illness of Hezekiah (which last was certainly in his 14th year) as synchron-
ous, whereas the words "

in those days
" were in fact used with a good deal of lati-

tude by the sacred writers. (See Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, p. 145, note.) If

this view be taken, the second expedition must have followed the first within one

or at most two years, for Hezekiah reigned in ah
1

only 29 years.
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person before the former of these two places,
3
he seems to have heard of

the defection of Hezekiah, who had entered into relations with the king
of Egypt,

4

despite the warnings of Isaiah,
5 and had thereby been guilty

of rebelling against his liege lord. Hereupon Sennacherib sent a de-

tachment of his forces, under a Tartan or general, against the Jewish

king ;
but this leader, finding himself unable to take the city either by

force or by a defection on the part of the inhabitants, returned after a

little while to his master. Meantime the siege of Lachish had appar-

ently been raised, and Sennacherib had moved to Libnah, when in-

telligence reached him that "
Tirhakah, king of Ethiopia" perhaps not

yet king of Egypt had collected an army and was on his way to assist

the Egyptians,
7

against whom Sennacherib's attack was in reality

directed. Sennacherib therefore contented himself with sending a

threatening letter to Hezekiah, while he pressed forward into Egypt.
There he seems to have been met by the forces of an Egyptian prince,

or satrap, who held his court at Memphis,
8
while the kings of the 25th,

or Ethiopian dynasty, were reigning at Thebes
;
and probably it was as

the two armies lay encamped opposite to one another, that " the angel
of the Lord went out and smote in the camp of the Assyrians an

hundred fourscore and five thousand
;
and when they arose early in the

morning, behold, they were all dead corpses."
'

Sennacherib, with the

remnant of his army, immediately fled, and the Egyptians, regarding
the miraculous destruction as the work of their own gods, took the

credit of it to themselves, and commemorated it after their own fashion.
1

30. Upon the murder of Sennacherib by two of his sons at Nine-

veh, the Assyrian inscriptions fail to throw any light. It has been

supposed by some,
2
that the event was connected with the destruction

of his host, and followed it within the space of a few months, just as

the deposition of Apries is made by Herodotus to follow closely upon
the destruction of his army by the Cyrenaeans.

3 But there are no suf-

ficient grounds for this belief, which is contrary to the impression left

by the Scriptural narrative
;

* and it is far more probable that Sen-

nacherib outlived his discomfiture several years. During this time he

carried on some of the wars mentioned above,
6 and was likewise en-

1 2 Kings xviii. 17. 4 Ibid. ver. 21 and 'J4.
5 Isa. xxx. 2, xxxi. 1-3.

' This seems impb'ed in the expression,
** he had heard that he was departed from

Lachish "
(2 Kings xix. 8).

7
2 Kings xix. 9.

8
Sethos. (See Herod, ii. 141, and compare "Historical Notice of Egypt

"
in the

Appendix to Book ii. ch. viii. p. 380.)
9
2 Kings xix. 35.

1 Herod, ii. 141, ad fin. If the statue shown to Herodotus was really erected t<

commemorate the discomfiture of Sennacherib, the mouse must have been an emblem

of destruction. The tradition of the gnawing of the bow-strings would arise from

the figure. (See note on Book i. ch. 24.)
a See Clinton, F. H. vol. i. App. ch. 4.

3 Herod, ii. 161, iv. 159.

4
It is said both in the second book of Kings (xix. 36) and in Isaiah (xxxvn. 87),

that Sennacherib "
departed, and went and returned, anc? dwelt at Nineveh, which

gives the impression of some considerable lengtk of residence. The statement of

the book of Tobit (i. 21), that he was murdered 55 days after his return from byria,

cannot be considered to possess any authority.
6
Supra, p. 383.
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gaged in the enlargement and embellishment of his palace at Nineveh,
as well as in those occasional expeditions which are commemorated by
the decorated chambers there additions, as it would seem, to the origi-

nal structure.

31. As Sennacherib was not succeeded by his eldest son, Asshur-

nadin-*, the viceroy of Babylon, that prince must be supposed either to

have died before his father, or to have been involved in his destruction.

It is perhaps most probable that he died in B. c. 693, when we find by
the Canon that he was succeeded on the throne of Babylon by Regibe-
lus. His removal made way for Esar-haddon (Asshur-akh-iddina), most

likely the second son, who appears to have experienced no difficulty in

establishing himself upon the throne after his father's murder. This

prince, like his father and his grandfather, was at once a great conqueror
and a builder of magnificent edifices. The events of his reign have not

been found in the shape of annals
;
but it is apparent from his historical

inscriptions
6
that he carried his arms over all Asia between the Persian

Gulf, the Armenian mountains, and the Mediterranean, penetrating in

some directions farther than any previous Assyrian monarch. 7 He war-

red in Egypt, which, together with Ethiopia, he claims to have conquered ;

and he also made himself master of Sidon, Cilicia, the country of the

Gimri or Sacse,
8

the land of Tubal, parts of Armenia, Media, and ikni,

Chaldsea, Edom, and many other less well-known countries. In Susiana

he contended with a son of Merodach-Baladan, and he boasts that in

spite of the assistance which this prince received from the Susianian

monarch, he was unable to save his life. On another son, who became
a refugee at his court, he bestowed a territory upon the coast of the

Persian Gulf, which had previously been under the government of his

brother.
8 In Babylon itself Esar-haddon appears to have reigned in his

own person without setting up a viceroy. According to some this was

but the revival of a policy introduced by his grandfather, Sargon, who
is suspected to be the Arceanus ('A/Wcu/os) of the Canon. 1 But the

identification of these two names is very uncertain. No traces have been

found that specially connect Sargon with Babylon, whereas there are

many clear proofs of Esar-haddon having reigned there. The inscrip-
tions show that he repaired temples and built a palace at Babylon, bricks

from which, bearing his name, have been discovered among the ruins at

Hillah
;
a Babylonian tablet has also been found, dated in the reign ot

8 One of these has been printed, but not published, by Mr. Fox Talbot, in his

small pamphlet entitled "Assyrian Texts translated, No. I." (pp. 10-19).
7 His Median conquests are said to have been in a land " of which the kings his

fathers had never heard the name
;

" and other hostilities are recorded against tribes

who from days of old had never obeyed any of the kings his ancestors
"
(Assyrian

Texts, pp. 14 and 15).
8 This is the first occasion upon which the Gimri are mentioned. The same

name occurs in the Babylonian column of the Behistun and other inscriptions, where
it represents the Saka (Sacae) of the Persian.

9 See the "Assyrian Texts," p. 12.
1 This notion was, I believe, originated by Dr. Hincks. It is adopted by

M. Oppert (Rapport, p. 48) and Mr. Bosanquet (Sacred and Profane Chronology,

p. 66).
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Esar-haddon, by which it appears that he was the acknowledged king of

that country. It is probable that he held his court sometimes at the

Assyrian, sometimes at the Babylonian capital ;

2 and hence it happened
that when his captains carried Manasseh away captive from Jerusalem,

they conducted their prisoner to the latter city.
3 No record has been

as yet discovered of this expedition, nor of the peopling of Samaria by
colonists drawn chiefly from Babylonia,

4 which was in later times

ascribed to this monarch.
6

32. The buildings erected by Esar-haddon appear to have equalled,
or exceeded, in magnificence, those of any former Assyrian king. In

one inscription he states that in Assyria and Mesopotamia he built no

fewer than thirty temples,
"
shining with silver and gold, as splendid as

the sun."
' Besides repairing various palaces erected by former kings,

he built at least three new ones for his own use or that of his son. One
of these was the edifice known as the south-west palace at Nimrud, which

was constructed of materials derived from the palaces of the former

monarchs who had reigned at that place, for whom, as not belonging to

his own family, Esar-haddon seems to have entertained small respect.
The plan of this palace is said to differ from that of all other Assyrian

buildings.
7

It consisted of a single hall of the largest dimensions 220
feet long and 100 broad of an antechamber through which the hall was

approached by two doorways, and of a certain number of chambers on

each side of the hall, which were probably sleeping apartments. Accord-

ing to Mr. Layard, it
" answers in its general plan, more than any build-

ing yet discovered, to the description in the Bible of the palace of Solo-

mon." t Another of Esar-haddon's palaces was erected at Nineveh on

the spot now marked by the mound at Nelli- Yunus.* This is probably
the building of which he boasts that it was " a palace such as the kings,

his fathers, who went before him, had never made," and which on its

completion he is said to have called " the palace of the pleasures of all

9 The practice of the Persians in this respect is well known. (See note to Book
v. ch. 53). It may be gathered from the mention of " Shushan the palace'

1
'
1

in the

book of Daniel during the reign of Belshazzar, that the later Babylonian kings held

their court sometimes at that place.
* See 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11: "Wherefore the Lord brought upon them the cap-

tains of the king of Assyria, which took Manasseh among the thorns, and bound
him with fetters, and carried him to Babylon'' Scripture does not say who the king
of Assyria was

;
but 1. as Sennacherib and Hezekiah were contemporaries, their

sons would naturally be the same; and 2. Essar-haddon mentions Manasseh

among the kings who sent him workmen for his great buildings. See note 3 on the

next page.
4 2 Kings xvii. 24 :

" The king of Assyria brought men from Babylon, and from

Cuthah, and from Ava, and from Hamath, and from Sepharvaim, and placed them

in the cities of Samaria instead of the children of Israel." Of these five cities three

(Babylon, Cuthah, and Sepharvaim or Sippara) are certainly Babylonian : Ava is

doubtful. Concerning Hamath, see above, p. 370, note 7
.

* Ezra iv. 2. Perhaps the "great and noble Asnapper" of ver. 10 is the officer

who actually led the colony into Samaria.

"Assyrian Texts," p. 16.
1 Nineveh and Babylon, ch. xxvi. p. 654.
8

Ibid. p. 655. 9
Ibid. ch. xxv. p. 598.
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the year."
1

It is described as supported on wooden columns, and as

roofed with lofty cedar and other trees; sculptures in stone and marble,

and abundant images in silver, ivory, and bronze, constituted its adorn-

ment
; many of these were brought from a distance, some being the idols

of the conquered countries, and others images of the Assyrian gods. Its

gates were ornamented with the usual mystical bulls; and its extent

was so great, that horses and other animals were not only kept, but even

bred, within its walls. A third palace was erected by Esar-haddon at

Shereef-Ehan, for his son, but this was apparently a very inferior build-

insr.
2

In the construction and ornamentation of his palaces Esar-haddon

made use of the services of Syrian, Greek, and Phoenician artists. The

princes of Syria, Manasseh king of Judah, the Hellenic monarchs of

Idalium, Citium, Curium, Soli, &c., and the Phoenician king of Paphos,

furnished him with workmen,
3
to whose skill we are probably indebted

for the beautiful and elaborate bas-reliefs which adorn the edifices of

his erection.

Esar-haddon must have reigned at least 13 years ; possibly he may
have reigned longer.

4 In B. c. 667, thirteen years after his accession, he

was succeeded on the throne of Babylon by Saosduchinus ;
but this prince

may have been a rebel, or a viceroy appointed to govern the country by
the Assyrian monarch. Esar-haddon may have still continued to fill

the throne of Assyria, where his great works seem to indicate a long and

prosperous rule. He was succeeded by his son Asshur-lani-pal? the

prince for whom he had built a palace at Shereef-ffiian, perhaps about the

year B. c. 660."

33. With Asshur-bani-pal II., the Sardanapalus of Abydenus, appears

1 See Mr. Fox Talbot's pamphlet, pp. 17, 18. This translation is somewhat

doubtful.
2 See Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, ch. xxv. p. 599.
3 This fact is recorded on an inedited fragment of Esar-haddon's time, in which

the following names occur -.Ekistuzi of Edial (^Egisthus of Idalium), Pisuagura
otKitthim (Pythagoras of Citium), Ki of Tsilluimmi (*

' * of Sulamis), Itu-

Dagan of Pappa (Ithodagon ofPaphos), Erieli of Tsillu (Euryalus of Soli), Damatsu

of Kuri (Demo - - - of Curium), Rummizu of Tamizzi (*
* * of Tamissus), Damutsi

of Amti-Khadasti (Demo of Ammo-chosta), Hunazig-gutsu of Liminni

(Onesi
- - - of Limenia), and Puhali of Upridissa (*

* * of Aphrodisia).
4
Polyhistor (according to Eusebius, Chron. Can. pars 1, p. 20) gave Esar-haddon

a reign of only eight years. But as he ascribed no more than 18 years to Senna-

cherib, who certainly reigned 22, his testimony cannot be regarded as of much

weight. The Canon, which may be considered to represent the real views of Bero-

sus, made Esar-haddon reign 13 years in Babylon. Unless, therefore, he ascended

the throne of Babylon during his father's lifetime, of which there is no atom of

evidence, he must have reigned at least as long in Assyria. Dr. Brandis conjectures

that Berosus gave him 28 years in Assyria (Rev. Assyr. Temp. Emend, p. 41); but

of this I see no satisfactory proof.
6 There is some doubt whether a Tiglath-Pileser, whose name has been found in

some mutilated dynastic lists, may not have intervened between Esar-haddon and

his son Asshur-bani-pal. M. Oppert inserts this monarch, and makes him reign

from B.C. 668 to B. c. 660. (Rapport, &c., p. 50, and see the table opposite p. 52.)
6 This date, and those which follow to the time of the fall of Nineveh (which is

fixed to the year B. c. 625 by the accession in that year of Nabopolassar), must be

regarded as approximate.
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to have commenced the decadence of Assyria. His military expeditions
had neither the extent nor the importance of the expeditions of former
kings, and seem to have occupied him but for a small portion of his reign.He continued the war with Susiana, where he contended against the grand
eons of Merodach-Baladan

;
and he likewise made incursions into Arme-

nia; but the more distant expeditions of Sargon, Sennacherib, and
Esar-haddon have no parallel in his annals. Hunting appears to have
been his passion. A palace which he erected at Nineveh, in the imme-
diate vicinity of that built by Sennacherib, was ornamented throughout
with sculptured slabs representing him as engaged in the pursuit and de-
struction of wild animals.

7 The arts flourished under his patronage.There is a marked improvement in the sculptures wherewith he decorated
his buildings, as compared with those of former kings. This is particu-
larly apparent in the delineation of animals, which have a truth, a del-

icacy, a spirit, and an absence of
conventionality, effectually distinguishingthem from the representations of an earlier period.

8 Thus as the nation
declined in military vigour the arts of peace, as so often happens, made
rapid progress ;

and it is evident that, had no foreign conquest interfered
to check the rising civilisation, Assyria might in many respects have
anticipated the improved art of the Greeks.

34. Asshtir-bani-pal may be supposed to have reigned from about B. c.

660 to B. c. 640. He was succeeded by a son, whose name is read some-
what doubtfully as Asshur-emit-ili, the last king of whom any records
have been as yet discovered. Under him the decline of Assyria seems
to have been rapid. No military expeditions can be assigned to his

reign, and the works which he constructed are of a most inferior charac-
ter. A palace built by him on the great platform at Nimrud or Calah
-the chief monument of his reign which has come down to us indicates
in a very marked way the diminution in his time of Assyrian wealth and
magnificence. It contained no great hall or gallery, and no sculptured
slabs, but merely consisted of a number of rooms of small proportions,
panelled by plain slabs of common limestone, roughly hewn and not
more than 3 feet high. The upper part of the walls above the pan-
elling was simply plastered.

9
If Asshur-emit-ili was reduced to live in

this building, we must suppose that the superb edifices of his ancestors
had fallen into ruin, which could scarcely have taken place unless they
had been injured by violence. It seems probable that, either through the
invasions of the Medes, who were now growing into prominence,

10
or in

T These slabs, which were recovered by Col. Rawlinson, are now in the British
Museum. The animals of chace include lions, wild horses, wild asses, stags, and
antelopes.

8 See Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, p. 459, where a similar observation is

made with respect to some sculptures wherewith this prince adorned the palace of
Sennacherib at Koyunjik.

9
Ibid. p. 655.

" Herodotus assigns the first attack of the Medes on Nineveh to the last year
of Phraortes, or B. c. 634. He represents a second attack as having followed closely
on the accession of Cyaxares, which was in B. c. 633. The final invasion he would,
apparently, have placed as late as B. c. 603. Between B. c. 632 and 603 (according
to him) the Scylhs were dominant throughout Western Asia.
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the course of the Scythic troubles which belong to about the same period,
11

Assyria had been greatly weakened, her cities being desolated, and her

palaces dismantled or destroyed. These disasters preceded the last

attack of Cyaxares, and prepared the way for the fall of the mighty

power which had so long been dominant in Western Asia. It is uncer-

tain whether the last war with the Medes and final destruction of Nin-

eveh fell into the reign of Asshur-emit-ili
}
the latest monarch of whom

contemporary records have been found, or whether he had a successor in

the Saracus of Berosus
12

the Sardanapalus of the Greeks, under whom
the final catastrophe took place. On the one hand, the number of years
from the accession of Esar-haddon to the capture of Nineveh, which is

but fifty-five, seems barely to suffice for the three reigns of a father, a

son, and a grandson, whence we should conclude that Asshur-emit-ili was

probably the last king. On the other, the difference between the names
of Saracus and Asshur-emit-ili is so wide, and the authority of Berosus

(from whom the notices of Saracus seem to come) so great, that we are

tempted to suspect that Asshur-emit-ili may have been the last king but

one, and Saracus (perhaps his brother) have succeeded him.
1

The character commonly given of this king, and his conduct during
the last siege of Nineveh, as they descend to us almost solely from Cte-

sias,
2 must be viewed with great doubt and suspicion.

8 The portrait
of the effeminate voluptuary, waking up under circumstances of extreme

peril to a sense of what his position required of him, displaying in the

last struggle for his throne prodigies of valour, and closing all with a

glorious death, is one of those Greek ideals of the Oriental character

which by their artistic excellence and completeness betray their origin.
The Sardanapalus of Ctesias, whose very name is a fiction,

4 must be

regarded as a creation of that writer's fertile fancy, and not as an his-

torical personage. Some traits of his character, as well as some incidents

of his life, may have been taken from the real king, Saracus
;
but on

11
Cf. Essay iii. 9, pp. 325, 326.

12 The name of Saracus is not found in the actual fragments of Berosus, but
comes down to us from Abydenus (ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. i. p. 25), who appears to
have drawn from him. (See Miiller's Fragm. H. G. vol. iv. p. 279.)

1
It must be noted, however, that Abydenus, from whom the name of Saracus

comes, mentioned two kings only Sardanapalus and Saracus as successors of
Esar-haddon his Axerdis. This tends to identify Saracus with Asshur-emit-ili.

2
Ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 23-8. The other Greek writers seem generally to have fol-

lowed Ctesias. The only exceptions are Aristophanes (Aves, 958), Abydenus, and

Polyhistor, the last two of whom drew from Berosus, while the first followed common
report, or perhaps drew from Herodotus. We do not know, however, that either
Herodotus or Aristophanes intended their Sardanapalus for the last king.

3 On the weakness of Ctesias as an authority, see the Introductory Essay, ch.
iii. pp. 59-61.

4 There are writers who endeavour to find the name Saracus in Sardanapalus
(see Brandis, pp. 32-3), and others who consider that Sardanapalus is a fair Greek

equivalent for the actual name of the last monumental king, which they read as

Asshur-dan-il (Oppert, Rapport, table opp. p. 52). But these views seem forced
and overstrained. Nothing can be more evident to common sense than the essential

diversity of the names Asshur-emit-ili, Sardanapalus, and Saracus. In the last we
have the Assyrian elements " Asshur " and " akh" which, however, will not make a

name without a third element.
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the whole he belongs to the ideal rather than the actual, and is thus of
no avail for history. Of the historical Saracus all that we

distinctly
know is,

5
that being attacked by the Medes under Cyaxares, and perhaps

at the same time by the Chaldseans and Susianians,
6
he made Nabo-

polassar, the father of Nebuchadnezzar, his general, and sent him to take
the command at Babylon ; Nabopolassar, however, revolted, concluded
a treaty with Cyaxares, and cemented the alliance by a marriage ;

after

which, in conjunction with the Medes, he laid siege to Nineveh. Saracus
defended his capital for a while, but at last, despairing of success, with-

drew to his palace, and, firing it with his own hand, perished, with all

belonging to him, in the conflagration.
7

35. It has been already observed in another Essay,* that the circum-
stances of the siege, as detailed by Ctesias,

9

may very possibly have been

correctly stated. It lasted, according to him, above two years, and was

brought to a successful issue mainly in consequence of an extraordinary
rise of the Tigris, which swept away a portion of the city wall, and so

gave admittance to the enemy.
1

Upon this the Assyrian monarch, con-

See the famous fragment of Abydenus :

" Post quern (Sardanapalum) Saracus

impcritabat Assyriis : qui quidem certior factus turmarum vulgi collectitiarum qua3 a
mari adversus se adventarent, continue Busalussorum

(i. e. Nebupalussorum)militiae
ducem Babylonem mittebat. Sed enirn hie, capto rebellandi consilio, Amuhiam, Asda-

hagis Medorum principis filiam, nato suo Nabuchodrossoro despondebat; moxque rap-
tim contra Ninum, seuNinivem, urbem impetum faciebat. Re omni cognita, rex Saracus

regiam Evoritam inflammabat. Turn vero Nabuchodrossorus, summae rerum potitus,
firmis mneniis Babylonem cingebat." (Ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i. c. 9.) And com-

pare Polyhistor (ap. eund. c. 5): "Post Sammughein imperavit Chaldseis Sardanap-
alus annos 21. Hie ad Asdahagem, qui erat Medicae gentis prases et satrapa, copias
auxiliares misit, videlicet ut filio suo Nabuchodrossoro desponderet Amuhiam e

filiabus Asdahagis unam." So Syncellus says of Nabopolassar : OVTOS arparriy>)s
virb 'Zapa.Kov rov Xa\Salwv ftaffi\fws 0ToXclf, Kara TOV avrou 'S.apa.Kov els NlVov (iri-

GTpartvfr ov T^V ftyoSov TrroijSelf i 2apa/coj laurbj/ avv roTy /3ct(nAei<m eVtVpTjcre,

KO! TT]v apx^J" XaA.Saiaii' teal Ba/3i/A.civos irape\a^fv 6 avrus NajSoTraAaerapoy (p. 39(3, oil.

Dindorf.).
8 The " force advancing from the sea," which Nabopolassar was sent against,

would probably consist of these nations, who had been in arms against the Assyr-
ians at least as late as the reign of Asshur-bani-pal. They can scarcely have been

Scythians, as Brandis (following Niebuhr) supposes (Rev. Ass. Temp. Emend,

p. 31).
7 Mr. Layard (Nineveh and Babylon, p. 622, note) happily compares with this

act the suicide of Zimri, king of Israel. "And it came to pass when Zimri saw that

the city was taken, that he went into the palace of the king's house, and burnt the

king's house over him, and died" (1 Kings, xvi. 18). Similar conduct on a larger
scale is ascribed to the Xanthians and the Caunians (Herod, i. 176).

8
Supra, Essay iii. 9, pp. 327-328.

Ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 27-8.
1 The prophecy of Nahum contains more than one allusion to this feature in the

destruction of the city. The mention of an "over-running flood" wherewith God
should " make an end of the place," in ver. 8 of ch. i., might perhaps be metaphori-
cal (comp. Isa. viii. 7-8, Dan. ix. 26, &c.) ;

but this can scarcely be said of the two

following passages :

"
They shall make haste to the wall thereof, and the defence shall be prepared.

The gates of the river shall be thrown open, and the palace shall be dissolved
"

(ii. 5, 6).u
Behold, thy people in the midst of thee are women : the gates of thy land shall

be set wide open unto thine enemies: the fire shall devour thy bars" (iii. 13).
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sidering further resistance to be vain, fired his palace and destroyed
himself. The conqueror completed the ruin of the once magnificent

capital, by razing the walls and delivering the whole city to the flames.
3

Nineveh ceased to exist
;
and at the same time probably the other royal

cities, or at least their palaces, were wasted with fire,
3
the proud struc-

tures raised by the Assyrian kings being reduced at once to that condi-

tion of ruined heaps which has been the effectual means of preserving a

great portion of their contents for the entertainment and enlightenment
of the present age. The fallen nation was never again able to raise

itself.
4 Once only does it appear in rebellion, and then the position

which it occupies is secondary, Media heading the revolt, which is from
the Persians under Darius Hystaspes.

5 The strength of the race was

exhausted, and the ruin of the capital, which seems not to have been

rebuilt till the time of Claudius,
6

deprived the people of a rallying point,
and probably contributed to render them that which they appear in

their later history the patient and submissive subjects of their Arian

conquerors.
36. Having thus brought the line of Assyrian monarchs to an end,

it will be convenient to tabulate the principal results; after which a
few general remarks on the character and extent of the empire, and the
civilisation of the people, may appropriately terminate this Essay.

2 The recent excavations have shown that fire was a chief agent in the destruc-
tion of the Nineveh palaces. Calcined alabaster, masses of charred wood and char-

coal, colossal statues split through with the heat, are met with in all parts of the
Ninevite mounds, and attest the veracity of prophecy. (See Layard's Nineveh and
Babylon, pp. 71, 103, 121, &c., and comp. Nahum ii. 13, and iii. 13 and 15.)

> PP-
Nineveh and Persepolis, pp. 196-8

; Botta, Letter ii. p. 26, Letter iii. p. 41, &c.
4 So Nahum had prophesied: "Thy people is scattered upon the mountains, and

no man gathereth them. There is no healing of thy bruise
"

(iii. 18, 19).
5 See Essay iii. 12.
6 The legend COL. NINIVA CLAUD. (Colonia Niniva Claudiopolis), which is found

on coins of Trajan and Maximin, seems to show that Claudius, who established many
colonies in the East, founded one on or near the site of Nineveh. A passage in
Herodotus (i. 193) distinctly indicates that no town of Nineveh existed in his day.
From the silence of Xenophon and the historians of Alexander, we may gather that
the Persians never restored it. Strabo is ambiguous, but on the whole seems to de-
scribe a non-existent city. Nineveh re-appears for the first time in history towards
the close of the reign of Nero (Tacit. Ann. xii. 13).
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reached almost immediately before a rapid decline set in
;
that is to say

during the reigns of Sargon, Sennacherib, and Esar-haddon, three of the

most warlike of the Assyrian princes, who held the throne from B. c.

721 to about B. c. 660. During this interval Assyria was paramount
over the portion of Western Asia included between the Mediterranean

and the Halys on the one hand, the Caspian and the great Persian desert

on the other. Southwards the boundary was formed by Arabia and the

Persian Gulf; northwards it seems at no time to have advanced to the

Euxine or to the Caucasus, but to have been formed by a fluctuating
line which did not in the most flourishing period extend beyond the

northern frontier of Armenia. 7 The countries included in this space
and subjected within the period in question to Assyrian influence were

chiefly the following : Susiana, Chaldaea, Babylonia, Media, Matiene or

the country of the Namri, Armenia, Mesopotamia, parts of Cappadocia
and Cilicia, Syria, Phoenicia, Palestine, Idumsea, and for a time Lower

Egypt. Cyprus also was for some years a dependency. On the other

hand, Persia Proper, Bactria, and Margiana, even Hyrcania, were

beyond the eastern limit of the Assyrian sway, which towards the north

upon this side did not reach farther than about the neighbourhood of

Kasvin, and towards the south was confined within the mountain-barrier

of Zagros. Similarly on the west, Phrygia, Lydia, Lycia, even Pam-

phylia, were independent, the Assyrian arms having never (so far as

appears) penetrated beyond Cilicia or' crossed the Halys.
38, The nature of the dominion established by the great Mesopo-

tamian monarchy over the countries included within the limits indicated,
will perhaps be best understood if we compare it with the empire of

Solomon. Solomon "
reigned over all the kingdoms from the river

(Euphrates) unto the land of the Philistines and unto the border of

Egypt : they brought presents and served Solomon all the days of his

life."
' The first and most striking feature of the earliest empires is,

that
they

are a mere congeries of kingdoms : the countries over which
the dominant state acquires an influence, not only retain their distinct

individuality, as is the case in some modern empires,
8
but remain in all

respects such as they were before, with the simple addition of certain

obligations contracted towards the paramount authority. They keep
their old laws, their old religion, their line of kings, their law of succes-

sion, their whole internal organisation and machinery ; they only ac-

knowledge an external suzerainty, which binds them to the performance
of certain duties towards the Head of the Empire. These duties, as

understood in the earliest times, may be summed up in the two words
"
homage

" and "
tribute;" the subject kings

" serve " and "
bring pres-

ents;" they are bound to acts of submission, must attend the court of

7 For the natural limits of Armenia, see Essay ix. 10.
8

1 Kings iv. 21. Compare ver. 24; and for the complete organisation of the

empire, see ch. x., where it appears that the kings
"
brought every man his present,

a rate year by year" (ver. 25); and that the amount of the annual revenue from
all sources was 666 talents of gold (ver. 14). See also 2 Chron. ix. 13-28, and Ps.

Ixxii. 8-11.
9 Our own, for instance, and the Austrian till 1849.
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their suzerain when summoned,
1

unless they have a reasonable excuse,
must there salute him as a superior, and otherwise acknowledge his

rank;
2 above all. they must pay him regularly the fixed tribute which

has been imposed upon them at the time of their submission or sub-

jection, the unauthorised withholding of which is open and avowed re-

bellion.
3

Finally, they must allow his troops free passage through their

dominions, and must oppose any attempt at invasion by way of their

country on the part of his enemies.
4 Such are the earliest and most

essential obligations on the part of the subject states in an empire of the

primitive type, like that of Assyria ;
and these obligations, with the

corresponding one on the part of the dominant power of the protection
of its dependants against foreign foes, appear to have constituted the

sole links
& which joined together in one the heterogeneous materials of

which that empire consisted.

39. It is evident that a government of the character here described

contains within it elements of constant disunion and disorder. Under
favourable circumstances, with an active and energetic prince upon the

throne, there is an appearance of strength, and a realisation of much

magnificence and grandeur. The subject monarchs pay annually their

due share of " the regulated tribute of the empire;"
6 and the better to

1 There are several cases of this kind in the inscriptions. The most remarkable
is that of Esar-haddon, who " assembled at Nineveh twenty-two kings of the land

of Syria, and of the sea-coast, and of the islands of the sea, and passed them in re-

view before him" (Fox Talbot, p. 17). Perhaps the visit of Ahaz to Tiglath-Pileser

(2 Kings xvi. 10) was of this character.
1

Cf. Ps. Ixxii. 11 : "All kings shall fall down before him." This is said primarily
of Solomon. The usual expression in the inscriptions is that the subject kings
"kissed the sceptre

"
of the Assyrian monarch.

1 See 2 Kings xvii. 4, and the inscriptions passim.
4 Josiah seems to have perished in the performance of this duty (2 Kings xxiii.

29
;
2 Chron. xxxv. 20-23).

6 In some empires of this type, the subject states have an additional obligation,
that of furnishing contingents to swell the armies of the dominant power. But

there is no clear evidence of the Assyrians having raised troops in this way. The

testimony of the book of Judith is worthless; and perhaps the circumstance that

Nebuchodonosor is made to collect his army from all quarters (as the Persians were
wont to do) may be added to the proofs adduced above (note

8 on Book i. ch. 103)
of the lateness of its composition. We do not find, either in Scripture or in the In-

scriptions, any proof of the Assyrian armies being composed of others than the

dominant race. Mr. Vance Smith assumes the contrary (Prophecies, &c., pp. 92,

183, 201) ;
but the only passage which is important among all those explained by him

in this sense (Isa. xxii. 6) is very doubtfully referred to an attack on Jerusalem by
tlie Assyrians. Perhaps it is the taking of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar which
forms the subject of the prophetic vision, as Babylon itself has been the main figure
in the preceding chapter. The negative of course cannot be proved, but there seem
to be no grounds for concluding that " the various subject races were incorporated
into the Assyrian army." An Assyrian army, it should be remembered, does not

ordinarily exceed one, or at most two, hundred thousand men.
6
This is an expression not uncommon in the Inscriptions. We may gather from

a passage in Sennacherib's annals, where it occurs, that the Assyrian tribute was of

the nature of a poll-tax. For when portions of Hezekiah's dominions were taken
from him and bestowed on neighbouring princes, the Assyrian king tells us that

"according as he increased the dominions of the other chiefs, so he augmented
the amount of tribute which they were to pay to the imperial treasury."
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secure the favour of their common sovereign, add to it presents, consist-

ing of the choicest productions of their respective kingdoms.
7 The ma-

terial resources of the different countries are placed at the disposal of

the dominant power ;

8 and skilled workmen 9
are readily lent for the

service of the court, who adorn or build the temples and the royal res-

idences, and transplant the luxuries and refinements of their several

states to the imperial capital. But no sooner does any untoward event

occur, as a disastrous expedition, a foreign attack, a domestic conspiracy,
or even an untimely and unexpected death of the reigning prince, than

the inherent weakness of this sort of government at once displays itself

the whole fabric of the empire falls asunder each kingdom re-asserts

its independence tribute ceases to be paid and the mistress of a hun-

dred states suddenly finds herself thrust back into her primitive condi-

tion, stripped of the dominion which has been her strength, and thrown

entirely upon her own resources. Then the whole task of reconstruction

has to be commenced anew one by one the rebel countries are overrun

and the rebel monarchs chastised tribute is re-imposed, submission en-

forced, and in fifteen or twenty years the empire has perhaps recovered

itself Progress is of course slow and uncertain, where the empire has

continually to be built up again from its foundations, and where at any
time a day may undo the work which it has taken centuries to ac-

complish.
To discourage and check the chronic disease of rebellion, recourse is

had to severe remedies, which diminish the danger to the central power
at the cost of extreme misery and often almost entire ruin to the subject

kingdoms. Not only are the lands wasted, the flocks and herds carried

off,
1

the towns pillaged and burnt, or in some cases razed to the ground,
the rebel king deposed and his crown transferred to another, the people

punished by the execution of hundreds or thousands,
2

as well as by an

7 It is not always easy to separate the tribute from the presents, as the tribute

itself is sometimes paid partly in kind
;
but in the case of Hezekiah we may clearly

draw the distinction, by comparing Scripture with the account given by Sennacherib.

The tribute in this instance was "300 talents of silver and 30 talents of gold" (2

Kings xviii. 14) ;
the additional presents were, 500 talents of silver, various mineral

products (probably coal and crystal and marbles), thrones and beds, and rich furni

ture, the skins and horns of beasts, coral, ivory, and amber.
8 The Assyrian kings are in the habit of cutting cedar and other timber in Leb-

anon, Hermon, and Amanus. Esar-haddon derives marble from "some distant moun-
tain." Wood is sometimes brought to Nineveh from "the land of Chaldaea" (Fox
Talbot, pp. 7, 8, &c.).

9 The most striking instance of this is contained in the inscription mentioned
above (p. 388, note 3

),
where the princes of Cyprus, Greek and Semitic, lend workmen

to Esar-haddon. Sennacherib uses Phoenicians to construct his vessels on the Tigris
and to navigate them.

1 The numbers are often marvellous. Sennacherib in one foray drives off 7200

horses, 11,000 mules, 5230 camels, 120,000 oxen, and 800,000 sheep! Sometimes
the sheep and oxen are said to be " countless as the stars of heaven."

2 The usual modes of punishment are beheading and impaling. Asshur-dani-pal

impales on one occasion '

thirty bands of captives ;

" on another he beheads 600

warriors, and at the same time impales bands of captives on every side of the rebel-

lious city ;
in a third instance he impales the whole garrison. Compare the conduct

of Darius (Herod, iii. 159).
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augmentation of the tribute money,
3 but sometimes wholesale deporta-

tion of the inhabitants is practised, tens or hundreds of thousands being
carried away captive by the conquerors,

4 and either employed in servile

labour at the capital,
6
or settled as colonists in a distant province.

With this practice the history of the Jews, in which it forms so prom-
inent a feature, has made us familiar. It seems to have been known
to the Assyrians from very early times,

6 and to have become by degrees
a sort of settled principle in their government. In the most flourishing

period of their dominion the reigns of Sargon, Sennacherib, and Esar-

haddon it prevailed most widely and was carried to the greatest ex-

tent. Chaldgeans were transported into Armenia,
7 Jews and Israelites

into Assyria and Media,
8

Babylonians and Susianians into Palestine
9

the most distant portions of the empire changed inhabitants, and no

sooner did a people become troublesome from its patriotism and love of

independence, than it was weakened by dispersion and its spirit subdued

by a severance of all its local associations. Thus rebellion was in some
measure kept down, and the position of the central or sovereign state

was rendered so far more secure; but this comparative security was

gained by a great sacrifice of strength, and when foreign invasion came,
the subject kingdoms, weakened at once and alienated by the treatment

which they had received, were found to have neither the will nor the

power to give any effectual aid to their enslaver.
1

40. Such, in its broad and general outlines, was the empire of the

Assyrians. It embodied the earliest, simplest, and most crude concep-
tion which the human mind forms of a widely extended dominion. It

was a "
kingdom-empire," like the empires of Solomon, M Nebuchad-

nezzar, of Chedor-laomer,
2 and probably of Cyaxares, and is the best

specimen of its class, being the largest, the longest in duration, and the

best known of all such governments that has existed. It exhibits in a

marked way both the strength and weakness of this class of monarchies

* This frequently takes place. (See Fox Talbot, pp. 14, 25, &c.) Hezekiah evi-

dently expects an augmentation when he says, "That which thou puttest upon me
I will bear "

(2 Kings xviii. 14).
4 It has been noticed (supra, p. 382) that Sennacherib carried into captivity from

Judaea more than 200,000 persons, and an equal or greater number from the tribes

along the Euphrates. The practice is constant, but the numbers are not commonly
given.

5 As the Aramaeans, Chaldaeans, Armenians, and Cilicians, by Sennacherib (supra,

p. 381), and the numerous captives who built his temples and palaces, by Esar-

haddon. The captives may be seen engaged in their labours, under task-masters, upon
the monuments.

6 See the annals of Asshur-dani-pal (about B. c. 900), where, however, the num-
bers carried off are small in one case 500, in another 2500, in a third the choicest

soldiers of a garrison. (See Fox Talbot, pp. 24, 25, 30.) Women at this period are

carried off in vast numbers, and become the wives of the soldiery.
7
By Sargon and some of his predecessors (see note 3 on Book i. ch. 181).

8
2 Kings xvii. 6, and supra p. 382.

9 2 Kings xvii. 24, and Ezra iv. 9, where the Susanchites and Elamites are men-
tioned.

1 The case of Josiah (2 Kings xxiii. 29), which may appear an exception, does
not belong to Assyrian, but to Babylonian history. See below, Essay viii. 11.

2
Gen. xiv. 1-12.
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their strength in the extraordinary magnificence, grandeur, wealth,
and refinement of the capital ;

their weakness in the impoverishment,
the exhaustion, and the consequent disaffection of the subject states

Ever falling to pieces, it was perpetually reconstructed by the genius
and prowess of a long succession of warrior princes, seconded by the skill

and bravery of the people. Fortunate in possessing for a long time no

very powerful neighbour,
3

it found little difficulty in extending itself

throughout regions divided and subdivided among hundreds of petty

chiefs,
4

incapable of union, and singly quite unable to contend with the

forces of a large and populous country. Frequently endangered by re-

volts, yet always triumphing over them, it maintained itself for five

centuries, gradually advancing its influence, and was only overthrown

after a fierce struggle by a new kingdom
6 formed upon its borders, which,

leagued with the most powerful of the subject states, was enabled to

accomplish the destruction of the long dominant people.
41. In the curt and dry records of the Assyrian monarchs, while the

broad outlines of the government are well marked, it is difficult to dis-

tinguish those nicer shades of system and treatment which no doubt

existed, and in which the empire of the Assyrians differed probably from

others of the same type. One or two such points, however, may per-

haps be made out. In the first place, though religious uniformity is

certainly not the law of the empire, yet a religious character appears in

many of the wars,
6 and attempts seem to be made at least to diffuse

everywhere a knowledge and recognition of the gods of Assyria.

Nothing is more universal than the practice of setting up in the subject
countries " the laws of Asshur " and " altars to the great gods." In

Borne instances not only altars but temples are erected, and priests are

left to superintend the worship and secure its being properly conducted.

*
Babylonia and Susiana are the only large countries bordering upon Assyria

which appear to have been in any degree centralised. But even in Babylonia there

are constantly found cities which have independent kings, and Chaldaea was always
under a number of chieftains.

* In the inscriptions of Tiglath-Pileser I. and Asshur-dani-pal, each city of Meso-

potamia and Syria seems to have its king. Twelve kings of the Hittites, twenty-four
kings of the Tibareni (Tubal) and twenty-seven kings of the Partsu, are mentioned

by Shalmanubar. The Phoenician and Philistine cities are always separate and in-

dependent. In Media and Bikni during the reign of Esar-haddon, every town has

its chief. Armenia is perhaps less divided : still it is not permanently under a single

king.
8

Although Assyria came into contact with Median tribes as early as the reign of

Shalmanubar (B. c. 850), yet the Median kingdom which conquered* Assyria must be

regarded as a new formation the consequence of a great immigration from the East,
most probably led by Cyaxares. (See Essay iii. 8.)

6

Tiglath-Pileser I. commonly
" attaches

"
conquered countries " to the worship

of Asshur" (Inscription, pp. 38, 40, &c). Asshur-dani-pal says: "I established
true religious worship and holy rites throughout the land of Tsukhi. As far as the

land of Carduniash I extended the true religion of my empire. The people of Chal-

daea, who were contemners and revilers of my religion, I crucified and slew them'*

(Fox Talbot, p. 22). Sennacherib :
" The men of the city of Khismi, impious here-

tics, who from days of old had refused to submit to my authority, I put to death,

according to my religious laws "
(ibid. p. 3). And again :

"
I marched with my army

against the people of Bisiya and Yaribbi-rebla, impious heretics
"

(p. 4).
So Esar-

haddon, p. 11.
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Sennacherib goes so far as to say that he has "
established his religion

and laws over all the men who dwell in every land;"
7 but the history of

Judrca is enough to show that the continuance of the national worship
was at least tolerated, though some formal acknowledgment of the pre-

siding deities of Assyria on the part of the subject nations may not

improbably have been required in most cases.
8

Secondly, there is an indication that in certain countries immediately
bordering on Assyria endeavours were made from time to time to cen-

tralise and consolidate the empire, by substituting, on fit occasions, for

the native chiefs Assyrian officers as governors. The persons appointed
are of two classes " collectors" and "

treasurers." Their special busi-

ness is, of course, as their names imply, to gather in the tribute due to

the Great King, and secure its safe transmission to the capital; but

they seem to have been, at least in some instances, entrusted with the

civil government of their respective districts.
9

It does not appear that

this system was ever extended very far. The Euphrates on the west,
and Mount Zagros on the east, may be regarded as the extreme limits

of the centralised Assyria. Armenia, Media, Babylonia, Susiana, Syria,

Palestine, Philistia, retained to the last their native monarchs; and
thus Assyria, despite the feature here noticed, kept upon the whole her

character of a "
kingdom-empire."

42. The civilisation of the Assyrians is a large subject, on which

only a few remarks can be here offered. Deriving originally letters and the

elements of learning from Babylonia, the Assyrians appear to have been
content with the knowledge thus obtained, and neither in literature nor
in science to have progressed beyond their instructors. The heavy in-

cubus of a learned language
l

lay upon all those who desired to devote

!
themselves to scientific pursuits, and, owing to this, knowledge tended to

I become the exclusive possession of a priest-class, which did not aim at

|
progress, but was satisfied to hand on the traditions of former ages. To

j

understand the genius of the Assyrian people we must look to their art

;

and their manufactures. These are in the main probably of native

I growth, and from them we may best gather an impression of the national

I

character. They show us a patient, laborious, painstaking people, with

I
more appreciation of the useful than the ornamental, and of the actual

! than the ideal. Architecture, the only one of the fine arts which is es-

sentially useful, forms their chief glory ; sculpture, and still more paint-

ing, are subsidiary to it. Again, it is the most useful edifice the

; palace or house whereon attention is concentrated the temple and the

tomb, the interest attaching to which is ideal and spiritual, are second-

ary, and appear simply as appendages of the palace. In the sculpture
it is the actual the historically true which the artist strives to repre-
sent. Unless in the case of a few mythic figures connected with the

religion of the country, there is nothing in the Assyrian bas-reliefs

which is not imitated from nature. The imitation is always laborious

7
See the opening sentence of Bellinos's Cylinder (Fox Talhot, p. 1).

8
It is probable that the altar which Ahaz saw at Damascus, and of which he

sent a pattern to Jerusalem (2 Kings xvi. lo), was Assyrian rather than Syrian, and
that he adopted the worship connected with it in deference to his Assyrian suzerain.

9
See the "Assyrian Texts," pp. 5, 11, 16, &c.

1 See note 3 on Book i. ch. 181.
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and often most accurate and exact. The laws of representation, as we
understand them, are sometimes departed from, but it is always to im-

press the spectator with ideas in accordance with truth. Thus the

colossal bulls and lions have five legs, but in order that they may be

seen from every point of view with four the ladders are placed edgeways

against the walls of besieged towns, but it is to show that they are lad-

ders, and not mere poles walls of cities are made disproportionately

small, but it is done, like Raphael's boat, to bring them within the

picture, which would otherwise be a less complete representation of the

actual fact. The careful finish, the minute detail, the elaboration of

every hair in a beard, and every stitch in the embroidery of a dress,
remind us of the Dutch school of painting, and illustrate strongly the

spirit of faithfulness and honesty which pervades the sculptures, and

gives them so great a portion of their value. In conception, in grace,
in freedom and correctness of outline, they fall undoubtedly far behind
the inimitable productions of the Greeks

;
but they have a grandeur and

a dignity, a boldness, a strength, and an appearance of life, which ren-

der them even intrinsically valuable as works of art, and, considering
the time at which they were produced, must excite our surprise and ad-

miration. Art, so far as we know, had existed previously, only in the

stiff and lifeless conventionalism of the Egyptians. It belonged to

Assyria to confine the conventional to religion, and to apply art to the

vivid representation of the highest scenes of human life. War in all its

forms the march, the battle, the pursuit, the siege of towns, the pas-

sage of rivers and marshes, the submission and treatment of captives
and the " mimic war "

of hunting, the chace of the lion, the stag, the

antelope, the wild horse, and the wild ass are the chief subjects treated

by the Assyrian sculptors ;
and in these the conventional is discarded

;

fresh scenes, new groupings, bold and strange attitudes perpetually ap-

pear, and in the animal representations especially there is a continual

advance, the latest being the most spirited, the most varied, and the

most true to nature, though perhaps lacking somewhat of the majesty
and grandeur of the earlier. With no attempt to idealise or go beyond
nature, there is a growing power of depicting things as they are an
increased grace and delicacy of execution

; showing that Assyrian art

was progressive, not stationary, and giving a promise of still higher
excellence, had circumstances permitted its development.

The art of Assyria has every appearance of thorough and entire

nationality; but it is impossible to feel sure that her manufactures
were in the same sense absolutely her own. The practice of borrowing
skilled workmen from the conquered states, which has been already

noticed,
2 would introduce into Nineveh and the other royal cities the

fabrics of every region which acknowledged the Assyrian sway ;
and

plunder, tribute, and commerce would unite to enrich them with the

choicest products of all civilised countries. Still, judging by the anal-

ogy of modern times, it seems most reasonable to suppose that the bulk
of the manufactured goods consumed in the country would be of home

growth. Hence we may fairly assume that the vases, jars, bronzes, glass

3
Supra, p. 396.
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bottles, carved ornaments in ivory and mother-of-pearl, engraved gems,
bells, dishes, earrings, arms, working implements, &c., which have been
found at Nimrud, Khorsabad, and Koyunjik, are mainly the handiwork
of the Assyrians. It has been conjectured that the rich garments rep-
resented as worn by the kings and others were the product of Babylon,

3

always famous for its tissues
;
but even this is uncertain

;
and they are

perhaps as likely to have been of home manufacture. At any rate the

bulk of the ornaments, utensils, &c., may be regarded as native prod-
ucts. These are almost invariably of elegant form, and indicate a

considerable knowledge of metallurgy and other arts,
4
as well as a refined

taste. Among them are some which anticipate inventions believed till

lately to have been modern. Transparent glass (which, however, was
known also in ancient Egypt) is one of these

;

5
but the most remark-

able of all is the lens
6 discovered at Nimrud, of the use of which as a

magnifying agent there is abundant proof.
7

If it be added to this, that

the buildings of the Assyrians show them to have been well acquainted
with the principle of the arch/ that they constructed aqueducts

9 and

drains,
1

that they knew the use of the lever and roller,
2
that they under-

stood the arts of inlaying,
8

enamelling,
4 and overlaying with metals,

1

and that they cut gems with the greatest skill and finish,
6
it will be ap-

parent that their civilisation equalled that of almost any ancient coun-

try, and that it did not fall immeasurably behind the boasted achieve-

ments of the moderns. With much that was barbaric still attaching to

them, with a rude and inartificial government, savage passions, a debas-

ing religion, and a general tendency to materialism, they were towards
the close of their empire, in all the arts and appliances of life, very

nearly on a par with ourselves
;
and thus their history furnishes a warn-

ing which the records of nations constantly repeat that the greatest
material prosperity may co-exist with the decline and herald the down-
fal of a kingdom.

'
Quarterly Review, No. CLXVII. pp. 150-1.

4 The ordinary Assyrian bronze is found to be composed of one part tin to ten

parts copper, which is the exact proportion of the best bronze, both ancient and
modern. The bellmeUl has, however, 14 per cent, of tin, which would make it ring
better. In some cases two metals were used together without being amalgamated,
iron (for instance) being overlaid either wholly or partially with bronze. (See Lay-
ard's Nineveh and Babylon, p. 191, and App. iii.)

' See above, p. 380.
*
Layard, p. 197. The lens was of rock-crystal, with one plane and one convex

face. It had, apparently, been ground on a lapidary's wheel, and was of somewhat
rude workmanship.

7
Long before the discovery of the Nimrud lens it had been concluded that the

Assyrians used magnifying glasses, from the fact that the inscriptions were often
so minute that they could not possibly be read, and therefore could not have been

formed, without them.

Layard, pp.126, 163, 165, &c.
See the Bavian inscription, and also the cylinder of Bellino (Fox Talbot, p. 8).

Layard, p. 163.

See Mr. Layard's plates in his Nineveh and Babylon, opposite to pages 110 and
112

Nineveh and Babylon, p. 196.
Nineveh and its Remains, vol. i. p. 50

;
Nineveh and Babylon, p. 358, &c.

Nineveh and Babylon, p. 198.
fl

Ibid. pp. 160-1, 602, et seqq.

VOL. I. 26
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ESSAY VIII.

ON THE HISTORY OF THE LATER BABYLONIANS.

1. Subordinate position of Babylonia from B. c. 1273 to B. c. 747. 2. Era of Nabonassar,
B. c. 747 connexion of Nabonassar with Semiramis. 3. Successors of Nabonassar
Merodach-Baladan conquered by Sargon Arceanus Merodach-Baladan's second

reign invasion of Sennacherib. 4. Reign of Belibus. 5. Of Asshur-nadin-adin,
Regibelus, and Mesesimordachus obscure period. 6. Esar-haddon assumes the

crown of Babylon his successors, Saosduchinus and Ciniladanus. 7. Nabopolassar
his revolt, and alliance with Cyaxares. Commencement of the Babylonian em-

pire. 8. Duration of the empire three great monarchs. 9. Nabopolassar extent
of his dominions. 10. Increase of the population. 11. Chief events of his reign

the Lydian war the Egyptian war. 12. Accession of Nebuchadnezzar his tri-

umphant return from Egypt. 13. His great works. 14. His conquests. Final cap-
tivity of Judah. Siege and capture of Tyre. 15. Invasion of Egypt and war with

Apries. 16. His seven years' lycanthropy. 17. Short reign of Evil-Merodach. 18.

Reign of Neriglissar, the "
Rab-Mag." 19. Change in the relations of Media and

Babylon. 20. Reign of Laborosoarcnod. 21. Accession of Nabonadius, B.C. 555
his alliance with Croesus, king of Lydia his defensive works, ascribed to Nitocris.

22. Sequel of the Lydian alliance. 23. Babylon attacked by Cyrus. 24. Siege and
fall of Babylon. 25. Conduct of Belshazzar during the siege his death. 26. Sur-
render and treatment ofNabonadius. 27. Revolts of Babylon from Darius. 28. Final

decay and ruin.

1. THE history of Babylon during the 526 years which Berosus

assigned to the Upper dynasty of Assyria is, with few exceptions, a

blank. The greatness of Babylonia was during the chief portion of

this period eclipsed by that of Assyria, and the native historian, con-

fessing the absence of materials,
1

passed at this point from the Baby-
lonian to the Assyrian line of kings.

2
It cannot however be said with

truth that the condition of Babylonia was that of a mere subject-king-
dom. We know that at least on one occasion within the period here

spoken of, a Babylonian monarch carried his arms deep into Assyria,

penetrating even to the capital, and thence bearing away in triumph the

sacred images of the Assyrian gods.
8

It is also plain from the Assyr-
ian inscriptions that Babylonia had not only her own monarchs during
this interval, but that they were practically independent, only submit-

ting on rare occasions to irresistible force, and again freeing themselves

when the danger was passed.
4

Although diminished in power by the

1 Berosus declared that Nabonassar had collected all the records of former kings,
and purposely destroyed them, in order that the Babylonians might reckon from

him(Fr. 11 a.).
2 This is indicated by the expression

" de Semiramide quoque narrat quae im-

peravit Assyriis
"

(Fr. 11). It is confirmed by the evident identity of the 526 years
of the next dynasty with the 520 of Herodotus.

3
Supra, Essay "vi. p. 345, note \ and Essay vii. p. 367.

4
It is to be remarked that the kings of Assyria of the upper dynasty in no case

take the title of King of Babylon. The most powerful monarchs of this line are all
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independence of her former vassal, and even thrown into the shade by
that vassal's increasing greatness, she yet maintained an important posi-

tion, and during the whole time of the upper dynasty in Assyria was

clearly the most powerful of all those kingdoms by which the Assyrian

Empire was surrounded.

2. About the middle of the eighth century (B. c.) it would seem that

a change took place at Babylon, the exact character of which it is very
difficult to determine. The era of Nabonassar (B. c. 747), which has no

astronomical importance, must be regarded as belonging to history, and

as almost certainly marking the date of a great revolution. What the

peculiar circumstances were under which the revolution was made, is still

uncertain. The double connexion of Semiramis, with Pul on the one

hand,
6 and with Babylonian greatness on the other,

8 makes it probable
that she was personally concerned in the movement, though in what

capacity it is difficult to determine. The conjecture that she was a

Medo-Armenian princess, sister of Ardhista, who reigned about this time

at Van; that she married Pul, and then, joining his enemies, called in

her Arian relatives against him
;
and that finally, after the establishment

of a new dynasty in Assyria under Tiglath-Pileser II., she descended

upon Babylon either as a refugee or a conqueror, and there reigned con-

jointly with Nabonassar, her husband, or her son7

although undoubted-

ly very ingenious, and well worthy of the attention of historical students,
rests upon too slender a basis of ascertained fact to challenge acceptance,
until it has been further corroborated. That some connexion existed

between Nabonassar and Semiramis, as well as between the latter and

Pul, seems almost certain,
1

but the nature of the connexion is at present

very obscure. We may hope that future discoveries will throw light

upon this difficult point, and restore to a definite place in Babylonian

history the great queen now removed from the proud position which she

once occupied in the supposed annals of Assyria.
3. It is uncertain whether Nabonassar established his family upon

the throne. He is followed in the list of Ptolemy by four obscure

kings,
3
whose reigns are all included within the space of twelve years.

engaged in wars with the Babylonian kings, Babylon being in the earlier times the

assailant, but in the later suffering invasion. Tiglath-Pileser I. wars with Merodach-
adan-akhi ; Sardanapalus I. (Asshur-dani-pal) with Nebubaladan ; Shalmanubar, in his

eighth year, with Merodach-nadin-adin and his brother
; Shamas-iva, with Merodach-

* *. The Babylonians are in no case spoken of as rebels.
6
Supra, Essay vii. p. 373.'

6 Herod, i. 184; Strab. ii. p. 120; Diod. Sic. ii. 7-10.
7 See the communications of Col. Rawlinson to the Athenaeum, Nos. 1377 and

1381. Herodotus supposes a transfer of the seat of government from Nineveh to

Babylon on the destruction of the former city (i. 178). Is this a trace of the trans-

fer of the old royal line of Assyria to Babylon oa its expulsion from Nineveh by
Tigluth-Pileser?

1 This appears to be generally admitted. Compare Clinton (F. H. vol. i. p. 279,
note 0, Volney (Recherches, part Hi. p. 79), Larcher (H6rodote, vol. i. p. 468), Bo-

sanquet (Journal of Asiatic Society, vol. xv. part ii. p. 280), and Vance Smith (Pro-

phecies, pp. 66-7). It rests mainly on the synchronism between the date of Herod-
otus for Semiramis (5 generations before Nitocris, or about B. c. 740), and the ac-

knowledged date of the accession of Nabonassar (B. c. 747).
8 We do not know whether these kings were independent, or subject to Assyria.
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Of these four reigns absolutely nothing is known beyond the term of

their duration.
3

Nabonassar himself reigned fourteen years, after him
Nadius two, then Chinzinus and Porus conjointly five, and finally Ilulaeus

(or Elulaeus) the same number. These short reigns appear to indicate

internal troubles, such as are known to have occurred later in the his-

tory.
4 Of Mardoc-empadus (or Mardoc-empalus

6

),
the fifth king, who

is now identified beyond a doubt with the Merodach-Baladan of Isaiah,
6

some facts of interest are related, his name appearing both in the Assyr-
ian inscriptions and in Scripture. We gather from the former, that he

was attacked by Sargon in his twelfth year, after that king's second

Syrian expedition, that he was conquered and driven out, and that

his crown fell to the Assyrian monarch, who is thought by some to have
assumed it himself,

7
but who more probably conferred it upon one of his

sons,
8
the Arceanus of the Canon. From Scripture we learn that at an

earlier period of his reign, probably about the time that Sargon was be-

On the one hand there is no evidence of the subjugation of Babylonia between Na-

bonassar, who was certainly independent (Beros. Fr. 1 1 a), and the conquest by Sar-

gon. On the other the rapid succession of the kings would look like a change of

viceroys.
8 Mr. Bosanquet (Fall of Nineveh, p. 40) identifies the Iluleeus or Elulaeus of the

Canon with the king of Tyre of the same name, who is mentioned by Josephus fol-

lowing Menander (Ant. Jud. ix. 14, 2), and who appears to be the Luliya, king ot

Sidon, defeated in his third year by Sennacherib. He even goes so far as to say (I
know not on what ground), that the two kings

" have always been supposed to be
the same." Nothing can well be more improbable than the government of Babylon
by a Phoenician prince, while Assyria was dominant over the whole country lying
between Babylonia and Egypt.

4 As from the close of the reign ofArceanus to the accession of Aparanadius, and

again between Mesesimordachus and Esar-haddon.
6 The correction of Mardoc-empalus for Mardoc-empadus (MAPAOKEMOAAOT

for MAPAOKEMFIAAOT), which was first made by Bunsen (Egypt's Place in Univ.
Hist. vol. i.

p. 726), fully deserves acceptance.
6
Chevalier Bunsen (1. s. c.) correctly explains the mode by which the word

Merodach-Baladan became Mardoc-empal, viz. by the omission of the last element,
ad-atij and the substitution of mp for 6, as more nearly equivalent to it in sound than
the Greek

,
which was pronounced like v. The identity of Merodach-Baladan

with Mardoc-empalus is proved by the inscriptions of Sargon, which, in exact agree-
ment with the Canon, assign to this Babylonian king a reign of 12 years. Sen-
nacherib's inscriptions show that he had a second short reign, which is the one

specially referred to by Eusebius (Chron. Can. pars i. c. 5, ad init.).
It has been urged that the Merodach-Baladan of the inscriptions cannot be the

king of the name who is mentioned in Scripture, because the latter is called
" the

son of Yagina" while the former is "the son of Baladan
"
(see Mr. Bosanquet's

Sacred and Profane Chronology, p. 62, &c.). But in Scripture the word son means
no more than descendant (see 2 Kings ix. 2 and 20 ;

Matt. i. 1, &c.), and Merodach-
Baladan may as easily have been the son of Baladan, and yet the son of Yagina, as

Jehu the son of Nimshi and yet the son of Jehoshaphat. *The father of Merodach-
Baladan may perhaps appear in Ptolemy's Canon under the name of Jugaeus, if that

is the true reading instead of Elulaaus.
7 The name of 'ApjceWos in the Canon is regarded as representing the word Sar-

gon or Sargina, the s having dropped, and the k replacing the g. This is of course

phonetically possible, but there is no instance of an initial s having dropped from

any other Assyrian name.
8

Polyhistor spoke of a "brother of Sennacherib "
as king of Babylon immediate-

ly before Hagisa (Euseb. Chron. Can. 1. s.
c.).
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sieging Ashdod and (perhaps) threatening Hezekiah,
9

Merodach-Baladan,

having heard of the astronomical wonder which had been observed in

Judaea in connexion with Hezekiah's illness, sent ambassadors to him
with letters and a present, ostensibly to congratulate him on his recovery,
and to make inquiries concerning the phenomenon.

1 To the Babylonians

undoubtedly such a marvel would possess peculiar interest; but it may
be suspected that the object of the embassy was, at least in part, polit-

ical, and that some project was afloat for establishing a league among
the powers chiefly threatened by the progress of Assyria,

2
like that

which a hundred and fifty years later was formed by Croesus against the

Persians.
8

It may have been a knowledge of this design which induced

Sargon in his twelfth year to turn the full force of his arms against the

Babylonian monarch, who, unable to cope with his mighty adversary in

the field, was obliged to seek safety in flight, and to watch in exile for

an opportunity of recovering his sovereignty. The opportunity came
after the lapse of a few years. Towards the close of Sargon's reign,
when age or infirmity may have weakened his grasp upon the empire,
fresh troubles broke out in Babylonia. Arceanus ceased to be king of

Babylon in B. c. 704, and an interval followed, estimated in the Canon
at two years, during which the country was either plunged in anarchy
or had a rapid succession of masters, none of whom reigned for more
than a few months.

4 The last of these was Merodach-Baladan; he
succeeded a certain Acises or Hagisa, of whom nothing is known, except
that after having been king for thirty days he was slain by this prince.

6

Merodach-Baladan then enjoyed a second reign, only, however, for half

a year ;' he was almost immediately attacked by Sennacherib, who had
no sooner mounted the throne (B.

c. 702) than he led an expedition to

the south, defeated Merodach-Baladan with his allies the Susianians,
and forced him once more to flee for his life.

7
Sennacherib then entered

9 2 Kings xx. 6 :
" I will deliver thee and this city out of the hand of the king

of Assyria, and I will defend this city for mine own sake, and for my servant
David's sake. The king of Assyria here mentioned is perhaps Sargon rather than
Sennacherib.

1
2 Kings xx. 12 : "He had heard that Hezekiah was sick." 2 Chron. xxxii.

31 :
" In the business of the ambassadors of the princes of Babylon, who sent unto

him to inquire of the wonder that was done in the land."
s This would explain Hezekiah's "showing his treasures" (2 Kings xx. 13-5);

they were the proof of his ability to support the expense of a war. Compare the
conduct of Oroates (Herod, iii. 122-3). Another party to the proposed alliance was
probably Egypt. (See Isa. xx. 6.)

1 Herod, i. 77.
4 If a king reigned less than a year, his name was omitted from the Canon.

Hence there is no mention of Hagisa, of Merodach-Baladan's second reign, of La-

borosoarchod, of the Pseudo-Smerdis, of Xerxes II., or of Sogdianus.
* So Polyhistor, who probably follows Berosus :

"
Postqnam regno defunctus

est Senecheribi frater, et post-'flagisae in Babylonios dominationem, qui quidem non-
dum expleto 30mo imperii die a Marudacho Baldane interemptus est, Marudachus
ipse Baldanes tyrannidem invasit mensibus sex, donee eum sustulit vir quidam
nomine Elibus, qui et in regnum successit." (See Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i.

c. 6.)

See the preceding note.
7
See the record of this campaign on Bellino's Cylinder (Fox Talbot, pp. 1, 2).
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and plundered the capital, after which he ravaged the whole country,

destroying seventy-nine cities, and 820 villages, burning the palaces of

the kings, and carrying off the skilled workmen and the women. Hav-

ing taken this signal vengeance and brought Babylonia completely into

subjection, he committed the government to an Assyrian named Helib or

Belibus, the son of an officer of his court
8 the same undoubtedly who

is mentioned by Polyhistor under the name of Elibus, and who appears
under his proper designation in the Canon of Ptolemy.

4. Belibus, the Assyrian, ruled Babylon for the space of three years
from B. c. 702 to B. c. 699. Polyhistor writes of him as if he had

risen up against Merodach-Baladan, and dethroned him by his own un-

assisted efforts,
9
but it can scarcely be doubted that Sennacherib gives a

truer account of the transaction. On the retirement of the Assyrian

troops, the party of Merodach-Baladan seems to have recovered strength,
and being supported by Suwb, king of the Susianians, to have again be-

come formidable. This led to a second invasion of Babylonia by Sen-

nacherib, in his fourth year, B. c. 699, when Smtib was defeated, the

cities which still adhered to Merodach-Baladan destroyed, Belibus ap-

parently removed, and a more powerful governor established in the

person of Asshur-nadin-* the eldest son of the Assyrian monarch.
5. Asshur-nadin-*) who may be safely identified with the Aparana-

dius, or Assaranadius, of the Canon, appears by that document to have

continued in the government of Babylon for six years i. e. from B. c.

699 to B. c. 693. He was succeeded by a certain Regebelus, or Irige-

belus, who reigned for a single year, after which a king named Mese-
semordachus held the throne for the space of four years. It is uncer-

tain whether these monarchs were viceroys, like Belibus and Asshur-

nadin-*, holding their crowns under Sennacherib; or whether they were
not rather native princes, ruling in their own right, and successfully

maintaining the independence of their country. If a record of the

later years of Sennacherib should hereafter be found, it will probably
throw light on this question. Meanwhile we must be content to remain
in doubt concerning the condition of Babylonia at this time, as well as

during the next period of eight years, where the Canon records no
names of kings, either because the rulers were rapidly changed, or be-

cause the country was in a state of anarchy.
6. Light once more dawns upon us with the year B. c. 680, when

Esar-haddon, who had probably mounted the throne of Assyria about
that time, determined to place the crown of Babylon on his own head,'
instead of committing it to a viceroy. This prince, as has been already

observed,
1

probably held his court, at least occasionally, in Babylon,
where many records of his rule have been discovered. He administered
the government for thirteen years from B. c. 680 to B. c. 667 and it

must have been within this space that Manasseh, the son of Hezekiah,

having been guilty of some political offence, was brought as a prisoner

" Sennacherib calls him " the son of him who was governor over the young men
educated within his (Sennacherib's) palace." Compare Polyhistor's

" vir quidam
nomine Elibus." s

See above note 6
.

1

Essay vii. p. 387.
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to the Assyrian king at Babylon? where he suffered detention for a while,

returning, however, by the clemency of his suzerain, to resume the king-
dom which he had so nearly forfeited. Esar-haddon appears to have

been a little disquieted in his administration of the affairs of Babylon

by the pretentions of the sons of Merodach-Baladan, who had still the

support of the Susianians. Having, however, conquered and slain one,

and received the submission of another, whom he established in a gov-
ernment on the shores of the Persian Gulf,

3 he probably found his posi-

tion so secure that he was emboldened to revert to the ordinary and

established practice of the Assyrians that of governing the prov-
inces by means of subject-kings or viceroys. Accordingly, in B. c. 667,
thirteen years after his accession, he handed over the Babylonians to a

certain Saosduchinus* (Shamas-dar-oukin ?
),
who continued to administer

the government for twenty or twenty-one years, and was succeeded by
the last of the subject-kings, Ciniladanus, who was perhaps his brother.

5

Ciniladanus is said to have held the throne for twenty-two years from

B. c. 647 to B. c. 625. Of the history of the Babylonians during these

two reigns scarcely anything is known at present,
8
their continued sub-

1 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11-13: "The Lord brought upon them the captains of the

king of Assyria, which took Manasseh among the thorns, and bound him with fet-

ters, and carried him to Babylon. And when he was in affliction he besought the

Lord his God, and humbled himself greatly before the God of his fathers
;
and prayed

unto him, and he was entreated of him, and heard his supplication, and brought
him again to Jerusalem into his kingdom."

Fox Talbot, p. 12.
4 M. Oppert suggests that the real name of this king was Shamas-dar-oukin

(Rapport, p. 50). It is not yet explained why Polyhistor called him Sammughes (see
Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i. c. 5, 2).

8
Polyhistor placed between Esar-haddon and Nebuchadnezzar the following

kings:

Sammughes, who reigned 21 years.
Hit brother . . 21 "

Nabupalasar . . 20(21)

These three kings clearly correspond to the under-named in the Canon :

Saosduchinus, who reigned 20 years.
Ciniladauus . . 22 "

Nabopolasar . . 21 "

The kings of Abydenus, sometimes identified with these (Clinton, F. H. vol. i. App.
ch. iv. p. 278

; Bosanquet, Fall of Nineveh, p. 41), are an entirely distinct list. They
are Assyrian, not Babylonian. Nergilus is a brother of Sennacherib, not otherwise

known, whom we may suppose to have reigned a few weeks or a few days, and then

to have fallen a victim to Sennacherib's murderer, Adrammelech (Abydenus'

Adrammeles). Axerdis, who puts Adrammeles to death, is Esar-haddon, Axer

representing the element Agshur, and din the element adin. The glorious reign as-

signed to Axerdis, who ruled Lower Syria and Egypt, tallies with this view. Sar-

danapalus, the next king, is Asshur-bani-pal, the son and successor of Esar-haddon;
and Saracus is apparently Asshur-einit-ili, though here there is a disagreement of

name. (See above, Essay vii. p. 390.)
6 Some light may hereafter be thrown on this subject by the annals of Asshur-

bani-pal, which exist, but have not yet been decyphered. It appears from them
that war still continued to be waged between Assyria on the one hand, and Lower

Chaldaea, assisted by Susiana, on the other. Asshur-bani-pal opposes the grandsons
of Merodach-Baladan.
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jection to the Assyrians being only proved by the authority which Sara-

cus, the last Assyrian monarch, appears to have exercised over their

country.
7. The part taken by Babylon in the war which issued in the de-

struction of Nineveh has been already mentioned, both in the essay on

Median,
7 and in that on Assyrian history.

8 The last- Assyrian king,
threatened on the one hand by the Medes, on the other by an army
advancing from the seaboard, which may be conjectured to have con-

sisted chiefly of Susianians, appointed to the government of Babylon,
where he was to act against this latter enemy, his general, Nabopolassar

(Nabu-pal-umr), while he himself remained at Nineveh to meet the

greater danger. Nabopolassar, however, proved faithless to the trust

reposed in him, and on receiving his appointment, determined to take

advantage of the position thus gained to further his own ambitious ends.

He entered into negotiations with Cyaxares, the Median monarch by
whom Assyria was threatened, and having arranged terms of alliance

with him and cemented the union by a marriage between his own son,

Nebuchadnezzar,
9 and Amuhia or Amyitis,

10
the daughter of Cyaxares,

he sent or led
1

a body of troops against his suzerain, which took an
active part in the great siege whereby the power of Assyria was de-

stroyed.^ The immediate result of this event was, not merely the estab-

lishment of Babylonian independence, but the formation of that later

Babylonian empire, which, short as was its continuance, has always been
with reason regarded as one of the most remarkable in the history of

the world.

8. The rise and fall of this empire was comprised within a period

considerably short of a century. Six kings only occupied the throne

during its continuance, and of these but three had reigns of any dura-

tion. Nabopolassar, who founded the empire, Nebuchadnezzar, who
raised it to its highest pitch of glory, and Nabonidus, or Labynetus,
under whom it was destroyed, are the three great names whereto its en-

tire history attaches.

9. Of Nabopolassar, the founder of the empire, whose alliance with

Cyaxares
3
decided the fall of Nineveh and the consequent ruin of the

7 See Essay iii. p. 327. 8

Essay vii. p. 391.
9
Abydenus is the great authority for these statements. His words have been

already given (see Essay vii. p. 391, note 6
). He is confirmed, to some extent, by

Polyhistor (Euseb. Chron. Can. c. 5, 3), and by Berosus, who said that Nebuchad-
nezzar was married to a Median princess (Fr. 14).

10 So Syncellus gives the name (p. 396), but the Armenian Eusebius has Amuhia
twice (pars i. c. 5, 3, and c. 9, 2).

1

Polyhistor made him send the troops: "Is ad Asdahagem, qui erat Medic
gentis prases et satrapa, copias auxiliares misit

"
(ap. Euseb. i. c. 5, 3). Abydenus,

on the other hand, represented him as commanding them in person: "contra
Ninevem urbem impetum faciebat." So Syncellus, euros ffrparnybt uirb "Zapaxov rov
XaASaiou /JaajAe'ws trraAels, KOT& rov avrov 2apaKou e I s Ntvov TTKTT p ar eve i

(I. s. C.)
2 The active part which the Babylonians took in the siege is witnessed (besides

the authorities already quoted) by Josephus (Ant. Jud. X. v. 1) and the book of
Tobrt (xiv. 15). It is certainly curious that Herodotus makes no mention of it.

I suppose Cyaxares to have been the real ally of Nabopolassar, 1. because the
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Assyrians, the historical notices which remain to us are scanty. We
have already seen that he was appointed by Saracus, the last king of

Assyria, to take the command at Babylon, and that he immediately rebel-

led, united his arms with those of the Median king, and gave him effec-

tual aid in the last siege of the Assyrian capital. By this bold course

he secured not only the independence of his own kingdom, but an im-

portant share in the spoils of the mighty empire to whose destruction

he had contributed. While the northern and eastern portions of the

Assyrian territory were annexed by Cyaxares to his own dominions, the

southern and western the valley of the Euphrates from Hit to Car-

chemish, Syria, Phoenicia, Palestine, and perhaps a portion of Egypt
passed under the sceptre of the king of Babylon.

4
Judaea was at this

time governed by Josiah, who probably felt no objection to the change
of masters

;
and as the transfer of allegiance thus took place without a

struggle, we do not find any distinct mention of it in Scripture. There

is, however, no reason to doubt that the Babylonian dominion was at

once extended to the borders of Egypt, where it came in contact with

that of the Psammetichi
;
and the result is seen in wars which shortly

arose between the two powers, wars which were very calamitous to the

Jews, and eventually led to their transplantation.
10. It is not improbable that, besides an augmentation of territory,

Babylon gained at this time a great increase in its population. It ap-

pears to be certain that Nineveh was not only taken, but destroyed,
6

and the bulk of the inhabitants would thus become the captives of the

conquerors. Babylon would undoubtedly receive her full share of the

prisoners, and hence would have at her disposal from the very founda-

tion of the empire a supply of human labour capable of producing

gigantic results. Nabopolassar availed himself of this supply to com-
mence the various works which his son afterwards completed ;

and its

existence is a circumstance to be borne in mind when we come to speak
of the immense constructions of that son, Nebuchadnezzar.

11. Nabopolassar occupied the throne for twenty-one years from
B. c. 625 to B. c. 604 when he was succeeded by his son Nebuchadnez-
zar. The chief known events of his reign are the assistance which he

lent to Cyaxares against Alyattes, and the war in which he was engaged
with Neco. If the Lydian war of Cyaxares has been rightly placed
between B. c. 615 and B. c. 610,

8
it must have preceded the attack of Neco,

which was in B. c. 609 or 608. Whether Nabopolassar was engaged in

capture of Nineveh is assigned to him by Herodotus
;

2. on chronological grounds,
because he reigned from B. c. 633 to B*. c. 593 ; 3. because his name corresponds
with the Assuerus of the book of Tobit (xiv. 15). The fact that Polyhistor and

Abydenus both speak of Asdahages (Astyagcs), is to be explained by the use of

that term as a title by the Median kings generally. (See Essay iii. p. 323, note ',

and p. 327, note 2

.)
4 This appears sufficiently in Scripture, where the Babylonian monarchy succeeds

to the Assyrian as paramount over Judffia. It is distinctly declared by Berosus,
who says that Egypt, Coele-Syria, and Phoenicia were ruled by a satrap receiving his

appointment from Nabopolassar (Fr. 14).
5
See Diod. Sic. ii. 7 and 28; Herod, i. 193; Ezek. xxxi. 11-17; Nahum iii.

18, &c. See Essay iii. p. 329.
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the war from its commencement, or only sent troops when the Medes
had been several times defeated,

7
it is impossible to determine. Noth-

ing is known, excepting that in the great battle which was stopped by
the eclipse said to have been predicted by Thales, a Babylonian prince

the leader undoubtedly of a Babylonian contingent was present;
and that, as the most important person, next to Cyaxares, on the Median

side, he acted as one of the mediators by whose intercession the war
was brought to a close, and friendly relations established between the

kingdoms of Lydia and Media. 8 Whether this prince was Nabopolas-
sar himself, his son Nebuchadnezzar, or another son, of whom there is but

this mention, must be regarded as uncertain.
9 This is, however, a mat-

ter of small consequence. What is important is to find that the alliance

between the Babylonians and the Medes continued^ and that it was now
for a second time brought into active operation. No fear or jealousy
was as yet entertained;

1

Babylonia was ready to help Media, as Media
will be found a little later quite ready in her turn to lend assistance to

Babylon.
The Egyptian war of Nabopolassar seems to have commenced in his

17th year, B. c. 609, by a sudden invasion of his territory on the part
of Neco, the son of Psammetichus. Josiah, king of Judah, moved by
a chivalrous sentiment of fidelity, and not regarding the warnings of

Neco as coming
" from the mouth of God,"

2

though in a certain sense

they may have been divinely inspired,
3 went out with the small force

which he could hastily raise against the larger and well-appointed host

of the Egyptians. Naturally enough he was defeated, and the Egyp-
tian king pressed forward through Syria towards the Euphrates, which
he made the boundary between his own empire and that of the king of

Babylon.
4 The Babylonian governor of these countries if indeed he

was a distinct person from Neco himself, which may be doubted
B

proved a traitor, and Neco returned triumphant to Egypt, passing

through Jerusalem on his way, where he deposed Jehoahaz, a younger
son of Josiah, whom the Jews had made king in the room of his father,
and gave the crown to Jehoiakim, the elder brother

;

6
after which he

'
Herod, i. 74. 8

Compare Essay i. 17.
9 See note 8 on Book i. ch. 74. The most probable supposition is that Herodotus

has made a mistake in the name. His Babylonian history is exceedingly incorrect

and imperfect. (See the Introductory Essay, ch. ii. p. 65.)
* * Herodotus tells us that a strong feeling of jealousy was entertained in

the time of Nitocris, who, according to him, was the mother of the last king

(i. 185).
2 2 Chron. xxxv. 22 :

" He (Josiah) hearkened not unto the words of Necho

from the mouth of Qod"
8 That is, in the sense that Caiaphas is said to have "prophesied," when he urg-

ed upon the Jews that it was u
expedient that one man should die for the people"

(John xi. 50-1).
4 2 Kings xxiv. 7.
6 I suspect that Neco himself is the person whom Berosus represented as satrap

of Egypt, Cffile-Syria, and Phoenicia, receiving his authority from Nabopolassar. In

the same way Polyhistor made Cyaxares (Asdahages) satrap of Media (Euseb. Chron.
Can. pars i. c. v. 3).

6 " Jehoahaz was twenty and three years old when he began to reign, and reign-
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seems to have taken Cadytis or Gaza.
7

Nabopolassar was at this time

weak from age, and perhaps suffering from ill health.
8 Neco appears to

have retained his conquests for three or four years. But " in the fourth

year of Jehoiakim,"
9

(B. c. 605 or 604), Nabopolassar, feeling his inabil-

ity to conduct a war, sent his sou Nebuchadnezzar at the head of a

large army against the Egyptians. The two hosts met at Carchemish

on the Euphrates, and a battle was fought in which the Babylonian

prince was completely victorious. Neco "
fled apace

" ' Nebuchadnez-

zar advanced Jehoiakim submitted to him and was allowed to retain

his throne
3

the whole country as far as " ^he river of Egypt
" was re-

covered, and so severe a lesson read to the Egyptian king, that he " came

not again any more out of his land,"
*
but remained henceforth on the

'

defensive.

12. Meanwhile Nabopolassar died at Babylon (B. c. 604) ,
after hav-

ing reigned one and twenty years.* Nebuchadnezzar,
6 who was in Egypt

or upon its borders when the news reached him, hastily arranged aftairs

in that quarter, and returned with all speed, accompanied only by his

light troops, to the capital. He appears to have felt some anxiety about

the succession, which, however, proved needless, as he found the throne

kept vacant for him by the Chaldaeans. The bulk of his array and

his numerous captives Jews, Phoanicians, Syrians, and Egyptians
arrived later, having followed the usual route, while Nebuchadnezzar
had crossed the desert probably by way of Tadmor or Palmyra. The

captives were planted in various parts of Babylonia,
6 and their num-

bers, added to that of the Assyrian prisoners, gave Nebuchadnezzar
that " unbounded command of naked human strength

" 7 which enabled

him to cover his whole territory with gigantic works, the remains of

which excite admiration even at the present day.

ed three months in Jerusalem" (2 Kings xxiii. 31). "Jehoiakim was twenty and

Jive years
"
when, immediately upon his brother's deposition, he was appointed to

succeed him (ibid. ver. 86).
7 See Herod, ii. 159, and compare'Jerem. xlvii. 1, where we are inlormed that a

Pharaoh, who is almost certainly Pharaoh-Necho, "smote Gaza."
* Ou Swdufvos fri KaKoira^tlv is the expression of Berosus (Fr. 14).
9
Jer\ xlvi. 2 : "The army of Pharaoh-Necho king of Egypt, which was by the

river Euphrates in Carchemish, which Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon smote in

the fourth year of Jehoiakim." This is probably the battle to which Berosus alludes

when he says : SUM^O* 8 Na/JouxoSoiWopov r<p OTTOO-TOTT? KOI TrapaTaa/uJ/os avrov
ff fKpdrijfff, Kal TV xwpai' IK Taurus TT/s ap^T}* virb T^V avrov &avi\ciav 4iroii)<Ta.TO

(1. 8. C.)
1
Jer. xlvi. 5.

* 2 Kings xxiv. 1. Ibid. ver. 7.
4
Beros. Fr. 14. The cuneiform remains of Nabopolassar are very scanty, con-

sisting only of a few tablets containing orders on the imperial treasury which
were found at Warka (Loftus, p. 221-2), and are now in the British Museum.

Nothing is very remarkable in them except that he takes the title reserved for lords

paramount, thereby showing that he was independent.
*

I adopt this form of the name as that with which we are most familiar. The
true orthography, however, is Nabu-kuduri-uzur, which is well represented by the

Nebuchadrezzar (-isKnt^as) of Ezekiel and Jeremiah, and the Nabucodrossor of

Abydenus and Megasth'enes.
:

6
These particulars are all recorded by Berosus (Fr. 14).T
Grote's History of Greece, vol. Hi. p. 401.
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13. Of all the works of Nebuchadnezzar, the most extraordinary
seern to have been the fortifications of the capital. A space of above

130 square miles,
8
five or six times the area of London, was enclosed

within walls, which have been properly described as "
artificial moun-

tains,"
9
their breadth being above 80 feet, and their height between 300

and 400 feet
(!),

if we may believe the statements of eye-witnesses.
1

This wall alone must have contained unless the dimensions are exag-

gerated above 200,000,000 yards of solid masonry, or nearly twice

the cubic contents of the great wall of China.
2

Inside it ran a second,
somewhat less thick, but almost as strong,

3
the exact dimensions of which

are nowhere given.
4 Nebuchadnezzar appears to have built the latter

entirely, as a defence for his " inner city ;'

:6 but the great outer wall

was an old work which he merely repaired and renovated. At the

same time he constructed an entirely new palace the ruins of which

remain in the modern Kasr a magnificent building, which he completed
in fifteen days !

7 Another construction (probably) of this monarch's

was the great canal of which Strabo speaks
8

(and which may be still

8 This calculation is based on the measurements of Strabo, which probably came
from Aristobulus. If we were to accept the statement of Herodotus with respect to

the circumference of Babylon, we should have to raise the area of the city from 1 30
to 200 square miles.

Grote, History of Greece, vol. Hi. p. 397, note.
1 Herodotus makes the height 200 royal cubits, which is at least 337 feet, 8 inches

possibly 373 feet, 4 inches. (See note 7 on Book i. ch. 178.) Ctesias gives 50

fathoms, or 200 ordinary cubits, somewhat more than 300 feet. It has been said

that this authority is valueless, since the walls had been destroyed by Cyrus (Beros.
Fr. 14), and by Darius (Herod, iii. 159). But probably they had only been breached

by these kings. Herodotus and Ctesias speak of them as existing in their day (vide

infra, p. 425, note 5
); and Abydenus expressly states that the wall raised by Nebu-

chadnezzar continued to the conquest of Alexander (reix'tfai 5e al&is No/So uxoSoixf-

<ropov rb fjLfxp 1 rrjs MaKeSoyicuj/ a p x *? s 8 i a/j. * 7 v ay (bv xa\K6irv\ov, Ap.
Euseb. Chron. Can. pars. i. c. 10, 2.) No doubt the wall gradually sank in height
from want of repairs, and hence a portion of it, which Xenophon saw (Anab. n. iv.

12), was in his day no more than a hundred feet, while by the time of Alexander
the general height was perhaps 75 feet. (Cf. Strab. xvi. p. 1048.)

2 The great wall of China is 1200 miles long, from 20 to 25 feet high, and from
15 to 20 feet broad. It was estimated (in 1823) to contain more material 'than all

the buildings of the British empire put together (Transactions of Asiatic Soc., vol. L

p. 6, note).
3 Herod, i. 181.

4 The Standard Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar gives the circumference of his
" inner city

"
as 16,000 cubits, or about 5 English miles. (See note 5 on Book i. ch.

178, and note 10 on ch. 181.)
6

TT)S e/5oj/ WAewy. Beros. Fr. 14.
6 The old wall was ascribed to the mythic founder Belus. Abydenus says:

A-eyerai. . . .Br)\ov. . . .Bafiv\uva reixfi irfpifiatew- rb 8e \pov<a rcf invtvpfvy aQavtff-

&Tjj/ar Tfix'urai 5e av&i? Na#ouxo5oj>o<ropoi>, K.T.\. (Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i. C. 10,

2.) The Standard Inscription also speaks of the great wall as rebuilt.
7 This fact (?) is recorded in the Standard Inscription, and was mentioned also

by Berosus. (See Fr. 14. KU\ Tfixivas ato\6yws T-TIV iro\iv, KOI TOI/V irvXwvas Kuff^ffas

lepoirpeirws, TrpoffKareaicfvcure Tots irarpiKOts f}a<n\eiois tTtpa flouri\cia cxoM e '/a O-VTWV

<av rb /j.fv di/atm^a KOL\ T)JV Xonrfy Tro\vrf\eiav Trepttrabv laws &/ efy \tyfiv ir\T)v us
6vra /j.yd\a Kal vrep-hQava, (TuveTeAeV^rj ri/uepats irevreKaiSfKa.) Some writers exag-

gerated this feat, and said that all the fortifications were completed in fifteen days.

(Abyden. Fr. 9.)
8
Strab. xvi. p. 1052.
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distinctly traced),
9

running from Hit, the Is of Herodotus, to the bay
of Graine in the Persian Gulf, a distance of from 400 to 500 miles,

large enough to be navigated by ships, and serving at once for purposes
of trade, for irrigation, and for protection against attacks from the

Arabs. From these instances we may judge of the scale on which his

other great works were constructed. He built or rebuilt almost all the

cities of Upper Babylonia, Babylon itself, upon the bricks of which

scarcely any other name is found, Sippara, Borsippa, Cutha, Teredou,

Chilmad,
1 &c.

;
he formed aqueducts,

3 and constructed the wonderful

hanging gardens at Babylon;
3 he raised the huge pyramidal temples at

Borsippa, and Akkerkuf, which still remain in the Birs-i-Nimrud and
the Nimrud-Tepesse,

4

together with a vast number of other shrines not

hitherto identified;
6
he formed the extensive reservoir near Sippara,

140 miles in circumference
;

6 he built quays and breakwaters along the

shores of the Persian Gulf;
7
he made embankments of solid masonry at

various points of the two great streams;
8 and finally he greatly

9
Col. Rawlinson has traced the course of this canal, which is now entirely choked

up, from Hit almost to the bay of Graine.
1 The fact of his rebuilding Babylon is vouched for by Berosus (ap. Joseph.

1. 8. C.), TTJV inrdpxovffav e{ &px*7* iru\iv Kal fTfpay (&&(i> Trpoaxafnad^tvos Kal

avaKaivicr at . It is this which enables Nebuchadnezzar to say, in the book of

Daniel, "Is not this great Babylon that I have built?" (Dan. iv. 30). The other
cities are assigned to him either because his name is found exclusively upon their

bricks, or because they are expressly declared to be his in the inscriptions.
8 These are mentioned in the Standard Inscription and in the Armenian Eusebius

(Chron. Can. pars i. c. 11, 3).
J Berosus ap. Joseph. (1.

s. c.); Abyden. ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i. c. 10,

p. 26. The former writer thus described this
u wonder of the world" :

" Within the

precincts of the royal palace Nebuchadnezzar raised up to a vast height a pile of

stone substructions, giving them as far as possible the appearance of natural hills;

he then planted the whole with treee of different kinds, and thus constructed what is

called the hanging garden ;
all which he did to pleasure his wife, who had been

brought up in Media, and delighted in the scenery of mountain regions." Ctesias

appears to have furnished the dimensions of the hanging garden which are found in

Diotiorus
(ii. 10). According to this writer it was a square of 400 feet.

4 The inscribed bricks of these two buildings all bear his name. The construc-
tion and dedication of the Borsippa temple (the Birs-i-Nimrud) is described in the

cylinders which Col. Rawlinson found in it (see Loftus's Ctmldaea, pp. 29-30), and
noticed in the Standard Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar, of which the India House
slab is the most perfect copy. With respect to the size of these buildings, the Bor-

sippa temple (which was built in stages like the temple of Belus at Babylon, and the

great Pyramid of Saccara) covered an area about two-thirds of that of the Pyramid
of Mycerinus. The present height, according to Capt. Jones's survey, is rather more
than 150 feet; the present circumference is said to be above 2000 feet (Rich, First

Memoir, p. 36
; Ker Porter, vol. ii. p. 320). Originally the base was a square of 272

feet. The temple at Akkerkuf is far smaller. Its height has been estimated at

about 130 feet, its circumference at 300. (Rich's First Memoir, p. 41
;
Ker Porter,

vol. ii. p. 277.)
' An account is given of these in the Standard Inscription referred to above.
6
Abydenus ap. Euseb. (Praep. Evang. ix. 41). "tvep TTJJ '2nnrapT)vuv Tr6\ios \O.K-

KOV opu|auej/oy, irfpififrpov fj.ii/ TfffffapaKovra irapa<Tayyfuv, )8ados 5e bpyvieuv efrcotri,

K.T.A.. It was constructed for purposes of irrigation.
7
Abyden. ap. eund.

(1. s. c.). 'EwfTfixiat 5e ol rf}y 'Epufyr?? SaAoo-ffrjy t^v

9
If we might presume that Nitocris was the wife of Nebuchadnezzar, and that the
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beautified, if he did not actually rebuild the famous temple of Be-

lus."

14. During the time that he was constructing these great works,
Nebuchadnezzar still prosecuted his military enterprises with vigour.

Soon after his departure from Syria, Judaea rebelled, expecting (accord-

ing to Josephus
10

)
to be assisted by the Egyptians, and Phoenicia appears

about the same time to have thrown off the yoke.
1

Nebuchadnezzar,

having called in the aid of Cyaxares, king of Media, led in person the

vast army
2

composed of the contingents of the two nations which
marched to chastise the rebels.

3 He immediately invested Tyre, the

chief of the Phoenician cities, but finding it too strong to be taken by
assault, he left there a sufficient force to continue the siege, and marched

against Jerusalem.
4

Jehoiakim, seeing that the Egyptians did not stir,

works ascribed to her were really for the most part his(Heeren's As. Res. vol. ii. p.

179), then the great embankments along the Euphrates to the north of Babylon
(Herod, i. 185) would be of his making. At any rate he constructed some works of
this character; for instance, the embankment at Baghdad, an enormous mass of

brickwork, which has been supposed to be of the age of the Caliphs, but which Col.

Rawlinson has found to date from the time of Nebuchadnezzar. (See the Assyrian
Commentary, p. 77, note.)

9 Berosus ap. Joseph, (contr. Ap. i. 20). AUT&S 8c (6 Na&ovxolSot>6<ropos) avb TUV
^K rou -rro\ffjLov \a<pvptav r6 re 817X01; itpbv Kal TO. \otira Koa/r^o'ay <J>tAoTi/xa>s, K.T.A..

The Standard Inscription also mentions the restoration. The remains of the temple
of Belus still exist in the mound called the Mujelib6 by Rich, but now known to the

Arabs universally as Babil. This is an immense pile of brick, in shape an oblong
square, facing the four cardinal points, 730 yards in circumference, and from 100 to

140 feet high. (See Rich's First Memoir, p. 28.) Two of the sides, those facing
north and south, are almost exactly a stadium in length. The other two are shorter.

One is four-fifths, the other two-thirds of a stadium. All the inscribed bricks hitherto

discovered at the Mujelibd bear the name ofNebuchadnezzar.
10

Antiq. Jud. x. 6.
1

Josephus says that Nebuchadnezzar began the siege of Tyre in the seventh

year of his reign (contr. Apion. i. 21). It was in this or the following year (compare
Jer. Hi. 28, with 2 Kings xxiv. 12) that he invaded Judaea for the second time.

a
According to Polyhistor, who is the chief authority for the facts here stated,

the joint army consisted of 10,000 chariots, 120,000 cavalry, and 180,000 infantry

(Fr. 24).
3
Antiq. Jud. vii. 4

;
2 Chron. xxxvi. 6.

4 In this arrangement of the events of Nebuchadnezzar's reign, I differ from Mr.
Kenrick (Phoenicia, pp. 385-6). He considers it "evident" that the attack on Tyre
followed the capture (final?) of Jerusalem. His grounds are: 1. The opening
words of Ezekiel's 26th chapter:

"
It came to pass in the eleventh year" (B. c.

586), "in the first day of the month, that the word of the Lord came unto me say-

ing, Son of man, because that Tyrus hath said against Jerusalem, Aha, she is broken
that was the gates of the people, she is turned unto me

;
I shall be replenished now

that she is laid waste : therefore thus saith the Lord, I am against thee, -Tyrus,
and I will cause many nations to come up against thee." 2. The improbability of

Nebuchadnezzar engaging in the siege of Tyre, "while a place of such strength in

his rear as Jerusalem was still unsubdued." And, 3. The inconsistency between
the statement of Josephus that the siege began in Nebuchadnezzar's seventh year,
and his own reckoning of the interval between the capture of Jerusalem and the

accession of Cyrus. It maybe replied, ]. ThatEzek. xxvi. certainly shows that the

capture of Tyre did not precede the fall of Jerusalem, but proves nothing with respect
to the first attack. 2. That the improbability is exactly the reverse of that stated,
since Jerusalem is not in the rear of an invader advancing from Babylon through

Coele-Syria against Tyre, but Tyre is in the rear of one who advances upon Jeru-
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submitted, but Nebuchadnezzar punished him with death, establishing
Jeconiah his son as king in his room.

6

Shortly afterwards however, be-

coming suspicious of the fidelity of this prince, who had probably shown

symptoms of rebellion, he came against Jerusalem for the third time,

deposed Jeconiah, whom he carried away captive with him to Babylon,
and put Zedekiah, uncle to Jeconiah, upon the throne.

8

Tyre meanwhile
continued to resist all the efforts that were made to reduce it, and it

was not until the thirteenth year from the first investment of the place
that the city of merchants fell.

7 A few years before its fall, the final

rebellion of Jerusalem had taken place.
8 The accession of a new and

enterprising monarch in Egypt, Uaphris, the Apries of Herodotus, and
the Pharaoh-Hophra of Scripture,

9

gave the Jews hopes of once more

recovering their independence. Zedekiah revolted, sending ambassadors

to Egypt to entreat Apries to espouse his quarrel.
1

Although the ap-

plication seems to have been favourably received, the Egyptians were
slow to move, and Nebuchadnezzar had reached Jerusalem and formally
invested the city, before Apries advanced to their relief.

3 On the news

salcm. And, 3. That the years given by Josephus from the Tyrian annals are calcu-

lated to the accession of Cyrus in Persia, as is evident in the passage itself (coiitr.

Ap. i. 21, 4x1 TOVTOV scil. EipvLLov Kf'pos Tlfpauv 45 v vaar cva- f v), and that

they exactly fill up tlie interval, if we make a single correction from the Armenian
version of Eusebius. From the seventh of Nebuchadnezzar (B. c. 698) to the first

ofCyrus in Persia (B. c. 558) is 40 years, which are made up within a few months,
by the 13 years of Ithobaal, the 10 of Baal, the 2 months of Ehiibaal or Ecnibaal,
the 10 months of Chelbes, the 3 months of Abbaal, the 6 years of Mytgon and Geras-

tartus, the 1 year of Balutor, the 4 years of Merbal, and the/our (not fourteen) years
of Hirom, in all 39 years and 3 months.

*
Joseph. Ant. Jud. x. 7 ; Jer. xxii. 18, and xxxvi. 30. The non-arrival of ex-

pected succours from Egypt is indicated, 2 Kings xxiv. 7.
8

2 Kings xxiv. 11-17 ; Joseph. Ant. Jud. x. 8.
1

Josephus, citing the Tyrian histories (ray ruvQoivtKwv avaypaQas), says, 4xo\t6p-

Ki)fff Na&ovxo5ov6<ropos r^v Tvpov 4*' frrj StKaTpta. He also quotes Philostratus to

the same effect (Ant. Jud. x. 11, 2). He does not positively say that Tyre was
taken. Heeren (As. Nat. vol. ii. p. 11) throws some doubt on the fact of the capture,
which (he observes) "rests upon the prophecy of Ezekiel (ch. xxvi.) alone," and is

contradicted by a later passage in the same prophet (xxix. 18), which "shows that

the attempt to subdue it failed." But the capture is prophesied by Jeremiah as well

as Ezekiel (Jer. xxviu 3-6); and by Ezekiel in such positive terms that we cannot

question the fact without denying the inspiration of the prophet, and by implication
that of Scripture generally. Nor is the passage in the 29th chapter at all inconsistent

with the notion that Tyre had been taken. It may only mean that Nebuchadnezzar
had obtained no sufficient recompense for the toil and expense of the siege. Mr.
Kenrick thinks that the continental Tyre (Palaetyrus) was taken, but that the island

Tyre escaped. He rightly rejects Jerome's account of a mole or dam thrown by
Nebuchadnezzar across the strait, but he very insufficiently meets the suggestion
that the Babylonians being masters of the rest of Phoenicia, would have a strong
naval force, and may have taken the island by a blockade. He too, like Heeren,
supposes that prophecy can remain unfulfilled (Phoenicia, p. 390). The threats of

Ezekiel are clearly directed especially against the Island City (see Ezek. xxvi. 15-18,
xxvii. 32, xxviii. 2, &c.).

8
In the ninth year of Zedekiah (2 Kings xxv. 1

;
Jer. xxxix. 1, &c.), three years

before the fall of Tyre.
* Jer. xliv. 30.

1

Ezek. xvii. 15. " He rebelled against him in sending his ambassadors into

Egypt, that they might give him horses and much people/'
a
Jer. xxxvii. 6

; Joseph. Ant. Jud. x. 9.
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of his approach Nebuchadnezzar raised the siege, and marched to en-

counter the more powerful enemy. According to Josephus,
3
a battle

was fought in which Apries was completely defeated, but the narrative

of Scripture rather implies that the Egyptian troops retired on the ad-

vance of the Babylonians, and avoided an engagement.
4 The siege of

Jerusalem was resumed, and pressed with such vigour, that in the third

year from the first appearance of Nebuchadnezzar before the walls, the

city fell. Zedekiah was taken prisoner, his eyes were put out, and he

was carried to Babylon. The city and temple were burnt, the walls

levelled with the ground, and the greater part of the inhabitants trans-

planted to the banks of the Euphrates.* Tyre seems to have capitulated
in the next year (B. c. 585).

6

15. After these successes the Babylonian monarch appears to have

indulged in a brief repose. In the 5th year however from the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, he again led an army into the field,
7 and proceeded

through Syria and Palestine into Egypt,
8 which was still under the rule

of Apries. Here again his arms triumphed. Josephus relates that he

put the reigning monarch to death, and set up another king in his room
;*

but this is inconsistent with both chronology and history, and is not at

all required (as Josephus may have imagined) by the prophecies of

Jeremiah and Ezekiel.
1

Apries probably fled into some stronghold,
while Nebuchadnezzar ravaged the open country, and took many of the

towns. It does not however appear that he made any permanent con-

quest of Egypt, which ten or twelve years afterwards is found acting as

an autonomous state, and attempting the reduction of the distant settle-

3
Antiq. Jud. x. 9.

4
Jer. xxxvii. 5-7.

" Then Pharaoh's army was come forth out of Egypt : and
when the Chaldfeans that besieged Jerusalem heard tidings of them, they departed
from Jerusalem. Then came the word of the Lord unto the prophet Jeremiah, say-

ing, Thus saith the Lord, the God of Israel, Thus shall ye say to the king of Judab,
that sent you unto me to enquire of me : Behold Pharaoh's army, which is come forth

to help you, shall return to Egypt into their own land."
6 2 Kings xxv. 1-10; Jer. lii. 1-14.
6 The capture of Jerusalem was "in the nineteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar"

(Jer. lii. 12). Tyre was invested in his seventh year, and besieged thirteen years.
This would bring its capture into Nebuchadnezzar's twentieth year.

7
Joseph. Ant. Jud. x. 9.

8
It is not unlikely that this attack was provoked by aggressions on the part of

Egypt. Herodotus tells us that Apries marched an army to attack Sidon, and fought
a battle with the king of Tyre by sea

(ii. 161). These acts would have constituted
an aggression upon Babylonia at any part of the reign of Apries. They are likely
to have followed the humiliation of Phoenicia by Nebuchadnezzar, and the with-

drawal of the Babylonian forces after the fall of Tyre.
9

Antiq. Jud. 1. s. c.
1 The strongest passage is the well-known one in Jeremiah (xliv. 30), where Ap-

ries is mentioned by name. "
Behold, I will give Pharaoh-Hophra, king of Egypt,

into the hands of his enemies, and into the hands of them that seek his life." But,
1. this need not mean that he should be put to death, for in the same passage Zede-

kiah, who was not put to death, is said to have been delivered
" into the band of

Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, his enemy, and that sought his life ;" and, 2. the

reference need not be to Nebuchadnezzar the enemies spoken of may be Amasis
and his party,
terminate.

The other passages (Ezek. xxx. 21-4, xxxii. 31-2) are even less de-
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ments of Gyrene and Barca.
1

Probably he was content to return with

his spoil and his captives, having sufficiently resented the affront which

had been offered him, and secured his dominions in that quarter from

any further attack.

16. The remainder of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar a period of

about 18 years is not distinguished by any known event of historical

importance.
3 The embellishment of his capital, and the great works of

public utility which he had commenced in various parts of his kingdom,

may have principally occupied him. During seven years however, out

of the eighteen, he was incapacitated from performing the duties of his

station by the malady sent to punish his pride, a form, apparently, of

the madness called Lycanthropy.* It is impossible to fix exactly either

the commencement or the termination of this attack. We may gather
from Scripture that he reigned for some years after his recovery from

it;
5 but neither Scripture nor Josephus furnishes us with any exact

chronology for this portion of his life.

17. After a reign of forty-three years, the longest recorded of any
Babylonian monarch, Nebuchadnezzar died (B. c. 561). He was suc-

ceeded by Illoarudamus, or Evil-Merodach," who is declared, by the

united testimony of the best authorities, to have been his son.
7 This

prince reigned, according to the Astronomical Canon, but two years,
and was followed by Nerigassolassarus, or Neriglissar, whom Berosus

8

and Abydenus
9

represent to have been the husband of his sister. Ac-

*
According to Josephus (Antiq. Jud. x. 10), Egypt was invaded in the 23rd

year of Nebuchadnezzar, which was B. c. 582. The expedition of Apries against

Cyrene was B. c. 571 or B. c. 67u.
'

It may be suspected that Nebuchadnezzar invaded Egypt a second time about
B. c. 570 (Ezek. xxix. 17-20), when he deposed Apries and set up Amasis, who was

perhaps his tributary. (See App. to Book ii. ch. 8, 37.) The fables of Megas-
thenes who made Nebuchadnezzar march along Africa and cross into Spain, sub-

due that country, and plant his captives on the shores of the Euxine (Fr. 22) are

not to be regarded as history.
* See on this subject the paper of Welcker in his

" Kleine Schriften
"

(vol. iii. pp.

157etseqq.): "Die Lycanthropie ein Aberglaube und einc Krankheit." Colonel

Rawlinson once thought that he had found a reference to the illness in the Standard

Inscription, but he now explains the passage differently.
* Otherwise it could scarcely be said that he was afterwards "established in his

kingdom, and excellent majesty was added unto him "
(Dan. iv. 36).

* That these two names represent one and the same king is evident, not so much
from any resemblance between them, which is but slight, as from the year assigned
for the accession of each, which, both in Scripture and in the Astronomical Canon,
is the forty-fourth from the accession of Nebuchadnezzar. For, as the first year of

Jehoiachin's captivity was the 8th of Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xxiv. 12), the 37th

year of his captivity would have been the 44th of Nebuchadnezzar, if he had lived

so long. But he died after a reign of 43 years, according to the Canon (confirmed
in this point by Josephus, Berosus, Abydenus, &c.). It was therefore the first year
of his successor, Illoarudamus. Scripture expressly states that it was the first year
of Evil-merodach (2 Kings xxv. 27). Probably the name Illoarudamus (IAAOAPOT-
AAMO2) has been corrupted from Illoamordachus (IAAOAMOPAAXO2).

7 Berosus (ap. Joseph, contr. Apion. i. 21), Abydenus (ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. i.

10), Polyhistor (ap. eund. i. 5), Josephus (Ant. Jud. x. 11).
8
Berosus says expressly, Eiift\napdSovxos iri&ov\(vbfls vwb TOU T^JV d5eA.</>V

j/ros avrov Nripiy\i<Tffo6pov avypc&n. (Ap. Joseph, cont. Ap. 1. 8. c.)
'
Abydenus calls Neriglissar 'less definitely the KTjSeo-rTjs of Evil-merodach. (Ap.

Euseb. Prap.Ev. ix. 41.)
VOL. I. 27
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cording to these writers Neriglissar obtained the throne by the murder

of his brother-in-law, who is accused by Berosus of provoking his fate

by lawlessness and intemperance.
10 The single action by which Evil-

Merodach is known to us his compassionate release of Jehoiachin from

prison in the first year of his reign, and kind treatment of him during
the remainder of his life

1

is very remarkably in contrast with this un-

favourable estimate of his character.

18. Of Neriglissar (Nergal-shar-uzur) ,
the successor of Evil-Merodach,

who ascended the throne in B. c. 559, very little is known beyond the

fact of his relationship to the monarch whom he succeeded, and the

bloody deed by which he obtained possession of the supreme power. It

is probable, though not certain, that he was the "
Nergal-sharezer, the

Rab-Mag," who, nearly thirty years previously, accompanied the army
of Nebuchadnezzar to the last siege of Jerusalem, and who was evidently
at that time one of the chief officers of the crown.

2 He bears the title

of Rab-Mag in the inscriptions,
3
and calls himself the son of "

Bil-zikkar-

iskun* king of Babylon," who may possibly have been the " chief Chal-

daean" said by Berosus 5
to have watched over the kingdom between the

death of Nabopolassar and the return of Nebuchadnezzar from Egypt to

assume the government. Considerable remains have been found of a

palace which Neriglissar built at Babylon. He was probably advanced
in life when he ascended the throne,

6 and hence he held it but four years,
or rather three years and a-half

;

7

dying a natural death in B. c. 556,
and leaving the crown to his son, Laborosoarchod, or Labossoracus, who,

though a mere boy, appears to have been allowed quietly to assume the

sceptre.
8

10

Upoffras ran/ irpayndruv a.v6n<as Kal a.fff\yus.
1
2 Kings xxv. 27-30. " And it came to pass in the seven-and-thirtieth year of

the captivity ofJehoiachin king of Judah, in the twelfth month, on the seven-and-
twentieth day of the month, that Evil-merodach king of Babylon, in the year that

he began to reign, did lift up the head of Jehoiachin out of prison ;
and he spake

kindly to him, and set his throne above the throne of the kings that were with him
in Babylon, and changed his prison garments : and he did eat bread continually be-

fore him all the days of his life. And his allowance was a continual allowance given
him of the king, a daily rate for every day, all the days of his life."

2 Jerem. xxxix. 3 and 13-4. Gesenius (Lex. p. 388, E. T.) understands by Rob-

Mag,
" the chief of the Magi," but this interpretation is very doubtful.

8 The title in the inscriptions reads as Rubu emcja. It is of Hamite origin, and

appears in some of the earliest legends. The meaning is in all probability
" chief

priest." [H. C. R.]
4 This is the Semitic or Assyrian reading of the name. The Hamite or Baby-

lonian form, which is that occurring on the Cambridge Cylinder, should probably be
read as "

Bel-mu-ingar" the meaning of which is,
u Bel appoints a name." [H. C.

R.j
6 Fr. 14. UapaXafttatv 8e (& NajSouxoSoyoVepos) TO. vpay^ara 5toiKovfj.fva fab

ruv XaASatwi/ Kal 5iaT-r)pov/j.fvriv r^v fta<ri\eiav virb r ov &e\ri(rrov avr uv t

K.T.A.
6 If we identify him with the Nergalsharezer of Jeremiah, and regard him as at

least 30 when he held high office at the siege of Jerusalem (B. c. 586), he must have
been at least 57 at his accession.

7 The nine months of Laborosoarchod, which are omitted from the Canon, must
be deducted from the adjoining reigns to obtain their real length.

9
Beros. Fr. 14. Compare Abyd. Frs. 8 and 9.
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19. Neriglissar, during his brief reign of less than four years, must
have witnessed the commencement of that remarkable revolution which
was in a short time to change completely the whole condition of Western
Asia. The year following his accession is most likely that in which

Cyrus dethroned Astyages," and established the supremacy of the Per-

sians from the deserts of Carmania to the banks of the Halys. How this

event affected the relations of Babylonia towards foreign powers we are

nowhere distinctly informed but there can be little doubt that its ten-

dency must have been to throw Babylon into an attitude of hostility to-

wards the Arian race, and to attach her by a community of interests to

the Lydian and Egyptian kingdoms. A tie of blood had hitherto united

the royal families of the two great empires which had divided between
them the spoils of Assyria : this tie was now broken, or greatly weaken-

ed.
10 Mutual benefits a frequent interchange of good offices had

softened the natural feelings of hostility between Medes and Babylon-
ians Scytho-Arians and Semites the worshippers of Ormazd or of

the elements, and the devotees of Bel and Nebo. But these services,

rendered to or received from the Medes, could count as nothing in the

eyes of that new race, which had swept away the Median supremacy,
and which already aspired to universal dominion. Babylon must at

once have feared that terrible attack, which, although delayed by cir-

cumstances for twenty years, manifestly impended over her from the

moment when king Astyages succumbed to the superior genius of Cyrus.
20. Laborosoarchod,

1

the son of Neriglissar, sat upon his father's

throne but nine months. He is said to have given signs of a vicious

disposition, and thereby to have aroused the fears or provoked the

resentment of his friends and connexions. A conspiracy was formed

against him among his courtiers, and he was put to a cruel death.
2 The

conspirators then selected one of their number, a man of no very great
eminence previously,

3 and placed him upon the vacant throne. This

" The date of B. c. 529 for the accession of Carabyses is fixed by the Canon of

Ptolemy, as well as by the numbers of Herodotus, and may be regarded as abso-

lutely certain. The year to be assigned for the defeat of Astyages will depend upon
the length of the reign of Cyrus. This is given at 29 (Herodotus), 30 (Ctesias and

Dino), and 31 years (Syncellus, &c.). The authority of Herodotus far outweighs
that of Ctesias and Dino

;
besides which his is an exact, theirs may be only a round

number. The accession of Cyrus must thus be regarded as falling into the year B. c.

558.
10

Broken, if Cyrus was no relation to Astyages, as Ctesias said (Pers. Exc. 2) ;

greatly weakened, if he was grandson of Astyages on the mother's side (Herod, i. 108).
1 The true reading of this name is very doubtful. It has not been found upon

the monuments. Josephus gives it in one place as Labosordachus (Ant. Jud. x. 11,

2), in another, where he professes to quote Berosus (see the next note), as Laboro-

soarchodus. According to the Greek Eusebius (Praep. Ev. ix. 41) Abydenua
used the form Labassoarascus, according to the Armenian Eusebius he spoke
of Labossoracus (Chron. Can. pars i. c. 10). The uniformity with which the

initial L is used tells against Niebuhr's view, that we have in Laborosoarchod " the

same roots
"

as in Nebuchadrezzar (Lectures on Anc. Hist. vol. i. p. 38, E. T.). M.

Oppert conjectures the native form to have been Irib-akhi-mardoc (Rapport, p. 51).

v TTJV /a<riAeiay TTUIS

8e Sja rb iro\\a ^(paivetv /ca*orjd7j, inrb TUV q>i\u>v a.TTtTviJ.iravi<T&-r}. Berosus ap. Joseph.
contr. Ap. i. 21. Abydenus agrees (Frs. 8 and 9), but is briefer.

4 The expression used by Berosus is "a certain Nabonnedus, a Babylonian" (Na
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was Nabonidus, or Nabonadius,
4

the last king, the Labynetus IT. of

Herodotus.

21. The accession of Nabonadius (Ndbu-nit or Nabu-nahit), B. c. 555,

nearly synchronises with the commencement of the war between Cyrus
and Croesus. It was probably in the very first year of his reign that

the ambassadors of the Lydian king arrived with their propositions of a

grand confederation of nations against the power which was felt to

threaten the independence of all its neighbours. It was the bold con-

ception of Croesus to unite the three lesser monarchies of the East

against the more powerful fourth
;
and Nabonadius was scarcely seated

upon the throne before he was called upon to join in a league with Egypt
and Lydia, whereby it was hoped to offer effectual resistance to the

common enemy.
6 The Babylonian prince entered readily into the

scheme. He was, to all appearance, sufficiently awake to his own danger.

Already were those remarkable works in course of construction, which,

being attributed by Herodotus to a queen. Nitocris the mother, accord-

ing to him, of the last Babylonian monarch 6 have handed her name
down to all later ages. These defences, which Herodotus speaks of as

constructed against the Medes,
7 were probably made really against

Cyrus, who, upon his conquest of the Median empire, appears to have

fixed his residence at Agbatana,* from which quarter it was that he after-

ris TUV IK BajSuAwi/os). Abydenus remarked that he was not related to his

predecessor (ap. Euseb. Praep. Ev. ix. 41.) It has generally been supposed that

Herodotus regarded him as the son of his first Labynetus, the prince who assisted

Cyaxares against the Lydians (Clinton, F. II. vol. ii. p. 372-3 ; Jackson, Chron. Ant.

vol. i. p. 421), but there is no proof of this. Herodotus merely asserts that he was
the sou of a Labynetus (i. 188). He does not state the rank of his father, or say

anything to identify him with the former Labynetus. And there would be a diffi-

culty in his supposing the son of that monarch to be contemporary with the great-

grandson of Cyaxares. By the monuments Nabu-nahit appears to have been the

son of a certain Nabu-* *-dirba, who is called
"
Rab-Mag," like Neriglissar, and was

therefore a person of considerable official rank.
4 There are two distinct forms of this prince's name, both in classical writers and

in the Inscriptions. In the latter his name is ordinarily Nabu-nit, or, as it is now

read, Nabu-nahit, but sometimes the form Nabu-imduk or Nabu-induk is used. The
classical writers express the former by Nabonidus, Nabonadius, Nabonnedus, or (as

Herodotus) by Labynetus the latter may be traced in the Nabannidochus of Abydenus
(Fr. 9), and the Naboandelus (Naboandechus ?) of Josephus (Ant. Jud. x. 11, 2).

[Nabu-nahit is the Semitic or Assyrian, and Nabu-induk the Hamite or Babylonian
form. The one is a mere translation of the other, and the two forms are used indif-

ferently. The meaning is,
u Nebo blesses" or " makes prosperous." H. C. R.l

5 Herod, i. 77.
8 The Nitocris of Herodotus still figures in history upon his sole authority. She

was evidently unrecognised by Berosus she has no place in the Canon and no trace

of her appears in the Inscriptions. Her Egyptian name is singular, but not inex-

plicable, since we may easily imagine one of Nebuchadnezzar's nobles marrying an

Egyptian captive. The theories which regard her as the wife of Evil-merodach

g^Vesseling

ad Herod, i. 185), or of Nebuchadnezzar (Heeren, As. Nat. vol. ii. p. 179,

. T.
; Niebuhr, Lectures on Anc. Hist. vol. i. p. 37

; Clinton, F. H. vol. i. p. 279

note), are devoid of any sure foundation, and present considerable difficulties. He-
rodotus distinctly connects her with his second Labynetus, and only indistinctly

with any former king. Perhaps on the whole it is most probable that he regarded
her as at once the wife of his first Labynetus (Nebuchadnezzar?) and the mother
of his second (Nabu-nahit) ;

but it does not seem possible that she can really have

filled both positions.
7 Herod, i. 185.

* Herod, i. 153.
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wards marched upon Babylon." They belong, in part at least, to the

reign of Nabonadius, as is evident both from a statement of the native

historian, and from the testimony of the inscriptions. The river 'walls,

one of the chief defensive works which Herodotus ascribes to his Nito-

cri<. are distinctly assigned by Berosus to Nabunahit,
1 and the bricks

which compose them, one and all, bear upon them the name of that

monarch.
8

Of the other defensive works ascribed to Nitocris the winding
channel dug for the Euphrates at some distance above Babylon," and

the contrivance for laying under water the whole tract of land towards

the north and west of the city
4 no traces appear to remain, and it

seems certain that the description which Herodotus gives of them is at

least greatly exaggerated.
6

Still we may gather from his narrative, that

besides improving the fortifications of the city itself, Labynetus endeav-

oured to obstruct the advance of an enemy towards Babylon, by hy-
draulic works resembling those of which so important a use has frequently
been made in the Low Countries. It has been supposed by some,

8
that

in connexion with the defences here enumerated, and as a part of the

same system of obstruction, a huge wall was built across Mesopota-
mia from the Tigris to the Euphrates, to secure the approaches to the

city upon that side of the river. The " Median Wall " of Xenophon
7
is

regarded as a bulwark of this description, erected to protect Babylonia

against the incursions of the Medes, and this was no doubt the notion

which Xenophon entertained of it
;
but the conjecture is probable,' that

the barrier within which the Ten Thousand penetrated was in reality a

portion of the old wall of Babylon itself, which had been broken down
in places, and suffered to fall into decay by the Persians. The length
of 70 miles which Xenophon ascribes to it,

9
is utterly unsuitable for a

mere line of wall across the tract between the two streams; for the

* Otherwise he would not have been brought into contact with the Gyndes (the
modern Diydlah) on his road to Babylon.

1
'Ewl TOVTOU (Nabonnedus) rit irtpl rbv irorafibv reixtl TTJS Ba$v\<i)fiuy ir<Uews ^{

JrnjsirA[
/

*"&ow ical aff<i>a\rov KaTKo<r^i7j. Berosus, ap. Joseph, contr. Ap. I. 8. c
*
Athenaeum, No. 1377.

1 Herod, i. 185. It need not be supposed that Herodotus himself " sailed down
the Euphrates to Babylon" (Grote's Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 404, note '),

in which

case his description would be authoritative. He speaks rather as if his information

came from others the travellers (merchants ?) who were wont to pass from the

Mediterranean to the Euphrates, and then to descend the river to Babylon.
4

Ibid. 1. s. c. The work which Herodotus calls a reservoir (lAi/rpo*') seems re-

ally to have had this object. He allows that in its ordinary condition it wa3 empty
(i. 191).-

* See note ' on Book i. ch. 185. The travellers from whom Herodotus got his

account of the winding course of the Euphrates above Babylon, may have been de-

ceived by passing several villages of the name of Ardericca, and believing them to

be the same. Ardericca was a common name. (See Herod, vi. 119.)
*
See Heeren's Asiatic Nations, vol. ii. p. 132; Grote's Greece, vol. iii. pp. 394

and 404.
7 Anab. i. vii. 15.

See a paper read before the Geographical Society by Col. Rawlinson in 1851.

Twenty parasangs, or 600 stades, are a little more than 69 miles. If Xeno-

phor.'s informants meant this for the circuit of Babylon, they went even beyond

Herodotus, who made the circuit 480 stades (i. 178).
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streams are not more than 20 or 30 miles apart, from the point where

the Euphrates throws off the Saklawiyeh canal more than a degree
above Babylon to the near vicinity of the city ;

and such a work as

the supposed
" wall of Media" would naturally have been carried across

where the distance between the rivers was the shortest.
1 Herodotus too

would scarcely have ignored such a bulwark, had it really existed, or

have failed to inform us how Cyrus overcame the obstacle.
2 We may

therefore omit the " Median wall
" from the Babylonian defences, and

consider them to have consisted of an outer and an inner circuit of

enormous strength, of high walls along the river banks, and of certain

hydraulic works on the north, whereby the approach of an enemy could

be greatly impeded.
3 With these securities against capture Nabonadius

appears to have been content, and he awaited probably without much fear

the attack of his powerful neighbour.
22. Within two years of the time when Nabonadius, at the instance

of Cro3sus, joined the league against the Persians, another embassy came
from the same quarter with tidings that must have been far from satis-

factory. Nabonadius learned that his rash ally had ventured single-
handed to engage the Persian king, and had been compelled to fall back

upon his own capital. He was requested to get ready an army, and in

the spring to march to the general rendezvous at Sardis, whither the

Lydian monarch had summoned all his allies.
4 Nabonadius no doubt

would have complied, but the course of events proceeded with such rapid-

ity, that it was impossible for him to give any assistance to his confed-

erate. Herald followed on herald, each bringing news more dismal than

the last. Cyrus had invaded Lydia had marched on Sardis Croesus

had lost a battle, and was driven within his walls Nabonadius was en-

treated to advance to his relief immediately.
5 A fortnight afterwards,

when perhaps the troops were collected, and were almost ready to march,

tidings arrived that all was over the citadel had been surprised the

town was taken Croesus was a prisoner, and the Persian empire was
extended to the JEgean Probably Nabonadius set to work with fresh

vigour at his defences, and may even have begun at once to lay in those

stores of provisions, which are mentioned as accumulated in the city

when, fifteen years later, its siege took place.
8

1 Mr. Grote (Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 394) speaks of the wallas situated "a lit-

tle to the north of that point where the two streams most nearly approach one

another." But if we accept Xenophon's measurement, we cannot place the wall

lower than between Hit and Samara, which is more than a degree above the point
where the streams approach the closest.

2 Mr. Grote sees this difficulty (p. 404, note '), but puts it aside with the. remark
that the wall " was not kept up with any care, even in Herodotus's time." But if it

was a hundred feet high in Xenophon's time, it must have been visible enough fifty

years earlier.
3 The passage of Berosus, where these works seem to be mentioned, is very

obscure, and appears to refer to some former occasion on which the city had been

besieged, and taken or injured by means of the river. ( vpbs rb /i^jccn 5iWr&cu
rovs TroXiopKovvTas rbv iroTafibv avaffrpf^ovras firl rr}v iro\iv KaTaffKcvafciv, virtpepd\f-
TO rpf'is fj.tv TTJS fvSov iroAews TrepjjSoAous, rpeTs 8e rrjs eo> TOVTUV. Ap. Joseph, contr

Apion. 1. s. c.)
* Herod, i. 77.

6 Herod, i. 81. 6
Ib. i. 190. 2trm f'reW /copra TTO AAwv.
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23. A pause of fifteen years gave certainly every opportunity for

completing such arrangements as were necessary for the defence of

the town. It may be thought that even the territory might have been

secured against hostile invasion, if a proper strategic use had been made
of the natural barriers furnished by the two broad and deep rivers, and
the artificial obstructions, consisting of canals, dykes, and embankments
with which the whole country was covered. The preservation of the

capital, however, seems to have been all that was attempted. This is

evidenced by the nature of the defences constructed at this period, and
still more by the care taken to provision the city for a siege. It was

probably hoped that the enormous height and thickness of the walls

would baffle all attempts to force an entrance on the part of the besieg-

ers, and that the quantity of corn laid up in store, and the extent of

land within the defences on which fresh crops might be raised,
7 would

render reduction by blockade impracticable. The whole mass of the

population of the country might easily take shelter within the space en-

closed by the great walls
;
and so Babylon, like Athens in the Peloponne-

eian war, intended to surrender its territory to the enemy to be ravaged at

pleasure, and to concentrate all efforts on the defence of the metropolis.
When Cyrus, at the end of the fifteen years, appeared before the walls,
a single battle was fought, to try whether it was necessary to submit to

a siege at all; and when the victory declared for the Persians, the

Babylonians very contentedly retired within their defences, and thought
to defy their enemy." Thenceforth " the mighty men of Babylon fore-

bore to fight they remained in their holds."
8 We are not informed

how long the siege lasted, but no second effort seems to have been made
to drive away the assailants.

24. After a time Cyrus put in execution the stratagem, which (it

may be conjectured) he had resolved to practise before he left Agbatana.
By the dispersion of the waters of the Gyndes,

1

his army had perhaps

gained an experience which it was important for them to acquire before

attempting to deal with the far mightier stream of the Euphrates, where

any accident the weakness of a floodgate, or the disruption of a dyke
might not only have disconcerted the scheme on which the taking of

Babylon depended, but have destroyed a large portion of the Persian

army. The exact mode by which Cyrus drained the stream of its water
is uncertain. Herodotus relates that it was by turning the river into

T It must be borne in mind that the walls of Babylon, like those of most Oriental

towns, enclosed rather populous districts than cities. It is quite impossible that a

tract containing above 130 square miles should have been one-half covered with

houses. On the other hand, it is highly probable that as much as nine-tenths may
have consisted of gardens, parks, paradise*, and even mere fields and orchards.

(Compare Q. Curt. v. 1, 27.) During a siege the whole of this could be used for

growing corn. Hence the confidence of the Babylonians (\6yuv t1xov T *? ? vo\iopicias

8 Herod, i. 190. Berosus agreed in speaking of a single battle (ap. Joseph, contr

Ap. 1. s. c.).
9 Jer. li. 30.

1 The Gyndes is identified, almost to a certainty, with the Diyalah, by the fact

that it was crossed by boats on the road between Sardis and Susa after the Greater

and the Lesser Zab (Herod, v. 52.) The Diyalah is the only stream of this magnitude
between the Lesser Zab and the Kerkhah (Choaspes), on which Susa stood.
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the receptacle excavated by Nitocris, when she made the stone piers of

the bridge within the town.
2

Xenophon records a tradition that it was

by means of two new cuttings of his own, from a point of the river

above the city to a point below it.
3 Both agree that he entered the

city by the channel of the Euphrates, and that he waited for a general
festival which was likely to engage the attention of the inhabitants,
before turning the stream from its natural bed.

4
If the sinking of the

water had been observed, his plan would have been frustrated by the

closing of the city water-gates, and his army would have been caught,
as Herodotus expresses it, "in a trap."'

25. The city was taken at the extremities long ere the inhabitants of

the central parts had a suspicion of their danger. Then it may well

be that " one post ran to meet another, and one messenger to meet an-

other, to show the king of Babylon that his city was taken at one end."
*

According to Berosus, indeed, Nabonadius was not in Babylon, but at

Borsippa, at the time when Babylon was taken, having fled to that com-

paratively unimportant city when his army was defeated in the field.
7

He seems, however, to have left in Babylon a representative in the

person of his son, whom a few years previously he had associated with

him in the government. This prince, whose name is read as Bil-shar-umr,
and who may be identified with the Belshazzar of Daniel,

8

appears to

have taken the command in the city when Nabonadius threw himself,

for some unexplained reason, into Borsippa, which was undoubtedly a

strong fortress, and was also one of the chief seats of Chaldsean learning,
8

but which assuredly could not compare, either for magnificence or for

strength, with Babylon. Belshazzar, who was probably a mere youth,
left to enjoy the supreme power without check or control, neglected the

2 Herod, i. 191.
8 Xen. Cyrop. vn. v. 10.

4 Herod. 1. s. c.
; Xen. Cyrop. vir. v. 15.

6 T
fls lv Kvprri.

'
Jer. li. 31.

7
NajSoVvrySos T/Trrj&ely rrj /*a^7j ffweK\eiff&rj flsr^v RopffiinrvjvMV ir6\tv (ap. Joseph,

contr. Ap. i. 21).
8 Ch. v. Two difficulties still stand in the way of this identification, which (if ac-

cepted) solves one of the most intricate problems of ancient history. The first is the

relationship in which the Belshazzar of Scripture stands to Nebuchadnezzar, which is

throughout represented as that of son (verses 2, 11, 13, 18, &c.) ;
the second is the

accession, immediately after Belshazzar, of " Darius the Mede." With respect to

the first of these, it may be remarked that although Nabonadius was not a descend-

ant, or indeed any relation, of Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar may have been, and very
probably was. Nabu-nahit, on seizing the supreme power, would naturally seek to

strengthen his position by marriage with a daughter of the great king, whose son,

son-in-law, and grandson had successively held the throne. He may have taken to

wife Neriglissar's widow, or he may have married some other daughter of Nebuchad-
nezzar. Belshazzar may thus have been grandson of Nebuchadnezzar on the

mother's side. It is some confirmation of these probabilities, or possibilities, to find

that the name of Nebuchadnezzar was used as a family name by Nabu-nahit. He
must certainly have had a son to whom he gave that appellation, or it would not have
been assumed by two pretenders in succession, who sought to personate the legiti-

mate heir of the Babylonian throne.

On the difficulty presented by the reign of Darius the Mede in Babylon, some
remarks have already been made in the Essay,

" On the Great Median Empire
"
(Es-

say iii. 11).
9
Strab. xvi. p. 1050. Strabo also says that it was famous for its manufacture

of linen.
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duty of watching the enemy, and gave himself up to enjoyment. The
feast of which we read in Daniel, and which suffered such an awful in-

terruption, may have been in part a religious festivity,
1

but it indicates

nevertheless the self-indulgent temper of the king, who could give him-

self so entirely up to merriment at such a time. While the king and

his
" thousand nobles

" 2 drank wine out of the sacred vessels of the Jews,
the Persian archers entered the city, and a scene of carnage ensued.
" In that night was Belshazzar slain."

3 Amid the confusion and the

darkness, the young prince, probably unrecognised by the soldiery, who
would have respected his rank had they perceived it,

4 was struck down

by an unknown hand, and lost his life with his kingdom.
26. Cyrus then, having given orders to ruin the defences of the city,

6

proceeded to the attack of Borsippa, where Nabonadius still main-

tained himself. But the loss of his capital and his son had subdued
the spirit of the elder prince, and on the approach of the enemy he

at once surrendered himself.
6

Cyrus treated him with the gentleness
shown commonly by the Persians to those of royal dignity.

7 and assigned
him a residence and estates in Carmania, forming a sort of principality,
which has been magnified into the government of the province.* Here,

according to Berosus, he ended his days in peace. Abydenus, however,

1 See Herod, i. 191. rvxtiv yip <r<pi lovaav dpr-^v. The religious character of

the festival is indicated in the book of Daniel by the words u
They drank wine,

and praised the gods of gold, and of silver, of brass, of iron, &c." (verse 4).
8 Dan. v. 1.

3
Ibid, verse 30.

4 Croesus nearly lost his life in the same way, amid the confusion consequent
upon the taking of his capital by assault, but was spared as soon as his rank was in-

dicated (Herod, i. 85).
6 We are generally told, when the capture of Babylon by an enemy is related,

that the defences are demolished. Berosus said that Cyrus ordered the outer defences
to be razed to the ground (o~vvrdas TO. ta> TTJ? WAews Tfixn tear ao- icdtyai, Fr. 14,
sub fin.). Herodotus makes Darius remove the wall, and tear down the gates, adding
that Cyrus had left them standing (rb Te*xo? p'tAe, /cat ray TruAas aWo-Toure' rb

yap rportpov f\3w Kvpos T^V BajSuAwpa ^TroiTjtre rovruv uvSe'repoj/, iii. 159). Arrian
tells us that Xerxes razed to the ground (ttariffKatyf )

the temple of Belus (Exp. Alex.
vii. 17

; compare iii. 16). In every case there is undoubtedly an exaggeration. The
conqueror was satisfied to dismantle the city, without engaging in the enormous and
useless labour of demolition. He broke, probably, large breaches in the walls, which
sufficed to render the place defenceless. When a revolt occurred, these breaches
were hastily repaired, and hence Babylon could stand repeated sieges one at the
hand of Cyrus, a second and third during the reign of Darius, and a fourth during
that of Xerxes (Ctes. Exc. Pers. 22). The walls must have remained at least to

this last occasion
;
and certainly Herodotus writes as if he had himself seen them

(Herod, i. 178 and 181
;
see Mr. Crete's note, Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. pp. 395-8).

Ctesias too appears to have represented himself as an eye-witness of their grandeur
(cf. Diod. Sic. ii. 7. rb ttyos Uvurrov rois CLKOVOVVIV, #* (pTjffi Kr-n^ias 6 KviStos).

Abydenus, it must be remembered, expressly declared that the wall of Nebuchad-
nezzar continued to the Macedonian conquest (see above, page 412, note J

),
and St.

Jerome says that the old walls of Babylon had been repaired and served as the en-

closure of a park in his day (Comment on Esaiam. xiv. vol. iii. p. 115).
Beros. Fr. 14 sub fin.

7 See Herod, iii. 15, and note ad loc.
8
Berosus only said xpno^Ufvos Kvpos QiKavdpwirws (rbv Nafi6i>vi}8o^, KO.\ Sous

otKTjTTjptoi/ avrf Kap/j-avlav, Qfirfptyev tic TTJS Ba/3v\(avias- But Abydenua
declared Tbv 5e CNajBawfSoxoi') Kvpos e\av Bafiv\uva, Kap/uavtTjs ^yejuovip Swpccrai

(Fr. 9).
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states that he gave offence to Darius, who deprived him of his posses-

sions, and forced him to quit Carmania.
9

27. It is possible that Nabonadius was involved in one of those re-

volts of Babylon from Darius, where his name was certainly made use

of to stir the people to rebellion, and so incurred the displeasure of the

Great King. Twice at least in the reign of that monarch a claimant to

the Babylonian crown came forward with the declaration,
" I am Nebu-

chadnezzar, the son of Nabonadius," and each time the magic of the

name was sufficient to seduce the Babylonians from their allegiance.

Babylon stood two sieges, one at the hands of Darius himself, the other

at the hands of one of his generals. On the first occasion two great
battles were fought, at the passage of the Tigris, and at Zazana on the

Euphrates,
1

Babylon thus offering a stouter resistance to the Persian

arms under the leadership of the pretended son of Nabonadius, than it

had formerly offered under Nabonadius himself. The siege which fol-

lowed these battles is probably that which Herodotus intended to

describe in the concluding chapters of his third Book
;
but very little

historical authority can be considered to attach to the details of his

description.
2

Whatever ravages were inflicted on the walls and public buildings
of Babylon by the violence of the Persian monarchs, or the slow opera-
tion of time, there is reason to believe that it remained the second city
in the Persian empire down to the time of the conquest by Alexander.
The Persian court resided for the larger portion of the year at the great

Mesopotamian capital;
3 and when Alexander overran the whole territory

of the Achaemenian kings it appears to have attracted a far larger share

of his regard than any other city.
4 Had he lived, it was his intention

that Babylon should be restored to all her ancient splendour, and be-

come the metropolis of his wide-spread empire. This intention was
frustrated by his death, and the disputes among his successors trans-

ferred the seat of government, even for the kingdom of the Seleucidae,
into Syria. From this time Babylon rapidly declined. Seleucia upon
the Tigris, which arose in its vicinity, drew away its population,

11

and the

very materials of the ancient Chaldaean capital were gradually removed
and used in the construction of a new and rival city. Babylon shortly
" became heaps," and realised the descriptions of prophecy.

7 The or-

9
Ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. pars i. c. x.

J
Behist. Inscr. Col. I. Par. 16-19; Col. II. Par. 1.

;
Col. III. Par. 13-4.

2 The Behistun Inscription is conclusive, as far as negative evidence can be,

against the details of the siege given in Herodotus. After a careful and elaborate

account, contained in two entire paragraphs, of the war which preceded the siege,
we hear simply,

" Then Naditabirus, with the horsemen, his well-wishers, fled to Bab-

ylon. I both took Babylon and seized that Naditabirus
"

(Col. II. Par. 1). The de-

tails cannot belong to the second siege, in the reign of Darius, since the city was
not then taken by Darius in person, but by Intaphres (Col. III. par. 14). It is prob-
able, therefore, that if any such circumstances as those related by Herodotus ever
took place, it was, as Ctesias asserted, on occasion of the revolt from Xerxes. CoL
Kawliuson sees reason to doubt the whole tale. (Note on the Beh. Inscript. p. xvi.)

3 See Brisson. de Regn. Pers. i. pp. 58-9.
4

Cf. Arrian. Exped. Alex. vii. 17, 19, 21
; Strab. xvi. p. 1049.

6
Plin. H. N. vL 30. 6

Jer. li. 37.
7

Isa. xiii. 19-22: "And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the
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dinary houses rapidly disappeared ;
the walls sank, being either used as

quarries
8

or crumbling into the inoat from which they had risen : only
the most elevated of the public buildings retained a distinct existence,
and these shrunk year by year through the ceaseless quarrying. Final-

ly the rrver exerted a destructive influence on the ruins, especially on
those lying upon its right bank, on which side it has always a tendency
to run off.

9

Perhaps under these circumstances there is more reason to

be surprised that so much of the ancient town still exists than that the

remains are not more considerable. The ruins near Hillah extend over

a space about three miles long and rather more than two miles broad,
and are in some parts 140 feet above the level of the plain.

1

They still

furnish building materials to all who dwell in the vicinity, and have

clearly suffered more from the ravages of men than from the hand of

time.
2 The following account of their present condition from the pen

Chaldees' excellency, shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. It

shall never be inhabited, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to generation :

neither shall the Arabian pitch tent there, neither shall the shepherds make their

fold there. But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there, and their houses shall be
full of doleful creatures

;
and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there.

And the wild beasts of the islands shall cry in their desolate houses, and dragons in

their pleasant palaces, and her time is near to come, and her days shall not be pro-

longed." Jer. li. 41 :
" How is Sheshach taken ! and how is the praise of the whole

earth surprised ! how is Babylon become an astonishment among the nations ! The
sea is come up upon Babylon ;

she is covered with the multitude of the waves thereof.

Her cities are a desolation, a dry land, and a wilderness, a land wherein no man
dwelleth, neither doth any son of man pass thereby." Jer. 1. 39, 40 : "A drought
is upon her waters, and they shall be dried up ;

for it is the land of graven images,
and they are mad upon their idols. Therefore the wild beasts of the desert with the

wild beasts of the islands shall dwell there, and the owls shall dwell therein ; and it

shall be no more inhabited for ever, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to

generation." Compare the descriptions of Mr. Rich (First Memoir, pp. 17-34), Ker
Porter (vol. ii. pp. 336-892)', and Mr. Layard (Nin. and Babylon, pp. 491-509). The

following summary from the last-named writer is striking: "Besides the great
mound, other shapeless heaps of rubbish cover for many an acre the face of the
land. The lofty banks of ancient canals fret the country like natural ridges of hills.

Some have been long choked with sand; others still carry the waters of the river to

distant villages and palm-groves. On all sides, fragments of glass, marble, pottery.
and inscribed brick, are mingled with that peculiar nitrous and blanched soil, which,
bred from the remains of ancient habitations, checks or destroys vegetation, and
renders the site of Babylon a naked and a hideous waste. Owls "

(which are of a

large grey kind, and often found in flocks of nearly a hundred)
"
start from the

scanty thickets, and the foul jackal skulks through the furrows." (Nineveh and

Babylon, p. 484.)
* For the rapidity with which a line of wall will disappear when quarrying has

once begun, compare Dennis's Etruria, vol. ii. pp. 292-4. Mr. Rich, who is surprised
at the disappearance of the walls of Babylon, remarks that "

they would have been
the first object to attract the attention'of those who searched for bricks

"
(First

Memoir, p. 44).
9 See Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 492-3

;
and compare Loftus's Chaldasa,

p. 18. l

Rich, pp. 19 and 28.
1 All the descriptions agree in this. Mr. Layard shows that the quarrying still

continues. " To this day," he says,
" there are men who have no other trade than

that of gathering bricks from this vast heap, and taking them for sale to the neigh-

bouring towns and villages, and even to Baghdad. There is scarcely a house in

Hillah which is not built of them "
(Nineveh and Babylon, p. 506).
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of a recent traveller may well close this sketch of the history of ancient

Babylon.
" The ruins at present existing stand on the eastern bank of the

Euphrates, and are inclosed within an irregular triangle formed by two

lines of ramparts and the river, the area being about eight miles. The

space contains three great masses of building the high pile of unbaked

brickwork called by Rich l

Mujellibe,' but which is known to the Arabs
as *

Babel;' the building denominated the ' Kasr '

or palace; and a lofty
mound upon which stands the modern tomb of Amram-ibn-'AH. Upon
the western bank of the Euphrates are a few traces of ruins, but none

of sufficient importance to give the impression of a palace
"
During Mr. Layard's excavations at Babylon in the winter of

1850, Babel, the northern mound, was investigated, but he failed to

make any discovery of importance beneath the square mass of unbaked

brickwork, except a few piers and walls of more solid structure. Ac-

cording to the measurement of Rich, it is nearly 200 yards square and
141 feet high. It may be suggested that it was the basement on which
stood the citadel

(?).
From its summit is obtained the best view of the

other ruins. On the south is the large mound of Mujellibe, so called

from its
' overturned' condition. The fragment of ancient brick mason-

ry called the Kasr, which remains standing on its surface, owes it pres-
ervation to the difficulty experienced in its destruction. The bricks,

strongly fixed in fine cement, resist all attempts to separate the several

layers. Their under sides are generally deeply stamped with the legend
of Nebuchadnezzar. Not far from this edifice is the well known block
of basalt, roughly cut to represent a lion standing over a human figure.

This, together with a fragment of frieze, are the only instances of bas-

reliefs hitherto discovered in the ruins On the south of the

Mujellibe is the mound of Amram.
" Various ranges of smaller mounds fill up the intervening space to the

eastern angle of the walls. The pyramidal mass of El Heimar, far

distant in the same direction, and the still more extraordinary pile of
the Birs Nimrtid in the south-west, across the Euphrates, rise from the

surrounding plain like two mighty tumuli designed to mark the end of

departed greatness. Midway between them the river Euphrates, wend-

ing her silent course towards the sea, is lost amid the extensive date-

groves which conceal from sight the little Arab town of Hillah. All
else around is a blank waste, recalling the words of Jeremiah :

' Her
cities are a desolation, a dry land, and a wilderness, a land wherein no
man dwelleth, neither doth any son of man pass thereby.'

" s

8
Loftus's Chaldaea and Susiana, pp. 17-20.
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ESSAY IX.

ON THE GEOGRAPHY OF MESOPOTAMIA AND THE ADJACENT COUNTRIES.

1. Outline of the Physical Geography Contrast of the plain and the highlands. 2. Di-

vision of the plain Syrian or Arabian Desert Great Mesopotamian valley. 3.

Features of the mountain region Parallel chains Salt lakes. 4. Great plateau of

Iran. 5. Mountains enclosing the plateau Zagros Elburz Southern or coast

chain Hala and Suliman ranges. 6. Low countries outside the plateau (i.) South-

ern (ii.) Northern (iii.) Eastern. 7. River-system of Western Asia (i.) Conti-

nental rivers Syhivn Jyhun Helmend, &c. Kur ArasSefid-Rud Ati-Su

Jaghetu, &c. Barada Jordan (ii.) Oceanic rivers Euphrates Tigris their af-

fluentsviz. Greater Zab, Lesser Zdb, Diyaleh, Kerkhah, and Karun Indus Af-

fluents of Indus, Sutlej, Ckenab, &c. Rion Litany and Orontes. 8. Changes in

the Physical Geography (i.) in the low country east of the Caspian (ii.) in the

valley of the Indus (iii.) in Lower Mesopotamia. 9. Political Geography Coun-
tries of the Mesopotamia!! plain (i.) Assyria position and boundaries Districts

Adiabene, &c. (ii.) Susiana or Elymais (iii.) Babylonia Position Districts

Chaldsea, &c. (iv.) Mesopotamia Proper. 10. Countries of the mountain region

(i.) Armenia Divisions (ii.) Media (iii.) Persia Proper Paraetacene, Mardyene,
#c. (iv.) Lesser mountain countries Gordiaea Uxia, Ac. 11.- Countries west of

the Mesopotamian plain (i.) Arabia (ii.) Syria Divisions Commagene, Ccele-

Syria, Palestine (iii.) Phoenicia Cities. 12. Conclusion.

1. THE geographical features of Western Asia are in the highest degree
marked and striking. From the great mountain-cluster of Armenia

Proper, situated between the 38th and 41st parallels, and extending
from long. 38 to 45 E. from Greenwich, descend two lofty ranges to

the right and to the left,
1

forking at an angle of about forty degrees,
and enclosing within them a vast triangular plain, measuring at its base,
which is nearly coincident with the 30th parallel, fifteen degrees of

longitude, or about 900 miles. This plain itself may be subdivided, by
a line running from the mouth of the Shat-el-Aral to a point a little

south of the city of Aleppo, into two nearly equal triangles, lying re-

spectively towards the north-east and the south-west. These two por-
tions are of very unequal elevation, the eastern triangle being for the

most part a low plain little removed from the level of the rivers which
water it, while the western is comparatively high ground, attaining in

parts an elevation of from 1000 to 2000 feet.
2

2. The latter of the two tracts is with scanty exceptions woodless
and streamless, consisting of the Syrian and part of the Arabian desert,

1 To the right is the range of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, which is prolonged
through Palestine to the desert of Tij ;

to the left Zagros, or the Kurdish Hills, which
forms the modern boundary between Turkey and Persia.

2 The plain between Aleppo and the Euphrates has been reckoned at 1100 or

1200 feet (see Col. Chesney's Euphrates Expedition (vol. i. p. 411): that of Djedur,
which stretches eastward from the foot of the Anti-Lebanon to the Arabian desert,
at about 2000 feet (ibid. p. 501.)
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a country never more than thinly inhabited by a nomad population, and
with difficulty traversed, except near its upper angle, by well-appointed
caravans carrying with them abundant supplies of water. The other or .

eastern tract is the great Mesopotamian valley. It is formed by the

divergent streams of the Tigris and Euphrates, which, rising from dif-

ferent sides of the same mountain-range, begin by flowing eastward and

westward, leaving between them in their upper course a broad region,
which is at first from 200 to 250 miles across, but which rapidly narrows

below the 36th parallel until it is reduced in the neighbourhood of

Baghdad to a thin strip of land, not exceeding the width of 20 miles.

Here the two rivers seem about to unite, but repenting of their inten-

tion they again diverge, the Tigris -flowing oft
7

boldly to the east, and the

Euphrates turning two points to the south, until the distance between
them is once more increased to about 100 miles. After attaining to the

maximum of divergence between Kantara and Al Khudr, the great rivers

once more flow towards one another, and uniting at Kurmli, nearly in

the 31st degree of latitude, form the Shat-el-Arab, which runs in a single
stream nearly to Mohamrah. when it divides into two slightly divergent

channels, which enter the Persian Gulf almost exactly in lat. 30. To
the tract lying between the rivers, which is Mesopotamia Proper, if we

regard the etymology of the term, must be added to complete our

second triangle first, a narrow strip of cultivable land lying along the

Euphrates between its waters and the desert
;
and secondly, a broader

and more important territory east of the Tigris, enclosed between that

stream and the chain of Zagros, the eastern boundary of the plain

region. This country, which is cooled by breezes from the adjacent

mountain-range, and abundantly watered by a series of streams which

flow from that high tract into the Tigris, must have been at all times

the most desirable portion of the productive region known generally as

Mesopotamia.
3. The most remarkable feature of the mountain-ranges surrounding

this vast flat, is their tendency to break into numerous parallel lines.

This feature is least developed on the western or Syrian side, yet even

there, Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, and the two ridges east and west of

the Jordan, are instances of the characteristic in question, which is far

more strongly and distinctly marked on the north and east, in Armenia
and Kurdistan. North of the plain, between Diarbekir and the Euxine,
no less than four parallel ridges of great height, and separated from each

other by deep gorges, enclose and guard the low region ;

3
while eastward,

in Kurdistan
4 and Luristan,

6
besides ranges of hills, three, four, or five

mountain-chains are to be traced, intervening between the great plain

8 See Col. Chesney's Euphrates Expedition, vol. 5. ch. iv. pp. 67-70.
4 See the Journal of the Geographical Society, vol. xi. p. 21.
6 This district, which twenty years ago was almost unknown, has been thorough-

ly explored by the enterprise of British travellers, particularly Col. Rawlinson and
Mr. Layard. (See the Journal of the Geograph. Society, vol. ix. part i. art. 2

;

vol. x. part i. art. 1
;

vol. xvi. art. 1, &c. ;
and cf. Layard's Nineveh arid Babylon,

chs. xvii. and xviii.) The parallelism of the ranges is expressly noted by the latter

writer (Nineveh and Babylon, p. 373 ; Geograph. Journ. vol. xvi. p. 50).
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and the high region of Persia. On the side of Mesopotamia these

ridges are for the most part bare and stony, but in the interior of Kur-
distan and in the north of Armenia their flanks are clothed with forests

of walnut and other trees, while green valleys smile below, and in sum-

mer " the richest pastures enamel the uplands."
1 The mountains rise

in places considerably above the snow-line, and are believed occasionally
to attain an elevation of from 13,000 to 15,000 feet.

7

Another feature of the mountain-region enclosing the great plain,

common both to its eastern and western portions, is the occurrence in it

of large lakes, the waters of which do not reach the sea. These lakes

are of two very opposite characters. On the east, they lie at a vast ele-

vation, 4000 or 5000 feet above the sea-level, while on the west they
occur along that remarkable depression which separates the mountains
of Palestine Proper from the high ground lying east of the Jordan.

The sea of Tiberias is 652 feet, and the Dead Sea 1312 feet below the

level of the Mediterranean
;
lake Urwniyeh is 4200, and the lake of Van

5400 feet above the same. The waters of all (excepting Tiberias,

through which the Jordan flows) are of a very similar character
; they

are heavily impregnated with salt, which so greatly raises their specific

gravity that they are little affected by storms, and possess extraordinary

buoyancy.
8

6 Mr. Layard says :
"We had now left the naked hills which skirt the Assyrian

plains, and entered the wooded districts of Kurdistan" (Nineveh and Babylon, p.

375). And with regard to the region north of Assyria he observes :
" At the back

of Trebizond, as indeed along the whole of this bold and beautiful coast, the moun-
tains rise in lofty peaks, and are wooded with trees of enormous growth and ad-

mirable quality, furnishing an unlimited supply for commerce or war. ... In spring
the choicest flowers perfume the air, and luxuriant creepers clothe the limbs of

gigantic trees. In summer the richest pastures enamel the uplands, and the in-

habitants of the coasts drive their flocks and herds to the higher regions of the

hills. The forests .... form a belt from 30 to 80 miles in breadth along the

Black Sea. Beyond the dense woods cease They are succeeded by still

higher mountains, mostly rounded in their forms, some topped with eternal snow,
barren of wood, and even of vegetation except during the summer, when they are

clothed with Alpine flowers and herbs
"

(ibid. pp. 6-7).
7 In traversing the country between Mosul and Lake Van, Mr. Layard crossed

several passes on which the snow lay in August, and which exceeded 10,000 feet.

He estimates the TouraJelu, "probably the highest mountain in central Kurdistan,"
at "not under, if it be not above, 15,000 feet" (p. 430). Farther south the Row-
anduz attains to the height of 10,568 feet (Geograph. Journ. vol. xi. part i. p. 64).
In the most southern part of the Zagros chain, Mr. Layard says the summits are

"frequently within the range of perpetual snow" (Journal of Geograph. Society,
vol. xvi. p. 49). In Armenia, about Lake Van, Col. Chesney mentions the peaks of

A la Tagh, Sapan, Nimrud, and Mut Khan, as all above the snow line (Euphrates
Exp. vol. i. p. 69).

8 These properties have long been noticed as attaching to the Dead Sea (Tacit.
Hist. v. 6): "Lacus immense ambitu .... neque vento impellitur, neque pisces
aut suetos aquis volucres patitur. Incertae undae superjecta ut solido ferunt

; periti

imperitique nandi perinde attolluntur." Compare Joseph. Bell. Jud. iv. 8
;
Strab.

xvi. p. 1086
;

Pirn. H. N. v. 16. And for modern testimonies to the extraordinary

buoyancy, see Dr. Robinson's Biblical Researches, vol. ii. p. 213, and Mr. Kinglake's
Eothen, ch. xiii. ad fin. The same qualities are found, however, still more striking-

ly in the Lake of Urumiyeh, of which Col. Rawlinson gives the following account :

" The specific gravity of the water, from the quantity of salt which it retains in
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4. Eastward of the lofty chain of Zagros, which, running in a direc-

tion nearly from north-west to south-east, shuts in the great plain of

Western Asia on the side of the continent, the traveller comes upon a

second level region contrasting strongly with that which lies upon the

opposite side of the range. The Mesopotamian flat and the great parts
of the Assyrian desert form a continuous lowland, in no place more than

a few hundred feet above the sea-level
;
the great plain of Iran east of

Mount Zagros is a high plateau or table-land, possessing an average ele-

vation of above 4000 feet,
8 and seldom sinking below 3000 the height

of Skiddaw and Helvellyn. Its shape is an irregular rectangle or ob-

long square, the northern boundary being formed by the mountain-chain

called sometimes Elburz, which runs eastward from Armenia, and, pass-

ing south of the Caspian, joins the Hindoo Koosh above Oabul, the eastern

by the Sidiman and Hala ranges, which shut in upon the west the valley
of the Indus, the western by Mount Zagros, and the southern by a lower

line of hills which runs nearly parallel with the coast, and at no great
distance from it, along the entire length of Persia and Beloochistan,
from Bmhire to Kurrachee. T-his parallelogram extends in length more
than 20 degrees or above 1100 miles, while in breadth it varies from

seven degrees or 480 miles, (its
measure on the west along Mount Za-

gros) to nearly ten degrees or 690 miles, which is the average of its

eastern portion. It contains about 600,000 square miles, thus exceeding
in size the united territory of Prussia, Austria, and France.

It is calculated that two-thirds of this elevated region are absolutely
and entirely desert.

1 The rivers which flow from the mountains sur-

rounding it are, with a single exception that of the Etymander or Hel-

mend insignificant, and their waters almost always lose themselves, af-

ter a course proportioned to their volume, in the sands of the interior.

Only three, the Helmend, the Bendamir, and the river of Ghuznee, have

even the strength to form lakes the others are absorbed in irrigation,

solution, is great ;
so much so indeed that the prince's vessel, of 100 tons burthen,

when loaded, is not expected to have more draught than three or four feet at ut-

most. The heaviness of the water also prevents the lake from being much affected

with storms. ... A gale of wind can raise the waves but a few feet ;
and as soon

as the storm has passed they subside again into their deep, heavy, death-like sleep'

(Journal of Geogr. Soc. vol. x. part i. p. 7). In Lake Van the features seem to be

less marked. The water in some places is "quite salt" (Brant in Gcograph. Journ.

vol. x. p. 384), in others only "slightly brackish" (ibid. vol. iii. p. 50; vol. x. p.

403). Cattle drink it, and it produces a species of fish
;
whereas in Lake Urumiyeh

and in the Dead Sea no living creatures are found excepting zoophytes (ibid. vol. x.

part i. p. 7 ;
Humboldt's Aspects of Nature, vol. ii. p. 75, E. T.

; Wagner's Reise,

vol. ii. p. 136). Lake Van, too, breaks into "
high waves" under a storm (Layard's

Nineveh and Babylon, p. 415).
9

Col. Chesney calls the elevation 5000 feet (Euphrat. Exp. vol. i. p. 65), but

this is above the average. The level of Teheran, which is probably as great as that

of almost any part of the plain, is no more than 4000 feet (Geograph. Journ. vol.

viii. p. 112).
1 See Chesney's Euphrates Exp. vol. i. p. 78. The " Great Salt Desert

"
is said to

extend 400 miles from Kashan to LakeZerrah, and 250 miles from Kerman to Mazan-

deran. The Sandy Desert of Sigistan is reckoned at from 400 to 450 miles in its

greatest length, and in its greatest width at above 200 miles. (See Kinneir's Geo-

graphical Memoir of the Persian Empire, pp. 20 and 222.)

VOL. I. 28
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or sucked up by the desert. Occasionally a river, rising within the moun-

tains, forces its way through the barrier, and so contrives to reach the

sea. This is the case, especially on the south, where the coast-chain is

pierced by a number of streams, some of which have their sources at a

considerable distance inland.
2 On the north the Heri-rud, or river of

Herat, in a similar way makes its escape from the plateau, but only to

be absorbed, after passing through two mountain-chains, in the sands of

the Kharesm. Thus by far the greater portion of this region is desert

throughout the year, while, as the summer advances, large tracts, which in

spring were gree-n, are burnt up the rivers shrink back towards their

sources the whole plateau becomes dry and parched and the traveller

wonders that any portion of it should be inhabited.
3

It must not be supposed that the entire plateau ofwhich we have been

speaking, is to the eye a single level and unbroken plain. This is not

even the character of the Mesopotamian lowland
;
and still less is it that

of the upland region under consideration. In the western portion the

plains are constantly intersected by "brown, irregular, rocky ridges;"
4

rising to no great height, but serving to condense the vapours held in the

air, and furnishing thereby springs and wells of inestimable value to the

inhabitants. In the southern and eastern districts
" immense "

ranges
of mountains are said to occur,

5 and the south-eastern as well as the north-

eastern corners of the plateau
6
are little else than confused masses of

giant elevations. Vast flats, however, are found. In the Great Salt

Desert which extends from Kashan to lake Zerrah or Dharrah, in west-

ern Affghanistan, and in the sandy desert of Sigistan, which lies east and
south of lake Zerrah, reaching from near Farrah to the Mekran moun-

tains, plains of above a hundred miles in extent seem to occur
7

some-
times formed of loose sand, which the wind raises into hillocks,

8
some-

times hard and gravelly,
9
or of baked and indurated clay.

1

2
Especially the Dusee or Punjgur river, which rises near Nushky, in lat. 29 40',

long. 65 5', and falls into the sea near Gwattur, in lat. 25 long. 62 nearly.
"A dreary, monotonous, reddish-brown colour," says Col. Chesney, "is pre-

sented by everything in Iran, including equally the mountains, plains, fields, rocks,
animals, and reptiles. For even in the more favoured districts, the fields which
have yielded an abundant crop are so parched and burnt before midsummer, that
if it were not for the heaps of corn in the villages near them, a passing stranger
might conclude that a harvest was unknown in that apparently barren region

"

(Euphrates Exp., vol. i. p. 79).
*

Ibid- 6 See Kinneir's Persian Empire, p. 210.
6

Affghanistan and Beloochistan Proper. (See Chesney, vol. i. ch. viii., and

Kinneir, p. 211.)
7 This appears sufficiently from the account given by Kinneir of Lieutenant

Pottinger's journey, Persian Empire, pp. 216-218). But see also Pottinger's Travels

(pp. 132-8, &c.), and the diaries of Dr. Forbes and Serjeant Gibbons in the Journal
of the Geographical Society (vol. xi. pp. 136-56; vol. xiv. pp. 145-179).

8 " The sand of this desert is of a reddish colour, and so light that when taken
into the hand the particles are scarcely palpable. It is raised by the wind into lon-

gitudinal waves, which present on the side towards the point from which the wind
blows a gradual slope from the base, but on the other side rise perpendicularly to

the height of 10 or 20 feet, and at a distance have the appearance of a new brick

wall
"
(Kinneir, p. 222).

9
Ibid. p. 217. Compare the "

Geographical Notes "
of Mr. Keith Abbot (Geo-

graph. Journ. vol. xxv. art. 1).
1

Chesney, vol. i. p. 79. Ferrier's Caravan Journeys, p. 403.
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5. The mountain tracts surrounding this great plateau are for the

most part productive and capable of sustaining a numerous population.

Zagros especially is a delightful region. The outer ranges indeed, par-

ticularly on the side of Assyria, are stony and barren, but in the inte-

rior the scenery assumes a character of remarkable beauty and grandeur;
forests of walnut, oak, ash, and plane thickly clothe the ranges of parallel

hills, along the sides of which are terraces cultivated with rice, wheat, and
other grain, while frequent gardens and orchards, together with occasional

vineyards, diversify the scene, the deep green valleys producing cotton, to-

bacco, hemp, Indian corn, &c., and numerous clear and sparkling streams

everywhere leaping from the rocks and giving life and freshness to the

landscape.
2 Towards the north, the outer barrier of the Zagros range,

on the side of Iran, appears to be the most elevated of the many parallel

ridges.
3

It rises up for the most part abruptly from the high plains in

this quarter, with snow-clad summits and dark serrated flanks, forming
a gigantic barrier between the upper and lower regions,

4
traversed with

difficulty by a few dangerous passes, and those only open during seven

months of the year.
6

The northern or Elburz range, which, starting from the ridge of Zertr

janf in long. 48, proceeds south-east and east along the southern shores

of the Caspian, and thence stretches across by Meshed and Herat to Ca-

bool, is in its western portion a comparatively narrow tract, consisting
for the most part of a single ridge not exceeding 20 miles in breadth,

rocky and barren on its southern face, full of precipices, and cleft occa-

sionally into long, narrow, and deeply scarred transverse valleys.
7 In

places, however, this range too breaks into two or more parallel lines of

hills, between which streams are found (like the Shah Hud and the Sejid

JRud), in which case its character approaches to the richness of the Za-

gros district." On the northern flanks overhanging Ghilan and Mazande-

ran the mountains are clothed nearly to their summits with dwarf oaks,
or with shrubs and brushwood, while lower down the slopes are covered

with forests of elms, cedars, chesnuts, beeches, and cypress-trees.
9 The

average height of the range in this part is from 6000 to 8000 feet, while

here and there still loftier peaks arise, like the volcanic cone of Denw-

vend, the snowy summit of which is 14,700 feet above the sea-level.'

More to the east, beyond Datnaghan, in about long. 55, the character of

8 See Layard's Nineveh and Babylon (pp. 367-375), Chesney's Euphrat. Exp. (vol.
i. pp. 122-3), and the communications of Mr. Ainsworth, the Baron de Bode, Mr.

Layard, and Col. Kawlinsoii, in the Journal of the Geographical Society (vol. xi. p.

21, &c.
;
vol. xii. p. 75, &c. ;

vol. xvi. art. 1
;
and vol. x. part i. art. 2).

8
Journal of Geograph. Society, vol. x. part i. p. 22.

4
Ibid. pp. 15 and 30.

6
Ibid. p. 20.

Col. Chesney makes the Massula range the commencement of this chain (Euphr.
Exp. p. 73), but it was found by Col. Rawlinson that the ridge between Zenjan and
the Sejid Rud considerably exceeded in height the Massula mountains (Geograph.
Journal, vol. x. part i. p. 61).

7 See Ker Porter's Travels, vol. i. p. 357.
6 See Geograph. Journal, vol. viii. p. 102, and vol. x. part i. p. 62.
9

Chesney, Euphr. Exp. vol. i. p. 217
; Geograph. Journal, vol. viii. p. 103.

1 So Mr. "Ainsworth (Geograph. Journ. vol. viii. part i. p. 1.12), but the map ac-

companying his route says 14,800.
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the range alters
;

its elevation becomes less, while its width greatly in-

creases. It spreads out suddenly to a breadth of full 200 miles,
2 and is

divided longitudinally into ridges, separating valleys which communicate

with each other by passes or defiles, and are rich, well inhabited, and

well cultivated.
3 This character continues to about long. 64, where

the chain once more contracts itself. Between the points indicated, the

range presents to the desert on the south a slope called Atak, or " the

Skirt," which is capable of being made highly productive, and is covered

with the ruins of great cities, but it is now nearly a wilderness.

The southern and eastern chains are less accurately known than the

others. The southern maybe regarded as commencing between Bushire

and Shiraz. It is at first a considerable distance from the sea, but ap-

proaches the coast nearly in long. 55, and then runs along parallel to

it at a distance of a few miles, having an elevation of about 5000 feet

near Cape Jask, and then decreasing in height until, a little west of the

Indus, it is lost in the Hala mountains.
4 The eastern chain follows

nearly the course of the Indus valley, which it shuts in upon the west
;

it consists of the Hala and Suliman ranges, the latter of which attains

in some places the elevation of 12,000 feet.
& These mountains are, on

the Indus side, arid and sterile
;

their western flank can scarcely be

said to be as yet known.

6. Outside the mountains enclosing the great table-land of Iran, on

the south, the north, and the east, the traveller descends to low and level

countries, which have now to be described briefly.

(i.)
The southern tract, which commences from the river Tab or Ilin-

dyan, about a degree north of Bushire, is a thin strip of territory, vary-

ing aloog the shores of the Persian Gulf from 60 to 20 miles in width,
7

and near the mouth of the gulf contracting to a very narrow space in-

deed,
8
after which it seldom exceeds about eight or ten miles,

9
occasion-

ally falling short of that breadth, and in one place at Chobar or Choubar

almost suffering interruption by the advance of the mountains to the

very edge of the sea. The character of this tract is peculiar. It is wa-

tered for six months of the year by a number of streams, some flowing
from the coast-chain, others from a more inland mountain-range ;

but

these streams fail almost entirely during the summer, when the natives

depend upon well-water, which is generally of a bad quality.
10 The

a See Geograph. Journ. vol. viii. p. 308. 3

Ibid., and comp. pp. 313-4.
4
Chesney, p. 73. This writer says of the eastern portion of the range:

" Where it has been examined, the formation is sandstone, limestone, gypsum, clays,
and marls. The brown, bare, and furrowed appearance belonging to the first of

these rocks, seems to be the prevailing character of this part of the chain, the sides

and crests of which are generally deprived of vegetation ;
but the valleys, where

they happen to be irrigated, produce the plantain, date, and other fruits, as well as

grain."
6 This is the estimated height of the Takht-i-Suliman, the loftiest peak of the

chain. (See Col. Chesney's map at the end of his second volume.)
6 Journal of Geograph. Society, vol. iii. p. 131, and vol. xiv. p. 197.
7 See Kinneir's Persian Empire, pp. 56, 68, &c.
8

Especially at Cape Jask, where the mountains "
approach almost the edge of

the sea
"
(Kinneir, p. 203).

9
Ibid.

10 See Col. Chesney's Euphrates Exp. vol. i. p. 178. Kinneir, pp. 57-8, and

p. 205.
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country between the streams is dry, sandy, and arid, and the general
character of the strip, both towards the east

* and towards the west,
a

is

one of desolation. In the centre, however, from Gwattur to Cape Jask,
where the streams are most frequent, there is fine pasturage, and abun-
dant crops are produced the population supported being considerable.

3

(ii.) The tract of country outside the northern mountain-line divides

itself into two distinct and strongly contrasted districts. Beginning
upon the west, it consists in the first place of a narrow belt of rich

alluvial land along the southern shores of the Caspian, varying in width
from five to thirty miles, and in length extending above 300.

*
This is

by far the most romantic and beautiful province in the modern kingdom
of Persia, Forests of oak, elm, beech, and box cover the hills

;
the

vegetation is luxuriant
;
flowers and fruit of the most superb character

are produced ; lemons, oranges, peaches, pomegranates, besides other

fruits, abound
; rice, hemp, sugar-canes, and mulberries are cultivated

with success
;
and the district is little less than one continuous garden.

5

Nature, however, has accompanied these advantages with certain draw-

backs
;
the low countries suffer grievously from inundations through the

swelling of the streams
;

6 and the waters which escape from the river-

beds stagnate in marshes, whose pestilential exhalations render the prov-
inces of Ghilan, Mazanderan, and Asterabad about the most unhealthy
in Persia.

7 Eastward of the belt of land thus characterised, the low

country suddenly acquires new and quite different features. From the

south-eastern angle of the Caspian an immense and almost boundless

plain the desert of Khiva or Kharesm stretches northwards 800 miles

to the foot of the Moughojar hills, and eastward an equal distance to the

neighbourhood of Balkh. This vast tract, void of all animal life, without

verdure or vegetation," depressed in parts (according to some accounts)
below the level of the ocean the desiccated bed, as Humboldt thinks,

9

of a sea which once flowed between Europe and Asia, joining the Arctic

Ocean with the Euxine separates more effectually than a water-barrier

between the Russian steppes and the country of Khoramn, and lies like

a broad dry moat outside the rampart of the Elburz range. It is sandy
and salt;

10 and is scarcely inhabited excepting towards the skirts of the

hills that fringe it, and along the courses of the rivers that descend from

1

Kinneir, p. 203.
3 Malcolm's History of Persia, vol. i. p. 2. Kinneir, p. 70.
3
Kinneir, p. 203-4. 4

Chesney, vol. i. p. 216.
* See Kinneir, p. 38, and pp. 159-162. Chesney, vol. i. pp. 216-7. And com-

pare Major Todd's journey through Mazanderan (Geograph. Jouru. vol. viii. pp.

102-4).
"
Chesney, p. 80. Geograph. Journ. vol. viii. p. 103.

7

Kinneir, p. 166. Chesney, p. 216. Eraser's Travels near the Caspian Sea,

p. 11.
8
Mouravieff (quoted by De Hell) says of it:

" This country exhibits the image
of death, or rather of the desolation left behind by a great convulsion of nature.

Neither birds nor quadrupeds are found in it
;
no verdure nor vegetation cheers the

sight, except here and there at long intervals some spots on which there grow a few

stunted shrubs "
(Travels in the Steppes of the Caspian Sea, E. T. p. 326). The ac-

count given by Sir A. Burnes is less poetical, but in its main features similar. (See
the summary in the Geographical Journal, vol. iv. pp. 305-311.)

9 See Geograph. Journ. vol. xii. p. 278. Ibid. vol. iv. pp. 309-310, &c.
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those hills, and struggle vainly, except in one or two instances
1

to

force their way to the sea of Aral or the Caspian.

(iii.)
The valley of the Indus, which lies along the Eastern moun-

tains, is near the sea a broad tract,
2

very low and swampy, yielding how-

ever abundant crops of rice, and capable of becoming richly productive
under proper cultivation.

3 A vast sandy desert encloses the entire val-

ley upon the east, reaching from the Great Runn of Cutch nearly to

the vicinity of Ferozepoor, a distance of above 500 miles. Between
the desert and the mountains is a space never less than fifty or sixty
miles in breadth, and sometimes expanding to 100 or 150 miles, which is

all capable of being irrigated, and might equal the borders of the Nile

in productiveness. The most remarkable expansion is on the western

side of the river, from the 27th to the 29th parallels, where the triangu-
lar plain of Cutchi Gandava intervenes between the mountains and the

Indus, having its apex at Dadur, 120 miles from the river, and its base

reaching from Mittun Kote to lake Manchur, a distance of 230 miles. A
portion of this plain is exceedingly rich and fertile, but part is barren

and sandy ;
the whole however is capable of being made into a garden

by skilful and well-managed irrigation.
4 Above Mittun Kote begins the

well-known country of the Punjaub, another triangle equilateral, or

nearly so
5 between the points of Gumpier at the junction of the Chendb

with the Indus, Attock at the junction of the river of Cabul with the same

stream, and Bulaspoor at the point where the Sutlej issues from the

mountains. This region, which derives its name from the five great
rivers whereby it is watered, is richly productive along their courses

;

but the wide spaces between the streams are occupied by deserts, either

of sand or clay, in some places bare, in others covered with thick jungle,
or with scattered tamarisk-bushes, in either case equally unfitted for

the habitation of man, and at present thinly dotted over with a few
scattered villages.

7. The River-System of Western Asia, like its other geographical
features, is peculiar. North of a line drawn from Erzeroum along Za-

gros into Luristan, and thence across Kerman and Beloochistan, in a

direction a little north of east, to the Suliman mountains, the Hindoo

1 The Jyhun and Syhun (ancient Oxus and Jaxartes) are almost the only rivers

of this tract which succeed in maintaining themselves against the absorbing power
of the desert. The Muryaub, the Hcri Rud, the river of Meshed, and various minor

streams, are lost in the sands, like the rivers of central Iran. The Kohik, or river

of Bokhara, terminates in a small lake (Lake Dcngir}.3 The Delta of the Indus, in the widest extent of the term, extends 125 miles

along the coast, from the Koree mouth to near Kurrachee. The true Delta, between
the Pitee and Mull mouths, is 70 miles (Geograph. Journ. vol. iii. p. 115). For the

rapid changes in the Delta and in the course of the river, see Geograph. Journ. vol.

viii. art. 25
;
and vol. x. p. 530.

3 See Kinneir, p. 228, and Burnes's Memoir on the Indus (Geograph. Journ vol.

iii. p. 113, et seqq.).
* See the Journal of the Geographical Society, vol. xiv. p. 198, and compare

Kinneir, p. 213.
6 The base, from Gumpier to Bulaspoor, is about 390 miles

;
the eastern side,

from Bulaspoor to Attock, 320 ; and the western side, from Attock to Gumpier.
380 miles.
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Koosh, and the chain of the Kmn Lun above Ladak, the rivers as far as

the 50th parallel in Asia, and the 60th in Europe, fail of reaching the
circumambient ocean, either losing themselves in the sands, or else ter-

minating in lakes, which are larger or smaller according to the volume
of the streams forming them, and the exhalant force of the sun in their

respective latitudes. The principal of these lakes or inland seas are the

Caspian and the Aral, the former of which receives the waters of the

Wolga, the Ural, the united Kur and Aras, the Kouma, the Terek, the

Sefid find, the Jem, and the Attruk ; while the latter is produced by the

combined streams of the Jyhun (Oxus) and the Si/htm or Sir
( Jaxartes),

Thus into these two reservoirs recently one, according to Humboldt8

are drained the waters of a basin 2000 miles in length, from the

source of the Wolga to that of the Sir or Syhun, and 1800 miles in

breadth from the head-streams of the Kaania in northern Russia to

those of the Sefid Rud in Kurdistan. In the deserts beyond the Syhun?
in the highland of Thibet,

8 and in the great Iranic plateau, are a number
of similar but smaller salt-lakes, while throughout these regions the

phenomenon of the gradual disappearance of a rivey in the sands, either

with or without irrigation, is of very frequent occurrence. Besides

these inland or " continental
" streams (as they have been called

9

)
whose

waters do not reach the sea. Western Asia contains a considerable num-
ber of oceanic rivers, the chief of which are the Indus, the Euphrates,
and the Tigris, while among those of lesser importance may be named
the Tchoruk or river of Baturn, the Rion or ancient Phasis, the Orontes,
the Litany, the Jerahie, the Tab or Hindyan, the Dusee or Bougivur, and
the Puralee or Befla river. A more particular description will now be

given of the principal of these streams so far, at least, as they belong
to Asia.

(L) Among the " continental
"

rivers of Western Asia those of the

greatest importance are, the Syhun, the Jyhun, and the Helmend on the

east
;
on the west, the Kur, the Aras, and the Sefid Rud.

The Syhun rises from two sources on the northern flank of the Thian-

shan mountain-chain, the more easterly of which is in long. 77. It

flows at first nearly due west between the Gakchal and Alatau ranges,
but near Kokand (in long. 69 50') it bends southward, and, making a

complete sweep by Khojend, pursues a northern course for above two

degrees (140 miles), after which it turns north-west, and then still more

west, finally reaching the sea of Aral near its north-eastern extrem-

ity. At first, while it runs between the two lines of mountain, it re-

ceives on both sides numerous tributaries, but on issuing into the plain
at Kokand, and proceeding upon its northern course, skirting the Alatau

6 Asie Centrale, vol. ii. p. 296.
7 The principal lakes of this region are, Lake Balkach in lat. 45, long. 77,

Lake Tdekmd in lat. 45, long. 66, and Lake Aksakal in lat. 47 50', long.

63 50'.
8 Lakes Temourton and Lob are the most western of these. Eastward they con-

tinue at intervals along the whole tract between the Kien-lun and the Thian-shan

to the frontiers of China.
9 See Mr. Keith Johnston's Atlas of Physical Geography,

*

Hydrology,' No. 5,

p. 13.
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hills, it ceases to obtain feeders from the left, and at length leaving the

hills altogether (in long. 66 50'), and proceeding across the desert, its

supplies fail entirely, and it gradually diminishes in volume, partly from

the branches which it throws out, but still more from evaporation, until,

where it reaches the sea, it is diminished to one-half of the breadth

which it had before quitting the mountains in the vicinity of Otrar.
1

It

has a course, without including meanders, of above a thousand miles,
2

and is in places from 200 to 250 yards wide.

The Jyhun rises from an alpine lake
3

lake Sir-i-M lying on the

western side of the Bolor mountain-chain in lat. 37 40', long. 73 50'.

After a rapid descent from the high elevation of the lake, during which

it pursues a serpentine course, flowing first south-west, then nearly west,

then north-west by north, and at last curving round so as to run almost

due south, the Jyhun issues from the hills on receiving from the south-

east the waters of the river Kokeha, and follows a direction at first almost

due west, and then from the latitude of Balkh till it crosses the 40th

parallel, north-west by west, after which it bends still more to the north,
and passing Khiva .enters the Aral lake at its south-western corner by
three branches. It is increased by a multitude of small streams from
the right, and by some from the left, until it passes Kilef, when it fairly
enters upon the plain, across which it runs without receiving a single

tributary
4

till lat. 40, after which a few small streams reach it from
the hills which skirt the plain upon the north-east. Near Kilef it is

800 yards wide, after which it diminishes in breadth, but increases in

depth till in the latter part of its course it is weakened by means of

canals drawn off from it for the purpose of irrigation. Its whole course,

including the principal sweeps, but exclusive of meanders, is about

1200 miles.
5

The ITelmend, or Etymander, rises between Bamian and Cabul from
the south-western angle of the Hindoo Koosh, and flows in a slightly

waving line from north-east to south west across Affghanistan, a dis-

tance of 500 miles, to Palaluk, after which it sweeps round to the north,
and then proceeds by an irregular course bearing generally north-west

by west to lake Zerrah. The only important tributary which it is known
to receive is a stream from the east

6 formed by the junction of the Urg-
handab and the Turmtk, the two rivers between which lies the city of

1 This description is chiefly drawn from the excellent map (No. 91) published in

the Library Atlas of the Useful Knowledge Society.
2 Mr. Keith Johnston estimates the length of the Syhun at 1208 miles (Phys.

Atl.
*

Hydrology,' No. 5, p. 14).
3
Lieut. Wood found the elevation of Lake Sir-i-kol to be 1 5,600 feet (Geograph.

Journal, vol. x. p. 536) ;
which is higher than that of the sacred lakes of Afanasa

and Ravanahadra in the loftiest region of Middle Thibet, whose level is barely 15,-
000 feet. (See Humboldt's Aspects of Nature, vol. i. p. 82, E. T.)

4 A number of streams flow from the hills towards the Jyhun in the middle part
of its course, but fail of reaching it. The most remarkable are the Eund-i-Burbw^
or river of Balkh

;
the Murgaub, or river of Merv

;
the Heri-rud, or river of Herat ;

and the Kohik, or river of Bokhara.
5 See map (No. 91) in the Library Atlas, and compare Col. Chesney's delineation.

Mr. Keith Johnston's estimate is 1400 miles (loc. sup. cit.).
6
Chesney, vol. i. p. 166.
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Kandahar. The Helmend is from 60 to 90 yards wide at Girisk, but in-

creases to above 300 yards after receiving its great tributary,
7 and at

Palaluk" attains a width of 400 yards. It has a course exceeding 600
miles.

With the Helmend may be joined those other streams of the Iranic

plateau (the Gomir, or river of Hamadan the ancient Ecbatana the

Zendanul, or river of Isfahan, the Bendamir, or river of Persepolis, the

Jare-rudj the river of Ghuznee, &c.) which descend from the mountains

enclosing it, and flow inwards towards a common centre, but stagnate
after a time, either expanding into lakes, or more commonly sinking im-

perceptibly amid the dry sands of the desert. In the same connexion

must be mentioned the other feeders of lake Zerrah besides the Hel-

mend, namely, the Haroot-rud, which flows into it from the north, the

Farrah-rud, which descends from the north-east, and the river of JKTiash

which comes in nearly from the east. These streams are none of any
great magnitude, but they have an importance disproportionate to their

size, arising out of their value in a country where water is so scarce, and
where cultivation depends so greatly upon irrigation.

The Kur and Aras, which unite at Djavat, are, together with the Sefid

Rud, the streams which carry off the drainage of the mountain-country

lying between the western shore of the Caspian and a ridge which may
be regarded as a continuation of Zagros, forming the watershed between
the continental and the oceanic rivers. The two streams rise within a

few miles of each other in lat. 40 40', long. 42 40',
9 and flow at first

in nearly opposite directions, the Kur a little east of north and the Aras
almost due south, till they are 140 miles apart in long. 44. After this

they flow to the east, and approach somewhat in the neighbourhood of

Erican, where the distance between them is not more than 100 miles.

The Aras then turns suddenly southward, on receiving the waters of lake

Sivan, and the interval between the streams increases to 130 miles, but

in long. 46 the Aras ceasing to flow south, and in long. 47 beginning to

draw a little towards the north, while the Kur, which for a short space
had flowed north of east, in long. 47 turns to the south-east, the two
rivers gradually draw together, till they unite in long. 48 40'. The
course of the Kur up to this point is reckoned at about 750 miles, and
that of the Aras at an almost equal distance.

10 Both are considerable

streams, the Kur being 90 yards wide, and from 10 to 20 feet deep at

Tiflis,
1 and the Aras being 50 yards wide at Gurgur? and 40 as high up

as Karakala* just below its junction with the Arpatchai. Both have

7 See Ferrier's Caravan Journeys, pp. 428-9. The average depth of the Helmend
in the latter part of its course is from 1 to 2 fathoms (ibid.).

b
Kinneir, p. 191.

9 See Col. Chesney's Euphrates Expedition, vol. i. p. 10. Some regard the Bin-

gol~Su as the true Aras. This branch rises near Erzeroum, in lat. 39 25', long.
41 20' (Geograph. Journ. vol. x. p. 445).

10

Chesney, pp. 10 and 12. This estimate, however, includes the lesser windings
of the streams.

1
Ibid. p. 10.

a See Ker Porter's Travels, vol. i. p. 215. Kinneir says it was 80 yards wide at

Megree, north of Tabriz, when he crossed it in 1810 (Persian Empire, p. 321).
8 Ker Porter, vol. ii. p. 640.
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numerous tributaries, the Kur receiving a number of important streams

from the flanks of the Caucasus, of which the chief are the Araglor,
and the united Alazani and Yori rivers, while on the other side it is also

augmented by various feeders from the high ground separating its basin

from that of the Aras
;

this latter river being supplied with a constant

succession of affluents
4 from the mountains which close it in on both

sides from its rise to its entrance on the plain of Moghan in long. 47

nearly. In spring and early summer these rivers both swell enormously,
from the melting of the snows :

6 hence the difficulty of maintaining

bridges over them which drew notice in Roman times,
6
a difficulty at-

tested apparently by the many ruins of ancient bridges upon their

course,
7

yet which is proved not to be insuperable.* The united Kur
and Aras flow across the plain of Moghan, a distance of 110 miles,

9
to

the Caspian, which the main stream enters in lat. 39 50'.

The Sefid-Rud drains the tract of high ground immediately south of

the basin of the Aras I

1

its true source is in the province of Ardelan or

Kurdistan Proper, in lat. 35 45', long. 46 45' nearly, where it is

known as the Kizil Uzen. It proceeds with a general direction of N. E.

by E. to the Caspian Sea, but makes one enormous bend in its course be-

tween long. 48 and 49 1
5', running first N. W., then N., and then

N. N. W. as far as lat. 37 30'. Here it turns the flank of the great

range north of Zenjan? and. sweeping round suddenly, flows south-east

between that range and the Massula hills to Menjil (in lat. 36 40', long.
49 15') ;

after which it resumes its original direction, forces a way
through the Massula chain, and runs towards the N. E. across the low

country of Ghilan to the Caspian. Its course is reckoned at 490 miles.

The chief tributaries which it receives are the river of Zenjan, the Miana,
and the Shah-nid.

3

Westward of the Caspian, intervening between it and the great
mountain-chain which forms the watershed between the continental and
oceanic rivers, is the separate basin of lake Urumiyeh, fed by a number of

streams flowing into it on all sides but the north, the most important of

4

Twenty-one tributaries of the Aras are enumerated by Col. Chesney (Euphrat.
Exp. vol. i. pp. 8-10).

5 See Ker Porter's Travels, vol. i. p. 215. Chesney, vol. i. p. 10. The Kur,
which in the dry season averages 93 yards at Tiflis, in the time of the floods expands
to 233 yards.

6
Of. Virg. ^En. viii. 728, "Indomitique Dahae, et pontem indignatus Araxes,"

and compare his imitators (Claudian. Rufin. i. 376
; Sidon. Apoll. Paneg. Auth. 441).

7 See Ker Porter's Travels, vol. ii. pp. 610, 641, &c.
8

Col. Chesney mentions three bridges over the Aras, one, that of Shah Abbas,
north of Tabriz; another at Kopri Kieui ; and the third at Hassan Kaleh (Euphrat.
Exp. vol. i. p. 11).

9

Chesney'sEuph. Exp. vol. i. p. 11.
1 The basin of Lake Urumiyeh intervenes partially between the basins of the

Aras and the Sefid Rud. Two rivers principally feed this lake, the Jaghetu, which
enters it from the south, and the Aji, or river of Tabriz, which flows in from the
east. This latter stream rises from Mount Sevilan ; and its valley, which slopes
westward, is interposed between the Sefid Rud and Aras basins, whose slant is to-

wards the Caspian.
2 Vide supra, 5.

8 See Col. Chesney's Euphrat. Exp. vol. i. pp. 190-1, and compare Geograph.
Journ. vol. iii. part i. p. 11, and vol. x. part i. p. 64.
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which are the Aji Su or river of Tabriz, the Jaghettt, and the Tatau.

The Aji Su rises from Mount Sevilan (in lat. 38 10', long. 47 45'), in

two streams, which flow towards the south-west a distance of some 40

miles, when they unite, and the river thus formed proceeds somewhat
north of west for 50 miles further, where a large affluent is received from
the south in about long. 46 50'. The Aji Su shortly after this changes
its course suddenly, and once more runs south of west, passing through
the immense plain of Tabreez, and leaving that city on its left bank at

about five miles' distance
;
after which it bends rather more to the south,

and enters the lake of Urumiyeh in the remarkable bay which indents

its eastern shore, in lat. 37 48', long. 45 40'. Its entire course, ex-

clusive of the lesser windings, is about 180 miles, or somewhat more
than that of the Thames and Severn. The Jaghetu and Tatau flow into

lake Urumiyeh from the south. The former, which is the superior

stream, rises in the pass of Naukhan, on the eastern side of Zagros, in

lat. 35 40', long. 46 30' nearly, and has a general course of N. N. W.
to the south-eastern shore of the lake, which it enters in lat. 37 13',

long. 45 52'. It receives one important tributary from the east, the

Saruk or river of Takhti-Suleiman, the northern Ecbatana
;
and has a

course of 130 or 140 miles. The Tatau is a smaller river descending
from the district of Sardasht. Its earlier course is north along the line

of the 46th degree of longitude, which it quits in lat. 36 54', bending
away t<5 the north-west, and leaving between its stream and the Jaghetu
the fertile plain of Miyandab. It falls into the lake at its south-eastern

angle, and has a course of 80 or 90 miles.
4

Still further to the west, and separated altogether from the great

region of continental streams which we have been considering, is a small

tract lying very nearly upon the Syrian coast, the waters of which,

equally with those of Iran and of Central Asia, are land-locked, and fail

of reaching the sea. This tract, which extends from the source of the

Harada (in lat. 32 50') upon the north, to the shores of the Dead Sea
on the south, consists of the two strongly contrasted valleys of the Barada
and the Jordan, with the tributary streams of those rivers. The Barada
rises from the south-eastern flank of Anti-Lebanon, and flows at first

nearly south, in a gorge parallel to the chain, but soon leaves the moun-
tains and takes a direction almost south-east through a broad and rich

valley expanding gradually into a plain, across which it proceeds to run,

seeming as if it would force its way through the desert, and fall into the

Persian Gulf or the Euphrates. For this, however, its force is insuf-

ficient. It is greatly weakened by being divided into a number of dif-

ferent channels above Damascus,
5 which are used for irrigation, and

4 See Geograpli. Jouru. vol. Hi. art. 1, and vol. x. part i. art. 1.

6
Col. Chesney enumerates nine* of these (Euphrat. Exped. vol. i. p. 502). The

river first splits into two streams, one of which does not further subdivide, but pas-

pes in a single channel along the northern side of the city. This branch has perhaps
a right to be considered as the ancient Pharpar. (See Benjamin of Tudela, as quoted

by Col. Chesney.) The other branch, which may be regarded as the Abana, is fur-

ther subdivided into eight channels, which pass either through the city or south

of
it, and all reunite before the northern branch again joins the southern. For a
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fertilise the extensive gardens around that town. Although these streams

reunite below the town, and the Barada flows once more for a short

distance in a single stream, though moreover it receives in this part of

its course two considerable tributaries from the south-west, the Nahr-el-

Berde and the Awaadj, yet in spite of all it shortly after loses itself in

the extensive marst} which, under the name of Bahr-el-Merdj, spreads
eastward towards the desert, extending from the point where the Barada

enters it, a distance of nine miles, and having an average width of about

two miles.
6 The course of the Barada, exclusive of meanders, does not

exceed 40 miles.

From the opposite side of Anti-Lebanon, at a point nearly parallel

with its culminating height, the lofty elevation of Jebel-esh- Sheikh or

Hermon,
7
rises the Jordan from a number of copious springs flowing

chiefly from the main chain, which here takes a direction almost due

south, but in part also from the western prolongation of the Anti-Leba-

non, which skirting the valley of the Litany, runs on from thence

through Palestine and Idumsea to Sinai. Of these springs, one of the

principal
" the parent stream of the valley,"

8
as it has been called is

the torrent of the Hasleya. This torrent, which rises in the fork of the

Anti-Lebanon, where the two chains separate, in lat. 33 40', long. 35
50' nearly, runs at first with a south-westerly course down a deep and

rocky gorge, but gradually bends towards the south, and entering upon
the plain near Laish (Tel-el-Kadi), flows somewhat east of south through
a marshy tract into the lake of Merom (now Bahr-el-IIuleh). Another

stream, more usually regarded as the true Jordan, rises from two copi-
ous sources one at Dan or Laish, the other at Caesarea Philippi or

Paneas (now Santas)
9

and, running parallel to the Hasbeya through the

flat, enters Merom a little to the east of the other feeder. From
Merom, which is a mountain tarn, seven miles long and six broad at its

greatest width 1

the Jordan issues in a single stream and begins that re-

markable descent which distinguishes it from all other rivers. Lake
Merom is 50 feet above, the sea of Tiberias 652 feet below the Mediter-

graphic description of the plain of Damascus, see Maundrell's Journey, pp. 122-3,
(quoted by Mr. Stanley in his

'

Sinai and Palestine,' p. 402).
6 This is the account of Col. Chcsney, vol. i. p. 503. According to Mr. Porter

(Geograph. Journ. vol. xxvi. pp. 43-6) there is no such stream at all as the Nahr-
el-Berde, and the Awaadj flows, not into the Barada, but into a lake or marsh of its

own. This traveller also states that in lieu of a single lake there are three distinct

lakes, two formed by the Barada, and the other, as above stated, by the Awaadj.
Perhaps this change is caused by a continuance of dry seasons.

7 Mount Hermon has not, I believe, been accurately measured, but is calculated
at about 10,000 feet (Chesney, vol. i. p. 393

; Stanley, frontispiece). Its top ascends

high above the line of perpetual snow.
8
Stanley, p. 386.

9 A minute description of these two sources is given by Mr. Stanley (Sinai and
Palestine, pp. 386-391).

1 These are the dimensions given by Mr. Stanley (ibid. p. 382). Col. Chesney
says

" the waters seem to have preserved the extent assigned to them by Josephus
7 miles long, and 3i wide "

(Euphrat. Exp. vol. i. p. 399, and note). Colonel Wil-
denbruch observes that the dimensions depend on the time of year, the wetness
or dryness of the season, &c., and vary continually (Geograph. Journ. vol. xx. p.

228).
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ranean, the distance between the two being at the utmost 10 miles.

Down the narrow and depressed cleft between these lakes the river flows

with a rapid current and in a narrow bed, being in fact little better than

a succession of rapids.
2

Its course here is but slightly winding, and the

fall cannot average less than 40 or 50 feet per mile.
3 The general

direction is almost due south till within a short 'distance of the sea of

Tiberias, when it becomes south-west by south for a few miles before the

river enters the sea. After resting for a while in this clear and deep
basin an irregular oval, 13 miles long, and towards the middle about

six miles broad
4

the Jordan again issues forth with the same southern

direction along the still lower depression which unites the sea of Tiberi-

as and the Dead Sea. Here the descent of the stream becomes com-

paratively gentle, not much exceeding three feet per mile
;

for though
the direct distance between the two seas is less than 70 miles, and the

entire fall 660 feet, which would seem to give a descent of nearly 10
feet per mile, yet as the course of the river throughout this portion of

its career is tortuous in the extreme,
6
the fall is really not greater than

above indicated. Still it is sufficient to produce as many as twenty-
seven rapids, or at the rate of one to every seven miles.

6
Five miles

below the point where the Jordan issues from the sea of Tiberias, it

receives an important affluent from the east, the Sheriat-el-Mandhur, or

ancient Hieromax, which drains a large district east of the main chain

descending from Anti-Lebanon the ancient Ituraea and Trachonitis, the

modern JIauran. Again, about midway between the two seas, another

affluent of almost equal size joins it, the Jablok, or river of Zurka, which
descends through a deep ravine from the ancient country of the Ammonites.
The whole course of the Jordan from the most northern source that of

the Ilasleya to its termination in the Dead Sea, including the passage
of the two lakes through which it flows, is, if we include meanders, about

270, if we exclude them, about 140 miles. Its width in the lower part
of its course is from 60 to 100 feet, while its depth varies from four

7
to

2 Where the river first issues from the lake it is sluggish, but after passing Ja-

cob's bridge, 2-J miles from the lake, it is said to become a sort of " continuous
waterfall" (Geograph. Journ. L 8. c.).

3 The fall between the two lakes is 702 feet the distance, following the curve

of the stream, between 11 and 12 miles. As the river here meanders very little, its

actual course is not likely to exceed 14 or at most 16 miles. This would give an

average fall of from 44 to 50 feet. Taking into account the fact that for 2 miles

the fall is very slight indeed, it would seem that from Jacob's bridge to the Sea of

Tiberias the rate must considerably exceed 50 feet. Mr. Petermann calculated it

to exceed 116 feet (Geograph. Journ. vol. xviii. p. 103); but he regarded the Sea of

Tiberias as more depressed than it really is, and made no allowance at all for me-
anders.

4 See Mr. Stanley's work, p. 362. Col. Chesney makes the length 12, and the

greatest breadth 5 miles (Euphrat. Exp. vol. i. p. 400).
5 The 70 miles of actual length are increased by the multitudinous windings to

200 (Geograph. Journ. vol. xviii. p. 94, note
; Stanley, p. 277).

Stanley, p. 276.
7 Mr. Stanley, says the width is from 60 to 100, the depth from four to six feet.

But as the river is fordable in very few places, this is clearly too low an estimate.

Mr. A. Petermann calls the average width below the Sea of Tiberias 90 feet, and

the depth 8 or 9 feet (Geograph. Journ. vol. xviii. p. 95).
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nine feet. It is calculated to pour into the Dead Sea about 6,090,000
tons of water daily.

8

(ii.)
The principal oceanic streams of Western Asia are the Eu-

phrates, the Tigris, and the Indus. The general course of the Euphrates
and Tigris has been already given ;

4
but a more particular description

seems to be proper in this place.
The Euphrates or Frat rises from two chief sources in the Armenian

mountains, one of them at Domli? 25 miles N. E. of Erzeroum, and lit-

tle more than a degree from the Euxine
;
the other on the northern slope

of Ah Tagh, near the village of Diyadin, and not far from Mount Ararat.

The former, or northern Euphrates, has the name Frat from the first, but

is known also as the Kara-sit ; the latter, or southern Euphrates, is al-

ways called the Murad-ckai, but is in reality the main stream, and real

source of the river.
6 Both branches flow at first with a general direc-

tion of W. S. W. through the wildest mountain-districts of Armenia to-

wards the Mediterranean, the interval between them varying from 50 to

70 miles, till in long. 39 the northern branch inclines more to the

south, while the Murad-chai runs north of west to meet it. and a junction
is formed near Kebban Maden ; after which the augmented stream pro-
ceeds by a tortuous course southward to Balis, where the river finally

gives up its struggle to reach the Mediterranean,
7 and turns eastward,

pursuing from this point an almost uniform south-easterly direction, till

it joins the Tigris and passes into the Persian Gulf by the Shat-el-Ardb

and the Bali-a-Mishir. The course of the Murad-chai until its junction
with the Kara-sic is a little more than 400 miles, that of the Kara-su be-

ing 270 miles :

8
on their union the "

Euphrates assumes an imposing ap-

pearance;"
9

it is here 1380 miles from its mouth 120 yards wide and

very deep ;
it still flows through a mountainous country, receiving one or

two important tributaries from the west,
1

till between the 37th and 38th

parallels it forces its way through the last and principal range of Taurus,
and enters upon a comparatively low but hilly district a little above
Sumeisat (Samosata), whence it is navigable without any serious inter-

ruption for nearly 1200 miles to the sea.
2 The hills continue till a lit-

tle above Rakkah, where they recede, and the Euphrates enters on a flat

country, through which it meanders for about 80 miles, when it comes

upon a chain of hills known as the Sinjar range, which stretches across

Chesney's Euphrat. Exped. vol. i. p. 401.

Supra, 2.
6 See Hamilton's Travels, vol. i. p. 178.

See Geograph. Journ. vol. vi. part ii. p. 204, vol. x. p. 418, and compare Ches-

ney s Euph. Exp. vol. i. p. 42.

The least distance of the Euphrates from the Mediterranean would seem by the

map to be about 100 miles, from Bayas in the Gulf of Issus (Iskenderuti) to a point
a few miles above Bir upon the river. The distance from Bir to the mouth of the

Orontes, which was traversed by the Euphrates expedition, is by the road 140, in a
direct line 133 miles (Chesney, vol. i. p. 47.)

8
Chesney, vol. i. pp. 42 and 43. 9

Ibid. p. 44.
1

It is one of the peculiarities of the Euphrates that it receives so few tributaries.

After the river is constituted by the junction of the Murad and Karasu, the only
affluents of the least importance are the Chamurli Su and the Tokhmah Su from the

west, from the east the Belik and the Khabur rivers.
2
Chesney, vol. i. p. 45.
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Mesopotamia from Mosul to this point,
3 and hence traverses the Arabian

desert to Palmyra. Through this barrier the river makes its way in a

very remarkable manner, flowing in a smooth channel, 250 yards wide
and seven fathoms deep, between beetle-browed precipices, which rise

from 300 to 500 feet above the water's edge.
4

Ninety miles lower down
the Euphrates receives its last tributary, the Khabur, from the north-

east
;
and 270 miles below the confluence it leaves the last hills and en-

ters on the alluvial plain near Hit (the Is of Herodotus). In this part
of its course it has an average width of 350 yards, and a depth of about

18 feet, but soon afterwards it throws off a number of important canals

which seriously diminish its bulk, reducing it about Lamhin to a breadth

of 120 yards with a depth of only 12 feet. This seems to be its great-
est diminution,

5
as a little below Lamlun some of the canals reunite with

the main stream, which at Al Khudr is again 200 yards broad, and
further on increases to 250 yards, which is its average for the hundred
miles from Al Khudr to Kurnah. At Kurnah the Euphrates and Tigris

join, forming the Shat-el-Arab, a tidal river above 100 miles long, which
receives also the Kerkhah, and lower down the Karun from the Zagros
range, and gradually increases from an average breadth of 600 yards
with a depth of 21 feet above Bmrah, to a width of 1200 yards and a

depth of 30 feet between that town and the sea. The entire course of

the Euphrates is estimated at 1780 miles from its more southern source

near Diyadin to the embouchure of the Shat-el-Arab.
7 The quantity of

water discharged by it at Hit has been found to be 72,840 cubic feet per
second."

The Tigris, like the Euphrates, has two principal sources. The west-

ern is in lat. 38 10', long. 39 20', a little south of lake Goljik? and a

few miles only from the Euphrates where it bursts through the outer

8
Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, ch. xi.

4
Chesney, vol. i. pp. 48-9.

Chesney, vol. i.'p- 48.

* The gradual diminution in the size of the Euphrates will be best seen from the

subjoined table, constructed from data furnished by Col. Chesney :
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barrier of Taurus, and descends upon the lower country near Sumeisat.

This stream at first flows north-east along a deep valley at the foot of

Mount Kizan, but after running about 25 miles in this direction, it sweeps
round to the south and descends by Arghani Maden upon Diarbekr, re-

ceiving a tributary on each side from the mountains, and emerging upon
a comparatively open country in lat. 37 50', through which it flows

with a course almost due east to Osman Kieui, where it is joined by the

second or eastern Tigris. This river rises in lat. 38 40', long. 40 15',

from the sides of the great range of Ali Tagh (the ancient Niphates), and
runs S. S. W, by Myafarekin to Osman Kieui, collecting on its way the

waters of a large number of streams which descend from other parts of

the same range. The length of the Diarbekr stream or true Tigris up
to the point of junction is somewhat more than 150 miles, while that of

the Myafarekin stream falls short of 100 miles.
1 The Tigris, a little

below the junction, and before receiving its next great tributary, is 150

yards wide and from three to four feet deep.
2

It continues to flow

towards the east as far as Til or Tilleh (in lat. 37 45', long. 41 30'),
where it receives another large stream, which is called by some the

Eastern Tigris,
3 and does not seem to be altogether undeserving of the

title. This branch rises near Billi in northern Kurdistan in lat. 37 50',

long. 43 30', about 25 miles from Julamerik, on the mountain-road be-

tween that place and the lake of Van. It runs at first towards the

north-east, but soon sweeps round to the north, and then proceeds with
a general westerly course, nearly along the line of the 26th parallel, to

Sert, which it leaves a little upon the right ;
thence flowing south-west

to its junction with the Bitlis Chai (in lat. 57 55', long. 41 35'), and
from that point proceeding almost due south to Tilleh* The course of

this stream is probably not much shorter than that of the Diarbekr
branch or Western Tigris, and the two rivers are said to be of nearly

equal size at their- junction.
6 From Tilleh the Tigris runs southward

for 20 miles through a long, narrow, and deep gorge, at the end of which
it emerges upon the low but still hilly country of Mesopotamia, near

Jezireh. Here it flows at first in a S. S. E. direction past Mosul (Nineveh)
and Tekrit (where the alluvial plain begins) to Baghdad, thence proceed-

ing a little south of east to Kantara, and from Kantara again S. S. E. to

Kurnah, where it joins the Euphrates. Along this part of its course it

continues to receive numerous and important tributaries which flow

into it from the Zagros range, whereof the principal are the Khalour,
the Greater and Lesser Zabs, and the Diyalali or ancient Gyndes. These
rivers are all of large size, and by the addition of their waters the Tigris
is rendered in its lower course a stream of greater volume than the Eu-

phrates. It is narrower, seldom exceeding 200 yards in width, but

deeper and far swifter, its mean velocity at Baghdad being between 7

and 8 feet per second, while that of the Euphrates at Hit is but 4

1

Chesney, vol. i. p. 17.
a Journ. of Geograph. Society, vol. viii. part i. p. 80.

3 See Rich's Kurdistan, vol. i. p. 378
; Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, p. 416, &c.

4
Col. Chesney's description (pp. 18-9) must here be superseded by the personal

observations of Mr. Layard, who was the first to trace the course of these rivers

(Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 39, 49 416, 420, 422, &c.
6
Layard, p. 49.
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feet
;
and its discharge being 164,100 cubic feet of water in the same

time, while the discharge of the Euphrates is no more than 72,800 feet.
6

The whole course of the Tigris is reckoned at 1146 miles.
7

The tributaries which the Tigris and the Shat-el-Arab receive from
the Zagros range are affluents of such importance as to require some

separate notice Besides minor streams, such as the Khdbur and the

Adhem, five rivers of large volume flow from the mountains which close

in the Mesopotamian plain upon the east, and carry their waters to join
those of the great valley-streams. These are the Upper and Lower Zabs,
the Diyaleh, the Kerkhah, and the Karun or Shuster river.

The Upper or Great Zab (Zab Ala) rises near Khoniyeh, between lakes

Van and Urumiyeh, in about lat. 38 30', long. 44 30'. Its general
direction is a very little west of south, but it serpentines in a remarkable

way, making first one great bend to the west by Julamerik so as to reach

long. 43 30', and then another to the east nearly to Rowanduz, where
it touches long. 44 15'.

8
It receives two principal tributaries, the

river of Rowandia, which flows in from the east, and the Ghazir, which

joins it from the north-west, not far from its confluence with the Tigris.
9

It is fordable in places,
1

but near its junction with the Tigris is a deep
stream, with a width of 20 yards.

2
It is very swift and strong, and is

sometimes called by the Arabs "the Mad River." 3

The Lower or Lesser Zab (Zab Asfal) has its principal source near

Legwin* about 20 miles south of lake Urumiyeh, in lat. 36 40', long. 45
25'. It is the only stream which, rising to the east of the Zagros range

upon the great plateau of Iran, pierces this boundary and finds its way
into the Mesopotamian valley. The course of the Lesser Zab is at

first south-west, but meeting the great range it turns and flows along it

to the south-east, till finding a gap in lat. 36 20', it turns again, resum-

ing its original direction, and forcing the barrier, receives numerous

tributaries on both sides from the valleys running parallel with the

mountains, and debouches upon the plain in lat. 36 8', long. 44 30',

not far from the famous city of Arbela.
6

Its course across the plain
exceeds 100 miles, and its width, where it enters the Tigris, is 25 feet.

8

The Diyalah (or ancient Gyndes) is formed by the confluence of two

principal streams, known as the rivers Holwan and Shirwan, of which

6 See Col. Chesney's Euphrates Exp. vol. i. p. 62. .

7
Ibid. p. 38.

8 Mr. Ainsworth was the first to discover that the Julamerik stream was the real

Zab, and the Rowanduz a comparatively small river (Geograph. Journ. vol. xi. part

i. p. 70). His statements are confirmed by Mr. Layard (Nineveh and Babylon, pp.

372, 381,426, &c.).
9
Mr. Ainsworth speaks of a third great affluent, the Bcrdizawi, or

'^Little
Zab,"

which joins the Great Zab from the north-west, nearly in latitude 37 (Geograph.
Journ. vol. xi. part i. p. 47). But Mr. Layard omits this river. (See the large map
at the end of his * Nineveh and Babylon.')

1 See Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, p. 169.
a
Chesney, vol. i. p. 24.

3 Ibid. p. 22, note 3
.

4

Geograph. Journal, vol. x. part i. p. 31.
6 See Col. Rawlinson's map to accompany his route from Tabriz to Gbllan,in the

Journal of the Geograph. Society (vol. x. part i., opposite p. 198).
*
Chesney, vol. i. p. 25.

VOL. I. 29
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the Shirwan is the more important. This branch rises from the most

easterly range of Zagros, in lat. 34 15', long. 47 40', and flows at first

west and somewhat north of west, parallel with the main chain, as far as

Mount Auroman, where it turns a little south of west, and being increased

(like the Lesser Zab) by tributaries from the longitudinal valleys, bursts

through the last mountains at Semiram, and flows S. W. by S. across an

open country to its junction with the Holwan river, and thence S. W.
and S. S. W. to the Tigris.

7 The whole course of the stream is about

350 miles. Its width at its junction with the Tigris, where it is crossed

by a bridge of boats, is 60 yards.
8

The Kerkhah (or ancient Choaspes) is formed by three streams of

almost equal magnitude, all of them rising in the most eastern portion
of the Zagros range. The central of the three flows from the southern

flank of Elwand (Oroutes), the mountain behind Hamadan (the southern

Ecbatana), and receives on the right, after a course of about 30 miles,
the northern or Singur branch, and 10 miles further on the southern or

Guran branch, which is known by the name of the Gamasdb. The river

thus formed flows westward to Behistun, after which it bends to the

south-west, and then to the south, receiving tributaries on both hands,
and winding among the mountains as far as the ruined city of Itudbar.

Here it bursts through the outer barrier of the great range, and receiv-

ing the large stream of the Kirrind from the N. W. flows S. S. E. and
S. E. along the foot of the range between it and the Kclir Kuh, till it meets
the stream of the Abi~Zal, when it finally leaves the hills, and flows

through the plain, pursuing a S. S. E. direction to the ruins of Susa,
which lie upon its left bank, and thence running S. S. W., and falling
into the Shat-el-Arab, 5 miles below Kurnah. 9

Its course is estimated
at above 500 miles,

1 and its width at some distance above its junction
with the Ali-Zal is from 80 to 100 yards.

2

^The
last and largest of the Mesopotamian affluents is the Karun,

which is formed of two considerable streams, the Dizfnl river and the
Karun proper, or river of Sinister. The Dizful branch rises from two

sources, nearly a degree apart, in lat. 33 50'. These streams run re-

spectively south-east and south-west, a distance of 40 miles, to their

point of junction near Bahrein, whence their united waters flow south in

a tortuous course, which crosses and recrosses the line of the 49th de-

gree of longitude, as far as the fort of Dh in lat. 32 25'. From this

point the river bends Westward, and passing />*?//, approaches to

within 7 or 8 miles of the Kerlihah in the immediate vicinity of Sw
(Susa), thence returning eastward, and almost touching the 49th degree
once more, where it meets the waters of the river of Shmter at JBandi-

Kir* The Shmter branch rises in the Zarduh Kuh mountains, in lat

32, long. 51, almost opposite to the river of Isfahan.* From its source

7
Geograph. Journ. vol. x. part i. p. 11. 8

Chesney, vol. i. p. 35.
9 The course of the Kerkhah was carefully explored by Col. Rawlinson in the

year 1836. See the Journal of the Geographical Society (vol. ix. part i. art. 2)
Col. Chesney (Euph. Exp. vol. i. pp. 193-5) adds nothing to this account.

Chesney, vol. i. p. 195. 2

Geograph. Journal, vol. ix. part i. p. 62.
See the map attached to Col. Rawlinson's journey, and compare Col. Chesney's

summary (Euphrat. Exped. pp. 196-7). Geograph. Journ. vol. xvi. p. 50.
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it is a large stream. Its general direction is at first somewhat north of

west, and this course it pursues through the mountains, receiving trib-

utaries of importance from both sides, till, near Akhili, it emerges from
the outermost of the Zagros ranges and flows S. W. by S. to Shuster,
where it is artificially divided into two channels, which pass east and
west of the town, reuniting below Bandi-Kir, after the western branch

has received the waters of the Dizful river. The Karnn below this point
is said to be " a noble river, exceeding in size the Tigris or Euphrates."

'

It is navigable for steamers,
6 and pursues a very winding course across

the plain for above 150 miles, in a general direction of S. S. W., to the

Shat-el-Arab, which it enters near Mohamrah by an artificial cut, thrown

off at Sallah, and now forming the main channel of the river.
7 The river

formerly ran direct from Sdblah into the Persian Gulf, and its ancient

channel still exists, and is filled at high-water. It is 200 yards broad,
8

and runs south-east, parallel to the two channels of the Shat-el-Arab

and the Bah-a-Mishir. The course of the Karun, measuring by the

Dizful branch, is from its source in the Bakhtiyari mountains to its

junction with the Shat-el-Arab about 430 miles.
9

Its course, measured

by the Shuster river, would fall short of this by about 100 miles.

By far the greatest of all the rivers of Western Asia is the Indus.

Its remotest sources are still insufficiently explored, but they will

probably be found to lie between the 82nd and 83rd degrees of longitude,
and nearly in latitude 31 .

1 The stream may be regarded as formed by
three separate rivers, the Shayok or northern Indus, which rises near the

pass of Kara-korwn, in lat. 35 20', long. 78, the Senge Khabap or mid-

dle Indus, which rises in Seng Tot within the space above indicated, and

the Tsarap or southern Indus, which rises in lat. 32 30', long. 77 55'

on the northern slope of the Para-lasa, and is the stream of greatest
volume. The general direction of the river in its earlier course is north-

west, parallel to the Himalaya range, and in this line the main stream

flows along the great elevated valley of Western Thibet for above 700

miles, receiving on its way first the southern and then the northern

branch, and never swerving until it reaches the 75th degree of longitude,

up to which point it appears as if it would force its way into the Oyus

(Jyhuri) valley. Met, however, at this point by the great longitudinal

range of the Bolor,
8

it turns suddenly to the south-west, and enters a

*
Geographical Journal vol. xvi. p. 52. Compare Kinneir's Persian Empire,

p. 293.
6
Capt. Selby ascended it to Shuster. (See his account of the ascent in the Geo-

graph. Journ. vol. xiv. art. 12.)
7
Chesney, vol. i. p. 200.

'
Ibid. p. 199.

9
Ibid. pp. 197-200.

1 For the best account of the Thibetian Indus, see Capt. Strachey's paper in the

23rd volume of the Geographical Journal (art. 1, pp. 1-69). Major Cunningham,
in his work on Ladak (p. 86), places the "true source

"
of the Indus in lat. 31 20',

long. 80 30'.
" Humboldt divides the great mountain chains of Central Asia into those " co-

inciding with parallels of latitude
"
(the Altai, the Thian-shan, the Kuenlun, and the

Himalaya), and those "
coinciding nearly with meridians

"
(the Ghauts, the Sulef-

man chain, the Para-lasa, the Bolor, and the Ural). See his Aspects of Nature (vol.

i. p. 94, E. T.)
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transverse valley, by which it cuts through the entire chain of the

Himalaya, and issues from the mountains upon the plain country of the

Punjaub. Its course from Aclio, where it leaves Western Thibet, to

Attock, where it receives the river of Kabul, is very imperfectly known
;

3

but it is believed to pursue, with only small windings, a uniform direc-

tion of south-west for 300 or 350 miles, first through the high mountains,
and then through lower ranges of hills. From Attock its direction be-

comes S. S. W. to Kola Bagh* where it bursts through the last hills

those of the Jangher range and this course it keeps till Dera Ismael

Khan (in lat. 31 50'), when for two degrees it runs due south along the

line of the 71st meridian, after which it resumes its former bearings,
and runs S. S. W. to its junction with the Chenab, and then S. W. to

Dadarah. From Dadarah (in lat. 27, long. 68) the course is once

more south to beyond Sehwan, between which place and Tatta where
the delta begins the stream bends two-fifths of a degree i^ the east,

passing by Hyderabad, and then returning westward, till at Tatta it once

more reaches the 68th degree of longifude. Five miles below Tatta, and
60 miles from the sea, the river divides into two great arms, which are

known as the Buggaur and the Sata branches. These again subdivide,
and the water enters the Indian Ocean by a number of shallow channels.

At the time of the inundation, two other arms east of the Sata branch,
one of which is thrown off above Hyderabad, serve to convey the super-
fluous waters to the sea through the Sir and Kvree mouths

;
but for nine

months of the year the Indus flows in one stream to Tatta.
6 The entire

course of this great river has been estimated at 1960 miles;
8
but this is

probably less than the real length, which may be regarded as exceeding
2000 miles. The width of the stream varies greatly. At Tatta it is

only 700 yards across, but at Hyderabad it is 830, while between Sehwan
and Bukker

(lat. 27 40') it approaches to three quarters of a mile, and
between Bukker and Mittun Kote it considerably exceeds a mile.

7 Further

north, especially between Dera Ghazee Khan and Kala Bagh, it seems to

be even broader.
8

Its depth below Mittun Kote is never less than 15
feet.

9

Along its whole course from Kala Bagh to Bukker the Indus con-

tinually throws out side-streams, which after a longer or a shorter space

3 See Capt. H. Strachey's map in the 23rd vol. of the Geographical Journal, and
compare Lieut. Wood's memoir on the Indus in the third volume of Burnes's Cabul,
pp. 305, et seqq.

4

During this part of its course the Indus runs in a contracted bed between
mountains, and is nothing but a series of rapids (Geocrraph. Journal, vol. x. p. 532:
Wood's Memoir, p. 307).

5

Geograph. Journ. vol. iii. p. 128. It must not be forgotten that the geography
of the Indus Delta is continually changing. In 1837, Lieut. Carless found the

Buggaur branch completely sanded up, and all the water passing by the Sata (Geogr.
Journ. vol. viii. p. 328). It is clear that the Koree mouth was at one time the main
channel of the river.

8
By Mr. Keith Johnston (Physical Atlas,

'

Hydrology,' No. 5, p. 14). Major
Cunningham's estimate is 1977 miles (Ladak, p. 90).7

Geograph. Journal, vol. iii. pp. 125-35.
B
I have not found this stated, but in the best maps the river is made broader a

little below Kalabagh, and for a degree above Dera Ghazee Khan, than in any other

part of its course. 9

Geograph. Journal, vol. iii. p. 113.
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rejoin the main channel. A little below Bukker it sends out the last of
these on its right bank

;
this stream continues separate for a degree and

a half, and returns into the Indus (after flowing through lake Manchur)
near Sehwan. The river also sends off on its left bank several important
branches which run towards the sea. Of these the principal are the

Narra, which is parted from the main stream a little above Eiikker (in

lat. 28), and is lost in the great sandy desert east of Hyderabad; the

Goomee, which leaves the Indus at Muttaree, and flowing by Hyderabad
to the south-east, is consumed in irrigation; and the Pin/aree. which

branching off 15 or 20 miles above Tatta, proceeds due south, and (like

the Goomee] disappears among gardens and rice-grounds. During the

inundation water flows down the old channels, which in every case may
be traced to the sea

;
but except at this time the beds are dry for 50 or

100 miles of their lower course, and the streams in question cannot

therefore be considered as permanent rivers.
1 The discharge of the In-

dus during the wet season reaches to the enormous amount of 446,000
cubic feet per second

;
in the dry season, however, it falls as low as

40,860 feet.'

The four rivers which, together with the Indus, have given the name
of Punjaub to the tract between the great sandy desert and the moun-
tains of Affghanistan, are the Jelum or Hydaspes, the Chenab or Acesines,
the Ravec or Hydraotes (Iravata), and the Sutkj

3
or Hyphasis. Of these

the Stttlej is the principal. It rises from the sacred lakes of Manasa
and Ravanahrada or Rawan RJiud* at no great distance from the sources

of the Indus, and runs at first through a remarkable plain, 120 miles

long, and in places 60 broad, which is elevated more than 15,000 feet

above the level of the sea.
6

Through this plain it pursues a north-

west direction as far as long. 78 40', where it receives an important
branch from the north, and turning to the south of west finds its way
through the Himalaya range between the 32nd and 31st parallels, and
debouches upon the plain (after passing Simla) about half way between
that place and Loodiana. It is a stream of large volume even in its

upper course," and where it falls into the Chenab is 500 yards in width.
7

It is here as large as the stream formed by the junction of the Jelum

Chenab, and Ravee, but being less swift than that stream is regarded as a

tributary, and merges its name in the appellation of Chenab, which is

borne by the united waters till they join the Indus." Of the other

1 For this whole account sec especially Burnes's Memoir on the Indus in the

third volume of the Geographical Journal, and Wood's Memoir in Burnes's Cabool,

pp. 305, et seqq.)
a Wood's Memoir, p. 306.

8
Called now more commonly the OJiarra (Chesney, vol. i. p. 37o).

4 The affluence from these lakes is said not to be permanent (Geograph. Journ.

voL xxiii. p. 39). If on this account we refuse to consider them the true source of

the river, our choice will lie between the Chukar (White River), which descends

from the mountains on the south, and the Ser-Chu (Gold River), which flows from
the ridge separating between the Upper Sutlcj and the Upper Indus (ibid.).

*
Geograph. Journ. vol. xxi. pp. 62-3.

6
Ibid. vol. xxiii. p. 44.

7
Ibid. vol. Hi. p. 141.

8 The name Punjaub, which is given in our maps, is unknown in the country

(ibid. p. 141-2, and compare Wood's Memoir in Burnes's Cabool).
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streams the Chenab is the largest. It rises on the southern flank of the

Himalaya, in lat. 32 45', long. 77 25', and has a course nearly S. S. E.

to its junction with the Sutlej : it receives the Jelum in lat. 31 10', and

the Ravee in lat. 30 40',
1 and is then 500 yards wide and 12 feet deep.

After its junction with the Sutlej, the augmented stream maintains at

first pretty nearly the same width, but is deeper, varying from 15 to 20

feet.
2

Afterwards it widens, and where the junction with the Indus

takes place the Chenab is the broader, though the Indus is the stream of

greater volume.
3

With the three magnificent oceanic rivers now described the Eu-

phrates, the Tigris, and the Indus there are no others in this part of Asia

that will at all bear comparison. They stand separate and apart, the

great drains of the elevated region which extends from the gulf of Issus

to northern India. A few, however, among the smaller streams, which
have a marked geographic character or a special political importance,
seem to require description before the conclusion of this branch of our

subject.
The Rion or ancient Phasis is frequently mentioned by Herodotus,

4

and was in ancient times a river to which peculiar interest attached from
the place which it occupied in the commercial system of those days. It

appears to be certain that Alexander found the regular line of traffic

between India and Europe to pass from Bactra (Balkh) down that river

to the Caspian, and thence up the Kur and across a small neck of land

to the Phasis, which it followed to the Euxine. 6
It may be conjectured

from the position occupied by Colchis in Grecian mythic history, that

this route had been pursued by the merchants from a very remote era. It

continued to be followed at least as late as the time of Pompey. The

Kion, which thus served in these times as one of the main arteries of

commerce, rises from the southern flanks of the Caucasus, flowing from
several head-springs, which have not been sufficiently explored, in the

country of the Ossetes. Its general direction is at first a very little

south of east, but from about Kutals it flows nearly due south until it

receives an important tributary, the Ziroula, from the east, when it takes

the direction of its affluent, and flows east in a very tortuous course,
7

keeping a little above the line of the 42nd parallel, and emptying itself

9
Geograph. Journal, vol. iii. p. 145.

1
Ibid. p. 148.

2
Ibid. p. 141.

8 Wood's Memoir, p. 354.
4 See i. 2, and 104; ii. 103; iv. 37, 45, 86

; &c. Herodotus made the Phasis the

boundary between Europe and Asia (iv. 45).
6 This interesting fact rests on very unexceptionable evidence. Three witnesses

who visited three different parts of the route between the time of Alexander and
the close of the Mithridatic war, gave substantially the same account, namely, Aris-

tobulus, the companion of Alexander (ap. Strab. xi. p. 742), Patrocles, the governor
of the Caspian provinces under Seleucus Nicator (Fr. 7), and Pompey the Great.

(See the passage which Pliny quotes from Varro, H. N. vi. 17.) Aristobulus was

acquainted with Bactria, Patrocles with Hyrcania and the Caspian, Pompey with
the countries between the Caspian and the Euxine. The positive mention of the

Phasis first occurs in the account given of Pompey's investigation.
8
Varro, ap. Plin. H. N. loc. cit.

See Strab. xi. p. 730. 6 *a<m yeQvpais e/carbj/ KO.I et/coo-i irfparbs yevtpevos 5*o

T^V ffKO\i6rT)Ta, Karate! rpaxvs Kal &icuos, K. r. \.
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into the Black Sea at Poti, in lat. 41 32', long. 42 6'. Its course, ex-

clusive of meanders, appears to be about 170 miles.

The Orontes, or Nahr-el-Asi (the
" Rebel "

stream), and the Litany
or river of Tyre, although unmeutioned by Herodotus, who is very ill

acquainted with Syria, are features of too much importance in the

geography of that country the thoroughfare between Egypt and the

to be omitted from the present review. The long valley inter-

vening between the two mountain-chains which gird the Syrian desert

on the west, rises gradually and gently to a ridge, or col, nearly 4000
feet above the level of the sea,

8

upon which stand the ruins of Baal-

bek, the city of Baal or the Sun, the Greek Heliopolis. North and
south of this city, on the opposite slopes of the col, rise the two great
streams of Syria. The Litany springs from a small lake about six

miles south-west of the ruins, and flows southwards, or a little west
of south, along the fertile valley of the Bika between Lebanon and

Anti-Lebanon, giving out on each side canals for irrigation, while it

receives a number of streamlets and rills, and pursuing with few mean-
ders a course south-west by south to the narrow gorge in which the

valley of ElBilta (Coele-Syria) ends, in about 33 27' north latitude.

Here the Litany turns suddenly to the west, and forces its way
through Lebanon by a narrow and precipitous ravine spanned by a

bridge of one arch
;

after which it resumes its former direction, flow-

ing S. S. W. for 12 or 13 miles before it again bends westward, and

passes with many windings through the low coast tract, falling into

the sea about five miles north of Tyre.
9 The Orontes has its rise on

the northern side of the slope. Its most remote source is at the foot

of Anti-Lebanon, distant about 10 miles from Baalbek in a north-

easterly direction. This stream, called the river of Lebweh from a

village on its banks, runs for about 15 miles towards the north, when
it meets the second and main source of the Orontes, which bursts out

from the foot of Lebanon,
1

nearly in lat. 34 22'. The united stream

then flows to the north-east, and passing through the Bahr-el-Kades

a lake about six miles long and two broad approaches Hems, which
it leaves upon its right bank. From this point the course of the river

is northerly to near Hamah, where, in forcing its way through a moun-
tain-barrier thrown across the valley, it makes a great bend to the

east, and then enters the rich pasture country of El-Glidb, along which

8 The site of Baalbek has been barometrically estimated at 3810, and again at

8729, feet above the level of the sea. These observations give a medium result of

8769-5 feet. (See the Geogr. Journ. vol. xviii. p. 87.)
9 For further particulars, see Chesney's Euphrat. Exped. vol. i. p. 398

; Stanley's
Sinai and Palestine, pp. 398-9 ;

and Col. Wildenbruch's article in the Geographical

Journal, vol. xx. art. 15, p. 231.
1
Col. Chesney says "Anti-Lebanon" (Euphrat. Exped. vol. i. p. 394); but I

gather from the paper of his authority, Mr. Burckhardt Barker (Geogr. Journ. vol.

vii. part i. pp. 99-100), that the triangular basin of which he speaks as the principal

source is on the western side of the valley. So Mr. Porter speaks of "crossing the

plain
" from the foot of Anti-Lebanon to the "

great source
"
of the Orontes. (Geo-

graph. Journ. vol. xxvi. p. 53.) See the maps of Syria in the Library Atlas of the

Useful Knowledge Society (maps 84 and 85), where this is the view taken.
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it flows north-westward as far as lat. 35 30', when the northern di-

rection is resumed and continued nearly to Jisr-Hadid, in lat. 36 14'.

The Orontes, then, prevented from continuing its northern course by
the great range of Amanus, suddenly sweeps round to the west to the

plain of Uink, and after receiving from the north a large tributary
called the Kara-Su, the volume of whose water exceeds its own, enters

the broad valley of Antioch, doubling back here upon itself and flow-

ing to the south-west. After passing Antioch the river pursues a tor-

tuous course first between steep and wooded hills, and then across the

maritime plain with a fall of 14.3 feet per mile, and with a large volume
of water, until it finally falls into the bay of Antioch in lat. 36 3'.

a

In this part of its course the Orontes has been compared to the Wye.
3

Its length to the source of the river of Labweh, exclusive of the lesser

meanders, is above 200 miles.

8. Before dismissing the subject of the physical geography of these

regions, it will be proper to consider briefly the question of what changes

they may have undergone during the historical period, or at any rate

between the present time and the age of Herodotus. There is no rea-

son to think that the more elevated districts have experienced any al-

terations of moment, but it is certain that in some of the lower coun-

tries changes, throwing great difficulties in the way of the comparative

geographer, have occurred, and considerable difference of opinion exists

as to the nature and extent of them. The scenes of important physical
variation are three chiefly, viz., the valley of the Indus, the lower or

alluvial portion of the Mesopotamia!! plain, and the desert country east

of the Caspian.

(i.)
It is with regard to this last-mentioned district that the most

opposite views prevail among scientific geographers. A long series of

writers,
4

ending with the illustrious Baron Humboldt,
6 have maintained

that in the time of Herodotus, and for several ages afterwards, the Cas-

pian Sea extended itself very much further towards the east than at

present, so as to form one body of water with the sea of Aral, and
to cover great portions of the modern deserts of Khiva and Kizil-

Koum. Humboldt believes that at some period subsequent to the
Macedonian conquests, either by the preponderance of evaporation over

influx, or by diluvial deposits, or possibly by igneous convulsions, the
two seas were separated, the tract of laud which now intervenes between
them south of the plateau of Ust- Urt being left dry, or thrown up, and
the communication between the waters ceasing. Subsequent desiccation
is supposed to have still further contracted the area of both seas, espe-

cially of the Caspian, which has thereby sunk 100 feet below the level of
the Aral, and which is supposed to be still sinking. An indication of the
intermediate state of things, when the separation of the seas had taken

a See Chesney, vol. i. pp. 395-7. 3

Stanley, p. 400.
4 As Pallas (Voyages Meridionaux, vol. ii. p. 638, French Tr.) ;

De Lamalle

(Geographic Physique de la Mer Noire, ch. 27) ; Kephalides (De Historia Caspii
Maris, pp. 158, et seqq.) ; Bredow (Geographic et Urauologiae Herodot. Spec. p.
xxviii.) ;

and Klaproth (quoted by Humboldt, Asie Centrale, vol. ii. p. 250-9J.6 See his Asie Centrale, vol. ii. pp. 296-7.
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place, but a portion of the channel which had connected them was still

left, in the shape of a deep gulf running into the land eastward from
the Caspian between the 39th and 43rd parallels, is thought to be found

both in the Simts Scythicm of Mela,
6 and also in the accounts of travel-

lers in the 16th century.
7 But the best geologists are opposed to this

theory, which is certainly devoid of any sufficient historic basis.
8 Mur-

chison, while he grants the fact of an original connexion not only be-

tween the Caspian and the Aral, but also between those inland waters
and the existing Sea of Azof and Euxine, regards the geological pheno-
mena as indicating a different order of events from that suggested by
Humboldt, and assigns the whole series of changes by which the existing

geography was produced to a period anterior to the creation of man. 9

According to him there was once a shallow mediterranean sea of brack-

ish water, separated entirely from the existing Mediterranean, and ex-

tending from the foot of the hills which branch from the Bolor upon
the east to the European shores of the Black Sea upon the west. From
the bed of this sea was first thrown up towards the east a tract of land

including the plateau of Ust-Urt* by which the separation of the Aral
and the Caspian was effected. Subsequently, another elevation of sur-

face took place towards the west, the tract north of the Caucasus being
raised by volcanic agency, and the Caspian thereby separated from the

Black Sea and the Sea of Azof. All this was done in the period which

geologists call tertiary the latest of the geological times, but one long
anterior to the commencement of history. In default of any clear his-

torical data on which to rest the late occurrence of the changes, whereby
the Caspian and Aral took their present forms, it seems best to defer to

the authority of geology, and to regard the separation as having been

6 De Sit. Orb. iii. 6.
7 See Humboldt, Asie Centrale, vol. ii. p. 274.

8
It is true that the ancient writers appear generally ignorant of the separate

existence of the Sea of Aral, and make the Jaxartes (Syhnn) fall into the Caspian,
no less than the Oxus (Jyhun). (See Eratosth. ap. Strab. xi. p. 739

;
Strab. xi. p.

743 ;
Arrian. Exp. Alex. iii. 30

;
Pom. Mel. iii. 5

;
Ptolem. vi. 14.) Ptolemy also

seems certainly to have regarded the length of the Caspian as from east to west,
which it would be if it included the Aral. (See Eustath. ad Dionys. Perieg. 718.)
But these testimonies are of no great weight, since they do not proceed from actual

observation, but from the reports of ignorant natives, always a most insecure basif

for geography. They may all be traced to incorrect information obtained at the

time of Alexander's conquests, during the hurried marches and countermarches
which he made in the Transoxianian provinces. It was then, apparently, that the

idea arose of the Caspian communicating by a long strait with the Northern

Ocean, another proof of how little the Greeks really knew of the country. Ag;uust
the evidence of the Alexandrine writers may be set, 1. the statement of Herodotus
as to the proportionate length and breadth of the Caspian (i. 203, and see note 4

ad loc.), which corresponds with its present shape; 2. his mention of the swamp?
into which the Massagetic Araxes fell by several mouths

(i. 202), which seems a re-

ference to the Aral (cf. Humboldt's Asie Centrale, vol. ii. p. 269) ; and, 3. the notice

in Ptolemy of a Palus Oxiana
(\invy 'fl^ai^. Geograph. vi. 12), represented as

formed by a tributary stream, but which from its name should indicate a lake into

which the Oxus fell.
9 See the Geograph. Journal, vol. xiv. pp. Ixxiii.-iv.
1
Portions of this plateau are 700 feet above the level of the Caspian (Geograph.

Journ. 1. g. c.).
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effected in ante-historic times. It is still a question, however, whether

desiccation has not continued subsequently, and indeed whether it is not

still proceeding.
2 Humboldt has shown strong grounds for believing

that, so late as the 16th century, a deep bay indented the eastern shore

of the Caspian,
3
whereof the existing gulf of Kuli Derya is a remnant,

and sees in this bay the Sinus Scythicm of Mela. His view here appears
to have a historic foundation, and may therefore be accepted though we
disbelieve the theory of which in his system it forms a part. But if

desiccation has taken place on one side of the Caspian Sea, it must have

proceeded equally, though perhaps not with such palpable effects, in

every other part. We may therefore conclude that the Caspian is now
somewhat smaller than it was in the time of Herodotus

;
that the rich

flats of Ghilan and Mazenderan, as well as the steppes of Astrakan, and
the deserts of Kharesm and Khiva, have advanced, and that, in parti-

cular, on the east coast a gulf has almost disappeared which in his day
occupied no inconsiderable portion of the Khiva salt-tract.

Important changes seem also to have taken place on this side of the

Caspian in the courses of the principal rivers. The Jyhun or Oxus,
which at the present time pours the whole of its waters into the sea of

Aral, may probably, when Herodotus wrote, have flowed entirely into

the Caspian. Not only is this the unanimous declaration of ancient

writers,
4

but they add a corroborative circumstance of great weight,
which at least proves that the Oxus communicated with that sea; namely,
that the regular course of the trade between India and Europe was

through Bactra (Balkh) down the Oxus into the Caspian, and thence by the

Eur (Cyrus) and Rion (Phasis) to the Euxine." The early Arabian

geographers, however, who were natives of this region, speak of the

Oxus as in their day falling into the Sea of Aral, and this course it ap-

pears to have followed till about the middle of the 15th century, when
the Aral channel was choked up, and the stream once more flowed into

the Caspian. An Arabian author writing at Herat A. D. 1438, observes
" It is recorded in all the ancient books that from that point (the

frontiers of Kharezm) the river Jyhun flows on and disembogues into

the Sea of Kharezm (the Aral lake) ;
but at the present day the passage

into the sea has been choked up, and the river has made for itself a fresh

channel, which conducts it into the Deria-i-Khizr (the Caspian Sea)."
'

A century later the traveller Jenkinson found the water passing by the

2 The Sea of Aral, it must be remembered, is nearly on a level with the Euxine,
while the Caspian is above 100 feet below it. This certainly looks like desiccation.
M. Hommaire de Hell believed that the process was going on rapidly. (See the
address of Sir R. Murchison in the Journal of the Geographical Society, vol. xiv. p.

Ixxii.)
3 Asie Centrale, vol. ii. p. 274.
4 As of Aristobulus, the companion of Alexander (ap. Strab. xi. p. 742), of

Eratosthenes (ibid. p. 739), of Strabo (ibid. p. 743), of Pliny (H. N. vi. 17), of Arrian

(Exped. Alex. iii. 29), of Dionysius Periegetes (1. 748), of Mela (De Sit. Orb. iii. 5), ,

and of Ptolemy (Geograph. vi. 14).
6
Compare Strab. xi. p. 742 with Plin. H. N. vi. 17

;
and see above, note

6
,

page 454.
8 This passage is taken from a valuable Arabic MS. in the possession of Col. I

Rawlinson. The fact recorded has been hitherto unknown.
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Aral channel.
7

It appears that the Oxus had previously for some con-

siderable time bifurcated near Khiva, and had divided its waters between
the two seas, but after a while the western channel had dried up, and
that condition of the river was produced which continues to the pre-
sent day." Traces of the channel by which water was formerly con-

veyed to the Caspian still remain
;

*

they show that the general course of

the stream from the point where it left the present river was south-east,
and that it flowed towards the gulf of Kuli Derya. The Syhun or Jax-

artes is also liable to frequent fluctuations in its course from the point
where it enters upon the plain, as is shown by the many remains of an-

cient river-channels in the desert of KizH-Koum. 1
It can scarcely, how-

ever, at any time have reached the Caspian, unless through the Oxus,
into which it may perhaps have once sent a branch. This is possibly
the origin of that confusion between the two streams, which is observa-

ble in Herodotus.
3

(ii.)
The valley of the Indus and its affluents is liable to perpetual

change from the vast diluvial deposits which the various streams bring

down, whereby the level of the plain is being continually varied, and

the rivers are thrown into fresh courses. These changes are most fre-

quent and most striking in the two ends of the valley, the Punjaub and
the delta or district of Hyderabad. In the Punjaub the channels of

the five great streams experience perpetual small alterations, which in a

long term of years would remodel all the features of the country ;

3
while

occasionally it would seem that great changes have suddenly occurred,
rivers having deserted altogether their former beds, and taken entirely
new directions. This is most remarkably the case with the Beeas, a

tributary of the Sutlej, whose ancient channel may be traced from the

vicinity of Hwrrekee to a point a few miles above its junction with the

Chenab, running at an average distance of 20 or 25 miles north of the

present channel of the Sutlej.
4 The Indus itself also, in the middle

part of its course, had once a position 40 or 50 miles more to the east

than at present, skirting what is now the Great Sandy Desert. Towards
the south still more violent and extensive changes seem to have taken

place. The Indus brings down annually to the sea more than 10,000,-

000,000 cubic feet of mud. 6
This enormous mass, which descends chiefly

in the flood-time, is precipitated about the mouths of the stream, and

tends to produce the most extraordinary changes. The apex of the

delta shifts, former principal channels are silted up, minor channels be-

T
See Jenkinson's Travels, quoted by Humboldt in his Asie Centrale (vol. ii. pp.

228-9).
B Asie Centrale, ii. pp. '296-7.

9
See Meyendorfs Voyage a Bokhara, pp. 289-41.

1
Ibid. pp. 61-4, &c. a See note

a on Book i. ch. 201.
1 See Geograph. Journ. vol. x. p. 530, where it is noted that Lieut. Wood

ascribes to this cause the disappearance of the altars of Alexander (Arrian. Exp.
Alex. v. 29).

4

Chesney, Euph. Exp. vol. ii. p. 370.
' The famous city of Brahmanabad, which Captain Bellasis is now excavating,

is situated on the old river course.
'
See Geogr. Journ. vol. viii. p. 356. The exact estimate is 10,503,587,000

cubic feet
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come the main ones, or entirely new channels, often crossing the old

courses, are formed
; ships are embedded, villages washed away, and all

the former features of the country obliterated.
7 Amid these fluctuations

may be traced a general tendency towards a contraction of the delta,

and a descent of its apex, the consequence probably of that gradual
elevation of the soil which an annual inundation cannot fail to effect.

(iii.)
In the Mesopotamian valley the important changes are confined

to the lower or alluvial portion of the plain, which may be regarded as

commencing a little below the 35th parallel.
8 From Tekrit to the sea, a

distance of above 400 miles, the whole country is without a hill
;
and

throughout this flat the river-courses have been subject to frequent vari-.

ations, partly natural, partly caused by the numerous artificial cuttings
made at various times for the purpose of irrigation. It appears that

anciently the Euphrates, the Tigris, and the Karun, all emptied them-

selves into the Persian gulf by distinct channels.
9 The three great

streams have now converged, perhaps through the growth of the alluvium,
which must have filled up to a considerable extent the inner recess of

the original Persian gulf, or possibly by mere alterations of course, arti-

ficial or natural.
1 The Euphrates seems at one time to have been lost

in marshes, or consumed in irrigation, and to have obtained no outlet to

the sea.
2

It also divided itself anciently into a number of branches

which ran across to the Tigris,
3
or reunited with the main stream, most

7 See Chesney, vol. ii. pp. 373-4, and compare Geograph. Journal, vol. viii. p.

348, and vol. x. p. 530.
8 The Euphrates enters upon the alluvium a little below Hit, in lat. 33 40'

(Chesney, vol. i. p. 54) ;
but the Tigris comes upon it earlier, viz. at Tekrit (Layard's

Nineveh and Babylon, p. 240 and p. 469), in lat. 34 35'.
* For the separation of the Tigris and Euphrates, compare Herod, i. 185, vi.

20; Strab. xi. pp. 758-9
;
Plin. H. N. vi. 27. For the distinct channel of the Karun

(Eulseus) to the sea, see Arrian (Exped. Alex. vii. 7).
1 The channel by which the Karun now flows into the Bah-a-M^uhir is artificial

(supra, p. 451.) ;
but the channel by which the Euphrates joins the Tigris seems to

be a natural one.
2
Compare Arrian (Exped. Alex. vii. 7, oSrcaf ts o\> iro\v vSup 6 Eu^parTjv rt\fv

TWV, Kal TfvaywSTis e? TOVTO, OU'TWS atroiravfTai), and Pliny, describing the state of

things in his own day (vi. 27,
" sed longo tempore Euphratem preeclusere Orcheni,

et accolffi agros rigantes, nee nisi per Tigrin defertur in mare ").8 Arrian
(1.

s. c.), Strab. xv. p. 1033, &c. Some of these channels were artificial,
others natural. Of the former kind were, 1. the original

"
royal river," the Ar

Malcha of Berosus (Armacales of Abydenus, Frs. 8 and 9
;
Armalchar of Pliny, H.

N. vi. 26
; &a<n\tKri 5cfyu of Polybius, v. 51

; Narmacha of Isidore), which left the

Euphrates at Perisabor or Anbar, and followed the line of the modern Saklawiyeh
canal, passing by Akkerkuf, the Ardericca of Herodotus

(i. 185), and entering the

Tigris below Baghdad ;
2. the Nahr Malcha of the Arabs, which branched from the

river at Ridhivaniyeh, and ran across to the site of Seleucia
; and, 3. the Nahr

Kutha, which, starting from the Euphrates about 12 miles above Mosaib (the ancient

Sippara), passed through Kutha, and fell into the Tigris 20 miles below Seleucia.
Of the latter kind was the stream called by Ptolemy Ma-arses, which branched from
the main river above Babylon, and ran across to Apamea (now NaamaniyeK) on the

Tigris, which city it divided into two portions. This branch may be distinctly

traced, passing north of the great mound of Babylon, and circling round the walls

of the inner enceinte ; it runs towards Hymar, and is the Zab of the geographers,
and the modern Nil canal. Various other natural branches left the Euphrates
towards the west or right. To exhaust the subject of the comparative hydro-
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of which are now dry.
4 The Tigris, which flows at a lower level, and in

a deeper bed,
6
has probably varied less in its course, but the tributaries

which reach the Tigris from Mount Zagros have undergone many and

great changes,
6

through causes analogous to those which have affected

the Euphrates. The comparative geography of Lower Mesopotamia, in

consequence of the variations in the streams, is rendered one of the

most intricate and difficult subjects which can engage the attention of the

scholar.

9. The political geography of Western Asia in the times treated by
Herodotus, conforms itself in a great measure to the physical features

of the region. The great fertile tract at the foot of the Zagros range,

abundantly watered by the Tigris, the Euphrates, and the rivers descend-

ing from Zagros, and enclosed by the Arabian and Syrian deserts upon
the west, the Armenian mountains upon the north, and Zagros upon the

east, was divided from very ancient times into three principal countries

all nearly equally favoured by nature, and each in its turn the seat of a

powerful monarchy : Assyria, Susiana, and Babylonia. The high-
lands overlooking this region upon the east and north, being occupied

by three principal races, were likewise regarded as forming three great
countries: Armenia, Media, and Persia. West of the Mesopotamian

plain, intervening between it and the Mediterranean, were, first, a por-
tion of Arabia, and then Syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine. Further off,

both on the north and on the east, were numerous petty tribes, the exact

position of which it is often not easy to fix, and concerning which it is

not intended to enter into details in the present essay. They will neces-

sarily be taken into consideration when we inquire into the extent of the

Persian empire under Darius and Xerxes
;

at present we are concerned

only with Mesopotamia and the regions immediately adjacent.
In treating of the boundaries and extent of the countries above

mentioned, it will not be possible to be very exact and precise, since the

boundaries themselves were to some extent fluctuating, and the know-

ledge which the Greeks had of them was scanty and far from accurate.

All that can be done is to indicate in a very general way the relative

position of the several countries with respect to one another, to mark

graphy of this district would require a separate essay of considerable length.

[H. C. R.]
4 Three such streams were thrown off to the right between a point a little above

Mosaib and Babylon, which all entered the great marshes (Sea of tfeyef)* wlience

the water flowed in part to the sea, in part back to the Euphrates by a channel

which entered it near Satnawah. [H. C. R.]
6 The description of Arrian is very exact : b n* Tfyprjf Au re

p((av rov E.v<pf)drov, Ziupv\ds rf TroAAas IK rov Ev<f>pdrov ts avrbv 5ex TCU>

4AAouy irora/jiovs irapaAaflwi/, al t ainw au{Tjde!y, eVflaAAei e's rbv U6r
VIKOV M7a5 T6 "" ovSapov Siafiarbs tare M r^v <-coAV Ka$6ri ov Karava\iffKerai

auroG ovtifv ts r^v \u>pav. "Eari yap fifrttaportpa 77 ravrr) yr) TOV vSoros 'O

8
^Eu^TTJJ HT(Up6s Tf ptl, KO.I VoX'A7J$ TTOLVTCLXOV TT\ yf),

Ktti 8t6pVX** TTOAAttl

air' auroD ireToiTjireu, K. r. A, (vii. 7).
9 The Choaspes (Kerkhah) bifurcated above Susa : the right arm kept the name

of Choaspes, and fell into theChaldaean lake or great swamp on the left bank of the

Tigris in lat. 31 to 32"
;
the left arm was called the Eulaeus, and flowing to the

south-east, joined the Karun (Paskigris) at Ahwaz. [H.-C. R.]
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their natural or usual limits, and to give some account of the districts

into which they were occasionally divided.

(i.)
Of the three great countries which occupied the Mesopotamian

plain, Assyria was the northernmost. It commenced immediately below

the Armenian mountains, and extended, chiefly on the east side of the

Tigris, to the neighbourhood of Baghdad. It was bounded on the

north by Armenia, on the east by Media, on the south by Susiaua and

Babylonia, on the west by the tract known to the Greeks as Mesopotamia
Proper.

3
This name was applied to the region lying directly south of

Taurus in the remarkable bend of the Upper Euphrates, where its dis-

tance from the Tigris is the greatest. It may be considered to have

extended as far as the land was watered by the Euphrates and its afflu-

ents, the Tigris waters being reckoned to Assyria.
4

According to this

view of the natural limits of Assyria, it would have been comprised
between latitude 37 30' and 33 30', and between longitude 42 and
45. It was thus about 280 miles long from north to south, and rather

more than 150 broad from east to west : it may have contained about

35,000 square miles, which would make its size a little exceed that of

Ireland or of the kingdom of Bavaria.

Assyria was divided into a number of districts, called generally
after important towns, as Calacine, or the district of Calah, Arbelitis,
or the district of Arbela, Sittacene, or the district of Sittace, &c.

6 But
the most celebrated district of all was Adiabene, not called from a town,
but probably from the Zab rivers, between which it lay. This tract

was the richest and most fertile portion of Assyria ;
and its pre-eminence

was such that the name, Adiabene, was sometimes taken to signify the

entire country, a use which is perhaps not confined to profane authors.
7

The eastern portion of Assyria seems to be included in the Matiene of

Herodotus, who makes the Royal Road from Sardis to Susa, which
doubtless skirted the plain, pass from Armenia into Susiana, through
the country of the Matienians.*

3
Mesopotamia Proper is very distinctly indicated by Ptolemy (Geograph. v. 18).

He regards it as bounded on the north by the chain of Taurus, on the west by the

Euphrates, on the east by the Tigris, and on the south by the Euphrates and Bab-

ylonia. Strabo's view appears to be similar, but it is far less distinctly expressed

(xvi. p. 1059). It is remarkable that neither Herodotus nor Xenophon use the word.

Xenophon extends Syria across the Euphrates (Anab. i. iv. 19). Polybius and Pliny

give a very wide sense to the term Mesopotamia.
4 Some authorities bound Assyria by the Tigris (Ptolem. Geogr. vi. 1

;
Arrian.

Exp. Alex. iii. 7); but the thoroughly Assyrian ruins at Kalah Stwrghat, Abu Kha-

meera, and Tel Ermah (see Layard, Nineveh, part i. ch. xii.
;
Nineveh and Babylon,

pp. 241-3) prove the Assyrian* occupation to have extended to the west of the river.

Pliny says, "Mesopotamia tota Assyriorum fuit" (vi. 26).
5
Ptolemy enumerates eight such districts, viz., Arrapachitis, Adiabene, the Gar-

amaean country, Apolloniatis, Arbelitis, the country of the Sambatae, Calacine, and
Sittacene' (vi. 1). Strabo gives a larger number (xvi. ad init.).

* See Ammian. Marcell. xxiii. 20.
7 See Plin. N. H. v. 12: "Adiabene, Assyria ante dicta," and compare Nahura

ii. 7 :

*' And Huzzab (^^H ) shall be carried away captive ;

"
where, however, it if

very doubtful if -^H. is a proper name.
8 Herod, v. 52. The Matieni, however, are generally regarded, both by Herod-

otus and other writers, as inhabitants of the hills (Herod, i. 189, 202; Strab. xi.

pp. 748, 760, &c.
; Dionys. Perieg. 1. 1003).
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(ii.)
South of Assyria, and parallel to one another, occupying re-

spectively the eastern and the western portions of the plain, were the two
countries of Susiana and Babylonia. Susiana, the Elam of Scripture.

9

and the Cissia of Herodotus,
10 was bounded on the north by Assyria, on

the east by the Zagros mountains and the river Tab (Oroatis), on the

south by the Persian Gulf, and on the west by the Tigris.
1

It was thus

a long and somewhat narrow strip intervening between the mountains
and the river, reaching probably from about Zangawan or Sirwan in Mah-
Sabadan to the mouth of the Tab or Hindi/an, a distance of nearly 300
miles. In width it varied from 150 to 50 miles, averaging perhaps 90,
which would make its size somewhat less than that of Assyria. Its in-

habitants seem to have been partly Elymaeans (Elauiites), partly Cissians

or Cossseans (Cushites), the Elymaeans occupying both the coast tract

and the hill country towards Persia.
2 The capital, Susa, whence the

province derived its later name, was situated between the two arms of
the Kerlthah (Choaspes), in lat. 32 nearly. Its position was very cen-

tral; from the Tigris it was distant about 60 miles; from the foot of

the great range of Zagros about 50
;

to the south-eastern frontier, the

Tab, was about 150 miles; to Sirwan, at the north-western extremity,
was the same distance.

(iii.) West of Susiana, and south of Assyria and Mesopotamia, lay

Babylonia, which comprised the whole tract between the two great riv-

ers below Hit on the Euphrates and about Samarrah or Telrit on the

Tigris, as well as an important strip of territory on the right bank of

the Euphrates, watered from it by numerous canals and river-courses.
3

Its sea-coast extended from the mouth of the Tigris to the island of Bu-

*
It has been usual to regard Elam (&^?) as Persia, but this is a mistake. Elam

is the Scriptural name of the province whereof Susa is the capital (see Dan. viii. 2,

and comp. Ezra iv. 9, where the Elamites are coupled with the Susanchites), and is

represented by the Elymais of the geographers.
10 Herod, iii. 91

;
v. 49, 52, &c.

1
See Ptolem. Geograph. vi. 3, and compare Strab. xv. p. 1031.

a
Strabo places the Elymaeaus in the Zagros mountains towards Media (xi. pp.

759, 762, &c.
;

xvi. p. 1056). Ptolemy's Elymaeans are upon the coast, and the re-

gion above them is Cissia (Geograph. vi. 3). Probably there were Elymaans in both
situations (compare Plin. H. N. vi. 26 and 27).

8 An artificial channel leaves the Euphrates at Hit (Is), the northern limit of

Babylonia, and runs along the edge of the tertiary formation on the Arabian side,

skirting the alluvial valley of the Euphrates on the west throughout its whole extent,
and falling into the sea at the head of the Bubian creek, about twenty miles west of

the Shat-el-Arab. This stream is called by the Arabs the Kerch Saideh, or canal of

Saideh, and is ascribed by th -m to a wife of Nebuchadnezzar. It is doubtful, how-

ever, whether the work is earlier than the time of Shapur. Another important cut-

ting, the Pallacopas, or Palga Opa, i. e., canal of Opa (comp. Heb. ^53), left the

Euphrates nearly at Sippara (Mosaib), and ran into a great lake in the neighbourhood
of Borsippa (Bir*4-Nimrud), whence the lands south-west of Babylon were irrigated.
In Alexander's time, through neglect of the mouth of this canal, which required
careful watching, as the Euphrates has a tendency to run off to the south, almost all

the water of the Euphrates passed by it, and found its way to the sea through a

series of marshes (Arrian. Exped. Alex. vii. 21). This canal is called by the Arabs
Nahr Abba (query, Nahr Opa?), and is regarded by them as the oldest in the

country. It was probably made or re-opened by Nebuchadnezzar. [H. C. R.]
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bian
;
from which point it was bounded on the south and west by the

Great Desert of Arabia.
4

Its length may be reckoned at six degrees

(more than 400 miles) along the course of the rivers : its average
breadth approached 100 miles. It was thus somewhat larger than

either Susiana or Assyria.
The southern portion of Babylonia, bordering on Arabia and on the

Persian gulf, was known in all times by the special name of Chaldaea.
6

This was the earliest seat of Babylonian power, and here were the prim-
itive capitals of Hur or Ur (the modern Miigheir) ,

Erech (the 'Opxorj of

the Greeks, now Warkd), and Larsa (Ellasar of Genesis, and the Greek

Aapa^wv or Aapwnra, now Senkereh). Upper Babylonia was sometimes

divided into two districts, which were known respectively as Auranitis

and Amordacia.
6 Of these, Auranitis seems to have been the more

northern
;
Amordacia being the country about the great marshes into

which the Euphrates ran.

(iv.) To these three principal countries of the plain must be added

a fourth, which has some right to be regarded as distinct; viz., Mesopo-

tamia, the Aram Naliaraim of the Jews, a country which was not sub-

ject to the early Assyrian kings, and which, though reckoned to Assyria
about the time of Herodotus, was both at an earlier and a later date

considered to be a separate region.
7 The boundaries of this region were

the mountain-chain called Masius, upon the north
;
the Euphrates upon

the west
; Assyria upon the east

; Babylonia, and in part Arabia, upon
the south. The northern part of this region was inhabited in early
times by the almost countless tribes of the Nairi;

6
while the southern

4 See Ptolem. Geograph. v. 20.
8 See the inscriptions passim, and compare Strab. xvi. p. 1050

;
Ptolem. 1. s. c.

6 See Ptolem. v. 20. The second of these words, which the Latin interpreter
renders by Mardoccea, recalls the name of the Babylonian god, Mardoc, or Mcrodach,
to whom Nebuchadnezzar dedicated so many of his temples, and especially the great
temple at Babylon known to the Greeks as the temple of Belus. Auranitis is per-

haps connected with the modern Khamran or Khavran, an important Arab tribe on
the Euphrates.

7 In Scripture, Aram-Nakaraim (Syria of the two rivers) is clearly distinguished
from Assyria or Asshur. (See Gen. xxiv. 10, xxv. 18; 1 Chron. v. 26, xix. 6.) The

position of the one is marked by the city Haran (Gen. xxiv. 10, xxvii. 43), of the

other by its being the country towards which the Tigris ran eastward (Gen. ii. 14,

marginal translation). Aram-Naharaim is nearer to Judaea, and the Jews come in

contact with it long before they come in contact with Assyria. (See Judges iii. 8-10;
1 Chron. v. 26

;
2 Kings xv. 19, &c.) In Herodotus, as has been already observed,

there is no mention of Mesopotamia; and the only question that can be raised is

whether he included the tract so called in Assyria or in Syria. A careful comparison
of all the passages bearing on the subject leads me to the former conclusion. Xen-

ophon, however, in Anab. i. iv. 19, certainly makes Syria extend across the Euphrates
at least if the reading in the place be sound, and should not rather be 5ta rfjs 'A<r-

trvpias, as I strongly incline to suspect. (Compare Anab. vn. viii. 25, where Assyria
is mentioned as one of the countries traversed by the Ten Thousand.) From the

time of Alexander, Mesopotamia came to be regarded by the Greeks as a distinct

country from Assyria. (Cf. Eratosth. ap. Strab. book ii.
;
Arrian. Exped. Alex. Hi.

7
; Dexipp. Fr. 1

;
Strab. xvi. 1046, 1059, &c.

; Ptolem. v. 18, vi. 1, &c.)
M
See especially the great Cylinder of Tiglath-Pileser, col. iv. lines 56-83, where

no fewer than thirty-nine of these tribes are mentioned by name. The near resem-
blance of the name Na-i-ri with the Heb. Naharaim must not be considered as any-

thing more than a mere accident.
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was in the possession of the Lekka and other unimportant nations. At
a later date we find Arabs established on the left bank of the Euphrates,
and hence a portion of Mesopotamia is reckoned to Arabia. 9

It did not

form, like the other three countries, the ordinary seat of a powerful

monarchy ;*
on the contrary, it was always either split up among a number

of petty kings, like most part of the country between the Euphrates
and Egypt ;

3
or else was merely a province of some great empire. Its

chief towns were Nisibis (Nisibin), Carrse (the Hebrew Charan, now

ffarrdn), and Amida (Diarldr).
10. The three countries of the highlands immediately overlooking

the Mesopotamian plain Armenia, Media, and Persia have now to be

briefly considered.

(i.)
Armenia lay directly to the north of the plain. It was the

country whence sprang all the great rivers of this part of Asia, the

Tigris, the Euphrates, the Halys, the Araxes, and the Cyrus; which,

rising within a space 250 miles long by 100 wide, flow down in four

directions to three different seas. It was thus to this part of Asia what

Switzerland is to Western Europe, an elevated fastness containing within

it the highest mountains, and yielding the waters which fertilise the

subjacent regions. Its limits towards the south were tolerably fixed,

consisting of the great range of mountains known to the Greeks as Tau-

rus, which stretches across from Swneisat (Samosata) on the Euphrates
to Jezireh upon the Tigris. Towards the east and west they seem to

have varied considerably at different times. Ptolemy extends the east-

ern boundaries to the Caspian Sea, making a part of Armenia intervene

between Albania and Media Atropatene ;

3
but in this view he is singu-

lar.
4 The usual frontier eastward seems to have been the mountain-line

which joins Zagros to Ararat, and which now forms the boundary between

Turkey and Persia. Westward Herodotus extends Armenia further

than most Greek writers, since he places the sources of the Halys in

that country.
6 An ill-defined and variable line separated Armenia on

* See Xen. Anab. i. v. 1, and compare Strab. i. p. 59, xvi. pp. 1060-1.
1 We hear of no conquering king of Mesopotamia cither in sacred or profane

history, except Chushan-rish-athaim, who oppressed Israel for eight years (Judge*
iii. 8-10). [The name of this monarch appears to be Semitic, and to be formed

according to the genius of the Assyrian and Babylonian nomenclature. It might
be rendered " Chushan has elevated my head." H. C. R. j

*
Compare on this point Essay vii. 40.

*
Geograph. v. 10.

4
Herodotus, by placing four nations only between the Euxine and the Erythraean

Sea or Persian Gulf viz. the Colchians, Sapirians, Medes, and Persians clearly

abuts off Armenia from the Caspian. (See Herod, iv. 37.) Strabo distinctly states

that Armenia is bounded on the east by Media Atropatene and Media, Magna (xi. p.

765). Pliny appears to make the Masxula mountains the eastern boundary, thus

bringing Armenia within sight of the Caspian Sea, but still assigning the coast tract

(now Tcdi*K) to the people whom he calls Caspians (II. N. vi. 9 and 15). Mela, in

his enumeration of the tribes dwelling round the Caspian, has no mention of the

Armenians (iii. 5). Their own geographers, however, extend Armenia to the bor-

ders of the sea for some distance south of the Araxes (Aras). See the Armenian

Geography ascribed to Moseg Chorenensis, p. 357, et seqq., and compare Mos. Chor.

fi. 50, p. 167.
*
Herod, i. 72. In this, however, he agrees with the Armenians themselves (see

VOL. I. 30
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this side from Cappadocia, and according to Herodotus from Cilicia,
9

which he regarded as including a considerable tract reckoned generally
to Cappadocia. On the north the limits of Armenia are extremely
uncertain. Perhaps the mountain-range second from the coast, now
known as the Koseh Tagh, Tekeli Tagh, &c., may be regarded as the natural

frontier as far as the sources of the Kur, which then became the boun-

dary, separating Armenia from the Colchians, Sapeiri, &c., who dwelt

itill further to the north, between the Kur and the Caucasus.
7

Armenia is distinguished by the geographers into the Greater and
the Lesser, the Euphrates forming the division between the two prov-
inces.

8 Armenia Minor, which lay to the west of the river, and was
sometimes included in Cappadocia,

9 extended from the northern flanks

of Taurus, near Malatiyeh, to the sources of the Upper Euphrates or

Kara-Su. Armenia Major was the whole country east of the Euphrates.
This tract was divided into a number of petty provinces,

1
of which the

most important was Sophene, the region about Diarbekr. Armenia was
about 550 miles from east to west, and from north to south averaged
200 miles.

(ii.)
East and south-east of Armenia, extending from the Kur (Cy-

rus) on the north to the vicinity of Isfahan on the south, was Media,
divided (like Armenia) into two provinces, Media Magna and Media

Atropatene.
2 Media Atropatene lay towards the north, being interposed

between Armenia and the Caspian, and including within it the rich and
fertile basin of lake Urumiyeh* as well as the valleys of the Aras (Ara-

xes) and the Sefid Rud, and the low countries of Talish and Ghilan on

the shores of the sea, thus nearly corresponding with the modern prov-
ince of Azer-lijan. Hence Media Magna extended eastward to the Cas-

pian Gates near Mount Demavend, following the line of Jtfburz, and

the Geography, p. 355).
He is also followed by Dionysius (1. 786). Most writers,

however, like Strabo (xii. 791), regard the Halys as rising in Cappadocia. Some
even make the Euphrates the western boundary of Armenia. (Agathcmer, ii. 6.)

8 Herod, v. 49 and 52.
7

Compare Herod, iv. 37
;

Strab. xi. pp. 726-30
;

Plin. H. N. vi. 6 and 10 ;

Ptolem. v. 10-11.
8 See Strab. xi. p. 758, &c.

;
Plin. vi. 8; Ptolem. v. 7 and 13

;
Armen. Geograph.

67-9.
9
Pliny goes farther, and says of the Cappadocians :

"
Longissime haec Pontica-

rum omnium [gentium] introrsus recedens, minorem Armenian! majoremque Isevo

suo latere transit
"

(1. s. c.) Ptolemy, while distinguishing the Greater Armenia al-

together from Cappadocia (v. 13), appears to include the Lesser within it(v. 6 and 7).
1

Strab. xi. pp. 766-7. Ptolem. v. 13. Armen. Geogr. 65-80.
a This division was of course not made under these names till the time of Alex-

ander, when the Persian satrap, Atropates, the commander of the Median contingent
at the battle of Arbela (Arrian. Exp. Alex. iii. 8), contrived to make himself inde-

pendent in Upper Media (Strab. xi. p. 760; Diod. Sic. xviii. 3), which was thence
called Media Atropatene, or the Media of Atropates. But there are grounds for be-

lieving that the two provinces each with its own Ecbatana had been from the

earliest Median occupation more or less distinct. (See Col. Rawlinson's Memoir on
the site of the Atropatenian Ecbatana in the tenth volume of the Geographical
Journal.)

3 For the fertility of the country east and south of this lake (which is undoubt-

edly the Lake Spauta of Strabo, xi. p. 760), see Geograph. Journ. vol. x. pp. 5-15,
and 28-31.
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being separated from the Caspian by a portion of Hvrcania, now Mown-
deran. On the west, the Assyrian plain formed the boundary, Media
here lying along Zagros, and reaching southwards to about the 32nd

parallel, where Persia adjoined upon it. Eastward Media was bounded

by the Great Salt Desert, which extends across Iran from lat. 35 to lat.

30. The entire country was thus eight degrees (550 miles) long, and
from 250 to 300 miles broad.

(iii.)
Below Media was Persia, nearly coinciding with the modern

province of Pars. On the west it was bounded by Susiana, on the south

by the Persian Gulf, on the east by Carmania (Kerman), and upon the

north, as has been remarked, by Media. It contained, besides a por-
tion of Zagros, the fertile districts

* about Shiraz and lake Baktigan,
and a considerable extent of sandy and unproductive plain, lying partly
between the mountains and the sea, partly north and east of the great
chain, which in this part breaks up and ramifies. The northern portion
of the country, in Zagros, and next to Media, was known to the later

Greeks as Paretacn6. 6 This tract, however, which seems to be the

mountain country north-west of Isfahan, formed a debateable ground
between the two kingdoms of Media and Persia, and was sometimes

reckoned to the one, sometimes to the other." The remaining Persian

provinces are unimportant. We may perhaps recognise in the Mard-

y6n of Ptolemy,
7 which lay upon the sea-coast, the country of the Mardi,

mentioned by Herodotus among the Persian tribes,
8 and in his Taocene,

the country of the Taochi or modern Dakki, who dwell north-east of

Bushire on the Khitt river. Pasargadae, the earlier, and Persepolis the

later capital were the two principal towns.
1 Their position is clearly

marked by the tomb of Cyrus at Murg~Avb? and the ruined palace of

Darius near htdkher? Both were fairly central, being situated in the

mountain-region half way between the low coast tract and the elevated

desert country towards Yezd, and being about equidistant from the east-

ern and western boundaries of the province.
Persia was the smallest, as Media was the largest, of the three great

mountain countries
;
from north to south it did not exceed 300, nor

4 See Kinneir's Persian Empire, pp. 59-64.
6 Ptolem. vi. 4.

Herodotus calls the Paretaceni a Median tribe (i. 101), and Stephen makes Para-

Uca a Median city (ad voc.). Ptolemy distinctly assigns Paraetaccn6 to Persia (1. s. c.).

Eratosthenes (ap. Strab. ii. p. 116), Strabo (xi. pp. 75TJ, 762, &c.), Pliny (H. N. vi.

26), and Arrian (Exped. Alex. iii. 19), seem to regard the country of the Paraetaceni,

or Paraetacae, as separate both from Persia and Media.
'
Geograph. vi. 4.

8 Herod, i. 125.
1 Some writers, as Sir W. Ouseley (Travels, vol, ii. pp. 316, et seqq.) and Niebuhr

(see Lectures on Ancient History, vol. i., Lectures 12 and 18, pp. 115 and 162, E.

T.), have regarded Persepolis and Pasargadae as two names of the same place. The

names themselves are probably equivalents, but the two cities were certainly distinct.

Tlu-y are carefully distinguished by Strabo (xv. p. 1035), Pliny (H. N. vi. 26), Arrian

(Exped. Alex. vii. 1, ad init.), Ptolemy (Geograph. vi. 4), and others. In point ot

fact they were more than 40 miles apart, Murg-Aub, the site of Pasargadae, being 42

miles almost due north of the Chehl-Minar, or Palace of the Forty Pillars, undoubt-

edly the ruins of the later capital. (See Kinneir's Routes in the Appendix to his

'Persian Empire,' p. 461.)
a See note

9 on Book i. ch. 214.
' See Chardin'B Voyage en Perse, vol. ii. pp. 141, et seqq. ;

Ker Porter's Travels,

vol. i. pp. 676-683 ;
and Kinneir's Persian Empire, pp. 76-7.
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from east to west 230 miles. Hence the epithet of a " scant "
land,

which Herodotus applies to it in the last chapter of his history.
4

Its

general character also justifies his expressions
" churlish " and "

rug-

ged;"
5
for though the mountains contain a certain number of "fertile

plains
" and a few "

delightful valleys,"
6

yet for the most part the

hill-sides are bare, the valleys mere ravines, and the level tracts arid

and sandy.
7

(iv.) Although it was usual to regard the three countries of Armenia,

Media, and Persia as dividing among them the entire mountain-tract

north and east of the Mesopotamian valley, yet it seems as if there had

been at all times a number of tribes, not really either Armenian, Me-

dian, or Persian, who maintained themselves in a state of partial or com-

plete independence, like the Kurds and Lurs (or Luks) of the present

day, in the more inaccessible portions of the highlands. Such were the

Namri or Nimri of the Inscriptions, who held Zagros almost from one

end to the other during the period of the Assyrian Empire, and were in

perpetual rebellion against the Assyrian kings. Such again are proba-

bly the Dardanians,
8

Matienians," Paricanians,
1

Orthocorybantians,*

Utians, and Mycians
3

of Herodotus, the Carduchi of Xenophon,
4

the

Gordiseans and Uxians of Strabo
6 and Arrian," the Cordueni, Mizaei,

Saitse, Hyi, &c. of Pliny.' Of these various tribes the one of the

greatest name and note which may be traced uninterruptedly from the

time of Xenophon to the present day, and which has apparently absorb-

ed almost all the others is that which ancient writers designate under
the slightly varied appellations of Carduchi, Gordiaei, Cordueni," and

perhaps Cardaces
9 and Cyrtii (Kvprtoi),

1 and which still holds the greater

portion of the region between Armenia and Luristan under the well-

known name of Kurds. The country assigned to this race in ancient

times is usually the rugged tract east of the Tigris, extending from the

4 TV 7P eVnrJMfda o\l-yT)v (Herod, ix. 122).
5

rji/ . . . rpijxeV (ibid.). Compare Xen. Cyrop. vn. v. 67. ntpuoi r&t
liriicov<i)Ta.Ta vTas 8ia T^V rfjy x&pas rpax vrijra.

7 See note to Book ix. ch. 122.
9

Ibid. ch. 202 ; and compare v. 49 and 52.
3

Ibid. iii. 92. 8
Ibid. vii. 68.

6
Strab. xi. 762 ; xvi. pp. 1038, 1060, &c.

7 H. N. vi. 15 and 27.
8 Strabo (xvi. p. 1060) identifies the Carduchi and Gorditei with sufficient clear-

ness, even according to the present reading. I have no doubt, however, that he

wrote, Ilpbs Se Ttf Tiypu ra ruv TopSvaiaov xwP l/a
> &s ol iraAat KapSovxovs t\tyov

Uap&vaiuv is a mistake of a blundering copyist, who saw Tlapdvaitav in the line above.

Pliny (H. N. vi. 15) identifies the Carduchi and Cordueni. Strabo's Gordyene (Top-
Su^i/Tj, 1. s. c.) links together Gordiaji and Cordueni. The ethnic title, whichever
form we give it, is probably to be connected with the Assyrian term karadi, which
is the only word used throughout the inscriptions for the u warlike youth

"
of a

nation. Strabo observes (xv. p. 1041) that Carda meant -rb avSpufes xal iroAe^K^-
This identification rests chiefly on the similarity of sound. It receives some sup-

port from the occurrence of Cardaces in the mixed army of Antiochus(Polyb. v. 79),
where we seem to have a right to look for Kurds.

1 The Kvpnoi are mentioned by Strabo only, I believe. He speaks of them as
scattered about Zagros and Niphates, and particularly as dwelling both in Northern
Media (xi. p. 761) and in Persia Proper (ibid., and compare xv. p. 1031).

6
Kinneir, p. 55.

8 Herod, i. 189.
1
Ibid. iii. 92, and vii. 68.

4 Anab. iv. i. 8, &c.
6
Exped. Alex. iii. 7 and 17.
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neighbourhood of Serf and Bitfa (in long. 42) to the vicinity of Rowan-
das, (in long. 44 50').* Sometimes, however, we find, instead of this

country, that Gordyfcne or Gordisea is regarded as the mountain-chain
north of Mesopotamia, which Strabo calls Mount Masius,

3 and which
lies directly south of the Tigris where it runs east between Diarbekr
and Til/eh.

4 Kurds doubtless extended through this whole region, and

(if we regard Cardaces and Cyrtii as equivalent terms to Carduchi)
were even found in Persia Proper,

6
where the modern Lurs are perhaps

their descendants and representatives." The other tribes which have
been named even less admit of being located with accuracy, if we except
the Uxians, whose position in the Sakhtiyari mountains, from long. 49
to 51, is pretty plainly indicated by Strabo

7 and Arrian.
8

11. West of the Mesopotamian plain, between the Euphrates and
the Mediterranean, lay three countries, inhabited for the most part by
cognate races, but of widely different characters and dimensions; viz.,

Arabia, Syria, and Phoenicia. A brief notice of these well-known tracts

will be sufficient for our present purpose.

(i.)
The vast country of Arabia, which has a superficies of above a

million square miles," and is thus more than equal to one-fourth of Eu-

rope, is a peninsula bounded on three sides by seas, but possessing on

the fourth no marked natural limit. Some writers consider that a line

drawn from the north-eastern corner of the Persian Gulf above Bnbian
to the innermost recess of the Red Sea at Suez, which would pass al-

most exactly along the 30th parallel, is the proper northern boundary.
1

Others, alive to the fact that Arabs have always been the inhabitants of

the desert tract projecting towards the north from this base, in the shape
of a right-angled triangle as far as the vicinity of Aleppo, extend Arabia
northwards to the 37th parallel, and make the Euphrates and the nar-

row isthmus between the Euphrates and the gulf of Iskenderun inclose

the Arabian territory on its fourth side.
3 In ancient times, however, a

portion of this triangular space was always reckoned to Syria, which in-

cluded Tadmor or Palmyra in the desert country,
3 and came at least as

* This is clearly the country of Xenophon's Carduchi (Anab. iv. i. 8, et seqq.),
as it is of Arrian's Gordysei (Exped. Alex. iii. 7), and of Pliny's Cordueni, who border

on Adiabene (H. N. vi. 15). It is also the Gordyene of Ptolemy (v. 13). Whether
Strabo intends to place any Gordiaeans on the left bank of the Tigris is perhaps
doubtful. He may mean to do so in book xvi. p. 1059-1060.

'
Strab. XL p. 759, and p. 766.

4 This is certainly Strabo's ordinary view. See xi. pp. 759 and 769
;

xvi. p. 1046,
Ac. ' See Strab. xi. p. 761, xv. p. 1031, and p. 1041.

The language spoken by the Lurs is in its grammar a dialect of the Kurdish.

(See Geograph. Journ. vol. ix. part i. pp. 105 and 109.) In its names of objects,

however, it is identical with the Scythic of ancient Babylonia.
1 Strabo places the sources of both the Choaspes and the Pasitigris in the country

of the Uxians (xi. pp. 1032 and 1034). He also makes the Uxians border on the

Elyina-ans (p. 1038.)
" See the Exped. Alex. iii. 17, and compare the Geograph. Journ. vol. xiii. pp.

108-112. Chesney, vol. ii. p. 448.
1 As the elder Niebuhr. See his

"
Description de 1'Arable," p. 1. Compare Mr.

P. Smith's article in Dr. Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, vol. i.

p. 175.
a
Chesney, I. s. c.

' See Plin. H. N. v. 24-5; Ptolem. v. 15
; Steph. Byz. ad voc. ittA/ui/pa, &c
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low as Thapsacus (El-Hammdm) on the Euphrates.
4 Ancient Arabia

therefore may best be regarded as an irregular rectangle,
6
with the angles

facing the cardinal points, bounded on the south-west by the Red Sea,

on the south-east by the Indian Ocean, on the north-east by that ocean,

by the Persian Gulf, and by the valley of the Euphrates as far as Thap-
sacus,

6 and on the north-west by -a line drawn from the inmost recess of

the Gulf of Suez past the southern shores of the Dead Sea,
7 and thence

by Bozrah (Bostrd) and Palmyra to the Euphrates in the vicinity of

JEl-Hammdm. Its length from north-west to south-east is about 1500

miles; its greatest breadth, which is along the shores of the Indian

Ocean from Cape Babelmandel to the Ras-el-Hadd, exceeds 1200
miles.

The formal division of Arabia into three regions the Happy, the

Stony, and the Desert which has descended to us from the later Greeks

and Romans, is first found in Ptolemy.
8

Eratosthenes appears to have

distinguished but two regions, the northern or Desert, and the southern

or Happy.
9 This two-fold division is followed by Strabo,

1

Pliny,
3 and

Mela
;

3
while Ptolemy's view is adopted by Agathemer,

4 and the Arme-
nian Geography.

6 "
Happy Arabia " was at first the south-western corner

of the peninsula from about Mecca to Aden
;
but the term was gradu-

ally extended till it came to include the entire peninsula below a line

drawn from Bubian to Akabdh. "
Stony Arabia," or Arabia Petrsea,

lay above this to the west
;

it contained the Sinaitic peninsula, and the

region bordering upon Judaea and Syria, as far as Bozrah. Arabia
Deserta lay above Arabia Felix to the east

;
it was the tract which bor-

dered the Mesopotamian valley from Thapsacus downwards, and which
extended westward to Palmyrene and Arabia Petrsea.

6 The terms Pet-

rsea and Deserta are not ill applied ;
but Arabia Felix, unless in the nar-

row sense in which it was first used, is a complete misnomer.

(ii.)
The Syria of the geographers

7
is the tract lying west of the

4 Xen. Anab. i. 4; Theopomp. Fr. 53
;
Plin. H. N v. 24

;
Ptolem. v. 15.

6 The most violent irregularity is the remarkable projection at the mouth of the
Persian Gulf, separating between it and the Indian Ocean, whereby the contour of
Arabia is rendered not unlike that of a sitting cat, the projection in question form-

ing the animal's head. Putting this aside, it must also be noted that the breadth
of Arabia gradually contracts towards the north, the distance from the Red Sea to
the Persian Gulf below Bahrein being 800 miles, while the distance from Suez to

Thapsacus is less than 600 miles.
6
Xenophon, as has been already remarked (supra, p. 464), extends Arabia across

the Euphrates (Anab. i. v. 1), and Strabo notices the fact that Arabians occupied
a portion of Mesopotamia (xvi. pp. 1060-1). They sometimes even extended them-
selves into Susiana. (See Col. Rawlinson's Commentary on the Assyrian Inscrip-
tions, p. 61, note 2

.)
7

According to Herodotus (Hi. 5), Arabia in this part touched the Mediterranean
for a short distance, but in this he differs from most other writers. Pliny seems to

agree with him (v. 11).
8
Geograph. v. 17 and 19

;
vi. 7. 9

Ap. Strab. xvi. pp. 1089 and 1091.
1
Strab. xvi. pp. 1088-9. 2 H. N. v. 11, 24, ad fin.

;
vi. 28.

8 De Sit. Orb. i. 10. Geograph. ii. 6.
6
Compare 83, 85, and 86.

" These are the views of Ptolemy, who alone draws the limits with any attempt
at exactness.

7 Herodotus included Cappadocia in Syria, thus extending it to the Euxine (i.
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Euphrates from the place where it breaks through Mount Taurus to

Thapsacus, and extending thence in a direction a little west of south to

the borders of Egypt. It is bounded on the north and north-west by
part of Taurus and by Amanus (Alma Tagh and Jawur Tagli), on the

west by the Mediterranean and Pho3nicia,
8
on the south by Arabia

Petraea, and on the east by Arabia Deserta and the Euphrates. Its

shape is not unlike that of the human foot, the toe touching Egypt and
the heel the Euphrates near Thapsacus. Its length along the coast from
Issus to the River of Egypt ( Wady-el-Ari&K) is somewhat more than

400 miles; the breadth varies from 100 miles between Issus and the

Euphrates to more than 500, between Egypt and Thapsacus. The en-

tire area is nearly equal to that of England, or between 50,000 and

60,000 square miles.
9

Syria was divided into a number of provinces the limits of which
were mostly very marked and distinct. To the north lay Commagne,
a name found under the form of Qummukh in the Assyrian inscriptions,

11

which was the narrow but fertile tract immediately south of Taurus,
bounded on the east by the Euphrates, on the west by Amanus, and on
the south by the region called Cyrestica or Cyrrhistica.

1 This latter

region consisted of the knot of mountains lying directly between the

Gulf of Issus and the Euphrates ;
it was sometimes reckoned to Seleu-

cis,
a which may be regarded as the whole country between Cominagene

and Coele-Syria, extending from about Ain-Tab, in lat. 37 nearly to

the sources of the Orontes in lat. 34. In Seleucis were included, be-

sides Cyrrhistica, Ghalybonitis, or the region of Chalybon
'

(the modern

-Aleppo), Chalcis or Chalcidice, a small tract about the lake into which
the river of Aleppo empties itself; Casiotis, the sea-board from the

Orontes southward to the borders of Phoenicia
; Pieria, the little corner

between the Orontes and Mount Amanus, together with the upper val-

ley of the Orontes, which was the ancient kingdom of Hamath,
4 and the

6, 72, &c.). Xenophon, if the reading in Anab. i. iv. 19 be correct, regarded it

as stretching across the Euphrates. Strabo (xvi. p. 1063), Pliny (H. N. v. 12),

and Ptolemy (Geograph. v. 15), agree substantially with the statements iu the

text.
* Strabo (1.

8. c.) includes Phoenicia in Syria. Pliny (1.
s. c.) inclines to do the

same, but notes that some (qui subtiliu* dividunt) made them distinct countries.

Herodotus (iii. 5), Scylax (Peripl. p. 98), Mela (i. 11-12), and Ptolemy, regard them
as separate.

*
Col. Chesney gives the area as 53,762^ square geographical miles, or more

than 60,000 square statute miles, but his estimate includes the island of Cyprus and

Phoenicia. (See Euphrat. Exped. vol. i. p. 384.)
10 The Qummukh of the inscriptions does not, however, answer in position to

Commagen6. It consists rather of the southern skirts of Taurus, from the Euphrates
at Sumeisat to the Tigris at Diarbekr. [H. C. R.]

1
Strab. xvi. p. 1063; Ptol. v. 15; Plin. H. N. v. 23, &c.

* As by Strabo, who divides Syria into five provinces only ;
viz. Commagene,

Seleucis, Ccele-Syria, Judaea, and Phoenicia (1. s. c.). Pliny includes Cyrrhistica in

Coele-Syria. Ptolemy makes it separate from both.
1
Chalybon is probably the Helbon of Scripture, so famous for its excellent wine.

(Compare Ezek. xxvii. 18, with Strab. xv. p. 1043, and Athen. i. 22.)
4 Hamath (the modern Hamah) was the capital of a considerable kingdom in

northern Syria from the time of David to that of Sennacherib (2 Sam. viii. 9 : 2
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Apamen6 of the post-Alexandrine writers. Below Seleucis was the

country called Coele-Syria, which was properly the valley of the Litdny,
or the hollow (/coiAia), between Libanus and Anti-Libanus,

6
but which

was made to include also the valley of the Chrysorrhoas (Barada) east

of Anti-Libanus, and the country about Damascus,
6
one of the richest

regions of Asia.
7 South of Co3le-Syria lay Palestine, extending from

the sources of Jordan and Mount Hermon on the north to the river

of Egypt ( Wady-el-Arish) on the south, and containing the well-known

provinces of Galilee, Samaria, Judaea, and Iduinsea, west of the Jordan

valley, Itursea and Persea, east of the same.
8 On the side of the desert,

separated from the fertile coast tract by a broader or narrower belt of

arid territory, were the two oases of Tadmor and Bozrah, the one the

capital of the district known as Palmyrene, which was the entire coun-

try between Syria Proper and the Euphrates, the other the chief city
of the region called Trachonitis, the el-Ledja and Jelel-Hauran of the

present day.

(iii.) Along a portion of the sea-board of Syria, stretching from
about lat. 35 20' to 32 40', lay Pho3nicia,

9 a narrow strip of territory
between the mountains and the sea, 190 miles in length from north to

south, and never so much as 20 miles, sometimes little more than a

single mile
'

in breadth from east to west, containing about 2000, or at

most 2500 square miles, a less space (that is)
than several of the Eng-

lish counties so slight and accidental is the connexion between terri-

torial extent and political consequence. Well watered by the numerous

perennial streams which descend from the ranges of Lebanon and Bar-

gylus (Jelel-Nosairi), sheltered from invasion on the one hand by the

great separator, the sea,
a
on the other by the high mountain-line inter-

Kings xix. 13, &c.). It is frequently mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions of this

period. (See Col. Rawlinson's Commentary, pp. 35, 39, 40," &c.)
6

Cf. Strab. xvi. p. 1075. Koi\ri<Tvpia K^en-ai (8105 T? T Ai/Sd^ Kal 'AvT<A</3a./<p

o^wpjo-jUf'i/Tj. Strab. xvi. pp. 1074-5. Ptolem. v. 15.
7
See Chesney's Euphrat. Exped. vol. i. p. 527.

8 For a full account of these countries the reader is referred to the excellent
work of Professor Stanley (" Sinai and Palestine in connexion with their History,"
London, Murray, 1856), which is a model of descriptive geography.

The limits of Phoenicia are not very clearly marked either to the north or to
the south. Scylax (Peripl. p. 98) makes Phoenicia the entire seaboard of Syria.
Strabo regards it as commencing at Gabala (Jebili), a little south of Laodicea (Ladi-
kiyeh), and extending to Pelusium (xvi. p. 1070, and p. 1075). Pliny (H. N. v. 19
and 20) makes it begin with Aradus (Ruad), and end a little below Mount Carmel.

Ptolemy (v. 15) agrees as to the southern limit, but makes the northern the river
Eleutherus (Nahr-el-Kebir, lat. 34 42'), which Strabo says was often considered
as the boundary (p. 1071). Mr. Stanley, regarding Ace "or Ekron (now Akka or

Acre) as properly a Philistian town, makes Phoenicia terminate at the Ras-el-Abiaa
or the Ras-en-Nakhora (Sinai and Palestine, p. 262). I have deferred to the author-
ities of Pliny and Ptolemy.

1

Scylax, Peripl. p. 99. waXri te oi,fc M vraSiovs I T*> w\dros.
It is perhaps not a mere fancy to connect the Greek *4\ayot with the Hebrew

Aj}9 peleg,
"
separation." (See Scott and Liddell's Lexicon, ad voc. wcAayos.) At

any rate, whether the etymology holds or no, the fact remains that the sea in early
times was not, as now, the uniter, but the divider of nations. Mr. Stanley rightly
observes (Palestine, p. 113), "When Israel first settled in Palestine, the Mediter-
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posed between its smiling palm-groves and the natural march of East-

ern conquest,* with numerous harbours, a fairly productive soil, and in-

exhaustible forests of timber on the flanks of Lebanon, Phosnicia was a

region in which we cannot be surprised that flourishing commercial com-
munities grew up at an early date, whose influence upon the world's his-

tory was little proportioned to the restricted limits of their territorial

sovereignty. Asiatic civilisation, rising in lower Babylonia, naturally
and we may almost say necessarily, reached first at this point the West-
ern Sea. Here was Marathus, the extreme West of the first comers,

4

who however in course of time discovered a West (Ereb or Europe) be-

yond themselves, to which they were Cadmdnim or Cadmeians, that is,

Easterns.
6 Here western commerce and navigation began, and hence

the ships and colonies went forth, which planted civilisation and refine-

ment on the shores of Africa and Spain, and brought into connexion

with the kingdoms of the East the negroes of Guinea and the painted

savages of the British Islands.

Phoenicia contained no provinces, but, like the Greek countries of

Achaea, Ionia, &c., was parcelled out into the territories of a number of

independent towns. These were commencing on the south Ace" or

Acre (the Aku of the Assyrian inscriptions), Ecdippa (Hebrew and As-

syrian Akzib), Tyre, Sarepta, Sidon, Berytus (now fleyroot), Byblus (the
Hebrew Gebal, and Assyrian Gubal, now Jeoeil), Tripolis, and Aradus

(Assyrian and Hebrew Arvad, now Rmd). Of these Tyre and Aradus

originally occupied islands : the others lay close upon the shore. Sidon,

Tyre, Byblus, and Aradus, which succeeded to the still earlier Mara-

thus,
6
were perhaps the most ancient. Tripolis, which cannot be the

native name,
7 was a colony from the three cities of Tyre, Sidon, and

Aradus.
8 The territory of Aradus seems to have extended from the

ranean was not yet the thoroughfare it was rather the boundary and the terror of

the eastern nations."
1 The tide of invasion would almost always, as a matter of course, flow along

the connected valleys of the Orontes and Litany. On the right of these valleys the

chains of Nosairi and Libnan (Lebanon) rise abruptly to a height varying from
1000 to 7000 feet. (See Chesney's Euphrat. Exped. vol. i. pp. 387-8.)

4 See Col. Rawlinson's note on Essay vi. 6.
' Vide infra, Book ii. ch. 44, note \
6 Marathus *6\tt ipxat/a *oit>lKe>i>, according to Strabo may be regarded as

earlier than Aradus, 1. from the Hamitic character of the word; 2. from the early

disappearance of the place (cf. Scylax, Peripl. p. 99) ;
3. from its absorption into

Aradus (Strab. xvi. p. 1071), the site of which is so near as to present the appear-
ance of an foiTcixurpfo by an unfriendly power. [Martu (or Marathus) in the As-

syrian inscriptions is not found as the name of a city, but of the whole country.
It is a Scythic word, signifying literally "behind;

" and thence "the west," just as

in the Semitic languages kedem signified literally
"
before," and thence " the east."

~[H. C. R.]
T
Perhaps the native name was Mahalliba ; at least this town appears among the

Phoenician cities both in the annals of Sardanapalus and in those of Sennacherib,
which shows it to have been a place of importance. Yet no trace of such a name
b found in classic writers. [H. C. R.]

"
Scylax, PeripL p. 99 ;

Strab. xvi. 1072 ; Steph. Byz. ad voc. TptVoAis. Scylax

Bays that Tripolis was really three cities in one, the Tyrian, Sidonian, and

Aradian colonists having distinct regions of the town, each enclosed within its

own walls.
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northern frontier of Phoenicia near Gabala (Jebili) to the river Eleuthe-

rus;
9
that of the other towns cannot be fixed with exactness.

12. With this brief notice of the countries west of Assyria and

Babylonia the present Essay may well terminate. The physical and

political geography of the part of Asia which stretches still further to

the west, and is known generally as Asia Minor, or the peninsula of An-

atolia, has been already discussed in a former Essay. The distribution

of the several tribes mentioned by Herodotus as inhabiting Asia towards
the north and east will be made a separate subject of consideration here-

after.

Strab. xvi. pp. 1070-1.
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ESSAY X.

ON THE RELIGION OF THE BABYLONIANS AND ASSYRIANS. [H. C. R.]

1. General character of the Mythology. 2. Babylonian and Assyrian Pantheons not
identical. 3. Thirteen chief deities, (i.) Aeshur, the supreme god of Assyria the
Asshur of Genesis his emblem the winged circle, (ii.) Anu, first god of the First
Triad his resemblance to Dis or Hades his temples gods connected with him.
(iiU Bd-Nimrod (?), second god of the Triad his wife, Mylitta or Beltis his right
to the name of Nimrod his titles, temples, Ac. (iv.) Hea, third god of the Triad
his correspondence with Neptune his titles extent of his worship, (v.) Bilta
(Beltis), the great goddess confusion between her and jfeAtor her trtles, temples.
Ac. (vi.) Gods of the Second Triad ha (or Phul) uncertainty about his name-
Lord of the sky or air an old god in Babylonia his numerical symbol, (vii.)
Shamas or San, the Sun-god his titles antiquity of his worship in Babylonia as-
sociated with <?t*7, the Sun-goddess their emblems on the monuments, (viii.)
Sin, the Moon-god his titles his temple at Ur bis high rank, at the head of the
Second Triad, (ix.) Ninip or Nin, his various titles ana emblems his stellar char-
acter doubtful the Man-Bull his emblem his name of Bar or Bar-shem Nin, the

Assyrian Hercules his temples his relationship to Bel-Nimrod Beltis both his
mother and his wife his names Barzil and Sanda. (x.) Bel-Merodach\\\& worship
originally Babylonian his temple in Babylon called that of Jupiter Belus his wife,
Zirbanit or Succoth-Benoth. (xi.) Nerqat,

his titles his connexion with Nir^-his
special worship atCutha his symbol, the Man-Lion his temples, Ac. (xii.) Ishtar
or Astarte called Nana at Babylon her worship, (xiii.) Nebo his temples the

god of learning his name, Tir, Ac. 4. Other gods besides the thirteen Allata,
Jbl-Zirpu, Ac. 5. Vast number of local deities .

1. THE ancient religion of Babylonia and Assyria whatever may have
been its esoteric character bore the appearance outwardly of a very

gross polytheism. We may infer from the statements of Berosus, that

it did involve in its origin ideas sufficiently recondite with respect to the

cosmogony and the generative functions of nature,
1 and we further know,

that many of the most celebrated
sages

of Greece, such as Thales, Py-
thagoras, and Democritus, borrowed largely from Babylonian sources in

the formation of their respective systems of philosophy ;
but we have not

yet acquired that mastery over the primitive language of Babylon as

distinguished from the later Semitic dialect of Assyria which might
enable us to verify the high pretensions of the Chaldaeans in regard to

natural religion, from modern materials.
9

1 See the account of the Babylonian cosmogony, given by Polyhistor from Ber-

08U8, and quoted by Eusebius
; Syncellus, p. 23

;
and Aucher's Eusebius, vol. i.

p. 22, sqq.
* The reference is to the mythological clay tablets found in the royal library

at Nineveh, and now deposited in the British Museum, which are in great numbers,
and which no doubt contain all that we could desire to know with regard to the

machinery of the Babylonian religion, and probably also treat to some extent of

its mysteries. These tablets, however, are composed in Babylonian, which was the

sacred and litorarr language, and in very few instances are furnished even with a

gloss or explanation in Assyrian, so that, with the exception of helping to identify
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Of all the branches indeed of cuneiform inquiry, an explanation of

the Babylonian mythology is undoubtedly the most difficult, not only
from the extraordinary extent and complicated character of the subject

numerous independent objects of science being more or less closely con

nected with the Pantheon
3

but especially from the redundant nomen-

clature, each divinity having many distinct names by which he is indif-

ferently designated, and being further indicated by an infinity of titles,

which may also be substituted at will for the proper name, according to

the locality or attribute under which the god is worshipped. Of such

titles there are at least forty or fifty appertaining to each deity ;
and in

conning over therefore those mythological tablets in the British Museum,
which contain lists of the gods or idols to be found in the different tem-

ples of the chief cities of Assyria and Babylonia, the student is bewil-

dered by an endless variety of names, which, if they really indicated

different deities, would render hopeless any attempt to dissect and tabu-

late the Pantheon. In the present paper it is not proposed to consider

the subject in its entirety. A mere sketch of the Pantheon will be giv-

en, the principal gods being alone noticed, and the remarks concerning
them being restricted to an attempted identification of their chief names
and titles

;
a description, as far as our knowledge extends, of their func-

tions and attributes
;
some account of the temples in which they were

worshipped ;
and suggestions as to their relationship with the gods of

classical mythology.
On examining the mythology of the Babylonians, the first point which

attracts attention is the apparent similarity of the system, with that

which afterwards prevailed in Greece and Rome. The same general

grouping is to be recognised; the same genealogical succession is not

unfrequently to be traced
;
and in some cases even the familiar names

and titles of classical deities can be explained from Babylonian sources.

It seems indeed to be highly probable that among the primitive tribes

who dwelt on the Tigris and Euphrates when the cuneiform alphabet
was invented, by reducing pictures to phonetic signs, and when such

writing was first applied to the purposes of religion, a Scythic, or Scytho-
Arian race must have existed, who subsequently migrated to Europe,
and brought with them those mythical traditions, which, as objects of

popular belief, had been mixed up in the nascent literature of their na-

tive country ;
so that we are at present able in some cases to explain

obscurities both of Greek and Roman mythological nomenclature, not

simply from the languages of Assyria and Babylonia, but even from the

peculiar, and often fantastic, devices of the cuneiform system of writ-

ing.
4

names and relationship, they can hardly be turned to any account. The Assyrian
sources of information, again, which consist of invocations to the whole Pantheon,
or to particular gods, prefixed to historical records, or inscribed upon the mystic
figures of the gods themselves, are for the most part restricted to a long catalogue
of obscure epithets, and thus furnish no aid with regard to the reading of the
names.

3

Among such objects may be enumerated the system of notation, divisions of

time, the planets and stars, animals, metals, colours, &c. &c.
4

It is hardly safe, perhaps, from our present cuneiform materials, to draw any
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2. The Pantheons of Babylon and Nineveh ought in strictness to be

considered separately, for in many respects they are dissimilar, deities

which are prominent in one mythology being unknown in the other, and
each system moreover having originally possessed an independent no-

menclature. In the present state of our knowledge, however, critical

distinctions cannot be attempted. We must be content then with a

brief enumeration of the deities, and an indication of the relative posi-
tions which they occupy in their respective systems.

It is quite clear that the mythology originated in Babylonia, and at

a time when several distinct languages were spoken by the people using
the cuneiform character; for the Museum tablets very often exhibit the

names of the gods in three parallel columns, all written in the primitive

Scythic of Babylonia and without any attempt to give the Semitic equiv-
alents of Assyria expressed phonetically. It is, indeed, of extreme rarity
to find any phonetic explanation of the names of the gods. The Assyr-

ians, although using
the old Babylonian terms, which we have been

hitherto accustomed improperly to speak of as ideographs, or monograms,
5

applied to such terms their own vernacular Semitic equivalents ;
but it

is only inferentially, for the most part, that we can determine how these

equivalents were pronounced.
In most, but not all, of the invocations which preface the historical

inscriptions of the Assyrian kings, we find the gods of the Pantheon clas-

sified in distinct groups. There is, firstly, AssJiur, the supreme god, who
was replaced in Babylonia by a distinct deity 11 or Ra ; then comes the

governing triad answering to the Pluto, Jupiter, and Neptune of Clas-

sical mythology ;
and with these is often associated the supreme female

deity who was wife of Jupiter and mother of the gods. The next group
is that which Berosus describes as dorpa /cat yXiov /cat o-eAT^v, but which

more strictly answers to jEther, the sun and the moon, and the remain-

ing five deities must be the TOWS TreVre TrAu^as
of the same passage.'

These thirteen deities will now be examined in succession.

(i.)
Asshur. This god belongs exclusively to the Pantheon of As-

syria. His usual titles are " the great Lord,"
" the King of all the

gods,"
" he who rules supreme over the gods," and sometimes " the

father of the gods," although that title more properly appertains to the

second deity of the governing triad. His special attributes are those of

general conclusions with regard to primitive ethnology ; yet it is impossible to avoid

remarking, in regard to Greek and Roman mythology, that, in addition to the

Arian element which forms the basis of both systems, there is a prevailing Semitic

character in the one, and a Scythic character in the other. Thus, in Greek mytho-

logy, the following names are of undoubted Semitic origin, Kp6vos, "EpeQos, KUT?AT?,

Kd&cipoi, K(MOJ, &c.
;
whilst in Latin the names of Saturn, Dis, Vulcan, &c., may be

suspected to be Scythic. If this distinction, then, be admitted, the inference would

seem to be, that the Pelasgians must have belonged to the Assyrian family, and the

Etruscans to the Babylonian.
5 The only cuneiform signs in the mythological vocabulary, which are at all de-

serving of the name of ideographs or monograms, are the abbreviations, where the

-nitial character stands for the entire word
;
as in As for As-*hur, San for San-si,

Pa for Paku, &c. ;
and even in these cases we cannot be sure but that the mono-

syllable was the primitive term, and the full name a later compound.
See Cory's Ancient Fragments, p. 26.
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sovereignty and power : he is thus called
" the giver of the sceptre and

crown,"
" he who establishes empire,"

" he who lengthens the years of

the king's reign and protects his armies and his forts," &c., &c.
7

In

the lists upon the clay tablets, which seem to have been drawn up for

the purpose of explaining the Babylonian mythology to the Assyrians,
he is never mentioned, and we are thus unable to determine his syno-

nyms. His name, however, is written indifferently as A-shur and As-shur,

and sometimes by abbreviation simply as As, while in the later inscrip-

tions he is distinguished by an epithet Khi (?), which in the lists is attri-

buted to Anu. It is not easy to determine the period of the introduc-

tion into Assyria of the worship of Asshur under that name
;
for although

the kings of Ur, Ismi-dagon and Shamas-Iva, who founded a temple on the

Upper Tigris in the 19th century B. c., are stated in the inscriptions of

Tiglath-Pileser I. to have been followers of Asshur ; yet on the bricks of

Shamas-Iva, which are still found in the ruins of Kikh Shergdt, the deity
whom he honoured is entitled Ashit, which there is good reason to be-

lieve was the primitive Chaldaean form of the name. 8
It is further re-

markable that, with the exception of this temple at Kileh Shergdt, there

is positively in the whole range of the Assyrian inscriptions, as far as

our present experience extends, no other notice of a shrine dedicated to

Asshur. The country of Assyria derived its title from him; and, as the

patron deity of the nation, he also imposed his name on the capital city
of Asshur (modern Kileh Shcrgdt) which was the seat of empire apparent-

ly before the building of Nineveh : but it would seem that he was con-

sidered, as the head of the Pantheon, of too high a rank to receive the

homage of his votaries in any particular or special temple. Probably
all the shrines throughout Assyria were open to his worship ;

but neither

is his name to be found in any of the multitudinous lists of idols that

have been hitherto examined, nor is Bit-Asshur mentioned amongst the

temples either of Nineveh or of Calah (Nimrud). The Assyrian kings,

however, from the earliest times evidently regarded Asshur as their spe-
cial tutelary divinity. They constantly used his name as an element in

their own titles
; they invoked him on all occasions which referred to the

exercise of their sovereign functions. The laws of the empire were the

laws of Asshur : the tribute payable from dependent kingdoms was the

tribute of Asshur. He was all and everything as far as Assyrian na-

7 The Assyrian authorities from which the titles of the gods are chiefly quoted
are as follows : 1. The invocation of Sardanapalus, commencing his annals. 2. The
invocation of his son, Shalmanubar on the Black Obelisk. 3. Sargon's dedication
of the eight gates of his city to eight of the principal gods. 4. An invocation on a
tablet of Asshur-bani-pars ; and, 5. The mythological clay tablets generally. For

Babylonian materials the various Inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar, Neriglissar and
Nabonidus have all been consulted.

8 Thus the Samaritan text of Genesis, which has preserved many of the original
Hamite names, of which the later Semitic equivalents are alone given in the Hebrew,
uses Astun for Asshur, the termination in un being in all probability the Arabic

participial nominative. The substitution of Astun for Asshur may perhaps, however,
be more immediately compared with the Pehlevi forms of Mitun for Mihr or Mithra,
Atun for Adar or Athro,

"
fire," shatun for sAaAor,

" a city," &c., where the n every-
where takes the place of r.
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tionality was concerned
;
but he was strictly a local deity, and his name

was almost unknown beyond the limits of Assyria Proper. In Armenia
his place was taken by a national divinity named IChaldi (whence, per-

haps, the people were confounded by the Greeks with the Kaldees of the

South, though the cuneiform names are entirely distinct),
9 while in Bab-

ylonia the first place is generally given to H or Ra, who was possibly of

Egyptian origin, and who was the guardian deity of the primitive Bab-

ylon as Asshur was of Assyria.
1

Every god is associated with a goddess; and the supreme fe-

male divinity, Beltis or Mylitta,
" the mother of the gods," is thus

sometimes called the wife of Asshur : but this was hardly, it would seem,

legitimate mythology, the real " husband of Beltis
" and " father of the

gods
"
being the second member of the governing triad, whom it is pro-

posed to call Bel-Nimrud, while the wife of Asshur, who appears in the

list of gods to whom Tiglath-Pileser II. offered sacrifices after his

conquest of Babylonia, is named Sheruha.*

It is hardly permissible to doubt that Asshur must be the deified

patriarch of Genesis x. 11, the son of Shem who went forth from

Shinar and founded the Assyrian empire. The pagan Greeks were

acquainted with the same tradition, and thus derive the name of As-

syria, (XTTO 'Ao-ovpov, TOV 2ij/iov,
s and in later ages we have also that

The Triad invoked in all the Armenian inscriptions are Khaldi, the Sun, and
JSther : and when Sargon boasts of having carried off the Armenian gods as trophies
from the great city Afukhatnir, the same deity is mentioned. "AASoy, according to

the Etymologicum Magnum, was an epithet of the Jupiter worshipped at Gaza (called

by St. Jerome and others Manuu, "the lord of men"); but that term is probably

Semitic, while we must look for Armenian etymologies in the primitive Scythic of

Babylonia, the name of Akkad, which denotes Northern Babylonia, being sometimes

applied in the inscriptions to Ararat or Armenia. This ethnic connexion, which is

also to a certain extent to be traced in the language, would suggest a more direct

explanation for the double use of the term Chaldee
;
but the Chaldees of the South

were certainly Semites, while those to the North were to all appearance Scyths, or

at any rate Scytho-Arians. The early Syrian fathers seem to have applied the name
Chaldaean to the Yezidi heretics (associating them, as they do, with the Marcionites

and Manichaeans) ; and the same people are called Kasdim by the Mesopotamian
Jews to the present day. If this be the case, however, the name has again shifted in

modern times, for Kaldani is now adopted by the whole Nestorian race as their

proper national title, while the Church restricts the name to Nestorian converts to

Catholicism.
1 This god is more particularly known as the deity from which Babylon derived

its name. Bab~il, as the cuneiform name is written, signifies "the gate of 77," and

is the Semitic translation of a Hamite term, A'a-ra, which must have been the origi-

nal title of the place. The name was probably given in allusion to the first establish-

ment of a seat ofjustice, as it was in u the gate of the palace
"
or " the gate of the

temple
"
that in early times justice was administered. Ra suggests an Egyptian

origin, although there is no evidence that the Babylonian god was in any way con-

nected with " the sun." On the contrary, we may infer from the vocabularies, where

Ra is translated by 77, and joined withrur, "a king," that it simply meant "a god."
or rather perhaps "the god" KOT' {{ox4"- Sanchoniathon says that "IXos was the

same as Kp<Uj ;
but in all the Semitic languages the term has been ever used for "a

9 The name is otherwise written Sheruya ; but the goddess thus entitled, although

included in the general lists, does not appear of that rank which should entitle her,

as the wife of A**hur, to be placed at the head of the Pantheon.
'
See Etymologicum Magnum, in voc.

'
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valuable notice of Damascius on the Babylonian mythology, where he

speaks of the primaeval pair 'Ao-crwpos and Mwrorap-^,
4 and of the triad

springing from them 'Avos, "IXAivos, and 'Ad?, who have their respec-

tive representatives in the inscriptions.

At an early period of cuneiform inquiry it was conjectured that

the Nisroch of Scripture, whose name is written 'Ao-apax by theLXX.,
5

might be identical with the Asshivr of the inscriptions, and that the

deity in question might be compared with the Saturn of classical mytho-

logy, but that hypothesis has been destroyed by the establishment of the

simple fact that Asshur had no temple at Nineveh in which Sennacherib

could have been worshipping when he was slain by his rebellious sons.

Nisroch, whom the Talmudists identify with Saturn, is still shrouded in

obscurity ;

6
but it may be permitted to conjecture that since the god As-

shur, in company with the gods Nin and Nergal, is constantly spoken of in

the inscriptions as defeating the enemies of the Assyrians with his arrows,
and since we have almost direct evidence that the two latter gods are

represented respectively by the man-bull and the man- lion, the other or

chief member of the protecting triad must be recognised in the winged
globe which is so often seen in the sculptures hovering over the Assyrian
monarch, and from which a figure with the horned helmet, the sure em-

blem of divinity, shoots his arrows against the discomfited foe.

The latest historical trace of the god Asshur occurs probably in

Isidore's notice of the Greek city of Artemita in Babylonia, which under
the Parthians is said to have resumed its old title of XaXao-ap :

7
this ti-

tle, which signifies
" the fort of Asshur," having been imposed on the

place by Tiglath-Pileser II. when he rebuilt the city in about 750 B. c.
8

We may now consider the triad which in the Assyrian lists usually
follows Asshur, and in Babylonian mythology heads the Pantheon, or is

only preceded by Ra or //.

4 Missare (or Kttr<rap^, as the name is written in some MSS.) may very well be a

participial form cognate with Sheruya, and signifying merely
" the queen." See

Cory's Fragments, p. 318.
5 This (or according to some MSS. Norrapox) is the orthography used in Is.

xxxvii. 38. In 2 Kings xix. 37, the name is written by the LXX. as Mevopdx
6 See Selden, De Diis Syria, p. 323. The only cuneiform title at all resembling

Nisroch is one which applies to Nebo, and signifies
"
king of the soul," reading

* * *

rukhi ; but it is very doubtful if Nis was ever used for
"
king

"
(though the sign

which indicates "a king" has that power); and it is still more doubtful if Nebo had
any temple at Nineveh. In all probability Nisroch it not a genuine reading.7 Hudson's Geographi Minores, vol. ii. p. 5.

B The locative prefix which occurs in the cuneiform name, and which is of almost
universal employment in Assyrian and Babylonian geography, had the true Semitic

pronunciation of Kar ; but it would seem almost certain that this word must have
been corrupted very early to Kal or Khal, from the constant occurrence of that

prefix in the Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic correspondents of the old Babylonian names.
Thus we have Xa\-d<rap, or "the fort of Asshur;" XaA-awTj, the Septuagint name
for Calneh

; "nrjo, Khal-Nevo, a famous Babylonian temple mentioned in the Tal-

mud; isfc, Chilmad of Scripture, or 5&\*)SKahcadheh, "fort of the god Wad or

.. ,

'

also XaATOTTTj-m of Susiana
; ^|JL^ , Halwan; and numerous other geo-

graphical titles, compounded of the prefix of locality and one of the old names of the

Babylonian gods.
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(ii.) Ami. This is the first member of the triad and appears to answer
to Hades or Pluto. His functions, however, are not very clearly defin-

ed, nor can the greater part of his titles be explained except conjectur-
al ly. One class of epithets refer undoubtedly to "

priority
" and "

anti-

quity." He is
" the old Ami,"

" the original chief;" perhaps in one case

"the father of the gods;" also "the Lord of spirits and daemons"
(?)

and like the Greek IIAovTwv,
u the layer up of treasures

" and " the Lord
of the earth " or " mountains "

(from whence the precious metals were

extracted). A very extensive class of synonyms, however, extending to

about twenty names, which are found on the tablets, are quite unintel-

ligible except on the supposition that they refer to the infernal regions.
There seem to be such titles as "

King of the lower world,"
" Lord of

darkness "
or "

death,"
" ruler of the far off city," and many similar

epithets, but the sense is throughout obscure.

There can be no doubt of the pronunciation of this god's name in

Assyrian, as it is declined according to rule, Ami (or Anu) in the nomi-

native, Ant in the genitive, and Ana in the accusative.
9 In Babylon-

ian the corresponding name was Anna or Ana, and it was indeclin-

able. It signified
" The god," KO.T eoxi)v, and was no doubt in use

among the primitive Babylonians from the very earliest times. There
is further a very singular link of connexion, in regard to this god, be-

tween Babylonian and classical mythology. It is well known that

numbers among the early Chaldeans were supposed to be invested with

mystic powers ;
and in this view probably the system of notation was

brought into immediate contact with the Pantheon, the 6 integers in

the cycle of 60 being referred to the two triads of the Pantheon.
1

The first triad is thus represented by 60, 50, and 40 respectively ;
and

the second by 30, 20, and 6. The greater number, 60, or 1 soss, in-

dicated by a single wedge Y> becomes accordingly the emblem of the

god Anu, the head of the first triad
;
and is invested with phonetic

powers according to the names of the god among the races using the

cuneiform writing. One of these powers is Ana, the ordinary Bab-

ylonian name of the god, which thus verifies the usage ;
the other power,

equally well known to cuneiform students, is Dis, and this accordingly
should be another name of the god. Further, the second city of Bab-

ylonia that which is mentioned in the Bible after Babel, or " the

Gate of //," and which was especially dedicated to Ana, the god next

to II in the Babylonian mythology was named TIN 'Opx in the Septua-

gint version, ma-ma Unkut in the Talmud, arid modern Warka or

Urka. This city was the great necropolis of Babylonia. Whole moun-

tains of coffins are still to be found there, and it was emphatically
" a

city of the dead."
2 Can the coincidence then be merely accidental be-

9
Traces of this name are probably to be found in the 'Av^f/Scuros of Berosus,

which appears to have been an epithet applied to Cannes, signifying
"
given by Anu;

"

and in the Phoenician nymph 'AvwjSptr, whose name means " beloved by Anu."
1 The clay tablet which contains this curious application of numbers to the Bab-

ylonian gods, was first noticed by Dr. Hincks in his paper on the Assyrian Mythology
in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxiii. p. 405.

8

By the Greek geographers the city in question is named 'Opx<fy- For a de-

VOL. I. 31
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tween Dis, the Lord of Urka, the city of the dead, and Dis, the King of

Orcus or Hades ?

Whatever may be thought of this assimilation, it is certain at any
rate that the great temple at Warka, one of the oldest in the country,
and the site of which is now marked by the ruins of Bowdrteh, was called

Bit Ana after the god in question, though from a very remote epoch the

worship of Beltis seems to have superseded that of Ana in the temple of

W^arka, and to have become so famous that in the later Babylonian in-

scriptions she is generally noticed as " the lady of Bit Ana"
The temple also, previously referred to, which Shamas-Iva raised in

the capital of Assyria in the 19th century B. c., and which was after-

wards repaired by Tiglath-Pileser I. in the 13th century B. c., was de-

dicated to Anu and his son Iva; and it was. probably on this account

that the city obtained the name of TeAavT; (Mound of Anu), equally with

its national designation of Asshur* Anu appears to have been without

any special temples either at Nineveh, or Calah, or even at Babylon ;

but Sargon, at Dur-Sargina, evidently had him in great honour, and thus

dedicated to him, in conjunction with Astarte, the western gate of the

city.
4

Anu is usually found in conjunction with the other two members of

the triad, precisely as we have Anus, Illinue, and Avis associated by
Damascius; but the name sometimes occurs in union with another

single god, where the connexion cannot be so certainly explained. Thus

Sardanapalus calls himself simply,
" he who honours Anu" or more fre-

quently,
" he who honours Anu and Dagon ;" and the same association

of the two names is also found on the obelisk of Shamas-Iva. Who the

god Dagon is, however, is still one of the obscurities of the mythology.
He cannot, as has been conjectured, have anything to do with the water-

god, as the name does not occur in the complete list which is given entire

on one of the tablets, of the 36 synonyms of the latter divinity.
5

It ia

indeed extremely doubtful if the name Dagon has anything to do with

an,
" a fish," or with the Phoenician pat; for in one passage of the in-

scriptions the pair are mentioned Da-Gan for the male, and Da-la* for

the female as if both the names were compounds ;
and the explana-

tion attached would seem to show that the titles appertained to the great

gods Belus and Beltis.

Sargon again, who appears to have had Anu in especial honour, in

consequence of his own name being the same, or nearly the same, as

scription of the ruins as they exist at present, see Loftus's Chaldaea and Susiana, p.

162, et seqq.
3 See Steph. de Urbibus in voc. Telane is described as the city where the kings

of Assyria dwelt before the building of Nineveh, and can thus, it would seem, onlj
answer to Asshur.

4 It should be added that one of the principal metals, either "lead" or "tin,"
was named after Anu, as "iron" was after Hercules, but the phonetic connexion is

not at present apparent.
6 In this list, however, there is a name referring to the water-god in his charac-

ter of " the sentient fish," which reads Dargana-sisi, but has no connexion appar-
ently with Da-Gan. The Pho3nician Dagon indeed is translated by Sanchoniathon

'/, that is
" bread-corn."
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tbat of the eldest son of the god, associates him in his royal titles with

the second god of the triad, whom for convenience sake we may call
" Bel Nimrud;" while in placing the four gates of his city each under

the double guardianship of two deities, he joins Anu and Astarte, though
that goddess was certainly not his wife, nor was she in any way mytho-

logically connected with him. His wife is named in the lists Anata or

Anuta, and she has precisely the same epithets as himself, with a mere
difference of gender, but she is rarely if ever mentioned in the historical

or geographical inscriptions. Their progeny at the same time appears
to have been large. A list of nine names is given on one tablet, com-

mencing with Sargana, Latarak, Esh-gula, and Emu; but little is known
of these gods beyond their names. Two other sons who are not men-

tioned in this list are of more importance. One of these is ^Ether, the

god of the air, whose name is doubtfully read as Ira ; and it may perhaps
Be allowed to trace a connexion before this filiation, and the Greek
tradition of JEther being the son of Erebus, the more especially as

Erebus is itself an Assyrian term referring to "
darkness,"

8 which was

one of the attributes of Anu. Another god, who is well known in As-

syrian and Babylonian mythology as Martu, is also stated on many
cylinder-seals to be the son of Anu. This god may be suspected to be

himself the Erebus of the Greeks, as the name Martu signifies
" after" or

"behind ;"
7 and is thus applied to "the west," being in fact a synonym

of Erib (original of "Epc/Jos), which refers directly to " the setting sun,"
and tropically both to "the west " and "darkness." It may be added

that the name Martu is further applied to Phoenicia in cuneiform geog-

raphy, as the extreme western point with which the Babylonians were

acquainted (compare Bpo^v of Sanchoniathon),
8 and that the descent of

Martu from Anu would thus seem to point to the Mosaical tradition of

Sidon and Heth, and the other Syrian colonies, being descended from

Ham, as that patriarch must of eourse answer to Anu
}
if the Noachide

triad be compared with the Babylonian."

(iii.)
The phonetic reading of the name of the second god of the triad

must be still a matter of speculation. There can be little doubt that

in his character and position he answers to the great father Jupiter of

the Romans
;
and it is equally certain that the primary element of his

name is Bil
t
the Lord

; yet he cannot represent the true Babylonian

Belus, of later times, and for the following reasons : That god is almost

certainly the same as Merodach. In the only known proper names

6 Ereb signifies in Assyrian
"
setting," that is

" the west," and hence "darkness."

It is a cognate term with Europa, which also signifies setting, or the west, as Asia

signifies
"

rising," or " the east."
7

It is thus translated in the vocabularies by akharru, the Hebrew "HN
;
and the

latter name is applied in the inscriptions to Phoenicia,
" the western country," indif-

ferently with Martu.
" Brathu Ls joined in Sanchoniathon with Cassius Libanus and Anti-Libanus, and

there can be no doubt, therefore, of its representing a geographical name.
9 Martuis stated on one tablet to be " the minister of the deep," as if he were

connected with Hea ; on another tablet his title is Mulu-Kharris, perhaps
" the lord

of architecture." His wife is the lady of Tigaanna. Tiglath-Pileser I. erected a

temple to him at Calah in conjunction with Bet Vara (Kileh-Shergat Cylinder, col.

6, line 88) ;
but the name is not often met with in other historical inscriptions.
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where Bel occurs as an element (Nadinta~Btt at Behistun, and Bil-shar-uzur

for Bdshasutr)) the god's name is written with the sign signifying Bil, a

lord, preceded by the determinative of divinity, II or An, but without any

adjunct. The same orthography is employed in connexion with the

goddess Zirlanit, who was notoriously the wife of Merodach, and there

only. The names of Bel-Merodach are also sometimes actually found

in conjunction.
10

Again, the famous temple of Belus of Herodotus is

the temple of Merodach in the inscriptions ;
and lastly, the exact gene-

alogy is given for Belus in Damascius, son of 'Aos and Aav'/o?, which in

the mythological tablets applies to Merodach. If Merodach then be the

true Belus of history, it is evident that this earlier and more powerful

god could not have had the same identical name.

The name in question is written with the determinative of a god, the

sign Bil,
" a lord," and a qualificative adjunct, either simple or compound,

on which the whole mystery of the name depends. Now this adjunct in

the vocabularies, when joined with other nouns, is frequently translated

by iprat ; and the reading is further verified by our finding that the

city which was named after the god its title being in fact a mere repro-
duction of the name with the sign of locality affixed, instead of the

determinative of divinity prefixed is translated in Semitic by Nipur.
It may then fairly be assumed that the great god in question was in

Semitic named Bilu-Nipru, and that the great goddess, the mother of the

gods, who is always associated with him as his wife, was entitled Bilta-

Niprut. Before pointing out the very important consequences of this

proposed Semitic reading, the old Babylonian nomenclature however
must be concluded. In the dialects of the South, the equivalents of

Bilu arid Bilta were nu, nuta, and Mid, Multa. With the latter are

no doubt to be compared the MoA.cs of Nicola us
1 and the MvAtrra of

Herodotus2 and Hesychius;
3 and the former term, Enu or (with the an-

tecedent determinative pronounced) Il-enu, is probably the original of

the "lAAtvos of Damascius. Other Babylonian names of the god, such

as Bi (?)-J&7/, Asim'r, &c., are of less moment.
We will now consider the terms Nipru and Niprut.* It is impossible

to overlook the similarity of these titles, especially the feminine Niprut)
to the Greek Ne/?pw$; and the more we examine the subject, the more
reason we find to suspect that if there be any connexion, as has been so

often surmised, between the great Belus of Babylonian tradition and

10 As on the tablet so often quoted, which applies "numbers" to the gods of

the Pantheon.
1 See M tiller's Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 361, note 16. Muller alters the read-

ing to MuAiTTa, very unnecessarily.
3 Herod, i. 131 and 199.

3
Hesychius in voc. writes Mv\-f)Tav. It has hitherto been customary to compare

the Mylitta of Herodotus with the Syriac Mulidtha, "genetrix;" but it is very
doubtful if the root *6", common to all the other Semitic languages, was known to

the Assyrian. At any rate Multa, as the feminine of Mul, is a far more satisfactory

etymology.
4 It must be understood that in no case are these titles, phonetically written,

attached to the names of Belus and Beltis. They are merely assumed as the Semitic

equivalents of the abbreviated Hamite adjuncts which qualify the terms "Lord "and
"
Lady

"
in these names.
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the Biblical Nimrud, and if this connexion can be Verified from native

sonivfs, then we are on the right track in seeking to identify the above-

mentioned names. For instance, Babylon is sometimes called in the in-

scriptions the city of Bilu-Nipru ;
6 and the inner and outer city, even as

late as the days of Nebuchadnezzar, were known as the Nimat Bilu-Nipru
and the Ingur Bilu-Nipru* in exact accordance both with the Greek
accounts of Babylon having been the capital of the first Belus, and of

the Biblical record that the beginning of Nimrod's kingdom was Babel,
&c.

;
and it should be observed that these cuneiform notices are quite

distinct from the later and more sacerdotal connexion of Babylon with

the second Belus, or Bel-Merodach. But the most interesting evidence

is to be found in relation to the sister capital of Niffer. This place,
which had the same name as the god, is called Nipur in Semitic cunei-

form. The Talmud calls it Nopher, and identifies it with Calneh, one

of Nimrod's capitals.
7

Calno again, in Isaiah x. 9, is explained by the

LXX. as the place in the land of Babylon where the tower was built
;

and with reference to the tower, if anything is to be found in the in-

scriptions, it can only be the notices of a most famous temple, lOiarris-

Nipra, which was an object of intense veneration to the Assyrian kings ;

which was the especial dwelling-place of Bilu-Nipru* and which seems
moreover to have been in the city of Nijfrr, that city indeed being
especially dedicated to the god and goddess Bilu-Nipru and BiUa-Niprut,
who respectively bore the titles of Lord of Nipra and Lady of Nipra, in

allusion apparently to this temple, or rather perhaps to the district in

which it was placed.' Other points of evidence are the Arab tradition,

8 See Khors. Inscrip. 151, 11,4. The construction however in this passage is

not quite clear, and cannot be implicitly relied on.

These titles, which are probably of Hamite rather than Semitic origin, are first

met with in an inscription of Esar-haddon. It also appears from the mythological
tablets, that each of these divisions of the city had a special tutelary deity to watch
over it.

T The tract quoted is the Foma, which is of very respectable antiquity, dating
probably from the 2nd century.

8 The phonetic reading of the second element of this name is very doubtful
;
and

the position of the temple is almost equally uncertain. For its being the dwelling-

place of Bel-Nimrod, see Khors. Ins. 131, 19
;
and for general allusions to its wealtn,

ita splendour, and its antiquity, compare Tiglath-Pileser Cylinder, col. 1, 1. 26
;
Brit.

Mus. series, p. 70, 1. 23
; 8hamas-Iva Obelisk, col. 1,1. 82, &c. The second element

may mean " the left hand country," or that where Shem settled. It is the special

geographical title taken by Bel-Nimrod and Beltis on the bricks excavated from their

temples at A kkerkuf and Warka, but is otherwise unknown. Kharrix (compare imn)
is prefixed to the names of many temples, in allusion to the workmanship or archi-

tecture of the buildings. If Nipra should be the true reading, we can hardly doubt
its connexion with Nipru and Nipur, although the latter terms are Semitic, and the

former to all appearance Hamite, and although the cuneiform orthography is entirely
dissimilar. The word, however, may be read Shatra or Kurra, equally as well as

Nipra, and there are geographical arguments in favour of either of those readings.
The cuneiform word for " a horse

"
is written in precisely the same way as the name

in question, though of course with a different determinative, but even there the pho-
netic reading is uncertain.

' The name of Nipra is of double employment in connexion with Bel-Nimrod
and Beltis

;
that is, as a country of which they were the patrons, and as the name

of a temple in which they dwelt, the temple of Nipra being indeed to all appearance
a distinct place from the temple of Kharris-Nipra, already spoken of.
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certainly ante-Islamic, that Niffer was the original Babylon,
10 and (in

allusion to the tower) that it was the scene of Nimrud's daring attempt
to mount on eagle's wings to heaven.

1

The etymological evidence remains. After mature deliberation, no

better explanation can be obtained for Nipru and Niprut than " the hunt-

er" and "huntress." The root napar, although unknown in Hebrew,

means in Syriac
" to pursue," or "make flee;" and the word iprat, used

in the vocabularies in reference to "waters," with the sense apparently
of "

swift-running," must come from the neuter verb apar, kindred, if

not absolutely identical with the active napar. The verb no/par is not

often used in the inscriptions, except in reference to this particular god,
but in such cases is of great importance in verifying the phonetic read-

ing. Thus Tiglath-Pileser I. describes himself as " the mighty chief,

who being armed with the mace of power
"

(the emblem of royalty, but

also a favourite weapon of the chace)
"
pursues after

"
(or

" hunts ")
" the

people of Bilu-Nipru ;" and again speaks of his ancestor, Asshur-dapal-il,

as " the holder of the mace of power ;
the pursuer after the people of

Bilu-Nipru"
a

Sargon also speaks of " the 350 kings from remote anti-

quity, who ruled over Assyria and pursued after the people of Bilu-Nipru"
the verb napar being used in each passage, and the allusion apparently

being to the original Nipru, or Nimrud, having proved his power as
" a mighty hunter "

(of men)
" before the Lord." As far as the actual

chace of wild animals was concerned, Bilu-Niprn, in the Assyrian

period, had ceased to be regarded as its patron. He had abdicated his

functions in favour of Nergal, with whom, as will be afterwards explain-

ed, he was also, it would appear, ethnically confounded
;
but his wife,

the great goddess, Bilta-Niprut, continued to the latest period to preside
over " the chace;" and in her character of "Lady of the city Nipur"
where she was perhaps worshipped exclusively as " the great huntress,'

'

was regarded as the wife of another god, Nin, who shared with Nergal
the duty of protecting hunters in their dangerous exploits.

Against all this argument, which, under ordinary circumstances,
would be conclusive, there is the insuperable objection that the Biblical

reading is Nimrud, and not Nipru, and that the terms are not ortho-

graphically convertible, so that, notwithstanding the series of extraordi-

nary coincidences that have been noticed, we must still remain in doubt
if the Biblical Nimrud has been discovered.

The ordinary epithets of Bel-Nimrod, which for convenience he may
still be called,

8

are,
" the supreme, the father of the gods, the procre-

10 This is given on the authority of Ibn Kalbi, who was one of the oldest and
most trustworthy of the Arab traditionists.

1 See Yacut's Geograph. Lexicon in voc., where many other interesting notices

are given of Niffer from the early authors.
2 See Shergat Cylinder, col. 1, 1. 32, and col. 7, 1. 39. The quotation from Sar-

gon occurs on all the Khorsabad Bulls, and on the Cylinder, 1. 35. The use of the

terms valtanppiru and iltanapparu seems to be a play on the name Nipru ; though
in a corresponding passage of an inscription of Nebuchadnezzar (Sir T. Phillips's

Cylinder, col. 1, 1. 3) musteshir, "the director," is used for valtanppiru, "the pur-
suer."

3 There are, no doubt, inconsistencies in the employment of the cuneiform group
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ator," also,
" the Lord, king of all the spirits, father of the gods, lord

of the countries." A full list of his titles has not yet been found,

though many synonyms for his name occur incidentally on the tablets.

He is most ordinarily associated with his wife Bilta-Niprut, as in the

dedication of the eastern gate at Khorsabad, when Sargon calls him
" the establisher of the foundations of my city;" but in the various in-

vocations of the kings, who all acknowledge him, he is found sometimes

joined with Anu, and sometimes with his son Nin.

His temples do not seem to have been very numerous. He had four

arh or "
tabernacles," but the only temple recorded as belonging to him

in Assyria was at Calah, and even in Babylonia we only know of the

great shrine of Kharris-Nipra, supposed to have been situated at Niffer,

and of a smaller edifice raised to him at Akkarkuf by the early king

Durri-galaiu.
Of his officers and relatives there are many incidental notes. His

throne-keepers were Bd-Nugi and Shezir, and scores of other unknown
names are connected with him. Nin or Hercules was undoubtedly his

son, and Sin,
" the moon," is also sometimes included in the same cate-

gory. In fact, as the father of all the gods, he might claim an almost in-

finite paternity.
His numerical symbol was 50, the next integer to the Soss, which

denoted Anu, but the phonetic riddle involved probably in the numeral

has not been discovered, nor is there any sculptured figure which can be

reasonably supposed to represent him.

(iv.)
The 3rd god of the triad, who thus answers to Neptune or IIo-

cri8o)v, was probably named Hea or Iloa. His titles are numerous, and
his character is as clearly defined as we could desire. Although cor-

responding with Neptune as the third member of the triad, and in many
respects exercising the same functions, he was not, strictly speaking,
" the god of the Sea," That title is never found amongst his epithets,

but applies rather to Nin, who unites to his maritime sovereignty the

somewhat incongruous attributes of Hercules and Saturn. The two

gods, indeed, Hea and JVtn, although in reality quite distinct, seem to

have been identified by Berosus, and are to a certain extent even con-

founded in the inscriptions. Hta or Hoa was the presiding deity of " the

for Bil, with or without the adjunct, which make it most difficult to distinguish be-

tween Bel-Nimrod and Bel-Merodach. Thus in the great inscription of Nebuchad-

nezzar on the India-House slab, the existence of Bel-Nimrod as a separate god is

ignored, and the compound group which represents the name is used with the sim-

ple phonetic power of Bilu as a mere epithet of Merodach's, and with the meaning
of " a lord

;

"
whilst in the inscription of the same king on Sir T. Phillips's Cylinder,

the passage just quoted (col. 1, 1. 3) reads " he who guides, or directs, the people of

Bel-Nimrod, the Sun and Merodach," the two Bels being thus clearly distinguished.

Again, on all the small Babylonian cylinders of the Acluemenian period published

by Grotefend, in the names of the witnesses, the group for Bel is invariably used

without the adjunct, in allusion apparently to Merodach, and with the sound of Bilu,

but on the Warka tablets of the Seleucian period, the name of Merodach is disused,

and in its place we have two varieties of the group indicating Bel-Nimrod, employed

independently, as if they were distinct gods. From all this we can only infer that

the mythological system itself, as well as its mode of expression, was to the last de-

gree lax and fluctuating.
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abyss," or " the great deep."
* He is called " the King, the Chief, the

Lord, the Ruler of the Abyss," also " the King of Rivers," but never
" the King of the Sea." His most important titles refer, however, to

his functions as the source of all knowledge and science. He is
" the in-

telligent fish
"

(or guide) ;

" the teacher of mankind ;"
" the lord of un-

derstanding ;" answering, in fact, exactly, as far as functions are concern-

ed, to the Oannes of Berosus, although the Chaldean annalist would seem
to have borrowed the pictorial representation from the other god Nin*
The name of "Ory, which Helladius uses for the mystic animal, half man,
half fish, who came up from the Persian Gulf to teach astronomy and
letters to the first settlers on the Tigris and Euphrates,

6 more nearly re-

produces the cuneiform Ha or Jloa, and there can be little doubt but

that Damascius, under the form of *A6s, intends to represent the same

appellation. There are no means at present of determining the precise

meaning of the cuneiform Hta, which is Babylonian rather than Assyr-

ian, but it may reasonably be supposed to be connected with the Arabic

u^>, Hiya, which equally signifies
"

life," and " a serpent;" for Hia is

not only
" the god of knowledge," but also " of life

"
(and besides of

"
glory

" and of giving "), and there are very strong grounds indeed for

connecting him with the serpent of Scripture and with the Paradisiacal

traditions of the tree of knowledge and the tree of life.
7

Amongst the stars he was known under the name of J&mmut, which

recalls to mind the na"D of Scripture, and suggests that the expression
"
binding the bands of Kimmah "

refers rather to the coil which the ser-

pent of Babylonian mythology has wound around the heavens, than to

the " soft influences of the Pleiades," as we tamely and without war-

rant translate the passage. For the present, indeed, we may believe

that Kimmut was the constellation Draco, and that the god H&a is figured

by the great serpent which occupies so conspicuous a place among the

symbols of the gods on the black stones recording Babylonian bene-

factions.

Upon one of the tablets in the British Museum there is a list of 36

4 The Babylonian term translated by
" the deep

"
or " the abyss" may be read

Z6p, which certainly recalls to mind the epithet rpD, applied in Scripture not only
to the Red Sea, as is generally supposed, but also to the ocean, and used likewise

with the same universal application in the books of the Mendaeans
;
but the phonetic

equivalents of Zbp are stated in the vocabularies to be Apzu or Apzu, a mere trans-

position of the signs contained in the original term, which would thus seem to be

non-phonetic. Apzu has been compared with the Hebrew OCN, "an extremity," in

allusion to the circumambient ocean
;
and it is remarkable that a very similar ety-

mology has been assigned to the name of Neptune from an Egyptian source (N6<p&w
.... TTJS 77}$ TO. faxara K{d irapopia KO\ yoiWra TTJS i&aAa<r<T7js, Plut. de Is. et Osir.,

ii. p. 366), but it is questionable if any Semitic correspondent is to be found for

Apzu, as the word is of Hamite origin.
6 See the description in Cory's Fragments, p. 22.
6 See the extracts from Helladius in Phot. Biblioth. (cclxxix. p. 1594). The

description which he gives of a human figure covered with a fish's skin exactly coin-

cides with the sculpture in the British Museum.
7

It would be most interesting to trace the connexion between this early ado-

ration of the serpent, "the most subtle of the beasts of the field," and the Ophite

worship of later times
;
but the subject is too large for a mere note.
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synonyms indicating this god. The greater part of these relate either

to
" the abyss

"
or to knowledge ;

but we also find Sea named " the Lord
of the Earth,"

" the Prince of Heaven,"
" the lesser Bel-Nimrod," and he

has other titles which seem equally inappropriate. In fact, he is often,
it would seem, confounded with other gods. Thus on the Black Obelisk

he is designated as " the layer-up of treasures," a character which prop-

erly belongs to Anu, "lord of the lower world;" while at Khorsabad,
where the southern gate is dedicated to him, in concert with Bilat Hi,
the expression relating to him is,

" he who regulates the aqueducts," al-

though aqueducts, which were of great importance to Assyria, seem equal-

ly with " the sea "
to have been under the special care of Nin. The

most embarrassing question, however, refers to his relationship with the

other gods. Nin or Hercules is well known, from Michaux's stone and

other sources, as the son of Bel-Nimrod, and on the Shamas-Iva obelisk,

which is dedicated to him, this descent is again distinctly stated
;
but in

all the invocations to the same god at Calah, descent is claimed in a

similarly constructed passage from the star Kimmut, as if the real father

of Nin had been the lesser Bel-Nimrod, rather than the greater one.

The god Nebo, also, in the inscription on the statues in the British

Museum, assumes the same title of " sou of the star Kimmut;
" and as

Nebo, answering to Hermes or Mercury, was strictly the god of writing
and science, his connexion with the Serpent, the source of all knowledge,

appears to be only natural. It would seem, indeed, that both these gods,
Hto and Nebo, are indifferently symbolised by

" the wedge
" or " arrow-

head," the essential element of cuneiform writing, to indicate that they
were the inventors, or, at any rate, the patrons of the Babylonian al-

phabet. Another god, whom we must also recognise as a son of Sea's,
from his position in the mythological lists, is Bel-Merodach, the mother

of this deity being named Dav-Kina, and a remarkable verification being
thus obtained of the statement of Damascius, row 8 *Aou /cat Aau'joys

vlov yV(r3oj. rov B^Xov."
This god was very extensively worshipped. As his name is found on

a very ancient stone tablet from Ur (MugJieir), which in those early times

was probably the maritime emporium of the Persian Gulf, he may be

presumed to have had a shrine in that city, and temples were also dedi-

cated to him both at Asshur (Kileh Shergdt] and at Calah.
9 There is a

remarkable phrase in an inscription of Sardanapalus on the great bulls

in the British Museum, in which the king himself takes the titles of Hea.

He says,
" I am Sardanapalus, the intelligent priest, the sentient guide

(or fish) ;*
the senses of speaking, hearing, and understanding, which

8 Dav-kina is constantly given on the tablets as the wife of Hea, and she has

for the most part the same titles as her husband, with a mere distinction of gender.
The name probably signifies

" the first lady," or " the chief lady," dav or dam being
a Hamite name for "

lady," identical with our dame, madaine, &c.
9 On several of the tablets it is stated that Hea was the tutelar god of the city ol

Khalkha, but there is no clue to the identification of the site. The name, indeed,

may simply mean " the shrine of the fish," for the cuneiform character formed of

the figure of a fish, and indicating that object, has the phonetic value of kha, which is

thus shown to have signified
" a fish

"
in the primitive language of Babylon ;

and
the use of Khal as a locative prefix has been already noticed.

1 The use of the same signs which represent a fish, and which with that meaning
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Hea allotted to the whole 4000 gods of heaven and earth, they in the

fullness of their hearts granted to me, adding to these gifts empire,
and power, and dominion," &c. He is generally met with, however, in

his more material capacity as "the patron of the deep." When Sen-

nacherib, in his second expedition against the fugitive Merodach-
Baladan brought down a flotilla of boats to the mouth of the Euphrates
and drove his enemy from the islands to seek shelter with the king
of Susiana, he offered sacrifices for his victory to Hea upon the sea-

shore, and dedicated to him a golden boat, a golden fish, and a golden
coffer

(?).
Hea had one special ark, but in what shrine it was deposited

does not appear. His numerical symbol was 40, and the sign, other-

wise unusual, occurs often in his titles, but its phonetic import has

not been recognised. The only Babylonian city which there is any
reason to suppose was named after the god in question is that famous
one which contained the bitumen pits near to Babylon. This city is

termed "Is by Herodotus,
3

with the Greek nominatival ending. In
Isidore it has the title of 'Aei-TroAis, or Heds city. Later an ad-

junct alluding to the bitumen pits was added to the proper name
Hea, and we have thus 'iStKapa in Ptolemy; Ihi da kira (R-vpvw)
in the Talmud, and Dacira alone in the historians of Julian.

3
In its

present form of Hit it nearly retains the old name of the god, aug-
mented with the feminine ending of locality.

(v.) With the preceding triad must be joined the supreme goddess,
who has already been partially alluded to as the wife of Bel-Nimrud, but
who is generally invoked as a separate and very powerful divinity.
There is considerable difficulty in discriminating the various goddesses
of the Pantheon as they occur in the inscriptions, owing to the very near

resemblance of their titles, and to the not unfrequent confusion of these

titles one with the other. Their functions, however, and their proper
names, can be very precisely distinguished. "The great goddess

" was
called Mulita or Enuta in Babylonia, and Bilta or Bttta Nipruta in

Semitic Assyrian. In Mulita and Bilta we have of course the MvAtrra
and BT}ATIS or BrjA^s of the Greeks,

4
the signification of both words being

simply
"
the lady

"
or "

queen," KO.T c^ox^.
6 The special feature of her

would be pronounced in Assyrian as nun, as titles of honour, is very remarkable,

structs in magic"), as well as "the chief priest." Selden (De Diis Syris, p. 197)
>f

agu
Yf

has collected a vast number of Greek notices with regard to the sacred character of

the fish among the ancient Assyrians, and many of these notices can be very strik-

ingly illustrated from the inscriptions ;
but it is a mere waste of ingenuity to seek

to connect this fish-worship with the name of Derceto or Atargatis, supposed to be

corrupted from Adir Daga,
8 Book i. ch. 179.
3 See note 9 on Book i. ch. 179.
4

According to Hesychius, B7?A.&7?r was either Juno or Venus. In another pas-

sage, however, he gives to the Babylonian Juno the name of "A5o, which has not

yet been recognised in the inscriptions.
6 The foot-note on Book i. ch. 131 (note

4

) must be regarded as modified by the

statements in the text.
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name, however, that which distinguishes her from the other "
ladies

"

anl "queens" of the Pantheon, is the qualificative adjunct which has

already been discussed under the head of Bel-Nimrud. Her ordinary
titles are " wife of Bel-Nimnid " and " mother of the great gods," though
in one passage she is called " the wife of Asshur ;" and under a particu-
lar form, that is as

" the lady of Nipw" she also appears as the wife of

j\7//, or Hercules. She is of course the famous Dea Syria who was wor-

shipped at Hierapolis, and the Syriac name of that city,
"
Mabog" is a

simple Persian translation of her favourite epithet,
" mother of the gods."

The great difficulty in the inscriptions is to distinguish her from Ishtar

or Venus, some particular signs, such as the number 15, being applied
to both goddesses in common, and the superintendence of war and hunt-

ing being also perhaps ascribed to each.

Her temples were very numerous. The bricks in the great ruin

named Bowdrieh at Warkd, for the most part bear her superscription, al-

though the temple to which they belong was especially called Bit Ana,
or " the House of Anu" an explanation being thus afforded of the title

which she often bears both in the Babylonian cylinder-seals and in the

great inscription of Nebuchadnezzar, of " the lady of Bit Ana" In the

latter document, where she is noticed in connexion with her temple out-

side the wall of Babylon, she is called " the Queen of fecundity
"

or

"fertility;" and an analogous title is assigned to her at Khorsabad,
where, in conjunction with her husband Bel-Nimrud, she presides over

the eastern gate of the city. She is also named " the Queen of the lands,"
with the same allusion, on the numerous tablets excavated from her tem-

ple on the great mound of Koyunjik ; and she thus, both in name and

character, may be compared to the A^/iT/nyp of the Greeks. She had

temples both at Ur (Mugheir) and in the city now marked by the ruins

of Zerghul;* and of the great capital of Nipur (Niffer), named after her

husband, she was the especial patroness, though, as " the lady of Nipur"
she is every where spoken of as the wife of Nin."

1 In Assyria she was

equally well known as in Babylonia, but it is less easy to distinguish
her. In the inscriptions of Tiglath-Pileser, where her temple is noticed

at Asshur (Shergdt], she is named the wife of the god Asshur, in allusion

probably to her place at the head of the Pantheon. It is again impossi-
ble to distinguish whether the great temple at Nimrud (Oalah), from

which was brought the open-mouthed lion now in the British Museum,

6 The legend on the bricks ofIsmi-dagon, from the mound south of the big ruin

at Mugheir^ terminates with an address to Beltis, as if she was the presiding deity
of the place, though her temple is not specifically named. The same evidence of

her local worship is afforded by the legends on the bricks and clay cones of Zerghul ;

and in addition to this testimony we have the statement of Sennacherib on the

Nebbi Yunus stone, that in his Babylonian campaign he carried off as trophies Bel-

las of Warka and Beltis of Rubesi, the latter name applying to the city of which the

ruins are now called Zerghul.
T A further description will be given of Beltis, in her character of "

lady of

Nipur," under the head of Nin. That the goddess worshipped at Nipur, and styled
"
the lady of Nipur," was in reality Beltis, and not an independent divinity, is prov-

ed not merely by the name of the place, but by an inscription on a black stone

among the ruins of Niffer, which contains an invocation to Beltis, the name of the

goddess being given in its most ordinary and certain form.
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belonged to her or to Ishtar ; for although the name on the lion, and
which is repeated in reference to the same temple in other inscriptions
of Sardanapalus, represents Beltis or Mylitta, being simply

"
queen of

the land,"
8
still the epithets, "the great goddess,"

" the beginning of

heaven and earth,"
" the queen of all the gods," and especially

"
goddess

of war and battle," are the particular titles of Ishtar'

At Nineveh (Koyunjik) she had also a temple, from whence a vast

number of inscribed slabs have been excavated, recording the restoration

of the edifice, and its re-dedication to the goddess by Asshnr-bani-pal
after his successful campaign in Susiana. On these slabs the goddess is

indicated indifferently by the name of Bilta-Niprut, and by the number

15, either expressed in figures or by the sign Ri; and it might be pre-
sumed, therefore, that when Esar-haddon invokes the goddess XV. of

Nineveh, and the goddess XV. of Arbela, he is alluding to the same

divinity. Yet the Arbela goddess was certainly Ishtar
,
and not Beltis

;

and as Ishtar had also a great temple on the mound of Koyunjik founded

by Sardanapalus, she may be throughout the deity addressed by Esar-

haddon. One of the broken clay tablets contains a list of 12 names be-

longing to her, with their explanations ;
and among these may be recog-

nised u the holder of the sceptre,"
" the beginning of the beginning,"

" the one great queen,"
" the queen of the spheres," &c.

As she has no functions, it would appear, in common with the Moon,
it is hardly allowable to connect her numerical symbol of XV. with the

day of the full moon
;
nor perhaps is it anything more than accidental

that the Babylonian word which answers to 15, and by which the god-
dess is commonly known, Ri, should so nearly resemble the 'Pea of the

Greeks. The same goddess must have been worshipped in Armenia, as

the sign Ri with the determinative of divinity commences some of the

royal names in the inscriptions of Van
;
but there is no satisfactory evi-

dence to show how the name may have been pronounced in that country.

Perhaps the safest distinction will be to give her the name of Mulita in

Babylonia, and of Beltis in Assyria.
1

8 The title translated "
queen of the land" is of rare occurrence, and of doubtful

signification. Where the title occurs on Miehaux's stone, in immediate union with
the three great gods, Ann, Bel-Nimrod, and Hea, it can only apply to Beltis in her
character of "wife of Bel-Nimrod" and "mother of the gods;

"
but the invocation

on the open-mouthed lion (as will be subsequently explained at length), although
the same, or an equivalent, title is made use of, is certainly addressed to the wife

of the god Nin. The only way of reconciling these discrepancies of usage is by
supposing Beltis to have had two distinct characters; one in which she was " the

wife of Bel-Nimrod," and the other in which she was " the wife of Nin'' being wor-

shipped under the former character at Warka, and under the latter at Niffer. The

Assyrians, imperfectly acquainted, perhaps, with the Babylonian system, seem of
the two characters to have made two distinct goddesses.

9 The application of the same epithets to Ishtar and to the wife of Nin must not

be regarded as of any consequence. They were both goddesses of war, but were

worshipped as such at different periods of history.
1 The Mylitta of Herodotus has been generally referred to the root

,
and

translated "
genetrix," but there is no evidence that such a verb was ever used either

in Assyrian or Babylonian. Mul is constantly given on the mythological tablets as

the exact equivalent of Bit, and Mulita may thus be considered the Hamite corre-

spondent to the Semitic Bilta, "a lady."
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(vi.) We now come to the group composed of ^Ether, the Sun, and
the Moon. The reading of the name of the god who represents the sky,
or JEther, continues to be the chief phonetic difficulty of cuneiform my-
thology. The evidence upon which the name has been hitherto read
Phul or Vid is of the most unsatisfactory description, being in fact almost

restricted to the presumed identity of a certain Assyrian king who seems
to have closed the upper dynasty of the empire with the Pid of Scripture
and the Bolochus of the Greek chronologers. If this identification fail

and it has never been anything more than a conjecture the reading
of Phid or Vul must fall with it. In that case we might adopt the read-

ing of Ben, because the name of the god in question forms the first ele-

ment of a royal Syrian title which seems to belong to the king Ben-hadad

of Scripture, or, following the normal phonetic value of the sign which

represents the god and this, as far, at least, as Babylonian mythology
is concerned, must always be considered we might be content with the

alphabetic power Iva or Eva, and might recognise the title in the many
Babylonian and Assyrian words containing this syllable (comp. Evj^tos,

Evou>p07(o, Evc'&uKos, 'Evtvyafjios, 'Evcv/JovAos, Evorita, &c.). It ought
to be some assistance to us in reading the Assyrian name of the god that

it is equivalent in pronunciation to a Babylonian term (written simply

va) which indicates "a Chief" or "Lord," and thus interchanges with

the well-known terms Bel, Mid, Nin, Sar, Hub, &c., but it is at present

impossible to select any one of these synonyms with more confidence than

another, as the phonetic correspondent of the name. If, on the other

hand, we looked to mere local tradition, a more probable reading would
Beem to be Air or Aur, well-known gods of the Meudaean Pantheon, who

presided over the firmament
;
and we might then compare the Greek

Ovpavos (Aiir-an, the god Ur) as a cognate title, and might further ex-

plain the 'OporoA of Herodotus as a compound term, including the male
and female divinities of the material heaven.

3 In the midst of such un-

certainty, the safest course seems to be to follow the ordinary phonetic

law, and to adopt the form of /// as a provisional reading, and in default

of any better nomenclature.'

1 This explanation of the term 'OporoA. (Ur and TaT) is only hazarded on the

possible assumption that the latter name applies to the goddess of the sky ;
but it is

almost certain that Tal is an erroneous reading, and that the true form of the name

* Without pretending to determine this much vexed question of nomenclature,
the following additional evidence is cited in favour of the phonetic reading of Iva :

1. The name of the son of Ismi-dagon is sometimes written with a final va, as if it

might be read either Shama*-Iva or Shameu-Iv-va. '1. There is some ground for

inspecting an identity between a Babylonian city named after this god, and the Ava

or Ivah of Scripture. 3. The Arabic word for "the air" is actually

keva, and the instances of analogy between the Arabic (originally a Cushite dialect)
and the Babylonian are too direct and numerous to be at all subject to doubt.

Further, with regard even to the name of the king who has been hitherto identified

with the Pul of Scripture, some MSS. of the Septuagint verb have *aAc>s, instead

of *oAx in 1 Chron. v. 35
;
and Iva-lush, if that be the true form of the king's

name, is not very different from the former reading. Admitting, however, this ex-

planation to be correct, there will still be a difficulty about the name of King Ben-

hadad, which can indeed only be solved by supposing the god of the air to have had
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No complete list has been found of the titles of Iva, but his charactei

and functions can be sufficiently ascertained from the various incidental

notices regarding him. His standard epithets are " the minister of

heaven and earth " and " the lord of canals," these canals, from their use

in diffusing irrigation and rendering the lands fit for cultivation, being
of the utmost importance in the social economy of the Assyrians. He
is thus " the careful or beneficent chief,"

" the giver of abundance,"
" the god of fecundity." Sargon, who dedicates to him the northern

gate of Khorsabad in conjunction with " the Sun," invokes him as " the

establisher of canals for irrigation," and Nebuchadnezzar employs almost

the same epithet in alluding to his temple at Babylon, while in noticing
the other temple of the god at Borsippa, he describes him (in allusion

to his more general character of " Lord of the air
" or "

atmosphere ")

as " he who pours the field rain upon my territory." The more usual

allusions, however, are to his power, as " the Lord of the whirlwind"

and " the tempest." Tiglath-Pileser I. addresses him as " he who casts

the whirlwind over rebellious races and hostile lands ;" and the metaphors
are constantly used of "

rushiug on an enemy like the whirlwind of IvaJ*
and "

sweeping a country as with the whirlwind of Iva.
n In the curses

also which are fulminated against persons who may injure the royal in-

scriptions or interfere with benefactions, we find such phrases as the

following :
"
May Iva with his flaming sword scatter pestilence over

the land, and may he cause famine and scarcity to prevail throughout
the country;" or where the anathema is in a more humble strain,

"
may

he scatter the harvest and destroy the crops ; may he tear up the trees

and beat down the corn, &c." As the lord of the sky he also presided
over the four points of the compass, his sign being used as the determi-

native to the respective names of the north, east, south, and west.
4

The goddess who is associated with Iva at Nimrud, and also upon
some of the clay tablets (their titles being misharu and sharrat or king

different names in Syria and Babylonia. Dr. Hincks at one time considered the

evidence of the name of Ben-hadad to be unanswerable, and even ventured to com-

pare the term Ben which he thus assigned to the god with the initial element of
ven-tus ; but in this he certainly pushed his etymological speculations too far, ventu*

being of course cognate with the terms vat, vad, and bad, which denote the wind in

the Indo-Arian dialects.
4 The importance of the god Iva in the Pantheon of Babylonia, as contrasted

with the position of Ovpavbs, or of ^ther, in classical mythology constitutes one of
the chief differences between the two systems ;

the reason of the distinction no doubt

being that atmospheric influences were of so much more consequence in the torrid

regions of the East than either in Greece or Rome. The conspicuous part which
Aiar plays under his various developments, in the Sabaean system, seems to indicate

the source from whence Thales drew his theory of the origin of all things from the

watery element in nature. Iva has hardly the same predominance in Assyria and

Babylonia, but there are traces of the extension of his worship from these countries
in various directions. Thus the triad invariably invoked in the Armenian inscrip-
tions of Van, &c., are Khaldi,

" the Sun," and Iva ; and again, as we find on the

Indo-Scythic coins of the 2nd and 3rd centuries distinct evidence of the worship of

the Sun, of the Moon, of Vato or "the wind" (answering to Iva), and of Nana, the

Babylonian Venus, we are certainly justified in believing the entire system to have
been introduced from the banks of the Euphrates.
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and queen),
6
is Shala or Tola ; but her epithets, of which an incomplete

R-t has been found, are obscure.
8

The god Iva must have been known in Babylonia from the earliest

times, as the son of Ismidagon of Ur, who founded temples at Asshur in

the 19th century B. c., has a name compounded of the titles of this god
and of the sun. We know, indeed, from the inscriptions of Tiglath-
Pileser I., that one of the temples thus founded was dedicated to Anu
and his son Iva and this temple continued to the latest times to com-
mand respect in Assyria. The name of the god, however, as far as our

present experience goes, is unknown upon the Babylonian bricks of the

early dynasty, and it may be doubted if he had any temples to the south

except the two already mentioned as having been repaired by Nebu-
chadnezzar at Babylon and Borsippa. At Calah he possessed a temple in

common with his wife Shafa, but no trace has been recovered of a sim-

ilar shrine at Nineveh. The object which symbolises this god both on
the cylinder-seals and in the various groups of the divine emblems is a

weapon with forked points, which may perhaps be called a "
flaming

sword." It probably represents the lightning or thunder-bolts, which
the Greeks put into the hands of Zeus, and it must be the same weapon
with which the god is said to scatter pestilence over the laud, and which,

moreover, was sometimes used as a trophy, Tiglath-Pileser I. having
constructed one of these double-edged swords of copper, and having laid

it up in one of his castles, inscribed with a record of his victories.
7 The

memory of this old emblem is also probably still preserved to the Ma-
homedan world in the double-edged sword of Ali. If there is any figure
of this god to be sought for amongst the Assyrian sculptures, it can

only be the horned deity armed with the thunder-bolt, who chases the

evil spirit (pestilence and famine) from the land, but it is more probable
that that figure represents Nin or Hercules.

The numerical symbol of the god Iva is given as 6, on the tablet

which applies notation to the Pantheon
;
but the position, in continuation

of 60, 50, 40, 30, and 20, requires 10, and the sign representing 10 is

precisely that which has been already noticed as equivalent to Iva in its

meaning of a "
king,"

"
lord," or "

chief." Perhaps then the figure 10

should be the proper symbol, especially as it was allowable in Babylon-
ian to write a series 3, 4, 5, 10, or 3, 4, 5, 6 indifferently, the origin of

this confusion being no doubt to be sought in the double system of nota-

tion, decimal and sexagintal. If, however, the figure 6 were admitted

5 The title mi&haru assigned to this god recalls to mind the term Mwapbs, which

Berosus applies to Cannes (Fr. 6), although there is otherwise no apparent
connexion

between the two. If mitharu, however, simply mean "
king," as is most probable,

it will suit Hea, the real Cannes, better than it suits Iva, for the former god has con-

stantly the sign denoting
"
king" attached to his name.

The true form of this name is almost certainly Shala, and it seems highly prob-
able that it Is the same title which, under the forms of SoAa/^Sw arid 2aAa^/8ay, is

applied in Hesychius and the Etymol. Mag. to the Babylonian Venus. The second

element of the name, if this explanation be correct, will then be "ammo," or

/," a " mother
;

"
a term which, under the form of 'A/xMos, Hesychius also

applies to the Babylonian Juno.
7 See Kileh Shergat Cylinder, col. 6, 1. 15, and col. 8, 1. 83.
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as the real symbol of Iva, some further weight would be attached to the

possible Mendsean reading of the name of the god, as one of the phonetic
values of that character is ar or er.

(vii.) Associated with the god of the sky we usually find " the sun "

and " the moon." The sun was probably named in Babylonia both San
and Sansi, before his title took the definite Semitic form of Shamas,

1

by
which he is known in Assyrian and in all the languages of that family.
He seems to have been considered " the great mover," the motive agent
in fact of everything, and hence he is connected with expeditions, and

generally with the active functions of royalty. His usual titles in the

invocation passages are " the regent of the heavens and earth,"
" he

who sets everything in motion." He is also " the destroyer of the king's

enemies," and " the breaker up of opposition
"

(?). In the various inci-

dental notices of him, however, in the inscriptions, there is more frequent-

ly a special allusion to his impulsive power in urging the king to victory.
Thus Tiglath-Pileser I. calls himself " the proud chief who, under the

influence of the sun-god, sways the sceptre of power over mankind, and

pursues after the people of Bel-Nimrud." Sardanapalus, in the standard

inscription of the north-west palace at Nimrud, names Asshur and the

sun-god as the tutelary deities under whose influence he carried on his

wars
;
and he commences his great historical record with a passage that

may be read as follows :

" In the beginning of my reign, during the

first year, when the "
sun-god," the regent of all things, had cast his mo-

tive influence over me, seated iti majesty on my royal throne, and sway-

ing in my hand the sceptre of power over mankind, I assembled my
chariots and warriors." Sargon, in his dedication to the sun-god of the

northern gate at Khorsabad, speaks of him as " he who has acquired
dominion for me

;

r and the epithet employed by Nebuchadnezzar in no-

ticing the temple of the sun-god at Babylon, is perhaps
" the supreme

ruler who casts a favourable eye on my expeditions." The idea no doubt
of the motive influence of the sun-god in all human affairs, arose from
the manifest agency of the material sun in stimulating the functions of

nature.

The sun-god was probably one of the earliest objects of Babylonian
worship. He had two famous temples one at Larancha (modern Senfo-

reh)* and the other at Slppara (modern Mosdib] in both of which he

1
It would be more convenient no doubt to regard Samas as the original title,

forming Sansi in the construct state (as from Khamis,
"

five," we have A7/ana,
"fifty "), and San would then stand for Sansi, as As for Asshur ; but against this it

must be argued that Sattias or Shainas is never found in the old Babylonian, and
that it would be ungrammatical to use the construct state for the nominative. That
San moreover was a genuine title for "the Sun" is proved by the geographical
name of 'jO^, Bisan (Scythopolis of the Greeks, and formerly ]B PP2, 1 Sam. xxxi.

10, 12, &c.), which is explained in Eugesippus to mean "the house of the Sun."

Compare also
T

l5e bavkv KCITOU Zuv t>v Am KIK\T)<JKOV<TI, Porphyr. in Vit. Pythag.
17, ad fin.

Tn later times the Babylonians corrupted Shamas to Savas, or 2as. See Hesy-
chius in voc.

3
It is not quite certain if the Semitic name of this city should be read as Larrak

or Lartsa. The former orthography is adopted (there being cuneiform authority for

the reading), in order to assimilate the name with Aopctyx ") a primitive Chaldaean
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was associated with his wife Anunit, or Gula. From the former temple,
which was perhaps Darned Bit-Parraf we have numerous bricks of the

early Chaldaean kings, Ehammu-rabi, Purna-puriyas, &c.
;
and Nebu-

chadnezzar has further left a detailed record of his restoration of the

edifice. The latter temple seems to have been even more celebrated,

and to have existed from the remotest antiquity ;
for it is alluded to in

the antediluvian traditions of Berosus, having in fact given the name of

Heliopolis to Sippara, where Xisuthrus is supposed to have buried

his records before going into the ark.
4

This temple, which was also

named Sit Parra, was repaired and adorned by many of the ancient

kings, but more especially by Nebuchadnezzar and Nabonidus, though
the last-named king devoted his particular care to an adjoining temple
named Bit- Ulmis, which was in the same city of Sippara or Agana, but

which was exclusively dedicated to Anunit, who thus took the title of

Lady of Agana* The male and female powers of the sun, whose wor-

ship at Sippara was celebrated throughout the East, were with more
than their usual accuracy identified by the Greeks with the Apollo and

Diana of their own mythology ;
and they are of course represented in

Scripture by the " Adrammelech and Anammelech, the gods of Sephar-

vaini," to whom the Sepharvites burnt their children in fire." The mean-

ing of these Hebrew names is not very certain. Adrammelech may be

capital mentioned by Berosus. (See Cory's Fragments, p. 31.) The Hamite name
of tin- place probably signified

" the city of the Sun," as that of Hur signified
u the

city of the Moon," but in the former case we cannot trace any phonetic connexion.
*
Hardy etymologists might be inclined to connect Parra with the Egyptian

Phra or pi-ra,
*' the Sun

;

" and it is certainly remarkable that the initial element of

the name, which is also the monogram for
" the Sun," should thus have the double

phonetic power ofSan and Par, as if both these terms had been proper names of

the Sun when the cuneiform writing was invented. For a notice of the Senkereh

Temple, see Sir T. Phillips's Cylinder, col. 2, 1. 42, and the bricks and cylinders of

Nebuchadnezzar excavated by Mr. Loftus from the ruins of the building.
4 See Aucher'a Eusebius, pp. 33, sqq. In the extracts from Berosus the name

of Heliopolis is applied to the city, and Sippari to the inhabitants ; but in the inscrip-

tions (see B. M. Ser. PI. 52. 1. 5, &c.) the lull title is given of Tsipar sha Shamas,

"Sippara of the Sun." The name of Sippara is supposed to have been given from

these very writings deposited by Xisuthrus (comp. "iCO,
" a writing") but there is

nothing to countenance such a derivation in the inscriptions ;
on the contrary, as

the cuneiform sign for "the Sun" is the distinguishing element of the Hamite names
both for this city and Larancha, and as the same element occurs in Tdpar, it is most

natural to regard that term as a translation of the Hamite n;ime, and as having im-

mediate reference to the Sun worship. The comparative geography of this city will

be given in another place. Here it may be sufficient to state that the name of Sippara
became gradually corrupted to Sivra and Sura, and that the Euphrates at Babylon is

thus always named by the Arab geographers
" the river of Sura" precisely as in the

Inscriptions it is named "the river of Sippara." This is the same city where in after

ages was established the famous Jewish academy.
* This is all explained at length on the large barrel cylinder of Nabonidus. Agana

was perhaps on the right bank of the river opposite to Sippara, and was so called

from being at the head of the great lake (&PHK in Chaldce). It represents the 'A*pa-

KOLVOV inrp TTJJ ^nririfnjyuy w^Ajor of Abydenus, Acracan being given at full length in

the Sanhedrim, fol. 38, 2, as wsasrrjrpK. Akra de Agama "the fort of the lake."

6 2 Kings xvii. 31. The dual form DT.EO is used in allusion probably to the

double city on each side of the river, precisely as the older Arab geographers em-

ployed the form of i.)!jO instead of f\*xO>

VOL. I. 32
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" the fire-king," or it may be " the royal arranger," ediru and gamiki,
" the arranger

" and " benefactor "
being epithets which together are

frequently applied to the gods, and which are sufficiently applicable to

"the sun." Anammelech, for the female sun, cannot be explained unless

it be connected with the name Anunit. Idols of the sun-god are also not

unfrequently mentioned in the Assyrian lists,
7

though we do not find any
special temples to that deity ;

and he appears to have been worshipped in

that country under three diiferent forms at least, as " the rising sun," the
" meridian sun," and " the setting sun." The allusions to him in these va-

rious capacities are exceedingly obscure, and must await further research.

It may be stated however that he is called " the lord of fire,"
" the light

of the gods,"
" the ruler of the day," and " he who illumines the expanse

of heaven and earth." As the second member of the lower triad of the

Pantheon he is symbolised by the number 20, which numeral, as an al-

phabetic sign, also indicates " a king," not improbably in allusion to the

royal character of the sun. It has also the phonetic powers of Nis and
Man ; and from the analogy of the names Dis and Ana, appertaining to

Anu as equivalents of his numerical symbol of 60, we might very well

argue that these terms must also be names for the sun in some of the

ancient dialects of Babylonia. At present, however, the conjecture is

unsupported by evidence.'

It has already been stated that the female power of the sun is named
Gula or Anunit ; but her primitive Babylonian name seems to have been

Ai, and it is under that form that she is found in most Babylonian doc-

uments to be associated as an object of worship with the sun.
1

It is

possible that Ai, Gula, and Anunit may represent the female power of the
sun in his three different phases of "

rising,"
u
culminating." and "

set-

ting," for the names do not appear to be interchangeable, and yet they
are equally associated with the sun-god. The name of Gula, at any rate,
which is the best known of the three forms, and which simply means in

primitive Babylonian
" the great,"

3

being thus identical with the Gadlat

of the later Chaldaean mythology,
3
is distinctly stated in one inscription

7 Sennacherib carried off the idol of the sun-god from Laranchain his great Bab-

ylonian expedition.
B The Mendaans still use the old Assyrian word Shaman for the Sun, and the

same term is common to the Hebrew, Syrian, and Arabic. In the 5th century,
however, the Sabasans of Harran worshipped the Sun as Bel&hamin,

u the Lord of

Heaven," and at a later period they used the Greek name of"HAcoy. See Assemanni,
Bib. Orient, vol. i. p. 327, and Ssabier und derSsabismus, vol. ii. p. 32.

1 See Sir T. Phillips's Cylinder, col. 2, Is. 40 and 42, where the temples of Sip-

para and Larancha, each of them being named Bit Parra, are said to be dedicated
to the sun-god and Ai.

a Gula may possibly be connected with ^ra, but only indirectly, as the latter

term was unknown in Assyrian. Gula, translated in the vocabularies by rabu, and
kindred therefore with gala, which is a synonym for the same word, may be imme-

diately compared with the Galla guda, "great," and the many ancient oriental names
compounded of Gallus must be referred to the same root.

3 Gadlat and Tar'ata (Atargatis or Derceto) are given by St. James of Seruj as

the tutelary goddesses of Harran in the 5th century of Christ (Asseman. Bib. Orient,

vol. i. p. 327), but these names seem to have been lost three centuries later when
the Nedim wrote on the gods of the Sabreans. (See Ssabier und der Ssabismus, vol.

ii. p. 39.)
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to belong to the great goddess
" the Wife of the Meridian Sun." 4

This

goddess is more generally known as the deity who presides over life and

fecundity, and, as such, is frequently confounded with two other divini-

ties, Bilat Hi, or " the Mistress of the gods," and Bilat Tila, or " the

Mistress of Life," (?) though in the list of the idols in the famous tern-

le of Bel-Merodach at Babylon the three names are given as those of

istinct deities. A comparison of the titles of these three goddesses
will show, at any rate, how difficult it must have been to distinguish
them. Gula, in the great inscription of Nebuchadnezzar, who dedicated

to her three temples at Borsippa and two at Babylon, is
" the arranger

and benefactor of life," and "she who blesses the people," while Bilat Hi
at Khorsabad, where she is joined with Jlea, is

" she who multiplies life,"

and in the inscriptions of Sennacherib is distinctly called " the goddess

{residing over births."
'

It may be added, that in a list of the 41 titles

of Bilat lit, on a tablet in the British Museum. Gula is given as a

recognised synonym; yet, on the other hand, as far as present re-

pearch goes, there is no example of connexion between Bilat Hi and
the sun-god. With regard to the relationship of Bflat Tila with Gula,
the former name would seem to signify "the mistress of life," and the

temples of Gula at Borsippa are respectively named Bit Gula, Bit Tila,

and Bit Ziba Tila* With the single exception, moreover, of the enume-
ration of Gula, Bilat Hi, and Bilat Tila as distinct idols in the temple of

Bel-Merodach, there is no other list, it is believed, of the gods which

contains more than one of the names. One of the tablets supplies a list

of 20 titles for Ai, but they are all obscure, with the exception of the

heading, which is
" the female sun." The same may be said of the 41

titles of Bilat Hi; and even Gula's descriptive titles, which are chiefly

local epithets, are not easy of explanation. Gula had a distinct temple
at Calah, independent of the sun-god, as she had at Babylon and Bor-

sippa, and also at Asshur, where ten other idols, more or less closely

connected with her, were admitted to participate in her worship.
7

It is well known that in most of the groups of Babylonian and As-

syrian divine emblems there are two distinct representations of the sun,

one being figured with four rays or divisions within the orb, and the

other with eight. These two figures may be supposed to indicate a dis-

tinction between the male and female powers of the deity, the quartered
disk symbolising Shanias, and the eight-rayed orb being the emblem of

Ai, Gula, or A nun it.

(viii.) The 3rd god of this triad is
" the moon," who was named Sin

4 See Michaux's Stone, col. 4, 1. 5.
* See B. M. Ser. PI. 38, 1. 3. In Babylonian the name of this goddess is written

Bilat Nini, of which Bilat Hi is the Assyrian translation. On one tablet she seems

to be indicated by the number 2, but her epithets are not intelligible, nor even are

her local titles for the most part to be recognised.
6 Bilat Tila is probably the same as the Rabbat-at-Til ot the Sabaeans of ffarran,

to whom belonged the sacred goats, which were kept as victims, but which no preg-
nant woman dared to offer in sacrifice, or even to approach. (See Ssabier und der

Ssabismus, vol. ii. p. 40).
7 These names are as follows : "The Queen of the Stars" (Venus) ; Kippata ;

Jfartu;
" the Queen of the Chace ;" Gula ; Panm(?); Gunura ; Kilili ; Tsakhirta,

Bilat Pak(or "the Queen of Time (?)"; and Pashirta.
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by the Assyrians, as he is by the Mendseans to the present day.
8 His

Babylonian name was probably pronounced Hurki, the essential element

of the name being preserved in Hur (Ur of the Chaldees and modern

Mugheir) which was the chief place of his worship
9 The titles of the

god are for the most part too vague to indicate the attributes with which

he is invested. He is merely
" the chief."

" the Lord of spirits,"
" the

powerful," &c.
;
or sometimes "

king of the gods," or, as the celestial

luminary,
" the bright," "the shining;" and in one passage "Lord of

the month." It would seem, however, from certain half intelligible al-

lusions in the inscriptions that Sin as the god of good fortune was

especially entrusted with the guardianship of buildings. Nebuchadnez-
zar in dedicating to him a temple at Babylon thus speaks of him as " the

strengthener of my fortifications," and in noticing the other temple of

the moon-god at Borsippa, he calls him " the supporting architect of my
stronghold." There is also a very interesting passage on the Khorsabad

cylinders which may be thus read :
" In the month of Sivan (?), a month

under the care of the great Lord, the wielder of the thunderbolts, the

supporting architect, the guardian (Hurki) of heaven and earth, the

champion of the gods, the moon-god, who is next in order to Anu, Bel-

Nimrod, Hea, and Beltis, I made bricks and built a city and temple to

the god of the month Sivaii of happy name." 10 From this it would ap-

pear that the month Sivan was sacred to Sin, the names being, in all

probability, connected
;
and it is further of interest to observe that the

sign which represents the month in question is also the sign used to re-

present
"
bricks," which especially belonged to Sin as the Babylonian

god of architecture.
1 One of the most ordinary titles of Sin, it may be

added, is Bel-mna (generally contracted in Assyrian to el-zu) and there

8
It is most surprising that Dr. Hincks in his paper on the Assyrian mythology

should have overlooked the existence of the word Sin for "the Moon" in so many
Semitic languages, and have sought to identify the god in question with Jupiter.
Sin is not only a recognised term for the moon at the present day in Syriac and

Mendsean, but it is the name given to the moon-god in St. James of Seruj's list of
the idols of Harran already quoted ;

and it also stands for Monday in the table of
the days of the week used by the Sabaeans as late as the 9th century. (See Norberg's
Ouomasticon, p. 108

;
Chwolsohn's Ssabier uud der Ssabismus, vol. ii. p. 22, and As-

eeman. loc. cit.)
9
Hur, which is the Hamite power of the cuneiform sign answering to the Se-

mitic nazar "titt,
"
to protect," may perhaps be compared with the root 113?, which

has produced TO, '/r,
" a watcher," applied to the arrchangels in the Syriac liturgy.

The phonetic reading of Hur for the geographical name in which this sign is the

ruling element is given repeatedly in the vocabularies, and may be regarded there-

fore as quite certain.
10 This passage commences at line 47 of the Cylinder Inscription. It is left out

altogether in the nearly similar inscription on the Bulls which has alone as yet been

published.
1 The direct connexion thus established between the god Sin and " bricks

"
for

building would seem to explain the use in Hebrew of !i3i^ for " the moon "
(Is. xxiv.

23 and xxx. 26), more satisfactorily than by a reference to the whiteness of the

luminary, especially as the cuneiform sign used for the 3rd month, sacred to Sin, is

always translated in the vocabularies by the actual word liban. It may also fairly
be surmised that the "

goddess, or fabulous queen of Assyria, Tilbin, derived her
name from the same source." (See the quotation from Eutychius in Chwolsohn's Ssa
bier und der Ssabismus, vol. ii. p. 295.)
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is in this title probably the same allusion to building (compare ^t
"
form,") which is to be found in the other epithets.

2

The most celebrated temple of the moon-god appears in antiquity to

have been in the city of Hur. Its site is now marked by the great
mound of Mugheir, the excavation of which has yielded a vast number
of bricks, tablets, clay cones, and cylinders, all stamped with the names
of different kings, but all bearing evidence to the worship of the moon-

god. Nabonidus, indeed, who seems to have been an especial votary of

Sin's, for he calls him " the chief of the gods of heaven and earth, the

king of the gods, god of gods, he who dwells in the great heavens, the

Lord of the temple of ...... in the city of Hur, my Lord,"

expressly declares that he had found in the annals of Urid'h (the oldest

king whose name has been discovered in Babylonia) a record that he had

commenced the temple in question, but had left the completion of it to

his son Ilgi ;
3 and the shrine, therefore, must have lasted throughout

the entire period of the Babylonian monarchy, from its foundation to

the time of Cyrus. The name of the moon-god was read, it would seem,
or at any rate might have been read in one of the dialects of ancient

Babylon, as Shishaki ;
4 and a possible explanation is thus obtained of the

Sheshech of Scripture (used for Hur) which is associated with Babylon
in the denunciations of the Prophet Jeremiah.

6

Hit/r, the city of the moon-god, was also called in a later age, according
to Eupolemus, Ka/xaptVi;, the name being derived apparently from

^
an Arabic term for the moon. 8 Besides the temples to Sin al-

ready noticed at .ZTwr, at Babylon, at Borsippa, and at Khorsabad, an-

other shrine is mentioned at Calah
;
and the god was also worshipped

under the same name at Harran as late as the 6th century of the Chris-

tian era.
7

Sin was, in all probability, the tutelary deity of king Sennach-

erib, as the monarch's name signifies
" Sin magnifies (my) brothers;" but

he does not appear to have raised any temples to his honour.

With regard to the relationship of Sin to the other gods of the Pan-
theon there is one distinct notice on a brick from Mugheir calling him
the eldest son of Bel-Nimrod, and there are many indications that his

wife was a goddess named " the great lady," who is joined with him in

the lists both at Khorsabad and on the tablets, but of whom nothing
whatever is known beyond the name.

8

a
It is only on the tablets that the full title of Bel-zuna is found, but the form is

certainly authentic. The root zanan, it may be added, is commonly used in Assyrian
for building.

3 This is quoted from the cylinders of Nabonidus excavated by Mr. Taylor from

the four corners of the tower or ziggurat of the Temple of the Moon at Mugheir.
4 That is, the cuneiform sign which in the sense of "

protecting
" must be read

as Hur in Hamite and Nazar in Semitic, is also used to denote " a brother," which

is Shish in one language and Akhu in the other.
6 Jer. xxv. 26 and li. 41.

e Euseb. Prap. Evang. 9.

7
St. James of Seruj, about A. D. 500, says that the devil deceived the people of

Harran through Sin and Bal-shemin; i.e. "the moon" and "the sun." Assem-

anni, however, in translating the passage (Bib. Orient, vol. i. p. 327) failed to recog-
nise the name of the moon, and read Benin as a single word. See also the frequent
notices of Sin in "Ssabier und der Ssabismus."

* This goddess was associated with Sin as tutelary divinity of the city of Hur,
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The numerical symbol of Sin as the head of the lower triad is 30

and the sign representing this number has, as we should expect, an or

dinary phonetic value corresponding with the name of the god, but it

has also a second value Ish or E*h, which should thus likewise apper-

tain to the moon-god in some of the old dialects. The identity of this

number 30 with the days of the month, over which the moon-god pre-

sides, can hardly be accidental, though the figure would seem to have

been assigned to him as a symbol, merely from his relative position in

the lists." How it happened that the moon in Babylonian mythology
was thus placed above the sun we are not, of course, in a position to

decide
;
but there were evidently traditions regarding the god of extreme

antiquity, and apparently connected with the first colonisation of the

land, which may not improbably have occasioned the preference. Thus

in two passages of the inscriptions of Sargon, where he alludes to the

conquest of Northern Armenia and the submission of the Greeks of

Cyprus, he incidentally notices the antiquity of the moon-god.
10 In the

latter passage he speaks of the Cypriots as " a nation of whom from the

remotest times, from the origin of the god Hurki (or Sin), the kings

my fathers, who ruled over Assyria and Babylonia, had never heard the

mention." What precise idea " the origin
"

or " the first of HurH "

may be intended to convey we cannot, of course, say ;
but the allusion

would seem to be to the commencement of the historical period. A
reference may here also be made to the famous passage of Berosus which

describes the great female deity who assisted Belus in the formation

of the heavens and the earth, under the name of 'O/xdpwKo. and <s>oAaT#,

because there is a gloss added in the Greek, that the Chaldgean word

Thalatth, which answers immediately to ^oAaoxm,
" the sea," may also

be interpreted
" the moon." a Now the goddess thus indicated is well

known to the Assyrian student under the name of Telita, but she has no

apparent relation to the moon. She is rather the goddess of the lakes

or stagnant water about Babylon, and the name may thus really be con-

nected with the Greek 3aAao-(ra.
3 With regard to 'O/xdpwKa or

and a particular portion of the great temple at that place was dedicated to her, the

legends on the bricks of Nabonidus from this spot containing an invocation to her.

Both she and her husband Sin had arks or tabernacles, probably deposited in this

temple, the one being called " the light
" and the other 4l the lesser light."

8 That is, as the head of the second Triad, which was his proper place in the

Pantheon, though he is here for convenience sake put after " the Sun." In all the

invocation-lists we possess, except that on Michaux's stone, Sin follows next after

the three great gods Anu, Bel-Nimrod, and Hta (with Beltis sometimes interposed),
and he is therefore misplaced in this Essay.

10 See Khorsabad Inscriptions, pi. 151, 22, and 153, 2.
1 The expression here made use of with regard to u the moon-god

"
is quite

unintelligible at Khorsabad, but is illustrated by a variant reading on the Cyprus
stone.

2 See the quotation from Syncellus in Cory's Fragments, p. 25.

8 She is the goddess of the Bar (probably Arabic y'^Vy bahar), which is the

first element in the name of Bar-zip or Borsippa. In the inscriptions of Sargon a

city on the lower Tigris is often mentioned, which was named after her Dur-Telita,
and which is no doubt the 0oAc&a of Ptolemy, placed by him near the mouth of the

river.
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the most probable explanation seems to be Um-itrka,
" the mother or lady

of Urka " *
or " Warka" which was an acknowledged title ofBeltis; but

there is also another name, applying probably to the same divinity, on
a tablet from Tel Eyd, near Warka, which reads Harki, and thus sug-

gests that the Armenian form Marcaia may after all be the true reading
of the name.*

(ix.) We now come to the five minor gods, who, if not of astronom-

ical origin, were at any rate identified with the five planets of the Chal-

daean system. In regard to four of the gods in question the identification

is certain, because the Mendaeans still apply to four of the planets the

very terms which are used in the inscriptions as the proper names of the

gods, and in the case of the remaining god a coincidence may be infer-

red, though we cannot at present find a cuneiform correspondent for the

Syriac name. This doubtful god then will bo first examined. His

ordinary names, if read phonetically, are Bar and Nin-ip, but he had also

the earlier Babylonian titles of Va-liia and Va-dana, which are quite

unintelligible. There is no god indeed in the Pantheon, whose proper
name is subject to so much doubt, while at the same time we have such
an extensive series of his descriptive epithets. A few of these epithets
selected from the dedications to the god, recorded by Sardanapalus and
Shama*-Iva at Calah,

8
as well as from the mythological tablets, where he

is discussed at great length, will now be given, and from the terms em-

ployed we will then proceed to judge of the god's character and functions.

One series of epithets refers to his strength and courage. He is
" the

lord of the brave,"
" the champion,"

" the warrior who subdues foes,"
"he who strengthens the hearts of his followers;

1 ' and again,
a the

destroyer of enemies,"
" the reducer of the disobedient,"

" the extermi-

nator of rebels,"
" whose sword is good." In more general terms he is

" the powerful chief,"
" the supreme,"

" the first of the gods,"
" the

eldest son." He is also " the chief of the spirits,"
" the favourite of the

gods,"
" the glorifier of the meridian sun." With regard to his position

in the heavens, he is
" the rider on the wind,"

" he who wields the thun-

derbolts of the gods,"
" he who spreads his shield over the heights of

heaven and earth;" also,
" the light of heaven and earth,"

u he who like

the sun, the light of the gods, illumines the nations." As a motive agent,
he is,

" he who causes the circles of the heavens and earth to revolve,"
" he who grants the sceptre and the thunderbolts of power," and " he

who incites to everything." More definitely, he is
" the god of battle,"

4 See particularly Sir T. Phillips's Cylinder, col. 2, 1. 52, where she is thus named
in the notice of the restoration of her tetnple of Bit Ana by Nebuchadnezzar.

6 See Aucher's Eusebius, vol. i. p. 23. The goddess commemorated on this

tablet, and to whom king llgi builds a temple at Tel Eyd, is called
" the Lady of

Marki" or Warld^ and a suspicion thus arises that the name Warki is after all nothing
more than the phonetic reading of the title of the city of Warka, which is here for

the first time met with.
6 The invocation of Sardanapalus is repeated on a vast number of mural slabs

belonging to the great temple at Calah, and is also prefixed to the king's annals on

the pavement slabs belonging to the same building. The invocation of Shamas-Iva,
which is different, and less detailed, prefaces the king's annals upon the obelisk;

also found at Calah, and now in the British Museum.
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" he who tramples upon the wide world ;" and in reference to his charac-

ter of the fish-god, which seems so strangely inconsistent with his other

attributes, he is
" the opener of aqueducts,"

" the god of the sea and of

aqueducts,''
" he who dwells in the deep." It must be understood that

in this list a very small portion only of his epithets are given the total

number being above a hundred
;
but they are still sufficient to show the

great variety of the god's supposed functions. Many of these functions

can further be verified from other sources. Thus in the inscriptions he

is constantly said to excite the king to undertake his various expeditions
both for war and hunting ;

he accompanies him to the field
;
he watches

over the combat, and he dispenses victory. Again, as the invocation to

him is inscribed across each of those remarkable slabs in the British

Museum, which are sculptured respectively with the figure of the fish-

god, and the figure armed with the thunderbolt who drives away the

evil spirit, there can be little doubt but that, notwithstanding their

diversity of character, both of the above-named mythical creatures

are intended to represent the god under different attributes.
7

Not less difficult, however, is it to reconcile the Oannes, or fish-god
of Berosus, with the Hercules of classical mythology, both of these

characters appertaining, as it would seem, to the god in question, than

it is to explain his astronomical position in the Pantheon. It has been

observed that as the four remaining minor gods, el-Merodach, Ncrgal,

Ishtar, and Nebo, respectively represent in the heavens the planets Jupiter,

Mars, Venus, and Mercury, it would appear almost certain a priori that

the god whom we are now considering must correspond with Saturn, and
without any great violence of etymology, the name which Saturn bears

in Mendaean, and perhaps also in Scripture,
8

litvan, might also be com-

pared with the Greek 'Oan/^s ;
but how is it possible that the dark and

distant planet Saturn can answer to the luminary who " irradiates the

nations like the sun, the light of the gods ?"
* All the celestial indications

7 Both of these slabs indeed come from the same building, the Temple of

historical cylinders of Shalmanubar are yet to be found in the four corners of the
stone walls of the various stages of this building which have not been hitherto

explored.
8 The allusion is to the word T>^ in Amos v. 26, which we, following the Vul-

gate, translate by a "
statue," but which the LXX. and all other translators have re-

garded as a proper name. The LXX., mistaking the initial letter, give the name as

'Paupav (whence we have 'Ptptyav in Acts vii. 43), but the Syrian version retains the

reading of Kivan, which was the name for Saturn in that language. The assimilation

of Kivan and 'Cldwris supposes that Berosus represented the Babylonian guttural by
a Greek aspirate, which is, to say the least of it, improbable. As Helladius (Phot.
Bib. cclxxix. p. 1594) uses the name "flrj for the same fabulous being, a more nat-
ural explanation of Oannes would be as a compound of Hea or //oa, and an " a god."
Hyginus in his 274th fable probably used the orthography of Evdrris.

9 M. Raoul Rochette in his elaborate memoir on the Assyrian Hercules in the
M6moires de 1'Institut, torn, xvii., viewing the subject from a classical rather than
an Oriental point of view, has accumulated abundant evidence to show that Hercules
was commonly confounded in the East with Saturn. Damascius (de Princip. in

Wolff's Analecta, iii. p. 254) thus quotes a tradition on the authority of Hellauicua
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indeed in the various invocations to Bar point to the moon, and recall

the connexion which both in Greek and Egyptian mythology existed

between the moon and Hercules
;
whereas in the Stellar Tablets it is

clearly established that the god in question must represent the constel-

lation Taurus, in virtue, probably, of his connexion with the man-bull,

which, as the impersonation of strength and power, was dedicated to him.

As the celestial Bull, Bar or Nin-ip, had the title apparently of T^hibbi,

but the meaning of the term is obscure, and to establish any connexion

between the Constellation Taurus and Saturn, in the astral mythology
of Assyria, we have to travel almost beyond the limits of legitimate
criticism. The following remarks are offered, however, as a possible
solution of the difficulty : In the mythical names of the East, the ter-

mination in an may be usually recognised as a mere dialectic development.
The true name of the planet Saturn then, instead of Kivan, may be Kw
or Giv, and this term can be connected both with Hercules on the one

side, and with the Bull on the other. Giv in fact, which is a strictly
historical name, as it occurs in Greek characters at Behistun, was a

famous warrior of old Persian romance, whilst the same title under an-

other form, Gav, which means " a bull," but was also taken as a proper

name, was applied to the true Arian Hercules, the founder of Per-

sian nationality.
1 Further the second month of the Assyrian year,

and Hieronymus, the Peripatetic, that from the two primitive elements, water and

earth, was born a dragon, who, besides his serpent's head, had two other heads,
those of a lion and a bull, between which was placed the visage of god, 0eoD itpt>a~

wirov, 'Clvondabcu &e \p6vov byhparov Kal 'Hpa*A.T}a T)V wr6v. Athenagoras (Legat.

pr. Christ, s. xv. 6, p. 3, edit. Lindner.) repeats the tradition, stating, however, still

more clearly tvo^a. 'Hpcuc\r)s Kcd Xp<Wj. John Lydus (de Mens. iv. 46, p. 220, ed.

Roeth) also says, 'HpcucAfjv tie 6 Xpovos irapa rw NurofUlx? tlprjTat. The visage of

god, with the symbolical figures of the bull and lion, are strikingly illustrative of

the Nineveh sculptures of "the god and goddess of war," and the expression

Xp6vov ayjiparov,
" time without bounds," also brings into the category the Zerwan

akarene of the early Magians.
As a further proof of the connexion between Hercules and Saturn, Raoul Ro-

chette, following Movers (Phonizier, i. 292), refers to the name of Kivan. This he

supposes to be the same as the Greek icluv and the Hebrew TPS (Amos v. 26), and
to have been assigned because the god Hercules was worshipped under the form of
*' a pillar

"
or "

column," and he refers the Egyptian name of Xuv for Hercules to

the Mme source but there is no evidence in the inscriptions of the columnar wor-

ship of Hercules, nor have we yet found any cuneiform name for Nin which could

represent TPS or Kivan. (See Raoul Rochette's Memoir, p. 50.)
Raoul Rochette further quotes many epithets, such as navm, Quo-nets, </>tAJ<ro0os,

TAf(7T^v, &c., applying to Hercules as the god of knowledge, and he explains this

apparent incongruity by referring to the 'HpowAeouy OTTJACU, inscribed with mystic

characters, and perhaps the same as the antediluvian columns of Plato and Josephus,
as well as the K('KT/JLOV KiWas, which contained all the secrets of nature, and which

Atlas gave to Hercules, according to Herodotus, quoted by Clemens (Strom. I. 15,

fl. 73, p. 360) ;
but a more satisfactory explanation of the Greek myth is to be found

in our discovery that the Assyrian Hercules was confounded with Cannes, the author

of all science, being typified at Nimrud by the man-fish, which, according to Berosus,
was the figure assigned to the other deity.

1 The connexion however between the names of Giv and Gav is very doubtful.

The name of Giv, which belonged to the father of Gotarzes (at Behistun mTAPZHc
TEOnoePOC), seems to be the same as the Vivan of the great inscription of Darius,

while Gav or Gava, the name of the famous blacksmith of Isfahan, who drove out
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which, supposing the year to commence with Aries, would fall under the

zodiacal sign of Taurus, was represented by the same cuneiform sign
which denotes a bull (alpu), and to which the name of JVin-ip is attached

in the Stellar Tablets
;
this month moreover answering to the Thura-vahar

of the Persian calendar, where Thura is evidently -YMD, ._$* or TIB, ravpos,

and to the Ziv of the old Hebrew calendar, which may very well stand

for CftVj as Zam-zwnmim stands for Gamgummi, &c. a In our present

state, however, of uncertainty as to whether the Mendsean name Kivan

for Saturn is really of the same antiquity as the other six planetary

names, el, Nerig, Shamas, Ishtar, Nebo, and Sin, or whether it is a later

importation from the Persian affording as it does the only single in-

stance of identity in the planetary nomenclature of the Mendaean and

Syrian on the one side, and the Pehlevi and Persian on the other there

is no use in any further discussion of the question.
Of more interest will it be to attend to the other names of Nin-ip and

Bar. Now with regard to Nin-ip, the adjunct ip is explained in the vo-

cabularies to signify merely
" a name," so that the title may perhaps be

read Nin,
" the lord or master," KO.T c^o^/v, and it is very remarkable that

a precisely identical usage seems to have prevailed in the Semitic cor-

respondent of the title, the great warrior-god who was worshipped in

Assyria, and who was, according to the tradition of the country, imme-

diately connected with Ninus,
8

being entitled by the Armenian histor-

Zohak (the Scythians), and restored Arian supremacy, must rather, according to

the early Arab historians, who apply the title to a dynasty instead of an individual,
answer to the Zend Kava, "royal" (in Kava /, &c .) t if that be really a genuine
ancient term. At any rate Gau,

" a bull
"

in old Persian, is a distinct word, as in

Gaubaruwa for Tu&pvas. It is at the same time curious to remark, in reference to

this subject, that Gav for "a smith" has its correspondent in all the Celtic tongues.

Compare Welsh Gof, Irish Gobha and Gobhan, Latin name Gobanus, modern Gowan
%

the same termination reappearing as in Kivan and Vivan. Remark too that the

god whose claim to the name of Kivan we are now considering is actually the god
of iron, and thus " the smith "

par excellence. We need never indeed be startled at

finding Arian analogies in examining the old Babylonian terms, for there is abun-
dant evidence of a primitive Arianism, anterior probably to the development of the

Sanscrit, in the construction of the cuneiform alphabet.
3 The identity of Thura-vahir with the 2nd month of the year named Ziv in the

old Jewish calendar, and represented by the cuneiform sign for "a bull," is proved
by the Behistun inscription, and helps to establish the fact that the old year com-
menced as at present with Nisan.

8 If we compare the 13th chapter of the 1st book of Moses of Chorene with the
Paschal Chronicle (ed. Dindorf. vol. i. p. 68), we shall be quite satisfied that the
same tradition of ancient Assyrian mythology is related by both authorities. In
either history Ninus, the founder of the empire, is succeeded by a warrior king,
who, for his great achievements, is placed amongst the gods and worshipped by the

Assyrians. It is therefore most interesting to observe that this deity, who is named
Bar (or Barsam) in the one tradition, is named oi'^as in the other, a confirmation

being thus obtained of the identity of Bar and Nin with the constellation Taurus,
and with the man-bulls of Nineveh. The tradition too in the Paschal Chronicle is

of the more importance that it is given on the authority of Zfwpwvios 6 Ba0v\u)i>ios,

Uepff-ns. A further proof that the 0oi'^ay, or Thur of this passage, really repi >

the Assyrian Hercules, typified by the man-bull, is to be found in the tradition

which it also preserves of the deified hero having been named "Aprjs after the planet
Mars

;
for there is no better authenticated fact than that the Romans believed thia
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ians Bar-shem, that is
" Bar by name," or " the lord or master," KO.T

eoxr)v-' It is not by any means easy to discriminate the use of these

names between Babylonia and Assyria. Nin-ip is undoubtedly of Bab-

ylonian origin, Nin being the Hamite term for a " lord or master," and

tp signifying
" a name," and there is an incidental verification of the

reading in the epithet of 'BS-'S Ninpi, which the Talmud applies to Nopher
or Niffer, in allusion probably to the patron-goddess of the city being the

wife of Nin-ip or Hercules
;
but that the same name, or at any rate its

essential element Nin, must also have been used in Assyria, can hardly
be doubted when we consider the standard traditions of Ninus, and the

very name of Nineveh, the capital. On the other hand there is no pos-
itive evidence of the name of Bar or Bar-shem being used in Assyria
Proper, except the statement to that effect of the historians of Armenia

;

but there is proof of the title being used by a people in the immediate

vicinity of Assyria, as well as of the connexion of the title both with

Hercules and Saturn. Thus the kings of Hatra (modern Hadkr, *W. of

Kileh Shergdt) who fought with the Romans both with Trajan and Se-

verus are always named by the Greek historians Bapo-rj/xioi,
5
whilst in

old Arabic history, in the accounts of the wars of the same kings with
the first Sassanian monarchs of Persia, the names are employed of

Dhizan and Satrun; Dhizdn, which was known to the Arabs as the

name of an ancient idol, being apparently the same term as Desanansf

which, according to Eusebius, was an eastern name for Hercules, and
Satrun (or Saturn), which, although stated by the Arabs to signify

" a

king," is not of any known Semitic etymology, being a remnant per-

haps, like Dis, of a primitive Scytho-Arian nomenclature, which after-

wards through the Etruscans penetrated to Rome. 7

star, according to the Chaldean mythology, to be sacred to Hercules. (See the
various passages cited by Raoul Rochette in his Memoir, p. 46, from the Etym. Mag.,
Macrobius, Pliny, Servius, Cicero, and Varro.) The origin of this confusion is to be

ought in the constant association of the Assyrian Nin or Hercules with Nergal or

Mare, and in their being invoked indifferently as " the god of war and battles."

John of Malala (edit. Bonn. p. 19) also mentions this Assyrian king 0ofyas, who
was also named Ares, and who first raised a O-TT?ATJ or "column" for worship.

4 There is however another explanation of the name Bar-sam, or Bar-s/iem, of
which some notice must be taken. It has been already stated that if the Noachide
Triad be compared with the Assyrian, Ann will correspond with Ham, Bel-Nimroti
with Slirin, and Hea with Japhet. The Armenian Bar-sam may then very well be
u the son of Shem," alluding to the descent of Nin or Hercules from Bel-Nimrod or

Jupiter ; and it is not a little in favour of this explanation that the Paschal Chron-
icle gives the name of 2a^rjy to the father of ov^ar, a name which may very well

Stand for Sam or Shem. That Bar-sham was a genuine title may further be inferred

from the name of ttrnsttnB, Parshandata in Esther ix. 7, which signifies given to

Parshan. The only objection to this etymology is, that there is no evidence of

Bar being used for
u a son "

in old Assyrian, though of such general employment in

that sense in later times.
* See Herodian. III. L 11.
* Desanau* is the orthography used in St. Jerome's Latin version of Eusebius,

but the Greek text has AiwSai/. The people who used the name are said to be

Phoenicians, Cappadocians, and Ilians, all more or less Arabs. See Seld. de Diis

9, p. 118.
1
Pocock in his Specimen Hist. Arab. (p. 103) first investigated this subject, re-

cognising the apparent identity of Satrun and Saturn, but being unable to find a
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As far as the Greek accounts of the wars and hunting expeditions
of Ninus may be received as genuine Oriental traditions, they must
be referred to Nin or Bar, the true Assyrian Hercules and the tute-

lary god of the Assyrian kings. His temple in the Assyrian capital,
described by Tacitus (Annal. xii. 13), is perhaps the very building
at Nimrud which adjoined the pyramid, and the account of his ex-

ploits in the nocturnal chace, which is given in the same passage, is

in exact accordance with his character in the inscriptions, as the god
who excites and directs the various hunting expeditions of the king.
There were, however, two temples at Calah especially dedicated to

him, the one named Bit Zira, which was probably that adjoining the

pyramid, from whence have been obtained the annals of Sardanapalus
and the various figures and invocations to Nin ; and the other Bit Ku-
ra

(?),
at the S. E. corner of the mound which contained the obelisk of

ShamaS'Iva, a monument also dedicated to the same deity ;
and it was

in reference to these temples that he took the titles Pal-Zira and Pal-

Kura (the son of Zira and the son of Kura), which we find in the re-

spective royal names of Tiylath-Pileser and Nin-pal-kura.
There is not any direct notice in the inscriptions of temples being

raised to him in Babylonia, but he must almost assuredly have had
some famous shrine at Niffer, the Nopher Ninpi of the Talmud,

8
be-

cause, in the first place,
" the Queen of Nipur

" was his wife, and in

the second place the " Herculis arae
" of the geographers, which Ptol-

emy makes the southern limit of Mesopotamia,
9 and places in the im-

mediate vicinity of Apamsea (modern ruins of Sakherith,)
1

can only by
possibility refer to Niffer. In Babylonia itself there is some reason for

supposing that he was worshipped under another form, the god whose
name signifies

" the son of the house," and of whom a sculptured figure

correspondent for Dhizan. Chwolsohn (Ssabier und der Ssabismus, vol. ii. p. 693)
has since carried on the inquiry, accumulating all available Arabic and Syriac

authority to illustrate the name Satrun, but he has fallen altogether into a wrong
track in seeking to identify the Hadhr of Satrun with the Syriac Chetra supposed by
Ephraem Syrus to mark the site of the Calah of Genesis. This latter city was on the

Tigris between Samarra and Tekrit, and was famous for its Jewish colony. It adjoined

^jU&jxb, Tirhan, also a very ancient site, and the Tharrana of the Peutingerian

Table. The Santhirs of Chetra cannot therefore be connected with Satrun of
Hadhr.

8 This very remarkable epithet occurs in the Joma, and was thus probably in use
as late as the 2nd or 3rd century of Christ.

9
Ptolemy places the

f

Hpa-AW pwpbv in long. 80 and lat. 34*20 and Apamaea
in long. 79-50 and lat. 34-20. The Peutingerian map also gives a route from Tiguba
(Cutha)

" ad Herculem," in which almost every station may be identified. In the

Periplus of Marcian (Hudson's Geograph. Min. vol. i. p. 18) the 'Hpaic\(ovs arri\aa,

are assigned apparently to the extreme X.W. limit of Susiana, an indication which
will suit Niffer sufficiently well. The said altars or pillars were probably obelisks or

monoliths, such as have been already found in Assyria, inscribed with the annals of
the king, but also bearing an invocation to Hercules.

1 The identity of the two Apamasas (upper and lower, or the Babylonian and

Mesenian) with Naamaniya and Sekherieh respectively, can be determinately proved
by a comparison of the Greek and Latin notices of those towns with the Arab geog-
raphers, and especially with the Talmudic tract Klddushin.
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was found during the recent excavations at Babylon,
8

taking his place

apparently in the later mythology of that city. To this latter deity,
at any rate, Nebuchadnezzar raised a temple at Babylon, and assigned
the title

" he who breaks the shield of the rebellious," which nearly re-

sembles some of the ordinary epithets of Hercules.
8

That this god, J\7w or Bar, was the son of Bel-Nimrud, is constantly
asserted in the inscriptions ;*

and we have thus an illustration of the

descent of Hercules from Jupiter, and of Ninus from Belus, but he is

also called the son of Kimmut or Hta* as if there were a distinction be-

tween Pal-Zira and Pal-Kura, or between the god Nin or Hercules, as

worshipped in the two great temples of Calah. It is also clearly stated

on one tablet that this same god Nin or Nin-ip, with the title of " Khal-

khalla, the brother of the lightning," was the father of Bel-Nimrud, in

allusion apparently to the descent of Jupiter Belus from Chronos or

Saturn.

Of the wife of this god nothing more is known than that she is call-

ed " the lady of Nipur,"
" the lady of Parzilla," of "

Kar-Rubana," and
of other places equally unknown. On her own monuments at Niffer,

however, she bears the ordinary title of Bilat Niprut, and is thus proved
to be Beltis, the wife of Belus. May not this evidence then that " the

great Queen"
6 was both the mother and wife of Nin explain the tradition

* This figure, with the name of the god attached, ia given in Mr. Layard's last

work. " See E. I. House Ins. col. 4, 1. 44.
4 So on Micbaux's stone, col. 3, 1. 2

;
on the Shamas-Iva obelisk, col. 1, 1. 15

;

and on cylinder seals repeatedly.
* The star Kimmut, however, is joined in the lists with the lesser Bel-Nimrud as

titles applied indifferently to //'.
* On further examination it seems quite certain that the goddess called " the

queen of the land(?)" the invocation to whom is inscribed across the open-mouthed
lion, now in the British Museum, must be the wife of Nin, and the same deity there-

fore as
" the lady of Nipur," Beltis in fact assuming the character of Bellona. Her

titles are very numerous: she is "the goddess of the land; the great lady; the

mistress of heaven and earth
;

the queen of all the gods ;
the heroine who is cel-

ebrated amongst the gods, and who amongst the goddesses watches over parturi-

tion (?) ;
who warms like the sun and marches victoriously over the heights of

heaven and earth; she who controls the spirits; the daughter of Anu ; illustrious

amongst the gods ;
the queen of strangers (?) ;

she who precedes me ;
she who brings

rain upon the lands and hail upon the forests the goddess of war and

battle ;
who is alone honoured in the temple ofBit-Zira ; she who refines the laws (?;

and protects the hearts of women (?); who elevates society and blesses com-

panionship .... the goddess of prophecy (?) ; the storm rider (?), the guardian
who takes care of the heavens and the earth for the benefit of all races of mankind ;

of auspicious name ;
the arbiter of life and death whose sword is good."

These titles are rendered in many cases almost conjecturally, and must not therefore

be critically depended on. They are chiefly of consequence in showing that Beltis

was held to be the daughter of Anu, which however requires confirmation.

In support of the argument that the "
queen or mistress of the land" is really

Beltis, we may compare Michaux's stone, col. 8, 1. 10, where the supreme goddess
is similarly designated and associated with the great gods Ann, Bcl-Nimrod, and

Hia, ; and on the tablet where her twelve titles are enumerated a corresponding

form is used. It appears to have been always customary to worship the deities in

pairs ;
that is, the god and his goddess wife were placed together in the same

temple ;
and we may thus be assured that the ruin at Nimrud from which the

open-mouthed lions were excavated was a chapel belonging to the great temple of

Bit'Zira, which was especially dedicated to the god and goddess of war.
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of the incestuous intercourse of Seiniramis with her own offspring

though it does not at present appear from whence the Greeks could have
introduced the name of Semiramis at such a very early period of the As-

syrian mythology.
The numerical symbol of Nin would appear to be 40, though as that

number is already appropriated to Hea, some error may be suspected in

the tablet. Among the divine emblems he probably owns the horned

helmet, which is the same as that worn by the man-bull, and which,

moreover, always heads the group wherever, as on the pavement-slab of

Sardanapalus and on the monolith of Shamas-Iva, the invocation is ad-

dressed to this particular deity.
One of the metals is also indicated by the exact cuneiform title of

the god, the sign Bar, preceded by the determinative of divinity. The
metal in question seems to be iron, and it can hardly be doubted, there-

fore, that there must be some connexion between this cuneiform name of

ll-bar and the Hebrew Vt-n Barzil, which is used for Iron in that

language, though of very obscure etymology. Whether the term Barztt

can be connected with Abnil, the " stone god," who was a deity worship-

ped by the pagan Assyrians as late as the 5th century of Christ, will be
discussed under another head.

It only remains to notice the name of ScWfys, which is applied by
Agathias to the Assyrian Hercules, on the authority of Berosus. This
name has been much canvassed by classical and Oriental scholars, but
without any definite results.

7
It may be interesting, then, to add that

Bar is explained in one of the Babylonian vocabularies by Zindu, as if

the one name meant " the binder with chains," and the other " the binder
to the yoke,"

8 and both being sufficiently applicable to the god in ques-
tion, either as Hercules or as the Man-Bull.

(x.) The second of the minor gods is Bel-Merodath, or the planet
Jupiter. It may well be doubted if the name Merodach, which in later

times was universally applied to this god, belonged in its origin to the

mythology either of Babylonia or Assyria. There is one example, it is

true, of a god's name written as Marduk in the name of a son of Merodach

Baladarfs, who was called Nahit-Mardukf but there is no evidence what-
ever to show that this was the same deity as the Babylonian Merodach.
All the evidence, indeed, leads to a contrary conclusion.

1 The god who

7 M. Raoul Rochette has most elaborately examined this subject in his memoir
already referred to, and has sought to connect this name of 2ci?8i)*, not only with
varieties of the same title used by other authors (Sandan by Ammianus, 2ai/5a by
Basil of Seleucia, and Saj/Scbv by John Lydus), but also with the Desanaus or AiwSaV
of Eusebius. In regard however to the latter identification his arguments are not

conclusive, Dhizan offering a sufficient explanation for Desanaus, without the neces-

sity of correcting St. Jerome's orthography.
8 There is no indication however that the Hamite word Bar thus explained really

represents the name of the god. If that had been the case, the determinative of

divinity would have been probably prefixed.
See B. M. Ser. pi. 22, 1. 33.

1
It seems quite impossible, if Marduk were really the phonetic reading of the

name of the god Merodach, that form should never be once used in expressing the
name of the Babylonian king Merodach-Baladan, a name for which there are at
least half a dozen variant orthographies.
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must in later times have been known as Merodach, from his title forming
the initial element in the name of the king Merodach-Baladan, is repre-
sented both in Assyrian and Babylonian by three independent groups of

characters, which read respectively as Sn, Sit, and Amarut (or possibly
Zurut).* Merodach was, in all probability, a mere qualificative epithet
like Xiiiru, which was originally attached to the name Bel, but which
afterwards usurped the place of the proper name. Its signification is

very doubtful, and all the epithets, indeed, by which Merodach is dis-

tinguished in the early period of Assyrian history are equally obscure.

He would seem, however, to be called "the old man of the gods,"
" the judge

"
(?), and to have had the gates under his especial charge,

probably as the seats of justice.
8 The earlier Assyrian kings usually

name him in their prefatory invocations, but they do not seem to have
held him in much veneration. Although as the tutelar god of Bab-

ylon from an early period, he was in great estimation in that prov-
ince, the Babylonian kings being very generally named after him,

4
his

worship does not appear to have been cordially adopted in Assyria
until the time of Pul, and was perhaps cultivated in consequence of
the consolidation of the two monarchies under one head, which, with
some show of reason, is assigned to that king's reign. Pul at any rate

sacrificed to Bel (Merodach), Nebo, and Nergal in their respective high
seats at Babylon, Borsippa, and Cutha

;

& and he took credit to him-
self for having first prominently placed Merodach in the Pantheon of

Assyria." Sargon, without dedicating to him either a temple or a

gate, still paid nim great honour, and ascribed to the united influence of

Asshur, Nebo, and Merodach his acquisition of the crown of Babylon.
It is under the later Babylonian kings, however, that his glories seem to

culminate. The inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar are for the most part

* That is, the initial character of the old Hamite name generally used for Mero-
dach may be pronounced either amar or zwr, according to the vocabularies. It ia

just possible that this name itself may read Amardak instead of Amarut (compare
'A/iopSojcfa of Ptolemy), but there i* nothing to prove such a reading at present.
Whether this be the case, or whether the phonetic representative of Merodach is

still to be discovered, it is pretty clear that the name is Hamite, and that it is useless

then -fore to seek for its meaning in the Hebrew language.
*

If these epithets are rightly rendered, the Assyrian Bel-Jferodach will answer

to the BtAidav of the Phoenicians, i. e. jrvse 2,
" the old Bel

"
(Damasc. ap. Phot.

p. 843), as well as to the }*j ^.x**>' *AJ,
"
Bel, the grave old man "

of the

Sabans of Harran (see Chwolsohn, vol. ii. p. 39), and especially to pis, which is

the Hebrew name for the planet Jupiter as the star of "Justice."
4 One of the primitive Chaldrean kings whose bricks are found at Warka was

named Merodach-gina. Another king of Babylon contemporary with Tiglath-Pileser

L was called Merodach-adin-akhi, and the names of the two rival monarchs of Bab-

ylon whose wars are recorded on the black obelisk of Shalmanubar each contained

Merodach as the initial element.
*

During the Assyrian period these were apparently the three high places of

god-worship in Babylonia, for they are specifically mentioned both by Shalmanubar

and Pul as the scenes of their sacrifice. Nothing indeed can be more evident than

that Babylonia was a sort of holy land to the Assyrians. Every king who penetrates

into the province offers sacrifices to the gods "at their respective shrines, and the

Babylonian idols seem to have been the most valuable trophies that the victorious

monarch could carry back to Nineveh.
' See B. M. Ser. pi. 70, 1 17.
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occupied with the praises of Merodach and with prayers for the con-

tinuance of his favour. The king ascribes to him his elevation to the

throne
;

" Merodach the great lord has appointed me to the empire of

the world, and has confided to my care the far-spread people of the

earth;"
" Merodach the great lord, the senior of the gods, the most an-

cient, has given all nations and people to my care;" "Merodach the

great lord has established me in strength ;" and Neriglissar speaks of

him in the same style as " the first-born of the gods, the layer up of

treasures, he who has raised me to supremacy over the world, who has

increased my treasures, and has appointed me to rule over innumerable

peoples." The prayer also to Merodach with which the inscriptions of

Nebuchadnezzar always terminate, invokes the favour of the god for the

protection of the king's throne and empire, and for its continuance

through all ages to the end of time. It is quite clear, indeed, that under

the later Babylonians, and especially under Nebuchadnezzar, Bel-Mero-

dach was considered the source of all power and blessings, and had in

fact concentrated in his own person the greater part of that homage and

respect which had been previously divided among the various gods of

the Pantheon, though at the same time it is impossible to say over what

particular aspect or branch of human affairs he was supposed to preside.
An attempt has already been made under the second section to dis-

criminate between Bel-Nimrud and Bel-Merodach, but a few remarks

on the same subject require still to be added. The great Temple of

Babylon, which had the old Hamite name of Bit Saygath, was the high

place of the worship of Bel-Merodach, and it is in reference apparently
to the particular idol of the god which was exhibited in this temple that

the term Bel came to be used by the Assyrians instead of Merodach, as

if the former term had been the proper name of the idol.
7

Thus, al-

though Pul, Tiglath-Pileser and Sargon frequently speak of Merodach as

an Assyrian god, they use the term Bel alone, and without any adjunct,
when they notice the particular idol in the temple of Beth Saggaih, to

whom in conjunction with his wife Zir-lanit they offer sacrifices, and

who is thus positively identified with Merodach. It is indeed only on the

supposition that the idol of Merodach, worshipped in the great Temple at

Babylon, had the special title of Bel, that we can explain the separate
and independent use of the two names in the royal Babylonian nomen-

clature, as for instance in the names of Merodach-Baladan and Belshar-

W3W, or Bel-shazzar. The Greeks, as it is well known, are unanimous in

ascribing the great Temple at Babylon to Jupiter Belus
;

8 and the name

7 In the famous denunciation of Isaiah against Babylon, chap. xlvi. ver. 1, Bel

and Nebo are spoken of as the two great objects of worship, precisely as Sargon,
who was the contemporary of Isaiah, uses the names of Bel and Nebo in the account

of his Babylonian sacrifice. Jeremiah (chap. 1. ver. 2), in a later age distinguishes,
it is true, between Bel and Merodach, but it is possible that he merely refers to sep-
arate idols of the same god.

8 The statue of Jupiter Belus described by Herodotus
(i. 183), is certainly the

same as the great idol of Merodach in the temple of Bit Saggat, of which Nebuchad-
nezzar has left so curious an account. It had been made of silver by an earlier king,
but was overlaid with plates of gold by Nebuchadnezzar himself. (See E. I. H. Ins.

col. 3, 1. 1 to 7.)
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of Bel, it may be added, is to the present day attached to the planet

Jupiter in the astral mythology of the Mendaeans. 9

Bel-Mcrodach is frequently mentioned on the tablets as the son of Hea
and Davkina, in exact accordance with the statement already quoted of

Damascius
;
and he is everywhere associated with his wife Zir-lanit? who

is also sometimes called " the queen of Babylon," out of compliment to

the husband, though that title more properly belongs to IsJitar or Nana,
as will be presently explained. The name of Zir-lanit is of considerable

interest. It might have been supposed, from the variant orthography
as used in the Assyrian inscriptions, that it meant " she who produces

offspring;" but from a passage in the great inscription of Nebuchadnez-

zar, where the goddess is as usual associated with Merodach, it is evident

that Zir must be a proper name, and that banit,
"
genitrix," is the mere

feminine of bam, which is one of the standard epithets of Merodach.

The name, as written in the passage referred to, is Zir Um~lanitiya, or
11 Zir the mother who bore me;"

a and it is almost certain that in this

title we must look for the original form of the Succoth Benoth of Scripture,
the goddess worshipped by the Babylonian colonists in Samaria. Whether,

however, Succoth is a Hamite term equivalent to Zir, imported by the

colonists into Samaria, or whether, as may be suspected, it is not ra-

ther a Semitic mistranslation of the name Zirat,
"
supreme," being

confounded with Za/rat,
"
tents," is a point we may hardly venture to

decide.

There is but one notice of a temple to Zir-banit in the inscriptions,

which was at Babylon, and probably attached to the temple of Bit-Sag-

gatli ;
'
but as the name of Zir-fanich is applied in Arabic geography to a

9 See Norberg's Onomasticon, p. 28, and observe also that the Sabaeans of Harran
called the 5th day ofthe week after BU, in allusion to the planet Jupiter. (Chwol-
sohn, voL ii. p. 22.)

1

Examples of this association occur, 1st, in the notice of the sacred rites per-
formed by Tiglath-Pileser II. at Babylon (B. M. Ser. pi. 17, 1. 15); 2ndly, in all the

inscriptions of Sargon referring to his conquest of Babylon; 3rdly,on Sir T. Phillips's

Cylinder of Nebuchadnezzar, col. 1, 1. 27 ; 4thly, on the mythological tablets, passim
and 5thly, in the E. I. House Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar, col. 4, 1. 16.

*
It cannot of course be proved that the name which occurs in the E. I. H. Ins.

col. 4, 1. 16, refers to Zir-banit, but the identification is highly probable. For the

convertibility of the initial sign with the phonetic reading of Zinc, compare B. M.

Ser. pi. 12, 1. 10, with pi. 87, 1. 17, and for the indifferent orthography of this same
word Zir with the hard or softZ, comp. Sir T. Phillips's Cyl., col. 8,1. i,

with Birs-

Nimrud Cyl. col. 1, 1. 3. Supposing Zir to be a Hamite name, like Skala, Laz, Dav-

kina, &c., the feminine termination in t would not be required.
It may be added that Dr. Hincks prefers regarding the nnme Zirbanit or Zirpanit

as a feminine adjective from a root Zirb, which also occurs in the name of the god
BU Zirbu. On the tablets, however, there is no apparent connexion between the

two names; and if the Zir-Umbanit of the great Nebuchadnezzar inscription be re-

ally the same goddess, Dr. Hincks's proposed derivation must fall through.

In the later Persian or Magian mythology the name of Zirfdn <jlJ))
was ap-

plied to the moon. See Hyde, De Rel. Vet. Pers. p. 260.
' See Sir T. Phillips's Cyl. col. 1, 1. 32. In this passage the proper name of the

temple of Zir-banit is not given, but it may be presumed to be the same building as

the Bit Zir of the E. I. H. Ins. col. 4, 1. 14, though that edifice is explained to be

the "
temple of the god of Mul~kharris" which, according to the tablets, was a title

of Martu'a.

VOL. I. 33
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town on the Tigris, near the site of the ancient Apamaea, there can be
little doubt but that the goddess also had a temple in that vicinity.

The numerical symbol of Bel-Merodach, as he is named at full length
on the tablet, which applies notation to the Pantheon, is unfortunately

erased, and there are no means at present of recognising the emblems
either of the god or of his wife Zir-lanit.

It may be added, however, that he is included in a list of stars, and

assigned the second place perhaps in allusion to the position of Jupiter

among the planets.

(xi.) The next god to be examined is Nergal or Mars. There can

fortunately be no doubt in this case as to the pronunciation of the

name, because it occurs in the first place as the initial element in the

name of Nergal-shar-mur, the NiptyA^o-apos of the Greeks
; and, secondly,

because the deity in question can be positively identified with the Nergal
of Scripture, the god of the Cuthites. This god was of Babylonian
origin, and it may be doubted if he was ever known by a Semitic appel-

lation, unless indeed Aria,
" the lion," may be recognised as one of his

proper names. His earliest title was Va-gur or Va-tur, of uncertain

meaning. His standard title, Ner-gal, signified probably
" the great

hero," the first element having a peculiar adjunct attached to it to dis-

tinguish Nir,
" a man or hero," from Nir,

" an animal," and the second
element gal, being a dialectic variation of gula, "great." The name is

sometimes indicated by the use of the first element alone,
4
as has already

been observed in the case of As for Asshur, San for Sansi, Pa for Paku,
&c. Another title by which Nergal is frequently designated may be
read phonetically as $i-du, but this is pure Karaite Babylonian (si,

"
be-

fore," du "going"), and simply means "preceding
'

or "going before,'*
not however as " a herald," but rather as " an ancestor." Other narne^

which equally apply to Ner-gal are "the brother" and "the great

brother,"
6

though neither the phonetic reading of such names, nor the

allusion they contain, is very clear. His epithets are not very numer-

ous, but they are for the most part sufficiently distinct; thus, he is
" the

storm-ruler,"
" the king of battle,"

" the champion of the gods,"
"
the

male principle" (or
" the strong begetter"),

" the tutelar god of Baby-
lonia," and "the god of the chuce;" and more particularly he is "the
ancestral god of the Assyrian kings." Nergal and Nin are the two gods
under whose auspices all the expeditions, both for war and hunting, take

place, and by whose assistance foes are discomfited and lions and other

wild beasts are slain. If there is any distinction indeed to be observed

between them, Nergal is more addicted to the chace of animals, and Sin
or Hercules to that of mankind.

All these special indications would seem to point to a tradition of

Nimrod,
" the great hunter," and the founder of the Babylonian empire,

from whom the kings both of Babylon and Nineveh would trace their

4 As on the notation tablet so often referred to.
6 In the inscription of Sargon at Nimrud, Ncrgal, under the name of " the great

brother," is said to be one of the resident gods of Calah. (B. M. Ser. pi. 34, 1. 17.)
* See the annals of Sardanapalus throughout, and more particularly the legends

on the hunting slabs of Asshur-bani-pcd.
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ly opened on the mound of Sherif Khan, near Nineveh, the slabs and
bricks of which bore legends stating that "

Sennacherib, king of Assyria,
had raised a temple named Gallumis, in the city of Tarbiz, to his lord the

god Nergal."
Of Laz, the supposed wife of Nergal, who is associated with the god,

both in the inscriptions of Tiglath-Pileser II. and of Nebuchadnezzar
we positively know nothing beyond the name.

The name of Nergal has not yet been found in the cuneiform stellar

lists, but Nerig, a contraction for Nergal? is the Mendaean name for the

planet Mars to the present day.
It remains to consider whether the name of Abnil a god who was

worshipped in Assyria as late as the 4th century, Jovian having destroy-
ed his temple at Nisibis

3

applies to Nergal or Nin. As Abnilsmd Bar-

zil appear to mean the same thing (" the stone god ")/ and as the metal

iron, which is named Sarzil in Hebrew, is evidently connected with the

god Bar in Assyrian, the same cuneiform signs being used for both, it

would certainly seem most probable that Alnil was also a name for Her-
cules

;
and this conjecture is strengthened by the fact that the hiero-

glyphic name of a god found on the ivories of the north-west palace at

Nimrud, and thus recording, it may be presumed, the guardian deity ot

the spot, whom we know to have been Hercules, has been read Avbn-Rtlf
which is the same as Aubn-il or Abnil, II and Ra for

" a god
"
being

used indifferently in the ancient Babylonian; but on the other hand, in

the passage upon the cylinder of Neriglissar, where we have the actual

cuneiform name of Abn Ra, we must, it would seem, suppose a reference

to Nergal rather than to Nin, inasmuch as the one god was the guardian

deity of the king (Nergal-shar-iczur meaning
"
Nergal protects the king "),

whilst the other was, as has been already remarked, almost unknown to

the later worship of the Babylonians. The passage on the cylinder is

simply as follows :

" Abn Ra, the champion of the gods, has given Mm
his shield," which of course may apply equally to either deity, though
on the whole Nergal would seem to have a superior claim.

The name of Nergal is of very common occurrence on the cylinder-

seals, but there is no emblem that can be distinctly assigned to him
;

and the numerical symbol which he bears, 12, is equally devoid, as far

as we can ascertain, of any phonetic import.

(xii.)
Next in order we have a goddess, whose ordinary phonetic name

is Ishtar, the 'Aora/arr? of the Greeks and Ashteroth of Scripture. She
is not very clearly distinguished from Beltis in some localities, but they
are of course in their functions entirely different, the one answering

a The same contraction may be remarked in the name of 'Afavrhpiyos, king of

Spasini Charax, mentioned by Josephus, Ant. xx. 2, 1.

8 The father of the famous Ephraem Syrus was a priest of this temple. (Asseman.
Bib. Orient, vol. i. p. 26.)

* Sard or JBarz in Kurdish is precisely the same as "pfic in Hebrew, and traces of

the old Hamite Babylonian are constantly to be recognised in that and the other

mountain dialects.
6 Mr. Birch, in his paper on the Nimrud ivories in the Journal of the Royal So-

ciety of Literature, has translated this name "the shining sun," but he was not then

aware of the identity of the terms H in Assyrian and Ra in Babylonian for
" a god."
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to the Rhea or Cybele of the Greeks, and the other to Venus. Ishtar
was probably in its origin an Assyrian term rather than a Babylon-
ian, but in process of time it came to be used in both countries, as
a generic name for a goddess, precisely as Asshur was also used in As-

syrian for a god.
6 What the primitive Babylonian synonym may have

been cannot be proved ;
as the complicated monogram which represents

it, is otherwise unknown. 7

During all the best known period however
of Babylonian history, the name of Nana. phonetically written, is every-
where used to denote the goddess in question. As far as our present
experience goes, the local name of Nana seems to have been unknown in

Assyria, and the local name of Ishtar to have been unknown in Bab-

ylonia, until very recent times, and we should therefore be almost

justified in believing Ishtar and Nana to be absolute synonyms and
the more especially as the two names are actually in use at the pres-
ent time, Ashtar in Mendaean," and Nani in Syrian,

9
to denote the

planet Venus, were it not that in some of the lists of the idols be-

longing to the different temples, Ishtar and Nana are given as independ-
ent deities. Perhaps, however, even in this case, the distinction may
only be that Ishtar is the Babylonian, and Nana the Assyrian Venus
The epithets applied to the goddess are as follows. On the Tiglath-
Pileser cylinder she is

" the head of the gods,"
" the Queen of victo-

ry,"
" the avenger of battles," and throughout the inscription she has

the title attached to her of Asurah,
" the fortunate "

or " the happy."
In the Sardanapalus inscriptions she is

" the mistress of heaven and

earth,"
" she who defends from attack." Sargon, who joins her with Ann

as the patroness of the western gate at Khorsabad, merely describes her
as " the goddess who rejoices mankind." Although Sennacherib and
Esar-haddon both mention her, they do not make any allusion to her

functions
;
but in the hunting legends of Asshur-bani-pal, she is distinctly

called both " the goddess of war" and " the goddess of the chace."

Her shrines also were numerous. Whether she was worshipped at

Calah is doubtful, but she had certainly a fane at Asshur, and two very
celebrated temples at Nineveh and Arbela. An inscription indeed has

been found at Koyunjik, recording the erection of a temple to her on
that site by the great Sardanapalus ;

and there is also a minute account

on a clay tablet of the restoration of her shrine at Arbela by Asshw-

bani-pal, in whose historical inscriptions she is moreover usually called
" the Lady of Arbela." There can be little doubt then but that Esar-

6 So in Scripture Baalim and Ashteroth (or Asheroth] arc simply used for the

idols of gods and goddesses. (Compare Judges xi. 13 with 1 Sara. vii. 12.)
7 In the E. I. House Inscription, col. 5, Is. 47 and 54, where this monogram is

used in reference to a particular locality in Babylon, named after the goddess, it

must be presumed that the phonetic reading would be Nana.
8 See Norberg's Onomasticon, p. 20.
9 The name of Nani is given by the Syrian lexicographer Bar Bahlul, as one of

the fifteen titles applied to the planet Venus by the Arabs, but it may be doubted

if the name is found in any Arabic poetry or history that is now extant. TheEly-
maean temple of Venus, as it is well known, is called the Temple of Nai/cuo in 2 Mac-

cab, i. 12, and the same legend of NANAIA is constantly found on the coins of the

Indo-Scythians, who borrowed their religion as well as their letters from the banks

of the Euphrates. Places also which still bear the name of Bibi Nani, or " the lady

Venus/' are not uncommon in Afghanistan.
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haddon's address, which has been already noticed, to the goddess XV.
of Nineveh and the goddess XV. of Arbela must refer to this divinity,

although the numeral in question, being identical with the sign .fit,

ought to indicate the other female goddess, Beltis.
1

Ishtar is occasion-

ally spoken of even in the inscriptions of Assyria, as " the lady of Bab-

ylon,"
2
but in general, where the Babylonian Venus is mentioned by

the kings of Assyria, the name is used of Nana. Thus Tiglath-Pileser
records his having sacrificed in Babylonia to Nana the Lady of Babylon,
together with four other pairs of deities Asshur and Sheruha, Bel (Me-

rodach) and Zir-banit, Nebo and Varamit, and Nergal and Z0z ; and Sen-

nacherib also relates how he carried off as trophies from his Babylonian

expedition the sun-god of Larancha, Beltis of Rubesi, and Beltis of Warka ;

Nana, Bilat Tila (or the Queen of Life?), Bidinnu, Bishtt, and Nergal
On one mythological tablet, containing equivalent lists of the gods

arranged in three columns, it must be admitted that Ishtar and Nana are

separated, as if they were distinct deities, Ishtar being joined with " the

queen of the chace " and Bilat Hi, while Nana is associated with Telita,

"goddess of the lakes;" with "the queen of Babylon," or (according to

the old nomenclature) Din-Tirki;* and with another deity,
" the queen of

the stars," evidently the planet Venus; but it is impossible to say
whether association in this tablet implies identity or merely relationship.

It must further be noticed that on Sir Thos. Phillips's cylinderNana
is throughout joined with Nebo, as if they were man and wife, taking the

place of the goddess Varamit, who appears everywhere else as the asso-

ciate of the god, and thus leading to the inference that the two names
must relate to the same deity. This is a difficulty which our present
means of information do not enable us to clear up, for the only list we

possess of the synonyms of Varamit, the wife of Nebo, is too much in-

jured to be of any use
;
and although on another tablet the double union

is given of Nebo and Nana and Nebo and Varamit, it is not explained
whether the two names do, or do not, refer to the same goddess. The

evidence, such as we have, however, is certainly against the identity.

Varamit, otherwise of great celebrity, is never once mentioned in the in-

scriptions of Nebuchadnezzar, full as they are of information with regard

1 The Babylonian Ri for 15 is probably cognate with the Pehlevi Re for 20, and

the term may perhaps have been used indiscriminately for
" a goddess," which would

account for its indifferent application both to Beltis and Ishtar. Another proof of

the confusion between these goddesses is in the Sabaean use of the name of

Belthi or Beltis, for the 6th day of the week, or " Dies Veneris." (See Ssabier und
der Ssabismus, vol. ii. p. 22.)

a This may be observed in the inscription on the back of the slab from Negub,
near Nimrud, which has not yet been published.

8 The old Hamite name, or at any rate one of the old Hamite names of the city

of Babylon, must have been read Din-Tirki, din, "a city," being the root of J^
auu, and the final ki being the mere affix of locality ;

what the meaning of Tir,

however, may have been, is very doubtful. The name, entirely unknown in sacred

or profane history, seems nevertheless to have been in use as late as the age of

Darius Hystaspes, for in the Babylonian version of the Behistun inscription it replaces
the Babirush of the Persian text.
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to the temples of Babylonia; she was evidently therefore out of favour
with that monarch, and Nona may very possibly have been thrust tern

porarily into her place; but the marriage of the two planets Venus and

Mercury would be such a solecism in astral mythology, that it cannot be
admitted without direct proof. Ishtar is left without any number on
the notation tablet, and her emblem among the divine symbols cannot
be recognised with any certainty.

(xiii.) The last of the five minor gods is Nebo, or Mercury. This

god was also of Babylonian rather than Assyrian origin, and had the

primitive names of Paku (the intelligent (?) ), Ak, and Nabiu, Nabu be-

ing a later Semitic reading.
4 His functions are not by any means clear-

ly defined, the epithets which describe them being for the most part of

doubtful import. The following titles, however, afford some clue to his

character in the Assyrian Pantheon. He is
" the holder of the sceptre

of power
" " the god who teaches or instructs." Upon his statue,

executed by an artist of Calah, for Pul and Semiramis, there is a long
list of epithets, but a few only can be understood. He is

" the inspector
over the heavens and the earth

" " he who hears from afar
" " the

holder of the sceptre" (?) "he who possesses intelligence" "he who
teaches " " the glorifier of Bel Nimrod " " Lord of lords, who has no

equal in power"
" the sustainer

" " the supporter
" " the ever ready"

" whose wand is good."
6

Nebuchadnezzar, who was under his especial

protection, calls him " the inspector over the heavens and earth, who has

given the sceptre of power into my hand for the guardianship of man-

kind;" and again, "the lord of the constellations ^?) who has granted
me the sceptre of power for the guidance of my people." So also Neri-

glissar
"
Nabu, the eldest son, has given the sceptre of power into my

hand, to guide mankind and to regulate the people." There are many
other epithets which seem to refer to Nebo, as the god of learning, or

rather of letters, but it would hardly be safe to translate them. It may,
however, be remarked, that on the numerous tablets of Asshur-bani-pal,
which the king ordered to be drawn up for the purpose of acquainting
the people of Assyria with the language, the religion, the science, and
even the literature of the earlier and more polished Babylonians, the

work is usually said to be undertaken under the auspices of the "
far-

hearing
"

gods, Nabu and Warmita, in evident allusion to their character

as the divinities who presided over knowledge.
8

The statues of Nebo in the British Museum were found in a cham-

ber at the south-east corner of the mound at Nimrud, which chamber

4 Nabiu or Nabiv has been hitherto believed to be a mere irregular phonetic ren-

dering of the name
;
but the vocabularies show that Nabiu was Hamite and Nabu

Semitic for the same term, which was probably connected with the Hebrew root

JC2 ,

"
to boil forth

"
or "

prophesy."
There are other titles which appear to relate to Nebo as the patron of the

magic art, but further research is necessary before they can be satisfactorily ex-

plained.
6 Nebo occupies a very inferior place in the Pantheon under the early Assyrian

kings ;
he is either not mentioned at all, or, at the very close of the invocation pas-

sages, as the last of the minor gods. Pul indeed appears to have first brought Nebo

prominently forward in Assyria after his settlement of Babylon.
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must have belonged to a temple called Bit Saggil, aa the god is named
in the inscription Pal-Bit Saggil,

" the son of the temple of Saggil" in

the same manner as Nm is named Pal-Zira and Pal-Kura from the var-

ious temples in which he was worshipped. The most famous temple,

however, of Nebo's was at Borsippa, and is known in the inscriptions
under the name of Bit Zida, an old Hamite term of which the Semitic

equivalent has not yet been found. This temple indeed of Nebo at Bor-

sippa was almost as celebrated as the neighbouring temple of Bel-Mero-
dach at Babylon. Each of these temples had a tower attached, in which
was deposited the ark or tabernacle of the god. The tower of the tem-

ple of Bit Saggath, containing the ark of Merodach, is fully described

in the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar
;
and is that of which Herodotus

has given so remarkable an account in his notice of the great temple of

Belus at Babylon. The tower of the temple of Bit Zida at Borsippa,
which contained the ark or tabernacle of Nebo, and which was built after

the fashion of the seven spheres, is that celebrated edifice of which the

ruins exist to the present day, bearing the name of Birs-Nimrud. 1

On Sir Thomas Phillips's cylinder it is repeatedly stated that Nam
was associated with Nebo in the worship at this temple, but in no other

inscription of Nebuchadnezzar's is there any allusion to such a union.

There was a part of Babylon apparently called after Nam "
protecting

her votaries,"
8
but she has no temple in Nebuchadnezzar's detailed list

on the East India House slab
;
nor is there any allusion to the name of

Varamit, who was the true wife of Nebo, throughout that inscription. It

is only from the tablets and from the Babylonian notices in the Assyrian
inscriptions of Tiglath-Pileser and Sargon that we are positively assured
of Varamit being the wife of Nebo.

9

There is another interesting circumstance connected with Nebo's

patronage of learning. In an interior chamber of the Birs Nimrud,
which seems to have been a ohapel or oratory, all the bricks are found
to be stamped in addition to the ordinary Nebuchadnezzar legend
with the triangular figure of the wedge or arrow-head, an emblem which
is also commonly found both on the cylinder seals and among the groups
of divine emblems. The inference from this fact certainly is that the
arrow-head was adopted as the symbol of Nebo because it was the essen-

tial element of cuneiform writing, which must have thus been under his

especial care
;
and there is further a coincidence between this symbol

7 Dr. Hincks has remarked that the two signs employed to represent Nebo on
the often-quoted notation tablet are those which separately indicate "fire;" but he
is unable to detect any connexion between "

fire
"
or " flame" and the god in ques-

tion. Norberg, however, under the head Nebo, in his Onomasticon, p. 98, remarks
of Mercury,

" Solatus et perustus, cum caeteris planetis soli vicinior sit, a poetis
fingitur ;

" and the stage or sphere of Nebo at Birs-Nimrud is thus formed of brick
burnt into slag, and exhibiting the blue colour which was sacred to him

8 See E. I. H. Ins. col. 5, Is. 47 and 54.
9 The reading of Varamit or Urmit is not quite certain, nor is there any etymo-

logy for the name which appears particularly applicable, for a derivation from D*n," to be high," would suit any other god or goddess equally well. If the name
might be read Khammamit (and there is authority for thus valuing the initial sign)
a far more interesting field would be opened for comparison with Arabic and Men-
daean names.
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and one of the best authenticated names of Nebo which can hardly
be fortuitous. The name alluded to is Tir, which means, on the one

hand,
" an arrow," and which, on the other, is the old Persian name of

the planet;
1 and that this title must have been applied to Mercury

as early as the time of Nebuchadnezzar is proved by the city which
the king built and dedicated to his favourite deity at the mouth of

the Euphrates, calling it TeprjoW* or AtpioWis, "given to Mercury."
In the Mendaean books also, Nebo, who represents the planet Mercury,
is culled "the scribe;" and the same character appertains, to a certain

extent, to the Egyptian Tet, the Greek Hermes, and the Latin Mer-

cury.
3 Of course it is to this god that we must refer the traditions of

the Babylonian Hermes, the reputed author of the Chaldaean oracles.
4

There was an old Syriac legend that Hermes was buried at Kaiwadha,
5

the city from whence the Chaldseans took their name;
6
but no parti-

cular connexion has been yet detected in the inscriptions between
that city and Nebo. The high place of the latter was Borsippa,

7 and
it was no doubt in the colleges attached to this shrine of the god of

learning that the Borsippene Chaldseans obtained such celebrity.
8 The

respective worship of BelrMerodach at Babylon and of Nebo at Borsippa,
was maintained, it would seem, to the 3rd or 4th century of Christ,
as it is mentioned in the Talmudic tract on Idolatry, which is sup-

posed to be of the latter period of history.
9 The tablets do not give

any satisfactory information as to the parentage of Nebo or his relation-

ship to the other gods; but on his statue he calls himself the son of

liimmut; the astronomical name of ITea, and there is doubtless in their

functions a general resemblance between the two gods. In this respect,

however, Babylonian departs from classical tradition, as the Greek
Hermes was the well known son of Zeus and Maia.

1
It is here taken for granted that Nebo is the planet Mercury. The identifica-

tion indeed is proved both by the books of the Mendaeans and by the calendar of the

Sabseans of Harran, in which the fourth day of the week (Dies Mcrcurii) was named

, -O
, Nebuk, with the guttural termination which was so often added after a long

vowel.
9 As the name of this city involves some very important ethnological consider-

ations, it may be as well to note that the fact of its foundation by Nebuchadnezzar

is given by Megasthenes from Abydenus, on the authority of Berosus. (See Cory's

Frag. p. 46.) That the name is at any rate as old as the time of Alexander is further

proved by the occurrence of the name of AjpiSw-m, which has precisely the same

meaning in Arrian. de Reb. Ind. p. 688. See all the authorities for Teredon and

Diridotis in Cell. Geog. vol. ii. p. 641, 642. The name of Tiridates, so well known
in later history, is of cognate derivation.

The Persians pretended that the planet Mercury received the name of Tir,
" an

arrow," from the swiftness of its movement. (See Hyde de Rel. Vet. Pers. p. 242.)
4 See the various notices of this Hermes collected by Chwolsohn in

" Ssabier und

der Ssabismus," also Smith's Biograph. Die. in voc. Trismegistus.

Abulfarage has preserved this tradition in his Historia Dynastiarum (p. 8.)

See the quotation from Mas*oud?s Tenbih in Not. des Man. torn. viii. p. 158.

Nabuis thus especially named on the tablets the Lord of JBarsip or Borsippa.

Strabo, lib. xvi. 6, p. 609.

Babel and Bursif&re repeatedly named together in the Mendjean Sidr precisely

as Babel and Bur&i are associated in the Avodha Sara, but the worship of Bel and

Nebo seems to have expired at these places before the former work was written.
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4. A very few lines must suffice for the remaining gods of the Pan-

theon. Those most deserving of attention are 1. Allata, a goddess
named independently, as if of some importance, and probably therefore

identical with the 'AXm-a of Herodotus. 2. Bel Zirpu, a god to whom
Nebuchadnezzar erected a temple in the city of JBaz, and who is named,

though not described, on the tablets. He may be the Jupiter Serapis
in whose temple at Babylon Alexander's officers held their vigils in his

last fatal illness, praying for the life of their lord. 3. Idak and his wife

Belat Muk, gods of the Tigris ;
and Supulat of Vaddula, Lord of the Eu-

phrates. 4. Kanimra, who had a temple at Cutha.
1

5. Kurrikh of Bit

Akkil, a goddess who is very frequently mentioned on the tablets.

6. Sarrakhu and Mumit, Lord and Lady of Kis (Kuro-ta of Herodotus).
7. Zarnali of Khivpshan, also of great celebrity in the old Chaldaean time,

being mentioned on Porter's Hymer brick. 8. Lagamal, who is perhaps
the same god as Ip, to whom Nebuchadnezzar raises a temple in the

town of Adi* 9. Wada or Nin~ Wada of Tarmaz, whose name probably
occurs in Kalwadha, answering to the Scriptural Chilmad* 10. Bahu,
which may be a name for the Sun, being joined with Sin,

" the Moon :"

and a vast number of other names, such as Elikh, Zarik, Zalmu, Miskhara,

Gasran, Vara, or Bel Vara, (to whom Tiglath Pileser I. raised a temple
at Asshur), Shasit, Narud, Kipped, Paniri, Gunura, JZilili, Sakhirta, Pa-

shirta, &c.
4

5. Every town and village indeed throughout Babylonia and Assyria

appears to have had its own particular deity, many of these no doubt

being the great gods of the Pantheon disguised under rustic names, but

others being distinct local divinities. It can be of no interest to pursue
the subject into greater detail, nor indeed are the materials available.

If the Oriental student will recall the multitudinous names that swarm

up out of the Pantheon of the Hindoos or Mendseans, he will be able to

form some idea of the result which awaits the labours of any zealous

antiquary who will take the trouble to clean the thousands of mytholo-

gical clay tablets now mouldering on the shelves of the British Museum,
and who will afterwards copy and decipher their legends. [H. C. R.J

1
It is curious that on one tablet Kanisura should be assigned to Cutha, and

Nergal should be called king of Larancha, in opposition to all other authorities which,
as far as Babylonia is concerned, pretty well confine Nergal to Cutha or Tiggaba.

a See Sir T. Phillips's Cyl. col. 2, 1. 46. Asbi is said in the vocabularies to be

equivalent to Nabu, and the town on the tablets is associated with Borsippa, as if

in its immediate vicinity.
3
Wadd, 4>, was still worshipped by the Arabs up to the time of the Prophet,

and is denounced in the Koran. (See Pococke's Spec. Hist. Arab. p. 95.)
4 In this brief abstract of the names of some of the gods mentioned in the my-

thological tablets the foreign deities are not included, though some of their names
are of considerable interest. The tutelar god of Susa, for instance, was named Ar-

mannu, which would seem to be connected with Arimanes on the one side and with

the Teutonic Herman or Arminius on the other. Another Elymaean god was Humba,
and a city was called after him near the mouth of the Euphrates, which seems to be

the "AJUTTT? of Herodotus. On the cylinder indeed of Asshur-bani-pal there is a list

of twenty gods whom the king carried off as trophies from Susa.
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ESSAY XI.

ON THE ETHNIC AFFINITIES OF THE NATIONS OF WESTERN ASIA.

1. Intermixture of races in Western Asia. 2. Earliest population Turanian. 3. Devel-

opment of Hamitism and Semitism. 4. Indo-European family. 5. Turanian races :

(L) Parthians (ii. ) Asiatic Ethiopians (iii.)
Colchians (iv.) Sapeiri (v.) Moschi

and Tibareni (vi.) Early Armenians (vii.) Cappadocians (viii.) Susianians (ix.)
Cbaldaeans(x.) Nations probably Turanian. 6. Semitic races: (i.) Cilicians (ii.)

Solymi (iii.) Lydians not Semitic (iv.) Cappadocians and Himyaritic Arabs not
Semitic (v.) Other Semitic races. 7. Division of the Semitic races into groups:
(a) Eastern, or Assyro-Babylonian group (J) Western, or Hebraeo-Phoenician group

(e) Central or Arabian group. 8. Small extent of Semitism. 9. Late appearance
of the Indo-Europeans, historically. 10. Spread of the race from Armenia, three-
fold. 11. Northern migration, into Europe. 12. Nations of the Western migration :

(i.) Pelasgi (ii.) Phrygians (iii.) Lydians (iv.) Carians (v.) Mysians (vi.)

Lycians and Caunians (vii.) Matienians (?). 13. Eastern, or Arian migration. 14.

Nations belonging to it:
(i.)

Persians (ii.) Medes (iii.) Carmanians (iv.) Bac-
trians -(v.) Sogdians (vi.) Arians of Herat (vii.) Hyrcanians fviii.) Sagartians

(ix.) Chorasmians (x.) Sarangians (xi.) Gandarians, Ac. 15. Tabular view.

1. IN Western Asia, the cradle of the human race, the several ethnic

branches of the human family were more closely intermingled, and more

evenly balanced than in any other portion of the ancient world. Semitic,

Indo-European, and Tatar, or Turanian races, not only divided among
them this portion of the earth's surface, but lay confused and interspersed

upon it, in a most remarkable entanglement. It is symptomatic of this

curious intermixture, that the Persian monarchs, when they wished to

publish a communication to their Asiatic subjects in such a way that

it should be generally intelligible, had to put it out, not only in three

different languages, but in three languages belonging to the three prin-

cipal divisions of human speech. Hence the trilingual inscriptions of

Behistun, Persepolis, &c., which consist of an Indo-European, a Tatar

and a Semitic column. Hence, too, through the unchangingness of all

things human in the East, the remarkable parallelism of modern with

ancient edicts in these regions, where at the present day it is necessary
in many places to employ three tongues, representatives of the three

families, the Persian, the Arabic, and the Turkish, in proclamations
addressed generally to the inhabitants. Indo-European and Semitic

races continue as of old the principal occupants of the territory. The

Tatar element is present now, as then, in a less proportion than the

others. The only difference is, that from a subject the Tatar has

become the dominant race.

In attempting to reduce into some order this chaos, and to refer the

several nations existing in Western Asia at the time of Herodotus to

their true ethnic type, I shall follow what appears, on a view of the
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entire phenomena, to have been the chronological series in which the

several families spread themselves over the region in question.
2. If then we go back to the earliest times to which either the light

of history, sacred and profane, or the less certain but still valuable clue

of ethnological research, enables us to reach, we seem to find spread over

the whole of the tract of which we are speaking, a Scythic, or Turanian

population. It is indeed perhaps too much to presume a real affinity of

race between all the nations whose form of speech was of this character.

For the Turanian type of language is not, like the Semitic and the Indo-

European or Arian, a distinct and well-defined family.
1 The title of

Allophylian, by which the greatest of English ethnologists
2

designated
this linguistic division, was not without a peculiar appropriateness;

marking, as it did, the fact that there is no such affinity between the

various branches of this so-called ethnic family, as that which holds

together the several varieties of Semitic and Arian speech. Turanian

speech is rather a stage than a form of language ;
it seems to be the

earliest mould into which human discourse naturally, and as it were

spontaneously, throws itself; being simpler, ruder, coarser, and far less

elaborate than the later developments of Semitism and Arianism. It

does not, like those tongues, possess throughout its manifold ramifications

a large common vocabulary, or even a community of inflexions. Com-
mon words are exceedingly rare;

8 and inflexions, though formed on the

same plan, are in their elements entirely unlike. It is only in general
character and genius that the Turanian tongues can be said to resemble
one another, and the connexion between them, although it may be ac-

counted for by real consanguinity or descent from a common stock, does

not necessitate any such supposition, but may be sufficiently explained
without it. The principle of agglutination* as it is called, which is their

1 Professor Max Miiller says,
" The third family is the Turanian. It comprises

all languages spoken in Asia or Europe not included under the Arian or Semitic

families, with the exception perhaps of the Chinese and its dialects. This is, indeed,
a very wide range ;

and the characteristic marks of union ascertained for this im-
mense variety of languages are as yet very vague and general, if compared with the
definite ties of relationship which severally unite the Semitic and the Arian." (Lan-
guages of the Seat of War, p. 86, 2nd ed.)

a Dr. Prichard.
r " The most necessary substantives, such as father, mother, daughter, son, have

frequently been lost, and replaced by synonyms in the different branches of this

(the Turanian) family ; yet common words are found, though not with the same con-

sistency and regularity as in Semitic and Arian dialects. The Turanian numerals
and pronouns point to a single original source

; yet here again the tenacity of these
nomadic dialects cannot be compared with the tenacity of the political languages of
Asia and Europe (the Semitic and the Arian) : and common roots, discovered in the
most distant nomadic idioms, are mostly of a much more generalform and character
than the radicals of the Arian and Semitic treasuries." (Miiller's Languages of the
Seat of War, p. 88.)

4 Thus explained by Professor Muller : "Agglutination. This means not only
that in their grammars pronouns are glued to the verbs in order to form the con-

jugation, or prepositions to substantives in order to form declensions .... What
distinguishes the Turanian languages is, that in them the conjugation and declension
can still be taken to pieces ;

and although the terminations have by no means re-

tained their significative power as independent words, they are still felt as modifi-

catory syllables, and distinct from the words to which they are added." (Languages
of the Seat of War, p. 90.)
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most marked characteristic, seems almost a necessary feature of any
language in a constant state of flux and change, absolutely devoid of

a literature, and maintaining itself in existence by means of the scanty
conversation of nomades. A natural instinct, working uniformly among
races widely diverse, might produce the effect which we see

;
and at any

rate we are not justified in assuming the same original ethnic unity

among the various nations whose language is of the Turanian type,
which presses upon the mind as an absolute necessity when it examines

the phenomena presented by the dialects of the Semitic or of the Arian

stock.

3. All then, perhaps, that can be said with any certainty is, that in

the most ancient times of which we possess any knowledge, the form of

speech called the Turanian seems to have been generally prevalent from

the Caucasus to the Indian Ocean, and from the shores of the Medi-

terranean to the mouths of the Ganges. We might perhaps largely ex-

tend these limits, and say, that the whole Eastern hemisphere was

originally occupied . by a race or races, whose various dialects possessed
the characteristics of the linguistic type in question.

6
It is, however,

enough for our present purpose to confine the assertion to the region
known as Western Asia, the tract lying between Hindustan and the

Egean, the Black Sea and the Southern or Indian Ocean. Within this

district the Armenians (?), the Susianians, or Elymaeans, the early Baby-
lonians, the inhabitants of the south coast of Arabia, the original people
of the Great Iranic plateau and of the Kurdish mountains, and the

primitive population of India, can be shown, it is said, to have possessed
dialects of this character

;
while probability is strongly in favour of the

general occupation of the whole region by persons speaking the same

type of language. The primitive form of the tongue, crystallising

among the less civilised hordes, has remained from the early times of

which we are here speaking to the present day, the language of four-fifths

of Asia, and of many of the remoter parts of Europe. It is spoken by the

* The original occupation of Asia by Turanian races is proved in the text, and
Is generally admitted

;
the

peopling
of Europe in primeval times by tribes having a

similar form of speech, which yielded everywhere to the Indo-European races, and

were either absorbed or driven into holes and corners, is apparent from the position

of the Lapps, Finns, Esths, and Basques, whose dialects are of the Turanian type.

Africa, where the Hamitic character of speech prevails, might seem to be an ex-

ception, more especially since Hamitism is represented by the best modern Ethno-

logers (Bunsen's Philosophy of Universal History, vol. i. ch. vi.
;
Max Muller's Lan-

cuneiform, and the Mantchoo Tatar on the one hand, with the Galla, the Gheez, and the

ancient Egyptian on the other, may be cited as a
proof

of the original unity between

the languages of Africa and Asia
;
a unity sufficiently shadowed out in Genesis (x.

6-20), and confirmed by the manifold traditions concerning the two Ethiopias, the

Cushites above Egypt, and the Cushites of the Persian Gulf. Hamitism, then, al-

though no doubt the form of speech out of which Semitism was developed, is itself

rather Turanian than Semite
;
and the triple division corresponding to the sons of

Noah, which the earlier ethnologere adopted, may still be retained, the Turanian

being classed with the Hamitic, of which it is an earlier stage.
For the detail of the proof, vide infra, pp. 528-633.
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Finns and Lapps, the Turks and Hungarians, the Ostiaks and Samo-

eides, the Tatars and Thibetians, the Mongols, Uzbeks, Turcomen,
Mantchous, Kirghis, Nogais, &c.

; by all the various races which wan-

der over the vast steppes of Northern Asia and Eastern Europe ; by the

hill-tribes of India, and by many nations of the Eastern Archipelago.
In certain favoured positions in the great Mesopotamian plain, and in

the valley of the Nile, where settled communities were early formed and
civilisation naturally sprang up, the primitive or Turanian character of

speech exhibited a power of development, becoming first Hamitic, and

then, after a considerable interval, and by a fresh effort, throwing out

Semitism. It is impossible to say at what exact time the form of speech
known as Hamitic originated. Probably its rise preceded the invention

of letters, and there are reasons for assigning the origination of the

change to Egypt. From the Egyptians, the children of Mizraim, it

naturally spread to the other Hamitic races then perhaps dwellers in

that land
7 and by them was carried in one line to Ethiopia, Southern

Arabia, Babylonia, Susiana, and the adjoining coast
;

in another, to

Philistia, Sidon, Tyre, and the country of the Hittites. The steps of

this development cannot be traced; but in the Babylonian records there

are said to be evidences of the gradual development of Semitism from
the Hamitic type of speech, which throw some light upon the previous
transition. This change, which seems to have attained to a certain

degree of completeness about the beginning of the 20th century B. c.,
8

was accompanied or shortly followed by a series of migratory movements,
which carried the newly formed linguistic type to the upper Tigris,
and middle Euphrates, to Syria, Palestine, Arabia, and the borders of

Egypt. Asshur probably
" went forth

"
at this time out of Babylon

into Assyria," while the Aramaeans ascended the stream of the Euphrates ;

the Phoenicians (perhaps, however, at that period hardly Semitized)

passed from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean
j

1 Abraham and his

followers proceeded from Ur by way of Harran to the south of Pales-

tine
;
and the Joktanian Arabs overspread the great peninsula. From

these seats subsequent migrations carried Semitism at a later period to

Cyprus, Cilicia, Pisidia, Lycia, on the one hand
;
to Carthage, Sicily,

Spain, and Western Africa, on the other.

4. The origin of the Indo-European tongue is involved in com-

plete obscurity. Whether it was from the first a form of language
distinct from the Turanian, or whether, like Semitism, it was a develop-

ment, we have no linguistic records left us to determine. It is per-

haps most philosophical to suppose that one law produced both the

7

Egypt is fear' t|oxV the "land of Ham" (Ps. Ixxviii. 51
;

cv. 23, 27
;

cvi. 22),
therefore perhaps called Chemi, its only title upon the monuments. Ham probably
took up his abode there, and his name passed on both to the country, and to its

original chief god, Khem, the special deity of the Thebais, which was the first seat

of civilisation in Egypt. Egypt too furnishes the natural centre from which the
different Hamitic races can diverge to Ethiopia, Arabia, Babylonia, Palestine, and
the Syrian coast. (See the genealogy of the children of Ham, Gen. x. 6-20.)

8
Supra, Essay vi. p. 356. ' Gen. x. 11.

1 See note 2 on Book i. ch. 1, and compare the Essay appended to Book vii.,
* On the Migration of the Pho3nicians.'
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Semitic and Indo-European types ;
and as the former can, it is thought,

be proved to have been developed from the primitive cast of speech,
to assume the same of the latter. This too would be more in accord-

ance with Scripture than the contrary supposition, since we read of a

time when " the whole earth was of one language."
2 The place where

the development arose was most probably Armenia, whence the several

lines of Indo-European migration appear to have issued. Westward
from that high mountain region one line may be supposed to have

passed into Asia Minor, and thence flowed on to Greece, Italy, and

Sicily; northward another to have penetrated the Caucasus, and en-

tering the region of the Steppes to have spread widely over them, pro-

ceeding thence round the Black Sea into Central and Western Europe ;

while eastward a third line, passing to the south of the Caspian, found

its way across the mountains of Afghanistan, and settled upon the

Indus.

5. Of the original period of Turanian preponderance the period

designated by the term SKV^MT/XOS in early Christian writers
3 when

Turanian or Scythic races were everywhere predominant, and neither

Arian nor Semitic civilisation had as yet developed themselves, it is not

of course to be expected that we should possess, either in Herodotus or

elsewhere, much authentic history. The second, or Median dynasty of

Berosus in Babylon,
4 and the Scythic domination of Justin,

6 seem how-

ever to be distinct historical notices of the time in question. The most

striking trace of the former condition of things which remained in the

days of Herodotus, was the existence everywhere in Western Asia of a

large Scythic or Turanian element in the population. The historian in-

deed is not himself distinctly conscious of the fact. But the notices

which his work contains of Scyths and Scythic influence in Western

Asia," are indicative of the real condition of things, which the recently

discovered cuneiform records place altogether beyond a doubt. Besides

the Scythic inscriptions of Armenia (?), Susa, and Elymais, it is found

that the Achsemenian monuments, wherever set up, contain in one column

a Scythic dialect,
7 which would certainly not have been added unless a

considerable section of the population had understood no other tongue.
8

These Scythic writings appear not only in Media, as at Elwand and

Behistun, but in Persia Proper at Nakhsh-i-Rustam and Pasargadae.

They can only be accounted for by the supposition, that before the great

immigration of the Arian races from the East, Scythic or Tatar tribes

occupied the countries seized by them. This population was for the

Gen. xi. 1.

Paschal Chronicle (p. 49, A), Epiphanius (adv. Haeres. i. 5-7), John of Malala

(Chronogr. p. 25-6).
Beros. Fr. 11.

B Justin, i. 1, and ii. 1-4.

Herod, i. 73, 104-6 ; iii. 93
;
vii. 64.

This was first asserted by Col. Rawlinson (Beh. Inscr. i. p. 34). It has since

been abundantly proved by Mr. Norris of the Foreign Office. (Journal of the Asiat-

ic Society, vol. xv. part i.)
8 M. Bunsen produces a wrong impression when he speaks of the Scythic trans-

lation as intended "for the Transoxanian or Scythian populations" (Philos. of Univ.

Hist. i. p. 194). They could only be intended for the Scythian population of the

places where they were set up.
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most part absorbed in the conquering element. In places however it

maintained itself in some distinctness, and retained a quasi nationality,

standing to the conquerors as the Welch and ancient Cornish to the

Anglo-Saxons of our own country. The Sacse of Herodotus, and Saka

of the inscriptions, distinguished into Saka Humawarga* and Saka Tigrdk-

huda, are remnants of this description ; and, taken in conjunction with

the Armenians (?), Susianians, Chaldaeans, and Southern Arabs, mark
the original continuity of the Turanian occupation of these countries,

just as rocks of the same formation, rising separate and isolated from the

surface of the ocean, indicate the existence anciently of a tract uniting

them, which the waves have overpowered and swept away.
If we inquire more particularly which of the Western Asiatic na-

tions in the time of Herodotus were either wholly or largely Turanian,
we may find probable grounds for concluding under the former head

besides the Sacse the Parthians, the Asiatic Ethiopians, the Colchians,
the Sapeiri, the Tibareni, and the Moschi

;
under the latter the Armen-

ians, the Cappadocians, the Susianians, and the Chaldaeans of Babylon.
A few words must be said with regard to each of these nations.

(i.)
The Scythic (i.

e. Turanian) character of the Parthian kingdom
of the Arsacidae, is generally admitted,

1 and was evidenced as well by
their manners and customs, as by the character of their language.

3
It

is reasonable to suppose that this kingdom began, not by a foreign con-

quest of the Parthians, but by a revolt of that people.
3 The retention

of the name of Parthians is primd facie evidence of this, and entitles us

to extend to the tribe which bore the name in Achaemenian times, what
is certainly known of the later people. Justin, who follows Trogus
Pompeius, asserts the identity, and distinctly maintains the original

Scythic character of the race.
4 The Parthians, therefore, though con-

stantly joined, on account of their locality, with Arian races the Chor-

asmians, Sogdians, Arians of Herat, Zarangians, Sagartians, &c.
6 must

9 Behist. Inscr. ii. p. 294. The Humawarga are clearly identical with the
'

yiot of Herodotus (vii. 64) and Hellanicus (Fr. 171). The Tigrakhuda are proved by
the Babylonian transcript to be "

Scythian bowmen."
1 Strab. xi. p. 750. Justin, xli. 1-4. Arrian. Fr. 1.
a Strabo speaks of their customs as exorra TTO\V nv rb pdpftapov xal T i> 2 K v

6v. Justin says, "armorum patrius ac Scythicus mos
"

(xli. 2). The latter writer

derives their name from a Scythic word (" Scythico sermone Parthi ' exules
'

dicun-

tur," xli. 1),
and says their language was a mixture of Scythic and Median (xli. 2).

He represents them, like the Calmucks and other Tatars, as always on horseback

(ch. 3). [Justin's etymology, however, if true, would be Arian. His reference is

to the Sanscrit qjj Pardes, "of another country," or at any rate to some word

containing the root Par,
" another." H. C. R.]

8 Arrian expressly asserted this (Fr. 1). He is followed by Syncellus (p. 248,

B), Zosimus (i. 18), Moses of Chorene (ii. 1), &c. Strabo makes Arsaces a king of

the Dahae who conquered Parthia
(1.

s. c.) ;
but he allows that some authors spoke of

him as leading a Parthian revolt.
4

Justin, i. 2
;
xli. 1. So Arrian : Tldp&ovs M ^fcriaffrpiSos rov Alyvirriuv fiaffi

\fcas . . . cwrb riav atyiav x^poj 2*cu&ia9 ts ryv vvv fifToiKrjffai (Fr. 1). John of Malala

relates that Sesostris brought them from Scythia and settled them in Persia (p. 26).

It is strange that Moses of Chorene should suppose that they were descendants of

Abraham by Keturah (ii. 65), and therefore a Semitic race.
5 See Herod, iii. 93

;
vii . 66. Beh. Inscr. col. i. par. 6, Persep. Ins. iv. par. 2

(i. p. 42, Lassen), Nakhsh-i-Rust. Ins. vi. par. 3 (NR. p. 81, Lassen).
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be considered a remnant of the early population, conquered by the Ari-
ans and held in subjection, but never more than very partially'assimilat-

ed," and probably in the time of Herodotus as purely Turanian as any
race included within the limits of the Persian empire.

(ii.)
The Asiatic Ethiopians, by their very name, which connects

them so closely with the Cushite people, inhabiting the country above

Egypt, may be assigned to the Hamitic family ;
and this connexion is

confirmed by the uniform voice of primitive antiquity, which spoke of
the Ethiopians as a single race, dwelling along the shores of the Southern

Ocean, from India to the pillars of Hercules.
7 The traditions of Mem-

non, which brought him indifferently from the Eastern or Western Ethi-

opia, illustrate the primitive belief, to which ethnological research is

daily adding corroboration/

(iii.)
The Scythic, or at least the Hamitic character of the Colchi-

ans, may be regarded as sufficiently evidenced by the resemblance which
Herodotus observed between their language, physical type, customs, &c.,
and those of the Egyptians.

9
If we accept the statement made by Aga-

thias and Procopius,
1

that the Lazi of their day were the true representa-
tives of the ancient Cholchians, we may regard their Tatar character as,

further evidenced by the fact that the modern Lazis speak a Turanian
dialect.

3

(iv.) The Turanian character of the Sapeiri will depend on the cor-

rectness of their identification with the Iberians of the geographers,
8

who were certainly Scyths, and who may fairly be regarded as the an-

* Their language became (as Justin says) partly Median, and we may see that

they affected Arian names. The Emperor Julian says, Sicuru&va-i Kal airo/j.i/j.ovi>Tai

TO. HtpviKCL, OVK <iioi'fTy, Ifjiol SoKfT, Tlapduaiui i>o/j.ifadai t Htpffat 8e flvat Trpocriruiou-

fi*voi. (Or. de Constant, gcst. ii. p. 63, A.)
7

Cf. Horn. Od. i. 23. Ephor. Fr. 28. Strab. i. pp. 48-51. Strabo calls this

riew " the ancient opinion concerning the Ethiopians" (T^V Tra.Xa.iav irepi TTJ?
'

8 For the traditions concerning Mcmnon see note on Book v. ch. 54. Recent

linguistic discovery tends to show that a Cushite or Ethiopian race did in the ear-

liest times extend itself along the shores of the Southern ocean from Abyssinia to
India. The whole peninsula of India was peopled by a rac%e of this character before
the influx of the Arians : it extended from the Indus along the sea-coast through
the modern Beloochistan and Kerman, which was the proper country of the Asiatic

Ethiopians; the cities on the northern shores of the Persian (inlf are shown by the

brick inscriptions found among their ruins to have belonged to this race
;

it was
dominant in Susiana and Babylonia, until overpowered in the OIK- country by Arian,
in the other by Semitic intrusion

;
it can be traced, both by dialect and tradition,

throughout the whole south coast of the Arabian peninsula, and it still exists in Ab-

yssinia, where the language of the principal tribe (the Galla) furnishes, it is thought,
a clue to the cuneiform inscriptions of Susiana and Elymais, which date from a

period probably a thousand years before our era.
e Herod, ii. 104.

1

Agath. ii. 18, p. 103. Proc. de B. G. iv. 2. vol. i. p. 566. C. D.
* M tiller's Lang., &c., p. 126, 2nd ed.
* See note - to Book i. ch. 104. The connecting links between the two names

are found in writers of the time of the Byzantine empire, as Menander Protector,
Priscus Panites, and others. By them the Iberians (who as usual are coupled with

the Albanians, Men. Protect. Fr. 41) are called Sabeiri, Sabiri, and sometimes,

though more rarely, Abeires. (Ibid. Fr. 42; comp. Steph. Byz. 2a7re/pey ol vvv Ae-

VOL. I. 34
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cestors of the Georgians of the present day.
4 The Iberians, according

to Strabo, lived within the country to which he gives the name of

Moschica, or Moschia 5
the country, that is, of the Moschi, or Heshech

of Scripture, whose Turanian origin will be proved presently. They
resembled the Scythians in their mode of life,

8
and were, he adde, of the

same race with them.
7

It is confirmatory of this to find, that the

language of their modern representatives, the Georgians, while in many
respects peculiar, and to a certain extent mixed, is pronounced by the

best judges to belong, on the whole, to the " Turanian family of

speech."
'

(v.) The Moschi and the Tibareni, always coupled together by Her-

odotus,' and constantly associated under the names of Muskai and Tuplai,
in the Assyrian inscriptions (just as Meshech and Tubal are in Scrip-
ture

1

),
can scarcely fail to belong to one and the same ethnic family; so

that if we can succeed in distinctly referring either of them to a particu-
lar branch, we may assume the same of the other. Now the Muskai (or

MoV^ot of the Greeks) are regarded on very sufficient grounds as the

ancestors of the Muscovites, who built Moscow, and who still give name
to Russia throughout the East

;
and these Muscovites have been lately

recognised as belonging to the Tchud or Finnish family,
2 which the

Sclavonic Russians conquered, and which is a well known Turanian race.

The Moschi then, and with them the Tibareni, must be assigned to that

Scythic or Turanian people, who, as stated above, spread themselves in

very early times over the entire region lying between the Mediterranean
and India, the Persian Gulf and the Caucasus. It is a confirmation of
this view to find the Tibareni distinctly called by a Scholiast of more

judgment than the generality, a Scythian people.
3

(vi.) That the early inhabitants of Armenia were Turanian, may be
inferred from the inscriptions of Van, which are written in a language

4 See Prichard's Physical Hist, of Mankind, vol. iv. p. 262. The Armenians still

call the Georgians by the name of Virk, which is Iheri (pronounced It?eri) with a

guttural termination. Georgian which is the Persian Gurjy means nothing but
the people dwelling on the Kur or Cyrus river.

6
Strab. xi. p. 728. *H MOJX"^ rpi/jLfprjs Ian- rb n*v yap $xovfflv avrris K6\xoi,

T>> 5t "Ifrjpes, rb 5 'Ap^fVioi.
8

Ibid. p. 730.
7 Ibid. SKV&O}*' SiK-riv favrts Kal 2ap/xctTwc, uvirfp Kal opopoi Kal avyytveis flffiv.

This testimony is weakened by the addition of the words Kal ^ap^aruv, since the
Sarmatians were certainly Indo-European, being the ancestors of the Slavonic race.

8 Dr. Prichard pronounces the Georgian language to be " unconnected or but

distantly connected with any other idiom," and the people to be " a particular race
"

(Phys. Hist, of Mankind, vol. iv. p. 268); but the progress of philological science
enables Professor Miiller to determine that the Georgian and other Caucasian dia-

lects form " one of the outstanding and degenerated colonies of the Turanian family
of speech." (Languages of the Seat of War, p. 113.)

9 Herod. Hi. 94
;
vii. 78.

1 Gen. x. 2. Ezek. xxvii. 13; xxxii. 26
;
xxxviii. 2-3.

3 See a paper by M. Osann in the Philologus, vol. ix. art. ii.
8

Scholiast, ad Apollon. Rhod. ii. 1010. Ttfap-hvoi, fdvos SKU&IOS. If we hold,
with Herodotus, that the Colchians were of the same race with the Hamites of

Egypt, then the close connexion of the Moschi and Tibareni, especially the former,
with the Colchians, will be an additional argument in favour of their Scythic char
acter. For this connexion, which may however be one of mere locality, compare
Hecat. Fr. 188 (Md<rxo<, l&j/o* Ko\xui>), and Strab. xi. p. 728.
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identical, in many respects, with the old Hamitic dialect of Chaldsea.

At what time these primitive inhabitants gave way to the Indo-European
race, which at present occupies the country whose language and litera-

ture may be distinctly traced as far back as to the fourth century of our
era

4
is uncertain

;
but probably the two ethnic elements were blended

together in the country from a very ancient date
;
and it may be sus-

pected that the westward movement of the Arians in the eighth and
seventh centuries B. c. was connected with the transfer of power. The
Armenian language is not indeed, strictly speaking, Iranian, but it pos-
sesses more points of connexion with that tongue than with any other.

5

At the same time a Tatar element is traceable in it, indicative of a

mixture of races. The statement of Herodotus, that the Armenians
were colonists of the Phrygians," though echoed by Stephen, who adds

that "
they had many Phrygian forms of expression,"

7
is not perhaps en-

titled to great weight, as Herodotus reports such colonisations far too

readily,
8 and his acquaintance with the Armenians must have been

scanty. Still, so far as it goes, it would imply that the ethnic change
by which a Indo-European had succeeded a Tatar preponderance in

Armenia, was prior to his own time
;
and on the whole there are perhaps

sufficient grounds for assigning the movement to about the close of the

seventh century before our era.

(vii.) The ethnic character of the Cappadocians has been, beyond that

of almost any other nation, a subject of dispute among ethnologists.
9

The question is one presenting peculiar difficulties, and at the present

stage of the inquiry it is impossible to offer more than a probable solu-

tion of it. [Perhaps on a review of all the evidence, the most reasonable

explanation of the entire matter is as follows : The Muskai, or Moschi

of the Greeks, who held possession of the high platform of Asia Minor

during the whole period of the Assyrian empire, and who can be his-

torically traced in the inscriptions from the commencement of the twelfth

to the middle of the seventh century B. c., were in all probability of the

Tchud or Finnish family,
1

having ascended the mountain-chain of Syria
on being pressed upon by Semitic immigrants. About the middle of

the seventh century B. c. the Cappadocians, an Arian race, who formed

part of the great immigration which in the eighth and seventh centuries

B. o. passed into Western Asia from the East, superseded the Moschi in

4 See Neumann's Versuch einer Geschichte der Armenischen Literatur. Leipsic,

1836.
6 Prichard's Phys. Hist. vol. iv. pp. 258-9. Miiller's Languages of the Seat of

War, p. 34, 2nd ed. Herod, vii. 73.
7

Ty Quvfi iroAAflk <ppvyl(ov<ri (Steph. Byz. ad voc. 'Ap/iei/fa).
8 As when he accepts the Lydian colonisation of Etruria (i. 94), and the deriva-

tion of the Venetians from the Medes (v. 9).
* See Prichard, vol. iv. pp. 557-561.
1 See the last page. A trace of the occupation of the high platform of Asia

Minor by this people is found in the old name for the great capital city called in

later times Coesarea which was Ma/aca. Josephus speaks of this town as founded

by Meschech, the son of Japhet, whom he makes the progenitor of the Mosocheni

or Moschi ; and he expressly asserts that this people came afterwards to be called

Cappadocians (Ant. Jud. i. 6). Moses of Chorene calls the founder Mesacus, and

makes him the son of Aram, and contemporary with Abraham (i. 13, p. 39).
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power, amalgamating to a certain extent with these previous Scythie
inhabitants, and forming a mixed Scytho-Arian race, such as we have

examples of in the present day in the immediately contiguous nations

of the Armenians and Georgians, in the language of one of which the

Scythic element predominates, in the other the Arian. At any rate this

appears to be the only possible mode of reconciling the following array
of incongruous ethnic evidence. 1. The Cappadocians are always called
"

Syrians," or " White Syrians," by the Greeks,
2
in allusion to the coun-

try from whence they moved out before ascending the range of Taurus.

2. The names of the Moschian kings, of which we have a tolerably
extensive series in the inscriptions, present no trace of either Semitic
or Arian etymology. They belong apparently to that linguistic family
of which we have various very ancient specimens in the primitive cunei-

form legends of the Chaldean monarcbs, as well as in the inscriptions of

Susa, of Elymais, and of Armenia, and at a later period in the Scythic
versions of the records of the Acha^menian kings. 3. The Arian Cap-
padociaus must have been at the Halys at least as early as B. c. 650, for

one of the fellow-conspirators of Darius Hystaspes was fifth in descent
from Pharnaspes, king of Cappadocia, who married Atossa, sister of a

Canibyses king of Persia (probably the great-grandfather of Cyrus the

Great), and who must therefore certainly have been an Arian : and fur-

ther, all the names which are given in the early royal line of Cappadocia
are evidently of Persian origin.

3
4. Strabo seems to consider the Cap-

customs

that the

names of these

deities are distinctly Arian, Ouianus being Fahman, Anandates Amendat

(the Pehlevi form of Amerdad), and Anaitis, the Anahita whose worship
was first introduced into Babylon from Persia by Artaxerxes Mnemon.'
The Cappadociau months also, which occur in the Hemerology of the

Florence Library, have all Persian names. H. C. R.]
(viii.) The Tatar character of the Susiauians is evidenced unmistake-

ably by the inscriptions, existing not only at Susa, but also along the
northern shore of the Persian Gulf, which are in a language resembling
that of the second column of the trilingual inscriptions, distinctly proved
by Mr. Morris to be Turanian. 7 A mixture of races followed the Per-
sian conquest of the country, when the Ariaus from Persia Proper
descended the flanks of Zagros and spread themselves into the fertile

plain at its base, deserting for this region their own poorer country, and

transferring the seat of empire from the outlying cities of Pasargadae
and Ecbataua to the more central situation occupied by the Susian capital.
On the occurrence of this influx the Tatar population was by degrees
swallowed up, so that Susiana came to be looked upon as a part of Persia,

9

See note 3
to Book i. ch. 72.

8 See Diod. Sic. ap. Phot. Bibl. cod. p. 1150.
Strab. xv. pp. 1039-1042.
'Ei/ TJJ KcnrTraSo/cuf TTO\V fan rb riav Mdyuv <(>v\ov . . . iroAAo Sf Kal rwv
Kuv dew iepd, xv. p. 1040. *

Berosus, Fr. 15.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. xv. part 1.

Strab. xv. p. 1031. 2x5&" 5e n /col 77 2ot/<ris pipos yeyftnjrai TT)J
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and its inhabitants almost lost any special appellation. In the time of

Herodotus, however, the absorption was only in progress, and the name
of Cissian (KtWtot), which was in use in his day, and which is a mere
variant for Gush or Cushite,

9
serves to show that the Scythic descent of

the inhabitants was, at least tacitly, recognised, and their connexion with
the Egyptian, Ethiopian, and other Hamitic races

'

acknowledged.

(ix.)
The monuments of Babylonia furnish abundant evidence of the

fact that a Hamitic race held possession of that country in the earliest

times, and continued to be a powerful element in the population down to

a period but very little preceding the accession of Nebuchadnezzar.

The most ancient historical records found in the country, and many of

ihe religious and scientific documents to the time of the conqueror of

Judaea, are written in a language which belongs to the Allophylian fam-

ily, presenting affinities with the dialects of Africa on the one hand, and

with those of High Asia on the other. The people by whom this lan-

guage was spoken, whose principal tribe was the Akkad, may be regarded
as represented by the Chaldaeans of the Greeks, the Casdim (D-^to) of

the Hebrew writers.* This race seems to have gradually developed the

type of language known as Semitism, which became in course of time the

general language of the country ; still, however, as a priest-caste a por-
tion of the Akkad preserved their ancient tongue, and formed the learned

and scientific Chaldaeans of later times. Akkadian colonies also were

transported into the wilds of Armenia by the Assyrian kings of the Low-
er Empire, and strengthened the Hamitic element in that quarter.

8

(x.) Besides the nations here enumerated as wholly or in part Turan-

ian, for whose ethnic character there is more or less of direct and posi-

tive evidence, the following may be assigned with some degree of proba-

Compare Solin. c. 68 ;
Eustath. ad Dion. Perieg. 1074. Susiana, however, is dis-

tinguished from Persia by Pliny (H. N. vi. 26), and Ptolemy (Geogr. vi. 3-4).
So Bochart, Geograph. Sac. iv. 12.

1 Cush is the son of Ham, and brother of Misraim (Gen. x. 6). In the Hebrew

Scriptures the word Cush (ana) is used frequently in an ethnical sense, and ordina-

rily means the Ethiopians. In Numbers xii. 1, however, it seems to designate the

Midianites, a people of Southern Arabia, which was originally occupied by Gushites

(Gen. x. 7), who thus extended from the country above Egypt through Arabia to the

shores of the Indian ocean. In Ezek. xxxviii. 5, where Cush in connexion with

Phut and Elam, Susiana or an adjoining district must be intended. The eastern

Ethiopians of Herodotus (iii. 94 ;
vii. 7u) are probably Cushites from the south-east-

era portion of the Persian empire. (Supra, p. 353, note *.)
1 See Col. Rawlinson's note on Book i. ch. 181. It must not, however, be supposed

that there is any etymological connexion between the words Akkad and Casdim.

The latter term is represented by the cuneiform Kaldai, which is found in the same

inscriptions with Akkad, and is a completely different word. The Kaldai appear to

have been the leading tribe of the Akkad.
* This is possibly the true explanation of the occurrence of Chaldaeans among

the mountain-tribes of Armenia (so often found in the Greek historians and geog-

raphers, Xen. Anab. iv. iii. 4; vn. viii. 25; Strab. xii. p. 802; Steph. Byz. ad

voc. XaASaTot. Eustath. ad Dionys. Perieg. 768, &c.), which led to the wild theory of

Gesenius, Heeren, and others, that the Chaldaeans of Babylonia were a colony from

the northern mountains, settled in that country by some one of the later Assyrian

kings. Or perhaps the name Chaldaean was widely spread among the Hamitic in-

habitants of Western Asia, before the development of Semitism in the Mesopotamian

valley caused a separation between the northern and the southern Hatnites.
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bility to the same stock viz. the Alarodians, the Macrones, the Mosy-
nreci, the Mares, the Median tribes of the Budii and the Magi, and the

earlier, though not the later, Cilicians.
4 Local position, constant asso-

ciation with tribes known to have been Turanian, peculiarity of nomen-

clature, and other reasons, seem to incline the balance in these compar-

atively obscure cases in favour of a Tatar or Scythic origin for the na-

tion in preference to any other. The conclusion, however, in these

cases is conjectural, and it is far from improbable that in some of them
the conjecture may be disproved in the further process of ethnological
and historical discovery.

6. The development of Semitism, as has been already remarked, be-

longs to the early part of the 20th century B. c., long subsequently to

the time when Hamitic kingdoms were set up on the banks of the Nile

and the Euphrates. Commencing in Babylonia among the children of

Ham, but especially adopted and perhaps mainly forwarded by those of

Shem, who were at that time intermixed with the Hamites in Lower

Mesopotamia,
5

it advanced into the continent northward and westward,

up the course of the two great streams, and across the upper part of

Arabia, extending gradually in the one direction to the Sinaitic peninsu-

la,
8
in the other to the shores of the Mediterranean and the range of Tau-

rus. The races which in the days of Herodotus may be assigned to this

family are the following : the Assyrians, the Syrians or Aramaeans, the

Phoanicians with their colonies, the Canaanites, the Jews, the Cyprians,
the Cilicians, the Solymi, and the northern Arabians. The Babylonians
also, as distinct from the Chaldseans, may be joined to this group, for in

the time of the later empire they had fully adopted the Semitic char-

acter and speech.

(i.)
With regard to the nations here mentioned there is no great di-

versity of opinion among ethnologers. They are for the most part in-

clined to extend somewhat further the limits of the ethnic branch in

question, but they are tolerably well agreed concerning the Semitic char-

acter of the peoples enumerated. Gesenius indeed affects to doubt

the Semitism of the Cilicians,
7

but his negative arguments are of

little weight against the positive testimony of historians supported by

4 The Alarodians are coupled with the Sapiri by Herodotus (ib. ch. 79 ;
cf. iii. 94),

and said to have worn the same arms as the Colchians (vii. 79). The Macrones, Mo-

synoeci, and Mares are always joined with the Moschi and Tibareni (iii. 94; vii. 78;
Xen. Anab. vii. viii. 25), and are said to have been armed as the latter. The

Scythic origin of the Magians has been discussed in the Essay on the Religion of

the Ancient Persians, and that of the Budians may be concluded from their probable

identity with the Phut of Scripture (vide supra, page 34'J, note 6

).
The early Cili-

cians are so closely connected with the Moschi and Tibareni in the Assyrian inscrip-

tions, that they must be regarded as belonging to the same race. (See note 7* on
Book i. ch. 74.)

6 Asshur had dwelt in Babylon before he "went forth
"
into Assyria (Gen. x. 11).

Elam was settled in Susiana. The descendants of Arphaxad lived in " Ur of the

Chaldees "
(ib. xi. 28).

8 Where the rock-inscriptions are Semitic, and connect with the language of the

northern or Joktanian Arabs. (See Bunsen's Philosophy of Universal History, vol.

i. pp. 231-3.)
7 See his Scripturae Linguaeque Phoenicia Monumenta, p. 11.
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the evidence of facts. Herodotus8 and Apollodorus
9
witness to the tra-

ditional connexion of Cilicia with Phoenicia, and Bochart 1

proves a com-

munity of names and customs which even alone would be decisive of
the point. Besides, if the Solymi of Herodotus, and the Pisidians of

later writers, are granted to be of Phoenician, i. e. of Semitic origin, the

intermediate country of Cilicia can scarcely be assigned to a different

race. It is likely enough that the first occupants of Cilicia were Turan-

ian,
2
but when the maritime power of the Phoenicians grew up on the

adjoining coast, Cilicia naturally fell under their influence, and the Tu-
ranians were absorbed or driven to the mountains. It is granted that

at least the later coins of Cilicia have all Phoenician legends,
3
which

would not have been the case unless the population had been a kindred

people. Cilicia during Persian times always maintained a position of

^Mtfst-independence, and was quite separate from Phoenicia, which even

belonged to a different satrapy.
4

(ii.)
The ethnic character of the Solymi depends mainly upon the

assertion of Chaerilus
6
that they spoke a Phoenician dialect. It is con-

firmed by their name, which connects remarkably with the Hebrew oVw
and DVtttt"p (Salem and Jerusalem}, by their habit of shaving the head

with the exception of a tuft,
8

by their special worship of Saturn,
7 and

by the occurrence of a number of Phoenician words in their country.
8

If

we regard the Solymi as Semitic on this evidence, we must suppose an

early Semitic occupation of the whole southern coast of Asia Minor, fol-

lowed by an Indo-European invasion, before which the primitive inhabi-

tants yielded, losing the more desirable territory and only maintaining
themselves in the mountains. The Milyans, according to Herodotus8

and Strabo,
1 and the Cabalians, according to the latter,

9 were tribes of

the Solymi, to whom the Pisidians also belonged, according to Pliny
3

and Stephen.
4 The war between the old inhabitants and the new-comers

is represented in the myth of Bellerophon, and the fabled Chimaera de-

notes the valour and agility of the mountaineers.
4*

* Herod, vii. 91. Ourot (KAtKj) txl KiAt/cos rov 'AyJivopoSj avtipbs * o iv IKO
,

tff\ov ryv ticuvv/j.lriv. Compare Arrian. Fr. 69.
'
Bibliothec. HI. i. 1. Apollodorus makes Agenor the brother of Belus, and gives

him three sons, Cadmus, Phoenix, and Cilix. Another account made Cilix the son

of Phoenix. (Schol. ad Apollon. Rhod. ii 178.)
1

Phaleg. part ii. book i. ch. 6.
* See the last page, note 4

,
and compare note T* on Book i. ch. 74. Were the

Cilicians of the western coast of Asia Minor (Horn. II. vi. 397 ;
Strab. xiii. pp. 878-

880]
a remnant of the same race ? Gesenius, 1. s. c.

4 Herod, iii. 90-1.
*
Ap. Euseb. Praep. Ev. ix. 9, and Joseph, c. Ap. i.

6 Tzetzes (Chil. vii. Hist. 149) says that they were rpoxoKovpaSes,
" shorn all round

their heads," a custom ascribed by Herodotus to the Arabs (iii. 8), and mentioned

in Scripture as practised by the Edomites, Moabitcs, and Ammonites (Jerem. ix. 26),

who were all Semitic tribes
7 Plut. de Def. Orac. ii. p. 421, D.

8 As the mountains Solyma, Phoenix, and Massicytus (comp. Heb. *)>); the

district Cabalia (Heb. Vaa as in Psalm Ixxxiii. 7 ; Arabic, Gebel, as in Gebelal Tarif,

"Gibraltar"), &c. And 'see Bochart, part ii. book 5. ch. 6.
9 Herod, i. 173.

1 Strab. xiv. . 952. *
Ibid. xiii. . 904.

3 H. N. v. 27.
4 Ad voc. TlunSia.

4 * The term Shalamu was used by the Assyrians for the West, in allusion to the

's retirin to rest and this ma be the oriin of the name of the Solymi. It is
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(iii.)
It may perhaps bethought that in thus bringing a Semitic peo-

ple as far into Asia Minor as the confines of Caria, the way is prepared
for extending them still further, and an increased probability imparted
to the theory of the Semitic origin of the Lydians. This theory, how-

ever, notwithstanding that it has the support of the most eminent of mod-
ern ethnologists,

6
has been already opposed in these pages, and seems to

be based on no sufficient evidence. The argument from the etymology
of the names Sadyattes and Alyattes, which has been lately paraded,

6
is

in the highest degree uncertain, resting as it does entirely upon conjec-
ture. We have far more satisfactory, because historic, evidence of the

Indo-European character of several Lydian words, than has as yet been
adduced for the Semitic derivation of any.

7

Again, the testimony of

Herodotus, on which the advocates of the theory are wont to insist,
8
is

invalidated by his inconsistency ;
for while on the one hand he seems to

favour the Semitic character of the people by making Agron, the son of
Ninus and grandson of Itelus, founder of a Lydian dynasty, on the other

he may be quoted as distinctly opposed to the view, since he derives Ag-
ron and his dynasty from the Grecian Hercules, and connects the Lydian
race with the Mysians and Cariaus,

9 the latter of whom he considers ac-

tual Leleges.
1 The Lydians therefore must be regarded, unless addi-

tional evidence can be produced, as an Indo-European people, and the

Semites of the continent must be considered to have reached at farthest

to the eastern borders of the kingdom of Caria.

(iv.)
The other races, usually reckoned among the nations belong-

ing to the Syro-Arabian or Semitic group, which are here excluded from

it, are the Cappadocians and the Ekkhili or Hiinyarite Arabs. The

at any rate from this word Shalam,
" the West," that the name of Selm is derived,

who ruled over the western division of the dominions of Feridun. [H. C. R.]
6 See Bunsen's Philosophy of Universal History, vol. ii. p. 10 ; Movers, Phoniz-

ier, i. 475
;
0. Muller, Sandon and Sardanapal. p. 88

; Prichard, Phys. Hist, of

Mankind, vol. iv. p. 562
; Lassen, Ueber die Sprachen Kleinasiens, pp. 382-3.

6
SeeBunsen, l.s. c., who refers to an essay by P. Boetticher, entitled 'Rudi-

menta Mythologies Semiticae,' published at Berlin in the year 1848, where Sadyattes
is explained by itch SH, "

potens per Attidem," and Alyattes by 'tan i^S," elevatus per Attidem ""(p. 15) ;
on which it is enough to observe that th'e Lydia'n

lorm of the god's name was not Attes or Attis, like the Phrygian (Dem. de Cor.

324; Pausan. vn. xvii. 5, and xx. 2; Polyhist. Fr. 47 ;
Diod. Sic. iii. 57), but

Atys (Herod, i. 7, 34, 94
;

vii. 27, 74
;
Xanth. Fr. 1

; Dionys. Hal. A. R. i. 28).
7 The Arian derivation of Candaules (from Sanscr. Jgra Gr. /eiW, Lat. canis,

Germ, hund, and \ dri, "to tear,") is witnessed by Hipponax (Fr. 1), a poet of the

time of Croesus, in the famous line/Ep^o} Kuvdyx* MyovioTl Kav8av\a, whence Tzetzea

(Chil. vi. 482) has his explanation : -rb 5e Kav5av\i)'s Av5i<v rbv anvhoirviKTriv Ae-ye

(Chil. vi. Hist. 54). That Sardis in Lydian meant "the year* was declared by
Lydus (de Mensibus, iii. 14) ; and a similar word with that meaning is found in

Sanscrit, Zend, Armenian, and Achaemenian Persian (see note 7 on Book i. ch. 7).Ma was the Lydian term for Rhea, "the great Mother" (Steph. Byz. ad voc. M<

ffravpa) ;
and nymphce (t^fjufxu) was the Lydian name for the Muses (Dionys. Rhod.

Fr. 11). Perhaps the supposed connexion of Atys with &TTI (Etym. Magn. ad voc.

"ATTJS ;
cf. Clem. Al. Cohort, ad Gentes, p. 16) was not purely imaginary.

8
Prichard, 1. s. c.

9
By making Car and Mysus brothers of Lydus (i. 171).

1
Ibid. Kapes . . rb ira\aibv tovres Mivco re ICOTTJ/COO* al K a\ t 6 pc vo i Ae-

Xe-yes.
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grounds for regarding the Cappadocians as a mixed race, half Scythic
half Arian, have been already stated,

2 and need not be repeated here.

The Hirayaritic Arabs are excluded because it is believed that their

language, admitted to be closely akin to the Ethiopian, is Cushite, and

so, though intermediate between the Turanian and the Semitic, really
more akin to the former.

(v.) The Semitic character of the Assyrians, the later Babylonians,
the Syrians or Aramaeans, the Phoenicians, the Jews, the later Canaan-

ites, and the Northern or Joktanian Arabs, rests upon abundant evi-

dence, and cannot reasonably be questioned. The primeval Canaanites

indeed were of the race of Ham,
8 and no doubt originally spoke a dialect

closely akin to the Egyptian ;
but it is clear that before the coming of

Abraham into their country they had by some means been Semitised,
since all the Canaanitish names of the time are palpably Semitic.

4 Prob-

ably the movements from the country about the Persian Gulf, of which

the history of Abraham furnishes an instance, had been in progress for

some time before he quitted CJr, and an influx of emigrants from that

quarter had made Semitism already predominant in Syria and Palestine

at the date of his arrival. Of the other nations the language is well

known through inscriptions,
6 and in some instances through its continu-

ance to modern times
;

fl and this language presents in every case the

character and features which are familiar to the modern student through
the Hebrew.

7. It has been customary to divide the languages of this class into

four groups,
7 which might be called respectively, the eastern, the western,

the central, and the southern group ;
but the arrangement here made

requires the reduction of the number to three, the southern or Ekkhili

Arabic being assigned to the Turanian division.

(a.) The eastern group consists of the nations inhabiting the Meso-

potamian Valley, extending northwards to Armenia, and westward to

the mountain-chain of Lebanon. It comprises the Assyrians, the later

Babylonians, and the Aramaeans or Syrians, whose language seems to be

continued in the modern Chaldee.

(b.) The western group is formed of the nations on the coast of the

Mediterranean from the borders of Egypt to Pamphylia, and thence

inland to Caria. It includes also the colonies sent out from places

within this district, which were numerous and of great importance.

The nations of this group are the Canaanites, the Jews and Israelites,

*
Supra, pp. 531-2. ' Gen. x. 6 and 15-20.

4 Aa Melchizedek (p-TX-^a^ "king of righteousness "), Abimelech

"a king is my father"), Salem (aW "peace"), &c.
' T' On the Semitic character ot'
T
the later Babylonian language, see Col. Rawliii

son's Memoir (As. Soc. Journal, vol. xiv. part i.); on that of the Assyrian, see his

"
Commentary

"
(pp. lu-lti); on the Semitic character of the Phoenician remains,

see Gesenius (Scripturre Lingureque Phoenicia; Monumenta) ;
on the Sinaitic rock-

inscriptions, compare Bunsen (Philosophy of Univ. Hist. vol. ii. pp. 231-9).
6 As in the case of the Arabic and the Syriac, which is continued in the

Chaldee.
7
Prichard, Phys. Hist, of Mankind, vol. iv. p. 556. Bunsen, Philos. of Univ.

Hist. vol. i. pp. 193-245.
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the Phoenicians, the Cilicians, (with whom may be classed the Pisidians

and the Solymi), the Cypriots, and the Poeni of Africa. Remnants of

this race remain in the modern Hebrews, and perhaps to some extent

in the Maltese
8 and the Berbers of northern Africa.

9

(c.)
The central group occupies the desert between the Valley of

the Euphrates and that of the Jordan, and likewise the northern and

western portions of the great peninsula. It consists of the Joktanian

and Ishmaelite Arabs, to the latter of whom may be assigned the Sinai-

tic inscriptions.
8. What is especially remarkable of the Semitic family is its concen-

tration, and the small size of the district which it covers compared with

the space occupied by the other two. Deducting the scattered colonies

of the Phoenicians, mere points upon the earth's surface, and the thin

strip of territory running into Asia Minor from Upper Syria, the Sem-
itic races in the time of Herodotus are contained within a parallelogram
1600 miles long from the parallel of Aleppo to the south of Arabia, and

on an average about 800 miles broad. Within this tract, less than a

thirteenth part of the Asiatic continent, the entire Semitic family was

then, and, with one exception, has ever since been comprised. Once in

the world's history, and once only, did a great ethnic movement proceed
from this race and country. Under the stimulus of religious fanaticism,
the Arabs in the seventh century of our era burst from the retirement

of the desert, and within a hundred years extended themselves as the

ruling nation from the confines of India to Spain. But this effort was

the fruit of a violent excitement which could not but be temporary, and

the development was one beyond the power of the nation to sustain.

Arabian influence sank almost as rapidly as it had arisen, yielding on

the one side before European, on the other before Tatar attacks, and

except in Egypt and northern Africa maintaining no permanent footing
in the countries so rapidly overrun. Apart from this single occasion,
the Semitic race has given no evidence of ability to spread itself either

by migration or by conquest. In the Old World indeed commercial

enterprise led one Semitic people to aim at a wide extension of its influ-

ence over the shores of the known seas
;
but the colonies sent out by

this people obtained no lasting hold upon the countries where they were

settled, and after a longer or a shorter existence they died away almost

without leaving a trace.
1 Semitism has a certain kind of vitality a

tenacity of life exhibited most remarkably in the case of the Jews, yet
not confined to them, but seen also in other instances as in the continued

existence of the Chaldaeans in Mesopotamia, and of the Berbers on the

north African coast. It has not, however, any power of vigorous growth

8 See the Essay of Gesenius, entitled
' Versuch iiber die Maltische Sprache,'

published at Leipsic in 1810. Other writers call the Maltese "a corrupt Arabic"

(Miiller's Languages of the Seat of War, p. 26).
9 The Berber language is far more decidedly Semitic than the Egyptian (Miiller,

p. 24), which is probably the result of Carthaginian influence, or even admixture.

Phoanician inscriptions are found in the heart of Numidia, and the coins of Juba

have Phoenician legends.
1 The exceptions are the somewhat doubtful cases above mentioned of the Ber-

bers and the Maltese.
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and enlargement, such as that promised to Japhet,
8 and possessed to a

considerable extent even by the Turanian family. It is strong to resist,

weak to attack, powerful to maintain itself in being notwithstanding
the paucity of its numbers, but rarely exhibiting, and never for any
length of time capable of sustaining, an aggressive action upon other

races. With this physical and material weakness is combined a wonder-

ful capacity for affecting the spiritual condition of our species, by the

projection into the fermenting mass of human thought, of new and

strange ideas, especially those of the most abstract kind. Semitic races

have influenced, far more than any others, the history of the world's

inen tal progress, and the principal intellectual revolutions which have

taken place are traceable in the main to them.
8

9. The first distinct appearance of the Indo-European race in West-

ern Asia as an important element in the population is considerably sub-

sequent to the rise of the Semites. At what exact time the Indo-

European type of speech was originally developed, it is indeed impossible
to determine

;
and no doubt we must assign a very early date to that

primitive dispersion of the various sections of this family, of which

a slight sketch has been already given,
4 and which may possibly have

been anterior to the movements whereby the Semitic race was first

brought into notice. But no important part is played by Indo-European
nations in the history of Western Asia, till the eighth or seventh centu-

ries before our era,
5
the preceding period being occupied by a long course

of struggles between the Semites and the Turanians. The Indo-Europeans
thus occupy, chronologically, the third place in the ethnic history of

this part of Asia, and consequently the consideration of their various

tribes and divisions has been reserved to form the closing portion of this

discussion.

10. It may reasonably be conjectured, as has been already remarked,
that the scene of the original development of the Indo-European dialect,

or at any rate of the first large increase of the races speaking this lan-

1 Gen. ix. 27.
1 The West has known two great revolutions, conversion to Christianity, and the

Reformation. The East has only experienced one, conversion to Mahometanism.

Of these three changes, two proceeded, beyond all question, from the Semitic race.

Even the Reformation, which we are apt to consider the mere fruit of Teutonic

Keason, may be traced back to the spirit of inquiry aroused by the Arabians in

Spain, who invented algebra, turned the attention of studious persons to physical

science, and made Aristotle intelligible by means of translations and commentaries.
4
Supra, p. 527.

* The Modes, who (according to Berosus) reigned in Babylon before the first

(historical) Chaldasan dynasty (from about B. c. 2458 to B. c. 2234), are not to be

regarded as Indo-Europeans, but as Turanians of the primitive type. (See above,

Essay Hi. p. 319, and vi. p. 352.) It is doubtful whether the name Mede is originally

Arian, or whether it was not adopted from the previous Scythic inhabitants by the

first Arian occupants of the country known in history as Media. If, however, it be

considered strictly Arian, we may suppose Berosus to have meant that Babylon was

in these early times held in subjection by a race which issued from the country called

Media in his day. The latter seems to me the more probable supposition ;
for I

cannot imagine that, if there had been really a powerful race of Medes in these parts,

they would have disappeared altogether from history for fifteen hundred years, and

then reappeared stronger than ever.
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guage, was the mountain district of Armenia. It is from this point that

the various tribes constituting the Indo-European family may with most

probability be regarded as diverging, when the straitness of their

territory compelled them to seek new abodes. As Cymry, Gaels, Pe-

lasgi, Lithuanians, Teutons, Arians, Slaves, &c., they poured forth from
their original country, spreading (as we have said) in three directions,

northward, eastward, and westward. Northward across the Caucasus
went forth a flood of emigrants, which settled partly in the steppes of

Upper Asia, but principally in Northern and Central Europe, consisting
of the Celtic, Teutonic, Lithuanian, Thracian, Slavonic, and other less

well-known tribes. Westward into the high plateau of Asia Minor
descended another body, Phrygians, Lydians, Lycians, Pelasgi, &c., who

possessed themselves of the whole country above Taurus, and in some
instances penetrated to the south of it, thence proceeding onwards across

the Hellespont and the islands from Asia into Europe, where they be-

came, perhaps, the primitive colonists of Greece and Italy. Eastward
wandered the Arian tribes in search of a new country, and fixed their

home in the mountains of Aflfghanistan, and upon the course of the

Upper Indus.

11. With the first-mentioned of these three migrations we are in the

present discussion but slightly concerned. Its main course was from
Asia into Europe, and the Asiatic continent presents but few traces of

its progress. It is perhaps allowable to conjecture that the Massa-getae
and Thyssa-getse (Greater Goths and Lesser Goths) of the steppe country
near the Caspian,

6 were Teutons of this migration, and the Thracians of

Asia Minor appear to have been an eddy from the same stream
;

7
but

otherwise Asia was merely the region whence these Indo-European
races issued, and their various movements and ultimate destinies belong
to the ethnic history of Europe.

12. The western and eastern migrations come properly within our

present subject. The former may be supposed to have been about con-

temporaneous with an occupation of the southern coast of Asia Minor

by the Semites, the two races being for some time kept apart by the

mountain barrier of Taurus, and extending themselves at the expense of

the Turanians, who were thinly spread over the peninsula. After a

while the barrier was surmounted by the more enterprising people, and
the Indo-Europeans established themselves on the south-coast also,

driving the Semites into the mountain fastnesses, where we have already
found them under the names of Solymi and Pisidae. The nations of

this migration are the Pelasgi, the Phrygians, the Lydians, the Carians,
the Mysians, the Lycians, and Caunians, and perhaps the Matieni.

8

6 Herod, i. 201; iv. 11, 22.
7

Among the Asiatic Thracians are to be reckoned, besides the Thyni and Bithyni,
to whom the name especially attaches (Herod, i. 28; vii. 75), the Mariandyni, and
the Paphlagones (see Schol. ad Apollon. Rhod. ii. 181

; Strab. viii. p. 501
;
"and xii.

785; Theopomp. Fr. 201). Perhaps we should add to these the Chalybes, unless

they area remnant of the ancient Turanian population. (Compare the Xd\v0os 2cw
$>uv &iroiKosof ^Eschylus, Sept. c. Th. 725.)

8 The Matieni intended are those on the Halys, for whose existence Herodotus is
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These last form a connecting link between Armenia, the country whence
th' migration issued, and Phrygia, that into which it was directed and
whence it proceeded onward to fresh conquests.

(i.) The Indo-European origin of the Pelasgi seems to be
sufficiently

established by the fact that the Greek or Hellenic race, and the Latin

probably to some extent, sprang from them.9
It is impossible to suppose

tluit Hellenism would have gradually spread itself, as it did, from a
small beginning over so many Pelasgic tribes without conquest* unless

there had been a close affinity between the Hellenic tongue and that

previously spoken by the Pelasgic races. The statement of Mr. Grote3

that we " have no means of deciding whether the language of the Pelas-

gians differed from Greek as Latin or as Pkcmician "
is one of undue and

needless scepticism. These are sufficient grounds for concluding that the

two languages differed even less than Greek and Latin,
8
the Pelasgic being

an early stage of the very tongue which ripened ultimately into the

Hellenic. This view is quite compatible with the declaration of Herod-

otus,* that certain Pelasgic tribes in his day
"
spoke a barbarous lan-

guage," since the earlier stages of a language become in course of time

utterly unintelligible to the nation which once spoke them, and would
not be recognised by the ordinary observer as in any way allied to the

tongue in its later form. Anglo-Saxon is a barbarian or foreign tongue
to a modern Englishman ;

and so is Gothic to a modern German. Pro-

venc.al to a Frenchman, Syriac to a Chaldee of Mosul. The diversity
between the Hellenic and the Pelasgic was probably of this nature, as

Niebuhr,
6
Thirlwall,

9 and C. O. Muller suppose.
7 The nations were

essentially of the same stock, the Hellenes having emerged from among
the Pelasgi, and we may confidently pronounce on the Indo-European
character of the latter from the fact that the language of the former

belongs to this family.
The Pelasgi scarcely appear as a distinct people in Asia at the

period
when Herodotus writes. They formed apparently the first wave

in the flood of Indo-European emigration, which passing from the

Asiatic continent broke upon the islands and the coasts of Greece.

Abundant traces of them are found in early times along the western

shores of Asia Minor," but except in a few towns, as Placia and Scylace

our chief authority (sec i. 72, and vii. 72). They are unnoticed by the later geog-

raphers, but seem to be the Mati6ni spoken of by Xanthus (Fr. 3) and Hecatreus (Fr.

189).
9 Even if the grammatical forms of the Latin language are traceable rather to the

Oscan than to the Greek, as Lassen thinks (Rheinische Museum, 1833-4), yet the

large number of roots common to the Latin and Greek would seem to be best ex-

plained by a Pelasgic admixture in the former people.
1 See Herod, i. 58, and Thucyd. i. 3. It must be remembered that the lonians

(including in them the Athenians), the yEolians, and the Achaeans were all originally

Pelasgic tribes (Herod, i. 56 ; vii. 95 ;
Strab. viii. p. 485).

*
History of Greece, vol. ii. p. 356, note.

* The Pelasgic, according to the view taken in the text, differed from the Greek,

as Gothic from German; the Latin stood to the Greek more as English to German.
4 Herod, i. 57.

6
History of Rome, vol. i. p. 27, E. T.

1
History of Greece, vol. i. p. 56.

7
Dorians, vol. i. p. 6, E. T.

* Horn. II. U. 840; Herod, i. 57 ;
Strab. v. p. 221 ;

xiii. p. 621. Compare what

has been shown (i. 172, note *) of the Lcleges, a kindred race.
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on the Propontis,
9

they had ceased to exist separately in that region,

having been absorbed in other nations, or else reduced to the condition

of serfs.
1

(ii.) The Indo-European character of the Phrygians is apparent
from the remnants of their language whether as existing in inscriptions,

2

or as reported by the Greeks.

9 Herod, i. 57.
J As in Caria. See Philipp. Thcang. Fr. 1.

3 The inscription on the tomb of Midas (vide supra, i. 14) has long been known,
and its Greek character noticed. (See M tiller's Dorian?, vol. i. p. 9, note *, E. T.)
It has recently been copied accurately by M. Texier, and is found to run as fol-

lows :

Here the characters, the case endings, and several of the words are completely
Greek. Line 1 may be understood thus :

"
Ates-Arciaefas, the Acenanogafus, built

(this) to Midas the warrior-king." Line 2 thus :

" Lord (lit. father) Memefals, son
of Praetus, ... a native of Sica, built (this)." It will be seen that the nominative,

genitive (?), and dative cases exactly resemble common Greek forms. The nom. is

marked by -av, et (
=>ns\ '*, and os in one instance by o. (Compare ve^Aijyfprra,

fvpv6ira, /TTTTOTO, K.T.A.) the gen. by -aFos (compare va6t, ypa6t, y^paos, K.T.A.), the dative

by -a and -ti. The verb, which is probably in past time, seems to have the augment
ff-ftatf) ;

while the third pers. sing, is marked by
the ancient suffix j (retained in

SiSuffi, rldijffi, K.T.A.) The word Ba/3a connects with the Greek wehriras, Zfi'y Flair/at,

and the like
;
while FavaKrei is within a letter of &PCIKTI, and 8s suggests a variant

of 5f>o>, indicated likewise by the Latin word cede*. The locative termination -pav

(if the word 2i/ia*/ be rightly rendered), although unknown in Greek, reappears in

Oscan, and may be traced even in the Latin tarnen (= ta-men, "these things being so

situated.")
Another inscription, of greater length and of a more ancient character, recently

given to the world for the first time by Texier (Asie Mineure, vol. ii. p. 157), confirms

the impression which the writing on the tomb of Midas has created among compar-
ative philologists. It is written in the manner called &ov<rrpo<p-ii$bv, and is unfortu-

nately somewhat illegible in the latter portion. Texier gives it thus :

This maybe read conjecturally :

KT/A.OKTJS Ffi/aFruy aFray
" Celoces sepulchrum suae matris

ffoffftrair /Ltarcpej EFerfKfftris OFeFivovojuaV Aax*T ya

exstruxit matris Ephetexetis ex Ofefinone. Sortita est 1<

fjMTfpav aptffaffTiv Bovox,

matrem amatara. Bonok, qui Acenanogafus erat,

tpcicvv TAoros ffoffrvT' Ivavuv, AxfvavoyaFos,

hordeum sacrificii obtulit. Inanon, Acenanogafus,
'
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(iii.) That the Lydians belonged to this Indo-European family is

probable from what we know of their language,
3
as well as from their

geographical position, and connexion with other Indo-Germanic races.

They had common temples with the Carians and Mysians,
4

and in

mythical tradition the three nations were said to have had a common
ancestor.* In manners and customs they closely resembled the Greeks,

8

and their habit of consulting the Hellenic oracles
T
. would seem to show

that their religion could not have been very different. They may there-

fore with much probability be assigned to this family, and regarded as

a race not greatly differing from the Greeks.

(iv.) The Carians, whose connexion with the Lydians was peculiar-

ly close, are said by Herodotus to have been Leleges
?

a statement
which is probably beyond the truth,

9 but which he could scarcely have
made (having been born and bred up on the Carian coast) unless the two
races had been connected by a very near affinity. That the Leleges
were closely akin to the Pelasgi does not admit of a doubt.

1 Of the

In this archaic Phrygian, while the forms and words in general resemble the

Greek, there are seme which differ from those upon the tomb of Midas, and are
more akin to the Latin. The third pers. sing, of the verb is marked by the term-
ination -T instead of -, as in aoataa'ir, Aex'T, and (probably) (TO<TTVT. (Compare
the Greek passive terminations -rau, -TO, and for the v in O-OOTUT compare Scuciw/u,

(ftryvvfjn, &c.). The augment is wanting, being replaced in one instance (<r<xre<rcuT)

by a reduplication. The accusative has the termination -av where the Latins have

em, the Greeks only -a. Again the genitive, /larcp-*?, is more like the Latin u matr-
t" than the Greek HTJTP-O\. Some expressions, however, are thoroughly Greek:
opraj nartpfs is almost exactly awrf/f ^Ttpos AU^IT 70 /ttarcpav ap<ra<rni> is (2)

AX 7^ nirrtpa tpaffrfa (or apltrrrty). The rare form of the letter x deserves

special notice. It is written almost like a capital ,
as in the alphabet of the

Thereans.
The probable connexion of the Phrygian /3*'*<n,

"
bread," with the Germ, backen,

and our "
bake,

1 '

is noticed in the foot-notes to the second book. The Phrygian
words for "

fire,"
"
water,"

"
doq," and many other common terms, were so like the

Greek as to attract the attention of the Greeks themselves (Plat. Cratyl. p. 410 A.).

The terms mentioned are most of them widely spread in the Indo-European family.
Fire is in Greek vvp, in high German viuri, in low German fur, in Armenian hur.

Water is Sansc. ttda, Lat. unda, Greek vSup or rather YitSup, Phrygian 0e'5y, Slav.

voda, Goth, vato, Engl. water, Germ, u-ojwer, Celtic dour or dwr. Dog is Sansc. fvan,
Greek KVWP, Lydian KW, Lat. canis, Armen. shun, Germ, hwid, Engl. hound. The
moon is Greek fiTJ*rj, Phrygian ^v, Germ, mond: compare Lat. men-sis and our

month. God was in Phrygian Bayaios (Hesych. ad voc.), in old Persian baga, in

Zend bagha, while in Slavonic it is still boy/t.
" Bake "

is Sansc. pac, Servian pec-en,

Anglo-Sax, bac-en, Erse bac-ail-im, as well as Germ, backen, Engl. bake, and Phry
gian /3K. The few words said to be Phrygian, which appear to be Semitic rather

than Indo-European (BaATJv, *A8uv, 'AStryouf), are either late importations, or assign
ed upon very weak grounds to the Phrygian language.

' See p. 536, note ', and compare Hoetticher's Rudiment. Myth. Semit. pp.

18, 14. 4 Herod, i. 171. Strab. xiv. p. 943.
5
According to Herodotus

(1.
s. c.), the native Carian tradition made Lydus and

Mysus the brothers of Car.
*
AvSol . . . v6AOtai tv iraairkraloun *uvral foi "EAATji/cs Herod, i. 94). ComAvSol . . . v6fAOtai ntv irapairkrialoun xp*uvral foi "EAATji/cs (Herod, i. 94).

pere vii. 74 : AwSol . . &7xor^ r** 'EAAIJKIKWV ^X" g7rAa - And see also * 35 -

' Herod, i. 14, 19, 46, 55, &c.
" Herod, i. 171.

See the foot-note on the passage.
1

See, for a summary of the arguments, Thirlwall's History of Greece, vol. i. pp.

42-5, and Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, vol. i. pp. 31-4.
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Carian tongue the remains are too scanty to furnish us with any very
decisive argument, but Philip of Theangela, the Carian historian, re-

marked that it was fuller than any other language of Greek words.
8

The Carians too seem to have adopted Greek customs with particular

facility,
3 and perhaps the very epithet of "

strange-speaking^." which they
bear in Homer,

4
is an indication of their near ethnic approximation to

the Greek type, whereby they were led to make an attempt from which
others shrank, and to adopt in their intercourse with the Greeks, the

Greek language.
6

(v.) The Mysians, who, like the Carians, claimed kinship with the

Lydian people, and had access in common with persons of these two na-

tions to the great temple of Jupiter at Labranda who spoke, more-

over, a language half Lydian and half Phrygian,
7 must evidently be

classed in the same category with the races with which they are thus

shown to have been connected.

(vi.) The Lycians and Caunians belong likewise to the Indo-Euro-

pean family, though rather to the Iranic or Arian, than to the Pelasgic

group. Their language is now well-known through the inscriptions dis-

covered in their country, and, though of a very peculiar type," presents
on the whole characteristics decidedly Indo-European. Herodotus says

8 See Miiller's Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. ^475 (Fr. 2), y y\u>rra ruv Kapwv . .

it \ f t <r T a 'EAArjj/i/ca ov6/J.ara $x ei Ka1 aM M'7M<
'

>/a '

8
Strab. xiv. p. 947. Herod, vii. 93.

4 Horn. II. ii. 867.
6 This at least is the explanation which Strabo (1. s. c.) gives of the Homeric

epithet. Lassen admits its truth (Ueber die Sprachen Kleinasiens, p. 381), while

maintaining the Semitic character of the Carians.
8 Herod, i. 171. Strab. xiv. p. 943.
7 Xanthi Fragm. ap. Miiller (Fr. 8), T^V [rwv Mwrwi/] 5td\(KTov uio\v&i6v vws

flva.1 KOI /j.i^o^pvyiov.
8
Professor Lassen of Bonn has recently published an account of these inscrip-

tions (Ueber die Lykischen Inschriften, and Die Alten Sprachen Kleinasiens, von
Professor Christian Lassen, published in the Zeitschrift v. Morgenland), in which
he has proved more scientifically than former writers the Indo-European character
of the language. This, however, had long been sufficiently apparent from the
labours of Sir C. Fellows and Mr. Daniel Sharpe. Bilingual inscriptions, in Greek
and Lycian, upon tombs rendered the work of decipherment comparatively easy.
The most important specimens are given at the end of this Essay.

These inscriptions are sufficient to show that in syntactical arrangement and in-

flexional rules and forms the Lycian language is Indo-European, coinciding, as it

often does, almost word for word with the Greek : e.
<jr.,

Ewumu itatu mene prinafutu PolCnida Mollewesgu se

TOVTO (rb) fj.vrnj.0, [t>~\ ipyaaavro 'A.iro\\(avi5iis MoAAlcrtos Kal

Lapara Polenidau Porewemetgu pringzeygwe urppe lada

Aairapa? 'ATroAAwi/i'Sou TlvpipaTios oiKf^oi tvl (rals) yvvaifyv

gpttewe s tedeeme.

(rolv) cavT&v Kal (TO?J) 4y*y6vois.

The roots, however, are for the most part curiously unlike those in any other

Indo-European language : the most certainly known, tedceme (child), prinafu (work),
itatu (memorial), se (and), urppe (for), &c., have no near correspondents either in

the Arian or the European tongues. Lada (wife) may perhaps compare with "lady"
(although Lassen questions this, p. 348), and the pronouns have some analogy to

the Zend.
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that in manners and customs the Lycians resembled the Carians and the

people of Crete, and their art has undoubtedly a Grecian character
;
but

these are points upon which it is not necessary to lay any great stress,
since their ethnic affinity is sufficiently decided by their language.

(vii.)
The Matieni are added to this group conjecturally, on account

of their position and name
;

9
but it must be admitted that these are

merely grounds affording a very slight presumption. The term itself

may not be a real ethnic title
;

it is perhaps only a Semitic word signi-

fying
"
mountaineers,"

1 and may not have been really borne by the peo-

ple. It certainly disappears altogether from this locality shortly after

the time of Herodotus, while even in Mount Zagros it vanishes after a

while before that of the Gordiaei or Kurds,
2
so that its claim to be con-

sidered the real name of a race is at least questionable.
13. The eastern or Arian migration, whereby an Indo-European race

became settled upon the Indus, is involved in complete obscurity. We
have indeed nothing but the evidence of comparative philology on which

distinctly to ground the belief, that there was a time when the ancestors

of the Pelasgian, Lydo-Phrygian, Lycian, Thracian, Sarmatian, Teu-

tonic, and Arian races dwelt together, the common possessors of a single

language. The evidence thus furnished is, however, conclusive, and

compels us to derive the various and scattered nations above enumerated
from a single ethnic stock, and to assign them at some time or other a

single locality. In the silence of authentic history Armenia may be re-

garded as the most probable centre from which they spread ;
and the

Arian race may be supposed to have wandered eastward about the same
time that the two other kindred streams began to flow, the one northward
across the Caucasus, the other westward over Asia Minor and into Eu-

rope. The early history of the Arians is for many ages an absolute

blank, but at a period certainly anterior to the fifteenth century before

our era they were settled in the tract watered by the Upper Indus, and

becoming straitened for room began to send out colonies eastward and

westward. On the one side their movements may be traced in the

hymns of the Rig-Veda, where they are seen advancing step by step

along the rivers of the Punjab, engaged in constant wars with the prim-
itive Turanian inhabitants, whom they gradually drove before them into

the various mountain ranges, where their descendants still exist speak-

ing Turanian dialects.' On the other, their progress is as distinctly

marked in the most early portions of the Zendavesta, the sacred book

* Their position, as a connecting link between Armenia and Phrygia, has been

already noticed (supra, p. 541). Their name seems to connect them with the Medea

(Mada). Cornp. Sauro-7/io/a.
1 See note * on Book i. ch. 189.
* Strabo calls a certain part of Media by the name of Media Mattiana (i. p. 108,

xL 742), but he barely mentions the Mattia'ni (xi. p. 748) : his chief inhabitants of

Mount Zagros are the Gordisei (xi. p. 769, 772, xvi. p. 1046, 1060, &c.). In Pliny

the Mattiani are found only east of the Caspian (vi. 16). In Ptolemy they disappear

altogether.
See Muller's Essay on the Bengali Language in the Report of the British

Association for 1848, p. 329; and Bunsen's Philosoph. of Univ. Hist. vol. i. pp.

340-364.

VOL. I. 35
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of the western or Medo-Persic Arians. Leaving their Vedic brethren

to possess themselves of the broad plains of Hindoostan and to be-

come the ancestors of the modern Hindoos, the Zendic or Medo-Persic

Arians crossed the high chain of the Hindoo-Koosh, and occupied the

region watered by the upper streams of the Oxus.
4 Here too the

Arians would come into contact with Scythic or Turanian races, whom
they either dispossessed or made subject. Sogdiana, Bactria, Aria (or

Herat), Hyrcania, Arachosia, Rhagiana, Media Atropatene(Azerbijan),
6

were successively occupied by them, and they thus extended them-

selves in a continuous line from Afghanistan to beyond the Caspian.
At this point there was, perhaps, a long pause in their advance, after

which the emigration burst forth again with fresh strength, project-

ing a strong Indo-European element into Armenia, and at the same
time turning southward along the chain of Zagros, occupying Media

Magna, and thence descending to the shores of the Persian Gulf, where
Persia Proper and Carmania formed perhaps the limits of its progress.

Everywhere through these countries the Tatar or Turanian races yield-
ed readily to the invading flood, retiring into the desert or the moun-

tain-tops, or else submitting to become the dependents of the con-

querors.
14. The nations which may be distinctly referred to this immigra-

tion are the following : the Persians, the Medes, the Carmanians, the

Bactrians, the Sogdians, the AriaDS of Herat, the Hyrcanians, the Sa-

gartians, the Chorasmians, and the Sarangians. The similarity of the

language spoken by the more important of these nations has been noticed

by Strabo, who includes most of them within the limits of his "Ariana."
Modern research confirms his statements, showing that the present in-

habitants of the countries in question, who are the descendants of the

ancient races, still speak Arian dialects.
7 A few words will suffice to

indicate the special grounds upon which these various tribes are several-

ly assigned to this family.

(i.)
The Persian language, which we possess in five of its stages,

8

furnishes the model by which we judge of Arian speech, and distinctly
shows the ethnic character of the people who spoke it, proving their

4 This tract is probably the Aryamm Vaejo of the Vendidad. (See Hupfeld's
Exercitat. Herod. Spec. Diss. ii. p. 16.)

6 The Varena of the Vendidad is, perhaps, this region. (Vide supra, Essay iii.

p. 319, note 7

.)

K.CU fTt Tuv irpbs &pKT<i)v BaKTp'iuv Kdl 3oy5iav<t>v flal yap irus Kdl 6fjLoy\<i>TTQi Trapa

fUKpdv. Strab. xv. p. 1026.
7 See M tiller, Languages of the Seat of War, pp. 32-4.
8 These are, 1. The Zend, or language of the Zendavesta, the earliest type of

the speech, corrupted however in places by an admixture of later forms. 2. The
Achaemenian Persian, or language of the Cuneiform Inscriptions from the time of

Cyrus to that of.Artaxerxes Ochus. 3. The several varieties of Pehlevi (A. D. 226-

651), known to us from rock inscriptions, legends or. coins, and the sacred booka
of the Parsees. 4. The Pazend or Parsi, preserved to us in the commentaries on
the Zend texts, and recently critically treated by M. Speigel. And, 5. The Persian
of the present day, which is a motley idiom, largely impregnated with Arabic, but
still chiefly Arian both in its grammar and its roots.
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connexion on the one hand with the non-Turanian inhabitants of India,
on the other with the principal races of Europe. As this point is one
on which ethnologers are completely agreed

1
it is not necessary to ad-

duce any further proof of it.

(ii.)
That the Medes of history were Arians, closely akin to the

Persians, has been already argued in the Essay
" On the Chronology

and History of the Great Median Empire."
3 Whether the name ori-

ginally belonged to the Scythic races inhabiting the country immediate-

ly east of Armenia and Assyria, and was from them adopted by their

Arian conquerors as that of Pashtft or Pushtu is said to have been by
the Affghans,' and as that of Britons has certainly been by the Anglo-
Saxons or whether it is a true Arian sectional title first brought into

that
region by the Arian races at the time of their conquest, is perhaps

uncertain.
4

But, however this may be, there can be no reasonable doubt
that the Medes of authentic history, the conquering subjects of Cyaxares,
were Arians, of a kindred race to the Persians, who had accompanied
them from the East during the migrations recorded in the Vendidad.

The name Arian was recognised by all the surrounding nations as proper
to the Medes.* The similarity of their language with the Persian was

noticed by Nearchus, the naval commander of Alexander,
8 and by Stra-

bo;
7

it is also remarkably evidenced by the entire list of authentic Me-
dian names, which are distinctly referable to Arian roots," and have a

close resemblance to the names in common use among the Persians.

Isolated Median words, the meaning of which is known, lead to the same

conclusion.* And the special trust reposed by the Persians in the

Medes,
1

together with the identity between the two races presumed by
the Greeks,* mark still more strikingly the affinity which they bore to

one another.

(iii.)
The Carmanians are included by Herodotus among the tribes

1 See Prichard's Phys. Hist. vol. iv. ch. x. Bunsen's Philosophy of History, vol.

i. pp. 110-127. Mailer's Languages of the Scat of War, p. 32.
'*

Supra, pp. 317,318.
3 Mullen's Languages of the Scat of War, p. 32.
4 In favour of the view that Scythic Modes preceded the Arian Medes in these

parta may be urged, 1. The belief of Bcrosus in a Median dynasty at Babylon before

B.C. 2234 (Fr. 11). 2. The Greek myths of Andromeda and Medea, which connect

the Medes with the early (Scythic) Phoenicians and with the Colchians. The strong-

est argument against it is, the absence of the word Mede (Mad) from the Assyrian

inscriptions till the time of the black-obelisk king, ab. B.C. 800. (Vide supra,

p. 320.)
Herod, vii. 62. Of Mf|5oi <f/caA.eWo *d\ai vpbs iravruy "Aptot. Compare Mos.

Chor. i. 28.
6
Ap. Strab. xr. p. 1053. N'apX<" **<rra &* Kal rriv $ia\(KTov rav Kap-

T KO\
7 See note * on the preceding page, where the passage is quoted.

See the analysis of the Persian and Median names at the close of Book vi.

Astpaca,
"
dog," which occurs in the same sense in Zend, and in some modern

Persian dialects: Aj-dahak (Astyagcs), (nom.Aji* Dahako), which is used symbolic

ally for the Median nation throughout the Zend Avcsta, and means literally in /end
41 the biting snake

;

"
being, moreover, still used for " a dragon in Persian at tfi

present day.
See note 7

, p. 318.
' See note ', p. 318.
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of the Persians,
3 and were said by Nearchus, who coasted along their

shores, to resemble the Medes and Persians both in customs and lan-

guage.
4

Their descendants, the modern people of Kerman, spoke a dis-

tinct dialect allied to Persian up to a recent period of history.
5

(iv.) The Bactrians are included by Strabo in his l

Ariana,' and are

said by him to have " differed but little in language from the Persians.'"

Herodotus remarks their similarity in equipment to the Medes. 7 That

they belonged to the most ancient Arian stock is evident from the

Vendidad, where Bakhdhi, which is undoubtedly Bactria, is the third

country occupied by the Arians after they quit their primitive settle-

ments. It may further be noticed that the few Bactrian names which
have come down to us on good authority are either Persian or else mod-
elled upon the Persian type.

8

(v.) The reasons adduced for regarding the Bactrians as Arians ap-

ply for the most part to the Sogdians. Qughdha, or Sogdiana, appears
in the Vendidad as the first place to which Ormazd brought his wor-

shippers from the primitive Airyanem vaejo. Strabo includes it with

Bactria in his Ariana, and makes the same remark concerning the lan-

guage of the two people. Sogdian names are wanting, but the intimate

connexion of Sogdiana with Bactria
* would alone render it tolerably

certain that the two countries were peopled by cognate races.

(vi.)
The Arians of Herodotus seem to parade their ethnic character

in their name, but it is not improbable that this apparent identity is a

mere coincidence. Herodotus himself distinguishes between the "Apuu
and the "Apetoi ;

* and a still wider difference is observable in the cor-

responding terms as they come before us in the Zendavesta and the

cuneiform monuments. In the Vendidad the original Ariana is Airya

(Airyanem vaejo), the later Aria is Uaroyu. Similarly in the inscriptions

8 Herod, i. 125. The form of the name used by Herodotus is Germanians

(rfp/JLOLi/ioi) ;
a word which may teach us caution in basing theories of ethnic affinity

on a mere name. * See above, note '.

6 Von Hanmer (Farhang Jehangiri, preface), quoted by Prichard (Phys. Hist,

vol. iv. p. 16). [At present there is no distinct dialect known as Kemiani.

H. C. R.]
6 See note 6 on page 546. Apollodorus of Artemita had included Bactria in

Ariana before Strabo. (Strab. xi. p. 752.)
7 Book vii. ch. 64.
8 As the Roxana and Oxyartes of Arrian, which are Persian (comp. Arrian, Exp.

Alex. vii. 4, with Ctes. Pers. Exc. 12), and his Spitamenes, which is on a Persian

type. Compare Spithobates (Diod. Sic.), Spitamas, Spitaces, Spitades, Medes

(Ctesias), the initial element in all these names being the Zend Sventa or Spenta,
"
sacred," and the lapse of the nasal before the dental being a peculiarity ofPersian

articulation; and for the termination menes, compare Achaemenes, Hieramenes

(Thucyd.), Phradasmenes (Arrian), &c. Tenagon in Jischylus (Pers. 308), is prob-

ably a fictitious name.
8

Sogdiana follows immediately upon Bactria in the three lists of the satrapies

(Beh. Ins. col. i. par. 6
; Persep. Ins. par. 2

;
Nakhsh-i-Rustam Ins. par. 3). The

Bactrians and Sogdians are closely united by Strabo in many places (ii. p. 107, 169 :

xi. 762-3, &c.). Compare Arrian (Exp. Alex. iii. 8
;
iv. 1

;
v. 12, &c.).

1 This is the name given to the Arians of Herat in Book iii. ch. 93. In Book

vii., however, the difference is overlooked, and both they and the true Arians are

called "Aptoi. (Comp. chs. 62 and 66.)
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of Darius, Arian in its wider sense is Ariya? Aria (the province) JTariva.'

The initial aspirate, which was lost by the Greeks,
4
but which still

maintains its place in the modern Herat and in the Heri rud or " Arius

aranis," sufficiently distinguishes the two words, which differ moreover
in the final element Aria (the province) having a terminal u or v, which
has no correspondent in the other word. The eastern Arians therefore

("Apeiot) are not to be assigned to the Medo-Persic or Iranic family on
account of their name. They are, however, entitled to a place in it from
the occurrence of their country in the Zendavesta among the primitive
Arian settlements, as well as from their being constantly connected with

races whose Arian character has been already proved.
6

Herodotus also,

it is worthy of notice, mentions that in their arms and equipments they
resembled the Medes and Bactrians.

6

(vii.) The country of the Hyrcanians (called Vehrkana) appears in

the Zendavesta among those occupied by the Arians. Their equipment
in the army of Xerxes exactly resembled that of the Persians.

7 A
name too mentioned in Ctesias as that of a Hyrcanian is Arian.

8
These

seem to be sufficient grounds for assigning them to the Medo-Persic family.
9

(viii.) That the Sagartians were Persians in language,
10 and to a great

extent in dress and equipment/ is witnessed by Herodotus. Their Ar-

ian character is apparent in the inscriptions, where Chitratakma,
8
a Sa-

gartian, throws Sagartia into revolt by proclaiming himself a descendant

of Cyaxares.
3 Darius seems to include their country in Media,

4
while

Herodotus informs us that in the army of Xerxes they
" were drawn up

with the Persians."
*

(ix.) The Arian character of the Chorasmians is apparent from the

mention of their country (Khairizao) in the Zendavesta' in close con-

nexion with Aria (Herat), Margiana (jferi?),
and Sogdiana (Sughd). The

word itself is probably of Arian etymology,
7 and the Chorasmians are

* Nakhsh-i-Rustam Ins. par. 2, ad fin. Behist. Ins. (Scythic version), col. i.

par. 5.
3
Behist. Ins. col. L par. 6. Persep. Ins. (I, Lassen) par. 2. The Nakhsh-i-

Rustara inscription is imperfect.
4
By Hellanicus (Fr. 168), Strabo, and Ptolemy, as well as by Herodotus.

* In the Inscriptions they usually accompany the Bactrians. In Herodotus they
are placed with the Sogdians and the Chorasmians (iii. 93, sub fin.).

* Herod, vii. 66. "Apiot 5i r<(gon ptv laKtvaanevoi 3\aa.v Mrj8jKO?(rt, TO 5e &\\a

Kardweft Bcucrpioi.
T Herod, vii. 62. "fpKaviot Kara-rep Ufpffai ^<re<raxoTo.

*
Artasyras, Persic. Exc. 9. Compare, for the initial element, the names Arta-

xerxes, Arta-banus, &c., and for the final one, the Sanscrit surya,
"
light," or " the

gun."
*

It may be added that the name Hyrcanians signifies "the wolves" in Zend,

and is exactly represented by the modern Persian Gurgan. [H. C. R.]
w Herod, vii. 85. Zaydprioi . . . tdcoy Iltpffutbv ry Qwvij.
1
Ibid. Zaydpriot . . . oxei/V /xere^y fx vffl mnaU&V j* re Flepcn/ojy /col TTJS

For the Arian character of this name, see Col. Rawlinson's Vocabulary of the

Ancient Persian Language, pp. 143-5 ;
and compare the note on Tritantaechmes

(supra, L 192).
3
Behist. Ins. col. ii. par. 14.

4 After relating the revolt of Sagartia under Chitratachma, and its reduction,

Darius concludes by saying, "This is what was done by me in Media" (ibid.

par. 16).
* Herod, vii. 85. twcTfrdxaro [oi Zxydpriot] ts roi/s Tlfpvas.

6 In the fourth Fargard. See Burnoufs Commentaire sur le Ya9na, p. 108.
^

' Burnouf derived it from khairi,
"
nourishment," and zemo, "land," or "earth,
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almost always found conjoined with races of the Arian stock.
8 A Chor-

asniian name too, preserved by a Greek writer, is plainly Arian. 9

(x.) The Sarangians of Herodotus, whose arms resembled those of

the Medes,
1 and who are generally conjoined with Arian tribes,

2 seem
to be correctly identified with the Drangians of later writers,

3 whose

close affinity to the Persians is witnessed by Strabo.
4 Their name does

not occur in the Vendidad, but their country, called after its chief river,

the Etymandrus
&

(modern Helmend), is distinctly noticed among the ear-

liest settlements of the Arians.
6

(xi.) The Gandarians, whose country (Sindhu Gandhard) lay upon
the Upper Indus,

7 have not been included among the Arians of this

migration, since they appear to have been (as Hecatseus was aware 8

)
an

Indian rather than an Iranian race.
9

They probably remained in the

primitive settlements of the Arian people, while the Medo-Persic tribes

moved westward, sending with them only some few colonists, who car-

ried the name into Sogdiana and Khorassan. 10 With the Gandarians

may perhaps be classed the Sattagydians and the Dadicae, who were in-

cluded with them in the same satrapy,
1 and who occur generally in this

connexion.
2 These nations form a subdivision of the Arian group.

giving it the sense of "
fruitful land." Col. Rawlinson suggests a connexion with

the Sanscrit swarga,
" heaven." (Vocabulary, p. 91.)

8 Herodotus joins them in the same satrapy with the Sogdians and Arians of

Herat (iii. 93). In the army of Xerxes he unites them with the Sogdians and Gan-

darians, noticing that they wore the same arms with the Bactrians (vii. 66). In the

cuneiform inscriptions they are conjoined with the Arians and the Bactrians (Beh.
Ins. col. i. par. 6), with the Sogdians and Sattagydians (Persep. Inscr.), and with

the Sogdians and Sarangians (Nakhsh-i-Rustam Inscr.).
9 Pharasmanes (Arrian, Exp. Alex. iv. 15). Compare the Pharismanes of the

same author (ib. vi. 27), who is a Persian
;
and see the analysis of Arian names ap-

pended to Book vi.
' Herod, vii. 67.

a With the Sagartians (Herod, iii. 93); with the Arians of Herat (Beh. Ins. and

Persep. Ins.); with the Chorasmians and Arachotians (Nakhsh-i-Rustam Ins.).
3
Strab. xv. pp. 1023-6. Arrian, Exp. Alex. iii. 21, 28

;
vii. 10, &c. Ptol. viL

19. Steph. Byz. &c.
4 Strab. xv. p. 1027. Oi Apayycu ir tpff iov r f * r&\\a KOT& T b t> &iov

otvov <nraviov(Tt.
6 The reasons for regarding the Sarangians as the inhabitants of the country

called in the Zendavesta Haetumat are given by Ritter. (Erdkunde, West-Asien,
ii. pp. 64-6.)

8 As the primitive historical traditions of Persia refer to this province, so does

ians of the Indus seem to have first emigrated to Candahar in the fifth century of

our era.
8

Cf. Hecat. Fr. 178. TdvSapai, 'Ivtwv fovos ;
and for his knowledge of their

location upon the upper Indus, compare his Kao-Trarrupos, *6\is rarfapiK-h (Fr. 179),

with Herod, iv. 44.
9 The Gandarians appear as Indians in Sanscrit history (Wilson's Arian. Antiq.

p. 131, et seqq. ;
Lassen's Indisch. Alterthumskunde, p. 422, &c.), and are com-

monly joined with the Indians in the inscriptions. (Persep. Ins. and Nakhsh-i-

Rust. Ins.)
10 Gaudarians (Candari) are found on the northern frontier of Sogdiana in Pliny

(H. N. vi. 16), and Ptolemy (vi. 12). Compare Mela (i. 2). Isidore of Charax has

a town Gadar in Khorassan (p. 7).
' Herod, iii. 91.

8 The Gandarians and the Dadicae were united under one commander in the
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15 The subjoined table will exhibit at a glance the connexion which
been here the object of this Essay to trace among the various

{Southern

or Himyaritic Arabs
Canaanites (early).
Chaldspans (early).
Susianians (early).
Ethiopians of Asia.

Tr r.AM AN

Hamitic or Cushite

Scythic or Tatar .. ..

tamo

I.sno-Ki K.MTVN .

Aasyro-Babylonian

Hebraeo-Phcenician

Arabian

Lydo-Phrygian . .

Lycian

Thraclan

Cappadocians (early)
Cilioians (early).
Armenians (early
Sapirians.
Colchians.
Moschi.
TiberenL
Alarodii (?).

Macrones (?).

Mosynoeci (?X
Mares (?).

Budii.

Magi.

WesternArian orMedo-Persic

Eastern Arian or Indie

Parthians.

Assyrians.
Babylonians.
Syrians.

Canaanites (later).
Hebrews.
Phoenicians.

Cyprians.
Cilicians (later).

Solymi.
Pisidse.

Joktanian Arabs.
Ishmaelite Arabs.

Phrygians.
Lydians.
Mysians.
Carians.

Pelasgi.
Greeks.

( Lycians.
(

Caunians.

{Thynians.

Bithynians.
Mariandynians.
Paphlagonians.
Chalybes (?).

Persians.
Modes.
Bactrians.

Sojrdians.
Arians of Herat.

Hyrcanians.
Chorasmians.

Sarangians.
Sagartians.
Carmanians.
Armenians (later).

Cappadocians (later).

Indians.

Gandarians.

Sattagydians (?).

Dadicuo (?).

army of Xerxes (Herod, vii. 6). Gandaria occurs in juxtaposition
with Sattagydia

in the Behistun and Nakhsh-i-Rustam inscriptions.
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NOTE A.

ON THE VARIOUS TITLES OF JUPITER.

HERODOTUS, in Bk. i. ch. 44, invokes Jupiter under three names,
illustrative of the subdivision of the Deity, mentioned in notes on ch.

131, B. i. App. and on ch. 4, B. ii. App. Cicero (de Nat. Deor. b.
iii.)

mentions three Jupiters : one the son of ^Ether, and the father of Pro-

serpine and Bacchus
;
another the son of Heaven, and father of Minerva;

and the third born to Saturn in Crete, where his tomb was shown. Many
characters and epithets were also given to him by the Romans, as by the

Greeks. (Cp. Aristot. de Mundo, 7.) He often took the place and of-

fice of other gods, as of Neptune, JEolus, the Sun, and many more
;
he

contained all others within himself (see note on ch. 4, B. ii. App.) ;
he

was supreme, ordering all human events, and directing them at his own

pleasure. JEschylus, however, makes him subservient to Fate, and this

accords with the reply of the oracle of Delphi to Croesus, that "
it is

impossible even for a god to evade destiny
"
(Herod, i. ch. 91) ;

and

though Homer shows that Jupiter willed and promised, still man's

destiny was settled at his birth, at which therefore the Fates attended.

But the promises of Jupiter were equally fixed and unalterable as fate,

and thus Sarpedon's death once pronounced to Thetis could not be re-

voked. (Cic. de Div. ii. 10.) Of the philosophers, the Stoics partic-

ularly held to destiny ;
while the views of the Peripatetics on this

subject were less stringent. (Of the Stoics and Fate, see Cicero de

Div. ii. 8
;
and of Trpovouz, Providence, the Anima Muudi, see Nat.

Deor. ii. 22 and 29.) To illustrate the variety of epithets applied to

Jupiter by the Greeks, I avail myself of the following remarks, for

which I am indebted to the kindness of the Rev. A. Cumby, who, by a

long research in the works of the ancients, has collected a mass of

valuable information on their manners, customs, and literature, partic-

ularly of the Greeks, which we may hope will some day be given to the

public :

" As the giver of success and failure he is called Zcvs eiri86rrjs, Pausan.

viii. 9, 2; Z. vapidfrip, Plut. Op. Mor. 1048 C. ;
Z. WXoS

,
^sch. Ag. 973,

Bum. 28, Pausan. viii. 48, 6, Athen. 10 B.
;

Z. Krfaios, Demosth. xxi. p. 531,

Antiph. i. p. 113
; Isaeus, viii. p. 70. Harpocrat. s. v. KTTJO-I'OU Aioy. Add Zevs

<ro>T>7p, which is frequent in Attic writers, and in Pausanias, ^Esch. Suppl.

27. Eur. Her. F. 48. .

"
Jupiter presides more especially over celestial phenomena, lightning

clouds, and rain : hence Ztvs i*'*, Pausan. ii. 19, 8, ix. 39. 4
;
o/tfjptor,

Plut.

Op. Mor. 158 E., Pausan. i. 32, 2. Also Z otptos, J&sch. Suppl. 594 Oic. in

Verr. iv. p. 465 Elzev. ;
Z. dfcpos, Pausan. iii. 13, 8. He also presides over
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the seasons : hence Zevs tV/zalos-, Ap Rhod. ii. 522, and Sch. ; Z. /idpiosr, Soph.
(Ed. 0. 705 ; Z. eV^apTrtos, Plut. Op. Mor. 1048 C.

"The principal attendants upon Jupiter were Themis, with her two

daughters, Auc; and Evvopia : hence he presides over ayopai, and hence Zeus

dyopcCios, Herod, v. 46, ^Esch. Eum. 973, Eur. Heracl. 40, Aristoph. Eq. 410,

500, Plut. Op. Mor. 789, D. 792
;
F. Pausan. iii. 11, 9, v. 15, 4, ix. 25, 4

(cf.

Zfvs rravofjifpaios, II. 6. 250) ; Zfvs /SouXaioy, Antiph. vi. 146, Plut. Op. Mor.
801 E. (cf.

802 B., Pausan. i. 3, 5).
" We find Zfvs TroXifus, Plut. Vit. Demetr. 909, Op. Mor. 789 D., 792 F.,

Pausan. i. 24, 4, in which office his temple would be in the Acropolis ; so

Zcvs vnaros, Plut. Op. Mor. 1065 E., Pausan. iii. 7, 6, and viii. 14, 7, ix. 19,
3

; v\lfi(TTos, Pausan. ii. 3, 1, v. 15, 5, ix. 8, 5. We find Zfvs pao-iXtvs, Ran.
1278 and elsewhere, Plat. Ale. ii. p. 143, Pausan. ix. 34, 4 ;

for Zevs fiaviXcvg
and Z. Tjyfpwv, see especially Xen. Cyrop. and Anab. We find from Homer
and Hesiod that Jupiter especially protected kings and generals, and deter-

mined the event of battles : hence Zevt Tporraloj, Eur. El. 671, Heracl. 867,
936 (cf Phcen. 1250, 1473), Pausan. iii. 12, 9

; Zfir arpdnos, Herod, v. 119,

Strab. xiv. 659, Plut. Vit. Eum. 594.
" In adjurations and invocations Jupiter is often called by an appropriate

surname : see especially Herod, i. 44, Luc. Tim. 98, 152, Schol. Aristoph. Eq.
500, and Ran. 756, Schol. Eur. Hec. 345 : such are Ztvs ai'doior . -flSsch. Suppl.
192

(cf.
(Ed. Col. 1267) ; Zcvs VCMP, Sep. Theb. 485, and icXapioy, ^Esch.

Suppl. 360, Pausan. viii. 53, 9
;

Z. dpmos. Soph. Philoct 1181, and Sch. ; Z.

cmtyrtof, Ap. Rhod. ii. 1124. 1132
;
Z. navonrrj^JEsch. Suppl. 139

; navSopKtrrjs,
Eur. El. 1177 ; <uioy, Ap. Rhod. ii. 1147, iv. 119, Pausan. ii. 21, 2, iii. 17, 9.

So, in the comedians, Z. dioTTTrjs KO.\ Karon-iys, Aristoph. Ach. 435, and Sch. ;

Z. o/io/xaortyiar, Ran. 756.
"
Zcvs eVat'petor, see Sup. and Athen. xiii. 572 D. E., x. 446 D.

;
Z. ctyc'tr-

rio?, jEsch. Ag. 704, Soph. Aj. 492, and Sch. ;
Z. iWo-tor, ^Esch. Suppl. 346,

616, Soph. Philoct. 484, Eur. Hec. 345, Ap. Rhod. ii. 215, 1131 sqq., Pausan.
i. 20, 7; also the forms IKCT^IOS, Od. v. 213; a(ptVro>p, ^Esch. Suppl. 1

;

t<ralo9, ^Esch. Suppl. 385
; iWi)p, ^Esch. Suppl. 478 ; Z. Vtor, II. v. 625,

Od. i. 270
;

. 284, 389 (cf. Od. 2, 207, and . 57) ; Pind. 01. viii. 28, Nem.
v. 61, xi. 9

;
^Esch. Ag. 61, 362, 748, Suppl. 627, 672, Eur. Cycl. 357, Xen.

Anab. iii. 2, 4, Plat, de Legg. v. 730, viii. 843, xii. 953 (cf. ix. 879, xii. 965),
Plut. Vit. Arat. 1052, Op. Mor. 766 C. (cf. 158 C.), Pausan. iii. 11, 11, Athen.
xv. 696 D.

"Zfi>s onoyviot, Eur. Andr. 921, Aristoph. Ran. 750, 756, and Sch., Plat.

Legg. ix. 881
;
so Zeu? o-vi/ai/uor, Soph. Antig. 658 (cf. npos o-e %(o>v npoyvitov,

Soph. (Ed. Col. 1333, and Ruhnk. Lex. Tim. s. v.) ;
so Z. irarpuos. Nub. 1468

(cf. Plut. Op. Mor. 758 D., which epithet has frequently a different significa-

tion) ; Seoi TroTpoJoi, ^Esch. Sep. Theb. 1018, and elsewhere ; Z. TruTwor Plat.

Kep. iii. 391, Euthyd. 302, de Legg. ix. 881 ; see Herod, v. 66 and 6l!
"
Zfvs (ppdrpios, Demosth. xliii. 1054, Athen. xi. 460, F.

;
Z. 6/io<piAo?, Plat.

Legg. viii. 843 ; Z. yei/e'aXioy, Pind. Pyth. iv. 298, Plut. Vit. Alex. M. 682,

Op. Mor. 166 "D. 1119 E. ; here the epithet signifies Trarpwor, but it denotes

presiding over lirth, Pind. Ol. viii. 20 (cf. xiii. 148, cf. also yEsch. Eum. 7,

293, Soph. (Ed. C. 972) ;
and protecting parents, Plut. Op. Mor. 766 C. (cf.

^Esch. Choeph. 912).
"Zfif cpxtor, Soph. Philoct. 1324, Eur. Hippol. 1025, Plut. Vit. Eum. 594

(cf. ^Eschin. i 16, add Pausan. v. 24, 9).
Zur <j>iXios, Plat. Phsedr. 234, Minoe. 321, Luc. Tox. 518 (cf. Aristoph.

Ach. 730, Plat. Ale. i. 109, Euthyphr. 6, Gorg. 500).
"To these we may add Zfus ZpKfios, Eur Troad 17, Plat Euthyd. 302,

and Sch. Pausan. ii. 24, 3, iv. 17, 4, v. 14, 7, viii. 46, 2, x. 27, 2
; Ztvs

Pind. 01. xii. 1, Herod, iii. 142, Eur. Rhes. 358, Plut. Vit
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Aristid. 331, and Pausan. x. 21, 5 and 6
; Z^s SpLOs, Plat. Legg. viii. 842 im.

Demosth. vii. 86, Polyb. ii. 39
; also in expiation of murder, Zevs /leiXi'^ios

was invoked."

Zeus was put for the heaven (Hor. 1 Od. i. 25,
" Manet sub Jove

frigido venator.") He was said "
to rain

;

" and Clemens (Strom, v. p.

571) says,
" Jove's tears signify rain." Athenaeus, x. p. 430A. Pausan.

ii. 19 (see vertos above, Ep. Wet.) AUTTCTT/S was also applied to the

Nile (see note on ch. 19, b. ii.) Cp. Clem. Strom, v. p. 603. His name

Diespiter is the Indian Diuspiter,
"
Sun-father," or "

Heavenly light ;

"

and perhaps connected with Divas-pati,
" Lord of the day," or " of the

sky," as Jupiter answers to Diu-pitcr, "Heaven,'* or "Air-father."

Zev, Sev, and Jov are the same word, as Sir W. Jones has shown (vol.

i. p. 249), as are zugon and jugum. The old Latin name was Jovi or

Jovis. Cp. the Assyrian god lav. The Samaritans called Ihoh or

Ihoah (lengthened by us into Jehovah), 'Ia/?e, according to Theodoret

(the ft being a v) ;
the Greeks 'ICVD. Clemens very properly says the

name is
" of four letters," mm (Ih6h). It signified

"
is," or "

will be."
" lah "

is m (Ih). The Royal Scythians called Jupiter Papaeus (Herod.
iv. 59). For Jupiter's patronage of kings, cp. Siorpe^eW /3cunArju>i'.

'See note on ch. 4, B. ii. App. p. 12, 12<i.) [G. W.]
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NOTE B.

ON THE INVENTION OF COINING, AND THE EARLIEST SPECIMENS OF
COINED MONEY.

THE question of the first invention of coined money is one of those

which it is impossible to solve, and on which we can only hope at best

to arrive at a probable opinion. There can be no doubt that the pre-
cious metals have been selected in various places quite independently,
to serve as the common medium of exchange, for which they are better

suited than any other commodity. But whether the practice of stamp-

ing certain masses of them with a government mark, as a guarantee of

their being of the professed weight and purity, arose in one place only,
and then spread from a single centre gradually over the known world

;

or whether the idea occurred separately to several nations, will perhaps
never be determined. The latter of these two hypotheses is at least as

likely to be the true one as the former
;
and in this case it is evident

that we can entertain but slight hopes of ever settling the question of

priority of discovery. With respect however to the statement of Her-
odotus concerning the Lydians, it is not necessary to enter on so wide a
field. His assertion is limited to the nations of which himself and his

countrymen had knowledge. By this we are not to understand, as has
been argued (Edinburgh Review, No. 211, p. 170), the states of Asia
Minor only, with which he was from his birth and breeding most

familiar, but the various countries and kingdoms through which he had

travelled, or of which he had gained authentic information, extending
from India on the east to Sicily and Italy on the west, and including
Persia, Media, Babylon, Egypt, Phoenicia, Phrygia, as well as the

numerous Greek states scattered over the countries bordering the Med-
iterranean and its tributary seas, from Olbia to Naucratis, and from

Trapezus to Massilia. The expression used is the one constantly oc-

curring throughout the whole work for knowledge of the most general
kind, and which is applied to nations as little known as the Scythians
(iv. 46), the Neuri, who dwell above them (iv. 17), and the Atarantes
of the African desert (iv. 184). Herodotus then, it appears, was con-

vinced that the practice of coining money originated, not with the

Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Phrenicians, Phrygians, or Greeks,
but with the Lydians, who were the first (he says) to coin both gold and

silver, and from whom he probably regards other nations as having
adopted the practice. It is the truth of this assertion which requires

consideration, the question being one of much interest in itself, and

important in its bearing upon the general character of Lydian civil-

isation.
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Now it is certainly most remarkable, that among the numerous
remains of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquity which have come down
to us, not a single coin has been yet found. In Egypt it is said to be
ascertained from hieroglyphical discovery, that there was at no time a

native coinage ;
and it appears that the Persians first (Herod, iv. 166),

and the Greeks afterwards, had to introduce their own monetary systems
there, at the time of their respective conquests. Had Assyria or Bab-

ylonia possessed a coinage, it is almost impossible that the researches

recently pursued with so much success throughout Mesopotamia, should

have failed to bring to light a specimen. Clay tablets, commemorating
grants of money specified by weight, have been found in considerable

numbers, but not a coin or the trace of a coin has been discovered.

As far therefore as negative evidence can decide a question of this kind,
it would seem that the invention of coining was certainly not made by
the nations who.se position in the van of Oriental civilisation would have

led us to expect it from them. It is confirmatory of this view to find

that the Jews appear to have had no coined money of their own till the

time of the Maccabees, when King Antiochus gave leave to Simon to
" coin money for his country with his own stamp

"
(1 Maccab. xv. 6),

and that their first knowledge of the invention seems to have been de-

rived from the Persians. (See Gesenius' Lex. Heb. ad voc. -ps-nx).

Previous to the captivity it would appear that the commercial dealings
of the Hebrews were entirely transacted after the model of that primi-
tive purchase recorded in Genesis, when Abraham bought the field of

Machpelah of Ephron the Hittite, and "
weighed to him the silver which

he had named in the audience of the sons of Heth, four hundred sliekeh

of silver, current money with the merchant." Coined money is first

mentioned in the books of Scripture written after the captivity Ezra,

Nehemiah, and Chronicles; and then the term used appears to represent

the Persian "
Daric," indicating the quarter from which the invention

had reached the Hebrew nation.

One of the countries most likely to originate such an improvement
would seem to have been Phoenicia. Engaged in commercial dealings

of the most extensive description from a very early time possessing

either actually or through their colonists almost the entire carrying trade

of Asia and Africa the Phoenicians could not but be peculiarly interesied

in a change which must have had so great an effect in simplifying and ex-

pediting commercial transactions. But inventions do not always arise

where they are most wanted
;
and certainly at present there are no

grounds for assigning the invention in question to this people. No

Phoenician coins hitherto discovered have the appearance of such an-

tiquity as attaches to a large number of specimens belonging to Greece

and Lydia. No traditional record ascribes to them the invention,

which, had it been theirs, would probably (like that of letters) have

been conceded to them at least by some writers. The probable fact

noticed above, that the Jews derived their first knowledge of coined

money at the time of the captivity from the Persians, makes it very un

likely that it was invented centuries before by their near neighbours

the Phoenicians. Antecedent probability
must therefore give way to
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evidence, and the claim of the Phoenicians to be regarded as the in-

ventors of coining, must be set aside as wholly unsupported by any
facts.

It has recently been maintained by a writer of great eminence (Col.

Leake, Num. Hellen. App.), that the real inventors of the art of coining

money were the Greeks. This conclusion rests in the main upon cer-

tain statements of late Greek authors, by whom the invention is ascribed

to Pheidon, king of Argos, who flourished about B. c. 750. (See Ephor.
Fr. 15

; Pollux, ix. 83
; Etym. Mag. ad voces EvjSotKov vo/xtcr/Aa, and

o/JeAto-Kos. Compare ^Elian. Var. Hist. xii. 10.) But the authority
of these writers is weak, and certainly not to be compared with that of

Herodotus, and Xenophanes of Colophon, his older contemporary, who
both regarded the invention as Lydian (Pollux, 1. s. c.).

Even were

the two statements supported by authorities of equal value, that of Her-

odotus would have to be preferred, since it runs counter to the spirit of

national vanity, which the other favours. Besides, it is easy to explain
how the tradition of Pheidon may have arisen, without conscious dis-

honesty ;
for the earliest writers on the subject might mean no more

than that Pheidon was the first who coined money in Greece, and those who
followed might misapprehend them, and think they meant the first who
coined money anywhere. Even moderns have represented the Parian

Marble as evidence for the claim of Pheidon (Eckhel. Doctr. Num. Vet.

Proleg., cap. iii.
; Smith, Diet, of Antiq., ad voc. Nummus, p. 810, 2nd

ed.), whereas it leaves the question, as between him and the Lydians,

wholly untouched. Further, since it is now universally admitted, that

Pheidon introduced his scale of weights and measures (known as the

Eginetan) from Asia, it is at least not unlikely that he may have been

beholden to the Asiatics for his other innovation. On the whole, then,
it may be said, that authority and probability are alike in favour of a

Lydian rather than a Grecian origin of the invention.

Modern research has not succeeded in throwing any considerable

light on this disputed point. It is doubtful whether any of the coins

hitherto discovered date within some centuries of the original invention.

But in the opinion of many excellent judges the character of the Lydian
coins actually obtained is indicative of a higher antiquity than attaches

to any Greek specimens. (See the article on Ancient Coins in the En-

cyclopaedia Metropolitana, and compare Humphreys' Ancient Coins and

Medals, p. 31.) Within a circuit of some thirty miles round Sardis, the

ancient capital of Lydia, a number of gold and silver coins have been
found of a peculiar type, and of the rudest character and execution.

These coins have a device on one side only, the other being oc-

cupied by the punch mark, or quadratum incusum, which is the admitted

sign of the earliest condition of the art. The masses of metal prepared
for coinage were originally placed upon an anvil, with a rough excres-

cence protruding from it, having for its object to catch and hold the

metal, while the impression was made by means of a die placed
above, and struck with a hammer. This excrescence, a mere rude
and rough square at first was gradually improved, being first divided
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into compartments, and then ornamented with a pat-
tern, until gradually it became a second device, re-

taining however to a late date its original square shape.
In the Lydian coins the qttadratum tncusum is of the

most archaic type, having neither pattern nor divisions,

and presenting the appearance which might he produced

by the impression of a broken nail.

A comparison of this with later forms will show

clearly its rude and primitive character.

The device upon the Lydian coins is either a crowned figure of a

king, armed with a bow and quiver the pattern apparent-

ly from which the Persians took the emblem upon their

Danes (see note on Book vii. ch. 28) or the head of a

lion sometimes accompanied by that of a bull as in a

coin supposed by Mr. Borrell to have been struck by
Croesus.

The lion appears from Herodotus to have been a Lydian emblem.

Crcesus sent the image of a lion to Delphi, among his other presents

(Herod, i. 50) ;
and an ancient myth connected the safety of the city

with a certain miraculous lion borne to King Meles by his concubine

(ib. i. 84). The animal was sacred to CybSle, who seems to have been

the deity specially worshipped at Sardis (infra,
v. 102). Of. bophocl.

Philoct. 391-402), and who is generally represented as drawn by lions.

VOL. I. 86
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(Comp. Orphic Hymn, ravpo<f>6vu)v ,(vacra ra^vSpo/xoi/ ap/xa AeoWtov.

Sophocl. 1. s. c. Lucret. ii. 602. Virg. ^ln. iii. 111-113.)
While the Persians, on their conquest of Lydia, appear to have

adopted, with certain modifications, the human figure of the Lydian
coins, the Greeks seem generally to have preferred the notion of an

animal emblem, which they varied according to their religious belief or

local circumstances. The Eginetans adopted the device of the sea-

tortoise
;
the Argives that of the wolf; the Phocaeans that of the seal

(Pkoea) ;
the Clazomenians that of the winged boar

;
the Ephesians that

of the bee
;

the Lampsaccnes that of the sea-horse
;

the Samians that

of the lion's scalp ;
the Cyzicenes and Sybarites that of the bull

;
the

Agrigentines that of the crab
;
the Syracusans that of the dolphin ;

the

Corinthians that of the Pegasus, or winged horse
;
the Phociaus that of

the ox's head
;
and the Athenians that of the owl, the sacred bird of

Athene. A similar practice was followed in Lycia, where the wild boar,
the lion's scalp, the winged lion, the goat, and the griffin, are the em-

blems of distinct localities. A religious meaning appears for the most

part to have attached to the emblem. Where an animal device was
not used by the early Greeks, the head of a god was (commonly) sub-

stituted, as in the coins of Thasus and Naxos. Human figures and
heads do not occur till a comparatively recent date, the earliest being
those on the series of Macedonian coins, commencing with Alexander,
the son of Amyntas, soon after the close of the Persian War. The shield

of the Boeotians, and the silphium of Gyrene" (infra, iv 169), are remark-
able

;
the latter, however, is not without certain parallels (see note

ad
loc.).

Before the introduction of coined money into Greece by Pheidon,
it had been customary to use for commercial purposes, pieces of metal
called ojScAot, or opcXio-Kot, literally,

"
spits," or " skewers." These are

thought by Col. Leake (Num. Hellen. p. 1, App.), to have been " small

pyramidal pieces of silver;" but the more general opinion is that they
were long nails of iron or copper, capable of being actually used as spits
in the Homeric fashion. This is borne out by their very small value

(three-halfpence of our money), combined with the fact that six of them
made the ^pa-x^rj, or handful, which implies that they were of a consider-

able size. A number of these spits were deposited by Pheidon in the

temple of Juno, at Argos (Etym. Magn.), at the time when he super-
seded them by his coinage, which consisted of silver oloh and drachms,
of the same value and name with the primitive

"
spits

" and "handfuls."

These coins, and their divisions and multiples, extending from the Ac-

TTTOV, or fifty-sixth part of an obol, to the TTpa8pa^/xov, or piece of the

value of four drachms,
1

continued to form the Greek currency down to

the Roman conquest. Minae and talents were not coins, but sums, 01

money of account. Copper was very little used, and gold scarcely at

all, until the time of Alexander, excepting in the Asiatic states. Hence

1

Decadrachms, or pieces of ten drachms, were also occasionally coined. Col.

Rawlinson recently brought from the East a silver piece of this size, struck by
Alexander the Great at Babylon, which is now in the British Museum.



NOTES. COINAGE OF THE GREEKS.

the ordinary Greek word for money was "
silver

"
(apyvpos,

comp. the French use of argent) ;
and money-changers were called dp-

yvpa/Aoi/?ol ; money-chests, upynpo^Kat ; coiners, upyupoKOTriorT/pes, or

dpyvpoKOTroi ; robbers, dpyupoorcpets ; ships employed in collecting money,
dpyvpoAoyoi v^cs, &c. A gold coinage existed, however, among the
Asiatic Greeks from an early date, as at Phocaea, Cyzicus, Lampsacus>

Abydos, &c. It was copied from the Lydian, to which it conformed
in weight and general character. The name stater (o-rar^p), which was
attached in the time of Herodotus to the ordinary gold coin of Western

Asia, whether Persian (iii. 130; vii. 28), Lydian (i. 54), or Greek

(Boeckh. Corp. Ins. 150; Thuc. iv. 2), and which means "
standard,"

is said to have been originally applied to the silver didrachm, the pre-

vailing coin of the early currencies; whence it passed to the ordinary

gold coin, which was about equal to the didrachm in weight. The

original and full name was "the gold stater" (on-axf/p xpvtrovs), whence,

by the usual process of abbreviation, the coin came to be called indiffer-

ently, orarryp, and xpv<rovs. (Compare with the last the Latin aureus.)
Double staters were also coined occasionally. Subdivisions of the

stater, sixths (ocrcu), and twelfths (T//ueKTa), were likewise in use, which

were made of electrvm, a natural amalgam of gold and silver, common
in Asia (Soph. Antig. 1038. Plin. H. N. xxiii. 4), and which seem to

have been largely in circulation among the Ionian cities. The staters

of Croesus were known to the Greeks as " Croesians
"

(Kpotcmoi, Pollux),
and were probably of peculiar purity. Those of Cyzicus were highly

valued, and were current at Athens and elsewhere. Hence perhaps the

proverb /?oCs cVl
yA.u><r<n?

the bull being the device of the Cyzicenes.
The staters of Phocaea were in bad repute (Hesych. ad voc. <O)KCU?) ;

they seem to have been light in weight and of debased metal. (See

upon the whole subject of ancient coins, Col. Leake's Numismata Hel-

lenica
;
Eckhel's Doctrina Nummorum Veterum

;
Mionnet's Description

de Medailles Antiques ; Humphreys' Ancient Coins and Medals
;
and

Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities, s. v. Argentum, Aurum, Hecte

Nummus, and Stater.)

END OF VOL. I.
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